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'This periodical covers the results of inspections performed by
the-NRC's_ Vendor. Inspection Branch that have been distributed to

'the inspected organization during the period from January 1992
through March 1992.
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PREFACE

A furdamental premise of the Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC)
} licensing and inspection program is that licensees are

responsible for the prLper construction and safe and efficient-

operation of their nuclear power plants. The total government-
industry system for the inspection of commercial nucleec
facilities has been designed to provide for multiple levels of
inspection and verification. Licensees, contractors, and vendors
each participate in a quality verification process in compliance
with requirements prescribed by the NRC's rules and regulations

) (Title 10 Code of Federal Regulations). The NRC performs an
overview of the commercial nuclear industry by inspection to
determine whether its rsquirements are being met by licensees and
their contractors, while the major inspection effort is performed _

;,g dp by the industry within the framework of ongoing quality

ettJM verification programs.
[4
[T $ The licensee is responsible for developing and maintaining a

" <fb9 detailed quality assurance (QA) plan with implementing procedures
V.cg pursuant to 10 CFR 50. Through a system of planned and periodic

y eji audits and inspections, the licensee is responsible for assuring~p^
that suppliers, contractors and vendots also have suitable and
appropriate quality programs that meet NRC requirements, guides,
codes and standards.

The Vendor Inspection Branch (VIB) reviews and inspects nuclear
steam system suppliers (NSSSs), architect engineering (AC) firms,
suppliers of products and services, independent testing
labocatories performing equipment qualification tests, and
holders of NRC licensos (construction permit holders and
operating licenses) in vendor-related areas. These inspections
are performed to assure that the root causes of reported vendor-
related problems are determined and appropriate corrective
actions are developed. The inspections also review the vendors'
conformance with applicable NRC and industry quality
requirements, the adequacy of licensees' oversight of their
vendors, and that adequate interfaces exist between licensees and
vendors.

The VIB inspection emphasis is placed on the quality and
suitability of vendor products, licensee-vendor interface,
environmental qualification of equipment, and review of equipment
problems found during operation and their corrective action.
When nonconformances with NRC requirenents and regulations are
found, the inspected organization is required to take appropriate
corrective action and to institute preventive measures to
preclude recurrence. When generic implic*tions are identified,
NRC assures that affected licensees are informed through vendor
reporting or by NRC generic correspondence such as information
notices and bullecins,
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This periodical-(White Book) is published quarterly and contains
copies of all vendor inspection reports issued during thecalendar quarter for which it is published. Each vendorinspection report lists the nuclear facilities to which the
results are applicable thereby informing licensees and vendors ofpotential problems. In addition, the affected Regional Offices
are notified of any significant problem areas that may requirespecial attention.

The White Book also contains a list of celected bulletins andiniormation notices involving vendor issues. Copies of other
pertinent correspondence involving vendor issues are also
included in this White Book issue.

Correspondence with contractors and vendors relative to
inspection data contained in the White Book is placed in the
USNRC Public Document Room, located in Washington, D.C.
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Ef o, UNITED STATES

! j NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION
9 WASHINGTON D. C. 20$55 '2*

~71 }t*
,

( v4 / February 6, 1992"
.,,..

Docket No. 99900296

Mr. Frank Calella, President
Amerate Ctrporation
530 West Dunt Pl-nt Avenue
Livirgston, New Jersey 07039

Dear Mr. Calella:

SURTECT: ICITCE OF VIOIATIQi AND IUTICE OF IUCCtMEMANCE
(NRC DISPECTIO1 REPOR1' NO. 99900296/91-01)

This letter adaresses the inspection of your facility at Livingston, New
Jersey, led by Mr. J. J. Petrosino of my staff on October 7 throtgh 11, 1991,
ard the dimmions of his firdings with Mr. J. F. Gerard, and other ir i>+5

-

of your staff at the cxanclusion of the inspection.

The U.S. Nuclear Pagulatory Cumissicri (NRC) inspectors cmducted the
inspection to review a matter identified by your May 20, 1991, 10 CFR Part 21
report about a problem widi nuclear safety-related Agastat electrical relays.
'Ibe report identified a problem with the plating on an internal camcnent, the
core stop, in your mcdel E7000 series Agastat relays. The enclosed report
diremes the areas examined durirg this inspection and our findings inchriing
an examination of procedures and representative records, interviews with
personnel, and observations by the NRC inspection team.

Based on the results of this inspection, certain of your activities appeared
to be in violation of NRC require::ents, as specifled in the enclosed Notim of
Violation (NOV), and Notice of Nonconformance. The inspecticr1 team found that
the irplementation of your quality assurance (QA) pwpam failed to meet
certain NRC requirenents. The inspor*crs also identified that the Ameraoe
Corporation (Amerace) failed to perform adequate corrective action for
previous findirgs identifled in the 1986 NRC inspection at Amerace. Durirg
this 1991 NRC inspection, the inspectors identified additional problems in
your in-process and remiving inspection area that prme all of Amerace's
procured conponents for its Agastat Model 7000 relays. The findirgs included
inadequate quality control (QC) inspector training, inadequate QC supervisor
involvement in receipt inspection, failure to a@ropriately a@ly MIIrSID-105D
statistical samplirg control, and failure to establish adequate p.v v4ures to
ensure that important characteristics are identified by ergineering ard
inspected by QC for inccznirg ccaiponents destined for Traclear power plant
Class 1E use. 'Ibe 1991 findirgs, your failure to perform adequate uu.iuctive
action for the 1986 findings, ard the problem with the core stop u.=A.wi
identified in your May 20, 1991, letter are indicative of significant QA
program irplementation failures in your receipt inspection and QC inspection

1
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Mr. Frank Calella- -2-.

areas and varrant your
problems. ruvi attention and support to adequately um.4- the

You are required to resped to this letter and shculd follow the instructions -
o

specified-in the enclosed NOV when preparing your response. In your response,1
you should@==nt the specific actit:ris taken'and any a&11tional actions you

: plan to prevent recurrence. Atter reviewing your response to the NOV, the NRC .
will determine whether further NRC action is ma q to ensure ocupliance

-

with NRC regulatory requirenents.

You are also Iwquested to provide a written statament'in acocedance with the
i

instructions specified in the enclosed Notice of Nanconforinarce,
i'Ibe responses requested by this letter are not , subject to 'the clearance

pu edures of the Office of Manr-;
- -i

-- t and Buckpet as required by the Paperworki

Reduction Act 'of 1980, Public law No. 96-511. In awardance with 10 CPR
Part 2.790 of the NRC regulations, a copy of this letter and the enclosures

- will_ be placed in the NRC's Public Mn=nt Rocra.

If ycu have any questions concerning this inspection,- we will be plaaaad todinme= them with you.
q

sincerely ( -!g

-IAlf J.I 1m, Chief
Vendor Inspection Branch
Division of Reactor Inspection

and Safeguards ,
!

Office of Nuclear Reactor Regulaticri
Enclosures:- i

1. . Notice of Violation i
2. Notice of~Nonconformance

f 3. - Inspection Report No.- 99900296/91-01~

cc w/ enclosures:. See next page q

j

i
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Mr. Frank Calella-- -3-

oc: w/erclosures:

Mr. Jcxph F. Gerard
Quality Assurance Director
Amerace Corporation
530 West Mount Pleasant Avenue
Livingston, New Jersey 07039

Mr. Richard Havens
Quality Manager
Amera Cw ation
530 West Mount Pleasant Avenue
Livingston, New Jersey 07039

.
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| D ulosure 1
{

IUTICE OF VIOIATION

Amerace Ccqrration Docket No. 99900296Livityston, New Jersey Peport No. 91-01

Durire a U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Ctranission (NRC) inspectim oxducted on
October 7 through 11, 1991, the NRC inspection team identifiod a violaticn of
W C requirenents. In acxrrtiarce with the " General Statement of Policy and
Irocedure for NRC Enforcement Actions," 10 CIR Part 2, Appendix C (1991), thev.lolation is as follows:

Section 21.21, " Notification of failure to cmply or existence of a defect,"
of Part 21 of Title 10 of the Code of Federal Regulaticos (10 CFR Part 21)
requires, in part, that each inlividual or other entity subject to 10 CFR
Part 21 adopt procedures that apprcpriately provide for evaluatirg deviations
or informiry the i!censee or purchaser of the deviation in order that the
licensee or purchaser my cause the deviation to be evaluated. !

Contrary to the above, Amerace Cbrporation (Amerace) Procedure "10 CFR Part 21
Ctmpliarce," inxusated as Section 21 in Amerace's quality assurance ranual,
was ic* adequate to ensure that Amerace informs its custaners in accordance
with 10 CFR Part 21. The inspector found that the Amerace procedure: (1) did
rot require that a licensee be infonned of a deviation if Amerace could rot
perform an evaluation, and (2) did ret require that 10 CFR Part 21 be passed
down to subtier verdors. (91-01-01)

This is a Severity Invel V violation (Supplement VII) .

In accortlance with the provisions of 10 CFR 2.201, the Amerace Cm ation ishereby required to subnit a written statement or explanation to the U.S.
Nuclear Rrxqulatory ch=% ion, ATIN: Documat Control Desk, WarAirgten, D.C.
20555, with a copy to the Chief, Verdor InsMion Branch, Division of Reactor
Inspection and Safeguards, Office of Nuclear Reactor Regulation, within 30
days of the date of the letter transmitting this Notice of Violation. 'this
reply should be clearly marked as a " Reply to a Notice of Violation," ard
should include the following information for the violation:

1. 'Ihe reason for the violation, or, if contested, the basis for disputingthe violation,
2. The corrcctive steps that have been, or will te taken, ard the results

achieved,
3. The corrective steps that have been, or will be taken, to avoid furtherviolations, ard
4. The date when full cmpliance will be achieved.

Kham 7^od cause is rhown, the NRC staff will consider exterdirg the responsetime allowd.

Dated at Rqckville, Marylard
this M +4 day of P e brvo>v , 1992.

- /
j

i
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Enclccure 2

IDTICE OF }OCCNRENCE

Aaerace Corporation Docket No. 99900296
Livileston, Ikw Jersey Report No. 91-01

During a U.S. Nuclear Regulator,f NWien (NRC) inspection at the
Livirgston, New Jersey, facility of the Amrace C%otien (Amrace), or
Cetober 7 through 11, 1991, the insph, identified certain Amrace
activities that were rot mrducted in aerdance with NRC requirements. These
activities are described belcu, ard have been classified as renconformnoes to
the requirements of Appeniix B, " Quality Assurance Criteria for Nuclear Poer
Plants and Fuel Reprocessirg Plants," to Part 50 of Title 10 of the Code of
Federal Regulations (10 CTR Part 50), i@osed cn Amerace by contractual
agreement with NRC licensees, ard self-irposed by the Amrace quality
assurance manual (QAM), Revision B, Mut:h 7,1991.

1 Criterion II, " Quality Assurance Pwpe," of Appendix B to 10 CFR
Pd 50 requires, in part, that the quality assurance (QA) program
provide for irdoctrination and trainirg of perscnnel perfaming
activities affectirg quality as r-w'r to assure that suitable
proficiency is achieved aM maintained. Management shall review the
status ard adequacy of the QA sugam.

Section 2, " Quality Assurance organization," of Amera 's QAM states, in
part, that the quality control (QC) supervisor "shall be responsible for
the everyday cperation of the inspection department, receivirg, in-
process ard final inspections... indoctrinaticn ard trainirg of
p e onnel.... 'Ihe inctnirg inspector, reportirg to the inspectico
supervisor, shall be responsible far the quality of incaming materials
through proper ingxction methcxis usirg sampliry to MIIeSID 105D ard 1.0
AQL Invel II, unless otherwise instructed. . . ."

Contrary to the above, the NRC inspectors identificd three experienced ;

QC receiving inspeo who were not suitably traimd ard indoctrinated -

in choosi.*0 the minimum ingxction sa::ple size for inocxnirg shipments of
components in accordance with the MIIeSID 10Sn AQL level II sanple size
table requirements. (91-01-02)

2. Criterion V, " Instructions, PrmMures, ard Drawings," of Appendix B to
10 CFR Part 50 requires that activities affectirg quality will be pre-
scribed by hented instnetions, sucedures, or drawings, of a type
appropriate to the circu:: stances ard will be acxxrplished in accordarce
with these documents. Instructions, sucr.dares, and drawings will also
include appropriate quantitative or qualitative acceptance criteria for
determinity that important activities have been satisfactorily
acccrplished.

Section 2, " Quality Assurance Organization," of Amerace's QA manual
states, in part, that "'Ihe quality assurance director is responsible for
the preparation of instructions, administration, ard direction of the
quality assurance department. . . ard prepares all quality policies and

I

5
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procedures rtm' within the carpany to assure he end it s predact
shall conform with all applicable rcquirernents by mans of: .. 1.3.3%ceiving inspection. .. All quality-related procedures shall be acrt-
tinually reviewed in order to irprove methods, systens ard Equip:ent to
the state of the art. . ."

Contrary to the above, Averace failed to establish adoquate prn wtmes
or instructions to ensure that its in-process ard receipt inspecticrn
activities are acocrplished in acconiance with prescribed inspectionrequirements. Additionally, Amerace failed to prescribe apsylate
quantitative or qualitative acceptance criteria so that its receipt
inspection personnel could asure that important activities are ade-
quately acccrplished. Specific exarples of QC activities identified by
the NRC incoectors that were not adequately prescribcd by procedures

(91-01-03)are:

Mcw to detennine an inspection sarple cize for a particular lot of*

inxrning corponents.

Hcv the QC inspectors were to apply the Amrace QAM requirerent of
*

irposirg MIIrSID 105D.

Acceptance and rejection criteria for the review of certificates*

of ccrpliarce frcan subtier verders.

Determination of ocrponent characteristics that need to be*

ingn:ted.

Control of non-conformirg coMitions, other than materials.*

Delineation of hcw to reduce the inspection sa::ple size based upon
*

product history, as allowed by Amerace's QAM.

Criterion VI, " Document Control," of Appendix B to 10 CFR Part 503.

requires, in part, that measures be established to c.nhul the issuart:e
of documents, that prescribe all activities affecting quality. 'Ibese
reasures will assure that the docunents are reviewd for Mcquacy ard
are clistrituted to ard used at the location where the prescribed
activity is performed.

Section 11, "Verdor Quality Survey Peports," of Amera 's QAM states in
part that "[t)his procedure establishes the guideli.w ard methods for
conducting, ard reportire the quality surveys of veMors, suppliers,
facilities, products and services to as rtain their ability to prcr/ide
the necessary prcduct in accordance with Amerace Cbrporation require-
rents.... Vendors shall be resurveyed... based on perfomance reconied
by the receiving inspection department. 'Ihose verdars that supply
products that are considered to be nuclear qualified shall be resur- '

veyed in accordance with the triennial survey program as defined in the
Quality Instruction Manual Document No. 24.0. . . . 'Ihis procedure con-

2
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tains those veniors that are identified veMors selying products that
could be ural en Claus 1E safety related equioment. 'Ibe quality depart-
mnt will mintain records of vender gaality and shall advise the pur-
chasirg departent of any deterioration in quality fmn suppliers...."

Contrary to the above, the Amrace CA departrxmt could neither find, nor
provide the NRC inspectum with copies of (1) its Quality Instruction
Manual Dccumen&. No. 24.0, "Sub-Ven$or Surveys," r, (2) the QC timing
inspection procedure for the timing head assembly (Part 1b. 37508) .
'Iherefore, the ingsstuts concluded that the %=nts could not be
distrib2ted to or be used at the location where the activities are
performed. (91-01-04)

4. Criterion V, " Instructions, Procedures, and Drawirgs," of Appendix B to
10 CFR Part 50 requires that activities affectirq quality be prescribed
by documentef instructions, suci.dares, or drawings, of a type
appropriate to the circunstances and will be acomplished in accordance
with thesc h m nts. Instructicos, sucedures, and drawirgs will also
include awiciate quantitative acceptarce criteria for determining
that irportant activities have been satisfactorily ao:xmplished.

Section 6, "In-Process Inspection," of Amerace's QAM states, in part,
that "[t]his prtcodure defines the mthods rwary for the...in-
prcoess inspectico of raterials as they proceed throtqh the various
s'. ages of manufacture, fabrication, ard aembly.... Detailed written
instructions shall be supplied to all manufacturirg inspection
areas...to assure conformance of material to all applicable
specifications...where detailed... inspection instructions are urd to

be incorrect, these cperations rust be changM. . . ."

Contrary to the above, an in-process QC inspection precedure did not
adequately prescribe apprcpriate QC acceptance criteria. 'Ihe QC
ins M ion suct.dare for the termirnl block aembly (Part No. 32650)
was inadcquate. 'Ibe QC inspecticr attributes did rot correspond with
the asscciated manufacturing shop order aembly sequenz ard methcds;
consequently, it did not allow adequate performance of QC in-Enmcess
inspection of the Weamblies. (91-01-05) ;

5. Criterion X, " Inspection," of Apperdix B to 10 CFR Part 50 requires, in
part, that a program for inspectico of activities affectirg quality be
established ard executed to verify conforrance with h_wnted instruc-
tions, procedures, and drawings for accceplishing the activity.

Section 5, "Receivirg Inspection," of Amerace's QAM states, in part,
that ". ..[s]arpling insmction shall be aglishcxl in accordance with
MIIeSID 105D, usirg a "floatirg" sanple size, depeniirg en product
history (reduced inspection plan) .. 3.3.3 Classification of Character-
istics: Critical. Major. Minor... shall be controlled and inspected in
accordance with Amerace Corporation GIP-001, GIP-002, ard GIP-003. . . .
3.3.4 Receiving IrWuion Record Cards. . . shall be reviewed ard

-3-
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l approved by the Quality control Supervisor for accaracy ard r6all
identify the dravirg requiremnts and those characteristics tc, be
inspected."

a. Contrar'y to the above, the imC inspectors' review of several
receiving inspection record canis (IPCs) revealed that the QC
supervisor did not review or approve any of the cards. (91-01-06)

b. Contrary to the above, the inspectors by their review of several
receivirn IRCs and their Ma'ssions with the QA ard QC staff '

personnel dete.h that the receivirg inspection department had
not been usirg the QAM required GIP-001 procedure, to detennine
receiving inspecticn sa::ple size. (91-01-07)

c. Contrary to the above, Amerace failed to ensure that it twl
executed the minirum inspection rogh.nts for the belcw listed
canponents. 'Ihe 100 inspector identifid that Amerace does not i

inspect the minirm number of ins) ' ion sarples, nor did it
inspect for all aspection attribute.= requirad: (91 01-08)

Diaphragm Assembly, Part No. (P/N) 32372-02*

Core Stop Assembly, P/N 32006-00*

Core, P/N 32528-00*

Electrical 0011, P/N 37274-00*

Recycle Helical Ccrprtnsicn Sprirg, P/N 32331-01*

Criterion XVI, " Corrective Action," of Appendix B to 10 CFR Part 50,6.
requires, in part, that measures will be established to assure that con-
ditions adverse to quality, such as failures, malfunctions, de-
ficiencies, deviations, defective saterial ard equipment, and
nonmnforrances are prerptly identified ard <:orrected.

Criterion V, " Instructions, Procedures, and Drrfirgs," of Appendix B to
10 CFR Part 50 requires, in part, that activities affectirg quality to
prescribed by documented instructions, gvc.siures, or drawirgs, appro-
priate to the cirt:umstances.

Contrary to the above, Amerace has failed to establish adequate
procedures, instructims, or rhents to ensure tMt conditions adverse
to quality, other than defective material, equipment, ard services are
identifled ard vuuuited. (91-01-09)

7. Criterion XVIII, " Audits," of Appeniix B to 10 CFR Part 50 requires, in
part, that planned and periodic audits will be carried out to verify
corpliance with all aspects of the quality assurance prcgram and to
determine the effectiveness of the program. 'Ihe audits will be
performed by appropriately trained personnel not havirq direct
responsibilities in the areas beirg audited.

-4-
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Section 2, " Quality Assurance Organizaticri,a of the Amerace GM states,
in part, that "[i)nternal quality audits shall be mlished by a cer-
tified Lead Atriitor to ascertain the conformance to all sn M wes.
These atx11ts, in conjuncticn with custewr audits, shall serve to
evaluate the effectiveness of the quality assurarce program."

Amerace specification Sheet No. PS-95, "Schevble For Anrual Internal
Atxiit," states, in part, tmt "[ijnternal audits will be acrxtuctM on an
annual basis....''

Contrary to the above, the NP/: inspecticr1 team identif10$ that: (91-
01-10)

Amerace failed to perfom its sctie:1uled 1990 annual atriit for the*-

Livingsten, New Jersey facility.

Anerace's New Jersey facility annual atriits for 1987,1988, aM*

1989, which incitded @ department staff activities, were atriited s

by @ department lead atditors who had direct responsibilities in
the m department staff activities that were atriitM.

Please provide a written statement or explanation to the U.S. Nuclear
Regulatory Ccrimission, ATIN: Mmarit Ctr1 trol Desk, Washingtcri, D.C. 20555,
with a copy to the Chief, Vendor Inspection Branch, Division of Reactor
Inspection and Safeguards, Office of Nuclear Reactor Regulation, within 30
days of the date of the letter transmittirxJ this Notice of Ncremformance.
This reply should be clearly marked as a " Reply to a Notice of Nancmfor-
mance," and should incitde for each nonconformance (1) a descriptico of steps
that have been, or will be, taken to v.u,m r the item; (2) a description of
steps that have been, or will be, taken to prevent recurrence; and (3) the
dates when your corrective actions ard preverfative measures were, or will be,
cocpletM.

_

Deted ay wille, Maryland
this (, f- day of p p 6 ei,, , 1992. 3

/'
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I CRFANI7XIIGI: Amerece Corporaticn
530 West Mx:nt Pleasant Avenue
Livirgston, New Jersey 07039

REPORT NO. : - 99900296/91-01

ORGANIZATIO E Joseph F. Ge ard, CA Director
C07IACT: . (201) 992-8400

NUCLEAR INDUSIfW 'lhe Amernoe Cupuaticn marnifactures ard distributes
ACTIVITY: Agastat timing, magnetic latching ard general purpose

electrical relays. % e Ameraos cu raation also
manufactures ard distributes Buchanan tenninal blocks.
Either product can be procured as Man 1E qualified,
or as acreercial grade ww=ut.s.

INwwnOi
00tDJCIED: 7 through 11, 1991

ID.D INwwiua | *,etw r chS/9aA
/ Joseph J. Petrosino, Team T* D6td
3teactive Inspection Section No.1

(RIS-1)
Vendor Inspectico Branch (VIB)

OIHIR INSPECIORS: K. Sullivan, Brookhaven National Laboratory
T. Tinkel, Brockhaven National Laboratety

APPf M ED BY: h h97-a un
N T Uldis Potapovs, Section CliefJ Date

RIS-1, VIB, Division of Reactor
Inspection ard safeguards

Dwwn0N BASES: 10 CDs Part 21 ard Appendix B to 10 CFR Part 50

DISPECIION 1. 'Ib review the circumstances surrounding a May 20,
SCOPE: 1991, Amerace letter to the NRd d h aning suspected

faulty parts that may have been installed in numarcus
Agastat Class 1E qualified E-7000 electrical relays.

2. To verify that Amerace has adequately iglemented its
carrective action to the NRC's 1986 inspection of the
Amerace facility.

3. 'Ib review the circumstances surroundire an issue where
an authorized Amerece distributor changed the serial
numbers on cmnercial r;rade Agastat relays. Se '

serial numbers were changed into consecutively !
sequenced numbers.

i

PIRfrS Anwim: Multiple
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1 SLM9RY

1.1 Violations

1.1.1 Cbntrary to Section 21.21, "lbtification of failure to cmply or-
existence of a defect," of 10 CFR Part 21, the Amrace Orporation (Awface)
failed to adopt procedures that were appIrpriate for evaluatirg deviations or
infornirg +.he licensoo or purchaser of the deviation in order that the
licensee or puzt:haser cxuld have the deviation evaluated. (91-01-01)

1.2 Nonconformances

1.2.1 Cbntrary to Criterion II, " Quality Assurance Piupam," of Appendix B to-

10 CFR Part 50, ard Section 2, " Quality Assurance Ort 3anization," of Amerace's
quality cssurance manual (QM4), the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory &-imion (!GC)
inspectors identified three quality ocotrol (QC) receiving inspectors wto did
not receive suitable training or indoctrination about hcw to cima a minimum
inspection sanple size for inocning shipnents of occponents in accordance with
the MIIrSID 105D AOL Invel II sanple size taule, as required by Amerace's QM(,
(91-01-02)

1.2.2 Contrary to Criterion V, " Instructions, Pro dures, and Dravirgs," of
Appendix B to 10 CFR Part 50, and Section 5, " Receiving Inspection," ard Sec-
tion 6, "In-Prtcess Inspection," of Amerace's QNi, Amerace failed to ensure
that certain of its QC in-process ard receipt inspection activities are amen-
plished in accordarce with prescribed inspection requirements. Amerace also
failed to prescribe appropriate quantitative or qualitative acceptance and
rejection criteria so that its inspection staff could ensure that inportant
activities are-accxxplished. Specific exanples of QC ectivities that were
inadequately. prescribed by procedures or instructions are hcw to: (91-01-C3)

Determine an inspection sanple size for a particular lot of*

incoming u.4 @ d.s.

Apply the Anerace inposed mIeSTD 105D requirements by the QC*

staff. -

Fird and use methodology of acceptance or rejection for*

certificate of cxx:pliance reviews.

Determine characteristics that need to be inspected.*

Control non-confcmirg materials to prevent iradvertent use ard*-

hcw to control ron-conforming corditions other than material ard
services.

Reduce the inspection sanple size based upon " product history," as*

allowd by the QM'..

1.2.3 Contrary to Criterion VI, " Document Control," and Criterion XVII,

-2-
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| " Quality Assurarre Records," of ApperdiX B to 10 CFR Part 50, and Scction 11,
"Verdor Quality Survey Reports," of Ameram's QAM, the Amarace QA staff could
rot provide and could rot fird its (1) Quality Instructicn Manual Doc mnent No.
24.0, which prescribes venbr survey history and regairements, and f 2) the QC
preocdure for inspecticn of the Agastat Model 7000 timirg h&vi assembly (Part >

No. 37508). (91-01-04)

1.2.4 Contrary to Criterion V, " Instructions, Procedures, ard Dravirgs," of
Apperdix B to 10 CFR Part 50, and Section 6, "In-Prea Inspection," of
Amerace's QAM, the inspectors identificd a QC in-prccess inspection procedcre
that did not adequately prescribe appropriate QC acceptance criteria. The QC
pro dure for inspection of the Agastat Model 7000 termim1 block assembly
(Part No. 32650) did not coauspord to the mnufacturirg assembly sequence
delineated on the internal shop order. (91-01-05)

1.2.5 Contrary to Criterion X, " Inspection," of Apperdix B to 10 CFR Part 50,
ard Section 5, "Receiviry Inspection," of Amerace's QAM:

1.2.5.1 The inspectors fcurd that the QC supcavisor is not typically
revieviry or approvirg the QC "receivirg irepection record cards," (IRCs) as
required by Amerace's QAM. (91-01-06)

1.2.5.2 The inspectors identificd that the QC department receiviny inspection
staff were not usirg Amrace's GIP-001 procedure as required to determine the
appropriate receivirg inspection sarple size. (91-01-07)

1.2.5.3 'Ihe inspectore identified that each of the five QC IRCs reviewed for
the follcuire ocrponents (which represented dozens of irdividual ocupanent
lots that Amerace had receipt inspected) irdicatM that the sanple size of
eat lot inspected was lower than the reinirum rcquirement: (91-01-08)

Diaphragm Asser.bly, Part No. (P/N) 32372-02*
Core Stop Assenbly, P/N 32006-00+

* Core, P/N 32528-00
Electrical Coil, P/N 32274-00*

Recycle Helical Cttpression Sprirg, P/N 32331-01e

1.2.6 (bntrary to Criterion XVI, " Corrective Action," ard Criterico V,
" Instructions, Procedures, ard DraWirgS," of Appendix B to 10 CFR Part 50,
Amrace failed to adequately establish proccdures, instructions, or other
documents to ensure that corditions adverse to quality, other than defective
material, are prcrptly identified ard corrected. (91-01-09)

1.2.7 Contrary to Critericu XVIII, "Atdits," ard Amerace's QA prrgram Speci-
fication Sheet No. PS-95, " Schedule For Annual Internal Audits": (91-01-10)

Amerace failed to perform its scheduled 1990 an' al atriit for the*

Livingston, New Jersey, facility.
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o Amrace'c New Jersey facility annual cudits for 1987, 1988, and
1989, which included @ dcWtmnt activity, wre audited by @
departent lead auditors who had cLirect responsibilities in the @
f -sartmnt activities that were aniited.

2 STAWS OF PREVIOUS DeunON FD1DDGS

2.1 (Closed) Violation 86-01-01 - Report 99900296/86-01

Ihe 1986 IGC inspectico inct indicated that Amerace failed to irpose the'

provision:; or 10 G Fart 21 on the Control Products Corporation (CPC), Graf-
ten, Wisconsin. CPC manufactures ard distrilutes Class 1E qualif'.d Agastat
electrical relay models EP, EIR, and D'.L for Amrace. %e imC inspector
reviewed sewral recent Amerace purchase orders (ICs) *o CPC and verified that
Amerace is irposirg the requirements of 10 CFR Part 2. -o its only subtier
vendor who m nufactures safety-related occponents.

2.2 (Closed) Nonconformance 86-01-02 - ReDort 99900;M/86-01

Se 19861RC inspection report irdicated that the @ organizaticn lacked
adequate indeperdence frcan cost ard schMuling Wuea the @ manager reported
to the production manager. Se lac inspector reviewed Amerace's @ manual ard
conducted dimmions with the @ director regattiirg the current @ organiza-
tion. We @ director currently reports to the Amerace President and appears
to have adegaate irdependence frcra cost and schedule considerations.

2.3 IOcen) Nonconformarce 86-01-03 - Report 99900296/86-01

he 1986 NRC inspocticn report irdicated that the @ staff had not established
adequate @ overview to verify the torque values on certain Agastat Model 7000
relay screws ard had failed to ersure that inspection criteria were estab-
lished for a certain critical masuremnt on a contact strap. Ikuever, the
IEC inspector did not verify whether Ameraoe perforred its -41ve actico
for this matter.

2.4 (Closed) Nonconformance 86-01-04 - Report 99900296/86-01

2e 1986 NRC inspec* ion report indicated that Amera had failed to establish
QC succiares ard instructicns for the in-process ard receipt inspection

Report 86-01 dim _tm the problems that were identified by the NRCareas.
inspectors in sections E.4 and E.7. A review of these Sections in ccnjunction
with the findirgs of this 1991 inspection indicate that the Amerace corrective
action regarding 1986 nonconformance 86-01-04 was inadequate.

Although Amerace's corrective action was inadequate, nonconforuance 86-01-04
is considered closed because Amerace's cuwctive action for nonconformnces
91-01-02, 03, 05, 06, 07, ard 08 should appropriately address the NRC concern.

-4-
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2.5 (Cl w.ed) Nonconforrance 86-01-05 - Report 99900296/86-01

he 1986 NRC inspection report irdicated that Ancrace had failed to effective-
ly control its receipt inspection deputmnt. Nonconform noe 86-01-05
identifled that the QC supervisor was not involved in the material receipt
inspection checklists khich the QC insp # crs were using without benefit of
procedures or instructions for guidance. Report 86-01 dicam the NRC
firdings in section E.5. A reviat of section E.5 in conjunctico with a review
of the current findirgs irdicates that Amerace failed to perfom adequate
corrective action for nonconforrance 86-01-05.

Hcwever, Nonconfomance 86-01-05 is considered closed. Ncnconformances
91-01-02, 03, 06,07 ard 08 should appropriately aMress the area of IEC
concern.

2.6 .(_Q]osed) Nonconfomance 86-01-06 - Reoort 99900296/86-01

The 19861RC irspection report indicated that Amrace procurtd the calibraticn
services of a vendor who was not on its approved vendors list. Se verdor was
Sheffield Measuremnt Division (SMD) of the Warner and Swassey Orpany. After
reviewirq documents ard conductirg discussions the NRC inspector determined
that Amrace performcd adequate corrective action for this ratter. Amrace
has perforned vendor surveys of 90 and currently maintains SMD cn its
approvcd vendor listire in accordance with its QAM requirements.

2.7 (Open) Nonconformarce 86-01-07 - Report 99900296/86-01

he 1986 NRC irspecticn report identifies four areas of concern for 86-01-07:
(1) that QC inspectors verified only a portion of the stated QC insEE: tion lot
population for certain characteristics, (2) that Amrace failed to establish
written instructions for the receipt ard ir-process inspectors, (3) that
travelers were not established, ard (4) that the final QC inspection practices
did not assure that the quality records were completed.

Se NRC inspector did rot verify khether Amerace performed adequate corrective
action for the third ard fourth issues which therefore will remain cpen. 'Ihe
first ard second issues were again identified as con rns durirq the 1991 NRC
inspection. Cbnsequently, it would appear that Amerace failed to perfom
adequate corrective action for the first ard secord aspects of nonconfor-
rance 86-01-07 khich will also remain open.

2.8 (Ocen) Nonconforw m e 86-01-08 - Recort 99900296/86-01

21s m tter was not reviewed by the NRC inspectors.

2.9 (Closed) Nonconfomance 86-01-9 - Report 99900296/86-01
;

'Ihe 19861RC inspection report stated that Amerace did not adequately control
68,503 potentially defective contact am assemblies. W e NRC inspector
reviewed records ard corducted discussions with the Anczace ergineerirg staff

1

|
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about thic m ttere All of the 68,500 parts were accounted for, ard were
appropriately disposed. This matter is therefore closed.

(

3 DISPILTIOi FDOINGS AND OIHER CDEDTIS

3.1 Entrance ard Exit Meetims

On October 7,1991, the NRC inspector dim-d that scope of the inspection
with knerace @ and engineerirg staff at Amezace's Livirgstm, New Jersey,
facility. After the entrarce meting, the NRC inspection team was taken cn a
tour of the Amrace facilities. During the exit meetirg at the cmclusim of
the inspection on Oct * r 11, 1991, the E team leader sumarized the
conclusicns, findings, ard ocreerns that. the team identified duriry the
inspection for the Amerce staff. At this meetirg Amrace managment represen-,

tatives ccrraitted to the NRC team lavbv that they would develop a letter and
provide their 390 authorized distributors criteria regardirq consecutive
serial numbers assigned to nonhcznegencus lots of camercial grade (CG) Agastat
)bdel 7000 relays by scxne authorized Amerace distributors. 1his matter is
dimwM in section 3.2 ard 3.10.

3.2 -Backcround

'Ihe NRC re ived a May 20, 1991, 10 CER Part 21 report frun Amerace regardirg
a deviation involviig a potential problem in its Agastat electrogneumatic
lbdel D000 timirg relays. Accortiirq to Amrace, the potential proble was
limited to its E7022 and D024, A-L series, alternatirg current (ac) relays.
Amerace stated that the relays may not time cut within the specified time cr
may rot provide the stated repean accuracy for the operating life of the
relay. This potential problem was caused by one internal part, the " core
stop," which is used in the timirq head assembly of the D022 ard D024 ac
relays. 'Ibe Amerace letter indicates that several " lots" of core steps may
have had insufficient metallic plating applied, and the poorly plated core
stops could have "gotten throtgh re iving inspecticn, ard have been -ambled
into final product."

The NRC irspec: tors reviewed this problem ard a second area that involved
- firdirgs identified during the previous NRC inspection perfomed August 25

'through 29, 1986. The irspection was am=nted in NRC Insoection Report
No. 99900296/86-01 (IR 86-01) . IR 86-01 identified NRC cymcerns about the
effectiveness of Amera 's @ program. Additionally, NRC m formation Notice
(IN) 88-35, " Inadequate Licensee Performed Vendor Pudits," diewd Amerace's
failure to " adequately establish ard inplement a @ svgcu in several areas."
IN 88-35 also discussed the fact that Amerace's @ program prQlems were not
adequately identified durirg licensee audits of Amerace.

A third area of review concerned information the NRC received indicatirg that
an authorized Amerace distributor may be supplying ccatmercial grade (CG)
Agastat Model-7000 relays with labels that have been altered. The information
received irdicated that the authorized Amerace distributor (AD) supplied CG
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| Agastat relays with labels that had either been replaced or altercd to reflectI

consecutive serial nabers. We consecutive serial numbers sure raquested
frun the vendor ard provided part of the basis to use CG orponents in
safety-related application, that is, the sam lot /date code as evidenced by
consecutive mrial numbers.

WerefGre, this inspection was performed (1) to verify whether Amrace
adequately implemented its corrective actions ccruitted to for the findirgs in
IR 86-01; (2) to verify whether the May 20, 1991 Ameram problem with poorly
plated core stops was related to the findirgs in IR 86-01; ard (3) to
determine whether Amerace is adequately controllirg its ads who supply CU
Agastat Model 7000 relays to NRC licensees for possible use in safety-relatedClass 1E systems.

3.3 Part 21 of Title 10, Ocde o* Federal Reuulations (10 CFR Part 21) *

Section 21.21 of 10 CFR Part 21 requires, in part, that individuals,
corporations, or other entities subject to 10 CFR part 21 adopt g ecuidres
that appropriately provide for evaluatirq deviations, or informirq the
licensee or purchaser of the deviations, in order that the licensee or
purchaser may have the deviation evaluated.

The NRC inspector reviewed the Amerace pwcudure adcpted for this purpose.
We procedure is titled "10 CFR 21 Ctr:pliance," Revision A, dated Atqust 1,
1988, and was incorporated into the Amerace OMi as Section 21. 'Ihe NRC
inspector identified'a few inconsistencies in the establishment of the
procedure. W e procedure was divided into three sections: postirg
requirements, purchase orders (POs) and notification. %e postirq section
appeared to be adequately established. We PO section required that custaner
Pos received by Amerace, that are nuclear safety related, mst state that 10
CFR Part 21 is applicable. We inspector determined by Mmmion with
Amerace that thi s was mearrt to irplement 10 CFR Section 21.31, "ProcLEuaud,docunents." Hc, ever, Section 21.31 requires procurement deelts issued by
the vendor to specify, when applicable, that the provisiers of 10 CFR Part 21apply.

W e last section, " Notification," was not adequately established to provide.
that custm ers he informed of deviations that Amerace could not evaluate. %e
NRC inspector also observed that Amerace initiated the develepuent of an
interim p vcslure to address the requirements of 10 CFP Part 21. Violation
91-01-01 was identified.in this area.

3.4 Recelot Insnection Area

Section 2, " Quality Assurance Organization," of Amerace's QNi requires, in
part, that the inorting inspector, reporting to the inspection supervisor,
will be responsible for the quality of incomirg materials. We inacrning

_ inspector will use proper inspection methods, which include sarpliry to
military standard (MIIeSID) 105D, and associated aa:eptable quality level
(AQL) 1.0 level II sample size table, unless otherwise instructed. Le CAM

i
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also states that the QC supervisor is responsible for the every day operatden
of the inspection department ard for indoctrinatirg and trainirg persconel.
Section 18, "Indoctrinatico and Trainirg," of Amrace's QAM requires that
inspection personnel who perform activities affectirg quality are
indoctrinated and trained to mnre that suitable proficiency is achieved and
raintaincd. The trainirg prt: gram shall incitde instructions in the use of
inspection methods. 'Ibe 1986 NRC inspection of Amerace at its formr Union,
New Jersey, facility identified findirgs in several areas, irclitiirg receipt
inspection, inspection mthodolcgy, and irx:ensistencies in Amerace's receiviry
inspection record cards (IRCs). These findirgs are dimiemd in detail in MIC
inspection report No. 99900296/86-01 (IR 86-01). Cbnsequently, the NRC
inspector reviewed records, observed activities affectirg quality, and
corducted dimtceions with Amrace peu.& rial. The NRC inspector dimmmx:1 the
operation of the E7000 relay with the ergineering staff to identify internal
umpsentt: that were inportant to the functionality of the relay. The inspec-
tar chose five parts that are important ard requested copies of the current
IRCs that were associated with each. 7he chosen parts are as follows:

Diaphragm assembly Part No. (P/N) 32372-02*

Core stop assembly P/N 32006-00*

* Core P/N 32528-00
* Coil P/N 32274-00
* - Recycle Helical Sprirg P/N 32331-01

7he IRC documents turusent the official i..apection record for each Amerace-
procured part that is used on the redel N00 relay- both commercial-grade ard
safety-related. 7he IRCs for the redel 7030 relay parts typically contain the
follcuing: the name ard P/N of the camponent, the subtier vendor for each
shipnent received, the previous shipments, the quantity of each shipmnt, the
inspection sample size inspected, and each inspection characteristic that is
to be inspected.

The NRC inspector then corducted discussions with three different experienced
QC receivirq inspectors. The discussions focused on irrming cxmponent ship-

i mnts that they inspected and documented on the applicable IRC. The NRC
inspector requested that the QC inspectors explain how the size of the
irtWon sarple is determined for each inccning shipnent, how the inspection
characteristics are determined, who determines the characteristics, the
involvement ard overview of their QC supervisor, ard other'related aspects.
Within these areas, the NRC inspector identified numerous inconsistercies,
some of which are very similar, if not identical, to the problems identified
at Amerace in 1986. The diminnions with the QC inspectors irdicate that they
are rot provided adequate written instructions or suc.uiares, ard they do not
appear to be apsvslately trained or indoctrinated to the QAM requiremnts,
such as how to determine an inspection sample size for an incoming shipmnt of
cupnents. Numerous inconsistencies were roted, crd a summary of the majority
of the problems the NRC inspectors found follows:

None of the three Amerace QC receiving inspectors interviewed-

exhibited adequate proficiercy in the method by which an
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inspection sanple size is determined for an irrunirg corpcnent
shipment.

- Ancrace's QN1 requires that the QC staff use MIIr-SID 105D's AQL
IcVel II table. Ikuever, one inspector stated that the receivirq
clerk picked out the sample ard the sar:ple size ard gave it to the
QC staff after the shipment was countad. .

1None of the IRC's reviewed indicated that the QC supervisor-

l

revied or approved the ebents as required by the QAM.

The IRC for the helical spring did rot rcquire any inspection-

attribute for spring force or cxxpression. Ikuever, the NRC
inspector's review of the Amerace design drawing revealed design I

requirements for sprire force /capression. The inspector
identifitd that 27,000 helical springs were re ipt-inspected
between October 1990 ard May 1991 without verifyiry the spring

.

I

force /ccrpression listed on the design drawing.

The QC receipt inspectors stated that they were rot using the GJ4
.

-

Section 5 required procedure, GIP-001, which provides guidance in
lsetting the inspection sample size based on the classification of

characteristics.

'Ihe IRC for the " coil" indicated that one of the QC inspectica-

attributes to be inspected was " soldering of the coil lead wire
splice joint." The IRC indicated that Ancrace inspected this
soldering for mch of the several incomirg shiprnts that was
received. The coil, P/N 32274-00 is cor:pletely encapsulated in a

qplastic fram and is costered with pottiry ccrpeurd. The coils are t

not fabricated or mnufactured by Amerace. The coil soldered lead
wire junction is rot exposed, rather it is internal. Therefore,
this inspection attribute could not have been inspected by the

|Amerace QC staff.
'

The IRC for the " coil" e1so shcued that the inspection sanple size
-

was always the same, regardless of the size of the incming
i

shipment of coils. Only one coil was inspected. For example, for
one shipnent of 1080 coils, one coil was mspected; however, the
AQL level II table shows that 80 should have been inspected for a
lot of 1080 pieces.

QC inspectors are not provided with written instructions or-

procedures which prescribe the receipt inspection process other
than those discussed above.

The IRC for the diaphragm ambly showed that on August 8,1991,
-

Amerace received a shipment of 18,000 ccmponents. The NRC
inspector reviewed the AQL level II table ard identified that 315
is the minimum inspection sanple lot for 18,000 pieces. However,
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the IRC stated that the size of the inspecticn sanplo cize was 300
pieces. The NRC inspector was told that all 300 pieces re ived a
visual inspection, but that cnly 8 pieces were inspected for each
of the inspection attributes stated on the IRC.

Every IRC reviewed revealed that the inspection sanple size was--

less than required. On IRCs that irrlicated that previcus lots
were rejected, the sa@le size still remined the same.

In sumary, the NRC inspector ccncitdes that Amrace failed to adequately
irdoctrinate ard train its QC receiving inspectors regardirg inspecticn sanple
size ard inspection mthodology (Nonconformance 91-01-02); Amerace failed to
effectively establish or inplement receiving and in r w quality activi-
ties, this is also d k w e in section 3.5 below (Nonconformance 91-01-03);
Amer me failed to adeqtutely establish or inplement two QC succiares in its
in pucess inspecticn area (Nonconformance 91-01-05); Amernoe failed to ensure
that its QC supervisor reviewed ard approved its receiving IRCs, as required
by the QAM (Nonconformarce 91-01-06); Amerace. failed to ensure that its
receivity inspection staff was usirq the required GIP-001 pucelare
(Nonconforman 91-01-07); Amerace failed to ensure that its receiving
inspection staff was inspecting the minimum number of sanples for incoming
shi; rants of Agastat model 7000 ard E7000 relays, and Amra failed to ensure
that the receipt inspection sample was beirg effectively inspected for all
applicable characteristics that are important to the functionality of the
Agastat E7000 Class 1E qualified relays (Nonconformnce 91-01-08),

3.5 In-Process IrLMion

Section 5, " Receiving Inspection," ard Section 6, "In-Process Inspecticn," of
Amerace's QAM requires that the inspection rucess be inplemented in accor-
dance with the established procedures ard instructions. Section 5 requires
that sampling inspection shall be accxrplished in accortlance with MIIeSID
105D, using a floatirg sample size, deperdirg on product history; all

| raaterials anci services furnished by a verdor shall be irg-+nd for
| conformance to the applicable purchase order (PO), drawirg, ard specification

requiremnts; ard that the IRC be reviewed ard approved by the QC supervisor!

for accuracy ard to identify the drawiIg requirements ard those character-
istics to be inspected. Section 6 requires continuous first-article ard in-
process inspecticn of materials as they pro ed through the various stages of
manufacture; and where detailed manufacturirq ard inspection instructions are
found to be incorrect, these operations must be changed to reflect the current
procedure by havirg the plannirg departrent adjust the operational route
sheets to conform with the current soqueme of cperation, and the inspection
depart:mont shall verify all pertinent data, such as dimensional accuracy to
the drawing-requirements.

The NRC inspector revicWed dcv'vnts, observed work activities in pupuss,
and corducted discussions with Amerace personnel. In the Agastat relay assam-
bly area the NRC inspector reviewed the in-process inspection p u Oldre (IP)
for the nodel 7000 and E7000 terminal block assembly (IBA), P/N 32650, and
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conicted discussions with the QC inspectw. The IGC inspector roted that
sono of the inspectico cttributes did ret correspond with the associated 7BA
==bly instruction occpence. After ca1 paring the IP and associated
manufacturirg shop order (SO), the inspector identificd two manufacturing
assably work activities that here rot listed on the IP. He also identified
two other ranufacturirg work activities that did rot c.muspc.mu with the
sapence number on the IP. Spccifically, (1) IP sequence ruober 50 is a
weighing ard s~rew tightenirg step; however, SO sequence ramber 50 is a
terminal block cleanirg aid ard contact checking step, (2) IP sequerce number
60 is a continuity step after cleanirg; bcue'ver, So so:perce number 60 is a
weighirg step. The NRC inspector requestcd the IP for the el 7000 ard
D000 tinirg head as.cebly. Hcwever, Amrace was ret able to fird its IP for
the K7000 ti.mirg heaci asscrbly. Therefore, the inspector otrpared the codel
7000 timing head assa bly IP with the SO. The IP contained sequence steps
when crrpared to the So, similar to those fcund in the termiml block area.

Based upon the above dimmion, the lac inspector concluded that Anerace has
failed to effectively implement its in process inspecticn gvgam in the above i

area. Norconforrarces 91-01-03, 04, ard 05 were identified in this area.
Dcarples of these inconsistencies are also dir-W in secticn 3.4 above.

3.6 Oualified Verdors

Section 11, " Vendor Quality Survey Reports," of Amerace's QAM rcqaires, in
part, that certa n activities be perforned to ascertain a vendor's ability to
provide Amerace the r-wy product in accordance with Amerace require-
ments. These activities irclude reqairements to evaluate ard record veMars
on a ver&r list delineate special capabilities, document verdor surveys,
keep the verdor list current, and resurvey verdors sto su; ply products ocn-
sidered to be nuclear qualified in accordance with the triennial survey pro-
gram, as defined in the Quality Instruction Manual (QIM), tw,mnt No. 24.0.

The imC inspector started to review this area at the beginnirq of the
inspection. At that time the inspector requested a copy of QIM rw,mnt
No. 24.0. Mcwever, Amerace pcxsonnel were rot able to find or to provide a
copy of this document. The NRC inspector could not perform an adequate review
of this area. The inspcetor, therefore, identified a failure to provide ard
control docurents to personnel at the location stere the prescribed activity
is controlled, and also failed to retrieve QA records. Nanconfomance
91-01-04 was identified in this area.

3.7 Oorditions Adverse to Ouality

Criterion XVI, " Corrective Action," of 14pendix B to 10 CFR Part 50 requires
in part that reasures be established to assure that corditions adverse to
quality, such as failures, ralfunctions, deficiencies, deviations, defective
material ard equipment, ard 7 anconforrances are prcrptly identified ard
corrected.
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Section 9, t'Ctntrol of Ncn Conforming Materials," of Amerace'c QAM estanliahes
aquirements for whvilirg sterials ard services fourd to be nmaanforming
with drawirgs, specifications or purchase orders.

'Ibe NRC inspector asked the Amerace personnel why they did rot write a
nonconformance report en a few of the deficiercies dim-d in Secticns 3.4
ard 3.5 above. 'Ibe NRC inspector found that Amrace had not established
masures to control conditions advese to quality, other than material ard
conpanent problems and services. For example, if a QC inspector lect an
inspection rvwdure or record, or a dravirg was cut of control, he did rot
have any procedure or instructicns for guidance on hcw to dispositicn the
narronformnoe, or record the deficiency. Norconformance 91-01-09 was
identified in this area.

3.8 Audits

section 16, " Quality Audits," of Amerace's QM requires, in part, that audits
of mnufacturirg, quality r idares, ard irupoetion functicns be ex:nducted byu
an atditor who is selected and approved by the plant manager and @ Director.
Amerace Specification Sheet No. PS-95, " Schedule for Annual Internal Aniits,"
states, in part, that internal audits be oorstacted en an annual basis and that
the atriits be conducted usirg the requirements of Section 19 cf ANSI /ASME
N45.2.

'Ibe NRC inspector requested the last four annual audits of the Amrace
facility. 'Ibe Ameraos staff informod-him that the 1990 audit was rot per-
formed. 'Iherefore, he reviewed the 1987,1988, ard 1989 audits. Durirg this
review, the NRC irspecvar identified that each of the atriits was performed by
only one auditor. 'Ibe atditor for ead audit was an Amrace m @rtment
member. Each of the auditors ntviewed areas for httich he had direct
responsibiAities. Both ANSI /ASME N45.2 ard Apperdix B to 10 CFR Part 50
prohibit a perscm with direct responsibilities in an area frta auditirq that
area. 'Iherefore the NRC inspector concluded that (1) Amerace failed to 4
perform its regularly scheduled auiit for 1990, end (2) Amerace's New Jersey
facility annual atriits for 1987,- 1988, and 1989 vere audited by a @
depart e nt auditor who had direct responsibilities in acrtain m W rtment
activities that were included in the audits. Nonconforrance 91-01-10 wasI

identified in this area.

3.9 Differences Between D000 ard 7000 Relavs

'Ibe 7000 ser! NJastat timing relays are electropneumatic devices. 'Ibe
. .

E prefix is u ( y Amerace to distirguish its nuclear-qualified product line
of relays from crxaercial-grade product line (7000 series). Amerace'

qualified the D0w for use in Class 1E systens located cutside contairent.
Deperdirs on the specific application ard type of relay chosen, the amcunt of
on-delay or off-delay is controlled through the adjustent of a timing dial,
located on top of the relay. 'Ibe setting of this dial basically ocotrols the
air bleed-off rate of an internal diaphragm asserbly which is mechanically
coupled to the relay core assembly. Amerace also provides an electrcnic
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control relay lit.:n which also Ms a rn:: lear qmllfied series ard a ocumercial i
grade series. me EP, DiL, ard DR ocritrol relays am electrical /electrcnic i

|

devices that are qmlified fer Class 1E syriums outside of contairraent. Umcn line in rot prefixed by an E. me D000 series relays are narufactured
only. at Amrace's Livirnston, New Jersey, facility. 20 DR, DCL, ard MP are
twnf acturtd only at Cbntrol Products carporation, Graftcri, Wisocnsin, forAmrace. Hosever, the CG lire of thcoe relays are manufactured in several
different dcreatic ard foreign facilities. Imc IN 87-66, "Inawpriate
Application of Ctamcreial-Cracle crrponents," die-m these differerces intore detail.

Curirg this inspoction the NRC 1 tspectors -cM the differerces betwen the
D000 and the 7000 relays. hey also reviewod the initial IEEE 323 ard 344
qualification tests for the D000 relays. Amarace considers many of the docu-
terv.s ard specific technical differences hs proprietary aM ocmpanyconfidential. 2crefore, this portion of the }E inspection ':t5crt will
generalize the areas reviewod ard not provide epocific details.

Overall. the imC inspectors rottd differences betwoon several c.uwwns that
are used for the D000 relay and the 7000 relay. Also roted was that the
D000 imtructica nanual contains scre informtion that is unique for ruclear
p:yser plant applications. 20 kmc inspector perforrr.d the actual review ard
evaluation on Arcrace's D012 ard 7012 series relays. me impactor chose the
D012 series because the E7012 is the root widely purtfased .for tise at ruclear
facilities accorriing to Amerace staff.

%e 10C irgoctor reviewed Amarace's D000 destgn because the NRC inspector
had oboerwd in scre recent correspordence betseen Ameram ard licensees that
Ameraoe st.ated its D000 design was " frozen." he inspector's Ivview ahosed
that Amaraco's D000 design is not frozen. Amerace has rase rumerous changes
sirco its qualification testirg of the D000 relay, ikvever, Amernoe does
cqploy a restrictive design contiol, stich was reviewed. his design ocntrol
process is controlled by prootdure TP-009, "E7R/EJO System Procedure." Prooe-
dure TP-009 was not reviewod in detail, instead specific design charges were
reviewod to assess the adoquscy of Amerace's control. No adverse firdirgs
were identified during the PRC iretr's review of this area.

3.10 Authodzod Amrace Distrihitors

he Imc staff rtcoived a concern rcgarding ccmcrcial-grade Agastat model 7000
relays, khich were purchaced from an authorized Amernoe distributor for the
purpcce of dedication (as defincd in 10 CFR Part 21) ard toe at Portlard
General Electric's (ICE) Trojan nuclear power plart..

In early 1991, brectrum Techno1cgies (ST), Schenectady, New York, accepted a
FGE PO for six Agastat sadel 7032 PBB relays. We redel J2 is the only 7000
series relay that Ameraoe does not offer as a qualified Class IE re}sy. ST
therefore ordercd the CU relays frcn Westirghouse Eltetric Supply comany
(WESCO), Albany, New York, who in turn ordead them rrtn control CLwelts
Supply (CCS), Short Hills, New Jerse; . CCS is an authorized Ameraca i

|
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distritutor. Die Fr PO to WUXI), ard WESOD's To to G requind traceability '|

to Amerace, the same lot ard date otde, ard o.mecutive scrixl rumbers. Er
received the relays frun CCS, ard the runglata label (label) serial rurrber
(S/N) ir,'Licated that the relays were all manufactured in the same wock of
1991. 2)e S/Ns were also consecutively rnered. Darirg the *mrwtjen-
testirg at FF, however, Sr stated that it was havirg ditficulty verifyirg the
calibration of the units. Consequently, Er trvapartal the units to Accrsce's
I,1virgston, New Jersey, natufacturirg facility for technical assistance. At
that time Amarace informod Sr that the units' lebels had teen rrdified or
cheged Wlaa a date code, which is stanpod T coch 7000 erd E7000 series
relay, irdicated the units were marufactured in the 39th week of 1989, inntend
of 1991.

'!he NRC staff reviewed the ciromstances of this matter at the Jr, OCS, ard
Amaraos facilities aid fourd that:

1. Authorizt.d Ameraos distritutors (ads) can " field" rodify the 03 7000
series relays as r=wety to canply with custcrer rtquirtnants.

2. 'Ihe ads are at-M tc ire. tall a new label cm any relays tht are
modified to irdicata that a "ficid" charge was mada. Die preprinted
labels supplied by Ameraos have an "F," for " field'' dwge prefixlJg the
S/N. However, Amerace did rot formally express this policy to its ads.

3. Each electrical coil unit has an "P' prefixed labol incitdod in its,

irdividaal shippirq baoc.

4. Ameraos did not ccrrtractually require its ads to use the F prefixed
labels on any 03a Ms were modified. Typical modifications could
inclu$e differer* Meg disc units (with timirg duration dial skirt),
contact blodt tax: Was, ard different electrical coil t;nitc.

5. Before final eni t.ation,' test and acceptance of 7000 ard E7000 relays,
each relay is neat strbilized in an electrical convoction oven for 4
hours, at a particular tanperature urder 200 degroes Fahrenheit for two
reasons. M11s heat stabilization is perfarned to mate the timirq disc
with the timirg ceramic wafer to prevent timirg drift ard ensure repGat
accuracy. Seoandly, it is used to stress relieve all ncn-metallic
Parts.

6. Amarace states that any timirrt disc charge requires the relay to be re-
stabilized. Amernoe also states that only a few of its ads will charge
timirg discs and ceramic waferb on the 7000 series relays. Amerace
discourages.its ads frcan chargirn anythirg other than electrical coils
ard contact block ^"mblies. However, the NRC inspectors identified
that althwgh this may be Amerace's policy, it was not formally
trarmitted to the ads.

7. In MWr of 1991, Am2 race stated that it would transmit letters to
'

each of its 390 ads. A draft of the letter was tuviewa$ by HRC staff.
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' De letter gerwrally instn:ctcd the ads cn Ancrace's policy cn fleld
charncd relays. Um draft letter stated, in parts

Please ensure the label, P/N 38010-01, enclootd with the coil kite

is conwetly filled out to reflat the now catalog ruber,

nn serial ruter rust be exacLly the came as cn the origimi unite

except the rumber will be prefixtd by an 'P' irdicatirg field
modifications were ns:le.

Non-ndbercree of this procedure will void all factory warranties.*

8. CCS is are of Amarace's largest distrilutors for CG 7000 t. cries relays
and Duchran tenniral blocks.

9. CDS stated to NRC staff that they typically use their cun labels when
they modify a CD relay. Um CCS labels do tv# lave an F prefix to
irdicate field modificaticn. M my have aisc -ically assigned their
own consocutive serial rumbers to an order o. ^. sys, ard they have used
the week and year of their mdification for the relays S/N (inctead of
the date of manufacture). For exanple, OCS uscd the week ard year when
they chargod the timirg disc on ST's order for the si.x 7032 relays, ard
CCS also assigryx1 consecutive serial numbers.

10. Amerace will issue certificates of cxrpliance or conformance (Cocs) for
its products if contractually required. Hcwever, Amrace's Ctos are
usually only irard for E7000 series nuclear qualifico relays, frcan
Amerace's Livirgston, New Jea.ey facility.

11. Ancrace does issue coCs for some of their CG 7000 series relays in
special cases. 'Ihcae CbCs are also issucd frun the Livingstui, Now
Jerocy facility.

12. 'Ibe 100 irLW reviewod OC3's custaur list ard associated
procurement d - nts. No NRC licensee safety-related orders were
identified. Hoaver, the NRC inspector fourd that approximately 25150-
limnsed facility cuners were listed as customars of CCS. h NRC
inspectors also noted that CCS typically supplies relays to other
Amarace ado. '1herefore, scoe NRC licensees may have purchased CG 7000
series relays, whid are consecutively numbered but may rot be frun the
som mnufacturirg lot or date code.

In simmary, it appears that the potential exists for NRC licenscer to have
received CG Agastat 7000 series relays for dodication and use in Class 1E sys-
tems that were rot frun the same mnufacturirq lot /date mee, even though the
S/N's were consecutively numbezud. CCS stated that they have typir: ally
assigned consecutive serial numbers to the 7000 CG relays which they have
modiricd. h CG 7000 series relays are controlicd and -mbled differently
than the D000 series relays. As diemW above the nuclear qualificd relays
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have scre differences from the CG relay parts, are control 1M for design aM
configuration, aM were initially testM in accordance with IEEE 123/344.

Ilowever, it is important to note that Ame? ace statM that it does not use itsAmraceAD network for supply of its D000 series Class 1E qualifind relays.
encourages licenw ard verdors to procure its Agastat D000 relays direct
frm its Livingstm, How Jerrey facility. Conversely, Imrace will not supplyInstead,its commercial-grade products directly to a vendor or licensee.
Amrace uses its established network of alproximtely 390 ado to supply
Ancrace ocrinercial-grade products.

4 PIASCRNEL COfffACHD AT AMmACE

11110SED

QA Director
*J. F. Gerard Senior Product / Market Msnager
*M. R. Dhojwani Quality Rmagar
*R. F. Havens Senior I W Engineer
*E. J. Icszczak Application.; Engineer
*D. Weisberger Quality Ergineer*ll. Wingerter Quality IrepectorM. Clark

* Attended the exit meeting.
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FEB 1: 1992

Docket No. 99900369

Mr. J. Hans Kluge, President
I and 011cf Dmcutive Officer
| Automtic Saitch Ctztpany

50-56 thromr Road
Florham Park, How Jersey 07932

Desr Mr. Yauge:

SUa7DCT: IDTICE OF VIOIATIOi AND !UTICE OF IDIODtEOFORNCE
(IE' INSPDCTION REPORP 10. 99900369/91-01)

This letter addresses the inspection of your facility at Florham Park, New
Jersey, led by Mr. J. J. Petrosino of this offloe on August 26-3n,1991, ard
October 21-24, 1991, ard the discussions of the team's findirns with you ard '

nembers of your staff at the oorclusion of the inspection. 'Ihe purpose of the
inspection was to review the circumstances surruarxiing five prob 1cm recently
iden;/)fJ.ed at U.S. nuclear power plant facilities cuce.udng Autantic Switch
Otxqnny (ASCD) solenoid valves. As a result of problems associated with the
ASco solenoid valves at the power plants, various U.S. Nuclear Regulatory
theismien (ImC) licensee designed safety-related systems did rot cperate as
required. 'Ibe erclosed report dia-es the areas examined durirg thisinspection ard our findings.

Durirg this inspection, the Imc inspection team examincri procedurts and
representative records, interviewed personnel, and m de observations. As aresult, certain of your activities appeared to be in violation of Imc
requirements, as specifled in Enclosure 1, Notice of Violation (Notice), and
Notice of Nonconformance (Enclosure 2). 'Ihe moct significant concern
identified was that ASOJ did Mt perform any Tsufacturing verification or
quality ascurance inspection samplirq for minirum air flow rate (CV) on its
206, 208, 210, or NP series teolenoid operated valves (SOVs) . ASCD's
sutaquent testire of several 206-381-5RF SOVs iniicated that the majority had
actual flw rates that were below the Cv value published in ASCO catalog NP-1.

'Iherefore, ASCD inforrod its customers of the circumtances surroundirythis deviation durirg the period October 18-21, 1991. ,

j

'Ibe specific finiirgs ard references to the pertinent nquirements are
identified in the erclosed llotice of Violation ard Notice of Nonconformrce.
Although Secticn 2.201 to Title 10, of the Code of Federal O . ulations, Part 2
(10 CFR 2.201), requires you to subnit to this office, within 30 days of your
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Mr. J. Ilans Kluge -2-

receipt of this Notice, a written stateent of explaration, we rote that this
violation had bocn corrected ard those actions were reviewtd durin; this
inspection. Therefore, no response with respect to this natter is required.
ikuever, you are requested to provide a written statment in accordance with
the instructions specified in the enclosed Notice of Honocnfomance.

The resannse torposted bf this letter an1 the uclosed Notice of
Nonconformure is not subject to the clearance s vculares of the office of
Kungment ard Erk et as rty.11 red by the Paperwork Padaction Act of 1980,J
FL 96-511. In amorthree with 10 CFR Part 2.790 (a), a crpy of this letter
ard its emicsures will be placod in the !Ms Public Docutcr.t Room.

Should you have any questions concemirg this inspoetion, we will be pleased
to M m_ms them with you.

Sincerely,

9-) 1j ,

\ M
Leif J l' olm, Chief
Vendor Inspection Branch
Division of Paactor Irtetpoetion

ard Safoguaros
office of Nuclear Reactor Pagulation

Ficlosures:
1. Notice of Violation
2. Notice of Norconfomance
3. Inspuction Report 99900369/91-01

oc: w/ enclosures
Mr. D. 7tr.psen, CA Director
Autmatic Switch Cxrpany
50-56 throver Road
Florham Park, New Jersey 07932
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DJC10SURE 1

frJrICE OF VIOIATICt1

Autanatic Switch Ccrrpany
Docket No. 99900369/91-01Florham Park, New Jersey

Durirq a Nuclear Regulatory Omnission (IEC) inspection oorducted on
August 26-30, 1991, ard October 21-24, 1991; a violatical of HRC requirements
was identifiod. In accortlance with the Appardix C (1991), " General Statement
of Policy and Procedure for IM: Diforcement Actions," to Title 10, of the Q2rjg
of Federal Rryfulations, Part 2 (Apperdix C to 10 CIR Part 2), the violation islisted belcw:

Section 21.21, " Notification of failure to ocrply or existence of a defect,"
of 10 CFR Part 21 requines in part, that, each corporation, partnership or
other entity subject to this regulation, adopt appropriato procedures which
will provide for either, evaluatirg deviations, or informirg the licensee or,

pIrcinser of the deviation.

Section 21.6, "Poctirg requirements," of 10 CFR Part 21 states, in tart, that,
if posting of the procedures adopted pursuant to 20 CFR Part 21 is not
practicable, the licensee or firm subject to the rtgulations in this part may,
in addition to postirg section 206, post a notice khich describes the
regulations / procedures, includirg the name of the individual to khan reports
may be m de, and states khere they may be examinod.

Contrary to these rcquirements, the Autmatic Switch Otrpany (ASCD) (1) failM
to adopt appropriate procMures which would ensure that all applicable
deviations were identified ard adequately dis;xsitioned to ensure they were
either evaluated or passed en to ASCO custmers and (2) failed to include an
awrapriate description of 10 CFR Part 21 in its posted notice in accordarce
with 10 CFR 21.6(b). (99900369/91-01-01)

'Ihis is a Severity IcVel V violation (Supplenmt VII) .

'Ihe provisions of 10 CFR 2.201, raciuire the Autcutic Switch Cmpany to subnit
a written statement or explanation to the U.S. Nuclear Rcqulatory Crxtmission.
Ilowever, we rote that ASCD performed the corrective action before the IRC exit
meetirg, and the NRC inspectors reviewed the corrective action ard found it
saticfactory durirg this inspection. 'Iherefore, no response to this Notico ofViolation is required.

Dated at Rockville, Mirylard
/f tdday of feW 199?.this $
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D3CIDSURE 2

IK1TICE OF IKX400tUDM%NCE

Autonatic Switch CtxTany Docket No. 99900369/91-01
Florham Park, New Jersey

During an inspection conducted at the Autcstatic Switch Oaqany (ASCO) facility
in Florham Park, Ncv Jersey, on August 26-30, 1991, and October 21-24, 1991,
the inspec tion team tram the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Ortuission (imC)
determincd that certain activities were not corducted in accordarce with NRC
requirements. These requiremnts are contractually irposed upon ASCO b/
purchase orders (Ios) from imC licensees and their designoes. The IEC has
classified these items, cs set forth telcw, as nonconfomancos to the
rcquirements of Title 10 of the Ctde of Federal RocalLtitiqn% Part 50 (10 CIR
Part 50), Appenlix B, " Quality Assuranx Criteria For Nuclear Power Plants ard
fuel Reprocessing Plar:ts," inposcd on ASCO bf contract ard the supplemental
requirements of its nuclear utility custa nrs.

A. Criterion III, " Design contrm1," of Appendix B to 10 CFR Part 50
requires, in part, that appLcable regulatory requirenents and the
design bases for camponents to which Apperdix B applies are correctly
translatcd into specifications, drawirgs, procedures, ard instructions.
This criterion also requires that provisions to ensure that appwslate
quality stardanb are specificd and incitdod in design documents and
that deviations fran such standarfs are controlled.

Section 24, " Design Control," of Asco's quality assurance nanual (OAM)
states, in part, that..."[t]h2 sales departuent is responsible for
reviewing customr contract requirements ard forwarding them to the
erginocrirq departraent for translatirg into specification...the
apprcpriate quality standards are to be specified ard includcd in the
design documents by orgineerirq... Design review ard verification of
design will not nomally be perfomed . . ."

1. Contrary to the above, ASCO failed to ensure that it specified the
_arrect flow ocefficient (Cv) values for its 3-way, model 206,
208, and 230, direct current (dc) construction solenoid-operated
valves (SOVs) in AS00's technical data catalog IU3-1, "ASCO 3 and 4
Way Solenoid valves for Pilot Control of Diaphragm ard Cylirder
Operated Valves Used in Nuclear PcNur Plants," issucd March 1978.
(9: ~)0369/91-01-02)

2. Contrary to the abcNe, ASCO marnifacturire procxdures MP-C-027,
"l m EX Interlayer Insulated Class H Coils With 1 cads," dated
August 28, 1973, and MP-C-078, "NOMEX cr MICA Interlayer Insulated
Class H Coils For Use on Valves For Critical Applications," issued
April 4, 1986, contained information which was not correctly
translated from the design basis. The procedures required that
residual flux remain on the soldered /hratcd lead wire junction of
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the high terperature electrical solercid valvo coll; however, ASCD
interdad to require the coil mnufacturer to renove all residual
flux. (99900369/91-01-03)

B. Critorion V, " Instructions, Procedures, ard Drawings," of Apperdix B to
10 QB Part 50 rcquirec, in part, that activities affecting quality be
prescribed by documented instructions, procedures, or drawings, o( a
type appropriate to the circu stances. The instructions, procottu m , or
dravig s shall include appropriate quantitative or qualitive acceptance
criteria for daternining that irportant activities have been
natisfactorily accomplichod.

Criterion X, "Ingection," of Apperdix B to 10 CFR Part 50
requires, in part, that an inspection prcgram of activities affccting
quality be established ard executed to verify conformnce with the
docununted instructions, procedurec and dravirgs for acocuplishim the
activity.

Section 3, " Quality Control / Assurance Organization," of ASCO's OAM
states, in part, that "[t]he Director of Q(ality Assurance is
responsible for the establishnent ard mainterance of an efficient (QA)
system for control of all phases of product gitality... the QA department
shall. . . provide an efficient quality system ard level of quality
inspection ard material conformnce frcu the receipt of raw mterial to
the shippirg of the erd product, to assure that all mterial meets all
specified requirements...."

Contrary to the above, (1) ASCO failed to establish adequate
mnufacturirg prccadures ard instructions to ensure that its model 206,
208, 210 ard MP SCVs met the Mninn CV ficw value published in AS00's
NP-1 nuclear SOV catalog ard (2) ASCO failed to establish QC inspection
requirenents to verify conformnoe to the minimum designed air flow
requirements by either corductirg inspections or monitoring the process.
(91-01-04)

C. Criterion VII, " Control of Purchascd Material, f4uipmnt, and Services,"
of Apperdix B to 10 GB Part 50 requires, in part, that reasures be
establishod to assure that purchased material, equipmnt, ard services,
whether purchased directly or through contractors ard subcontractors,
conform to the procurement documents. These measures shall incitde
provisions, as appropriate, for source evaluation ard selection,
objective evidence of quality furnished, inspection at the contractor or
subcontractor ard examination of the prcducts upon delivery.
Doatmentary evidence that mterial and cquiptent conform to the
procurenent requirewnts shall be available prior to installation or
use. 'Ihis documentary evidence shall be retained, ard shall be
sufficient to identify the specific requirements, such as codes,
stardards, or specifications, met by the rurchased material ard
equipnent.

-2-
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Oontrary to the above, although ASCO stated that it had audited huh
lbgnetics (Wabash) ASCO could not provide adoquate obja:tive evidence to
ensure that Wabash Magnetics, which in 1982 ard 1983 nnnufactured
safety-related high terporature electrical solenoid va1ve coils:
(1) effnctively controlled the quality of the coils it ranufactui,rxl for
ASCD, regarding technical specifications ard requirwents ard (2) tas an
am vr iate manufacturer for nuclear grade electrical coils based upon
cource evaluation ard selection. (91-01-05)

D. Criterion XVI " correction Actions,* cf Apperrlix B to 10 CFR Part 50
requires,- in part, that the identificatr.m of significant ocniitions
adverse to quality, the cause of the ocniitions, ard the corrective
action be docunentcd ard reporttd to appropriate levels of managenent.

Section 11, " Quality Control of Test," of AS00's QMI states, in part,
that "[m]anufacturing shall inform both engineerity ard QC that
difficulties are bairg encountercd, ard 2;uquest corrective action to
elimirata the problem. An engineerirn Investigation Peport detalliry
the difficulty shall be completed by engineering."

Contrary to the above, ASCO manufacturity test personnel failed to
initiate an ergineerirq investigation, or other appropriate mechanism to
hwat the problem, when they discovered two rodel 206-381-SPS SOVs
with lower disc ctroke settirqs less than specifiod. 'Ihis condition is
considered significant t e n m stricted flcu would have resulted if
the SOVs had been supplied witt mer disc strc>ke settirgs lecs than
specif103. (91-01-06)

E. Criterion XVIII, "Atriits," of Apperdix B to 10 CFR Part 50 rcquires, in
part, that a corprehensive system of planned and periodic audits be
carried out to verify ccr:pliance with all aspects of the qtmlity
assurance program and to determine the effectiveness of the program.

Omtrary to the above, the ASCO QAM did not prescribe provisions to
carry out planned and periodic audits to verify that activities affect-
irq quality performed by ASCD quality control personnel comply with the
ASCO quality assurance program. (91-01-07)
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Please provide a written statement or explanation to the U.S. liuclear
Ikxjulatory Camrnir alon, ATI14: Ibcunent Control Desk, WanhirrJton, DC 20555,
vic, a copy to Mr. Leif J. IJorrholm, Chief, Vendor Inrpection 13 ranch, Division
of heactor I:spection and Safoguards, Office of liuclear Reactor Thrjulation,
within 30 days of the date of the letter tranantitting this 110tice of llanoon-
foravce. This reply rhould to cicarly mrkcd as a " Reply to a liotice of

- tionconforrance," u.v3 chould includo for each no.Wormnce: (1) a descrip-
tion of steps that have been, or will be taken, to correct these items, (2) a
description of steps that have been, or will be taken to prevent recurrerce,
and (3) the dates your mrrective actions and preventative measures were or
will be oorplettd.

-

Dated at Rockville, Maryland
this )f g day of.{q(gg 1992.
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Enclosure 3

ORGANIZATICli: AUKt% TIC SWITQI Crt4PANY
FIJORlW4 PARK, ND4 JERSEY

, REPORF 10. : 99900369/91-01

00RRESPONDDiCE Automatic Switch Ompany
ADDRIES: 50-56 Hanwer Road

Florham Park, New Jersey 07932

ORCNTIZATICliAL Mr. David 'Itxpoen, QA Director
C0tfrAct: (201) 966-2350

NUCLEAR DIDUUIRY Manufactures ard styplies 3 arri 4-way solenoid
ACTIVITY: operated valvec (SOVs), and pressure and tenperature

switches.

INSPDCTION DATES: August 2 -30, M 1, and October 21-24, 1991

E [%'/i v#TEAM LEADIR: A 4.
q. f. Petrosino, Tbam Leader Date
Reactive Inspection Section No. 1
(RIS-1)
Vendor Inspection Branch (VIB)

CfIHER INSPIrIORS: H. Snodderly, RIS-1:VIB
K. Naidu, RIS-2:VIB
D. Danpsey, Region I, NRC
K. Sullivan, Brookhaven National laboratory
T.Tinke} {ven National Muratory
M' h 2-|3-9LAPPROVID BY:

Uldis Potapms, Sectlion Chief, Date
RIS-1, VIB, Jivision of Reactor

Inspection arri Safeguards

INSPIcrICti BASES: Appendix B to 10 CFR Palt 50, and 10 CFR Part 21

INSPECTICti SCOPE: To review five recently identified problems with the
operation of ASCD solenoid valves at various nuclear
power plants.

FIRfr SITE
APPLICABILITY: M11tiple.
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1NSPD7 ION SUMY

1.1 ylplaticn

1.1.1 Contrary to litle 10 of the Ctrie of Foderal Pmulations, Part 21
(10 CFR Part 21), the Autmatic Switch Carpany (ASCO) failed to include an
apsupiate description of 10 CFR Part 21 in its pcsted noticra in accordance
with 10 CFR 21.6(b), and the procedure was not adequately established to
ensure 10 CFR Part 21.21 was implemental regardirg the evaluation of
deviations. (99900369/91-01-01)

1.2 lipnoonfomances

1.2.1 Contrary to Criterion III, " Design Control," of Appendix B to 10 CPR
Part 50 and Section 24, " Design Control," of ASCO's quality assurance manual
(QAM):

ASCD failed to ensure that it specified correct quality stardanL*

for its flow coefficient (Cv) values for its 3+3y, model 206,
208, aid 210, direct current (dc) construction SOVs in ASCO's
tachnical data catalog NP-1. 'Ihe values of the "CV Flow Factor"
that ASCO listed on page 5 of catalog NP-1, for its da
construction SOVs are less conservative than actual CV values
measured in these ASCD SOVs. (99900369/91-01-02)

ASCD inaarrectly translated the design data regarding fabrication*

rethodology delineated in its high torperature coil manufacturirg
svcuiures: MP-C-027, "!KEEX Interlayer Insulated Class H Coils
With Icads," issued August 28, 1973, ard MP-C-078, "lKEEX or MICA
Interlayer Insulatal Class H Coils For Use On Valves For Critical
Applications," issued April 4, 1986. In both procedures, ASCD
specified that residual flux was to be left on the soldered or
brazed junction of the electrical SOV coil lead wire; however,it
was AS00's intent to have the residual flux removed.
(99900369/91-01-03)

1.2.2 Contrary to Criterion V, " Instructions, Procedures, ard Drawirgs," ard
Criterion X, " Inspection," of Apperdix B to 10 CFR Part 50, ard Section 3,
" Quality Control / Assurance Organization," of ASCD's 0" ASCD failed to
establish adcquate procedures or instructions to ens ut its rodel 206,,

208, 210, and NP SOVs met the minimum CV published la O's NP-1 nuclear SOV*

catalog, ard failed to establish.an inspection program to verify confornance
to the minimum CV requirements by either corductirg inspections or monitoring
the manufacturing process. (9990369/91-01-04)

1.2.3 Contrary to Criterion VII, " Control of Purchased Material, Equipnent,
and Services," of Appendix B to 1J CFR Part 50, ASOD could not provide
adequate objective evidence to ensure that its safety-related high terperature
electrical SOV coil ranufacturer in 1982-1941, Wabash Magnetics:
(99900369/91-01-05)
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effectively controlled the cpality of the ooils manufactured for*

ASCO regan11rg the tecnnical specifications aM requirements; aM

was an appropriate mnufacturer for nuclear grade electrical coilse

based upon courte evaluata.x1 or selection.

1.2.4 Contrary to Criterion XVI, " Corrective Actions," of Appendix B to
10 CFR Part 50 and Section II, " Quality Control and Test," of ASCD's QNi, ASCO
failed to initiate an ergineering investigation, or other appropriate
mechanism to document a noncmfomance identified in two mo:lel 206-381-5RF
SCf/s that were beirq tested An ASCD's laboratory. (99900369/91-01-06)

1.2.5 Cbntrary to Criterion XVIII, "Atriits," of Appendix B to 10 CER Part 50,
the ASCO QAM did not prescribe provisions to carry out planned and periodic
atriits to verify that QC activities affectirq quality ocuply with ASOD's
quality assurance program. (99900369/91-01-07)

1.3 Unresolved /Open Items

1.3.1 On June 30, 1991 the Carolina Pcur and Light Car 1pany (CP&L)
transmitted a 10 CFR Part 21 letter to the 10C regardirg ASCD I206-832 SCT/s
that did not cperate as required at its Brunswick nuclear power plant. 'Ihis
problem prevented two reactor containment prirary isolation valves frm
closirg as required. 'Ihe imC inspectors reviewed this issue as dir_tsmi in
Section 3.5.1 belcu. However, ASCO bad not concluded its evaluation of the
matter. Pendirg review of ASCD's final evaluation of this matter, this is
identified as open item 9990369/91-01-08.

1.3.2 On April 20, 1991, Arkansas Nuclear One (AIC) discovered that the
electrical coil on an ASCO safety-relatrd SOV, nodel NPic8321A6V, which was
used on A!O's main steam isolation valve (MSIV) 2CV-1060-2 failed. 'Ibe 100
inspectors reviewed this issue as dimm<vvi in section 3.5.2 below. However,
ASCD had not concluded its evaluation of the matter. PeMing revicu of ASCD's
final evaluation of this matter, this is identifled as open item
9990369/91-01-09.

2 SIA'IUS OF PRIVIOUS INSPECTION FINDINGS

2.1 Violations

(CIOSED) Violation 88-01-01 identified ASOD's failure to evaluate numerous
deviations for reportability or to inform applicable custa crs. 'Ihe imC
irqxctor reviewed the ASCO corrective action for this violation and as
dimmmi belcu, fourri ASOD's actions satisfactory. 'Iherefore, violation
88-01-01 is closed.

(CLOSED) Violation 88-01-02 identified that ASCO failed to establish an
adequate pixcedure as required by 10 CFR Part 21. 'Ihe imC inspector reviewed
ASCD Procedure 1:P-1-081, revision D, issued June 23, 1989, " Nuclear Products -
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'

Procedure for Pcporting Non-Confomities (Safety Related 10 Cm Part 21) ."
Althoucth ASCD's corrective action was imdcquate, violation 88-01-02 is clocod
because AS00's corrective action for violation 91-01-01 should apprcpriately
ailress the tac concern. %crofore, violation 88-01-02 is clor.ed.

2.2 Nonconformncog

LCLQ3W) Nonconfom'Lnce 88-01-03 identificd a potential for a lack of
adequate irdependence frm cost and schedule when opposed t > nuclear plant
safety considerations. ASCO has charged its organizationa? chart, ard in
ASCD's Novembe.1- 11, 1988, response letter to Ingxction Report 99900369/88-
01,- ASCO stated that its senior mnagement believes that the QA Director has
sufficient independence to achieve results consistent with the intent of
Appendix B to l'0 Cm Part 50. Therefore, this mtter is plqmod.

(CIDSW) Nonconfomvice 88-01-04 found that ASCD mnufacturity personnel were k
allowed to nodify solenoid valve fabrication procedures ard implement the
product charges without the requirement of a review of the charge for
technical adequacy by AS00 crgineerity staff prior to implementation. WeIEC
inspector's review of this issue concludes that ASCO new requires manufactur-
ing to receive ergineerirg approval prior to implementation of product
nodifications. Werefore, this mtter is clowl.

.LCLOSJD) Nonconformnce 88-01-05 identified a failure to establish adcquate
masures to control ASCD's product nonconformnces to ensure that the issues
are properly identified and processed. 7he inspectors found that corrective
action delincated by ASCO in its November 11, 1989, response letter was
acceptable. The NRC inspectors reviewed ASCO's mthod for identifying product
nonconformnoes and fourri it to be satisfactory. W erefore, this
nonconformnce is clowd.

2.3 Unresolved Item

(OPW) Unresolved item 88-01-06 states that ASCO my have failod to adequate-
ly evaluate a poter.tially reportable extrusion phenomenon that was observcd
during its 1982 environmental qualification testing activities for its "Tri-
Point" pressure switches ASCO did not determine the applicability of the
phe. m to other nucl a pcwor plant facilities. This issue was not
discussed with ASCO m nnel. Therefore, this issue will remin open.

(CLOSED) Unrcoolycd item 88-01-07 stated that ASCO engineering design change
elgineering report (m) 86154 which incorporated a strainer in the inlet flow
path of an ASCO NP 8320 series does not indicate whether an ergineering review
for technical adoquacy was perfomcd. The inspectors discussed this mtter
further with ASCD mnnel during this inspection arrl fourx1 that ASCO
perfernod SOV qualification testing of several SOVs, includlig NP 8320. ASCD
states that cach of the SOVs tested contained the type of strainer as shcun on j

;

m 86154. Therefore, this item is closed based on the ASCD test that was
!reported in AQR-67368, issued March 2,1982, " Report on Qualification of ASCO
|NP-1 Solenoid Valves for Safety-Related Application in Nuclear Ptuer '

Generating Stations."
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3 INSPDCTICH FD011CS NO OI1DR CIINES

3.1 D1 trance aM Exit Moetims

On Atgust 26, 1991, the IRC impoctorn diceerd the scope of the inspection
with Autcznatic Switch (bmpany representativas from emineerirn, service,
mnufacturig, ard quality a trance. At tae corclusion of thic entrance
meetim, the IRC inspection team toured the ASCD valve mnufacturirn '

facilities. During the interim exit meetig on August 30, 1991, end the exit
moetirg on October 24, 1991, the imC team leader summarized to the ASCD staff
the team's conclusions, firdirgs, and concerns identiflod during the
inspection.

3.2 10 CFR Part 21 Issues

3.2.1 Section 21.21, " Notification of Failure to Comply or Dcistence of a
Defect," requires that each irdividual, corporation, partnership, or other
entity subject to 10 CFR Part 21 adopt procedures that will appropriately
provide for evaluatirg deviations, or informing the licensee or purci.aser of
the deviation in order that the licensee or purchase- my cause the deviation
to be evaluated. Contrary to the rcquirement ASCO failed to adopt procedures
that would ensure that deviations were either evaluated or passed on to the
licensee.

We NRC inspector reviewed the procedure that was adopted by ASCD ard
concluded that the proccdure did not supply sufficient instructions to the
enployees to ensure that they would report all deviations to their superiors.
Accaniirg to the ptuxdure ASCD employees would be rcquired to determine
whether a particular deviation affected the safety functions of a nuclear
power plant b=. fore they would be required to report a particular deviation.
Werefore, t..a Imc inspector concluded that this statenant could lead an
enployee to not report problems because the statenent required the employee to
first determine whether the problem "could potentially affect the safety
functions of...(a) nuclear power plant." h e IRC inspector did not celieve
that this was an apsupriate responsibility for emplopes, since the
u.uraetion should determine the applicability of nonconformnces to-

licensecs. W erefore, the inspectors identified this issue as
Violation 99900369/91-01-01.

3.2.2 Section 21.6, " Posting requiremnts," of 10 CER Part 21 rcquires that
p ations either: post 10 CEV Part 21, Section 206 of the Energy
Reorganization Act of 1974 (Section 206), ard puxdures adopted by the
cotecration to imp'ement Section 206; or that the corporation, in addition to
postirq Section 206, also post a notice which describes 10 CER Part 214 its
adopted proccdures. We posted notice also rust include the name of the
individual to khczn reports can be mde ard must state where the adopted
s ucudures can be reviewed. We Imc inspectors asked to be shcun where the
10 CFR Part 21 required postings were displayed, ard were escorted to several
locations shore a copy of the same postirg was displayed. Re inspectors
fourd that the posted notice addressed the latter method of posting described
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above ard generally not the raguirerents except for the f ollwing statenont
that sumarized the ASCO employee's responsibility: "Iny defect or
nonaanpliances which could potentially affect the safety furx:tions of the
nuclear pcuer plant should be reporttd to (the ASCO naragement
representative's name)." We inspectors also ob.orved that Section 206 ard
Section 21.1, " Purpose," of 10 CIR Part 21, khich were e>. pressed on the ASCD
notice were alnoct illcgible. Violation 99900369/91-01-01 was identified in
this area,

llowever, ASCO took immcdiate corrective action to develop a nw notice for its
bulletin boards that addressed all of the !GC concerns. ASCD's corrective
action was acocrplished prior to the exit noeting ard the IUC inspector
reviewed ard fourd the new notice satisfactory.

3.2.3 In accordance with Section 21.21 of 10 GR Part 21, an entity is
required to adopt procedures that ensure that it either perform an evaluation
of a deviation to safety-related procurcnont docunents, or that the individual
informs the licensee or purchascr cf the deviation so that the licensee or
purchaser can cause the deviation to be evaluated. Ec scope of this
inspection included the review of the two deviations reported to the !&C staff

>as discussed in section 1.3 above. W e IEC inspectors found the deviations ta
be currently urder review in acco:: dance with 10 OR Part 21; thus, the two
issues were characterized as open items.

Ecuever, the 100 irepectors ard ASCO staff concluded that ASCD had developed a "

reasornble anount of data on the SOV CV issue dis.h in Section 3.3 below.
This data indicated that ASCD should serd an interim notification to their
custmers. he majority af the data was generated by ASCD as the result of
DG&E contacting ASCO about the sicw valve stroke times that it was
experiencing with safety-rdated butterfly valves.

3.3 Fkdel 206. 208 ard 210 Series SOV's

3.3.1 In the 1970s, ASCO perfomed testirg of their nuclear line of SOVs.
ASCD stated that these tests includcd qualification testirn of prototype
units. ASOP translated the data frcar these tests into its SOV design specifi-
cations ard data, such as ASOD's NP-1 nuclear SOV catalog. On page 5 of NP-1,
ASCO states the "CV Flcu Factor" for each different nodel ard orifice size for
both "AC cor/+.ruction" ard "DC construction" SOVs.

On November 13, 1989, Baltimore Gas & Electric Campany (DG&E)' (PO 30051-CX)
obtaincd 20 ASCO nodel 206-381-5RF SCNs for use in safety-related
applications. DG&E fourd that each of those nornally cloced SOVs exhibited a
lower-than-expected flow rate in the de-energized position which resulted in a
significant increase in valve stroke tines because these SOVs provide
instrument air to the valve beirg stroke tested. D3&E obouved flow tnstirq
of one of the unsatisfactory SOVs on December 20, 1990. A flow coefficient
(CV) of 0.05 was measured instead of the expected 0.39 as published on page 5
of ASCD's NP-1 Catalog. In a January 22, 1991, facsimile to DG&E, ASCD's
supervisor of valve service stated that the restricted flow was caused by a
lower disc stroke that was less than specified. Engineerirg Data Sheet 165,
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" Bulletin
Seats," Charge Letter A, May8300 & 8302 P-37 Upper ard Lcwcr Disc Stroke Setting for Resilient

26, 1977, specified the lower stroke to be |0.031-inch (40.005, -0.000-in&) . ASCO also advised DG&E to return the 2093Vs to be mcdificd.

'Ib replace the questiornble SOVs obtainod on DG&E PO 30051-CX42 more ASCO model , DG&E obtained
supplicd a certificate of cmplie.nce on Febrtnry206-381-5RF SOVs on FC 3G852-GX, February 11, 1991. ASCD

the work had been completed in accordance with the requirenents on the Po22, 1991, that stated that

mnufacturcd in acconhnoe with the requircrents of revision 5 of theirand
AppeMix B to 10 CFR Part 50 QA mnual, November 1,1989.stated that model
1/4-inch orifice on page 5 of the catalcq have a CV of 0.39206-381-5RF and all other SOVs with resilient seats ard aASCO Catalog NP-1
inspcctors identified that ASCD did not cost for minimum fics or verify CVIlowever, the imC.

values before June of 1991 when it instituted a new informi mininum flcw testpolicy.
Ergineerirn Procedure "TP-3-046-Nuclear," JuneASCO tests the perfornance of its GOVs in accordance with Valve

29, 1991. Se parameterstestod included:
ard operation from maxinnn to mininum rated pressure.exterral leakage, high and icw pressure seat leakage, noise,
not include mininum flew or CV. !!awever, the test did

Ecse flcw problems prograd DGLE to send an airlitor to witness CV
verification testiry from April 30, 1991, through R3y 1,1991, for 7 of the 42supplied SOVs.

Mmed Cv values ranged fram 0.17 to 0.30.
ASCO replaced the SOVs' icuer stems and the lower disc stroke was resetConsequently,
the greatest toleranon to allcw for mximum flcu. ushg

We Cv values were
value given in the NP-1 Catalcg.remoasurcd and rarged from 0.24 to 0.38 which is still less than the 0 39
other 35 SOVs was not identificd by the imC inspectors.E c corrective action BG&E has taken for the

.

he ASCO Product Engincerirg Karager stated that the main reason for the
discrepancy between the catalog Cv value and the measured Cv value in th t
catalcg Cv values were detemined in the 1970's by verif'yiry the CV for SOVsa the
of ac construction, while the

206-381 and 208-448 model SOVs are of a dcconstruction.
those of ac construction.In general, SOVs of de construction have ]ower Cv values than

Wis was confirmd b Cv verification testirgperformod by ASCO on June /

28, 1991, for two model 206-381-5RP, 1/4-inchorifice, and dc construction.

final perfc. aance testirg ard had been accepted by quality cortrol (CC)%ese SOVs were taken frcxn stock ard had passedpersonrel.

inch and a lcuer stroke ofRese SOVs have an upper stroke requirement of 0.0S1 (+.005-0.000)
.

0.031(+0.005-0.000) 11rh.
two separata Cv ve.rification tests; one with the mxinum upper ard lASCO used the SOVs for
stroke (0.056 and 0.036 inch respectively) and the other with the mininnnower

upper and lcuer stroke (0.051 and 0.031 int respectively) .
were reset the flow testing shcued that Cv values rarged frca 018 to 0 34 forAfter the strokes
the maximum stroke setting and 0.27 to 0.30 for the minimum strokn s tti
ficw through the exhaust path in the de-energized position

.

o ng for
99900369/91-01-02 Nonconforrancewas identified in this area.

.

next revision of its NP-1 Catalog.custmcrs of the correct de construction Cv values ard to publish this in the
ASCO ccramitted to notify its
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We inspcctors notcd from the test data sheets that CV valecs were
considerably greater for flw through the pressura path than for flw throughASCO personnel said that separate CV values would be given|

for the universal, c>dmust, and pressure paths in the next revision of the
the exhaust path.

HP-1 Catalcq.

We differerce tuxcen ac and de constniction accounts for the differencebetween the 0.39 CV value published in the HP-1 Catalog ard the CV valuesHwever, it would
reasured for DG&E after resettiry the lower disc stroke.

not have caused the four of the seven CV values reasured for D3&E, beforeresettire the lower disc stroke, to be considerably below the mininum expected
Cv values measurcd by ASCO on June 28, 1991. ASCO performed this testing to

206-381-5RF SCNs. The CV valuesverify the minimum CV values for model after the lwer disc strokes were
reasured for BG&E increased significantly%c inspectors concluded that the lo er disc stroke was less thanupper an31 cur disc strokereset. The
specified ard resulted in restricted flow. Se settirg

206, 208, ard 210 SOVs are not by hand.
operation involves ASCO personnel grindirg the stem to within 0.005 inch ofdirensions for model

QC perconnel do not oversco this delicate operation
tior did ASCO verify the minimum f1w as part of the fimithe proper stroke.

mnufacturirg performance testirg or perform any randam or periodic QA sanplefrequently.

flw testirq for final acceptance.

We inspectors observed that both valve data sheets uscd during Cvindicated that before the stroM
verification testiry on June 28, 1991,
settings were reset by testing personnel the as-built lower stroke cettirgs
were 0.026 and 0.024 inch instead of the required 0.031 inch which was lessThese SOVs were taken from stock ard
than Ergineeriny Data Sheet 165 allows.
had passed final performrce testirg ard had been accepted by quality control

Rese as-built settings were set by ranufacturirg personnel ard
ASCD testing personnel failed to initiate anpersonnel.

could have restricted the flow.
ergineerire investigation, as described in ASW Procedure No. EDP-13, "Roquestfor Ergineerirn Investigation or Ourge and Issuing of Investigation Reports,"

or other appropriate nnchanism to evaluate the
Charge letter T, May 20, 1960,deviation in acconlance with the requirements of Criterion XVI of Appendix B
vo 10 C m Part 50. Nonconformnce 91-01-06 was identified in this area.

W e lower disc stroke
Two separate Pos supplied SOVs with restricted flows.206-381-5RF SOVs that were drawn from stcd were telw
settirg on two modelA similar process is used to set disc stroke settirgs for model

These facts Icd the inspec: tors to helieve that othertolerance.
206, 208, ard 210 SOVs.
model 206, 208, ard 210 SOVs may have been supplied with restricted flw.
Consequently, ASco ccrmitted to inform its custcrers of this deviation inWe inspers observed that ASCD had not
acconlarce with 10 CFR Part 21. 91-01-04
established procochres for this t~ sting, therefore; Nonconformance
was identifiod in this area.

206, 208, and 210 SOVs prior to June 1991
Licensees that have receivcd nodelmy not to able to take credit for published Cv values without verifying them
based on the tests that ASCD performed which showed that four of the seven
SOVs provided under DGd PO 36852-GX had a Cv value that was lower than
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expected even after ccx pensatirq for the CV discrepancy in the 11P-1 Catalog.
AS00 otrtnitttd to notify its customers of re-verified Cv values in the206, 208,
universal, romally opened, and normlly closed positions for rodel

ASCD's notification letter was sent out to all licensees in theard 210 SOVs.
third week of Octobcr,1991.

he atated purpose of ASCD's mnufacturity procedure !M-027 is to
establish the mininen acceptarre construction standards for Class "11," 180*C
3.3.2

While reviewirg this procedure, associated with thelayer insulated coils.
discussion in section 3.5.2 belcu, the IRC inspector identified that itan 3B,
listed urder "Special Instructions, }tinufacturirq hdiniques," stated thatIlowever the
extra care must be taken to avoid residual solder or flux.
inspector found that contrary to this note, item 10, under "Solderity Flux,"Both of these
contained a note which stated "do not remve flux residue. . ."
statements were also fourd to be included in AS00's current manufacturity

We itLWr concludcd ard ASCD staff agreed that theprocedure MP-C-078. would require that the flux be removoci to
methodolcgy for the design basis!!cwever, ASCD incorrectly translated the designprevent corrosion.
requirenent to 1 cave the flux on instead of renovirg it as required.
Horoonformance 91-01-03 was identified in this area.

3.4 Cv Flcw tkasuremnt

to first issue reviewed as discussed in section 3.3.1 above, identified that
206, 208, ard 210 SOVs were in acconiance withASCO certified that its redelIlowever, ASCD did not verify for, or inspect to

the procurement documents. ensure that it meets the CV values published on page 5 of the NP-1 catalcq,
urder dc construction. Werefore, Nonconformnce 91-01-04 was identified in
this area.

3.5 }4cdel_1206 Series SOVs
SOVs was the socord issue reviewed by

3.5.1 Stickirg of ASCO 14adel 1206-832the Carolina Power and Light Company (CP&L)the imC staff. On June 30, 1991,
tran cnitted a 10 CFR Part 21 report to the NRC rcganlirg ASCD modelSe CP&Le

L206-832-3RVF SOVs at its Brunswick Steam Electric Plant (BSEP) .1206-832-3RVF SOVs failed to
~

letter explained that on June 30, 1991, two ASCO
charge state in a mnner that resulted in the associated BSEP primry
contalment isolation valves not closin3

BSEP's rcot cause analysis report
minly attributed the failure to gellirg of the91'0C01, July 28, 1991,

internal Dcu Corniry silicono lubricant canpound 550 (DC-550), or foreign
mtter, or both.

One of the supporting documnts to the root cause analysis report was FailureIn this
Prevention Incorporated (FPI) Report No. 91-163, dated July 6,1991.
report CP&L concluded that the rcot cause of the failure was gellirg of DC% c report stated: '"Ihe temperature for
550, or foreign matter or both.similar solenoid cares cr,arated in similar rocan tenperatures and conditions isInform tionGelling should take place in a year of service."about 400'F.
provided by Dcw Cornirg entitled, "Informtion about Silicone Fluids,"
copyright 1976, stated that the onset of gelliry would occur after 14 months
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at 392"F.
air-circulatiDow Cornig determined this by heatirn a sanple in an

M oven.
terporature as 104'F. We BSEP report gave the (mximm) norml ambient

We NRC inspctor also reviewcd aM discussed testirg perforax! by NXD which
showed that in an ambient environnent of 99'F a mximum temperature of 305'Fwas soon in the area where stickirg occurred.

Based on a timo to gel
will occur in 57 years.Arrhenius plot for DC 550, khich is part of the FPI report, at 292'F gelliry

Testirg perforud by the Harris E & E Center for
s12nilar solenoid valve to be 295'F at 122 Vac at an ambient of 105'F.BSEP's evaluation measurcd the tenperature of the ' Top Core Sub Assembly of e,

solenoid valve should not reach temperature greater than 305'F at 120 Vac andAlthough gellirq of DC 55018 a m;or comern at 400*F, a prcperly mintaincdan ambient of 105'F.

Regardirg the results of WI Report 91-163, ASCD stated that a voltage abov
120 Vac or any air gap in the mgratic field would increase the coil eterperature.

measure coil temperature could increase the coil tenperature. Inserting a thermocouple into the solenoid's mgnetic field to
coMitions that could cause the difference between the temperature measured by%ese are same
WI and ASCD.

Contamimnts such as compressor oil have been known to solidifyover time when expocod to temperatures of approxim tcly 300*F.
at BSEP oculd come from the Service Air system, which was used to functiomllyContamimnts
test the subject valves before installation.
filtered for particulate bat not for oil. W e Service Air system is
contaminants that would have been iMuced from the air.FPI's report did nat identify any

ha NRC inspectors reviewed these reports aM could not firrl an uMerlyiryroot cause.

difference in the mximum operatirg coil temperature m2asured by the differW e inspectors also could not find a reason for the significantparties.

ASCO and licensee representatives were corductirg discussions toent
plan for joint tests to determine the actual coil temperature and to obtain abetter root cause amlysis for these SOVs.
3.5.2
by the NRC staff.High-temperature electrical coil failure was the third issue reviewedOn April 29, 1991,
nuclear qualificd valves.reganting a possible mnufacturity problem with certain coils used on ASCOASOD transmitted a letter to the NRC

exists that one lot of 99 high-temperature electrical coils (hi-temp coils)%e ASCD letter concludes that a good possibility
manufactured for ASCD in 1982 would likely have problems.

ccranittcd to inform its custcxm in accordance with 10 CFR Part 21 ard offer
S crefore, ASCD

to replace the product at no charge.

ASCD issued the letter upon learning that, on April
tenperature coil failed at Arkansas Powe4 20, 1991,a high-
(A!O) . Wis coil was frcxn a lot of 99 & Light (AP&L) Arkansas Nuclear One

failures had been identified by N O before April of 1991. produced in 1979, frcm which other
.

NO-2 discovered the failure of an ASCO model NPL 8321A6V SOV used on Main
On April 20, 1991,

Steam Isolation Valve (MSIV) 2CV-1060-2.
thrcugh a distributor, Carlton-Bates Co. , in accordance with NO FO NoWe ASCO SOVs were procured by NO197532, April 20, 1989,

which irposed the requirementn of 10 CFR Part 21
.

ard
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Iqperdix B to 10 CFR 50. NO attributed the SCTJ frilure to a failure of its
operatify coil ard durity primry system heatup NO-2 had experienced a
similar failure of another ASCD ltdel NPL 8321A6V SOV. Initial examimtion by
NO-2 irdicated that both coils appeared to have turn spots on the exterior of
the o011 where the coil leads attach to the coil. NO-2 notified ASO3 of the
failures ard replaced the two SOVs which had recently failcd aid the operatirq
coils of two SOVs which had not yet failed. The licensee sent all four units
(two SOVs ard two coils) to ASCD for additiom1 analycis. The cperatirq coils
of all the units were identified as havirg ASCD Part No. 220339-001G.

The results of a preliminary ASCD investigation were fourd to be dmuncnted in
ASCD interoffice correspordence dated April 22, 1991, frm G. C. Laubenstein,
to File. This investigation fourd that the two coils had failed open and that
three of the four coils had lead to coil mgnet wire solder joints with "what
appeared to be heavy corrosion." ASCD tourd that the three coils exhibiting
evidonoe of corrosion at their soldered junctions were part of a 99 piece lot
of coils mnufactured by Wabash Magnetics of Ituntirgton, Irdiana, during *he
secord quarter of 1982 (Date Ccdc BS2) . The oho coil that did not exhibic.
corrosion was produced by a different mnufacturer, Altron incorporated. The
coils marmfactured by Wabach during this period were fabricattd accordity to
information contained in ASCD design drawiry GV-220-339 ard ASCD mnufacturirq
procedure MP-C-027.

ASCD reviewed past records ard fourd that in 1985 Bruiswick Steam Electric
Plant (BSEP) had experienced similar failures of coils havirg ASCD part number
220339-1G at BSEP. The ASCO investigation into that incident concluded that
the failures were also related to corrosion of the mgnet wire. Additiomily,
these coils were all fourd to be part of the sam 99 piece lot of coils
mnufactured by Wabash Magnetics durity the secord quarter of 1982.

On April 29, 1991, ASCO informed NRC of a pcssible mnufacturing problem
involviry one lot of 99 coils used on ASCD nuclear qualified valves. In its
letter ASCO stated that althou@ it is continuirg to investigate this problem,
it has taken imnadiate action to identify ard notify purchasers of coils, or
of products mnufacturcd with coils, from the suspect lot. By letter of
April 29, 1991, ASCD had forwarded the three ANO-2 coils to Wabash (the two
coils which had failed in service at ANO-2 ard the one coil which had not yet
failed but also exhibited signs of corrosion at its coil mgret wire to lead
wire termination) for additional examimtion. In this letter ASCD stated that
accordirg to its custcmcr (ANO-2) the coils are normlly operated at 125 volts
dc but occasionally may see 130 volts at en ambient tegerature of 120*F
(these operating parameters are within the design limits of the coils:
140 volts at an ambient temperature of 140'F) . Additionally, ASCO stated that
their examination of the two failed coils revealed what appeared to be a burn
mark between the coil lead hrd the fiml turn of the coil and that " resistance
checks mde throughout the coil revealcd that the failure occurrcd at this
burn mrk." ASCO requested Wabash to perform a failure analysis to detemim

"the coil cause failure, specifically the reasons for the burnity of the coil
insulation at the lead wire / coil wire junction."
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By letter of May 3,1991, from T. Hunt (Wabarh) to S. Casadovall (ASOD),
Wabash supplied ASOO with the racults of its investigation. In that
investigation Wabash conc 1Med that toth coils appearcd to have received
excessive current causirn the ooils to heat up, ard that since the area of the
coil finich wire would have the least heat dissipation, the excess curTent
would cause the finish wire copper to melt. In this evaluation, Wabach also
stated that the leads on the three coils were brazed using sil-fos bra. ming
alley and that the termimtion on all three coils showed various degrees of
oxidation,~ but no de radation of the teminstion could to found.

2e inspection team reviewod these investigation reports ard concluded that
the cause of failure identified by the manufacturer (Wabash 4

to support the ASCO position that the coil failures were cau) sed by adoes not appear
J

m nufacturity deficiency.
. Therefore, the actual root cause of the coil

failures remains uncertain. ASCO representatives stated that ASOD is
continuing its investigation. At the time of the inspection, ASCD
representatives maintaincd that based on their present level of knowledge, the

{

t

failures were due to a mnufacturing deficiency affectirg a cingle lot of 99
coils manufactured by Wabash in the socord quarter of 1982, and their recall
of these coils should adequately address the concern.

Before September 1988, ASCD Part No. 220-339 Class H coils were used
exclusively in nuclear applications. Accordirg to ASCO design drawirgs
(GV-220-339) in effect in 1982 khen the SOVs procured by ANO-2 ard Brurswick
were manufacturcd: "Use of these coils is restricted to NP valves only", with
"NP" beirg the ASCO designator for its nuclear qualified product line of SOVs.Historically, ASCD has procured GV 220-339 coils frca several subtier
manufacturers including Altron, Wabash Msgnetics, Cycle Transformer, ard Five
Star (formerly Altron). Durirg the 11r2poction a review of ASCO quality
control receiviry inspection recods was performed to determine the number of
Class H 220-339 coils that were manufactured by Wabash Magnetics, 'Ihe
inspectors found that approximately 3200 ASCO Part No. 220-339 coils were
manufactured by Wabash. The 3200 coils were procured by ASCD in 6 lots of
various' sizes over a timo period of May 1982 to October 1982, with the
majority of. coils (5 of the 6 lots) procured in a one month time period ofMay-June 1982.

Based on the short time frame in khich Wabash actually manu-
factured this type of coil for ASCO and the ASCO detemination that the coil
failures experienad by ANO and Brunswick were due to a mnufacturing
deficiency, the inspector questioncd the ASCO basis for limiting its recall toa single lot of 99 coils.

In response ASCO representatives stated that, in
their opinion, coil failures were rare,ard since both of the failed coils were '

,

traced to a single lot, it was concluded that the manufacturing deficiencyaffected only this lot.

Asco does not maintain a ccuputerizcd camponent failure . data base. Rather,
reported problems are evaluated ard dispositioned by ergineerirq via Ergi-
neering Investigation Reports (EIR) which are ultimately filed in several
volumas of binders. This method does not appear to provide a readily retriev-able recon 1 of cmponent failure infomation. Since problems with components
such as coils may be reported, evaluated and catogorized as either a valve
problem or separately as a coil problem, identifyirg a specific number of
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oxponent failures that have occurred over a period of time would require a
highly labor intensive effort. We EIEs also my not reflect actual failure
rates since all cmponent failures are not necessarily reported by a custmer.
herefore, the inspector questionod the insis for ASCO deteminire that a coil
failure is a rare occurrence. ASO3 representatives stated that they could not
provide any objective evidence to support its conclusion, such as a documented
re"lew of existirg EIPs, and indicated that its determimtions of coil failure

Nre principally bascd on the experience ard mnory of its nuclear valve* i

personnel who typically discuss reported problena with custcmcrs ardset.
initia,a the EIR's.

"he irspectors found that ASO) did not have a strorg technical basis for
limitim its recall to a sirgle lot of 99 coils. Bus, the team was concerned
that the mnufacturirg deficiencies which ASCO attributed to be the cause of
coil failures experienced by N10-2 and Brunswick my have also affected the
quality of approxim tely 3100 other ASO3 Class H 220-339 coils mnufactured by
Wabash lbgnetics durirg the same period of tim. Soo open item no. 91-01-08
in Section 1.3 above. A further review of the mnufacturirg process controls
ASCD had in place at the tim of the coil's fabrication identified the
following:

ASCD representatives stated that all the Class H, 220-339 coils in*

question were fabricated by Wabash in accordance with ASCD design
specification GV 220-339 ard mnufacturirg proceduro MN-027. However,
ASCD could not provide any objective evidence, such as ASCO prccurement
documents or Wabash certificates of conformnce, to ensure that these

ASCDrequirements were, in fact, passed on ard adhercd to by Wabash.
representatives stated that since the coils were manufactured in 2982,
the "seven year statute of limitations" had expired for maintainin:J such
records. We inspection team informed ASCD that while it was not
familiar with this statute, it was aware that the Documentation
Requirements of the Arkansas Poacr ard Light Company purchase order (PO
No. 197532) rcquires ASCO to "be capable of 'mrifyirg the validity of
any certifications or reports furnishcd if so rcquested by the expany
at a later date." he apparent lack of ASCO procuremnt documents to
Wabash, and the lack of Wabash certifications of confomance to those
procurement docunents, appears to place the validity of the ASCO
certification to the Arkansas Iber and Licht PO in question.

ASCO could not provide any objective evidence nemmry to verify that* -

it had perforrnd any audits to verify the gaality of the mnufacturirg
methods employed by Wabash. Such audits would provide assurance that
Wabash was prcducing the coils in accordance with AS00 design
specifications anci gvecdures.

In its evaluation of the failed coils returned by N10-2, of May 3,*

1991, Wabash stated that the leads on the three coils were brazed usirq
sil-fos brazing alloy. ASCO manufacturirg procedure MP-C-027 specified
the use of Handy & Harmon Easy Flow #45 solder ard did not identify sil-
fos as an approvcd mterial. Durirg the inspection ASCD representatives
contacted Wabash to verify the type of solder mterial uscd. W e ASCD
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representatives providad the 1;L@r with informtion that irdicates
that Wabash has always used a torch process usirg sil-fos brazing rod to
mke this connection. It was nottd that MP-C-027 does pemit the use of
alterretive solder mterial provided it is equivalent to Easy Flow #45.
At the time of the inspection, hcwver, ASCO oculd not provide objective
evidence remry to assure that sil-fos is a suitable brazirq mterial
for use in this application.

Berefore, based on the above, nonconformnce 91-01-03 and 05 were identified
in this area.

' 3.6 Violation 88-01-01

NRC Inspection Report 99900369/88-01 identified that contrary to 10 CFR
part 21, ASCO was aware of numerous exanples of deviations, miss1.ons, and/or
potential generic problems lut failed to a'.ther evaluate them for potential
repurtability or inform the licensees so they could evaluate them for report-
ability. Se NRC inspectors found in 1988 that ASCD had typically docunented
these problems on EIRs and did not perform an evaluation pursuant to 10 CPR
Part 21. ASCO subsequently inforned the imC as part of its corrective action
that it had identified approximately 650 EIRs, and approximately 515 were
eliminated from further evaluation after an initial screening of all 650 EIRs.
Berefore, the NRC inspectors reviewcd the methodolcqy enployed by ASCO to
screen and disposition the EIRs, and reviewod several to determine
acceptability of ASCD's corrective action durirg this inspection.

One NRC inspec' tors concluded that the methodolcgy employed by ASCO to review
erginecring documentation was satisfactory.

3.7 Obmrvation of Dow Cornina 550 ADolication,

Associated with the secord issue di<h- above in Section 3.5, the NRC staff
also evaluated smo substances observed in the manufacturing area. We IRC is
reviewing various reports by NRC licensees that scme ASCD solenoid valves have
been fourd with a " sticky" substance on the upper surface of the solenoid

In a few instances licensees speculated that the sticky substancecore.
prevented proper valve operation. Se source of the sticky substmce has not
been positively established. Smc licensees contend the substance may be
introduced during manufacturing. The reason for this conclusion is that in
one case infraren analysis identified the substance as a lubricant with a
ocuposition consistent with DOW Corning 550 or one of the Neolube products.
ASCD acknculedges that Dow Corning 550 is applied to the end of the core
during valve assembly to eliminate core chatterirg during initial operation.
However, ASCD contends that Dow Cbrning 550 is not sticky nor will it boome
sticky at normal cperatirg temperatures of the valves. ASCD believes that the
sticky substance may be the result of licensee maintenance activities or
caused by contamination from licensee systems after installation.

During the tour of the ASCO manufacturing plant, the IGC inspection team
observed a gelatinous material on one of the SOV assembly tables. Se
gelatircus material appeared to be a petroleum based jelly type product.
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merefore, imC inspectors subscquently observed assably operations todetermine how this substance is used during solenoid valve assembly andIn response to this
whether it might be the source of the sticky substance. visited the nuclear valve asse:rbly area to obcerve the
request, the in Wm It was found that valves for nuclear valve order
valve assembly process. This was an order for 15 type 8344A070 ASCO

were being assenblod.The ASCD assembler was using ASCD procedure AP-NP8344A-3,295011001

%e jelly substance obocrved during the initial plant tourWo types of Nyogel were on the assembly table:solenoid valves.
Charge Intter L. Dow Corning 550was determined to be Nycgel.
Nyogel 775A (clear appearance) and Nycgel 775B (red color) .
(a clear fluid with a visual appearance similar to water) was also on theThe assembly procedure calls for certain seals and 0-rirgs to beNone of the lubricated
lubricated with Nyogel 775A aM scne with Nyogel 775B. We lubrication oftable.
items are located at the upper erd of the solenoid core. ii
parts with Hyogel was obcerved and it was noted that only sparirg quant t csShe assembly pr.cedure calls for the uppe.r end
of the lubricant were applied. This is

of the solenoid core to be lubricated with Dow Corning S50.acocmplished by pourirg a small quantity of the Dow Corning 550 fluThe core is lubricattd with Dowid onto a

sponge material located in a small dish. By
corning 550 by pressirq the end of the core onto the wetted sporge.The

analogy, the operation is similar to wetting a postage stamp on a sponge.i to

amount of Dcu Ctrnity 550 applied by this method is small ard is sim larThe

the anount of water that would wet the postage stamp in this analogy.ASCO assembler appeared to be experior.ced ard knowledgeable about the assemShe iMicated that she does
bly

She is one of six qualified assemblers.The possibility of Nyogel contamination ofwork.

moct of the nuclear assembly work.the solenoid core end cannot be positively ruled out solely on theHowever, ro problems imre observed
oboervations made durity this inspection. Further, the inspectors conclude
during this particular valve assembly job.

that Nyogel contamination of the solenoid core end is unlikely if theprocedures ard practices observcd during this inspection are empl'oyed and
ensured by ASCO at other times.

Prview of SOV orcblems at the Perry Nuclear PcMer Plant (PNFP)3.8 IPP

The fourth issue reviewed concerned slower than normal response time of a H%e inspx: tors conducted this review to examine theh
procurement dccuments for the solenoid operated valves (SOVs) procured by t esafety-related system.

i d
General Electric Ccmpany, Nuclear Enezqy (GDIE), San Joce, Californ a, and to

supplied to MIPP ard the relevant requirements of the ASCD QA program, andetermine if ASCO had implemented its OA program adequately to ensure that
ASCO SCNs would reliably perform their intended functions.

RIPP informed the NRC pursuant to the176-186-1, Model EP-139,3.8.1 On December 14, 1990,
requirements in 10 CFR Part 21, that six ASCO Part IN28, 1990. %ese SOVs were
3-way SOVs malfunctioned on July 27, and October
used as scram solenoid pilot valves (SSPVs) . Wese malfunctions caused the
associated control rods to insert slower than the technical specification

PNPP identified the six SOVs as part of ASCD's production lot F6119AGDIE supplied MIPP and the Hope Creek Generatirg Station with 70limit.
The licensee for PNPP hadof 100 SOVs.

and 30 SOVs, respectively, frcn ASCO's lot F6119A.
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installed 41 of the 70 SCf/s when this problem occurred
all 41 with ASCn SOVs free different prcduction lots. % e licenseo replaced.

On Ck:tober 6,1991, the licensee ob:crved three control rods incert (
slower than nonal durim the performnoe of a scheduled surveillancelicensee detennined that the three SSPVs that causcd the associated control

scram)
We.

rods to operate sluyjishly were from mnufacturim lot
placing the plant in hot shutdown or October 6,1991, the licensee replaccd 49184010001. After
SSPVs frun lot 184010001,
the affected control ruis. ard resum operations after successfully testing
3.8.2

issued to ASCO for the supply of 3-way, dual actirg IN-176-8161 t2e inspectors reviewod GDE POs 205-90F620, 205-90F'737, ard 205-90E'160SOVs to PNPP. . -

GDE's POs to ASCO required compliance to 10 CER Part 21 ard GDE'sGDE identified the same SOVs by its Drawing 922D138P001
ype ASCO

.

assuranc9 rcquirements (QAR) stated in QAR No.1, Revision 9, August 23 .r]E
quality

GUE PO 205-90F'/60 requircu ASCD to refurbinh 51 SOVs that were suppli d b, 1990.
PHPP. e y *

The inspectors reviewcd the ASCD test reports documentirg the results f
tests corductcd on SOVs in accordance with ASCO Test Procedure TP 2 075or the
"IIVA-176-816
the valves suo(Quick Exhaust Valve For General Electric)," ard obGerved that

-
,

mssfully mt all the ettrflutes.

stated in QAR No.1, and the reparting requirements in 10 CFR Part :'1that all the GDE Pos required ASCD to namply to GD E*s quality requirmW e inspectors determincdents
required ASCD to provide information on the useful shelf life of theW e POs.

clastomrs used in the S3V assemblies.
3.8.3

ASCO facilities and observed core assemblies for S0Vs being assembledhe inspectors, accompar,ied by an ASO3 QA representative, toured the
intended for nuclear power plants being tested, ard SOVs receiving fi, SOVsinspections.

instruments ard gages beirg used for inspections ard testsWe calibration stickers irdict.ted that ASCD had calibrated the
ral QC

designated for safety-related use. observed that ASCO QC personnel performed the final inspections on SOVsThe inspectors.

ASCD QA departnent does not audit the final irgmctions perform * by QC%c /SCD QA representative stated thi.t theperranel.

have provisions for performirg planned ard pericdic audits m verify th tThe inspectors determined that the cutrent ASCO QA manual does not
activities affectirq quality performed by ASCO quality contt al personnela
comply with the ASCD QA program.

Wo inspectors identified this item as nonconformnce 91-01 06 .

3.8.4 On October 23, 1991,
the insp mtors, along with representatives f

PNPP and GDE, witnessed routine ard special tests perforixd on ASCO SSPVrom

that were identified to have caused slcw control rod motion at PNPPs

folltved %st Procedure 2-075, "lK.-1~16-816 (Quick Exhaust Valve For Gl.MD.

Electric)," to test the three SOVs. eneral

requirenents stated in Paragraph 2.4.6.a of GUE Procedure 23A1443 time of the SCf/s ard determined that all three SOVs met the responsASCD personnel also measured the responsec time
Revision 2. ,
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3.8.5 On Octatur 23, 1991, the inspectors acocrpanied by representatives (*

PNPP and GDE, witnessed the disassembly of the three SOVs. Disasscaoly '

revealed particles of what appeared to be sealant (pipe dope) in the threads
of all three SOVs. Pipe dope was also obcervcd on the solenoid core assmbly
ard on the Viton seat assembly of SOV 74699D-41. A grey pwdery substance was
observed on the underside of the lwer disc holder in SOV 74699D-41 ard traces
of pipe dopo inside the valve body and in the orifices. In ackiition a white

We GDEpowdery rirg was obcerved in We inlet port urder the diaphragm.
representative stated that GDE wculd analyze the foreign mterial deposited
in the fXN at its laboratory in San Jose. On disasscs bling the other two
SUVs, sealant mterial, similar to the mterial obcer ed in the first SOV, was'

observed on the threads.

3.9 Review of ASCO Pilot Assemb1v Sub-Assably Kit Problems at the Millstone
Unit 1. Nuclggr Pwer Plant (Millstone)

%e fifth and last issue reviewed by IRC staff concerned GDE su@ lied ASCD
rebuild kits. We inspectors corducted this review to examine the
requirements in the procurement docunents regarding the GDE purchase of the
ASCO rebuild kits supplied to the licensee for the Millstore Nuclear Pwer
Station ard to detennine if ASCD had implemented its QA program adequately to
ensure that the rebuild kits would contain the correct sub-assemblies.

3.9.1 On August 16, 1991, Millstone Unit 1 perronnel reported to the 10C
that durirg the control rod scram testing, two control rods failed to meet the
mininun time for scram insertion. W e licensee for Millstone Unit 1 issued
Licensee Event Report 91-025 to document this event. Millstone personnel
determined that incorrect core assablies in the SSPVs caused the control rods
to operate slowly. %e licensee for Millstone had purchased 150 ASCO rebuild
kits frcan GDE and used several of them to rebuild its SSPVs. ASCO identified
the kit as Part 204-139, and GE identified the same as Part 317A6_68P001.
ASCO's design requires the diameter of the hole in the core assembly to be
0.156 inches. Millstone personnel reasured the diameters of the holes in all
the 150 core assemblies and deternined that the holes in 28 core assemblies
had diameters of 0.177 inches.

3.9.2 2 e 1RC inspectors reviewed the PO documents issued by the Northeast
Nuclear Enclyy Ccxupany (NNEC) (the licensee for Millstone Unit 1) and GDE,
for the purchase of 150 ASCO pilot sub-assembly kits (kitsi 28 of which have
been identified to have core assablies with a larger than ,pecified diameter
as discussed in Section 3.10.1. We inspectors also reviewed ASCD's
manufacturing r.d inspection records. ICEC issued PO 907158 dated
November 24, 1986, to GDE for the supply of 150 ASCD kits identified by P/N
204-139, GDE IH 317A6168P001. W e Po identified the kits to be safety-
related item and invoked the requirements of 10 CFR Part 21. GDE issued
PO 205-87C179 dated March 11,1987, for 300 kits, GE Dravirg 317A6168P001,
h e PO classified all items as safety-related ;_tems subject to the
Itquirements of 10 CFR Part 21. We GDF PO regaired ASCO to provide the
following informtion with each shipment (1) cure date for elastmcrs,
(2) date of mnufacwre ard (3) date of assembly. We GUE EO stated that

-17-
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ASCD could not make a partial or emplete shipnent unless GDE perfonxd a
fimi source inspection. A GDE cpality control representative signed the
GUE Product Quality Certificate Fom (895B) .

So NRC inspectors determincd that the Pos issued by both NNEC to GDE ard by
GDE to ASCD contained the appropriate quality requirements for safety-related
items including thoue requiremer.ts in 10 CFR Part 21.

3.9.3
ASCO uscd four shop oIVers (Sos), 02020T, 98329R, 94711P, and 94708R,for ammhling the 300 kits for GDE PO 205-87C179. ASCD sc~ eted the items

assembled in the kits fra the production bins and perforu 3 QC inspections onthem. We inspectors reviewed the followirg records for such shop order:

me preliminary and fire 1 inspection requhuments according to Pro
*

dureMP-I-046. Wese inspecft. ions were to be wit.wM or verified by QC-personnel.

We check list of QC contract requirements.*

Pre-kit inspection checklist for GE space parts kits for nuclear use.*

h is document identified the inspection characteristics, the
verification methods, inspection plan, and the total quantity to be
inspected. We checklist also required the stampa of the ASCO QCj'

inspectors to indicate the-identity of thc QC inspector who inspected
that attribute ard 'che GDE inspector to indicate GDE's apptwal to
ship the kits.

A GUE product quality certificate (PQC) that provided the followirq
*

information.

Supplier Certification: ASCD certified that the products have 1 -an
manufactured urder a controlled QA prcgram ard conform to the
procurement quality requirements including applicable codes, standart.a,ard specifications us identified in the IO.
and <*ated this portiori of the certificate. W e ASCO QA manager signed

GE C Certification: We GE QA departnent certified that it had reviewed
evidence supportiry the ASCO certification statement ard had found to
prcduct nonconformances frcun the procur aent quality requirements. Wet.

!' GDE QA reprematative signed this portion of the certificate. Se
inspectors noted that the PQCs did not list any renconformances.

3.9.4 Focucing on the AS,.D kits, the NRC inspectors reviewed the
inplementation of ASCO's OA program during the processirg of purchase orders
for safety-related items ard the preparation of the manufacturirg chop orders
with in-process and final inspection requirements. We insp e m determined

,

the follcui@

ASCD sales personnel prepared the shop onlers with the in-process and
*,

!
final inspection requirements inccrporating the W ,:.quirements in
accordance with the requirements of ASCD's procedure MP-I-046 ard

-18-
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forwaMod them to the quality assurance engineering (QAE) department.

QAE parsonnel reviewed the shop orders and documented on them the*

quality control attributes necessary to moet the G6 Pos. QAE personrnl
identified MP-I-086 as the pertinent inspection check list for the kits.

Engineering personnel capiled " pick lists" using the latest revision of*

the relevant drawing that they received from the drawing departmer.t.

The production department received the chmkW+s prepared by the*

engineerirg departant, and manufacturing odere listirg the bill of
materials (d24). The BOM identified each part and the pertinent
minufacturing specifications and procedures. ASCO provided the QC hold
points anti the test criteria with acceptance and rejection criteria in
the h monts.

* ASCD awmblcd tr ' ts to ASCD shop order 9470AR for the Millstone
order.

3.9.5 The inspectors selectively reviewed the manufacturirg and inspmtion
records for the core a m =hly that is provided with the kits (part HV 65-177),
needle (part GV 39-039-1, Zyter, natural color), springs (part FV 51-550),
spring retainer (part 65-720), ar' Buna-N discs (part 60-452-14). The
inspectorn reviewed the records tu determine if the applicable ASCO procedures
were implemented. The records reviewed included those for the material used
to Iranufacture the items, the certification provided by the vendors of the
material,- ASCO's instructions to the subvendors, and the records documentiry
the acceptability of the attributes verified during receipt inspections to
ensure that subvendors supplied items conforming to ASCD's Pos and QC
inspection records. ASCD personnel would place acceptable items in bins frm

! which they are selected to be included in kits. The ASCD QC perrainel re-
| Inspect each item prior to assembling safety-related kits.

The inspectors determined that ASCD had adequately implemnted the established
QA sugam in this area ard identified no unacceptable findirgs.

3.9.6 The NRC inspectors reviewed the inspection records to detemine if ASCO
inspected the core assemblies. The NPC inspectors determined that ASCD had
inspected the pre-kit check list for the entu s lot of 300 kits under four
ASCD supply orders. Each check list indicated the attrilutes- for every item
inspected (sme attributes were inspected r only a sample of the assemblies)
as evidenced by the ASCO QC inspector's s. p. Page 2 of 5 of the pre-kit
check list for the 150 kits supplied to Millstone Unit 1 iniicates that ASCO
QC inspector No. "A49" inspected all the 150 core assemblies identified as
part 65-716-002-A on June 6, 1987, and determined them acceptable. The QC
Anspection included determining the acceptability of the size of the

'0.156-inch inner diameter of the core by attenpting to insert a 0.170-inch
diameter plug gage. The 0.155-inch diameter hole is correct if the QC
inspector can not insert the 0.170-inch gage into the 0.156-inch hole. The QC
inspector had affixed his stamp to inlicate that all 150 core assemblies had
the currect size hole. However, as previously noted, Millstone personne)
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identified 28 assemblies with incorrect holes.

3.10 Beview of Nonconformnoe lhterial Poports ONR,sl

he NRC inspectors reviewed the implementation of /SCO's quality assurance
program regan11ng nonconformnces observed in materials received frm vendors
and those identiff cd when ASCO-supplied camponents are returned frm nuclear
pcuers stations.

3.10.1 QC personnel write IERs on QC 652 Forms to document nonconformirg
otservations during receipt inspections and issue typed IERs on QC 1111 Forms
to vsni.u.s with the same information. ASCO requires each recipient of an NMR

-

to respcod to the 1ER by providing the cause of the nonconformance and the
corrective action taken to preclude repetition. ASCO QC ard Engineering
perscnnel review the responses provided by the vendors to determine if the
corrective acrJ m taken by the vendor is acceptable. Engineerity personnel !forward unacc( sble vendor responaes to the QC department for further action.
All IERs to vendors ard their responses are logged ard electronically tracked.
QC prepares a monthly status report frm the informtion in the Quality
Control Action log and distributes copies to various ASCO management
personnel. We QC Action Log is based on the nu.nber of the NMRs sent to
vendors and responses received. We NRC inspectors observcd that L. October
1990, ASCO issued 68 NMRs and received 63 responses.

3.10.2 - 2 e inspectors reviewed the IERs cogleted by ASCO on cores
manufacturtd by the Precision Screw Machine C%rnpany (PSMC) and determined that
QC personnel issued IERs to PSMC when they obcerved core a w mblies that did
not meet the 10 requirements. We NT:0 inspectors myiewed the responses frm
PSMC and determined that the actions outlined by PSMC to correct the adverse
findirgs were a&quate. 4

3.10.3 2e ASCD Service Department (SD) receiver ard evaluates information
regardirg problems identified in the field. ASCO SD also receives material
suspected to be defective returned fram customers. ASCO SD evaluates the
problems _ ard cmpletes an NMR, when nw%9q. On October 7, 1991, ASCO SD
initiated NMR 335 to document that a GENE representative informd ASCO that
approximately 30 percent of the core ^<s=mblies in the 150 SSPV replacementkits a re incorrect. We NMR also stated that ASCO had requested samles frun-

Millstone ard that it could not perform a 10 CFR Part 21 evt.luation unless it
had examined, tested and evaluated the defective netemmhlies and identified the
cause of the nonconforming cordition.- ASCO QA personnel evaluated NMR 335 and
Mwnted the following firdings in an internal memorandum dated October 18,-_

1991:

ASCD inspected core assemblies from Millstone Unit 1 returned by GENE
*

ard determined them to have incorrect hole sizes.

ASCD reviewed the QC checklists for the kits and otserved that ASCO QC
*

!

personriel had signed the checklist to confirm that the core assemblies
i had the correct diameter holes even though they were incorrect.
3
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ASCD identified the recipients of the kits frm this manufactt:rirg lot.e-

ASCD QC revised the Inspection Operation Sheet for the core assembly on
October 17, 1931, to have the QC, inspector record certain attributes to
preclude this problem frm occurrirg again. 'Ihe imC inspectors reviewed
ASCD's corrective action that ASCO perforned to preclMe recurrence and fourd
it to be satisfactory. Subsequent to the inspection, sfter c/aluatirg the
defective assablics in the kits, ASm reported to the NRC in a letter of
DmMr 2,1991, that incorrect assemblics were used in kits. Also, on the
same date, ASCD inforned GDIE of this cordition.

4 ASCO PERSONNEL CONTACI'ID

Name Title

+* J. Hans Kltge President & CID
+* David B. Tanpcen b1 rector, Quality Assurance

* Lynne M. Gordon- Director of Operations - Valve
Phil Chrashewsky 1hnager, comouter Systems

+* A. Greoory Byrne Service Manager
+* Cearge Plechy Supe.cvisor, Quality Assurance Engineering
* Robert Nosal Quality Control Technician

+* John Shank Manager, Nuclear Valve Engineerity
h ii Mazosi Engineer
Mary Spagnuolo Valve ?ssembler

+* Stephen Casadevall Product Ergineer
E. J. VeLT); amp Manager - Training

* Clark Hale Manager - Operations
+* Terence Johnson Director of Ergineering

George Lauberstein Product Manager

* Attended the Atqust 30, 1991 exit meetirrJ
+ Attended the October 24, 1991 exit meeting
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,f[N [o, UNITED STATES
y ', NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION

'

t : - wAsmNGTON, D. C. 20555
*, p.

%, **"*p
FEB 21 1932 '

Docket l'o. 99901159/89-01

Ms. Nancy Eining, President
Basic Controls and Valve Company
16770 South West 72nd Avenue
Portlar.d Oregon 972?4

Dear Hs. Eining:

SUBJECT: RELEASE OF HRC INSPECT 10H REPORT

This letter addresses the inspection of your facility at Portland. Oregon,
,

conducted by Mr. Randy Moist of this office on April 10-11, 1989, and the
- discussions of his findings with members of your staff at the conclusion of the
inspection.

The inspection was performed as a follow.up to an NRC concern regarding
potentially substandard valves that may have been supplied to nuclear power
plants throuch valve material suppliers. The NRC concern ir discussed in
detail in NRC Information Notice (IN) 8P-48 and Supplements 1 ari' 2. Areasd
exanined during the NRC inspection consisted of an examination of procedures
and representative records, interviews with personnel, and observations by the
inspector. Release of this report was delayed during NRC's ongoing review of
r.onconforming and substandard vendor products.

~ Within the scope of this inspection, we found no instance in which you failed
to meet NRC reouirements. In accordance with 10 CFR ?.790 of the Commission's
regulations, a copy of this letter and the enclosed inspection report will be
placed in the NRC's Public Document Room.

Sin erely,

K
_

eif J. Norrholm, Chief
Vendor Inspection Branch
Division of Reactor Inspection

and Safeguards
Office of Nuclear Reactor Regulation

Enclosure:
HRC Inspection Report No. 99901159/89-01
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ORGANIZATION: BAS 1C CONTROLS & VALVE COMPANY
|- PORTLAND, OREGON

INSPECTION
REPORT INSPECTION . .

ON-Sl~i HOURS: 5NO.: 99901159/89-01 DATE: April 10-11, 1909

CORRESPONDENCE ADDRESS: Basic Controls and Valve Company
H;. Nancy Eining, President
16770 Sk 72nd Avenue
Portland, Oregon 97224

'

ORGANIZATIONAL CONTACT: Nanc S ning
TELEPHONE NUMBER: (503 620-6060

NUCLEAR INDUSTRY ACTIVITY: Basic Controls and Valve Company (BCVC) supplies
spare parts from Hamell Dahl to Trojan Nuclear Power Plant and comercia,
velves to other suppliers and to the commercial market.

ASSIGNED INSPECTOR: eMM M JMa5I /MN
~

PL Moist, Recctive ' Inspection Section No. 2 Date

(RIS-2)
1

OTHERINSPECTOR(S):

2bNAPPROVED BY:
E. T. Baker, Chief, RIS-1, vendor Inspection Branch Date

INSPECTION BASES AND SCOPE:

A. BASES: 10 CFR Part 21 and Appendix B to 10 CFR Part 50

B. SCOPE: The purpose-of this unannounced inspection was to determine if
ECVChad purchased aty valves from CMA International Incorporated of
Vanccuyer, Washington and to determine if those valves, if any, were
supplied to any commercial nuclear power plants.

PLANT SITE APPLICABILITY: None identified

I
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BASIC 'ONTROLS & VALVE COMPANYORGt.N12AT20N: C

PORTLAND, OREGON.

! REPORT
. INSPECTION

NO.: 99901153/89-01- RESULTS: > AGE 2 of 3

A. . Y10LAT!0NS:

None ,

B. NOICONFORMANCES:

None

C. UNRESOLVED /0 PEN ITEMS:

None

D. PREVIOUS INSPECTION FINDINGS:

No previous inspections have been performed.

E. OTHER COMMENTS AND OBSERVATIONS:

1; . Background

NRC Information Notire (IN) 88-48, dated July 12, 1988, and
Supplement.1 to. IN 88-48 dated August 24, 1983 discussed a
potential problem concern,ing Vogt 2-inch valves (Vogt figure No.
SW-13111)', which were. leaking steam at the bonnet and packin
The valves were purchased by Pacific Gas and Electric (PG&E)g.from
Western Valve . Supply Company in California. Although supplied as
new, the valves were actually drop shipped from a valve salvage and
reforbishment company in Vancouver, Washington (CMA International,,'

Incorporated). Henry Vogt representatives examined the leaking
valves at PG&E's Diablo Canyon nuclear power plant and detern.ined
that they had not manufactured the valves.

The valves appear to be counterfeit based on the following: (1)
the Vogt name was die-stamped en the side of the valve body instead;

i

of being forged onto the side of the body, (?) Vogt valves have
round bonnet flanges whereas the valves in question have square
bonnet flanges, (3) the subject valves have swing gland bolting
which is not used by the Henry Vogt Company, and (4) the end-to-end
dimensions of the subject valves are shorter than the Vogt SW-13111.

56
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ORGANI7ATION: BASIC CONTROLS & VALVE COMPANY
,

PORTLAND, OREGON
l

_

REPORT INSPECTION

NO.: 99901159/89-01 RESULTS: PAGE 3 of 3

2. Discussions with Basic Controls & Valve Company (BCVC):

At present BCVC does not supply any commercial valves to the
nuclear ind.mtry. BCVC presently has a quote to Portland
General Electric for a butterfly velve which would be supplied
by CFC Valve Company for use in the Trojan nuclear power plant.

The inspector reviewed several purchase orders to CMA and
invoices from CMA and determined that valves were shipped to
other valve distributors such as Familian NW and AMFAC Supply,
both of Portland, Oregon. Other valves were apparently shipped
to the paper pulp industry.

F, PER5GnNEL CONT' ACTED:

Ms- Nancy Eining, President, BCVC

_
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q#o, - UNITED STATESv-

8 ' 3 ,J, 't NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION
$ ,},, ,i WASHINGTON, D. C. 20555

% ..O/ FEB 21 1992...

Docket No. 99901148/89-01/02

Mr. Clifford Ashley
<

CMA International, Incorporated
!601'NE 117th Street 1

Vancouver, Washington -98668
{
|Dear Mr. Ashley:

SUBJECT: RELEASE OF NRC INSPECTION REPORT

This-letter addresses the inspections of your facility at Vancouver, Washington,
led by Mr. J.-J. Petrosino, of this office on March 28, 1989 and April 25-26,

.1989, and the discussions of the team's findings with you at the conclusion of the

. inspections.

These inspections were performed as a follow-up to an NRC concern regarding
potentially substandard valves that may-have been supplied to nuclear power

plants through valve' material supp(liers.This NRC concern is discussed in
detail in NRC Information Notice IN) 88-48 and its supplemnts. Areas-
examined curing'the NRC inspections and our findings are discussed in the ;

enclosed reports. These inspections consisted of an examination of procedures
and representative records, interviews with personnel, and observations
by the inspectors. Release of these reports was delayed during NRC's review
of nonconforming and substandard vendor products. q

l

Within the- sccpe of these inspections, we found no instance in which you f ailed -|to meet NRC requirements. However, several NRC concerns regarding your
activities were identified by the inspectors on April 25-26, 1989. These NRC
staff concerns were referred to the U.S. Department of Justice. In accordance
with 10 CFR 2.790 of the Commission's regulations, a ccpy of this letter and
the enclosed inspection report will be placed into the NRC's Public Document
Room.

Sirerel,] y
<. ,

;
~

LeifJ.NorIhulm, Chief
Vendor Inspection Branch
Division of Reactor Inspection

and Safeguards
Office of Nuclear Reactor Regulation

Enclosure:
NRC Inspection Report No. 99901148/89-01/02
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ORGANIZATION:- Ct1A INTERNATIONAL, INC.
VANCOUVER, WASHINGTON

-

P

REPORT INSPECTION INSPECTION

N0.: 99901148/89-01 DATE: March 28, 1989 ON-SITE HOURS: 10

CORRESPONDENCE ADDRESS: CMA International, Incorporated
2424 East 2nd Street
Vancouver, Washington 98661

ORGANIZATIONAL CONTACT: Mr. Clifford Ashley, President
TELEPHONE NUMBER: (206)696-0818

NUCLEAR INDUSTRY ACTIVITY: CMA provides surplus and refurbished valves,
piping, and piping components to distributors who subsequently could supply
the CMA products to nuclear power plants.

.

AdSIGNFD INSPECTOR: fMell 7)%Au /h
'

y e

J. J. Petrosino, Reactive Ins'p'ection Section No.1 att

(RIS-1)

OTHERINSPECTOR(5): Brooks Griffin, Region IV, NRC

APPROVED BY: bd<& [M N 5

E. T. Baker, Thief RIS-1, Vender Inspection Branch Date

INSPECTION BASES AND SCOPE:

A. BASES: 10 CFR Part 21.

B. SCOPE: Review CMA records to deter.aine the original equipment manuf ac-
turer of the 70 Vogt valves that were supplied to Diablo Canyon.

PLANT SITE APPLICAB1t.lTY: Diablo Canyon, Trojan.

I
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LORGANIZAT10N:-'CMA INTERNATIONAL,/INC.:
VANCOUVER WASHINGTON.,

;' -REPORTl INSPECTIO!!
2

'

NO.:~ 99901148/89 01 RESULTS: PAGE 2-of~4 .., , .
-

-

_A . VIOLATIONS:

None-
'i

B .' NONCONFORMANCES:

None
,J

C . -- OPEN/ UNRESOLVED ITEMS: l
.-

{
None i

D.- STATUS OF PREVIOUS'1NSPECTION' FINDINGS:

Hot applicable. This was the first inspection perforated at CMA.

E. INSPECTION FINDINGS AND OTHER COMMENTS

'

1.- Entrance:and-Evit Meeting-

The NRC inspectors informed Mr. Ashley during.an ' introductory
meeting, held on March 28, 1989 at the CMA facility of the purpose
of the inspection. It was explained to:Mr. Ashley that:the pur-
pose was' to determine-to what-extent CMA personnel were aware of-

:-70 fraudulent Henrj Vogt valves that were provided to the Diablo
Canyon nuclear plant in 1988. This issue is discussed in NRC
Information-Notice (IN)88-48andIN88-48SupplementI.- The !

inspection findings:and concerns were discussed with Mr. Ashley :|
during an afternoon meeting on the same day.

2. Background

.In April 1988, Pacific Gas'& Electric (PG&E) informed the NRC-
about'a )roblem concerning Vogt 2-inch valves (Model No. 13111),
which ex11bited excessive steam leaking around the bonnet- and-
stem. The valves were: supplied:to-PG&E by Western Valve Company
as'new valves.; It was identified by PG&E that the valves were
-shipped to PG&E by CMA International of Vancouver, Washington..

' Schsequently. Henry Vogt Company representatives examined.the Vogt
valves =at PG&E.and determined that they ware not manufactured by,

- Vog t.- s

+

3. . -CMA Customers-

The CMA President provided the inspectors with a copy of the CMA
" customer directory." The CMA customer directory lists 144,

60
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0RGANIZATION: CMA INTERNATIONAL,'lNC.
VANCOUVER, WASHINGTON

1

REPORT INSPECTION

N0.: 99901148/89-01 .
RESULTS: PAGE ? of 4

I

customers, and does not necessarily indicate an on-going
business relationship. According to Mr. Ashley some of the cus-
tomers listed on his directory may or may not have conducted
business with CMA.

4. Other Coments

The inspectors requested to review the CMA procurement document
package regarding the Vogt valves discussed in E.2 above. ' CMA
personnel conducted an approximate 4-hour search of the archivea
files and were not able to find the procurement document package
or any related records.

S. PesonnekDiscussions

Discussions with CMA personnel revealed that valve modifications
have been a typical on-going part of the CMA shop activities.
The type of valve modifications included grinding off valve
pressure ratings, serial and model numbers, manufacturer's iden-
tifications and inserting new rating numbers and identifications.
For example, in approximately February 1989, CMA personnel stated
that they were instructed to modify a 6-inch, 900 pound valve to
be sold as 5-inch, 600 pound valve.

6. Follow-up at Trojan

The inspector identified approximately l'2 local suppliers from the
CMA customer list who are also sales rep (resentatives for differentoriginal valve equipment manufacturers OEMs). L e inspector contac-
ted the Trojan NRC Resident Inspector and arranged to visit the
facility to review Trojan's records. Representatives from Portland
General Electric (PGE) Trojan plant were contacted by the Resident
Inspector and provided information to the Vendor Branch inspector
during March 29-31, 1989, regarding the sample list of 12 local
suppliers. A review was conducted of incoming invoice activity for
each of the 12 suppliers over the last five years. The following
suppliers from CMA's customer list were found to have supplied
valves to Trojan within the past five years: Am-Fac Supply Company
(currently Tyler-Dawson), Basic Controls and Valves, Consoli-
dtted Supply, Grinnel Corporation, Industrial Valve of Oregon,
Keenan Pipe and Supply, and Liberty Equipment and Supply.

During the review, no procurement packages were found to contain CMA
invoices. However, several packager were found which did not contain
traceability back to the manufacturer of the vah - PGE is currently
reviewing the circumstances surrounding the lack of traceability

1
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ORGANIZATION: CMA INTERNATIONAL, INC.
VANC0UVER, WASHINGTON

REPORT INSPECTION
N0.: 99901148/89-01 RESULTS: PAGE * of 4

for each of the packages and has committed to keep the NRC informed
of its progress.

F. PERSONS CONTACTED:

Name Title Company

*C Ashley President CMA
L. Ashley Vice President CMA

**D. Nordstron Licensing Engineer PGE
**D. Glivinski QA Manager PGE
**K. Mcdonald QA Engineer PGE
S4R. Barr Resident Inspector USNRC

* Attended the CMA exit meeting.
** Attended the NRC/PGE exit meeting on March 29, 1989.
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ORGANIZATION: CMA INTERNATIONAL, INCORPORATED
VANCOUVER, WASHINGTON

REPORT INSPECTION INSPECTION

NO.: 99901148/89-02 DATE: April 25-26, 1989 ON-SITE HOURS: 30

CORRESPONDENCE ADDRESS: CMA International, Incorporated
2424 East 2nd Street
Vancouver, Washington 98661

-ORGANiiATIONf1 CONTACT: Mr. Clifford Ashley, President
TELEPHONE NUMBER: (206)696-0818

NUCLEAR INDUSTRY ACTIVITY: CMA International, Incorporated (CMA/ provides
new, new surplus, refurbished and modified valves to valve distribution
companies who in turn sell directly to nuclear power plants. IMA Valve
Refurbisher, a Division of CMA, operates from the same address above. IMA

provides valve repairing and refurbishing services. Both companies use
the same shop and shop personnel.

,

O
deM/889ASSIGNED INSPECTOR: g e,

~

J. J rosino, Reactive Inspection Section No. I Date

0THERINSPFCTOR(S): Brooks Griffin, NRC, Region IV

E /IS fAPPROVED BY: uAt j

E. T. Baker, Chief, RIS-1, Vendor Inspection Branch Date
_

INSPECTION BASES AND SCOPE.
*

A. BASES: 10 CFR Part 21.

E. SCOPE: The purpose of this inspection was to review CMA records to
determine if CMA has, directly or indirectly, provided valves to
any nuclear power plant f acilities even though CMA provides comercial
grade products.

PLANT SITE APPLICABILITY: Arkansas-1 (50-313), Crystal River-3 (50-302),
and Vogtle-1 (50-424). Potentially applicable to all plants.

l
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ORGANIZATION: CMA INTERNATIONAL, INCORPORATED
-VANCOUVER,-WASHINGTON

REPORT INSPECTION
NO :' 99901148/89-02 RESULTS: PAGE 2Hof 6

A. VIOLATIONS:

None
4

B. NONCONFORMANCES:

None
.

C. OPEN/ UNRESOLVED ITEMS:

None-

D. STATUS OF PREVIOUS INSPECTION FINDINGS:

None

E. INSPECTION FINDINGS AND OTHER COMMENTS:

1. Entrance and Exit Meetings

The NRC inspection-team informed Mr. Ashley, during an
introductory meeting held on April 25, 1989 at the CMA facility,
of the scope of the inspection. It was explained to Mr. Ashley
that the inspection team requested access to all of th' CMA
records that might indicate valve sales to nuclear pitat faci-

).lities or to distributors that could supply valves to those '

-facilities. Upon completion of the inspector's review of the
CMA records on April 26, 1989, Mr Ashley-was provided with a
receipt for copies of each of the approximately 67 valve order
packages which the inspectors noted for further review. Mr. Ashley
allowed the inspection team to tran; ort all of the noted 67
packages to the NRC, Region IV offices in Arlington, Texas for
further reviews.

2. Background

The NRC inspection team initially visited the CMA facility on
March 28, 1989 to obtain infornation from CMA employees regarding
the Henry Vogt 2-inch valve issue which is discussed in NRC Infor-
mation Notice (IN) 88-48 and to review the documents associated
with that order. .The March 28, 19S9 inspection resulted_in
obtaining useful -infornation from the CMA employees; however, the
CMA office personnel could not locate the Henry Vogt valve associ-
ated records so that they could be reviewed by the inspectors.
Therefore, a second inspection at the CMA facility was scheduled

_
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to perform a record review of all available CMA valve order
documents. The inspection scope was to review Cf'A records from
approximately 1980 to the present. However, during the April 25-26,
1989 review, the inspectors were not able to find any records

by CMA (g the Vogt 2-inch valves that were shipped to Diablo Canyonregardin
reference IN 88-48).

3. Record Review

The NRC inspection team reviewed approximately 16 linear feet of .._

CMA records, including valve order packages and bills of lading
from the various shipping companies that are used by CMA. IMA'

Valve Refurbisher, Division of CMA, operates from the same
address as CMA. IMA provides valve repairing and refurbishing
services. Both companies use the same shop and personnel. The CMA
valve order packa es were found to contain documents and informa-

htion such as: (1 IMA and CMA Invoices, (2) IMA and CMA shop
orders, (3) IMA and CMA internal notes and directions to shop .

(5) bill of ladings,
craftsmen,(4)IMAValveRefurbisherrecords(7)CMAtelephone(6) distributor purchase orders /fascimiles,
notes regarding where its valves were procured. (8) packing lists,
and (9) other associated documents.

The record review revealed that CMA drop shipped an order of
valvas to the Arkansas nuclear plant facility and another example
indite es that other CMA customers shipped valve orders to the
Crystai River and Vogtle facilities. On CMA Invoice 9127, dated
July 23, 1986, six Pacific globe valves (5-8" Model 360-1-WE and
1-3" Model 360-1-WE) were sold to Zenith Supply Company in
Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania and shipped by CMA to Arkansas Nuclear-1
in Russellville, Arkansas. Another example she. " hat on CMA
Invoice 9152, approximately September 1, IE, J.A supplied 2-6"
900 psi rated Pacific Check Valves, Model 980 to Midwest Valve
and supply, Detroit, Michigan under Midwest Purchase Order 5798.
Midwest supplied the two Pacific Valves to Jay In trument and
Specialty Company, Norcross, Georgia (Jay Reference No. 08-6-2480).
Apparently, Jay Instrument supplied the valves to the Vogtle
nuclear plant facility who in turn installed them in its reactor
condensate and feedwater system. Subsequent licensee / Pat.ific Valve
Company discussions indicated that the valves were not manufactured
by Pacific. The last example reveals that Zenith Supply Company,
Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania ordered at least one 24" Crane-Chapman
check valve from IMA Valve Refurbisher (Division of CMA), ander
Zenith Purchase Order No. 84D8219 for Florida Power Ccmpany (FPC)
Purchase Order No. F9022330X, approximately May 1984. A review of
FPC records subsequent to this CMA inspection indicate that the

_
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licensee procured the valves commercial-grade and upgraded them
to safety-related based, in part, on: an IMA " valve testing and
inspection certificate," a " Crane-Valve Service Center" certificate
and a FPC yC receipt inspection of the valves. Subsequent discus-
sions with Crane Company reprGentatives by the NRC staff appears
to indicate that the Crane certificate was not written or issued
by Crane.

During the record review, numercas inconsistencies were observed (
regarding the validity of the "new" valves that were shipped on
the CMA Invoices to its commercialegrade customers. Examples
are as follows:

(1) CMA Invoice 9127, dated July 23, 1986 b. ' , Pm t

sold 5-b'' Pacific valvc7 and 1-3" PcM a W 6/rG
Supply and drop shipped the valves % Nw 4 V,r
plant-1 (AN0). The CMA invoice lh le w% e .ecifics,,

prices and references the purchase a e P.i' cs, but does
not state whether the valves are new, u w l, refurbished, or
surplus. However, within the package, a Newmans, Incorporated,
Tulsa, Oklahoma Packing List, Number 50-10847, was found which
indicates that it sold 5-8" valves to CMA. The Newmans docu-
ment was dated July 11, 1986. The item description on the

Newmans packing slip (F6-A), H0 gicbe, OS&Y, Bolted Bonnentstated "S2080030 FHCB-1PVB, Petro-valve,8", 300f WCB-F1dg,
,

surplus-Ship-as-is." This order appears to indicate that
CNA procured a surplus valve and provided it as new to Zenith,
who sold them to ANO.

(2) CMA valve order package indicates that CMA bought 2-8" used
"Kerotest" valves from CANA-WEST, British Columbia, on
approximately December 30, 1986, performed reconditioning,
machining and crop shipped the valves to Southern California
Edison Company as the supplier for Midwest Valve and Fitting
Company (Midwest Purchase Order, dated December 31,1986).
Neither the CMA invoice nor the Midwest invoice indicates that
the valves are used or reconditioned. The CANA-WEST invoice
found in the CMA package specifically states that the valve
was a used Kerotest valve.

(3) CMA Invoice 9263, dated February 28, 1986, sells 1-4" Pacific
gate valve to Zenith Ss cply, Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania and drop
ships the valve to Wayne Pipe and Supply in Fort Wayne,
Indiana. Several CMA notes that are part of the CMA valve
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order package indicate that the CMA shop personnel were
instructed to " grind off CHA MAN and leave E4WP-HAH [the "P" on

the valve body]... find Pacific hardware and modify...." The

CMA written shop instructions indicate that CMA took a CHAPMAN
valve and modified the Chapman trademark to resemble a Pacific
valve (i.e., P= Pacific).

I (4) CMA Invoice 8327, dated October 11, 1983, sold 1-6" Lunken- j
hemier Model 1542 to ITT Grinnel, Portland, Oregon. IMA note. ,

sthat were found with the CMA valve order package instrw: 0% !
shop personnel to "...make frog Kerotest...may have to w; % ! @
to make 16 inch "f ace-to-f ace." The IMA notes also indir - ( %

the following underline _d items to be installed on a nM | h
i plate: Size - 6", Fiqure - 1542, S - 150, F - 500, W04.; 2, i

"~

Stem - CR13, Diic - CR13, Seat - NICU, Body - W~Tand
~

~

Serial T T6100.

(5) CMA Invoir.e 9415, dated March 5,1987, sold 1-20" Lunkenheimer
gate valve, Model 3031, to Grinnell, Portland, Oregon (Grinnell
Purchase Order No. 73829AT). CMA notes in the valve order
package appear to indicate that CMA bought a surplus 24" Secca g

gate valve, and then CMA sand blasted, reseoted, repacked,
painted, installed a gear operator and die-stamped the valve
with Lunkenheimers trademark and model r. umber (i.e. , "L" 3013).

(6) CMA Invoice 9156, dated September 17,1986, sold 1-2" Henry
Vogt globe valve, Model SW-1023, to Lowe-Parker Corporation

-in Seattle, Washington, CMA notes in the valve order
package indicate that CMA used a new "no-name" CMA stock
valve, die-stamped it with "Vogt SW-1023" and added 640 psi
rated flanges in order to obtain the required 11 1/2"
face-to-face dimension.

(7) CMA Invoice 9623, dated April 5, 1988, stated that it sold
2-6" 150 psi rated Crane gate valves, Model 47XV,1-3" 150
psi C;ane gate valve,1-4" 150 psi rated Crane gate valve
and 1-3" 300 psi rated Crane valve, Model 33XU to Grinnell,
Portland, Oregon. The valves were drop shipped to Grinnell
(Purchase Order 2171-LT). The CMA shop notes state "refur-
bish-like new." A CMA certificate of conformance, dated
June 6, 1988, signed by the CMA President states to Grinnell,
Longview that the subject valves "...were purchased...as new
andunusedfromsurpluslots...[CMA]... furnished [ subject)
valves as new surplus in good f aith. Valves were inspected
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and tested by IMA Valve P,eiurbishing to ensure certification
of compliance." A Crane Company letter, dated May 25, 1988
addressed to the Boise Cascade Paper Group, St. Helens, Oregon
[end user] states, in part: "On April 28, 1988, I inspected
the-following cast steel valves located at your St. Helens
facility...

,

1 6'' - 47XV [ Serial No.] DA 98734*

1 3" - 33XU ' Serial No.' DA 58735
1 6" - 47XU |SerialNo,'' DA 98735
1 4" - 47XU ' Serial No.'I DA 86485'

1 3" - 47XU ' Serial No.] DA 86486
'

.

[ Crane] Inspection indicated that the above valves were not
new Crane valves, but reconditioned or surplus vintage. We
were not able to confirm any of the serial numbers as being
genuine Crane valve numbers. In the future may we urge that
you purchase Crane valves only from authorized distributors,
such as Industrial Valve of Cregon. [ Signed] W. D. Blakeslee."
The Crane letterhead indicates that the Crane Company, Carol
Stream, Illinois, facility personnel performed the inspection.

The above examples represent only 10 of the 67 CMA valve
01 der packages that were identified by the inspectors as
suspect and that will require additional staff review. In
conclusion, it appears from the above, that a CMA supplied
suspect valve could go through two or more distributors
before reaching the end user facility. A nuclear power plant
could buy a commercial-grade valve from a valve distributor
(e.g., Zenith, Midwest, Grinnell) and dedicate the valve
for safety-related use on the basis of buying from an
authorized original valve manufacturer sales representative.
However, unless the nuclear plant staff verifies traceability,
it could end up receiving one of the above discussed CMA
" modified" valves.

F. PERSONNEL CONTACTED:

Clifford Ashley, CMA President

!
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Docket Nos. 50-269
50-270
50-287

U.r . Hal B. Tucker
Senior Vice President
Nuclear Generation Department
Duke Power Company
Post Office Box 1007'
Charlotte, North Carolina 28201-1007

Dear Mr. Tucker:

SUBJECT: ASSESSMEN,1 0F THE PROCUREMEN1 AND COMMERCIAL-GRADE DEDICATION
PROGRAMS AT THE OCONEE NUCLEAR STATION, UNITS 1, 2, AND 3,
REPORT NOS. 50-269/91-201, 50-270/91-201, AND 50-287/91-201

This letter transmits the report of the a sessment conducted July 15 through 19,
19S1, at the Charlotte, North Carolina, general office of Duke Power Company

-(DPC) and at the Oconee Nuclear Station, Units 1, 2, and 3, by R.P. McIntyre,
S.D. Alexander, R. Frahm Jr., and L.L. Campbell of the Nuclear Regulatory Com-
mission's (NRC's) Vendor Inspection Branch, and M. Thomas of NRC Region II. At
the conclusion of the assessment, we discussed our findings with you, and the
members of your staff identified in the appendix to the enclosed report.

The assessment was performed to review DPC's program for the procurement and
dedication of commercial grade items used in safety-related applications at
Oconee in accordance with Appendix B to Part 50 of Title 10 of the Code of
Federal Regulations (10 CFR Part 50) and to determine the extent of the imple-
mentation of the Nuclear Management and Resources Council (NUMARC) initiatives
in this area.

OPC has made a significant effort to strengthen its commercial-grade dedication
program since its inception in 1987. Its overall program description was
generally consistent with the dedication approaches described in the Electric
Power _Research Institute (EPRI) Report NP-5652, " Guideline for the Utilization
of Commercial Grade Items in Nuclear Safety Related Applications (NCIG-07)," as
conditionally endorsed by NRC Generic Letter 89-02, " Actions To Improve the
Detection of Counterfeit and Fraudulently Marketed. Products," March 21, 1989.

.However, the lack of full implementation of this program was a significant
weakness. DPC senior management decided to phase in the new program by March

.1993 (revised to December 1991) and to continue to purchase and dedicate
commercial grade items (CGIs) on the basis of documented technical evaluations
in existence as of January 1, 1990. Therefore, the purchase and dedication of
CGis previously evaluated and listed on the commercial grade items list (CGIL)
as of January 1, 1990, were not based on the requirements of the current
program, but only on a review of pruduct and supplier performance history (EPRI
Method 4). During a July 26, 1991, conference call between DPC senior management
ar.d the NRC, DPC stated that it had decided to accelerate to October 1, 1991,
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the phase-in of the reevaluation of outstanding evaluations done under the old
program. Any remaining CGIs listed on the CGIL without new evaluations

] completed by October 1 would be placed on hold pending completion of an
evaluation using the current program requirements. The assessment team

] concluded that the dedication methods used for the large majority of CGIs
purchased after January 1, 1990, did not meet the OPC programmatic requirements
in place and also did not meet the NUMARC initiative on the :fet'ication of
commercial grade items. The NUMARC initiative stated that licensee programs
would mi 't the intent of the EPRI NP-5652 guidelines as of January 1, 1990.

The assessment team identified weaknesses both in the overall prscurement
program and its implementation. DPC's philosphy that allowed selecting only c
subset of critical characteristics, instead of requiring verification of all
critical characteristics to provide assurance that the item would perferm its -

intended safety functions was a program weakness. The licensee is responsible
for identifying the attributes necessary for performance of the item's safety
functions, establishing acceptance criteria and providing reasonable assurance
of conformance to these criteria. In addition, some critical characteristicsa

specified were not adequately verified for the procurement packages reviewed.
With appropriate modifications to address these concerns, the program, if
properly implemented, could provide adequate control over the commercial grade
procumment process. Spe'ific strengtns and weaknesses are discussed in detaii
in the .nclosed report.

DPC had completed its review and assessment of the comprehensive procurement
initiatives suggested in NUMARC 90-13, " Nuclear Procurement Program Improve-
ments," dated October 1990. The initiative called for the licensee to ccmplete
its review by July 1, 1991, and to complete implementation by July 1, 1992. The
DPC progress in this area should enable you to meet the July 1, 1992, completion
date.

In accordance with 10 CFR 2.790(a), a copy of this letter and the enclosure
will be placed in the NRC Public Document Room.

Although no response to this report is required, we expect you to consider the
concerns raised herein and to take appropriate measures. Should you have any
questions concerning this assessment, we will be pleased to discuss them with
you. Thank you for your cooperation in this assessment process.

}O

Si - rely,

Y e

ivision of. Reactor P o'ects I/II
Office of Nuclear React r Regulation

Enclosure: Assessment Report 50-269/91-201, 50-270J31-201
and 50-287/91-201

cc: See next page
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Mr. Hal B. Tucker Oconee Nuclear Station
Duke Power Company Units Nos. 1, 2 and 3

cc:
Mr. A.V. Carr, Esq. Mr. M. E. Patrick
Duke Power Company Compliance
422 South Church Street Duke Power Company
Charlotte, North Carolina 28242-0001 Oconee Nuclear Site

Post Office Box 1439
Seneca, South Carolirta 29679

J. Michael McGarry, Ill, Esq. Mr. Alan R. Herdt, Chief

Winston and Strawn Project Branch #3
1400 L Street, N.W. U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission _

Washington, D.C. 20005 101 Marietta Street, NW, Suite 2900
Atlanta, Georgia 30323

Mr. Robert B. Borsum
Babcock & W icox Ms. Karen E. Long
Nuclear Power Division Assistant Attorney General
Suite 525 N. C. Departnent of Justice
1700 Rockville Pike P.O. Box 629
Reckville, Maryland 20852 Raleigh, North Carolina 27602

Manager, Lls Mr. R.L. Gill, Jr.

NUS Corporation Nuclear Production Department
2650 McCormick Drive, 3 Floor Duke Power Company
Clearwater, Florida 34619-1035 P.O. Box 1007

Charlotte, North Carolina 28201-1007
Senior Resident Inspector
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Route 2, Box 610
Seneca, South Carolina 29678

Regional Administrator, Region II
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
101 Marietta Street, N.W., Suite 2900
Atlanta, Georgia 30323

Mr. Heyward G. Shealy, Chief
Bureau of Radiological Health
South Carolina Department of Health

and Environmental Control
2600 Bull Street
Columbia, South Carolina 29201

Office of Intergovernmental Relations
116 West Jones Street
Raleigh, North Carolina 27603

County Supervisor of Oconee County
Walhalla, South Carolina 29621
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O.S. NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION
OFFICE OF NUCLEAR REACTOR REGULATION

DIVISION OF REACTOR INSPECTION AND SAFEGUARDS

Report No.: 50-269/91-201, 50-270/91-201, and 50-287/91-201

Docket No.: 50-269, 50-270, and 50-287

License No.: OPR-38, DPR-47, and DPR-55

licensee: -Duke Power Company
Nuclear Generation Department
Post Office Box 1007
Charlotte, North Carolina 28201-1007

Facility Name: Oconee Nuclear Station, Units 1, 2, and 3

Assessment at: Charlotte, North Carolina
*

Assessment Conducted: July 15 through 19, 1991

Q M |
Richard P. McIntyre, Team LeaderI Date
Vendor Inspection Branch (VIB)

Other Inspectors: S.D. Alexander, EQ and Test Engineer, VIB
L.L. Campbell, Reactor Engineer, VIB
R. K. Frahm, Jr. , QA Engineer, VIB
M. Thomas, c ct ngineer, RIIf

Approved by: k / "t / F/
Vendor /Norfolm," Chief
Leif J. Date

Inspector Branch
Division of Reactor Inspection

and Safeguards
Office of-Nuclear Reactor Regulation
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

-From July 15-through- 19, 1991, the Nuclear Regulatory Commission''s (NRC's)
!

1
~

Vendor-Inspection Branch conducted an assessment of Duke Power Company's (DPC's)
' activities related to the procurement and dedication of commercial grade items i

=(CGIs) used in safety-related applications at the Oconee-Nuclear Station (ONS),Units 1, 2, and 3.
_ The assessment team reviewed DPC's procurement program to

assess.its compliance with the quality assurance (QA) requirements of Appendix B
to-Part 50 of.-Title 10 of the Code of Federal Regulations (10 CFR Part 50) and
toLassess-the status of DPC's implementation of the Nuclear Management and
Resources' Council-(.NUMARC) initiatives on procurement and commercial grade

>: -

-

-dedication.

The NUMARC Board of Directors has appcaved procurement initiatives as described
in NUMARC 90-13, " Nuclear Procurement Program Improvements," dated October 1990,
which commit licensees to assess their procurement programs and take specific
action to strengthen inadequate programs. The first phase of these initiatives
was the NUMARC initiative on the_ dedication of CGIs (adopted by NUMARC in
March 1989) which was scheduled to be implemented by January 1, 1990.

-Licensees were to meet the intent of the guidance provided in the Electric
Power _Research Institute (EPRI) Final Report NP-5652, " Guideline for the
Utilization.of Commercial Grade Items in Nuclear Safety Related Applications;(NCIG-07)," June 1988.

The NRC has conditionally endorsed this guideline in
Generic Letter (GL) 69-02, " Actions To Improve the Detection of Counterfeit and

-Fraudulently Marketed Products," March- 21, 1989. The second phase of the
initiatives provides a comprehensive procurement review and addresses vendor-
audits, tests and/or inspections, obsolescence, information exchange, and gen-eral procurement.

Licensees were to review their programs by July 1, 1991, to
determine, on 'the basis of guidance in NUMRC 90-13, if improvements were
needed in these areas and to complete such improvements by July 1, 1992.

- The NRC performed-its assessment to determine the current status of the activit-
-

Lies to improve the procurement program related to the industry initiatives dis-
cussed above and NRC requirements. The assessment focused on a review of proce-
dures and representative records; interviews with DPC staff, including senior
management and DNS site personnel.; and observations by the assessment team-mem-Ebers.

The-assessment team also held meetings with.DPC's corporate management
to discuss'rolevant aspects of commercial grade dedication and to identify areas-requiring additional information.

The assessment team's observations were dis-
cussed with DPC's representatives and senior management at the exit meeting held: July 19.,:1991r The assessment team's specific conclusions are summarized below.

DPC h'd made a significant effort to strengthen its commercial grade
* a

dedication program-since-its inception in 1987 and its overall program
description was. generally consistent with the dedication' philosophy

-

described in EPRI-NP-5652.
'

The.DPC program made the distinction between critical characteristics for
*

design and critical characteristics for acceptance and stipulated that the
acceptance critical characteristics are a subset of critical characteris-tics for, design. DPC believed it was not necessary to ',dentify and verify
all critical characteristics, but only those critical characteristics for
acceptance that provided reasonable' assurance that the item received was

i
s,
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the item specified. We interpret the " item specified" to encompass
attributes necessary for performance of the item's safety functions.
The NRC staff's position is that Appendix B requis s the licensee to
ve-ify all characteristics that are critical to ensure that the item
performs its safety functions for its particular plant application.

In its letter of May 8, 1990, regarding implementation of the NUMARC*

initiative on the dedication of commercial grade items, DPC decided to
continue to purchase CGIs previously listed on the commercial grade items
list (CGIL) and dedicate them on the basis of existing eva'.uations (pre-
pared before January 1, 1990) until a new/ revised evaluation was prepared
for each CGI to the current program requirements. Therefore, the purchase
and dedication of CGIs previously evaluated and listed on the CGIL as of
January 1, 1990, were not based on the requirements of the current program,
but only on a review of product and supplier performance history (EPRI
Method 4). This process of phasing in the completic- of reevaluations
for items purchased af ter January 1,1990, (but under the old program),
was to be completed by December 31, 1991. The fact that CGIs procured

after January 1, 1990 were being dedicated using previous program evalua-
tions was considered a significant weakness in the DPC program for
commercial-grade procurement and dedication. The large majority of CGIs
dedicated after January 1, 1990, did not meet the DPC programmatic
requirements in place and also did "t meet the NUMARC initiative on the
dedication of commercial grade ., which stated that licensee programs'

would meet the intent of the EPhi NP-5E52 guidelines as of January 1, 1990.

Quality Assurance Department Procedm e QA-606, " Commercial Grade Surveys,"*

required that Die perform a survey of commercial grade suppliers at least
once every three years and did not require periodic reviews and evaluations
of the supplier during this period. However, it may be necessary to
perform commercial grade surveys at a frequency other than on a triennial
basis due to changes in the supplier's quality prograni, procedures,
processes, management, or personnel performing the work activities.
Commercial grade surveys shculd be scheduled at a frequency commensurate
with the status, importance, and complexity of the item or process being -

surveyed.

Other observations concerning the commercial-grade survey process are
discussed in Section 2.4.2 of the report.

DPC's program did not provide for minimum formal documented training*

requirements for personnel performing quality-related activities within
the commercial grade procurement and dedication process. However, such

training is considered necessary to achieve ef fective and consistent
implementation of the program within design engineering. Therefore, 's
was considered a weakness.

DPC initiated interim measures to detect counterfcit and fraudulently*

marketed products until the completed fraud detection program is implemented
as part of the results of the NUMARC comprehensive procurement initiative
review. However, DPC was not effectively implementing these measures
during the receipt inspection process at ONS and no training had been
conducted in these areas.

ii
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DPC has had strong engineering involvement in its commercial grade*
.

dedication program since it was first implemented in January 1987. This
involvement consisted mainly of the performance of technical evaluations
to support the purchase of CGls. These evaluations were continually
upgraded in scope and content as the program evolved. DPC design engineering,

I construcib n, quality assurance, and ooerations personnel became involved
} as the dedication program continued to evolve.

DPC provided management support, input, and sufficient resources to*

improv, its commercia'' grade dedication program. However, the NRC staff
did not agree with the DPC basis for phasing-in the new program. The DPC
staff displayed great interest in the NRC team's assessment effort and
management was available for consultation during the assessment.

L

.

$
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1 INTRODUCTION

The NRC's Vendor inspection Branch assessed Duke Power Company's (DPC's) efforts
to improv' programs for procuring and dedicating commercial grade items (CGIs)
used in safety related applications. The NRC a. essment team reviewed the DPC
program to assess its cumpliance with Appendix B to 10 CFR Part 50 and to
assess the status of implen.entation of the Nuclear Management and Resources
Council (NUMARC) procurement initiatives. The assessment was performed between
July 15 and 19, 1991, at the DPC general office in Charlotte, North Carolina.
The assessment methodology included observations, discussions with licensee
inanagers and corporate and site personnel, and a review of records and
procedures associated with the licensee's procurtiaent and commercial grade
dedication program. - ,

This completes the NRC assessments at selected licensees' facilities to review
their implementatio'n of improved programs for the dedication of CGIs and to

.kassess the improvements made in the areas covered by the NUMARC comprehensk
procurement initiative program. This initiative, approved on June 28, 1990, sy
the NUMARC Board of Directors, directed licensees to adhere to the guidance
provided in the Electric Power Research Institute (EPRI) NP-5652 Final Report,
and to review and strengthen their procurement programs in accordance with
specific guidance provided in NUMARC 90-13, " Nuclear Procurement Program
Improvements," October 1990.

The specific areas reviewed and the team's observations are described in '

Sections 2 through 4 of this report. The conclusions, strengths and weaknesses
are summarized in Section 5 and Section 6 describes the exit meeting. Persons
contacted during the assessment are listed in the appendix.

2 COMMERCIAL-GRADE DEDICATION PROGRAM REVIEW

The assessment team reviewed DPC's programs and related commitments associated
with the 'clementation of the NUMARC initiatives, including the program for
procurement and dedication of CGIs used in safety-related applications at the
ONS. " Dedication" is generally understood to mean the process by which an item, y
not manufactured and supplied under an approved 10 CFR Part 50, Appendix a "

quality assurance (QA) program, is verified to be suitable for use in a nt. lear
safety-related application. A commercial grade dedication program must be
conducted under an Appendix B QA program because it consists of activities
affecting quality. Therefore, DPC's commercial grade dedication program w s
assessed against Appendix B critiera.

2.1 Procurement Program Overview
,

Pursuant to the standard assessment plan, the team reviewed procurement
program processes and procedures with emphasis on applicability of tt>
dedication process for CGIs intended fur safety-related applications 4 :luding
incorporation of dedication approaches described in EPRI NP-5652, "Gu' line

for the Utilization of Commercial Grade Items in Nuclear Safety Related

1 |
|
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Applications (NCIG-07)," issued in June 1988, as conditionally endorsed by NRC
Generic letter (Gl.) 89-02, " Actions to improve the Detection of Counterfeit and
Fraudulently Marketed Products," dated March 21, 1989.

.

The review also included the DPC program and activities for selection and
qualification of suppliers, including the use of audits and source surveillances,
commercial grade supplier surveys and source verifications, incorporation of
the guidanct 'f GL 89-02 with regard to the use of commercial grade supplier
survays (Method 2 of EPRI NP-5652) as well as the use of supplier / item history
(EPRI Method 4) if applicable, and the use of audits and surveys performed by
third parties, such as those conducted by teams representing several utilities
sponsored by the Nuclear Procurement Issues Council (NUPIC).

Finally, the team's review of DPC dedication activities included those performed
at the ONS af ter receipt, including receipt inspection and other special tests

~and inspectiens under Method 1 of EPRI NP-5652.

2.2 Procedures Review

The procurement process, particularly as it related to CGIs, for ONS (as well
as the other DPC nuclear plants, Catawba and McGuire) was described and pre-
scribed by a complicated hairarchy of procedural documentation beginning at the
DPC corporate level with the orr dures of the Nuclear Production Department
(NPD) headquartered in the m ; general office (GO) in Charlotte, North Carelina.
The NPD-GO's Administrative Policy Manual (APM), Section 2.4.4.5, was the prin-
cipal NPD department directive relating to procurement and dedication of CGis.
At the time of the assessment, Section 2.4.4.5 was under revision to make it
more general, with mo e specific guidance being given in the next lower tier
procedure, NPD Department Directive 3.3.6(M), " Commercial Grade Program."
APM 2.4.A.5 addressed isaues primarily related to plant application consid-
erations, it established, for example, in Section 2.4.4.5(c), three categories
of CGis: Commercial Grade Category 1, direct replacement spare part; Category
2 general applications; and Category 3, future applications. However, the
wording of (d.1) appeared to contradict the definitions of Categories 1 and 2
by giving engineering evaluation requirements and usage restrictions for ,

Category 1 items further categorized (d.1.2) as those "...which list specific
applications or restrictior:s. .." which it distinguished from (d.1.3) " Category
I direct replacement items which do not list specific applications or restric-
tions...." According to the w0rding af the category cafin1tions, (c.1) and
(c.2), CGis approved for unrestricted or generic usage would expectedly be
described as Category 2, general applications.

DPC staff explained the apparent contradiction by describing these two situations
as being legitimate suocati jories of Category 1, distinguished chiefly by seis-
mic and environmental qualification considerations. Subcategory (d.1.2),
describes the requirements, including environmental and seismic, of one or a
limited number of applications that have been analyzed and the CGI approved only
for those specific applications and subcategory (d.1.3), describes those CGIs
that have been "preapproved" as direct (i.e., like-for-like) replacements for.

any plant applications with technical requirements enveloped by the dedication
(and qualification) of the CGI to be used. The DPC staff explanation also provided
clarification of the type of items for which Category 2, general applications
was created; that is items in common use, such as conduit, for which like-for-

2
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like replacements would not necessarily be required and which have fewer (or
no) seismic or envirc mental usage restrictions. Nevertneless, none of this

was apparent to the reviewer from the text as written and the wording was
somewhat ambig"ous even when the intent was understood. DPC staff agreed that
some clarification was required to make the procedure more conducive to meaning-
fui compliance.

The DPC Design Engineering Degartment (DED), the architect / engineer for DPC,
also was located at the G0 in Charic.te and had most of the engineering respon-
sibility relating to procuren,ent and uedication. DED procedures prescribed
the mechanics of the processes of (1) safety classification, including upgrading
and downgrading; (2) technical evaluation, including direct replacement (like-
for-llh ), acceptable substitute, and design change evaluations; (3) new/ alternate
application approval for Category 1 direct replacement CGls, and generic appli-
cation dedications (including Category 2); and (4) engineering associated with
the actual dedication process, including identification of safety functions,
failure modes and effects analyses (FMEAs), crjtical characteristic identifica-
tion and selection, acceptance method and criteria selection, and establishing
CGI technicol procurement specifications.

a

The " Design Engineering Quality Assurance Manual" (DEQAM) and the " Commercial
Grade Program Manual" (CGPM) were the two principal DED documents pertain **g
to procurement in general and procurement and dedication of CGIs in particular.
The DEQAM contained several QA procedures pertinent to procurement and dedication
of CGIs, including PR-102, " Acceptable Substitutes," PR-103, "Commerciel Grade
Items," PR-302, " Procurement," and PR-303, " Procurement of Services." The
principal ',m ementation procedures for dedication were contained in the CGPM.o
Chief among trese, relevant to CGI procurement and dedication, were Procedure
CGP-1.1, " Design Engineering Commercial Grade Technical Evaluation Procedure,"
and CGP-1.2, " Commercial Grade Program Procurement and Acceptance Manual -
Generating and Processing of Documents," or the so-called "CGPA." These documents
described the CGI procurement and dedication process 'as it involved DED and
NPD) for all the DPC plants.

Individual project NPD responsibilities and procedures in this area vere largely
limited to material requisitioning, performing some special inspections and
tests, and conducting and coordiniting some post-installation tests. The team
briefly reviewed these procedures, with detailed review confined to DED proce-
dures PR-103 and CGP-1.1.

One concern was identified with respect to DED Procedure PR-102, Revision 2,
dated January 1, 1990. Section 1.6, which addressed authorized substitute

replacement (ASR), statad that an ASR determination was initiated under the
following conditions: Paragraph 1.6.1, an identical item with a different part
number, paragraph 1.6.2, the original item is no longer aveilable, paragraph
1.6.3, the original equipment manufacturer or the original equipment supplier
has a new or improved item that is preferable; and paragraph 1.6.4, a change in
the item (form, fit, function, material) results in a change in part number
However, if the commercial grade manufacturer made changes in the design, mate-
rial or manufacturing process without corresponding changes in model designation,
part number, catalog number, or perhaps even the drawing number (s), there is
not guidance provided fue this situation in the procedure. In fact, such

changes may not even be documented and/or controlled as the commercial grade
manuf acturer may have no obligation under a quality assurance (QA) program to
do so.

3 ,
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This is a significant problem with regard to dedication because a major portion
of dedications are of ten based on a like-f or-like dete mination. However, an
acceptable like-for-like determination, such as described in NRC GL 91-05,
" Licensee Procurement and Oedication Programs," involvo the investigation and
determination that the CGI is in fact identical to the original and that there
have been no changes in the CGI's design, material, or manufacturing processes.
Any such changes would presumably be evaluated (as in paragraph 1.6.4) for their
effect on the CGI's ability to perform its safety function under all design
basis conditions, but the changes first must be identified, and the conditions
given in Section 1.6 of PR-102 for ASRs did not cover thil, situation.

Overall gridance for the new DPC program for procurement and dedication of CGIs
was provided in DED QA Procedure PR-103,. Revision 1, dated September 14, 1990.

-The statement o' purpose of the procedure included the assertion that the
procedure " met the intent of EPRI NP-5652...." Accordingly, the-definition of
acceptance was consistent with NP-5652, defining ae process as the employment
of methods to produce objective evidence to " pry ide reasor'91e assurance that i

'

the item received is the item specified." However, this definition was not-
consistent with the staff's position that Appendix B requires the license * to '

verify all characteristics D at are critical to ensure that item performs itsi
safety functions for its pardcular plant application. This precedure also

: related basic components with Q4 Condition 1 (i.e. , nuclear safety-related
applications) to be procured as either " approved vendor items" (AVIS) from
vendors having approved QA programs and accepting 10 CFR Part 21, or as
commercial grada items to be dedicated for safety service, Strength was added

:

to the procedure by the requirement that QA Condition 1 items not meeting
the CGI definitioa~in 10-CFR 21.3(a)(4)(a-1) must be procured as AVIS. ihe
commercial grade items list (CGIL) was defined as a computer database in which
approved CGIs and associated, approved applications were listed as well as
items evaluated to be AVIS (not meeting CGI definition and non safety-related
items.)

.

In addition to other pertinent definitions, such as the NP-5652 definition of
commercial grade supplier surveys, the procedure also established categories of
CGIr similar to APM 2.4.4.5. The description of Category 1 CGI used the term
"like-for-lite" (defined as identical), but stated that the category could

*

include approved substitutes. It required documentation of the same part
nDmber or the aoproved substitute, same function, same seismic qualification,
environmental qualification (EQ) documents (if applicable) or qualified to the
same EQ requirements, and meets or exceeds applicable codes, standards, guides,
and specifications. Category 2 was described generally as applications con-
trolled by-design documents; . In the definitions of original equipment manufac-
turer (DEM) and original equfpment supplier (CES), the important distinction-
was drawn that the OEM of the CGI is not-necessarily the OEM or OES of the
component,- System,-or equipment of which the CGI is a part and also that the
term OES refers-to the original sunplier of that parent component, system -or ,

'
equipment. However, it was not clear _if the_0ES also could include the OEM of

-

the parent component, system, or equipment. Finally, the procedure streng-
thened the program by: defining the term " conditioning" for procurement and
dedication purposes as special processes other than routine setup and adjust-
ment or instt11ation, etc., including burn-in, calibration, tuning / adjustment,
and " selection testing" [ screening]. However, notably absent were definitions-

of design characterist'cs or critical characteristics, as was the EPRI NP-6406
concept of critical characterisites for design. Only the NP-6406 term critical
characteristi_cs for acceptance was defined, and that only as those critical

y 4
!
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characteristics necessary to provide reasonable assurance that the item
necived is the item specified.

Procurement / traceability requirements were defined as accept 4nce requirements
including, but not limited to, traceability of the item to the OEM, certificate
of compliance from the supplier, or specifying standard procurement nutes on
the purchase request / purchase order (PR/PO), but- no information was provided
on the r w ns for traceability.

Finally, in addition to good definitions of the acceptance methods of special
tests and inspection (and post-installation tests) and source verifications, the
procedure introduced the concept of periodic review of technical evaluations to
ensure their continued validity. Although the recognition that technical evalu- ,

i ations may become invalid is important, the reasons for such obsolescence are !
related to specific changes in either the application requirements or' scope or
changes in the design,. materials, or manufacturing processes of the CGl. There-
fore, merely conducting periodic review, unless the CGI is being procured
continuously, may not capture such events. The team questioned whether this
method of validation was adequate, or should the reviews be done for each major
procurement of a CGI when significant time has passed since tlie last review.

Some important concepts were introduced by Section 1.1 in general requirements,
' including documentation of technical and quality evaluations for CGIs to be
used in QA Condition 1 applications to demonstrate that the item qualifies as a
CGI, that the supplier is capeble of producing a quality product, and that the
quality of the CGI can be assured. Section 1.2 formally established periodic
technical evaluation review, and Section 1.3 established that DED should. ;

-evaluate all commercial grade requests. '

L Section 3.3 discussed dedication on an emergency basis, but this was described
asLrelating to maintaining station operability and for outage support as opposed
to preventing or correcting situations in which safety of the plant, the plant
staff, or the public may be jeopardized. Although the verbal approvals were
required to be documented, the procedure did not give any specific ~ time limits
for. completing evaluations or for ensuring that certain-requirements are met and
confirced before release af the item for operation. This area should be
reviewed in light of the audit finding, identified in QA Departmental Audit
SP-90-01 (All), concerning the inadequate dedication under an emergency verbal
approval.

Section 3.4 added strength by providing a reasonable discussion of requirements ,

for handling the reclassification of CGIs as AVIS. Section 3.5 provided the
same for reclassification of QA Condition 1 applications as non-safety related;
however, the: reasons for some of the references to other sections in the
procedure were unclear.

Section 3.71 required documentation of the identification of critical character-
istics for acceptance (CCA) in the technical evaluation, and stated that their
selection should be on the basis of complexity, safety function, ano performance.
However, the actual documentation of the safety functions, and c-itical charac-
teristics for design (CCD) derived from them were not mentioned. Also, it was

not clear why selection of CCA should depend on an item's performance when
acceptance of an item depends on its performance or other verification of the
CCA, which must consist of all those CCD that are needed to demonstrate
performance of the safety function.

5
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Section 3.8 provided a general discussion of acceptance methods for CGIs
generally consistent with LPRI NP-5652. Athough, the description of Method 2,
comn.ercial grade supplier surveys, in Section 3.8.2 stated that the survey con-
firms that the supplier documents its commercial quality controls, the procedure
did not state that the survey must confirm that the controls are effectively
implemented (as stated in GL 89-02), nor did it explicitly require that the
surver confirm that the supplier's quality program actually controls the
specified critical characteristics for the specific item being dedicated. In
addition, the GL 89-02 guidance wa. omitted for situations in which there is a
distributor as well as a manufacturer involved.

The description of Method 3, source verifications, in Section 3.8.3, was more
appropriate to a survey and included activities such as witnessing quality
activities at the supplier's facility and verifying that the selected CCA are
controlled by the supplier instead of witnessing activities on the actual item
being procured and verifying that its CCA have been met.

The descriptiun of Method 4,- supplier / item history, in Section 3.8.4, did
not allow Method 4 to be used by itself. Although the GL 89-02 provisions for

|applicability to specific critical characteristics and to the application were,

'

not explicitly addressed, the phrase " pertinent, industry-wide data," was used.
A provision for the control of design, material, and process changes to be|

I

confirmed by audit [ survey] also was missing.
|

! Section 4.3 provided more specific guidance for dedication documentation. The
guidance was fairly comprehensive, and included environmental and seismic
qualification, ref erences, surveys, safety classification, CGI determination,
and design inputs. However, it did not address the following:

'

CGI Categories 1,2, or 3*

parent component's safety functions*

replacement part's safety functions*

CCDs (only CCAs were addressed)*

review of design, material and/or process change history*

..

like-for-like determination / approved substitutes*

Although Section 4.3.14 added significant strength by addressing procurement
and traceability requirements, it gave no specific guidance for capturing,
reviewing, and filing traceability documentation.

A brief review of the DED procurement procedure PR-302, Revision 41, dateds

May 27, 1991, indicated a few discrepancies. Section 6 of PR-302, "Special Pro-
curement!Reqeirements," stated that these requirements would be identified in
the CGIL, Appendix CGI to PR-302, or specified in documents referenced in the
CGIL; yet, it w?s not clear why paragraphs I,b and II.b of Appendix CGI stated
that Section 6 of PR-302 did not apply. Also, Appendix CGI gave two categories
for dedications and their associated acceptance methods: (1) those dedications
using methods 1,3, or 4 (or combinations) and (2) those dedications by method
2 alone. Also, not addressed were cases in which it would be appropriatt,

I: to use method 2 in combination with other methods.
.

.

,

t

! The " Design Engineering Department Commercial Grade Program Manual" (CGPM),-

Revisior 2, dated May 9,1990, contained CGP-1.1, " Design Engineering Commercial
Grade Technical Evaluation Procedure," and CGP-1.2, " Commercial Grade Program
Procurement and Acceptance Manual - Generating and Processing of Documents."

6
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The currently effective revision of CGP-1.1, Revision 1, dated October 15,
1990, was to be used it conjunction with PR-103 for conducting and documenting
the specific dedicat<0n activities involving Method 1 (including QA receipt
inspection, special tests and inspections, and po,t-installation testing).
Although, revision 3 of the procedure had incorporated guidance from EPRI
NP-6406, " Technical Evaluation of Replacement Items," and had defined in Sec-
tions 4.3 and 4.4 respectively, CCA and CCD consistent with the EPRI documents,
review of CGP-1.1 identified some concerns. Section 6.0, " Technical Evaluation,"
was not always consistent ur well coordinated with PR-103. For example, it
called for considering the safety functions of the parent component, the item,
and credible failuie modes ar.d ef fects, but did not say how to document these
issues, which were not addressed in the documentation requirements of PR-103.

Section 6.8.2 gave some considerations for selecting CCA as a subset of CCD
on the basis;of complexity, safety function, and performance. However, it then

_

stated, as did NP-6406, that it was only necessary to verify those critical
characteristics that provide reasonable assurance that the item received is the
item specified.

'

Section 6.12 d*scussed acceptanca methods, defining them as means to obtain
cbjective evidence that provides reasonable assurance that (1) the supplier is
capable of supplying a quality product, (2) the quality of the item can be
assured, and (3) the item received is the item specified. Although this sec-
tion had strengths, including addressing sampling for destructive tests and
requiring docuinentation of inspection and test results for objective evidence,
some concerns were identified. Section 6.12.2 addressed acceptance Method 2,
but was not clear on requiring technical as well as QA participation and stated
that the survey should be performed and documented in accordance with PR-103,
however, PR-103 was weak in this area and inconsistent with the CGP-1.1 survey -

approval criteria. While the GL 89-02 constraints on Method 2 were included,
it was not clear how CCA were to be transmitted to QA f'r use in surveys.
Section 6.12.3 addressed Method 3 and contained similar loose language as PR-103
and stated that source verifications should be performed and documented in
accordance with PR-103. This section did not address technical participation,
witnessing of operations and tests on an actual item (s) being supplied, hold

_

points, or shipping releases.

DED DEQAM QA Procedure PR-304, " Commercial Grade Items," Revision 2, ef f ective
date of May 30, 1988 (original effective date Januar. 1, 198/), was one of the <

two documents that prescribed the commercial grade program as it was currently
implemented.

Commercial grade evaluation, (other than identifying item description, applica-
tion and reference information) in 1988 consisted only of (1) 10 CFR Part 21
criteria (2) commercial grade (CG) category determination, (3) conditioning
requirements, (4) EQ, (5) seismic qualification, (6) FSAP./ technical specifica-
tions, and (7) testing and performance history. This procedure contained the
required documentation for CG evaluations of this type and the means for
listing the items on the CGIL. The other principai CG program document was DED
Manual Procedure 11.4.1, " Nuclear Station Commercial Grade Item Evaluation "
originally effective January 2, 1987

7
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On January 1,1990, thesn two procedures were superseded by the new procedures,
PR-103 and CGP-L 1/1. 2, respectively. The team reviewed the DED Manual Proce-
dure 11.4.1, revision dated April 30, 1988, and found that it largely paralleled
PR-304, but provided more detailed guidance with respect to methodology. One
significant item was that this procedure required that if buying an item as a
CGI did not provide any economic or scheduling benefit over the same item as an
AVI or if any required conditioning (including functinnal qualification) was
either deemed not cost ef fective or would adversely impact schedLle, then the
item was required to be purchased as an AVI.

However, the procedure failed to recognize the actual circumstances under which
buying an AVI may be prefr. able, or at least more practical, to accept certain
att-ibutes of an item on tne basis of a certificate of conformance (C0C), pro-
vided adequate supporting information or documentation was provided when required
and the validity of all the documentation or information, including the C0C was
adequately verified before placing the item in service. Allowing the use of
unvalidated C0Cs (as well as other vendor supplied information with no require-
ment for verification of validity) for acceptance and use of items in safety-
related applications is contrary to the requirements of Criterion Vil of 10 CFR
Part 50, Appendix BJ Use of validated COCs is important to assurance of tra
suitability of application as required by Criterion III.

DPC staff explained that as of the effective date (January 1, 1990) of the new
program, all new evaluations were to be performed according to the new proce-
dures. However, in accordance with DPC's position paper, sent by letter dated
May 8, 1990, from the Vice President, Design Engineering Department, regarding
the implementation of the NUMARC commercial grade item initiative. DFC dec'ded
it would continue to purchase CGIs with existing (prepared before January 1,1990)
evaluations, and dedicate them under those evaluations until a new or revised
evaluation was prepared for cach item. The process of preparing the phase-in
reevaluations for items purchased after January 1, 1990 (but under the old
program), was to be completed by December 31, 1991. During a July 26, 1991,
conference call between DPC senior management and the NRC staff, OPC stated it
had decided to accelerate the phase-in of the reevaluation of outstanding
evaluations donc under the old program to Octo5er 1, 1991, ano any remaining
CGIs listed on the CGIL without new evaluations completed by October 1 would be
placed on hold, pending completion of a new evaluation using current program
requirements.

The fact that all the new procedures discussed above were not actually being
implemented for tne procurement and dedication of CGIs and that newly procured
CGIs were beirg dedicated under the previous program, was considered a signifi-
cant programmatic and implementation weakness in the DPC program for commercial-
grade procurement and dedication.

1.3 Parts Classification System

DED implemented the PCPARTS Program (parts classification) to assist the ONS, as
well as all DPC nuclear stations, in determining the QA classification of re-
placement parts. DED informed the assessment team that to date the PCPARTS
Program is limited to the classification of QA-1 valve parts and to selected
QA-1 pump parts. The basis for the classification of the valve and pump parts
are DED calculations DCP 1206.22-00-0001, Revision 4, dated March 15, 1991, and

8
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DCP 1201.05-00-0031, Revision 4, dated March 25, 1991. The calculations identi-
fied design inputs such as the vendor drawings and parts lists and references
the FSAR, ASME code cases, and some EPRI documents. Each calculation contained
d flow Chart to assist in determining if a part performed a safety-related
function, however, the answers to the following flow chart decision-block
questions were not documented-

(1) Is the part a primary pressure boundary part?
(2) Could failure of the part compromise the pressure boundary?
(3) Could failure of the part cause the valve / pump to be inoperable?
(4) Could failure of the part or interaction compromise the fuaction of a

nuclear safety-related system?

Also, questions such as the following were not asked:

(1) What is the function of the parent component?
(2) What is the function of the part?
(3) What *e the failure modes of the part?
(4) What are the effects of the failure of the part?

The calculations identified many parts as being non-safety related, but did
not provide a documented basis for this determination. Also, it was not clear

whether consideration was given to f ailure of items such as gaskets and 0-rings
in containment isolation valves and the effects that their failure may have oi:
containment integrity. Further, it was not clear if DED considered the ef fects
that er.cessive contaminants in items classified as non-safoty related could have
on the integrity of the reactor coolant system or other safety-related systems.

The team dttermined that no procedure existed that provided guidance for
classifying a part unless the part was being evaluated as part of the ccmmercial-
grade dedication process in accordance with Procedure PR-103, " Commercial Grade
Items," and Section 6.3, "QA Conditions Determination," of Protadure CGP 1.1,
" Design Engineering Commercial Grade Technical Evaluation Procedure." The
lack of procedure control and the lack of documentation for the calculations
supporting the PCPARTS Program was considered a weakn(ss.

The team discussed the control of contaminants in detail w to DED and nuclear
maintenance-and chemistry personnel. The team expressed a concern that the con-
trol of contaminants and the effect that contaminants may have on safety-related
components and systems is an area governed by 10 CFR Part 50, Appendix A and
Appendix B, and that classifying items such as gasketc, 0-rings, and packing
as non-safety-related exclLded them from the requirements of the DPC QA program
and Appandix B of 10 CFR Part 50. Therefore, the control of contaminants that
may con.e in contact with safety-related systems or that may enter safety-related
systems is then outside the scope of the OPC QA program. The teaa,also expressed
6 concern regarding the fact that when an item has been classified as non-safety
related (yet the Power Cnemistry Materials Guide identifies restrictions on the
amount cf contaminants that may be present) there exist no in line QA controls
or periouic QA checks for conta.ninants once the item has been approved for use.
Also discussed was the fact that constituents of . or impurities in materials
that are used in contact with safety-relatec items that exceed the requirements
and limits specified in the Power Chemistry Materials Guide could cause
deterioration as a result of corrosion processes or other reactions that would
adversely affect the integrity of the item, component, or system under normal

.

or accident conditions.
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2.4 Commercial-Crade Supplier Selection, Qualification, and Survey

The team reviewed the process f or selection, qualification, maintenance, and
surveys of commercial grade suppliers used to support DPC procurements. The
teau discussed the use of commercial grade surveys with the QA Vendor Manager
and engineers from the Equipment Engineering Section of the Engineering Support
Division.

The team also reviewed selected commercial grade surveys and the following
procedures in assessing the use of EPRI NP-5652, Method 2, commercial grade
survey of supplier:

Commercial Grade Program Manual Procedure CGP 1.1, " Design Engineering
*

Commercial Grade Technical Evaluation Procedure," Revision 1, dated
October 15, 1990

Design Engineering Quality Assurance Procedure PP-103, " Commercial Grade*

Items," Revision 1, dated October 25, 1990'

Quality Assurance Department rrocedure QA-601, " Vendor Evaluation,"*

Revision 20, dated May 23, 1991

QA-602, " Vendor Surveillance Procedure," Revision 12, dated April 3, 1990*

QA-606, " Commercial Grade Surveys," Revision 1, dated January 24, 1991*

QA-607, " Vendor Performance Based Audits," Revision 0, dated April 9,*

1991

2.4.1 Supplier Selection

DPC typically procured replacement items from the or'ginal equipment wanufacturer
or authorii-d distributor whether the item is a like-for-like repiccement or an
authorizeu substitute tem. If the item performed a safety-related function, ani

attempt was made to purchase the item f rom a supplier who had a quality assurance
program that met the requirements of Appendix B to 10 CFR Part 50 and who
accepted 10 CFR Part 21 reportability responsibility. If the supplier did not
accept nuclear requirements and the item met the definition of a CGI, the item
was purchased commercial grade and dedicated for safety-related use.

2.4.2 Supplier Qualification and Survey

ine QA Vendor group performs commercial grade surveys to ascertain and verify
that a manufacturer or distributor of CGis adequately controls certain charac-
teristics that DED determined to be critical for satisfactory performance of a
designated item. As part of using EPRI Method 2, the assigned DED technical
evaluator (TE) reviewed exit ting commercial grade surveys by DPC or the Nuclear
Procurement Issues Cornmittee (NUPIC) for products included in the survey, >

critical characteristics covered, and validity of the survey. The TE, when
required, requested a survey and provided QA with a list of products and
critical characteristics to be verified. The TE met with the assigned QA
surveyor before the survey to discuss the conduct of the survey and partici-
pated in the survey when require, or requested. The QA surveyor arranged and
performed the survey, wrote the survey report, resolved discrepancies and

10
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comments, and approved the report. The TE also reviewed the survey report to
ensure all required information was included. Commercial-grade surveys of

- suppliers were performed, as a minimum, on a triennial basis with no-mandatory
requirements for an annual or periodic review of the suppliers program during :

the 3 year pe,nad.

The three commercial grade surveys reviewed were generally consistent with the
guidance provided in EPRI NP-5652 for confirming that a supplier was controlling
each characterir. tic of the item to be purchased. however, the following
observations and concerns regarding the conduct and processing of- the surveye,

were discussed with QA Vendor and OED personnel:
.

(1) The commercial grade-survey for the Sika Corporation for the supply of
L concrete. repair mortars was performed as part of CGPA-1000.00-0'J-0004,

"SikaTop Mortar Repair Kits," Revision 0,. dated June 12, 1991. _The_ survey
used EPRI Method 2 for verifying the following critical characteristics
of the mortar: (1) part number. (2) shelf , life, (3) compressive strength,
and (4)' bond strength. Although numerous statements were made in the
survey report about how Sika Corporation controlled characteristics,- the

.teans could not determine if some statements were the result of the QA
manual:and procedure revicw or if they were the result of d' rect observation,-

^

surveillance, or record review of a given activity. DPC personnel perform-
ing the survey ~ informed the, team that most-statements made in the survey
report were the result of either direct observation aor record review.

In addition, .the Sika Corporation survey report states in part, "This .

facility does not have a documented QA program; however, there are
documented Sika quality Procedures-(SQPs) detailing each of the various
tests to_be performed." However, QA Procedure PR-103, Section 3.8.2,
requires that when Method 2 is used, (1) "all procurement documents ~shall
require a Certificate oF Conformance stating that the supplier will
furnish the item in accordance with_their DPC approved _ quality program,"
and (0) " acceptance of the item is completed by performing the QA Receipt
Inspection, verifying the accompanying supplier's Certificate of Confor-

E mance...." Appendix CGI, Section II.f'of PR-302 requires that the "sup-
plier is to certify that the items were supplied under _the QA Program

-appru ed by DPC and that all other requirements in the purchase order were
met." The team's concern is that the supplier had no formal documented QA
program; therefore, these DPC procedural requirements could not be met.

(2) 'The commercial grade surveys for ITW Ramset/ Red Head ar.d distributor, POE,4

Corporation were performed as.part of CGPA-1000.00-00-0002, " Procurement
Requirements for ITW Ramset/ Red Head Wedge and Sleeve Concrete Expansion
Anchors," Revision 0, dated December 12,- 1990. _The surveys were very

,

thorough and included characteristics that 0F; categorized as design
_

. critical characteristics and critical characteristics-for acceptance.
However, POE Corporation did not have a document 9d QA program or procedures-
for performing work on the expansion anchor;_ini;ead it visually examined.

'the anchor and stamped the length code on the end of the anchor.

11
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(3) Tht commercial grade survey for Kunkle Industries, Inc. , Longe.-an Valve
Division, for the supply of safety relief valves and replacement parts, was -

very thorough, but the team questioned the report statement , " traceability
for commercial grade items is maintained to storage only. After materials
have been receipt inspected and approved and placed in storage, traceability
is not maintained." The survey ceport went on to state that traced the
disc (HT #22398) to the purchase order and CMTR. The CMTR was reviewed
and approved by QA." The survey report indicated that Longeran's Quality
Assurance Manual, Revision 5, dated September 30, 1988, which was written
to satisfy the requirements of the ASME Boiler and Pressure Vessel Code,
Sections I, IV and Vill, Divisions 1 and 2, was accepted by DPC. The team
asked if replacement parts such as the disc and valve body were supplied
in accordance with the QA manual, if the valve disc was tracecble to a P0
end CMTR, and if CGI replacement parts such as 0-rings and guide pins,
were controlled by Longeran under a QA program other than their ASME QA
manual. The team was unable to verify that Longeran supplies all safety

_relief valve parts in accordance with its ASME QA manual, because no
Longeran Pas or COCs for these parts were given to the team when requested.

The DPC procedures for conducting EPRI Method 2 activities were reviewed and
**e team discussed the following observations with DED and QA personnel:,

'

(1) Section 5.2.1.b of QA-606 permits the review and acceptence of a NUPIC
member's audit report to serve as the basis for DPC to accept a supplier's
program and controls for verifying an item'n critical characteristic (s)
using EPRI Method 2. Unlike procedure QA-601, which provided detailed
requirements for the review and acceptance of a NUplC audit for Appendix B

,

suppliers, QA-606 provided no guidance for screening NUPIC surveys or
audits used for EPRI Mcthod 2 acceptance activities.

(2) Section 5.2.2 of QA-606 provided no guidance for conducting a commercial-
grade survey, other than to indicate that DED will provide the survey
checklists. Other than Form QA-601A, which is primarily for Appendix B
audits, there is no guidance for conducting the surveys, for the method-
ology Jsed to verify critical characteristics or for what objective
evidtnce must ce documented to confirm that critical characteristics are
being controlled. In cJdition, the instructions for using the Form QA-601A
only stated, " list below or attach special checklist items or technical
"quirements that are to be included in the QA Pregram evaluations."

(3) Procedures PR-103 and CGP 1.1 provided no guidance or requirements fur
items not specifically reviewed during the commercial grade survey, but
may be considered to be within the scope of the representative groups of
CGIs reviewed during the survey. For example, the survey at Longeran
Valve included items such as a valve disc and spring, but not a valve
guide pin. The survey was later used to support the procurement of a
valve guide pin.

(4) Although the QA Vendor group's reaction to adverse findings associated
with commercial grade surveys was not oroceduralized and was informal, it
appeared satisfactory if performed as indicated. Following an evaluation
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of an adverse finding resulting from a DPC survey or from "eviewing a
NUPIC survey, hardwara related findings that may adversely affect the
plant would result in a holi tag being placed on the item in the warehouse
and a problem investigation report being initiated to evaluate the
continued use of items installed in the plant.

(5) The 90e of a survey of a supplier who has no formal documented QA prograu,
yet may have the necessary quality procedures for controlling the manuf acture
of the item, seems to be inconsistent with DPC procedural requirements
which require the supplier's QA p:ogram be documented on both the P0 and
C0C. This DDC procedural weakness was evident during the review of the
Sika Corportation survey previously discussed.

The team concluded that the commercial grade survey reports reviewed generally
met the requirements of NP-5652; however, the entire commercial grade survey
process was not addressed procedurally in sufficient detail. __

2.4.3 Use of Third-Party Audits

Approximately one-half of DPC's audits were third party NUPIC member audits.
These NUPIC audits are used in support of the DPC Appendix B evaluated suppliers-

list; however, NUPIC audits and survevs may be used in support of EPRI Method 2,
activities. Procedural controls exist for screening NUPIC audits used for
Appendix B suppliers, but not for commercial grade suppliers. Tla manager of
the QA Vendor group indicated that NUPIC audits and surveys would be used in
the f uture as part of the DPC commercial grade survey program and would be
prcperly screened before their use.

2.5 Material Receipt, Documentation and Procedure Control

Receipt inspection of CGIs that were to be dedicated for safety-related
applications at the ONS were performed by the QA Technical Support (QATS)
group. The QATS group located at ONS performed two major activities;
(1) reviewing requisitions and specifying appropriate QA and receipt inspection
requirements and (2) performing receipt inspections and document reviews of _

items received. The team reviewed procedures QA-505, " Processing of Procure- ,

ment Requisitions," Revision 32, dated June 6,1991, and QAG-1, " Receipt
Irsp9ction and Control of QA Condition Materials, Parts and Components Except ,

Nuclear Fuel," Revision 34, dated June 5,1991; interviewed QATS personnel; and
observed receipt inspections at the ONS warehouse. Additionally, the team dis-
cussed the receiving activities performed by materials personnel with the general
supervisor, and reviewed Material Manual Section 4.4, " Material Receiving,"
with a revision date of June 16, 1989.

QATS personnel performed the following activities as part of the receipt
inspection process:

A visual examination of the item and its packaging was performed to determine*

if any damage occurred during shipping. When requested, a shipping damage
inspection on items tied down on a vehicle was performed.

The P0 was reviewed and checked to verify that the information on the P0*

accurately reflected that on the corresponding approved PR, including any
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changes identified as not changing technical requirements. The PO packagewas placed on hold until discrepancies were resoived. wnen acceptabie, P0
and requisitions were filed as qu-lity records.

A review of ver.c'or supplird quality records was performed f or compliance
*

to PO requireme .ts. The review of the records included activities such as
(1) checking to ensure that the records were in agreement with procurement
documents and that records were legible and not substacJard or frauduient,
(2) checking to ens'ne an identification number was on each record so that
it could be traced to the item, (3) checking required physical, chemical,
and NDE reports for conformance with applicable specification and code re-
quirements, (4) verifyirg that ASME Code requirements were met, (5) ensucing|

! that NDE records and radiographic film were reviewed by a DPC Level 11
examiner, and (6) verifying that special wasign test reports had been ap-
proved by DED (e.g., cable test reports, seismic and EQ reports).

t

!

A visual examination of the item was performed to verify that identification*

and markings are in accordance with procurement documents and the approved
vendor records and that protection covers and seals were satisfactory.

Performance of any special inspections and testing required by Form QA-5050,
*

" Augmented Receipt Inspection Requirement"; performance of special inspections
required by Form QAG-1E, " Receiving Inspection Instruction Sheet"; and any
required miscellaneous inspections such as checking coatings, preservatives,;

inert gas blankets, desiccants, and cleanliness.l
i

Upon satisfacto w <:ompletion of all the described activities, a QA acceptance
number was 6ssien to the item and the item was tagged or marked, if possible
with the QA acceptance number on the item. Also, any QA-5050 Forms were signed
off for acceptance, and QAG-1E forms that were used were entered on the QAG-1A
Form, " Receiving In.oection Report." If post-installation testing was required
as part of the dedication process, the CGI was ccMitionally released for instal-
lation and testing, along with a QA hold tag. If testing was satisfactory, then
the QA hold tag was cleared and a QA acceptance number issued and entered on the
QAG-1A Form.

Following the review of the procedures, discussions with ONS personnel, and
observation of warehouse rcceiving inspection activities, the teal.i concluded
that the ONS receiving inspection program generally contained the necessary
controls required for the receipt, inspection and testing of commercial gradeitems. The team considered receipt in?pection actions such as the processing
of purchase requisitions and the review cf vendor-supplied recorc' to be well
defincd and personnel performing these ar.tivities seemed to be vs y knowledgeablein these areas. The team also noted that although not formalized, the QATS
group forwarded the results of ONS receipt inspection to the QA Vendor group,generally on a mor'bly basis.

The assessment team identified the following areas of the receipt inspection
process that required improvement:

(1) Proced"re QA-505 did not address the identification of Form QAG-1E during
the requisition review process and Procedure QAG-1 did not acknowledge theuse of the form. QAG-1, paragraph 4.5.2.j required any special receipt
instructions (Form QAG-1E) be performed and the QAG-1E serial number
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recorded en Form QAG-1A. Neither procedure QAG-1 or QA-505 defined when
Form QAG-1E was to be used or who had the responsibility to determine when
Form QAG-1E was applicable for the receipt inspection of an item. Form
QAG-1E was referenced as a requirement only once in a commercial grade
procorement and acceptance document (CGPA) that being for the receipt of
molded case circuit breakers. The use of the special receiving inspection
instruction sheets, Form QAG-1E, was not well defined or controlled at the
ONS.

(2) QAG-1 required that verdor-supplied quality records be reviewed for ms-
leading, suw tandard, or fraudulent information and that during the visual
examination, no obvious indications that the items were used, misrepresented
or supplied with inadequate or unacceptable documentation be identified.
Procedure QAG-1 incorrectly referenced Appendix A of EPRI NP-6629, " Guide-
lines For the Procurement and Receipt of Items for Nuclear Power Plants,
NCIG-15)," instead of Appendh C, " Identifying substandard / Fraudulent Items."
Form QAG-1E was being used to detect fraudulent items and documentation
rather than NCIG-15, although recent Appendix B and commercial grade QA
a ndition i receiving inspection reports (Form QAG-1A) did not list fraud
detection on Form QAG-1E as a required special instruction. According to
QATS personnel, the QAG-1E special receiving inspection instruction sheet
for fraud detection would be applicable for all QA Condition 1 items. Dis-
cussions with QATS personnel revealed that there was no formal training,
other than reading QAG-1, Revision 34, for performing receipt inspection.
Section 2.6 of this assessment report discusses in further detail the
raudulent products detection program at ONS.

(3) As written, QAG-1 required signoff and approval of the receiving inspection
report before the conditional release of a commercial grade item for
post-installation testing. Section 4.6.2 required when the QA hold tag
is cleared, a QA acceptance number was to be issued. This number was then
entered on the signed-off and approved Form QAG-1A without any requirement
for review and approval of any additional information entered on a pre-
viously signed-off and approved quhlity record.

The team considered this a potential weakness in the receipt inspectien
process because the one signoff for receipt inspection activities could
result in certain activities being inadvertently omitted.

(4) ProceduN1 requirements for the procurement of ASME Section III items as
small products and the procurement of structural steel as addressed in
procedure QA-505 appeared inadequate. However, the QA vendor group daid
that Section 5.5, " procurement of Code Items as Small Products," of QA-505
was incorrect and would be deleted and that Section 5.6, " Structural and
Miscellaneous Steel," was being rewritten to address commercial grade
procurement and dedication requirements.

2.6 Fraud Detection

The team reviewed the changes made in the DPC procurement program for the
detection and exclusion of fraudulent, counterfeit, and refurbished material in
response to NRC Information Notice (TN) 89-70, "Possible Indications of Misre-
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presented Vendor Products," including Supplement 1, and Gent te. Letterc (GL)"

89-02, " Actions To Improve the Detection o' Counterfeit and Fraudulently Marketed
Products," sad 91-05, " Licensee Commercial-drade Procurement and Dedication Pro-grams."

DPC had implemented a comprehensive operating experience program within
the Nuc1 ar Production Department for the review and distribution of NRC andother industry information. IN.89-70 and its supplement were distributed to the
Quality Assurance Department, the Design Engineering Department, and numerous
other functional groups to review for awareness only, as opposed to review for
accountability and problem avoidance. The gene-ic guidance provided in these
documents had not been fully incorporated into c plicable receipt inspection
procedures or instructions, nor had formal training been conducted to assure
that receipt inspectors were aware of and were routinely checking for potentiallyfraudulent products.

A fraud detection program implementation plan, was developed, as part of the
NUMARC ccMprehensive procurement initiatM (CPI) to detect potentially fraudulent
products. Guidelines were developed and will be placed in the Nuclear Procurement
Engineering Program (NPEP) Manual scheduled to be approved by January 1, 1992.
These guidelines summarized the intent of IN 89-70, including Supplement 1 and
Appendix C-to EPRI hP-6629 " Guidelines for the Procurement and Receipt of Items
for Nuclear Power Plants (NCIG-15)." The complete fraud detection and CPI
rrogram was-planned to be implemented, including detailed training, by March 1,1992.

- DPC ws using a standard clause it had developed with each 10 CFR Part 50,
Appendix B, and commercial grade purchase or;ur. The clause stated that only I

new items shall be supplied;and that used or refurbished material is unaccept-able. Additionally, a receiving inspection instruction sheet, Form QAG-1E was
-

develc.ed to assist in the fraud detection of molded cace circuit breakers(MCCBs) durir.g receipt inspection. Commercial grade procurement and Acceptance
. requirements (CGPAs) were.used to provide receipt inspectors with the require-
ments for Method 1 acceptance (special tests and inspections) of MCCBs for each
of DPC's commercial grade suppliers. These. documents referred the inspector to
the QAG-1E for fraud detection characteristics.

,

Another QAG-1E had been developed to assist reccipt inspectors in generic fraud
detection, referencing Appendix C to'EPRI NP-6629. _As previously stated,
QAG-1 does not reference the QAG-1E and it_ incorrectly references Appendix A to

-EPRI E 6629 for guidance in detecting fraudulent products. Therefore, there
was no_ procedural requirement or direct connection to consult the QAG-1E or
any other document during the inspection process for the detection of poten-
tially fraudulent _ products, aside from MCCBs as described above. Also,.there
was no provision for receipt inspection to specifically-document the performance
of a fraud. detection inspection for_each item upon receipt, other than listing
the QAG.1E on the. receiving inspection report. There was no documented, formal

. training completed for the_ receipt inspectors on fraud detection.

OPC informed the team that it was considering revising Procedure QAG-l'to include:
a detailed appendix on fraud detection and modifying the_ receipt inspection
report (Form QAG-1A)'to include a check-off block for fraud detetiion. This
procedure change would be 'ollowed by formal training.-

In conclusion, at the time of the assessment, DPC had initiated measures to.

detect counterfeit _anu fraudulently marketed products in response to GL 89-02
and IN 89-70, but were not effectively implementing these measures during the_

.
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receipt inspection process. 1his is considered a program weakness. The proposed
corrective actions to the presant fraud detection program, as noted above, could
provide adequate controls to aid in the detection of fraud until the complete
fraud detection and CPI program is implemented.

2.7 Procurement Package Review

The assessment team reviewed several procurement and dedication packages for
both the electrical and mechanical disciplines to assess the effectiveness of
the_ implementation of the DPC dedication program, including documentation of
techn cal evaluations, identification of safety functions ano critical charac-
teristics, and the methods chosen to verify the critical characte)istics
selected. The team also tried to determine if the necessary procedural con-
trols were in place to ensure that quality characteristics would be correctly
translated into procurement documents. The selected individual procerement and
dedication packages re'ie.cd are discussed below.

(1) Commercial Grade Item Evaluation (CbD), CGO-1005.00-01-0001, Revision 2,
dated January 30, 1991, was prepared for the dedication of carbon steel
concrete expansion wedge anchors manufactured by ITW Ramset/ Red 4 cad and
distributed by the POE Corporation. EPRI Method 2, commercial grade survey
of supplier, was used to verify all identified critical characteristics.
However, only the part number and the vendor-supplied documentation were
reviewed during the standard receipt inspection of the item. There were
no Method 1 tests, inspections, or measurements required. The team dis-
cussed with OPC that items such as anchors and fasteners purchased from
A;:pendix B suppliers generally are dimensionally inspected on a sample
basis during receipt, especially when the manufacturer allows the distrib-
utor to affix the marking that indicated the length of the anchor.

DPC purchased the concrete expansion wedge anchors from POE Corporation.
The distributor received the anchors f rom the manufacturer, sorted and
marked them, and then shipped them to the buyer. Contrary to the require-
ments of PR-302, Appendix CGI, PR-103, Section 3.8.2, and CGP 1.1, Section
6.12.2, POE Corporation performed work (marked length identification) and
supplied the anchors without having a documented QA program or procedures
to control work activities. Also, contrary to these requirements, neither
the purchase requisition nor the purchase. order required that POE's certi-
ficate of conformance (C0C) identify POE's commercial quality controls and
program governing its work activities.

(2) CGD-2002.08-04-0013, Revision 1, dated January 22, 1991, was prepared
for the dedication of a relief valve guide pin supplied by the Longeran
Valve Division of Kunkle Industries, Incorporated. EPRI Method 2, was the
method identified to verify the critical characteristics, part number,
dimensions, and material with no additional Method 1 inspections or tests
identified. The team was given a copy of the DPC commercial grade items
list, dated' July 11, 1991, which listed data for CGD-2002.08-04-0013,
guide pin for Longeran relief valve, Model 34-H-204, Size 2XJX2-1/2.
There were no procurement or tracebility requirements listed that required
a C0C stating that the item was manufactured in accordance with Longeran's
Quality Assurance Manual, Revision 5, dated September 30, 1988, or any
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Longeran QA program. However, the DPC Commercial Grade Items List Data
input Form for CGD 2002.08-04-0013 did ident.ify unique procurement _ and
traceability requirements and a required C0C.

There was no documented basis or evaluation supporting the applicability
of the Longeran commercial grade survey for the procurement of the reliefvalve guide pin. Section 2.4.2 of this report provides additional
discussion on the use of the tongeran Valve survey for the re .ef valveguide pin.

(3) CGO 2012.01-07-0002, Revision 0, dated June J1, 1991, was prepared for the,
dedication of Texaco Prem %m RB grease. A concern on use of sampling a CGI's
critical' characteristics when using EPRI Method 1, inspection and testingwas identified. The CGD, as weil as the cc.mmercial grade procurement and'
acceptance (CGPA) for CGPA 2000.00-00-0062, Revision 0, dated May IG,-
1991, required procurement of grease from a l' single lot / batch number and
each container should have a minimum 14 ounce product volume." The_CGPA
continued by permitting the testing of the grease for penetration, dropping
point, chlorides, fluorides, and sulfates to be by sampling with MIL-STD-
105D as' the basis for sample plan. Checking the labels affixed to the
tubes received was the sole basis to conclude that lot / batch homgeneity
existed, tThe team concluded that there were insufficient requirements
provided in the CGD to ensure that lot / batch homogeneity existed.

3

(4) CGD-3011.04-04-0001, Revision 1, dated July 19, 1989, was prepcred for_the-
procurement of a' temperature controller, RTD Inpuc, 4-20 mA Output, supplied.by Love. Controls Corporation. This CGD, as well as several others reviewed,
was prepared-by DPC prior to January 1,1990, but was reviewed to determine ',

the= quality of'the CGD evaluations that_were being used for the dedication
of CGIs procured after January 1,1990.

'The CGD documentation package stated: '! Justification for Testing /Performance History method: Love Controls Corporation has been
incorporated since 1970 and has been producing quality merchandise for
industry'ever_since. McGuire nuclear station has been using '.,he subject
item (1) since.1981 with an acceptable work history. An NPaDS report
taken or March 21' 19F.' concluded that there have been no generic problems,

associated with the subject item (See:A7).... Conclusion: Based on the
information obtained and_ documented in this evaluation, the Love Controls
Analog Temperature Controller's items (1) & ('?) are acceptable for use in
QA candition 1 applications when procured as commercial grade. -fhey may
be used as a direct replicement (Category 1) part, or, when properly
evaluated'and documented, used in new (Category 3) applications. For any

_

applications where the subject items are part of the NSSS system, then it
must be purchased as indicated in the Westinghouse S.P.I.N.... Attachment 7

,

consists of the NPRDS failures report run on 3/21/89. In this report, 33
failures were recorded and documented. Note: This report covers any ofthe' temperature controllers in the.54 series. Most of the reported cases
were due to maintenance problems, - 1.e. ; loose connections, dust / dirt in
assembly, scale calibrations, etc. Oconee, McGuire, and Catawba all have
maintenance procedures that regularly check the temperature controllers-
and should keep the a kind of problems minimal. Of the few failures that
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were reported of the indicators themselves (would not calibrate, blown
fuse, alarm relays, etc.), no generic problems were determined. Therefore,

from this report it can be concluded that the Love Temperature Controllers
54-838-834-8160-8187-8173-8174 and 54-838-834-8134-8169-8174 show no
generic problems and are acceptable for use at Duke Power Company."

The team questioned the validity of many of these statements. Of the 33
failures reported, 13 were the result of the temperature controller being
out of calibration, of which 10 were replaced because they could not be
recalibrated and another 12 had to be replaced because they could not
pass surveillance testing as a result of worn parts. The team also ques-

tioned the basis for the traceability to the environmental and seismic
quelifications and stated that these traceability issues were not suffi-
ciently addressed in the CGO.

This CGD was a good 9xample of earlier (befnre January 1, 1990) technical ~

evaluations that formed the basis f or the dedication of the CGls on the
CGIL and were used to procure CGIs af ter January 1,1990. These evalua-
tions were really only a review of product and supplier performance history
(EPRI Method 4) and did not implement the other EPRI NP-5652 dedication
methods that are requirements of the current DPC dedication progrem.

(5) CGD-3014. 01- 24-0001, Revision 2, dated June 17, 1931, was prepared for the
dedication of GE molded ease circuit breakers (including auxiliary switches
& shunt trips). Review of this file identified several concerns. There
were reference problems such as NEMA AB2-76 instead of-84, no reference to
AB4-1991, and reference to Section 5.5 (which did nct exist) of the GE
MCCB application guide, GET2779G. The instantaneous magnetic (IM)
function definition and caution in the CGD were contrary to the test
method given. The dedication was not application specific, so only some
general safety functions were listed. The list of critical characteris-
tics and acceptance methods did not address verification of trip-free
operation, interrupting capacity, and insulation resistance. Also, there

were no requirements for full-load hold-in capability and no individual
pole resistance test. Only a thermal time delay ovtrioad test at 300 ,

percent of nominal was specified. Some maximum clearing times were given,
not from the time-current curves, and no uinimum values were given to be
used unless nuisance tripping has occurred. Also, it was not clear how
the issue of the full-load rating expectation versus the GE standard
rating for 80 percent continuous load (greater than 3 hours) in an
enclosure at 25C per UL-489 was addressed.

For the IM trip test, the trip value of 65 percent of the " expected trip
point" is an inadequate acceptance criterion because (1) expected value
was undefined and (2) the expected result should be no trip at the lowest
test value. The origin of the values in the table of trip currents was
unclear and tolerances were not evident. Also only the high values were
specified which is contrary to the station procedure as well as NEMA
standards. For testing at one setting only, it was not clear that the
design setting was used or even known. The tolerances given on these
values were extremely restrictive (+/-5 or 15 ,rercent) and not likely
achieveable. There were no post-installation tests specified for motor
starting / running. The explanation of this test was dif ferent f rom the
station procedure and did not make sense.
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for historical perspective, the team reviewed an earlier version ci this
I

MCCB dedication plan that had apparently been used until ecently.
CGD-3014.01-24-0001, Revision 0, dated October 2, 1989, GE molded case
circui' breakers (including auxiliary switches and shunt trips) was based
primarily on review of performance history which the team considar
inadequate by itself. Additionally, the performance history con:>1sted of
a search of the nuclear plant reliability data system (NPRDS) maintained
by the Institute for Nuclear Power Operations (INPO) and a somewhat
simplistic interpretation of the results. The NPRDS reporting threshold,
particularly as interpreted by subscribers, may be too high to capture the
majority of relevant MCCB failures and it is also typically very difficult
from a scan of an NRPDS record printout to determine in many cases oxactly
what component actually failed and how, without contacting the rep (rting
party for details and clarification.

DPC had ordered an assortment of GE MCCBs from Mill Power Supply Company
of Charlotte under P0 A04447-70, dated January 23, 1991. After some initial _

uncertainity as to whether any MCCBs on this P0 had been received, DPC
determined that ONS had in fact received them, but DPC was unable to pro-
duce any inspection and test records on taem during the assessment. The
team wes not able to determine under which version of the dedication
oc- ments described above these MCCBs were dedicated.

In summary, the review of the selected individual procurement packages revealed
that (1) safety functions specific to the particular application were not always
clearly identified (2) critical characteristics were not adequately identified
as dictated by safety function, (3) all appropriate critical characteristics
were not selected for verification, and (4) acceptance testing to verify those
characteristics that were selected was not always adequately performed, in
addition, as discussed previously, the technical evalestions performed under the
previous program requirements that formed the ba:is for the CGI do *;ation, were
only a review of performance and supplier history.

2.8 Quality Assurance Departmental nudit

Quality Assurance (QA) Departmental Audit SP-90-01 (All) was conducted during
November 19, 1990, through January 24, 1991, to evaluate the adequacy and
effectiveness of the DPC commercial grade program for activitier performed after
January 1,1990. The audit looked at the QA prog-am to evaluate the adequacy
of the procedural guidance and direction, as well as the technical adequacy
of numerous commercial grade item evaluations (CGDs) performed by different
groups within DPC for various nuclear stations. The audit report was dated
April 1, 1991.

The audit appeared to be an extensive, thorough, performance-based audit that
documented several pertinant findings d observations in both the commercial-
grade dedication program and its implen. atation. The team verified that all
findings had been 'esponded to by the appropriate departments, however, time
limitations made it impossible to evaluate the identified corrective actions.
If appropriate corrective actions were implemented for all the findings, the
audit should be beneficia' in upgrading the DPC commercial grade dedication
program.
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2.9 Management involvement

Manage.aent had played a significant role in the evolution of the commercial-
grade dedication at DPC, as well as overall industry evaluation, through
participation on the NUMARC Board of Directors and the NUMARC nuclear plant
equipment procurement (NPEP) working group. DPC management also was active in
the review, assessment, and implementation of the NUhARC cpl. The resources
were made available to put together a task force and a review team from several
different departments to make racommendations on how to implement the cpl. As

discussed earlier in the Executive Summary, DPC management made the decision to
phase-in the reevaluation of commercial grade evaluations in existence as of
December 31, 1989, and continued to use these evaluations ta dedicate CGIs
procured after January 1, 1990. These earlier evaluations did not meet the
requirements of the current dedication program, which was supposed to be
consistent with the EPRI NP-5652 guidelines. Although, in retrospect, DPC
might reconsider this decision, management documented their basis for phasing-in

-

the new program in a position paper and letter dated May 8, 1990, and later
updated that position on July 5, 1991.

3 PROCUREMENT TRAINING REVIEW

The team reviewed the indoctrination and training of personnel involved in the
procurement and dedication process at DPC, placing particular emphasis on the
Design Engineering Department (DED). Formal training was provided to DED
persor.nel involved in the procurement and dedication process when the revised
commercial-grade program became ef fective on January 1,1990. The team reviewed
the training records for applicable DED personnel and verified that the DED
personnel had received training on the applicable procedures used for
commercial-grade procurement and evaluations.

However, during further review of DPC's training, the team discovered that
there were no minimum formal training requirements for DED personnel performing
commercial grade dedication activities. Individuals who jcined those groups
that performed the CGI evaluations within DED received training on an individual
basis from their immediate supervisors. During discussions with the team, DED
personnel stated that although there was no documented program that described
the minimum training requirements, it was the responsibility of the individual's
immediate supervisor to ensure that adequate training was provided before the
individual performed any CGI evaluations. DED personnel further stated that
although individuals became familiar with applicable procurement procedures
when they joined the various groups, the training was primarily on-the-job
training. An individual's knowledge of the commercial grade procurement
process and the applicable procedures was determined once they had become
involved in preparing CGI evaluations. However, the team cuatluded that with
the different groups within DED performing CGI evaluations, it would be
beneficial if minimum training requirements were specified and documented.
This would be one way of ensuring consistency in the training provided to
individuals within DED involved in the performance of CGI evaluations. The

team considered the lack of minimum training requirements a weakness in the DPC
dedication program.

4 NUHARC COMPREHENSIVE PROCUREMENT INITIATIVE IMPLEMENTATION

The assessment team reviewed tha status of DPC's implementation of the NUMARC
CPI as described in NUMARC 90-13, " Nuclear Program Improvements," approved
June 28, 1990, by the NUMARC Board of Directors (DPC's Senior Vice President nf
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the Nuclear Production Department is a member of the Board of Directors). This
initiative committed licensees to assess their procurement programs and take

| specific actiom., to strengthen inadequate programs. The CPI called for licensees
to complete their reviews by July 1, 1993, and to complete implementation byJuly 1, 1992. These guidelines are summarized in the enclosure to a Commission
paper, "NUMARC Initiatises on Procurement," (SECY 90-304), dated August 24, 1990.

DPC established a CPI review team in July 1990, with representatives from the
Design Engineering Department, Nuclear Production Department, and QualityAssurance. Representatives were later added from the Purchasing and ConstructionMaintenance Department. The CPI team developed a position paper, issued on
March 4, ~191, which summarized DPC's approach for implementation of the CPI.
The resulu if the review and assessment phase were documented in a licensee
internal memorandum dated July 5, 199]. The CPI team agreed to develop a new
corporate level manual ( N icar Procurement Engineering Program) to incorporate {procedures required to Eplement the CPI. The following discussion describes {OPC's strategy for implementation of the CPI.

4.1 Vendor Audits

Quality Assurance will perform a review of original equipment manufacturers
(OEMs) and authorized suppliers to identify those with a proven performancerecord. The existing audits or otner documentation providing a basis for
procurement from those suppliers will continue to be used until the audit in
?ffett until July 1, 1992, expires.

For those OEMs and authorized suppliers not having a proven performance record,
and for all other supplier;, a list of equipment and materials procured from
each will be screened to determine if a performance-based audit (PBA), special
intpection and/o* testing should be performed. These improvements will be
implemented in order to support any procurements made on or after July 1, 1992.
The screening process had not been developed as of this assessment, but OPC
personnel stated that a screening process will be developed before July 1,1992.

DPC personnel stated that, when developed, the screening process will be based
on vendor history, item complexity and function, and the extent to which other
verification methods such as inspection and/or testing will be performed. PBAswill be used, as appropriate, for vendor audits performed by other utilities
and utility-based auditing organizations such as NUPIC. When a PBA is performed,
the items that are more complex and perform a function important to plant safetywill be targeted. DPC planned to continue to participate in joint audit activ-ities through NUPIC.

All audits will be conducted on a triennial basis. Also,
OPC will continue with a source inspection program (during production, testing,
or final inspectior) to supplement the audit program.

42 Tests and Inspections _

DPC will use a screening precess ;o determine if special inspection and/or test-ing is appropriate. The determination will be based on such things as supplier /
product performance history, item complexity r.d function, traceability, type of
audit oerformed on the supplier, other testing routinely performed before putting
equioment in service, type of test and test equipment required, and the frequency
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and/or quality of orders. Special inspection / testing will not normally be
performed on products from a supplier that was subjected to a PBA unless the
PBA indicates a need for special inspection and/or testing.

Guidelines for fraud detection had been developed. The guidelines, based on
Appendix C to EPRI NP-6629, were completed by QA in May 1991 The guidelines
will be placed in the Nuclear Procurement Engineering Program Manual. The manual
is scheduled to be approved by 1992, and training on the fraud detection guide-
lines is scheduled to be completed by March 1, 1992.

4.3 Obsolete Items -

DPC's current practice was to establish traceability to the OEM when items were
prncured through channels other than the OEM or an authorized distributor (i.e.,
surplus market). Procedures were being revised to reflect this practice and to
require the performance of tests and/or inspections if traceability to the OEM
could not be established.

DPC's acceptable substitutes program identified the process for evaluating
replacement items. The procedure for this program will be reviewed by DPC to
determine _if any improvements are needed.

5 CONCLUSIONS

The licensee had mada a significant ef fort to upgrade its commercial grade dedi-
cation program since its inception in January 1987; however, needs for improve-
ment were identified in a number of are6s. Of most significance was DPC's
failure to fully implement its new program requirements as of January 1, 1990,
for CGIs previously evaluated and listed on the commercial grade items list.
DPC decided to phase-in the reevaluation of these CGIs using past program re-
quirements, with completion by December 31, 1991. A specific weakness identi- 1

fied in program implementation was not verifying all characteristics identified
as critical.

'

The assessment team found strengths in areas such as engineering involvement
in the dedication process, past and present industry involvement, and overall
program consistency with the dedication philosophy described in EPRI NP-5652.
Also, DPC's achievements in the area of the review cf the NUMARC comprehensive
procurement initiatives were acceptable and the quality, experience level, atti-
tude, and dedication of its personnel was evident.

6 EXIT MEETING

On July 19, 1991, the assessment team conducted an exit meeting with members of
the DPC staf f and management at the Charlotte . brth Carolina general office.
Persons contacted during the assessment are listed in the appendix to this
report. During the exit meeting, the team summarized the scope of the assess-
ment and the observations. Throughout the assessment, the team met with DPC
management and their staff to discuss concerns. The license did not identify

any information as proprietary,
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APPENDIX

PERSONS CONTACTED

Duke Power Company
4
* _

H. Tucker, Senior Vice-President, Nuclear Production
- T..- McMeekin, Vice President. Design Engineering*

* . M.-Tuckman, Vice President Nuclear Operations
G._Grier. Vice President, Quality Assurance

:*
K. Caraway, Senior Engineering Supervisor, Design fingineering (DE)* P. McBride, Engineering Supervisor, DE ,

-1-R. Harris, Engineering Supervisor,- DE
* D.-DeMart, Engineering Supervisor, DE
* J.'Richards,-Senior Engineer,_DE

R. Oakley,- Senior Engineer, DE
* _T.'Wyke, Chief Engineer, DE

J.'Peele Division Project Manager, DE i*

S. Lindsey, Technical Assistant Manager, Nuclear Production (NP)* .J.. Temple, Procurement-Supervisor, NP* -P.' Herran, Nuclear Maintenance Manager, NP
*' S. - Benesole, Engineering-Supervisor, HP

.S. Grier, Engineer, NP
!A.-Haghi, Engineer, NP-

J. Sites, Materials Manager, NP/Oconee
B.--Millsaps, Maintenance Engineer, NP/Oconee

*
L. Davison, Director,. Services General Office, Quality Assurance (QA)*-
R.' Robinson, QA Manager,; Vendors
G. Miller, QA-Technical Assistant Manager.* R.' Smith, General Manager, Purchasing
C. Ballard, Purchasing Agent, Purchasing
5. Schronce, Material Specialist
M. Wells, Material Specialist

~ Nuclear Regulatory Commission
* G. Zech;' Acting Deputy Director, Division of Reactor Inspection and

Safeguards, NRR
._ i* J. Johnson, Deputy Director, Division of Reactor Projects, Region II

* - U. Potapovs, Section Chief, Vendor Inspection Branch, NRR
* R. McIntyre, Team -Leader, NRr1-

^ S.' Alexander, EQ and Test Engineer, NRR
* L.= Campbell, Reactor-Engineer, NRR
* - R. Frahm,-Quality Assurance: Engineer, NRR'*

.M. Thomas,'. Reactor Engineer, Region II

NUMARC

~* . 'A. Marion, Manager - - -

~

* Attended Exit Meeting'on July 19, 1991
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/ g''o, UNITED STATES

['s [ 'g NUCLE AR REGULATORY COMMISSION
W ASHINGTON, D. C. 2055%

FEB:11m+.....*
Docket ho. 99901149/89-01

Mr. Jerry Stern, President
familian Northwest
Post Office Box 17098
Portland, Oregon 97217

Dear Mr. Stern:

SUBJECT: RELEASE OF NRC INSPECTION REPORT

This letter addresses the inspection of your facility at Portland, Oregon,
led by Mr. J. J. Petrosino, of this office on April 10, 1989, and the
discussions of the team's findings with you at the conclusion of the inspection.

The inspection was performed as a follow-up to an NRC concern regarding
potentially substandard valves that may have been supplied to nuclear power

This NRC concern is discussed in
plants through valve' material supp(liers.lN) 88-48 and its supplements. Areas
detail in NRC Information Notice
examined during the NRC inspection and our findings are discussed in the
enclosed report. This inspection consisted of an examination of procedures
and representative records, interviews with personnel, and observations

Release of this report was delayed during NRC's reviewby the inspector.
of nonconforming and substandard vendor products.

Within the scope of this inspection, we found no instance in which you
In accordance with 10 CFR 2.790 of thefailed to meet NRC requirements.

Commission's regulations, a copy of this letter and the enclosed inspection
Room.repor. will be placed into the NRC's Public Docume

Si erely 3'!
q/4&vA" ^

<

V
,

Leif J. ho tholm, Chief
Vendor Inspection Branch
Division of Reactor Inspection

and Safeguards
Office of Nuclear Reactor Regulation

Enclosure:
NRC Inspection Report No. 99901149/89-01
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-ORGANIZATION: FAMILIAN HORTHWEST
PORTLAND, OREGON

REPORT INSPECTION INSPECT 10k
NO.: 99901149/89-01 DATE: April 10, 1985 ON-SITE HC:JRS: 3

CORRESPONDENCE ADDRESS: Familian Northwest
Attn: Mr. Jerry Stern, President
Post Office Box 17098
Portlend regon 97217

ORGANIZATIONAL CONTACT: Mr. Jerry Stern
TELEPHONE NUMBER: (503)203-3333

NUCLEAR INDUSTRY ACTIVITY: Familian Northwest (FNW) supplies plumbing supplies
to residential and comercial activities. FNW also supplies comercial valves
to Trojan Nuclear Power Plant.

|

n 01

ASSIGNED INSPECTOR: // .k 1'; '/// /f8[/ev
etrosino, Reactive Inspection Section No. Date

OTHERINSPECTOR(S): R. Moist, Reactive Inspection Section No. 2 (RIS-2)
- , -

APPROVED BY: b$[ yk NDs c '- /
E. T. Baker, Chiet, RIS-1, Vendor Inspection Branch Date

INSPECTION BASES AND SCOPE:

A. BASES: 10 CFR Part 21 and Appendix B to 10 CFR Part 50

B. SCOPE: The purpose of this. unannounced inspection was to determine
whether FNW had purchased any valves from CMA International, Incorporated
of Vancouver, Washington, and to determine if those valves, if any, were
supplied to any commercial nuclear plant.

.NA

PLANT SITE APPLICABILITY: Trojan.
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ORGANIZATION: FAMILIAN NORTHWEST
PORTI.AND, OREGON

REPORT INSPECTION

NO. 99901149/89-01 RESULTS: PAGE 2 of 3

A. VIOLATIONS:

NONE

B. NONC_0NFORMAi. ..

HONE

C. UNRESULVED/0P,EN ITEMS:

NONE

D. PREVIOUS lHSPECTION r'INDINGS:

No previous inspections have been performed.

E. OTHER COMMENTS AND OBSERVATIONS:

1. Background

NRCInformationNotice(IH)88-48,datedJuly 12, 1988, and
24,1988,(discussedaVogt figure No.Supplement I to IN 88-48, dated August

potential problem concerning Vogt 2-inch valves
SW13111) which were leaking steam at the bonnet and packing.
The valves were purchased by Pacific Gas & Electric (PG&E) from
Western Valve Supply Company in California. Although supplied
as new, the valves were actually drop shipped from a valve
salvage and refurbishment company in Vancouver, Washington (CMA
Internationa',, incorporated). Henry Vogt representatives
examined the leaking valves at the Diablo Canyon Nuclear Power
Plant and determined that they had not manufactured the valves.

The valves appear to be counterfeit based on the following:
(1) the Vogt name was die-stamped instead of being forged onto
the side of the body; (2) Vogt valves ht.ve round bonnet flanges
whereas the subject valves have square bonnet flanges; (3) the
sub, ject valves have swing gland bolting which is not used by the
Henry Vogt Company; and (4) the end-to-end dimensions of the
valves in question are shorter than the Vogt SW-13111.

a
_
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ORGANIZATION: FAMILIAN NORTHWEST
PORTLAND, OREGON

i

REPORT INSPECTION

NO. 99901149/89-01 RESULTS: PAGE 3 of 3

2. Discussion at Familian Northwest (FNW);

Mr. Jerry Sterns, President of FNW stated that FNW has done
very little business with ~rojan in the past few years and very
little with CMA. A review of CMA invoices from 1984 thru 1988
verified that point. All valves supplied to FHW were found to
have been supplied to commercial end users.

F. PERSONNEL CONTACTED:

Jerry Stern, President
Jack Renner, Acenunts Psyable Manager
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+jo seog'o, UNITED STATES

y 3 rg/( h NUCLE AR REGULATORY COMMISSION
,,,

w saiiactoN D.C. 20555gr,

%*=/ FEB 21 1992
*...

Docket tie. 99901160!B9-01

fir. bill Allen, President
Force and tiotion Industries
9106 North East Marx Drive
Portland, Oregon 97220

Dear Mr. Allen:

SURJECf: RELEASE OF ICC ltispECTION REPORT

This letter addresses the inspection of your f acility at Portland, Oregon,
conducted by tir. Randy !!oist of this office on April 12, 1989, and the dis-
cussions of his findings with members of your staff at the conclusion
of the inspection.

The insrection was performed as a follow-up to an NRC concern regarding
potentially substandard valves that may have been supplied to nuclear power
plants through v4..ve material suppliers as discussed in NRC Information Fotice
(IN) 88 JP cnd its supplements. Areas examined during the !!RC inspection
consisted of an examination of procedures and representative records, in-Release of thisterviews with personnel, and observations by the inspector.
report was delayed during t!2C's ongoing review of nonconforming and sub-
standard vendor products.

Within the scope of this inspection, we found no instance in which you failed
In accordance with 10 CFR 2.790 of the Commission'sto neet NRC requirements.

regulations, a copy of this letter and the enclosed inspection report will be?~
placed in the NRC's Public Document Room.

Sincerely, ,q ,

/ -.,
s

0'

)LeifJ.Nordolm, Chief
Vendor Inspection Branch
Division of Reactor Inspection

and Safeguards
Office of Nuclear Reactor Regulation

Enclosure:
MRC Inspection Peport No. 999' 50/89-01

,

|
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ORGANIZATION: FORCE & MOTIO!! INDUSTRIES
' '

PORTLAND, OREG0f4

REPORT INSPECTION INSPECTION
c.

ff NO.: 99901160/89-01 DATE: April 12, 1989 OH-SITE HOURS: 1
n

${g@r. - . 3
LUKKtbFUHULhLt AUUKLbM70rce allo HoLion industries

Mr. Bill Allen, President
.

9106 NE Marx Drive
Portland, Oregon 97220"

$ Ji
' ": ~ 5 ORGANIZATIONAL CONTACT: Mr. Bill A11 a
" mjf. ,; 7p. . TELEPHONE N!iMBER: (503) 256-R ,

M;x 3
NULLtAR IHUUhlRY AtllVllY: Force & Motion Industries (FMI) represents~^

p.M Continental Hydraulic Valve, Savage, Minnesn+- FMI does not supply any
<

valves to the nuclear industry.
-'

, , ,

.;':3, ,
,

w
_

ASSIGNED INSPECTOR: , dud 8M)f.)kMN /MN
t IMoist, ReactiveIInspection SeCcion No. 2 Date
(RIS-2)

MHERINSPECTOR(S):

APPROVED BY: k Y-

E. T. Baker, Chief, RIL-1, Vendor Inspection uranch ue

INSPErTION BASES AND SCOPE:

A. BASES: 10 CFR Part 21 und Appendix B to 10 CFR Part 50

B. SCOPE: The purpose of this unannounced inspection was to determlae if
TRTTad purchased any valves ' om CMA International Incorporated of
Vancoever, Washington and t. cetermine if those valves, if any, were

. supplied to any commercial nuclear power plant.

| -

PLANT SITE APPLICABILITY: None identified

i
k
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: ORGANIZATION: FORCE.& HOTION INDUSTRIES *
PORTLAND, OREGON

"

. . REPORT INSPECTION

NO.: 99K 50/89-01 RESULTS: PAGE 2 of 3."

A. V10LAT10hs:

hone

B. HONCONFORMANCES:

None

1
C. UNRESOLVED /0 PEN ITEMS:

None

D. PREVIOUS INSPECT 10l; FINDINGS:

No previous inspections have been performed.

E. OTHER COMMENTS AND OBSERVATIONS:

1. Background

NRC Information Nupce (IN) 88-48, dated July 1998, and Supplement 1
to IN 88-48, dated August 24, 1988 discussed a potential problem
concerning Vogt 2-inch valves (Vogt figure No. SW-13111), which were
leaking steam at the bonnet and The valves were purchased
by Pacific Gas & Electric (PG&E) packing.from Western Valvt Supply Company
in California. Although supplied as new, the valves were actually .

drop shipped from a valve salvage and refurb.shment company in
Vancouver, Washington (CMA International, Inc.). Henry Vogt repre-
sentatives examined the valves at the Diablo Canyon nuclear power
plant and determined that they had not manufactured the valves.

The-valves appear to be counterfeit based on the following:
(1)theVogtnamewasdie-stampedinsteadofbeingforgedonto
the side of the bodyc (2) Vogt valves have round bonnet flanges
whereas the subject valves have square bonnet flanges, (3) the

valves in question ha'i swing (gland bolting which is not used by4) the end-to-end dimensions of thethe Henry Vogt Company, and
valves b question at: shorter than the Vogt SW-13111.

2. Discussions at Force and Motion Industries (FMI):

It was determined by the inspector af ter discussions with
Bill Mlen, President of FMI, that (1) FMI did no business with
nuc'iear power plants, (2) the only valve company that FMI

d.
I
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' ORGANIZATION: FORCE & t:0T10N INDUSTRIES 1

PORTLAND ~, OREGON- |

INSPECTIONREPORT .

RESUL PAGE 3 of 3N0.: 999d1160/89-01-

represented was Continental Hydraulic Valve out of Savage, Minn,
and (3) there were no records in FMI's data base for CMA
International.

F. PERSONNEL CONTACTED:

Bill-Allen, Pre;ident

i

|

,

.

MM*
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- [' bh Rf Cg#' UNITED STATESo

j' ( [,,g NUCLE AR REGULATORY COMMISSION
wassiNovow. o. c. 20sssg ;

I., .O / FEB 21 1922
....

Docket No. 99001150/89-01

11r. Leigh Porter, fianager
Grinnell Supply Soles Company
??t.0 North West 29th Avenue
Portland, Oregon 97210

Dear 11r. Porter:

SUBJECT: RELEASE OF NRC INSPECTION REPORT

This letter addresses the inspection of your facility at portland, Oregon,
conducted by tir.- Joseph J. Petrosino, of this office on April 26, 1989, and
the discussions of his findings with merters of your staff et the conclusion
af the inspection..

The inspection was perforned as a follow-up to an MPC concern regarding
potentially substandard valves that may have been supplied to nuclear power x

plants through valve material suppliers as discussed in NRC Infornation Notict
4

(IN) 88-48 and supplements. Areas examined during the NRC inspection consisted
of an examination of procedures and representative records, interviews with
personnel, and observations by the inspector. Release of this report was
delayed during NRC's ongoing review of nonconforming and substandard vendor
products.

.B

Within the scope of this inspection, we found no instance in which you failed
to ntet NRC req:.irements. In accordance with 10 CFR 2.790 of the Ccmission's
regulations, a copy of this letter and the enclosed inspection report will be
placed in the HRC's Public Document Room.

Si erely,q
!%

dt ~''

'
Ceif J. tic 'rholm, Chief
Vendor Inspection Branch
Division of Reactor Inspection

and Safeguards
Office of Nuclear Reactor Regulation

Enclosure:
HRC Inspection Report No. 99901150/89-01
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' ORGANIZATION: GRINNELL SUPPLY SALES COMPANY
-

PORTLAND, OREGON

~

REPORT INSPECTION INSPECTION
NO.: 99901150/89-01. DATE: April 26, 1989 ON-SITE HOURS: 2_

CORRESPONDENCE ADDRESS: Grinnell Supply Sales Company
3240 N. W. 29th Avenue
Portland, Oregon 97210

ORGANIZATIONAL CONTACT: Mr. Leigh Porter, Manager
TELEPHONE NUMBER: (503) 223-7101

NUCLEAR INDUSTRY ACTI'vlTY: The Grinnell Supply Sales Company (Grinnell)
supplies commerical grade valves and piping components to the Trojan nuclear

;

plant and WPPSS nuclear plant which could be dedicated by the licensees for
safety-related use.

;

, f)

}Wa}z,//| (|' Nr DW9ASSIGNED INSPECTOR: . v . -. ;

J. J. P,etrosino, Reactive Inspection Section No. 1 Date

-OTHER' INSPECTOR (S):
' (RIS'1)-

;

APPROVED BY: IW f /f872
E. T.-Baker, Chiet, RIS-1, Vendor Inspection Branch Date

.

,INSPEClIGN BASES AND SCOPE:

A. - BASES: 10 CFR Part 21.

?B. LSCOPE: _ This' inspection was performed as a follow-up to an NRC concern
regarding potentially ;ubstandard valves that may hve been supplied
to nuclear power plants through valve material supp.iers such as
Grinnell.- This NRC concern is delineated in NRC Information Notice ,

(IN) 88-48 and Supplement I to'IN 88-48.

PLANT SITE APPLICABILITY: Trojan (5-344)andWNP-2(50-397).

110
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. ORGANIZATION: GRINNELL SUPPLY SALES COMPANY
PORTLAND. OREGON.

INSPECTIONREPORT ..

RESULTS: PAGE 2 of 4NO.: 99901150/89-01

A. VJ0LAT10NS:
'

None ,

8. NONC0!4f0RMANCES:
~

None

C. UNRESOLVED /0 PEN ITEMS:
-

None

D. STATUS OF PREVIOUS INSPECTION FINDlHGS:

'

None-

E. gSPECTIONFINDINGSANDOTMERCOMMENTS:

1. Entrance-and Exit Meetings

The NRC inspector exp(lained the scope of his inspection to GrinnellSupply Sales Company Grinnell) personnel during meetings on
April 26, 1989. The inspector explained that the NRC is concerned x

about comercial grade valves that are supplied by CMA International,
Incorporated (CMA)ofVancouver,WashingtontoGrinnell,whomay
in turn supply them to nuclear power plants in its sales areas.
The inspector explained that conenercial grade valves can typically
be purchased as commercial grade and used.in a nuclear plant's
safety-related systems. The scope of the inspection was also
stated over the telephone to Mr. Leigh Porter, Office Manager
of the Grinnell-Portland f acility. Mr. Porter was on travel
during the inspection os his facility.

2. Background

NRC Information Notice (IN) 88-48, dated July 12, 1988, and
Supplement 1 to IN 88-48, dated August 24, 1988, discussed a
potential problem concerning Vogt 2-inch valves (Vogt figure
SW-13111), which were leaking steam at the bonnent and packing.
The valves were purchased by Pacific Gas and Electric (PG&E)
from Western Valve Supply Company in Califctnia. Although
supplied as new, the valves were actually drop shipped from a
valve salvage and refurbishment company in Vancouver, Washington
(CMA' International, Incorporated). Henry Vogt representatives
examined the leaking valves at PG&E's Diablo Canyon nuclear power
plant and determined that they had not manufactured the valves.

;
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ORGANIZATION: GRINNELL SUPPLY SALES COMPANY
-

PORTLAND, OREGON

REPORT INSPECTION
NO.: 99901150/89-01 RESULTS: -PAGE 3 of 4

- .

The valves appear to be counterfeit based cn the following:
.

(1) The Vogt name was dic-stamped on the side of the valve body
instead of being forged onto the side of the body; (2) Vogt valves
have round bonnent flanges whereas 1.he valves in question have
square bonnent flanges; (3) the subject valves have swing
gland bolting which is not used by the Henry Vogt Company; and
(4) the end-to-end dimensions of the subject valves are shorter
than the Vogt SW-13111.

3. Inspection Activities

The Grir.nel Material Control Manager provided and assisted the
inspector in reviewing all of the Grinnell accounts payable
procurement packages regarding CMA International for 1983, 1984,
1985, 1986, 1987 and 1988. During the course of the review, three
CMA crders were identified that were shipped to local nuclear power
plants, as follows: (1) One 3",180 psi rated Walworth Model 5202L
was supplied to Trojan under Grinnell Sht; Order (S0) Nr 38704(CMA
Invoice 8827); (2) Two 4",150 psi rated Walworth Model 5341 F swing
check valves were supplied to Ticjan under Grinnell 50. No. 2130
(CMA Invoice 8276); and (3) Cne 3", 300 psi rated.Lunkenheimer swing
check valve was supplied to WNP-2 under Grinnell 50. No. S052427-AT
(CMA Invoice 8065, datad April 11,1983).

During the course of the procurement package review, three CMA
orders of commercial grade valves were identified, which were
placed in Grinnell stock. One order, CMA Invoice No. 9783 and
9786, (Approximately May 1985), supplied four 125 psi rated
Crane Gate valves: 1-14", 1-16" 1-18" and 1-24". It was determined
tnat Grinnell-Portland received these valves and sent them to
Grinnell-Kent, Washington under 50. No. 121978. The second
shipment of valves c6me into Grinnell-Portland under CMA Invoices
No. 9525 (November 25,1987) and 9569 (January 8,1988) and went
into Grinnell stock. A tctal of 1;. valves were received. They
were all Kitz gate valves, and ranged between 3" and 10". The
last order was under CV Invoice No. 9855 (June 22,1988), ordered
by Grinnell-Portland and shipped to Grinnell-Longview, Washington,-S0
5330-LT. This order consisted of four 2" Vcgt valves, Model SW
28101. -Subsequent to this inspection, Trojan and WPPSS procurement
QA_ personnel were notified of suspect valve order specifics di; cussed
above. Dur;ng the inspector's review at CMA, several CMA invoices
were identified which had questionable shop activities noted in
the CMA purchase order packages. These invoices supplied valves
to Grinnell under the characterization of "new" or "new surplus."
Subsequent to this inspection, Trojan and WPPSS procurement GA
personnel were notified of suspect valve order spu ifics
discussed above.
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ORGANIZATION: GRINNELL SUPPLY SALES COMPANY
PORTLAND, OREGON

INSPECTION
REPORT PAGE 4 of 4
NO.: 99901150/89-01 RESULTS:

During the inspector's review at Grinnell, it was determined that
none of the LdA valves listed below ended up i.i any commercial
nuclear power plants. The CMA invoice numbers with the end users
and Grinnell 50 numbers are id-ntified below. The end users are
all located in the Portland area.

CMA Invoice End User Grinnell S0. No.

8048 Dillingham Ship Yard 923561

8327 Carnation Food 6535

9164 Wellons 78492

9339 Soutnern Oregon Marine 69473

9260 Wellons 63220/63236

9161 Willanette Industries 77898

9132 Fueten's [ Spelling unknown] 74719

9032 Williamette Industries 54748

F. PERS0JJNELCONTACTED:
Company / Title

Naae

Grinnell, Material Control ManagerDoris Henderson
Kay Dasch Grinnell, Sales Manager

Grinnell, Office Manager*Leigh Porter

* Contacted Telephonically ,

_

$
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MAR 11 1932Docket No. 99900056

- .

Pr. Gregory A. Kurkjhin, Jr., President
Henry Pratt Ctrpany
M4 S uth Highland Avenue
Aurora, Illinois 60506-5553

Dear Mr. Kurkjain:-

SUa7ECT: IKTICE OF }KtKDNFOINANCE

(NRC INSPECTION REPORT No 99900056/92-01)

Bis letter addresses the inspection of your facilities at Aurora, Illinois
and Dixon, Illinois conducted by Mr. L.L. Canpbell and Mr. W.C. Gleaves, of
this office on February 3-7, 1992 and the diWiens of their finiings with
ycu ard other members of your staff at the ccarlusim of the inspection. We
inspection was conducted as the result of licensee event reports (LERs)
subnitted to the Nuclear Regulatory 0:rmiss}cx1 (NRC) by the Arizona Public .
Service ompany whicts. identified deficiencies associated with valves supplied
by the Henry Pratt Ccrpany (HPC) for the Palo Verde Nuclear Generation
Station. W e performance based inspection was conducted to evaluate the HPC
quahty assurance prcgram and its implementation in selected art.as such as (1)
corrective actions asscciated with 10 CFR Part 21 notifications subnitted by
either HPC or NRC licensees, (2) ergineering activities performed by HPC and

. their subcontractors, ard (3) HPC's ommercial grade dedication pup.iun.

Areas examined durirg the NRC inspection ard our firriings are dic:nse:evi in the
Enclosure 2 inspcction report. S e inspection ocnsisted of an examination of

-

procedures and representative records, interviews with perranel, ard observa-
tiens by the inspectors.

Durirg this inspection it was found that the implementaticx1 of your quality
assurance program failed to neet certain NRC requirements. Although HPC has
prepared a procedure which addresses the essential elements of the dedication
prcicess, HPC's quality assurance manual ard implementing procedures do ret
contain adequate requirements ard interfaces to ensure that all items
purchased as wnmercial grade items (031s) for use in safety-related
applications are adequately dedicated as basic ccuponents. As a result of
this program deficien.'.y, HPC supplied scoe CGIs to NRC licensees as basic
camponents without adequately verifying that the material rcquirements
specified in procurerent documents had been met. m is irt W ion also

-identified instances in khich HPC failed to implement its requirements for the
segregation and storage of nuclear material. We specific findirgs ard
references to the pertinent requirements are identified in the erclosures of
this letter.

~14
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|.
Mr. Gregory Kurkjain, Jr. -2-

Please provide us within 30 days fror, the date of this letter a written
statement in accordance with the instructions specified in the enclocad Notice
of Nonconforma.nt. We will consider extendirg the response time if ycu can
show good cause-for us to do so.

Tr.e' responses requested by this letter ard the enclosed Notice are not subject
to the cleararre gvceiures of the office of Management ard Bu&et as requiredJ

by the Papervork Reduction Act of 1980, Public. Law No. 96-511.

In accordarce with 10 CFR 2.790 of the NRC's " Rules of Practice," a copy of
this letter ard its enclosures will be placed in the NRC Iublic Docuent Rocn.

.

'bt~'

/

Leif J. Norrholm, 011ef

Vendor Inspection Brarch
Division of Reactor Inspection

ard Safegut.rds
office of Nuclear Reactor Regulation

a

Enclosures:
1. Notice of Nanconformance
2. Inspection Report 99900056/92-01

.

I
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DJCICCJkE 1

IDrICE OF NOfIODNEDFMANCE

Henry Pratt trpany Docket No: 9990005C/92-01Aurcra, Illinois

During an incpection conttacted at the Henry Pratt Ccupany (HPC) facilities in
Aurora, Illinois and Dixon, Illinois, on Feiruary 3-7, 1992, the inspestion
team frcan the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Connission (IGC) determined tl:at certain
activitias were not cmducted in accordance viith NRC requirements, which are
contract.aally imposexi on HPC by purchase orders frcan NRC licensees. 'Ihe NRC
has classified these iterrs, as set forth below, as nonconformarces to the
requirements of Title 10 of the Oxle of Federal Reaulations, Part 50,
(10 CFR 50) Appendix B, imposed on HPC by contract ard the supplemental
requiremnts of its' nuclear utility custaturs.

A. Criterion II, " Quality Assurance Program," of Appendix B to 10 CFR
Part 50 requires that activities affecting quality be accomplished in
accordance with a quality assurance program which shall be documented by
written policies, procedures and instructions ard that activities

-affecting quality shall be acocuplished under suitably controlled
con 11tions which include the use of appropriate equipment including
identifying the need for special controls, pr-ms, test equipent,
tools and. skills to attain the required quality, and for verification of
quality by insnection arri test. In addition, Criterion III, " Design
Control," and Criterion VII, " Control of Purchased Mater 2al, Equipwnt,
arrl Services," of 10 CFR Part 50, Appendix B, rcquire that for items
interxled for use in safety-related applications, the important design,
material, and performance characteristics be'identifiexl, acceptance
criteria be established, and reasonable assurance be provided that the
items conform to the acceptan criteria.

Contrary to the above, the HPC Quality Assurance Manual and implemnting
procedures did not provide alfficient requiremerrts or interfaces to
ensure that ccmarcial grade items-(CGIs): dedicated as basic c.+nents
would be adequately verified to be capable of performing their safety
fun:,tions. As a result of this program deficiency, HPC procured
replacment volva spirol pins and squeeze pivot segments as commrcial
grade items n% supplied .them as basic cxx:ponents for use in safety
related applJcations and did not perfona any activity to ensure that the -

material met the requiremnts specified by its nuclear utility customers
(92-01-01).

B. Criterion V, "Instru~tions, Procedures, and Drawings," of Apperdix B to
10 CFR PA-t 50 rwuires, in part, that activities affectirg quality be
acx:cuplished ir, accordance with instructions, procedures, or drawings.

1
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Section 12.0', " Process Control," of the HPC Quality Assurance thrnal,
Issue 3, Revision S, dated October 2, 1990; Section 6.0 of HPC Procedure
QAP-3, "Receivirg Inspection for Nuclear Projects," Revision H, dated
Febnlary 9,1985; ard Section 6.0 of HPC Procedure QAP-24, " Control of
Ibclear Material Purchased as Stcdc Items," Revision E, dated
January 13, 1984, require, in prt. that nuclear material be inspected
ard apsvriate reviews and inspection be conducted such as the review
of certified material test reports and other documentation, verification
of identification, performance of dimensional chocks ard other
inspections required by the re iviry checklist. Iccepted nuclear items
are then requird to be ntored in the Nuclear Storerocu, when not
released directly to production, in a segregated part number bin with
sufficient identification to maintain traceability.

Contrary to the above, one bin of type 302 stainless uteel spirol pins
car,tained pins that were type 420 stainless steel material.
.Miltienally, one bin of ASME Section III, Class 2, bolts certified as
SA 193, Grade B7, contained bolts that were marked both B7 and A-325.
(92-01-02)

Please provide a written statement or explanation to the U.S. lAlclearDocument Control Desk, Washirston, D.C. 20555,
Regulatory Commission, ATIN:
with a copy to the Chief, Verdor Inspection Branch, Division of Reactor
Inspection and Safcquards, Office of Nuclear Reactor Regulation, within 30
days of the date of the letter transmitting this Notice of Nonconformarce.
' Ibis reply should be clearly marked as a " Reply to a Notice of Nonconformance"
aM sin 11d 11clude for each nonconformanm: (1) a description of steps that
have been or will be taken to correct these items: (2) a description of steps
that have been or will be taken to prevr.at recurrence; and (3) the dates your
corrective actions and preventive measures were or will be ccupleted.

Dattd at Pgville, MarylaM[x , 3992.
th2.s i l 6ay of 11 w(

P
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OICANIZATION:- Henry Pratt Canpany Aurora, Illinois
M RT.NO. 99900056/92-01s

CORRESPOt# RICE ADDRESS: Mr. Gregory A. Kurkjain, Jr., President
Henry Pratt Ch m
401 South Highland Avenue
Aurora, Illinois 60506-5563

ORGANI?ATIONAL C0tTIACT: Mr. Bruce R. Cumins, Quality Assurance Director

NUCLEAR INDUSIRY ACdVI'IY: -Manufactures ard supplies valves and valve parta
for ccrumercial nuclear power plants.

INSPl~ TION CONDUCTED: February . 3-7, 1992

/ o 3/05/92
L.L. depbell,fTeam ToMar Date |Reactive Inspectior. Section No. 1 '

- Verdor Inspection ' ranch (Vr;) .4

OIHER IMSPECIORS: W.C. Gleaves, VIB

/
1Atk Evww 0Fo9 -4LAPPawm:

Uldis Potapovs, Chief Date
"

Reactive Inspection Secbon No.1
Verdor Inspection Branch

INSPECTION BASES: 10 CTR Part 21 ard Part 50, Appendix B

INSPECTICN SC'E: To review and evaluate the Henry Pratt Cbmparrf
(HPC) quality assurance (QA) program and its '

impleamntation in selected areas such as (1)
correctiv9 actions associated with 10 CFR Part |21 repoits; (2) Engineering activities; and (3)

i

HPCs camercial grade dedicaticn. program. l

PIMTP SITE APPLICABILITY: Ntunerous,

i
I
1

(
. . . .
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1 INSPDNION SUMMARY

1.1 Nonconformanggg

1.1.1 Contrary to Criteria II, III and VII of Apperdix B to 10 CFR Part 50,
the Henry Pratt acmpany (HPC) quality ascurance (QA) mnual and inplementing
procedures did r.ot provide sufficient requirements or interfaces to ensure
that ccacreial grade items (CGIs) dedicated as basic cmponents for use in
safety-relt.ted applications would be adequately verified to be capable of
performiry their safety functions. As a result of this program deficiency,
HPC procu ed replacement valve spirol pins and squeeze pivot segments as CGIs
and supplied them as basic corponents without performi:q any activity to
ensure that the material ret the requiremnts sprifled by its nuclear utility
custmers (Nonconformance 92-01-01, see Sections 3.4.2 and 3.4.3 of this
report).

1.1.2 Contrary to Criterion V of Appendix B to 10 CFR Part 50, the HPC QA
Manual, and HPC procedures QAP-3 and QAP-24, one bin in the Nuclear Storeroxa
contained an accented batch of type 302 stainless steel spirol pins. Irree
pins in this bin were type 420 stainless steel material. Acklitionally, one
bin of ao:epted ASME Section III, Class 2 bolts, certified as SA 193, Grade
B7, contained bolts that were marked B7 and A-325 (Nonconformarce 92-01-02,

'

see Sections 3.4.4 of this report).

2 STATUS OF PREVIOUS INSPBXICH FIlOIIGS
>

2.1 Nonconformance 99900056/83-02. Item B.5 (Clore3)

Nonconformanm 83-02, Item B.5, stated that contrary to Criterion V of
Apperdix B to 10 CFR Part 50 and Paragraph 8.5.4.2 of the Quality Assurance
Manual, " Policies and Pr h -Pejected Material Report," No. 1350-902.0 had
been implemented and had not been approved by the Quality Assurance Manager or
a department manager.

_

The NRC inspectors determined that HPC processes nonconformarces in accordance
with Section 5.5.3, "Nonconfernities ard Corrective Action," of their Quality ..

Assurance (QA) Manual, Revision 4, dated ard approved on March 14, 1990.
Based on the facts that HPC presently prevwma nonconformances in cccordance
with approved QA Manual requirementa and that duriry the ing:ection the NRC
inspectors observed implerentation of HPC's program for controlling
nemunforarces by HPC processirg ard n .umenting the nonconforrarecs
identifled in Section 1.1.2 of this rel :, the NRC ir@m closM
Ncnoonformance 83-02, Item B.S.

3 INSPDTION FINDIN3S AIO CTIMER C0fEINIS

3.1 Entrance end D<it_ Meetirns

In the entrance meeting on February 3, 1992, the NRC inspectors discussed the
scope of the inspection, outlined areas of concern, ard established interfaces

1
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with HPC r:anagement and staff. In the exit meeting on Feing/ 7,1992, the
NRC inspectors disc issed their findings ard concerns with HFC's management ard
staff.

3.2 lignr'r Pratt Carcanv's Actions Relative to Licensee Drent Rerorts (LERs)

'Ihe NRC insprtors reviewod HPC's actions relative to three LERs suMitted to
the NRC by the Arizona Public Service Cmpany (APS) which identified
deficiemies associated with valves suppl.ied by HPC for the Palo Vede Nuclear
Gemration Station (PVtGS). 'Ihe issues reviewed by the insportors and the
associated actions taken by HPC are discussed belw.

3.2.1 12R 89-013-01, "Urqualificd Containment Purge Isolation Valves"
,

1ER 89-013-01 was initiated when two PVNGS Unit 1 containment purge isolation
valves were determined by APS personnel to not be installed in accordance with
their environmental qualification reports. 'Ihe contairment purge isolation
valves were found to have handwheels installed on the tranual jacPJrg screws ,,
and the hand wheels were not believed to have been included in the seismic
analysis for the valves.

'Ihe NRC. inspectors dmmW LER 89-013-01 with HPC personnel during the
inspection and reiriewed the follwing documents in order to determine if the
containment purge valves' seismic qualification included the installed
handwheels:

Purchase Order (PO) #U-0264' HPC to G. H. Bettis Corporation datcd*

November 26, 1984

Blueprint N521-SR80-M3HW-CW, Rev. A, G. H. Bettis Corp) ration*

Actuator issued December 19, 1984

Seismic Stress Report for 8", NRS w/N521-SR80-M3HW, Nuclear*

Class 2, Section III of the ASME Boiler and Pressure Vessel 0:xte,
Rev. 3, dated October 30, 1985

Certificate of Compliance from G. H. Bettis 03rporation to Henry*

Pratt Campartf, for HPC PO #U-02643

ales Order #84-9021-0A, G. H. Bettis Corporatione

Price Quotation QD8410-2123, G. H. Bettis Corporation to HPC,*

dated October 26, 1984

G.H. Bettis Corporation Quality Assurance Manual, QAM-1276-100,*

dated March 26, 1979

HPC Audit of G. H. Bettis O rporation, dated August 21, 1991*

2
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'Ibe NRC inspectors deternined that the HFC revised seismic analysis did
include the hardwheels. Following a review of the above listcd documents, the
IGC inspectors determined that, at the time of the issuance of LER 89-013-01
all necessary information supportiry the seismic qualification of the

Thereplaceient actuators with the hardwheel installed was available at HPC.
IGC inspectors believe that APS personnel did not perform an adequate
background evaluation 1.cfore they issued the UR as cvidenced by the fact that
APS did not mntact HPC, the original supplier of the actuator in question,
prior to initiatirq the UR. Subsequent to the inspection, FGC informed the
NRC inspectccu that G. H. Bettis Corporation had forwarded an analysis to them
that specifically addressed the seismic qualification of the actuator (in
question) WPh the handwhal installed.

3.2.2 IIR 89-018-001, " Henry Pratt Valve Failures"

UR 89-018-001 was initiated by APS as the result of two PVtGS Unit 3
containment purge valves failing to meet the local leak rate test (LIRT)
acceptance criteria. The valves were 42 inch butterfly valves manufactured by
HPC. A root cause failure analysis performed by APS revealed that the valves
had failed their URI due to excessive leakage caused by intergranular
fracture in stainless steal cpirol pins that fixed the position of a thrust
bearirq collar in the valves. The pins were manufactured frcan type 420
stainless steel, which is known to be susceptible to hydrogen enbrit lement.
9 bsequent evaluation of the PVtGS valve population revealed that similar pins
were installed in other valves in the contairment purge system, nuclear
cooliry water system, and essential coolirg water system.

The NRC inspectors di m W UR 89-018-001 with Henry Pratt perscnnel durirg
the inspection ard reviewed the followirq documents:

Calculation Sheet, Henry Pratt Co. 42"-1200 Series Thrust Bearirg*

Pin load, Ref. #D-01184, dated October 25, 1989

Derivation of Calculation for 42"-1200 Series Thrust Bearing Pin ,*

Ioad, Ref #D-0118-405, dated Cetcher 27, 1989

Thrust Bearity Pin Analysis, Henry Pratt Co., Ref. #D-0114, Sheets ,
* iNo. 6 ard No. 7, dated November 1,1989

The NRC insportors evaluated the corrective actions taken by HPC regarding the
spirol pin embrittlement in the HPC supplied valves. Corrective actions taken
by HPC included the issuance of a letter to all liccusees that received HPC
valves with type 420 stainless steel spirol pins recommerding that they be
replaced with type 302 stainless steel spirol pins. HPC also perfonned an
engineerirg analysis confirming that the type 302 stainless steel spirol pin
is an acceptable substitute. The NRC inspectors concluded that all licensees
which received HPC valves with type 420 spirol pins have been adequately
notificd by HPC of the problem, as requiccd by 10 CFR Part 21.

3.2.3 UR 90-005-00, " Spray Pond Cross Connection Valve Failure Due to
Material Micapplication by Henry Pratt Corpany"

3
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D.R 90-005-00 was'subititted to the NRC by APS as the result of failures of the
PVICS Unit 1 essential spray pord cross connect valves to operate on derrand.
Further investigation by APS revealcd that for all six cross connec^. valves at
PVICS, the keys that secured the valve stem to the operator torque tube were
either partially _or completely corroded. We keys, originally supplied by HPC
in the valve assembly, were ' carbon steel ard not suitable for the spray pond
environment. We original carbon steel keys were repla d with stainless
steel keys.

We NRC inspectors discussed corrective actions taken by HPC as a result of
this LER and reviewed the followirg docunents:

Nuclear Engineering Transmittal Sheet, HFC*

Responsible Engineers diecklist for Nuclear Signoffs: HPCE *

Bechtel Design Q acifications 13 ,7-086-325, Rev. O, and4

13-J-086-281 Rev. 1, Arizona Nuclear Power Project

Blueprint D-0118, Sheets No. 4 ard No. 5, 8" through 14" 1400*-

Series Nuclear Valve Cross-Section ard Haterials List, ASME
Section III Class 3, HPC dated April 28, 1980

Tne NRC inspectors reviewed the Bechtel design specification for the spray
pond cross connect valve which lists continuous subnergence in spray pond
water as its location and duty. h e NRC inspectors were inforned by HPC
parsonnel that the incorrect selection of a carbon steel shear key for the
spray pord cross connect valve was an incident isolated to the HPC st.pplied
cross connect valves for PVNGS. Following the valve failure at PVtCS, APS

_

cumctcd the problem by substituting stainless steel keys for the corroded or
missing carbon steel keys. HPC personnel infomed the NRC inspcotors that the
transmitte.1 sheets and checklists were generated as part of the corrective
action for the LER ard are now used to review customer design specifications,
arrangement and cross-section drawings, and bills of materials before

' manufacture and shipnent. Rese supplemental checklists are believed by dPC
to be adequate to ensure stricter raterial selection ard control in valve
applications. We actions taken by HPC were considered by the NRC inspectom
to be sufficient to prevent reccurrence.

3.3 10 CFR Part 21

2a NRC inspectors determined that hic has maintained the required 10 CFR
Part 21 postings and a procedure, QAP-33, " Reporting of Defects ard
Noncampliance for Safety Related Basic Ctxuponents," Revision D, dated
January 6, 1978, which implements 10 CFR Part 21 requirements. HPC informed
the NRC inspectors that they have copies of NRC Information Notice 91-76,
"10 CFR PARTS 21 AND SC.55(e) FINAL RULES," dated Novcmber 26, 1991, ard the
revised -10.CFR Parts 21 ard 50 that became effective October 29, 1991. HPC is
preparing a revisior to QAP-33 to incorporate the reportiry requirements
presently contained in 10 CFR Part 21.

4
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3.4 HPC Comercial Grade Item Dedic:ation Procram

3.4.1 Met 2.odology

HPC presently has two methods for dedicating items procured as cormrcial
grade iteras (CLIs) as basic conponents for use in safety-related applica ionc.
One dedication rcethod consists of procuring OGIs from a suoplier Kho has not
been audited or surveyed, but whose perf artrance is trerdcd, ard then
performing a stardard receipt inspection normily consistiry of a review of
docur:cntation and the performance of dimensional, mrkiry, ard damae checks.
HPC informed the NRC inspectors that the performnce of these suppliers is
trerded ard rated bascd on the reject rate durirs receipt inspection, and nou
on the actual performance of the dedicated CGIs after beirq placed .in service.
All of the dedication pac} ages reviewed by the NRC inspectors used this
dedication methodology.

<

Ibe secord method consists of chilcatirq the CGIs in accor&nce with a process -

*

that, in general, was consistent with the dedication philosophy described in
EPRI-NP-5652, " Guideline for the Utilizatiot of Commercial Grade Items in
Nuclear Safety Related Applications (NCIG-07)," June 1988. 'Ihis dedication
process was femalized in March 1991 and has been used on a very limited basis
ard only when specified by the custaner's Po.

'Ihe dedication methodology consistire of a review of documentatic.n frca a
supplier that has not been surveyed or audited, perfomirg a receipt
inspection for damage ard dimensions, ard trerdity the results of the receipt
inspections is not considered adequate verifications to ensure that the
dedicated item will perform its intended safety-related function. 'Ihe
following paragraphs provide additional discussion on this dedication
methodol g .

3.4.2 Qualit. E st.rance Program Manual and Implementing Procedures

'Ihe NRC inspectors reviewed the follcuirq documents and diccussed thr
content with the HPC staff in order to evaluate the process used for
dedicating items procured as ccrmercial grade items (CGIs) ard supplwa to
HPC's nuclear custoners as basic components:

Quality Assurance Manual, Issue 'nree, Revision 5, dated*

October 2, 1990

QAP-3, " Receiving Inspection for Nuclear Projects," Revision H,*

dated l'ebruary 8,1985

GAP-24, " Control of Nuclear Materials Purchased as Stock Items,"*

Revision E, dated January 13, 1984

QAP-40, " Dedication of Safety Related Commercial Grada ReplacementA

Parts for Cse in Nuclear Power Plants," Revision 0, dated
March 27,19W

5
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i

~ Although procedure QAP-40 addresses essential elements of the dedication
process such as defining the item's safety function and failure mcdes, .a
listirq and discussion of the item's critical characteristics, aid specifying
the verification methods ard acceptance criteria, Section 2.0 of QAP-40 states
that the QAP-40 replacement part dedication process is applicable only when
specified by the custcxmr. HPC staff interprets the intent of Section 2.0_to
mean that, unless a custoner's lo specifically requires HPC to perfom a
dedication, HPC_will not use QAP-40 to control the dedication process.
Additionally, even if the custmer invokes 10 CFR Part 21 ard 10 CFR Part 50,
Apperdix B, requirements on HPC, but does not specify that HPC will dedicate
the itm, then HPC would not use QAP-40 to control the dedication process.

'1ho NRC inspectors also reviewed HPC's procedures for the procurement and
receipt of nuclear grade, non-Oode, sto::k material and determined that there-

were no requirements or provisions in these procedures for ensuring that 03Is
would be prcperly dedicated when a customer's PO included 10 CFR Part 21 ard
10 CFR Part 50, Apperdix B, requirements. QAP-24 controls HPC's procurement !
of nuclear stock itens fumished to custoners as basic components. QAP-24 has
no requirenents for ensuriry that the critical characteristics of a CGI are
identified ard properly verified prior to supplying the 03I as a basic
ccxuponent. Additionally, the NRC inspectors detemined tha+. HPC's procedure
for receipt inspection contains no requirements for ensuring that a 03I's
critical characteristics are verified as part of the dedication process.

'Ihe NRC inspectors alsc detemined that the HPC QA Manual has no provisions
for the dedication s uc.ess. Section 10.0, " Procurement Control," of the HPC
QA Manual does not require audits or surveys of non-Code safety-related items,
except for Class IE equipmer* such as pcwer actuators, limit switches and
solenoid valves. Section 15.0, " Commercial Grade or Stock Items Supplied as
Spara or Replacenent Parts (Non--Code)," of the HPC QA Manual requires that the
Applica ion Ergineer prepare a spare parts specification sheet and the order
form for the stock or 03I used in nuclear applications with approval by the QA
Director, hit does not identify any specific controls for the procurement erd
acceptance of these items. Except for certain Class IE items, the HPC QA i
manual does not provide adequate requirements to ensura that non-Code items
purchased by HPC as CGIs are properly dedicated prior to supplying them as
basic uxt;cnents. Section 3.4.3 of this report identifieu several custoner
PCs which invoked the requirements of 10 CFR Part 21 and 10 CFR Part 50,

i Appendix B, and identifies items supplied as basic components ard certified by
' HPC as meeting the rcquirements of the Pos that were inadequately dedicated as '

the result af inadequate prcqram controls.

I 'Ihe NRC inspha concluded that both the HPC QA Manual ard several
implementirn procedures,_ as dismW in this report, failed to contain
sufficient requirements to ensure CGIs dedicated as basic conponents kould,

perfom their interded safety functions. Also, based on the previous'

discussions, the NDC inspectors determined tMt HPC's implementing procedures
controlling the procurement and receipt inspection process did not contain
sufficient reference to,'use of, or interface with HPC's new dedication
procedure, QAP-40, ard that as written QAP-40 would only be used when a
custcxer specifically required HPC to dedicate CI;Is.
(See Nonconformarre 99900056/92-01-01).

6
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3.4.3 Review of HPC Dedication Packages

The RRC inspectors reviewed the custcraer's PO, IF's PO to ' heir supplier,
HPC's receiving inspection reports arrl docu:tentation recei\ .d frcm their
suppl.iars, and the Certificate of Conformnce supplied to HPC's ustomers for
each of the following items.

3.4.3.1 The Clevelani Electric Illuminating Ccripany PO S124603, 4 rach,1/2 x
4 inch, 302 stainless spirol steel pin, HPC Prrt No. 2109573, supplied for the
Perry Nuclear Power Plant in October, 1990. This spirol pin as well as the
pins addressed in Sections 3.( 3.2 and 3.4.3.3 of this report perform a
eafety-related function. Val"s supplied by HPC, such as the 42 inch
containment purge valves, utiaize a rubber seating surface on the disc and a
relatively hartl seatirg surfhoe on the body. The disc is installed
concentrically inside the valve with the final ad, atments perforned by HPC
prior to shipment. The concentricity is axially adjusted utilizing a thrust
bearing stud which scres into the lower valva shaft. After the proper gap
adjustments are made, the thrust beariry stud is pinned through the valve
shaft utilizing a spirol pin. The spirol pins originally specified by HPC for
the thrust bearing stud were type 420 stainless steel ard nc r are specified by
HPC to be type 302 stainless steel. Failtre of these pins resulted in the
containment purgo valves failire their local leak rate test (see Section 3.2.2
of this report) .

1.4.3.2 Ibnnessee Valley Authority (IVA) PO RD139533, 25 each, 3/8 x 2 inch
spirol pin, HFC Part No. 2117000, supplied for the Watts Bar Nuclear Plant in
Nervember, 1990.

3.4.3.3 IVA PO RD137870,10 each,1/4 x 3 inch thtmt collar (spirol) pin,
nickel stainlecs stow type 302, HPC Part No. 210924u, supplied for the
Sequoyah Nuclear Plani. 1" March, 1991.

S.4.3.4 Florida Power & Light Company (FP&L) PO G90933/10770, 60 each,
segment for 48 inch valve, HPC Part No. Sta121, supplied for the Sc. Lucie
Plant, in April, 1991. According to HPC these segments are used to nter

thrust bearings and are for nuclear valves of an older design and
configuration.

Each customer P.C. for the above items contractually invoked 10 CFR Part 21
and 10 CFR'Part 50. In each case HPC pitcured the items as commercial grade
fmn a supplier do had not been attlited or surveyed, and dedicated the items
by performing 3 stardard receipt inspection. Since thae items are non-Oode
stock material, the documentation of the receipt inspection consists of a
signature by an HPC receipt inspector on the copy of the HPC PO for the item.
Although Section 6.2.2 of QAP-3 requires that non-Code parts and material be
inspected to verify conformance with Pos, drawings and other QA requirements,
there were no grific receivirg inspection instructions identified for these
items. The HPC QA Director and the HPC Chief Inspector informed the NRC
inspectors that this type of irqxiction generally consists of performirg
damage and dimensional checks.

7
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Each of these items were supplied with an HPC certificate of conformnce (CDC)
certifyirg that the regairements of the custaner's N, incltding 10 CFR
Part ' ard 10 CFR Part 50, Apperdix B, had been met. Based on a review of
HPC procurement documents ard discussions with the HPC QA Director and Chief
Inspector, the NRC inspectors detemined that receipt inspion of these
items consisted of a review for damage, dirensloral checks, and a revies of
any supplied documentation frcn the HPC supplier. 'Ihis receipt inspection was
the basis for dPC issuiry the CDO. Also, it was deter.incd that the suppliers
of the pins ard valve sognents, Spirol Internat3c:al ard Harris Castiry
Ccrpany, Inc., respectively, had not been audited or mrveyed by HPC. We IRC
inspectors concluded that HPC procured these items as CGIs ard supplied them
as basic components for usa in safety-rulated applications without perfomirq
any verif 6tions to ensure that the material met the requirements specified
by procurement docunents (See Nonconforrance 92-01-01).

3.4.4 Revies of Accepted m teria.1

%e NRC inspectors observal several activities at HPC's Dixon, Illinois,
facility includirq receipt inspection, nordestructive examination (NDE),
material control and storage, and corrective action. During the examination
of the HPC storage area for accepted nuclear items the NRC inspectors
detemined that the following its were not in confermnce with applicable
procurement rcquirements.

3.4.4.1 Se NPC inspectors examined an acceptcd bin of 99 pieces of 1/2 x 4
inch type 302 stainless steel spirol pins, Iot No. 6-5774/#13080, Part
No. 2109573, supplied to HPC by Spirol International in 1990 for use in the
36 inch Model 1100 butterfly valves. HPC supplied 4 pins from this bin to the
Perry Nuclear Power Plant (PNPP) in October,1990. h e NRC inspectors
determined that 3 of the remaining pins were attracted to a magnet ard were a
darker color than other pins in the box. HPC prepared a non 7nfo19ance re#
to docunent this condition and to evaluate for 10 CIR Part 21 reportability.
Darirg the inspection HPC had the three pins analyzed ard d7termined that theywere type.420 stainless steel. Subscquent to the inspection, HPC informed the
NRC inspectors that PNPP verified that the material for the fcur spircl pins
received in October,1990 was type 302 stainless steel (see Nonconfomance 92-
01-02).

3.4.4.2 % e NRC inspectom examined an eccepted bin of 3/4 x 3-3/4 Heavy HexHead Bolts, SA-193, Grade L7, Part No. 1138643R, ranufacturcd by Tems Bolt
Company and supp)ied to HPC by McJunkin in March, 1981. We NRC inspectors
determined that one of these bolts was rarked "1EXAS BOLT, A-325, JR47," with
identification marks of a Grade 5 bolt. All other bolts in this box were
marked "TB, B7, JR47." HPC prepared a nonconfomance report to document this
condition and to evaluate for 10 CFR Eart 21 reportability. Subsequent to the
inspection, HPC informed the NRC inspectors that they had completed an
analysis usirg SA-325 in lieu of SA-193, Grade B7, bolts and deterrdned that
even though the material allowable strergth is decreased, the actal shear and
conbined stresses at twice the weight, acceleration and pressure are well
within the material allcwable stresses (see Nonconfomance 92-01-02).W e NRC inspectors also observed machining activities, weld filler raterial
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control, and the performarre of a liquid penetrant (PI) examination of an 8
inch Model 1200 valve body seat ring groove for FP&L's St. Incie Power Plant.
The PT examination was perforwx1 in accordance with PT Procedure No. PI-1,
" Liquid Penetrant Examination," Revision 4, dated thrch 17, 1973. The NRC
inspectors concluded that these activities were adegately perforced.

4 ' PERSONNEL CONIACTED

* Gregory A.102rkjain Jr., President

* Bruce R. Cttnins, Director of Quality Assurance

* John V. Ballun, Vice President and Panager of Engireering

Jayne Friel, Chief Inspector

William Sweet, Welding and Paint Foreman

E'Lir,abeth Sweet, Quality Assurance Clerk
.

- * Attended both the entrance and exit reetirgs of FeW' 3 ard 7,1992.
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. - UNITED STATES -
' E? 3 vi ' NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION

+ -e:

. t, ' . , p WASHING TON, D. C. 205%

+Q FEB 21.1992
"

Deciret ' No. 99901151/89-01
'

,

.

iMr;'Einer Stobel.. President*

Industrial Valve ef Oregon, Incorporated
_.'- -3615 North 1?est Saint Helens' Road

Pust Office Bcx:10720
' Portland,-Oregon 97210,

Dear Mr. Stobel:
,

- SUB.1ECT: RELEASE OF NRC INSPECTICN REPORT.
'

]

This letter addresses the inspection of your facility at Portland, Oregon,
conducted by-Mr.LJoseph J. .Petrosino of this office on April 11,-1989,:and

:the1 discussions of? his findings with you at the conclusion of the inspection.

The| inspection was= performed'as a follow-up to an NRC concern regarding
Jpotentially substandard valves that nay have been supplied-to nuclear power
plants throug'1 valve' materia _lisuppliers. This NRC concern is' discussed in-

' detail..in:NRC.InfernationlNotice (IN) 88-48 and its' supplements. = Areas
examinedTduring:the NRC- inspection ~and'our findings are discussed in the

_

Lenclosed: report. This inspection consisted of an examination of procedures
and representative records, interviews with personnel, and' observations by

~ '

thefinspector. -Release of-this: report was| delayed during_HRC's ongoing-
revlew of nonconforming-and-substerdard vendor-products.

'

3'ithin the scope of- this inspection, we found no instance:in which you. failed
(to meet NRC; requirements.-|In'accordance with 10 CFR 2.790 of the commission's
regulations, a copy -of,this -letter and _the enclosed inspection report:will be

,placed in the NRCfs PublicLDocument Room.--
y

ISin erely, -

s_--
-y j

.

-N - % ,/ --
-

Leif J. Nor_holm, Chief.
Vendor.-Inspection. Branch '

Division of--Reactor Inspection
-and Safeguards

_

Office of Nuclear Reactor Pegulation

' Enclosure:''

:

NRC: Inspection Report No. 99901151/89-01
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ORGANIZATION: INDUSTRIAL VALVE OF OREGON, INCORPORATED
PORTLAND, OREGON

REPORT INSPECTION NSPECTION

NO. 99901151/89-01 DATE Anril 11.19R9 oN-SITF HOUPS 6

CORRESPONDENCE ADDRESS:
Industrial Valve of Oregon, Incorporated
3615 NW Saint Helens Roac
P. O. Box 10720
Pectland, Oregon 97210

ORGAH1ZATIONAL CONTACT: Elmer Stobel, President
TF1FPHONF NUMRFP- (;nO 779 ??n?

NUCLEAR INDUSTRY ACTIVITY:
Industrial Valve of Oregon supplies comercial

b
grade valve and piping components to the comercial nuclear industry as well
as to the petro-chemical and paper products industry in the Northwest.

mm

ASSIGNED INSPECTOR: /kuj /- [ j .29'/N / NG

J. IPetrosino, Reactive Inspection Section No.1 Date/. (RIS 1)

OTHER INSPECTOR (S): s

N/- 0'b M au L
APPROVED BY:

E. T. Baker, Chief, R15-1, W. dor Inspection Brancn 'Date

INSPECTION BASES AND SCOPE:

A. BASES: 10 CFR Part 21 and Appendix B to 10 CFR Part 50.

B. SCOPE: The purpose of this unannounced inspection was to determine if
Industrial Valve of Oregon has purchased any valves from CMA
International, Incorporated of Vancouver, Washington and to determinc if
those valves, if any, were supplied to any commercial nuclear plant.

PLANT SITE APPLICABILITY: None identified.

|
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' OR'GANI ZATION: - INDUSTRIAL VALVE OF OREGON, INCORPORATED
,

f PORTLAND, OREGON ^

i
|

REPORT- INSPECTIONNn - Q00n11 El /90.n1 RFRtit TS- PAGF 9 of a "

A. VIOLATIONS:

None-

-B. NONCONFORMANCES:

None
*

C. UNRESOLVED /0 PEN ITEMS: '

None

D. PREVIOUS INSPECTION FINDINGS:

No previous inspectior,s have been performed

E. Other Comments and Observations:

1. Backaround

NRC.Information Notice (IN) 88-48, dated July 12, 1988, and Supple-
mest 1 to IN 88 48, dated August 24, 1988, discussed a potential
problem concerning 2-inch valves (Vogt Figure SW-13111), which were
leaking ste m at the bonnet anc packing. The valves were purchased
by Pacific Gas 'and Electric (PG&E) from Western Valve Supply Companyin California. Although supplied as new, the valves were actually

drop shipped from a valve salvage and referbishment comp (CMA)]any in
Vancouver, Washitigton [CHA International, Incorporated *

Henry Vogt representatives examined the leaking valves at the
.

.Diablo Canyon nuclear power plant and determined that they had
not manufactured the valves.

The valves appeared to be misrepresented based on the following:'

(1) The Vogt.name was die-stamoed instead of being forged onto the-

side of the body, (2) Vogt va h es have round bor. net flanges whereas
the subject. valves have square bonnet flange (3) the subjectvalves have swin
Company, and (4)g gland bolting which is not used by the Henry Vogt

the end-to-end dimensions of the subject valves areshorter than the Vogt SW-13111.

2. Entrance / Exit Meeting
!

The NRC inspector met with.Mr. Elmer Stobel, President of Industrial !Valve of Oregon (IV0) and discussed the scope of the inspection and

i
|
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| ORG/NIZATION: 1NDUSTRIAL VALVE OF OREGON, INCORPORAiED
~

PORTLAND, OREG0h
_m

REPORT INSPECTION
Hn - 4 coni t L? 'R4-01 RESULTS: lAGE 3 of 4

discussed the results of tne inspection at the conclusion of his
review. Mr. Stobel states that he and two other parcners started
IVO in 1951. The other two pariners are J. Blatner and R. Weinstein.
Cu;tently IVO conducts business with Portland General Electric and
supplies ccmcercial grade products. He elso states that IVO and CMA
regularly conducted business with each other prior to 1985-1986 but
recently have rot.

3. Inspection Results __

The inspector reviewed IVO accounts payable records regarding ,

CMA for 1984, 1985, 1986, and 1987. Of these years,1985 con-
tained the most CMA invoices concerning valve procurements, a
total of 12. Each of the end users for the CMA products was
identified with no exceptions. The erd users identified were
companies such as: LouisianaPacific(IVOsalesorder[S0]10705
and 10307), Texato (IV0-50's 10912/11005), Weyerhaeuser (:V0-
5012748), Scott Paper (IV0-50-11943) and Publishers Paper of
Oregon City (IV0-5011943). The invoices indicate that CMA has
supplied valves as large as a 16-inch check valve to IVO. The
CMA invoices for 1985 that were reviowed are as follows:

CMA Invoice No./Date Valves Supplied End User

8838(3/14/85) 1-2" 300# Globe Texaco
(Pacific model 366-8)

2-11" 300# Globe -

(Pacific model 366-8)

8903(5/24/85) 1-6" 150# Globe NW ftaine
(Powell model 1139)

8830(3/1/85) 1-1" 600i Globe Louisiana
(Vogt model 22493) Pacific

8822 (2/8/85) 1-1" 600# Globe Louisiana;
' (Vogt model 22493) Pacific

8832(3/6/85) 4-1" 600# Globe Louisiana
(Vogt model 22493) Pacific

8844 (3/22/85) 1-4" 60C# Gate Texaco
(Model Unknown)

I
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,

ORGANIZATION: INDUSTRIAL VALVE OF-OREGON,'1NCORPORATED
'

__

PORTLAND, OREG0h

REPORT !!iSPECTION ~Mn - QQQn1191/AO.01 RESULTS PAGF 4 of a

-CMA invoice flo./Date Valves Supplied End User

8834-(3/8/85)_ 2-3" 300f Globe Scott
'

(Crane model 151) Paper
'

8908(5/31/85) .1-16" 125# Swing Check Pub. Paper-

(Walworth model 928F) (Oregon City)

8911 (6/4/85) 1-1" 600# Globe L-P Sonoa
(Vogt model 22493)

8955(8/6/85) 2-8" Gate Weyernaeuser
.(Crane model 33A)

9007-(9/20/95) 1-4" [ Type Unknown]. Texaco
(Crane model 47)

During this review no nuclear plant end users were identified by the inspector.
F. PERSONNEL CONTACTED:

Elmer Stobel President
Don Johnson Office Manager

,

h
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/ 'e UNITED STATES
',

E' '% NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSIONsc

". - W ASHINGT ON. D. C. 70555?

'o,%, %"|/
i 5

FEB 211m--
.....

Docktt No. 9990115?/89-01

Mr. Gary Pass, Manager
Liberty Equipment and Supply Company
2300 East First Street
Vancouver, Washington 98668

SUBJECT: RELEASE OF NP.C INSPECTION REPORT

This letter addresses the inspection of your facility at Vancouver, Washington,
conducted by Fr. Joseph J. Petrosino, of this office on April 10, 1989, and
the discussions of his findings with menbers of your staff at the conclusion
of the inspection.

The inspection was performed as a follow-up to an NRC concern regarding .

potentially substandard valves that may have been supplied to nuclear power
plants through valve material suppliers as discussed in NRC Information ?!otice

'

(IN) 88-48 and its supplements. Areas exanined durino the NPC inspection
and our findings are discussed in the enclosed report. This inspection
consisted of an examination of procedures and representative records, in-
terviews with personnel, and observations by the inspector. Release of this
report was delayed during NRC's review of nonconforming and substandard
verdor products.

Within the scope of this inspection, we found no instance in which you failed
to neet NRC requirements. in accordance with 10 CFR 2.790 of the Commission's
regulations, a copy of this letter and the enclosed inspec+ ion report will be

-

'

placed in the NRC's Public Document Room.

Sincerely, G
1 I

Y% vy (
Leif J. orrholm, Chief
Vendor Inspection Branch
Divisier of Reactor Inspectinn

and Safeguards
Office of Nuclear P.eactor Regulation

Enclosure:
NRC Inspection Report No. 9990115?'89-01
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ORGANIZATION: LIBERTY EQUIPMENT'AND SUPPLY COMPANY
VANC0UVER, WASHINGTON

F,E PORT- INSPECTION INSPECTION
NO.: 99901152/89-01 DATE:- April 10, 1989 ON-SITE HOURS: 6

CORRESPONDENCE ADDRESS: Liberty Equipment and Supply Company
2300 Ecst First Street
Vancouver, Washington 98668

ORGANIZATIONAL CONTACT: Mr. Gary Pass, Branch flanager
TELEPHONE NUMBER: (206) 694-5535

,

NUCLEAR INDUSTRY ACTIVITY: Liberty Equipment and Supply Company does not
currently supply any " safety-related" equipment to the nuclear industry but

-does supply commercial grade valves, piping and components to at least two
nuclear plants.

.

1

,Ab.

j[ /bi

ASSIGNED INSPECTOR: - f evh ' bed /f8ff-

J. J.'Petrosino, Reactive inspection Section No. 1 Date
(RIS-1)

~

OTHER INSPECTOR (S):

ks /[sr, Chief, RIS-1, Vendor Inspection branchAPPROVED BY: vM. I 68ff
. Bak ' Date.

INSPECTION BASES AND SCOPE:

A. BASES: 10 CFR Part 21 and Appendix B to 10 CFR Part 50

.
B. SCOPE: The pu pose of this unannounced inspection was to determine if'

Liberty Equipment and Supply has purchased valo s from CMA International,
| Incorporated of Vancouver, Washington and.to determine if those valves,
p -if any, were supplied to any comercial nuclear plant.
L

| PLANT SITE APPLICABILITY: None identified during inspection.
,
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ORGANIZATION: LIBERTY EQUIPMENT AND SUPPLY COMPANY
VANCOUVER, WASHINGTON

REPORT INSPECTION
N0.: 99901152/89-01 RESULTS: PAGE 2 of 3

A. VIOLATIONS:

None

B. NONCONFORMANCES:

None

C. UNRESOLVED /0 PEN ITEMS:

None

D. PREVIOUS INSPECTION FINDINGS:

No previous inspecf. ions have been performed

E. OTHER COMMENTS AND OBSERVATIONS:

1. Background

NRC Information Notice (IN) 88-48, dated July 12, 1988, and Supplement
I to IN 88-48, dated August 24, 1988, discuss a potential problem
concerning Vogt 2-inch valves (Vogt Figure No. SW-13111), which were
leaking steam at the bonnet and packing. The valves were purchased
by Pacific Gas and Electric (PG&E) from Western Valve Supply Company
in California. Although supplied as new, the valves were actually
drop shipped from a valve salvage and refurbishnent company in

. Vancouver, Washington [CHA International, Inc. (CMA)]. Henry Vogt ~

representatives examined the valves at the Diablo Canyon nuclear
power plant and determined that they had not manufactured the valves.

The valves appear to be counterfeit based on t.he following: (1)
the Vogt name was die-stamped instead of being forged onto the side
of the body; (2) Vogt valves have round bonnet flanges whereas the
subject valves have square bonnet flanges; (3) the valves in
question have swing gland bolting which is not used by the Henry
Vogt Ccmpany; and (4) the end-to-end dimensions of the valves in
question are shorter than the Vogt SW-13111.

2. Inspection Results

The inspector reviewed Liberty Equ pnent and Supply Company (Liberty)
records to determine the extent of ausiness conducted with CMA and
to determine the end users of any CMA supplied products. The inspec-
tor reviewed Liberty's vendor log books for September 1987 through
March 1988 to identify any orders made to CMA. The log books
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ORGANIZATION: LIBERTY EQUIPMENT AND SUPPLY COMPANY
VANCOUVER, WASHINGTON

REPORT INSPEC110N
NO.: 99901152/89-01 RESULTS: PAGE 3 of 3

.,

represented approxi9ately 29,500 orders for that time period and
only one order to CMA was identified. The inspector also reviewed
all CMA supplied invoices for 1987, 1988, and 1989. Three addi-
tional CMA invoices were identified.

A review of each of the CMA invoices was performed to determine the

I
end user of the CMA product. The record review did not identify
any commercial nuclear plants which were supplied the suspect
products. The end users of the CMA products were: Alaska Tank Fab-
ricators, Intersox (Brown & Root), Rust Engineering, and American
Pacific.

F. PERSONNEL CONTACTED:

Gary Pess, Branch Manager
Fred Peeves, Sales Representative

|
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E~ '3 NUCLE AR PEGULATORY COMMISSION
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%, ' '. / January 24, 1992
*..

Eccket No. 99901235

Mr. Gerhard Liesexjarg, Chaiman
Lisega Gilf!
Irdustriegebiet Hochkarp
Postfach 1340
D-2730 Zeven, Germny

i

Dear Mr. Liesegang:

SURTIrr: IUTICE OF NOtMONEDRMANCE
(NRC INSPIrrION REPORP No. 999012. % -01)

'Ihis letter addresses the inspection of your facility at Zeven, Germny,
corducted by Mr. Richard P. PtIntyre ard Mr. Uldis Potapovs of this office on
August 20-23, 1991 and the discussions of their findirgs with you and other

: members of your staff at.the conclusion of the inspection. 'Ibe purpose of the
inspection was to evaluate Lisega's quality assuranm program, includity the'

i control and audit of subverders, material certification, mterial procurencnt,
storage ard traceability of nuclear material, the upgradirg of stock material-
per the requirenants of the American Society of MM. cal Engineers (ASME)
Boiler ard Pressure Vessel' Ctde, ard the review of Lig's 10 CFR Part 21
evaluation prcm.

Areas e>ah durire the NRC inspection and our findirgs are die'W in the
enclosed report. This inspection consisted of an examination of s ucidures
ard representative reconis, interviews with parsonnel, ard observations by the
inspectors.

Durirg this inspection it was fourd that the implementation of your QA rwam
failed to meet certain NRC requirenents which are summarized as follows: (1)
improper certification of supplied nuclear occponents as meetirg the
requirements of ASME Code, Section III, Subsection NF, ard (2) inadequate
varehousirg ard storage of nuclear grade mterial in order to mintain proper
traceability. 'Ihis inspection also identified two unresolved items corcernirg
the upgrading of stock raterial per specific ASME Code requirements ard the
use of certain ASME Code cases.

Please provide us within 30 days from the date of this letter a written
statement containirg: (1) a description of steps that have been or will be
taken to correct these items; (2) a description of steps that have be. r

will be _taken to prevent recurrence; ard (3) the dates your corrective actions
ard preventive measures were or will be ccrpleted. We will consider extending
the response tire if you can show gocd cause for us to do so.

,
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i

( Mr. Gerhard Liesegang -2-

'Ibe resporses requestod by this letter ard the enclocod Noti are not subject
to the cleararx:e piWarcs of the office of Managenant and Ihriget as reqaired
by the PapcIvork Ibbetion Act of 1980, Public law No. 96-511.

In aamrdanw with 10 CFR Part 2.790 of the IRC's " Rules of Practice," a copy
of this latter ard its enclccures will be placed in the fac's Public Dturent
Pocn.

I

Should you have any questions concenurg this insrmction, w will be pleased
to discuss them with you.

r

Sincerely - ;,
-

r ~ i .;t j,

|| n ,I r' '/, )bp, : -
,

av
Leif J. Norrholm, Chief
Verdor Inspection Branch
Division of Rezctor 1rt W> ion

and SafcqJards
Office of Nuclear Reactor Regulation

Enclosures:
Notice of Nonconfo. m
Inspection Report No. 99901235/91-01
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DiCLDSURE 1

IUTICE OF lEtKrtEOiFMCE

Dacket No. 99901235Lisega Gntil
Zeven, Germ ny

[Airirq an inspection corducted at the Lisega Gmtil facility in Zeven, Garmany,
on Aucrust 20-23, 1991, the inspection team frcn the United States Nuclear
Regalator'y Ccrnission (tmC) decemined that certain activities were not
conducted in accordance with imC rcquirements, which are contractually irysed
on Lisega Gmlii by purchase orders frcn IRC licensees. The lBC has classified
these iters as set forth belcu, as nonconferrances to requirenents of Title 10
of the Ccde of Federal Regulations, Part 50 (10 CFR Part 50) Appeniix B
ir: posed on Lisega Gm12C by contract and the supplemental requirements of its
nuclear utility cus* m . .

10 CFR Part 50, Apperdix B, Criterion III, " Design Control," reqairesA.
that reasures be established for the selection and review for
suitability of mterials, parts, equipent, and prme that are
essential to the safety-related functions of structures, systtms, and
canponents.

'Ihe ASME Boiler and Pressure Vessel Code is the basis for denonstratirg ,

suitability for application of conponent supports ard hydraulic shock
absorbers (snnhs) supplied by Lisega Grhi to the Georgia power
Ccx,pany for instaliation in the E.1. Itatch Nuclear Plant.

Contrary to the above, the noterial ard test documentation for several
components which were certified by Lisega Grift as roeting the
requirements of ASME Code, Section III, Class 1, Sutcection NF clid not
support this certification or did rat correctly represent significant -

material parameters. Specifically:

1. Lisega Certificate 114 083 for SA-312, type 316 pipe showed
product aralysis for nickel to be cutside the permissible rarge
for this material (10.69% vs 11.01 minimum) ard showed no evidence
that a flattening test had been performed as required by the
material specification.

2. Liscga C rtificate 112 720 for ASD4 A 500, Grade C pipe did not
incltde zanganese in the heat er prcduct analysis. A 500 limits
mrgarese content to 1.4% maxirma. Also, there was to evidence
that a flattenirg test had been perforred as required by the
raterial specification. Lisega certification 113 197 for the sa:re
material did not reference the raterial heat number or contain
heat analysis. Check analysis showed ranganese contents as 1.6%
which exceeds the ASTM A 500 limit.
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3. Lisoga Certificate 110 743 shcwod Chary /-V irpact tests as having
been performcd at - 20*C. %e supportirg documentation (veMor's
certificate), howver, iniicated tJut these tests were perfomcd
at +10'C.

4. Lisoga Certificate 110 025 for SA-182 F6a Class 2 raterial did ret
describe heat treatmnt as rcqaired by the a;plicable ratcrial
specification and a Lisoga check aralysis showed the chrcnium
content of this raterial as 13.8%, khich is outside the refcrenced
material specification limits. Additiorally, the raterial
supplied uMer this certification was a 30 milliroter (m)
diareter round bar, whereas ratarial specification SA-182 ocreers
forgcd or rolled allcrf steel pipe, flarges, forycd fittings ard
valves aM valve parts. SA-182 referenxs specification
A 479/479M or A 739 for bars ard products rachined from bar stock.

-

5. Lisoga Certificate 111 770 for SA-675 Crade 70 raterial reported
irpact test values referencing Charpy-V specirers. We supporting
documntation (vendors certificate), hcuuver, reportcd the care
ir; pact test values referencing ISC)-V specimer.s.

6. Liscga Certificate 112 178 certifies raterial to A9E SA-299,
" Specification for Pressure Vce.sel Plates, Carbon Steel,
Manganese-Silicon." he raterial supplied, hcurver, was rourd
bar, 701m x 6000 nr.). Che-dcal amlyses ard physical properties
were in ccrpliance with the ASME specification.

7. Lisega Chrtificate 112 739 certifies the raterial to ASME
SA-696C. 'Ihis specification ccr/ers hot-wrought ard cold finished
spccial quality carbon steel bars. 2 0 raterial supplied,
hwever, was a chrcre-rolybdernrn-varadium allcry steel. The
raterial ret the specified SA-696 chemical reTairenents, but
containcd significant alloying elerents not referenced in the
raterial specification.

B. 10 CFR Part 50, Apperdix B, Criterion VIII, "Identificatico ard Cbntztl
of Materials, Parts, and Corponcncs," requires that reasures be
established to assure that identification of the item is raintained by
heat nu-ber, part renber, serial number, or other appropriate reans,
either on the itam or on records traceable to the item, as requircd
thrcughout fabrication, erection, installation, ard use of the item.
These identification ard control reasures shall be designed to prevent
the use of incorrect er defective raterial, parts, ard cceponents.

The Lisega Quality Assurar'ce Manual, Section 8, "Markirg and
Identification," and Quality Assurance Program Prccedure Fo. 20,
"Parkirg ard Identification," describ2s the procedures for rarkiry ard
identification of raterial, exponents, and prcducts to ensure
traceability ard identification durirg raterial receipt, storage,
fabrication, ard shipnent. These docunents state, in p1rt, "If rarkirq
is not applicd on individual ccrponents for operational or fabricational

2
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reasons, these parts nr-t be kept on stcck separately and identificd by
apprcpriate docu:wnts (drawirq or acconpanyiry card or mterial slip)
ensuring an unobjectiemble traceability. %e irisntification
established for a certain mterial lot, in this cue nust be stepcd on
these papers.... For mterial of particular specification ard
condition, stlich will be cut into smiler pieces for processirg, the
markiry will be transferred to the irdividual cxrponents by Q.C.
personnel."

contrary to the above, several open burdles of nuclear grade steel
mterial were identified in the front parkiry lot laydown area that did
not contain the origim1 nuclear grade roterial tagging. We irdividual
raterial pieces in the bundles had not been stepod by QC to mintain
unobjectionable identification ard mterial traceability. Also, several
yellow stripod ruclear roterial tags were loose in the laydown area. A
nonconfor: tree report was initiated by Lisega sten this issue was
identificd by the inspectors.

Dated at Rockville, Maryland
this 24th day of January, 1992

.

3
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DiC10SURE 2

ORGANIZATIQi: - Lisega Gntil
Zeven, Gelvarrf

REPORT 10.:- 99901235/91-01

CORRESPONDDICE
ADDRESS: Mr. Gerhard Liesegarg, Chairman

Lisoga Gmtil
Irdustriegebiet Hochkamp
Postfach 1340
D-2730 Zeven, Germany

I
!

ORGANIZATIQ4AL
CX2fIACT: 'Mr. HerLert Bardenhagen, Manager of Quality Assurance

i NUCLEAR INDUSIRY
! ACTIVITY: Ibclear pipe support ccrponents including hydraulic

rhock absorbers -(sin *h'rs), constant hangers and other
| ccrponem stardard supports.
!

INSPECTIG4 CDf00CTED: August 20-23, 1991

GLEPWAtu i!nl9z
Richard P. McIntyre, Team IrAder Date '

Reactive Ino Section No. 1
n Vendor ion ranch (VIB)

AAk D| 5/%M D \ ~ 1 1 D 2-~
Uldis Potapovs, ChiefI

~

Date
Raactive Inspection Section No. 1

'

Vendor Inspection Branch (VIB)

'INSPELTIQ4 BASES: 10 CFR Part 21 and Part 50, Apperdix B

INSPECTION S'. OPE: 'Ib review Lisega's Quality Assurance prcgram relative
i to the mnufacture ard supply of pipe support
j ccuponents incitdirg hydraulic shock absorbers.
|

PIANT SITE
APPLICABIIIIY: NL.aarous, includirq E.I. Hatch, San Onofre,

Salo Verde, Nine Mile Point, Catawba, itC. lire,
St. Incie, ard Millstone.

|

|
|
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1.0 INSPD'TICH SUMMMW
,

1.1' Nonconformnces

1.1.1 Contrary to 10 C m PArt 50, Appendix B, Criterion III, " Design
Cbntrol," the material ard test documntation for several ocrponents that were
certified by Lisega Gmtfl as meetirg the rcquirements of ASME Code Soction III,
Subsection NF, Class 1, d.id not support this certification or did not
correctly represent the mterial. Specifically: (90-01-01)

1. Lisega Certificate 114 083 for SA-312, type 316 pipe showtd product
analysis for nickel to be outside the pentissible rarge for this
raterial (10.69t vs 11.0% minirtra) and showed no evidence that a
flattening test had been performed as requirud by the material

. specification.

2. Lisega Oertificate 112 *, for ASIM A 500, Grade C pipe did not incltde
manganese in the heat or product analysis. A 500 limits marganese
content to l.4% maximm. Also, there was no evidence that a flatteniry '

'

test had.been performed as required by the material specification.
T icy certification A13197 for the same raterial did not refererce the

"

raterial heat number or contain heat amlysis. Check analysis rimod
rarganese contents as 1.6% which ex eds the ASIM A 500 limit.

3. Lisega Certificate _110 743 showed Garpy-V impact tests as havirg been
performed at -20*C. 'Ihe supportirg documentation (vendor's
certificate), however, irdicated that these tests were performed at >

+10'C.

4. Liseca Certificate 110 025 for SA-182 F6a Class 2 mterial did not
describe heat treatment as required by the applicable material
specification ard a Lisega check analysis showed the chrcmium content of
this material as 13.8%, which is outside the referenced material
specification limits. . Additionally, the raterial supplied urder this-
certification was a 30 millimeter (mm) diameter round bar, whereas
mterial specification SA-182 covers forged or rolled alloy steel pipe,
flanges,- forged fittings and valves ard valve parts. SA-182 references
specification A 479/479M or A 739 for bars ard products machincd frce
bar stock.

5. Lisega Certificate 111.770 for SA-675 Grade 70 material reported impact
test values referencing Charpy-V specirens. 'Ihe supportirq
-dmwntation (vendors certificate), however, reported the same irpact
test values referencing ISO-V specimens.

6. Lisega Certificate 112 178 certifies material to ASME SA-299,
" Specification for Pressure Vessel Plates, Carbon Steel,
Manganese-Silicon." 'Ihe material supplied, hcuever, was round bar, 70
mm x 6000 rm. Ocmical analyses ard physical properties were in
ecxrpliance with the ASME specification.

2
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7. Lisoga certificate 112 739 certifies the mterial to ISE SA-696C. This

specification covers hot-%Tought aM cold finishcd special quality
carton steel bars. '1he mterial supplied, however, sus a
chrcre-rolybdenum-vamdium alloy steel. She mterial not the specified
SA-696 chemical requireronts, tut containcd significant alloyirg
elenents not referenccd in the ratcrial specification.

1.1.2 Contrary to 10 CFR Part 50,14peMix B, Criterion VIII, " Identification
and Control of Material, Parts, and Ccmponents," several open burdles of
nuclear grade steel raterial were identified in the front parking lot laydcw
area that did not contain the original nuclear grade mterial taggirg. The
irdividual mterial pieces in the bundles had rot been starpod by QC to
mintain unobjectiomble identificati an ard raterial traceability. Also,
several yellow rcriped nuclear mterial tags were loose in the laydown area.
A ror.conformrce report was initiated by Lisoga khen this issue was identificd
by the inspectors. (91-01-02)

1.2 Unresolved Ite s

1.2.1 IS4E Code Cases N71-15 (for ASIM A 500, Grade C mterial) ard N249-9
(for ASIM A 668, Grade F raterial) have been used by Lisega for ASME Code
mtcrial supplied to the Georgia Power Coquny. Lisega had not detemined
khether Georgia Power Ccrpany had approvcd the use of these code cases.
(91-01-03)

1.2.2 In upgrading stock ratcrial, Lisega was not performing a product
amlysis on each piece of the mterial as requircd by ASME NC-3867.4(e) .
(91-01-4)

2 BACKGRWND

Lisega Gdil is a mnufacturer and supolier of pipe support corponents
including hydraulic shock absorbers (snubbers), cranstant hangers, variable
spriry hangers, pipe clags, ard other corponent stardard supports. The
snubters are mnufactured, asserbled, ard testcd in Bondout;e, France. Lisega
(Gerrany) retests the snubbers upon receipt at the 7aven plant ard then
certifies them under their American Society of Mechanical Engineers (ASME)
Quality SA Certificate (QSC) for ISTE Code orders. Lisega Gdii also
supplies non-IS4E code snutbers ard other product line camponents to United
States (U.S.) utilities for safety-relatcd nuclear applications under their 10
CFR Part 50, Appealix B quality assurance (QA) program. Involve.ent with U.S.~

utilities has been ongoing since 1986-87 and Lisega has been audited ard
approved by several U.S. utilities. Lisega was issued a QSC as a mterial
supplier (MS) by ASME on Septerber 9,1990. Lisega has supplied hydraulic
shcck absorbers (snubbers) ard other pipe support corponents to numerous U.S.
utilities as both ASME Code ard 10 CFk Part 50, Appendix B items in the last
couple of years.

3
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-3 INSPirrION FDOI:CS NO 01Hm CONDTPS

3.1 Material Procureruit and Certification
Selected mtcrial certifications ard supporting documentation related to
recently ccrpleted Georgia Power Cmpany purchase oders were reviewd alorg
with the applicable Liscga procedures to verify the adcquacy of the Liscgamis revievmaterial procurement, upgradirg, aM certification process.
identifiod several instances in khich the mterial did not fully conform to
the referenced epocification requircrents ard resulted in the identification
of Nonconformrce 91-01-1. Several of the examples identified in

91-01-01 appezacd to be related to force-fittirq specificNonconfomance
mterials mnufactured to Daropean staMards into mterials and product forms
recognizcd in the ASME Code. In scoe cases, this resulted in identifyirq
mterial purchased to ELiropean specifications as tar stock with A9d2
specification for plate steel aM identifyirq material purchasM as alloy
steel with ASME specification for carbon steel. Althatqh in all cases
reviewed, the mechanical ard chemical properties specified for the 16ME
mterials were met or exceeded, the fact that the actual material supolied sas
of a different product form cr contained significant amounts of allo 2.rq
elements not required or identified in the TSME specification, could cause
potential problems when ccasiderations such as weldability are taken into
accuunt.

Lisega representatives explaincd that their equiptent design aM mnufacturing
processes were developed using materials purchased to Dropean specifications
ard that it was scmetimes difficult to reconcile these wE materials listed
in Section II of the ASME Cbde, while still meetirg nere arringent impact
testing rcquirements of the Iliropean specifications.

It was also noted that in at least two instances material used for Georgia
Pcur Ocopany ccrponents was based on the applintion of specific ASME Code

However, the respective Lisega mterial vrtification did notCases.
reference the use of a code case nor was there any evidence that Georgia Power

mis issue wasOcr:pany had been inforncd of the use of these code cases,
identified as Unresolved Item (91-01-03).

Se upgrading of stock mterial is addressect by Quality Assurance Prcgram
Procedure No.17, " Approval Procedures for Material t<:cortlire to Lisega
Specifications," Revision O. 2 1s procedure reqaires chemical analysis to be

Record reviewperforned on a sample from each heat of stock material.
iMicated that this procedure was generally followed for all code upgraded

This does not appear to bemterial supplied to Gaorgia Power Ccgany.
consistent with paragraph NC 3867.4(e) of the ASME Code which requires a
product analysis on each piece of stock material ard was identified as
Unresolved tem (91-01-04) .

3.2 10 C G Part 21 Evaluation Process

he inspectors reviewed Quality Assurary:e Program Prccedure No. 34, " State ofThis is theProduct Informtion and Report," Revision 0, datcd April 1989.
prccedure that irplenents the requirements of 10 CFR Part 21 and "is to be

4
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established to ensure report about product failure ard insufficiency, as wellas quick corrective action."

We inspectors e>plained to Lisega that the proxxlure talks alcut quick
corrective action and ir::nilately infoming affected custcrurs, but it does
nat address the actual evaluation of deviations for generic applicability.
We whole Lisega review process is handled by writing a nonconfomity report
that identifies the apprcpriate corrective action but does not evaluate the-
problem from a generic stardpoint to detemine if it affects other custrmers,
past purchase orders, ard purchase orders currently being processed.

Lisega stated that the audit findirns identified durirq the June 1991, ASME
audit were evaluated for Part 21 reportability as part of the five
Nonconfomity Reports (Nos. 03060-6-2491 through 03064-6-2491). No Part 21
eviduation was documented to specifically determine the generic irplications
ard if other U.S. custaners were affected. We inspct tors stated that
Procedure No. 34 and the Part 21 evaluation process needed to be clarified to
address its purp,- to address the evaluation for possible generic
implications, and to address the documentation requirements.

Se five nonconfomity reports and their corrective actions appearcd to
adequately acktress the ASMR audit findings frcn a QA prograr:mtic and ,

technical stard point, but only addressed the Georgia Power Conpany Purchase
Order No. 7005009 for the E.I. Hatch Nuclear Pcuer Plant. A subcoquent
internal audit of Listga GmtiPs QA prcgram corducted by Lisega USA onJuly 3-4,'1991,

detemired that Southern California Blison should also benotified of the audit firdirgs for purchase order 67051006 for San Onfre
Nuclear Generatirq Station (SCtCS) . The suppocod Part 21 evaluation done as
part of the nonconformity report closure did not ccrpletely address the
generic irplications for these specific nonconfamity reports, as evidenccd bythe notifiction to SCtCS.

3.3 Identification ard Control of Materials, Parts and Cu wrents

As part of this inspection, the inspectors corductod a walxdown of the
manufacturing facilities, the receipt inspection area, the warehouse, and thematerial laydown areas. The work stations in the mnufacturing plant, the
receipt inspection area, ard the warehouse were well mintained, very clean,
ard appeared' to be operatirq very efficiently. Due to a limitation in space,
a parkirq lot in the front of the Lisega tuildify was being used as a mteriallaydown area.

During a valkdown of this area the inspectors noticed several
yellow striped mterial identification tags not attached to any mterial or
burdles-in the general area. Yellcw striped tags identify the mterial asnuclear grade. Upon further inspection, the inspectors also reticcd that
ceveral tuniles of steel mterial had been opened and did not have any taggingon the hudle. Also, the irdividual pieces had not been stanped by QC to
raintain unobjectionable identification ard traceability as required byQuality Assu w.

Porgram Procedure No. 20, " Marking and Identification."
Men this issue was brought to the attention of Listga, the OA mwnger statrd ,

a' uonconfamity report would be written to review ard correct the problem.
Nonacnfomance (91-01-02) was identifled during this part of the inspection.

5
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4 FIRSOtNEL CCtTIACITD

G. Liesegary,- Quinen
H. Hardtke, President
H. Aberle, Foreign Sales
d Barderhagen. QA Mmager
W. Wagner, Purctusirg Mmager
T. IEffler, Mmuger
G. Lider, throger
F. Bernert, Runger

All Personnel listed above atteniod the exit rectirg on August 23, 1991.
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January 15, 1992*

Docket No. 99900772

-Mr. Ron B. Politi 4
Vice President and General Manager '

NEI Peebles - Electric Products, Inc.
17045 Euclid Avenue
Clevelana, Ohio 44112

Dear Mr. Politi:
SUBJECT:

INSPECTION OF A SAFETY-RELATED POWER GENERATOR
SUPPLIED TO DIABLO CANYON NUCLEAR POWER PLANT UNIT 2
(NOTICE OF NONCONFORMANCE AND INSPECTION REPORTNO. 99900772/91-01)

We are transmitting the report of the U.S. Nucl. ear RegulatoryCommission (NRC) inspection conducted August 5 throagh 9,
at thu facility of UEI Peebles - Elcetric Products, 1991,
in Cleveland,_ Ohio. Messrs. Steven M. Matthews, Walter P.Inc. (P"EP)
and Michael R. Snodderly of the NRC's Office of Nuclear ReactorHaans,
Regulation evaluated P-EP's production cf a power generator for
an NRC licensee, Pacific Gas and Electric Company (PG&E) . At thaconclusion of this inspectic.?, the NRC's inspection tela
discussed the inspection findings with you and other members of_your staff.-

The NRC's_ team conducted this inspection to assess P-EP's
compliance with the NRC requirements imposed in PG&E's purchaseorder for a power generator. The power-generator was for PG&E's
new-(No. 2-3) emergency diesel gennrator (EDG) set for the Diablo
Canyon-Nucleer Power Plant Unit 2 {DCNPP%). P-{P certified thatthe generator supplied to DCNPP2 was produced in compliance with
the NRC's requirements in Appendix B to Title 10, ef the Cf249_91Federal Re_qu_}ations, Part 50 (10 CFR Part 50), and the reportingrequirements of 10 CFR Part 21. During the timefrh.me of this
inspection, P EP was also performing the design end procurement
actirities for a safety-related power generator for washingtonPublic Power Suppl,y Systen's Nuclear Project 2 (WNP , Although
the team focused its insp,ction activities on the completed powergenerator for PG&E's DCNPP2, the conce.ns discussed in this
report may have generic implications for FNP2's power generator
and any other power generator, or spare and replacement parts,purchased by other licensees. The inspection was conducted to
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Mr. Ron B. Politi -2-

evaluate P-EP's quality program and its implementation in
selected areas, such as the control of (1) design processes and
interfaces, (2) purchased materials and equipment, and (3)
instructions, procedures, and drawings.

As a result of this inspection, a Notice of Nonconformance has
been issued to P-EP as Enclosure 1. The inspection report,
Enclosure 2, includes a discussion of the areas examined during
the inspection and our findings. This inspection consisted of an
examination of procedures and representative records, interviews
with P-EP's staff, and observations by the team.

The most significant inspection finding was P-EP's failure to
demonstrate reasonable assurance (1) that the items specified as
critical by PG&E met the quality and reliability requirenents of
Appendix B to 10 CFR Part 50 and (2) that the critical
charactoristics of such items have been adequately verified and
that the items are capable of performi.w their design and safety-
related functions. Specifically, P-EP tailed to demonstrate an
adequate verification of the critical characteristics (1) of the
items specified as critical that Peebles Electrical Machines .

(PEM) procured as commercial grade and (2) of the stator coil's
resistance temperature Jetectors, slip rings, adhesives, and the
mounting sleeve insulator for the slip rings that P-EP procured
as commercial grade.

The team also identified as nonconformances other elements of
P-EP's quality program and its implementation that failed to meet
NRC requirements. For example, P-EP failed to establish adequate
measures for, and to implement adequate control of, its external
design interface with its sister organization, PEM of Edinburgh,
Scotland.

Please provide a written statement or explanation within 30 days
from the date of this letter for the items in the Notice of
Nonconformance containing (1) a description of ste s that havee
been cr will be taken to correct these items, (2) a description
of steps that have been or will be taken to prevent recurrence,
and (3) the dates your corrective actions and preventive measures
were or will be completed. This reply should be clearly marked
as a " Reply to Notice of Nonconformance" and submitted to the
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission, ATTN: Document Control Desk,

Washington, DC 20555, with a copy to the Chief, Vendor Inspection
Branch, Division of Reactor Inspection and Safeguards, Office of
Nuclear Reactor Regulation. We will consider extending the

response time if you can show good cause.
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Mr. Ron B. Politi -3-

The response requested by this letter is not subject to the
clearance procedures of the Office of Management and Budget as
required by the Paperwork Reduction Act of 1980, PL 96-511. In
accordance with 10 CFR 2.790(a), a copy of this letter and its
enclosures will be placed in the NRC's Public Document Room.

Should you have any questions concerning this inspection, we will
be pleased to discuss them with you. We thank you for your
cooperation during this inspection.

Sincerely,

Ldlb . O W'l fA ''
ep'Leif J. Norrholm, Chiel

Vendor Inspection Branch
Division of Reactor Inspection

and Safeguards
Office of Nuclear Reactor Regulation

Enclosures:
1. Notice of Nonconformance
2. Inspection Report No. 99900772/91-01

cc w/ enclosures:
Mr. Peter R. Holroyd, Managing Director
NEI Peetles Limited
Peebles Electrical Machines
East Pilton
Edinburgh, Scotland EHS 2XT
United Kingdom

1

1
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Enclosure 1

NOTICE OF NONCONFORMANCE

NEI Peebles - Electric Products, Inc. Docket No. 99900772
Cleveland, Ohio

During an inspection conducted at the facility of NEI Peebles -
Electric Products, Inc. (P-EP) in Cleveland, Ohio, August 5
through 9, 1991, the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC)
inspection team determined that certain activities were not
conducted in accordance with NRC requirementn, which were
contractually imposed on P-EP by purchase orders from NRC
licensees. The NRC has classified these itens, as set forth
below, as nonconformances to the requirements in Appendix B to
Title 10, of the Code of Federal Regulations, Part 50 (10 CFR
Part 50), imposed on P-EP by purchase order contracts with NRC
licensees and by P-EP's " Quality Assurance Manual No. 100," (QAM-

100), revision dated November 1, 1984.

A. Criterion III, " Design Control," of Appendix B to 10 CFR
Part 50 requires, in part, that measures be established to
ensure that applicaole regulatory requirements and the
design bases are correctly translated into specifications,
drawings, procedures, and instructions and that design
changes shall be subject to design control measurca
commensurate with those applied to the original design.

American National Standards Insti ite (ANSI) N45.2.11,
" Quality Assurance Requirements for the Design of Nuclear
Power Plants" (1974), endorsed in NRC Regulatory Guide 1.64,
" Quality Assurance Requirements for the Design of Nuclear
Power Plants" (Revision 2, June 1976), and imposed on P-EP
by Pacific Gas and Electric Company's (PG&E's) purchase
order for the new (No. 2-3) emergency diesel generator (EDG)
set for the Diablo Canyon Nuclear Power Plant Unit 2
(DCNPP2) requires, in part, that (1) measures shall be
applied to verify the adequacy of the design; (2) design
verification shall be performed by competent organizations
other than those who performed the original design; (3) the
results of the design verification efforts shall be clearly
documented and auditable against the verification methods;
and (4) where changes to previously verified designs have
been made, design verification shall be required for the
changes, including evaluation of the effects of those
changes on the overall design.

-1-
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Contrary to these requirements, in Section 3, " Design
Control," of-QAM-100, P-EP failed-to (1) establish adequate
measurea to' control changes in design,-materials, and-
manufacturing processes commensurate with those controls
applied to the original design or (2) _ provide for performinge
design verifications of the changes in design, materials,
and manufacturing processes.

P-EP, in its design-basis reconciliation and verification of
changes that affect the design of PG&E's 1990 generator to
the design basis for the original 1969 generator, failed to
demonstrate (1) that the changes in the design were
controlled commensurate with the desi(a controla applied to |

the original design and-(2) that the original design basis
1had_been correctly translated into' revised specifications,
drawings, procedures, and instructions. PG&E's purchase
order required that the new generator for DCNPP2 be

iidentical (i.e., like-for-like) to DCNPP's five existing '

operating generators (original 1969 design basis) and its
1986 spare generator. However, P-EP's design-basis
reconciliation and verification of the design changes for
PGLE's generator were documented and verified only to the
1984 timeframe; when the Cleveland 1 manufacturing facility
was closed. -Thus, P-EP did not perform'an adequate design--
basis reconciliation or verification of the generator's'

design changes to ensure the adequacy or the-design, and the
effects of those changes on the generator's overall design
(Nonconformance 99900772/91-01-01).

B. Criterion III, " Design Control," of Appendix B to 10 CFR
Part 50 requires, in part, that measures be established for
the identification and control of design interfaces and for
coordination among participating design organizations.
These. measures shall include:the establishment of procedures
among participating design organizations for the review,
approval, release, distribution, and revision of design
documents involving _ design interfaces.

ANSI.N45.2.11-1974, imposed on P-EPLin PG&E's PO for the
generator requires, in part, (1) that the external
interfaces between organizations performing work affecting
quality of design shall be identified in writing and shall
include'those organizations providing criteria,-designs,
specifications, and technical direction; (2) that the
responsibilities of organizations shall be defined and
documented in sufficient detail'to cover the preparation,
review, and approval of design documents involving design
interfaces; (3) that systematic methods shall be established
for communicating needed design information across external
design interfaces, including changes to the design

-2-
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information as work progresses;-and (4) that design
-information transmitted 1from-one organization _to another
shall b(1 documented.in_ specifications, drawings, or other-
controlled documents that are uniquely identified and-issued
by authorized persons. !

Contrary to these requirements, in Section 3 " Design
Control," of QAM-100, P-EP failed to establish adequate
measures to control the design interface between it and its
sister organization, Peebles Electrical Machines (PEM) of
Edinburghi '3cotland, that consisted of the review, approval,
releese, distribution, and revision of' design documents
affected by their design interface.

P-EP failed to. demonstrate that the results of PEM's design
translation activities were equivalent to the design _ _

>

requirements specified by P-EP. P-EP provided its design
drawings and specifications to PEM because PEM manufactures
P-EP's generators. PEM's engineering-organization
translated P-EP's design specifications into its own PEM
specifications, drawings, procedures, and instructions. The

,

-documents produced by PEM were not reviewed or approved by
f- and PEM-initiated design changes that wereP-EP before use,i

not_ controlled by documented pro edure until December 1990,
when'PEM issued Departmental Procedure No. DP03AOO4,
:" Processing-of Engineering Change," well after the design-
activities for PG&E's generator were-completed. Although

P-EP performed' equivalency evaluations of PEM's procedures
and material specifications used to fabricate and assemble
PG&E's generator, P-EP did not adequately document (1) the
critical requirements or acceptance criteria compared during
the equivalency evaluation and (2) the results of the ,

equivalency evaluation or other bases to support P-EP's
conclusion that PEM's procedures and specifications were
equivalent .(Nonconformance 99900772/91-01-02).

C. Criterion III, " Design Control,"1of Appendix B to 10 CFR
Part 50 requires, in part,'that measures be established for
the selection and review for' suitability of application of,

!

materials, parts, equipment, and processes that are
essential to_the safety-related functiora of the component.

;;
L

Criterion VII, " Control of Purchased Material, Equipment,
f

and Services," of Appendix B to 10 CFR Part-50 requires, in
part, that measures be established to ensure that purchased!

,

material, equipment, and services conform to the procurement
L

documents and include provisions, as appropriate, for source
f

evaluation and selection, objective evidence of quality
furnished by-the supplier, inspection at the supplier

and examination of products upon delivery.source,

-3-
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M. ANSILN45.2.11-1974, requires, in part, that design-inputs'

(1) shall be identified, documented, and their selection
' reviewed _and approved and (2) shall 1x) specified and provide
-a consistent basis for making. design decisions,
accomplishing design verification measures, and evaluatingdesign changes.

-Contrary to these-requirements, in Section 3, " Design
Control," and Section 7, " Control of Purchased Materials,
Equipment,-and services," of.QAM-100, P-EP failed to
establish adequate measures to provide for the selection and
review for suitability of the application for materials,
parts, and-equipment that were procured a.a commercial grade
items _and were-esr.ential to the generator's ability to-
perform its intended design and safety-related function.

P EP failed to adequately verify the properties or
attributes _of certain materials, parts, and equipment that
were utilized in the fabrication and-assembly of PG&E's
generator and that also directly affect the generator's
ability to per.fr its intended design and safety-related
function. Spe- slly, P-EP failed to ensure the
suitability (1) the stator coil's resistance temperature
detectors.,. slip t_.4gs, adhesives, and mounting sleeve
insulator for-the slip rings and (2) of the materials,
parts, and equi 7t PEM procured (Nonconformance
99900772/93-0? J3).

D. Criterion V, " Instructions, Procedure , and Drawings," of
Appendix B to 10 CFR1Part 50, requires, in part, (1) that
measures 1x3 established to ensure that activities affecting
quality be prescribed by documented instructions,
procedures,1cr drawings; (2) that activities affecting
quality be accomplished in uccordance with these;

i

instructions, procedures, and drawings; and (3) that these+

instructions, procedures, and drawings include. quantitative4 '

or qualitative. acceptance criteria for determining that,

important activities have been satisfactorily accomplished. '

Contrary to these requirements, in Section 5, " Instructions,
Procedures, and Drawings," of QAM-100, P-EP failed to ,

establish adequate measures:to ensure (1) that all of the
activit.es affecting quality were prescribed by documented ,

instructions, procedures, or drawings and (2) that the
; instructions, procedures, and drawings include quantitative

,

or qualitative acceptance criteria for determining that
-important activities were satisfactorily accomplished.

-

,

!

-4 -
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P-EP failed to demonstrate that the activities affecting
.

quality (1) to-fit the dovetail rotor pole assemblies to the
rotor spider assembly,-(2) to perform the brazing required
to fabricate the rotor spider assembly, and (3) to perform
brazed-joint spliced-connections in the field coil winding
were documented or accomplished _in accordance with
instructions, procedures, or drawings that contained
quantitative or qualitative acceptance criteria and were
equivalent to those specified by P-EP-(Nonconformance-
99900772/91-01-04).

Dated at Rockville, Maryland,
this 15th day of January 1992.

,

4

-5-
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Enclosuro 2

INSPECTION REPORT

U.S. NUOLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION-
OFFICE OF NUCLEAR REACTOR REGULATION

DIVISION OF. REACTOR INSPECTION AND SAFEGUARDS

' Report No.:- 99900772/91-01

Docket No.: 99900772

Company: NEI Peebles - Electric Products, Inc.
17045 Euclid Avenue
Cleveland, Ohio 44112

Industry Activity: NET Peebles - Electric Products, Inc.
(P-EP) supplies power generators and
static exciter voltage regulators for use
in emergency power systems.

Inspection conducted: August 5 through 9, 1991

Inspection Team: Steven M. Matthews, Team Leader, N3R
Walter P. Haass, Sr. Reactor Engineer, NRR
Michael R. Snodderly, Reactor Engineer, NRR

NRC Consultant: Kenneth Sullivan, Brookhaven National
Laboratory

/!///f[/[N #Prepared by: '

Steven M. Matthews, Team Leader 'Date
Reactive Inspection Section i
Vendor Inspection Branch

|
-_

Approved by: MM \ - \ 4 ~l2._
Uldis Potapovs, Chief Date
Reactive Inspection Section i
Vendor Inspection Branch

Inspection Bases: 10 CFR Part 21, Appendix B to 10 CFR-
Part 50, _and ANSI N45.2-1971

|-
'

Inspectic.: Scope: To assess P-EP's compliance with reg 21atory
requirements and licensees' procurement
requirements through a performance-based
evaluation of its engineering, procurement,
processes, inspections, and tests

L Plants Affected: All licensees with P-EP power generators
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' 1' - INSPECTION SUMMARY-

1.1 Nonconformances

1.1.1 Nonconformance 99900772/91-01-01

Contrary to Criterion III, " Design Control," of Appendix B to
Title 10 of the_ Code of Federal Reculations, Part 50 (10 CFR
Part-50), and American National Standards Institute (ANSI)
N45.2.11, " Quality Assurance Requirements for the Design of
Nuclear Power Plants" (1974),_ endorsed in NRC Regulatory Guide
;(RG) 1,64, " Quality Assurance Requirements for the Design of
Nuclear Power Plants"'(Revision 2, June 1976), in Section 3,
" Design Control," of " Quality Assurance Manual No. 100," (QAM-
100), revision dated November 1,.1984, NEI Peeblos - Electric
Products,- Inc., (P-EP) failed to (1) establish adequate measures
to control changea in design, materials, and manufacturing
processes commensurate with those controls applied to the
original design, (2) provide for performing design verifications
of_the changes in d.,esign, materials, and manufacturing processes,
(3) demonstrate that - the= changes in the design were controlled
commensurate with the design controls applied to the original
design, and (4) demonstrate that the original design basis had
been correctly translated into revised specifications, drawings,
procedures, and instructions (see Section 3.4.1 of this report).
1.1.2 -Nonconformance 99900772/91-01-02

Contrary to Criterion III, " Design Control," of Appendix B to'

10 CFR Part 50, and ANSI N45.2.11-1974, in Section 3, " Design
' Control," of QAM-100, P-EP failed to (1) establish adequate
measures to control the activities between it and its sister
organization, Peebles Electrical Machines (PEM) of Edinburgh,
Scotland,_that consisted of the review, approval, release,

' distribution, _and revision of documents involving their
respective design interface, (2) demonstrate that the results of
PEM's design translation activities were equivalent'to the design
requirements specified by P-EP, (3) adequately _ document the
critical requirements'or' acceptance criteria compared during the
equivalency. evaluation, and-(4) adequately document the results
of the. equivalency evaluation or other bases to support P-EP's
conclusion that PEM's procedures and specifications were
equivalent (see Section 3.4.2 of this report).
1.1.3 Nonconformarce 99900772/91-01-03-

Contrary to Critt ion III, " Design Control," and Criterion VII,
" Control of Purchaec Material, Equipment, and Services," of
Appendix B to 10 v/R Part 50, and ANSI N45.2.11-1974, in
Section 3, " Design Control," and Section 7, " Control of PurchasedMaterials, Equipment, and Service," of QAM-100, l'-EP f ailed to
(1) ~ establish adequate measures to provide for the selection and

-1-
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review for suitability of the application for materials, parts,
and equipment that weru procured as commercial grade items and
were essential to the generator's ability to perform its intended
design and safety-related function, (2) ensure the suitability of
the stator coil's resistance temperature detectors, slip rings,
adhesives, and mounting sleeve insulator for the slip rings, and
(3) ensure the suitability of the materials, parts, and equipment
PEM prc ared (see section 3.4.4 of this report).

1.1.4 Nonconformance 99900772/91-01-04

Contrary to Criterion V, " Instructions, Procedures, and
Drawings," of Appendix B to 10 CFR Part 50, in Section 5,
" Instructions, Procedures, and Drawings," of QAM-100, P-EP failed
to catablish adequate measures to ensure (1) that activities
affecting quality were prescribed by documented instructions,
proceduros, cr drawings; (2) that activities affecting quality
were accomplished in accordance with these instructions,
procedures, or drawings; and (3) that instructions, procedures,
or drawings include appropriate quantitative or qualitative
acceptance criteria for determining that important activities
were satisfactorily accomplished. P-EP also failed to
demonstrate that the activities affecting quality (1) to fit the
dovetail rotor pole assemblies to the rotor spider tusembly,
(2) to perform the brazing required to fabricate the rotor spider
assembly, and (3) to perform brazed joint spliced-connections in
the field coil winding were documented or accomplished in
accordance with instructions, procedures, or drawings that
contained quantitative or qualitative acceptance criteria and
were equivalent to those specified bv P-EP (see Section 3.5 of
this report).

1.2 Unresolved Item _J99900772/91-01-05).

P-EP's original quality assurance manual (JAM-100), in effect
during the design, manufacture, and test of PG&E's generator, did
not include measarea to *3cquately control all cf the activitics
affecting the quality and safety-related function of components
and parts. Although P-EP's second quality assurance manual (QAM-
101) superseded QAM-100, it contained several weakncsaes that
required sciengthening before its implementation. Because the
team did not evaluate the implementation of QAM-101, this concern
will be evaluated in more detai; during a future inspection (see +

Section 3.3 of this report).

-2 -
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2 STATUS OF PREVIOUS INSPECTION FINDING

.LCLOSED) Nonconfcrmante 99900772/86-01-21

Conerary to Criterion IV of Appendix B to 10 CFR Part 50, and to
the Parson Peeblos Electric Products Inc. (EPI) Quality Assurance
Manual Procedure EQ 2.5.1, EPI did not indicate the applicabic
drawings, revisions, specifications, or quality requirements on a
purchase order (PO) for a safety-related manrT1 voltage
regulator.

P-EP's attempts to correct this problem Here inadequate as
' evidenced by Nonconformance 99900772/91-01-03 of this report.

Although a list of clauses for use on Pos for nuclear Class 1E
materials and components was developed, additional examples of
POs for commercial grade materials and parts showed that P-EP
continued to procure items that are critical to the generator's
ability to perform its safety-related function as commercial
grade without specifying the technical and quality requirements.
Therefore, the previous inspection finding (Nonconformance
99900772/86-01-01) will be closed and this issue will be tracked
under Nonconformance 99900772/91-01-03,

3 INSPECTION FINDINGS AND OTHER COMMENTS

3.1 Entrance and Exit Meetinas

During the entrance meeting on August 5, 1991, the NRC's
inspection team met wit h P-EP's staf f and discussed the scope of
the inspection, outlined areas of concern, and established
working interfaces. The team observed activities, held
discussions with P-EP's staff, and reviewed records and
procedures. The specific areas and documentation reviewed and
the team's fir. dings are described in Sections 3.3, through 3.5 of
this report. The persons who particinated in and who weres

contacted during the inspection are 1 sted in the appendix to
this report. During the exit meeting on August 9, 1991, the team,

summarized the inspection findings, observations, and concerns
with P-EP's management.

,

3.2 E3ckaround

P-EP's facility was originally known as Electric Products
Incorporated (EPI) and, under varioas names, supplied over 120
power generators to the nuclear industry. EPI was purchaced by
Portec, Inc. in 1969, and was known as the Electric Products
Division of Portec, Inc. Portec sold the company in 1979 to
Parson Peebles, a subsidiary of Nor thern Engineering Industries
Limited (NEI) in England. NEI is a wholly cwned subsidiary of
the Industrial Power Group of Rolls-Royco. The Cleveland
facility was known at that time as Parson Peebles Electric

'

Products, Inc. (s1so EPI) and was inspected by the NRC on

-3 -
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l February 11 through 13, 1986. The results of that inspection|

were documented in Inspection Report 99900772/86-01. After
NEIParson Peebles' purchase of the Cleveland facility,

reorganized its Parson Peebics operations under the name of NEITrebles -
Peebles Limited and the Cleveland facility became NEIP-EP's manufacturing facility inElectric Products, Inc. (P-EP).
Cleveland was closed September 1984 and the power generator workPeebles Limited's Pilton Works facility inwas moved to NEIScotland, known as Peebles Electrical Machines (PEM).Edinburgh, 1986,
The NRC conducted an inspection of PEM October 6 through 8,
and the results of that inspection were documented in Inspection
Report 99901065/86-01. The organizational structure of NEI e

Peebles Limited at the time of this inspection was such that the
Vice President and General Manager of P-EP reported directly to
the Managing Director of PEM.

According to P-EP, most of its U S. business was spare and
--

about 50 peccent of those parts were forreplacement parts; Since 1984, PEM has manufacturednuclear safety-related items.
the power generators and many of the sparo ar.d replacement parts

,

P-EP recentlythat P-EP has supplied to the nuclear industry.
completed a safety-related power generator for PG&E's new sixthset for its Diablo(No. 2-3) emergency diesel generator (EDG)

(DCNPP2). P-EP also wasCanyon Nuclear Power Plant Unit 2
performing the design and procurement activities for a safety-
related power generator for W-nhington Public Power Supply(WnP2), which will be manufactured by '(
System's Nuclear Project 2Although the team focused their inspection activities onPEM. the concernsthe completed power generator for PG&E's DCNPP2,
discussed in this report may b ve generte implications for WNP2'sor spare andpower generator and any othar power generator,
replacement parts, purchased by other licensees.
IG&E's five existing operating power generators (serial 16908022
through 16908026), installed on DCNPP's EDGs (Nos. 1-1, 1-2,

-

1-3, 2-1, and 2-2), were procured in 1969 from the Electric
Products Division of Portec, Inc., and manufactured in the
Cleveland facility, described above. In 1986, PG&E procured a
spare power generator (serial 38604851) from P-EP on the basis '

that it be identical (i.e., like-for-like) to DCNPP's five
existing operatino power generators that were manufactured in
1969 by Portec, Inc. The 1986 spare power generator was

Scotland.manufactured by PEM in its facility in Edinburgh,
2-3 EDG for DCNPP2 wasThe power generator for PG&E's No.

procured by PO ZS-1539-AB-9, Revision 0,
dated January 16, 1990.

2600-kW, 3-phase,PG&E requested P-EP to supply one 4.16-kV,engine-driven, AC synchronoussingle-bearing,60-Hz, 900-rpm, The generator was to be supplied as a designpower generator.Class 1E basic component in accordance with PG&E's Engineers .
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Material Memo (EMM) DC2-3322-DRH-E, Revision 0, dated January 5,1990. In the EMM, PG&E required that the generator be like-for-
like with DCHPP'n 1986 spare generator and DCNPP's five existingoperating generators.

PG&E's PO to P-EP also invoked thereporting requirements of 10 CFR Part 21.

PG&E's EMM, Attachment 4, " Specification for Supplier's QualityAssurance Program, Spo' No. SP-D-Peebles" (SP-D-Peebles),Revision 3,
dated Octob;.r 11, 1989, required in Section 4.0,

" Quality Assurance Program (Cleveland Facility)," that P-EP's
quality program for equipment and components comply with Br4tish
Standard 5750: Part 1 (ISO-9001-1987), Part 2, and Part 3; and
that P-EP's quality program for engineering services comply with
Appendix B to 10 CFR Part 50 and ANSI M45.2,
Program Requirements for Nuclear Power Planta" Quality Assurancer '.19 71) , endorsed
in NRC RG 1.28, " Quality Assurance Program Requirementsand Construction)," June 1972. (Design
requirements of numerous other ANSISP-D-Peebles also imposed thestandards.
the ANSI standards imposed by SP-D-Peebles was ANSI N45.2.11'ncluded among
(1974), endorsed by NRC RG 1.64, Revision ?, June 1970.

,

and February 1991.PGLE's generator was completed and tested by PTM during JanuaryOn March 1, 1991, PEM shipped the completed
go;nrator to PG&E's contractor, GEC Alsthom of Toronto,
for the final assembly and skid-mounting of the EDG set, Canada,
combined testing of the diesel engine, and thethe generator, and theEDG's auxiliary systems.
3.3 Corp 11ance Witil .10.CFR Part 50. Annendix B

P-EP's activities affecting the quality of the generator forDCNPP2 sore controlled by its quality program described100, in QAM-originally issued on July 10, 1976, and its latest revisionissued on November 1, 1984. QAM-100 was superseded by QAM-101,issued on February 1, 1991, anu its Revision 1, issued on July24, 1991.
P-EP's quality programs described in both QAM-100 andQAM-101

to 10 CFR Part 50, committed to implementing the requirements of Appendix B
ANSI N45.2-1971, and the Canadian Standards

Association's "CAN3-Z299.1-1978 Quality Assurance ProgramStandards." The QAM-100 program was in effect during the time
that PG&E's generator and its component-parts were designed and
procured by P-EP and manufactured and tested by PEM.
QAM-100 and QAM *.01 controlled P-EP'a design, procurement,fabricacion, assembly, inspection, tests, corrective actions, and
commercial grade dedication activities to produce safety-related
generators and spare and replacement component parts.
results of the team's evaluation is described in the following

The
paragraphs.
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*
| QAM-100 was originally issued when P-EP's facility manufactured '

'

,

electrical components. The latest revision was intended to
address the changes in P-EP's operations that resulted from the
closing of the Cleveland manufacturing facility in 1984.
However, QAM-100 continued to contain obsolete requirements that
were not implemented by P-EP and that were not applicable to
P-EP's currorit operatior.s. The program also failed to establibh
adequate measures to control several activities affecting the
quality of DCHPP2's generator. For example, in the QAM-100
program, P-EP did not describe adequate controls

for changes in the design, materials, and manufacturinge

processes commensurate with those controls applied to the
original design

for reconciliation of changes in the design, materials, ande
manufacturing processes to the original engineering design
bases

for the revision of design documents involving the designe

interfaces between P-EP and PEM

for review, approval, and design-bases reconciliation ofe
PEM-initiated changes that affected P-EP's design bases

for the selection and review for suitability of applicatione

of materials, parts, equipment, processes, and services
procured from subsuppliers without adequato quality programs

to ensure that the technical and quality requirements fore

materials, equipment, and services had been accomplished by
source evaluation and selection, objective ovidence of
quality furnished by the subsupplier, inspection at the
subsupplier's source, or the examination of products upon
delivery

Although the QAM-101 program was an improvement over the QAM-100
program, it did not adequately address all of the controls over
activities affecting the quality of safety-related generators to
the extent consistent with thei; importance to safety. In the
QAM-101 program, P-EP failed to establish measures to identify
and control the design interface between P-EP and PEM, and to
provide procedures for review, approval, release, distribution,
and revision of design documents involving the desi.Jn interfaces
between P-EP and PEM.

Although QAM-101 addressed the qualification of commercial grade
subsuppliers by establishing documented acceptable subsupplier
performance history data, P-EP failed to ensure that the
performance data was directly applicable to the item's critical
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n
) characteristics and its intended safety-related application and
[ ta verify by audit that the cubsuppliers' measures for the
g. control of design, processes and material changes were adequately

implemented.

Although the commercial grade dedication program was described in
QAM-101, P-EP failed to establish measures to determine (1) the
offect of parts on the component's design function, (2) the
part's properties or attributes that are essential for the item
to perform its design function, and (3) the effect of the part's
credible failure mechanism on the component's design function. In
addition, P-EP failed to ensure that special inspections and
tests (the only acceptance method prescribed in QAM-101) will
adequately verify the critical characteristics for all parts
supplied by commercial grade subsuppliers.

_

Therefore, P-EP's quality program (QAM-100) in effect for PG&E's
generator did not establish measures to adequately control all of
the activities that affect the quality of the components and
parts that are directly applicable to the generator's ability to
perform its intended safety function. In addition, several
weaknesses were identified in the QAM-101 quality progran. ?his
concern is Unresolved Item 99900772/91-01-05 and will be
evaluated in more detail during a future inspection.
3.4 Desian Control

Criterion III, " Design Control," of Appendix B to 10 CFR Part 50,
and ANSI N45.2.11 (1974), as endorsed in RG 1.64, require, i t.
part, that measures shall be established to assure that
applicable regulatory requirements and the design bases are
correctly translated into specifications, drawings, procedures,
and instructions and that design changes shall be subject to
design control measures commensurate with those applied to the
original design. Measures also shall be established for theidentification and control of design interfaces and for
coordination among participating design organizations and shall
include the establishment of procedures among participating
design organizations for the review, approval, release,
distribution and revision of documents involving design
interfaces and for the selection and review for suitability of
application of materials, parts, equipment, and processes that
are essential to the safety-related functions of the component.
P-EP maintains the overall engineering and design control
responsibility, in addition to providing sales and service
support, for the generators and other power generating equipment
procured by the nuclear industry. The team ovaluated P-EP's
design activities in the four areas described separately below.
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3.4.1 Design-Bases Documentation

In its PO, PG&E required that the generator be like-for-like to
the 1986 spare generator and DCHPP's five existing operating
power generators (original 1969 design basis). The team reviewed
P-EP's control of the generator's engineering design basis, which
would be necessary to establish the like-for-like relationship of
the new generator to the design bases of the generators
previously supplied. Specifically, the team reviewed the
synergistic effect of the changes that were made to the original
engineering design basis, since 1969, to determine what, if any,
effect those changes had on PG&E's like-for-like procurement
requirement.

P-EP's design-basis reconciliation to the original 1969 design
basis consisted of a drawing change review dated June 24, 1991. -

P-EP's review encompassed the drawings associated with PG&E's
generator since 1984, including all revisions. However, the

design control measures of Section 3, " Design Control," of P-EP's
QAM-100 did not provide for reconciling changes in the design,
materials, and manufacturing processes to the original
engineering design basis. In addition, P-EP's design-basis
reconciliation of design changes for PG&E's generator was
documented end verified only to 1984 when the Cleveland
manufacturing facility closed. P-EP could riot substantiate that
the new generator was like-for-like to PG&E's five existing
operating power generators.

Therefore, in its design-basis reconciliation, P-EP failed to
demonstrate (1) that the established design control measures wr e
commensurate with those applied to the original design and (2)
that the original design basis had been correctly translated into
revised specifications, drawings, procedures, and instructions.
This is Nonconformance 99900772/91-01-01.

3.4.2 Design Interface

A significant design interface existed between P-EP and PEM.
Although P-EP maintained the overall responsibility for ,

'

engineering and design control, PEM's engineering and design
organization was completely independent of P-EP's organization
and it performed independent design translation activities. P-EP

provided its design drawings, pr,1cedures, and material
specifications to PEM, and PEM's' engineering organization
translated them into PEM specifications, drawings, procedures,
and instructions, including converting dimensions and tolerances
from English valuen to their metric equivalent.
The measures established in Section 3, " Design Control," of
P-EP's QAM-100 did not provide for edequate procedures between
P-EP and PEM for the review, approval, release, distribution, and
revision of documents involving their respective design
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interface. Thin deficiency appeared to have resulted from the
" sister company" relationship of P-EP and PEM, and the daily
interface of their respective staffs. Although PEM issued
Departmental Procedure DP03A004, " Processing of 1:ngineering '

Change," Revision 0, dated December 17, 1990, it did not affect
P-EP's control of the design interface activities dur'.ng most of
the fabrication and assembly of PG&E's generator. Moreover, P-EP
failed to establish reasonable assurance that PEM's procedure
adequately controlled the design interface activities that were
P-EP's responsibility.

Equivalency evaluations of PEM's procedures and material
specifications used to fabricato and assemble PG&E's generator
were completed by a P-EP's engineering staff in July 1991 and
reviewed by P-EP's QA manager in August 1991. (The generator was
completed by PEM in February 1991.) P-EP performed these
evaluations to ensure that PEM correctly translated the design
bases into procedures and material specifications. The
equivalency evaluations were not auditable because (1) PEM's
equivalent procedures or material specifications were not always
available for comparison to P-EP's procedures or material
specifications and (2) the evaluations consisted of only a brief
summary of the procedures or material specifications. P-EP's
equivalency evaluations failed to adequately document (1) the
critical requirements or acceptance criteria compared during the
evaluation and (2) the results of the evaluation or bases to
support P-EP's conclusion that the documents were equivalent.
This is Nonconformance 99900772/91-01-02.
3.4.3 Selection of Critical Items

,

PG&E's generator is a complex component, composed of several
critical parts that directly affect the ability of the go.erator L
to perform its design and safety-related functions (i.e., the !

credible failure mechanism or long-term degradation of the part
could adversely affect the generator's ability to perform its
safety-related function). PG&E selected and identified the
generator's critical items in its Po,

PG&E's PO (described in Section 3.2 of this report) was modified
and issued as Revision 1, February 2, 1990, to add Attachment F,
" Critical Items Listing & Dedication Testing," to its EMM.
Attachment F listed 14 critical items and their associated
critical characteristics and required P-EP to verify the PG&E-
identified critical characteristics for each of the 14 critical
items by performing tests. PG&E further required that the
verification tests ta be performed and their respective
acceptance criteria be furnished to PG&E for approval before the
materials and parts were installed or used.
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Revision 2 to PG&E's PO, dated February 22, 1990, addressed
specific data that P-EP was to provide to enable PG&E to perform
the seismic analysis of the generator.

Revision 3 to PG&E's PO, dated February 6, 1991, included
significant revisions to PG&E's Engineers Material Memo (EMM)
SP-D-Peebles, Attachment A and the critical items list of
Attachment F. Attachment A, Revision 5, dated November 15, 1990,

imposed numerous requirements on P-EP that were not previously
imposed by SP-D-Peebles Revision 3 included in PG&E's original
PO. The most significant additional requirements follow:

e added section 4.2.6(1) , the re'juirements for critical
material, parts, or components that were procured as
commercial grade items

-

* added section 4.2.8, the requirements for the identification
and control of materials and items

>

added section 4.2.9, the requirements for a test program to* ,

identify and document all testing required to demonstrate
that items will perform satisfactorily in service

e added section 4.2.10, the requirements for the control of
metsuring and test equipment

The EMM's Attachment F, changed the list of critical items from
14 (shown in Revision 1) to 27 (in Revision 3). Several of the
critical characteristics for those items that were to be verified
by P-EP also changed. In other changes imposed by the revision,
certain sub-asse lies that were previously identified as
critical items a divided into individual parts of the sub-
assembly and listed separately (e.g., brushes and brush holders
was identified as item 7 of Revision 1 and the critical
characteristics were identified as (1) size and shape, and v

(2) final generator test for resistance, material, and contact
pressure, however, Revision 3 listed the brushes and the brush
holder separately as item 20 and 19, respectively, and listed
configuration as the only critical characteristic for both
items). Table 1, " Critical Items Procured by P-EP," on page 15
and Table 2, " Critical Items Procured by PEM," on page 17 of this
report provide a comparison r" 'he critical items and their.

critical characteristics as . ;essed in Revisions 1 and 3 of the

PO. These changes were the result of discussions between the
staffs of PG&E and NEI-Peebles at QA (quality assurance) audit
meetings held in Cleveland during December 1989 and in Edinburgh
during October 1990.

P-EP's generic failure modes and effects analysis (FMEA) was
applicable to all rotating electrical machinery produced and was
part of P-EP's technical documentation that demonstrated a
generator's compliance with the requirements of the Institute of
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,

Electrical and Electronics Engineers (IEEE) Standard 323,-

" Qualifying Class IE Equipment for Nuclear Power Generating
Stations," and 1EEE Standard 344, " Recommended Practice for
Seismic Qualification of Class 1E Equipment for Nuclear Power
Generating Stations." The FMEA included the credible f ailure
mode for each individual part of the generator assembly and
assigned a criticality level (see definitions below) to the part,
on the basis of the effect of the part's credible failure mode on
the ability of the generator to perform its safety-related
functior..

Level 1 - catastrophic failure (i.e., will not operate at all,
extensive repair needed) i

Level 2 - severely degraded (i.e., operates far off-normal giving iwarning that a failure will soon occur, extensive repairs needed) |

Laynl_1 - degraded-(i.e., operates off-normal but with adequate
warning of an impending faiJure, repairs simple if donc promptly)

|
Love)_1 . minor degradation (i.e., operates near-normal but gives !

a warning of eventual failure, situation very slowly '

deteriorates; repairs are simple) ;

Level 51- no effect (i.e., part does not affect operation,
repairs are-part of maintenance)

:

According to P-EP, PG&E's PO did not impose qualification of the '

generator to the requirements of IEEE Standards 323 or 344, and
PG&E did not procure P-EP's FMEA documentation for use in the ;

selection of critical 11tems or their critical characteristics. *

P-EP also stated that the extent;of its involvement in PG&E's
-selection of critical items or their critical characteristics was
limited to only an agreement with PG&E to perform testing
necessary to verify the critical characteristics of the critical
items identified by PG&E in Revision 1 of its PO.

P-EP_ reported that it had not been involved in PG&E's selection
of tha critical items,.or their critical characteristics, listed
in Revision 3 of PG&E's PO. Furthermore, PG&E's generator was -

completed when Revision 3 was issued; therefore P-EP did not !
consider Revision 3 during its design, procurement, and
manufacturing activities. '

,

Because of the minimal involvement of P-EP's engineering
organization-in PG&E's selection of critical items and their '

critical characteristics, listed in Revision 1, the team was
concerned-that PG&E's selecteJ-list of critical items may not |
-have been sufficiently comprehensive to. ensure that all items
were included, spucifically, those items with a credible-failure
node or that, in a degraded condition, could adversely affect the
generators ability to perform its design and safety-relatedg

- 11 -
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function. The team reviewed P-EP's generic FMEA and discussed
the technical bases for the critical items and their criticalcharacteristics with P-EP's engineering staff to determine ;

whether PG&E's Revision _1 list of 14 critical items, or its i

Revision 3 list of 27 critical items included all parts that are
critical to the generator's ability to_ perform its design and
safety-r elated function.

According to P-EP's FMEA, the generator's two major design i

parameters with regard to the effecte of long-term degradation
'

and cyclic fatigue were_(1) its operating temperatures and
(2) cyclic loading or high vibration forces. On the basis of
those design parameters, FMEA criticality levels 1 or 2 were
assigned to critical items such as the stator windings, leads-and ,

their connections, rotor pole windings, roller bearings, rotor
shaft, coil supports, and slip rings. P-EP's generic FMEA ,

documentation indicated that PG&E's lists of critical items did
not adeguately envelope all of the generator's critical parts
having a design or safety-related function. Two exampics are

i

discussed below.
,

(1) slie-Rina Mountina Sleeve Insulator
The generator was designed with a brush and slip-ring
assembly to carry DC excitation voltage to the field coils
mounted on the rotor shaft. The slip-ring assembly was
concentrically mounted on the rotor shaft. P-EP
incorporated a slip-ring mounting sleeve insulator in its
design to prevent establishing a current path to ground
between the slip-ring assembly and the rotor shaft. The

l

mounting sleeve insulator consisted of a tube of insulating
material, with_approximately 0.25-inch wall thickness,
installed between the shaft and the siip-ring assembly.
P-EP's-generic FMEA documentation indicated that, if the
mounting sleeve insulator between the slip-ring assembly and
the rotor shaft failed, DC excitation-voltage would be lost .'

and result in catastrophic failure of the generator. In

addition, a short-to-ground failure in the insulator could
occur from wear or erosion, establishing a current path to
ground. However, PG&E did not identify the slip-ring
mounting sleeve insulator as a critical item.

(2). Temperature and Vibration Indicatina Devices j

P-EP.provided six resistance temperature detectors (RTDs) to

monitor the generator's stator coil operating temperatures
and provide a c<>nservative indication of the generator's
overall temperature. _ The operating temperatures of the
generator, including localized thermal stresses, affect the
stability of thi insulation and adhesive materials (e.g.,
thermal breakdown, aging, fatigue, and wear) which directly -

affect the fragility cf unisotropic structures (e.g., rotor
- 12 -
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windings) duging the installed life of the generator. Alimit of 105 C rise over an ambient temperature of 40 C for0

the maximum generator operating temperature (14 5 C) was0

catablished in P-EP's design basis. Although the R10s were
included in PG&E's Revision 1 list of critical items, they
were not included in the Revision 3 list of critical items.
RTDs were not provided to monitor the temperature of the
shaft's single roller bearing, even though the roller
bearing and its operating temperature were identified in
P-EP's FMEA as critical items.

In addition to high temperature, fatigue from cyclic loading
or high vibration forces on the generator may also directly
affect the performance and reliability of the single roller
bearing. The roller bearing may be subjected to cyclic
loading or high vibration forces caused by an unbalanced
rotor shaft, the diesel engine with its crankshaft directly
connected to the generator's rotor shaft, and other sources
from the skid-mounted EDG assembly.

.

During the installed life of the generator, subtic damage to
the generator may occur from short-to ground or asynchronous
events (e.g., paralleling the generator out-of-phase) that
cause significant forces on the stator coils and rotor pole
windings. P-EP indicated that PG&E's generator was designed
to withstand short-to-ground events that produce magnetic
forces on the stator coils, which were mechanically
supported by the stator frame's welded structure. The endsections of the stator coils, however, were installed in a
cantilevered arrangement with stiffeners to support the
coils and prevent or minimize their distortion. An
asynchronous event may produce centrifugal forces on the
rotor pole windings of such magnitude to cause separation of
the windings and an unbalanced rotor shaft. P-EP stated
that the generator was not constructed to withstand an
asynchronous event. However, PG&E did not identifyvibration indicating devices as critical items.

For a complex assembly such as a generator, the selection of
critical items and the determination of their criticalcharacteristics would require the involvement of both the
licensee's and supplier's engineering staffs. P-EP consideredthis interface activity to be limited for those critical items
identified in Revision 1 of PG&E's PO, and it believed the
interface activity was nonexistent for the critical items
identified in Revision 3 of the PO. Furthermore, P-EP had
completed PG&E's generator when Revision 3 was issued; therefore,
Revision 3 was not considered during the design, procurement, andmanufacturing activities of the generator. s

1
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~3.4.4 Selection and Review for Suitability

P-EP or PEM procured each of the critical items identified in
Revisions 1 and 3 of PG&E's PO as commercial grade items. The ,

critical items procured by P-EP and PEM are identified in Tables
1 and 2 of this report. P-EP procured 7 of the 14 items listed
in Revision 1 of PG&E's PO (or 10 of the 27 items listed in ,

Revision 3), and supplied them to PEM for installation in the |

generator assembly. P-EP's procurement practice consisted of :

purchasing items from subsuppliers that were selected on the -|

basis of their performance history, which was determined through
the general knowledge and experience of P-EP's staff. The

performance history data that was documented and verified during -

the manufacture of PG&E's generator did not establish an adequate .

basis for the qualification of the subsuppliers of critical !

itens. Most of P-EP's subsuppliers were not audited to verify !

that their measures to control design, processes, and material
changes were adequately implemented. Therefore, the critical
items procured by P-EP for PG&E's generator were procured as
commercial grade items. The Pos for these items did not impose
any quality requirements or the reporting requirements of 10 CFR
Part 21 on the subsupplier.

PEM procured the 7 remaining critical items listed in Revision 1 *

of PG&E's-PO (or 17 of the 27 items listed in Revision 3) from
its subsuppliers in Europe. PEM was qualified as a subsupplier ,

to P-EP through P-EP's audits of PEM dated September 30, 1985, ;
L

and August 7 through 9, 1989. P-EP stated that its audits 3

qualified PEM to supply components and parts produced to a |

quality program equivalent to the requirements of Appendix B to
10 CFR Part 50 and in compliance with the reporting requirements
of 10 CFR Part 21. However, P-EP's reports for the 1985 and 1989
audits of PEM did not document adequate objective evidence to
substantiate whether PEM's quality program was adequate to
perform commercial grado dedicatica of critical items. P-EP also ;

failed to demonstrate that PEM's dedication activities for i

critical items that it procured as commercial grade.resulted.in -

establishing reasonabic assurance that the generator.and its t
'critical items will perform their respective design and safety-

related functions.
t

PEM's commercial grade dedication' activities will be reviewed by
an NRC team in a separate inspection. This repor~ only documents

ithe results of the team's evaluation (1) of P-EP'O procurement
and commercial grade dedication activities for the items it
procured and supplied to PEM and (2) of P-EP's ree.ponsibility for
establishing reasonable assurance that PEM's commercial grade
dedication activities were adequate to ensure that the critical
items-will perform their design and safety-related function.

.
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Table 1 - Critical Items Procured by P-EP

4 -, . ==

PG&E's PO Critical
.p;itical Items: Revision: Attachment F_: Characterietics

Insulators Rev. No. 1 Item-1 * Dielectric
(5-kV in strength
terminal box) * Size and voight

Rev. No. 3 Item-22 * Dielectric
strength

* Configuration

Insulating Rev. No. 1 Item-3 * Size and chape
bushings (lead
wires through Rev. No. 3 Item-24 * Configuration
motor case)

Insulating Rev. No. 1 Item-5 * Thickness
material
(sheets, tape, Rev. No. 3 Item-26 * Thickness
& rings)

9 earing seals Rev. No. 1 Item-6 * Thickness and
(felt) shape

* Texture

ConfigurationRev. No. 3 Item-23 *

* Texture

Brushes and Rev. No. 1 Item-7 * Size and shape
Final generatorBrush Holders *

test:
resistance,
material, and
contact pressure

Brushes Rev. No. 3 Item-20 * Configuration

Brush Holder Rev. No. 3 Item-19 * Configuration

15 --
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Table 1 continued
PG&E's P0 Critical

Critical. Items: RevisiQDi- Attachment P: Characteristics:
Shape and size I

Stator Rev. No. 1 Item-8 *

* Shop test fresistance !

temperature continuity,
resistance, and I

detectors
insulation |

(RTDs)

|'

Current Rev. No. 1 Item-9 * Sitc and weight

transformer and * Dielectric

test switch strength
* Continuity

ConfigurationCurrent Rev. No.-3 Item-21 4

transformer * Mounting
* Insulation
* Resistance
* Continuity

,
'

Current Rev. No. 3 Item-25 * Configuration
* Dielectrictransformer

test switch strength
* Continuity *

f. Slip rings Rev. No. 3 Item-17 * Configuration
* Material

Adhesives Rev. No. 3 Item-27 * Material

c

.j
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Table 2 - Critical Items Procured by PEM

PGGE'sJ_Q Critical
C.r J t i c a l I t p_ri g : Revinion: /Lt_tachment F: Charagierlglig.g:

Laad vire Rev. No. 1 Item-1 * Dielectric
strength

* Nunber of
strands

* Marking on cable
* Insulation

thickness

Rev. No. 3 Item-16 * Configuration

Magnet wiro Rev. No. 1 Item-4 * Size and shape
* Resistance
* Insulation
* Dielectric.

strength

Rev. No. 3 Item-3 * Material
* Insulation
* Diolectric

strength

Copper bus (in Rev. No. 1 Item-10 * Size
terminal box) * Resistance

* Silver plating

Lead to coil Rev. No. 1 Item-11 * Brazing
termination * Weld materials

Roller bearing Rev. No. 1 Item-12 * Size / type
e Visual

inspection
s Catalog number
* Tolerances

Rev. No. 3 Item-6 * Part number
Configuration*
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Table 2 continued

PG & E 's ILQ Cr11LC.O.1

Critical Items: Ep.ylgion: Attachment F: Chat: Acier.1Atign:

Shaft / casting Bev. No. 1 Item-13 * PEM test

Rev. No. 1 Item-1 * Material
* Configuration
* Integrity

Stator and Rev. No. 1 Item-14 * PEM test
Rotor core (losses)

Stator coils Rev. No. 3 Item-15 * Configuration
* Chemical
composition

* Coating
insulation

Stampings Rev. No. 3 Item-2 * Configuration
* Material

Bearing bracket Rev. No. 3 Item-4 * Conffluration
* Material

Stud / threaded Rev. No. 3 Item-5 * Dimensions
rod * Material

* Welding

Spider end Rev. No. 3 Item-7 * Configuration
rings

' ale end rings Rev. No. 3 Item-8 * Configuration-

* Material

Short circuit Rev. No. 3 Item-9 * Configuration
bars * Material

Pole head Rev. No. 3 Itsm-10 * Configuration
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Table 2 continued

El&E's PQ Critical
CLLtical._IteMn Revision: hth EDAqat_E: Characteristics:
Tapered keys Rev. No. 3 Item-11 * Configuration

e Material
Hardness

Rotor wedge Rev. No. 3 Item-12 e Material
l

l

Rivets Rev. No. 3 Item-13 e Configuration

Insulating Rev. No. 3 Item-14 v Configuratio.
washers e Material

e Dielectric
strength

Stator frame Rev. No. 3- Item-18 e Configuration (

I

_

P-EP's commercial grado dedication program was governed by
Procedure DED-100, implemented on August 2, 1991. The program
was not in effect during the procurement and commercial grade
dedication of the critical items supplied to PEM for use in
PG&E's generator. P-EP considered its standard material i

receiving activities adequate to dedicato commercial grade itens,
on the basis of its understanding of commercial grado dedication
requiremente that existed before P-EP's development and i

implementation of DED-100. The commercial grade dedication
activities performed by P-EP for the items procured and supplied
to PEM for PG&E's generator were, therefore, t.st controlled by
documented instructions or procedures.

Although P-EP agreed to perform the testing necessary te verify
the critical characteristics of the items identified in Revision
1 of PG&E's Po as critical, P-EP did not (1) identify the items
tritical to the generator's ability to perform its intended
safety-related function or (2) perform a technical evaluation of
the items identified in Revision 1 of PG&E's PO to determine the

- 19 -
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adequacy of PG&E's list of critical characteristics. For the

critical characteristics selected by PG&E, P-EP failed to
demonstrate their relevance (1) to the properties or attributes
of the item necessary to withstand the effects of long-term

(2) to the credible failure mode of the item, anddegradation,to the ability of the item to perform its safety-related(3)
function. P-EP failed to substantiate that PG&E's list of
critical items included all parts that are required for the
generator to perform its safety-related function and that PG&E's
list of critical characteristics were adequate to that the item
will perform its safety-related function. Consequently, an
evaluation of P-EP's generic FMEA identified additior.a1 critical i

characteristics for certain items that were not identified orverified by P-EP during its commercial grade dedication ,

'

activities and were not identified by PG&E in its Revision 1 to
the PO. These characteristics are described, as applicabic, in
the summary of P-EP's commercial grado dedication and ,

verification activities for the items it procured and supplied to
'

PEM, as given below.

(1) Insulators (Revisions 1 and 3)
4

The fcur 5-kV insulators were installed in the terminal box.
;

PG&E identified their critical characteristics as dielectricstrength, size, and weight in Revision 3 of its PO, and
dielectric strength and configuration in Revision 3. The

acceptance criterion for the insulators dielectric strengthP-EP verified thewas not obtained frcm their supplier.
insulator's weight and dimensions, including length,
outside-diameter (OD), and bolt hole center location. P-EP
found the results of its verification activities acceptable,
even though it did not obtain the supplier's certification
of dielectric strength or perform the test to verify the
dielectric strength.

.

(2) Insulatina Bushinag (Revisions 1 and 3)

The insulating bushings were installed in the lead wirePG&E identifiedpenetration through the generator housing.the critical characteristicr. as size and shape in Revision 1P-EP verifiedof its PO and configuration in Revision 3.
the bushing's dimensions, including the thread OD, length,
bushing OD, inside-diameter (ID), and the overall length.
P-EP found the results of its verification activitiesHowever, P-EP did not verify their dielectricacceptable.
strength or concentricity, which were not identified as
described above.

- 20 - ,
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(3) 1nsulating Materiala (Revisions 1 and 3)

The insulating materials were installed on the stator's so
called " diamond" (shape) coil wir. dings. PG&E identified
thickness as the critical characteristic. The insulation' matcrials procured and the amount sampled by P-EP consisted |
of

Mica paper tape, 60 rolls. .6 rolla sampled
e

. . . . . . .
Mica paper tape, 60 rolls. .6 rulla campled

*
. . . . . . .

B-stage rica paper tape, 162 rolls A7 rolls samplsd
*

. . .
n-Sttge mica vrarper, 4 rolls. 14 rolls sampled

a
. . . . .

F-EP verified the thickness of the insulating material on
the rolls sampled. P-EP found the resulte of its
verificGtion activities acceptable. However, P-EP did not IvGrify (1) the batch or lot homogeneity of the insulation
material to ensare that each batch or lot was sampled and
traceable to each batch or lot and (2) the material
constituents of the insulating materials or their properties
or attributes with regard to the generator's design-basis
operating temperature requirements.

(4) Bearina Seal (Revisions 1 and 3)
The beating seal is a felt disc installed on the rotor
shaft. PG&E identified the critical characteristics as
thickness, shape, and texture in Revision 1 of its PO and as
configuration and texture in Revision 3. P-EP verified the
seal's dimensions, including OD, ID, thickness, and shape.
According to P-EP, the determination of acceptability of the

.felt bearing seal's texture was a matter of judgment. P-EP Ifound the results of its verification activities acceptable. |Hawever, P-EP did not consider that the different " weights" !of oil-seal felt that have different porosity and lubricant
!holding properties. '

(5) Brushes and Brush Holders (Revision 1)

The brusher and brush holders were installed on a brush
holder ctud and positioned above the slip-rings on the rotor
shaft. PG&E identified the critical characteristics as
size, chape, final generator test to verify resistance,
naterial, and contact pressure.

# rushes (Revision 3)

The brushes and their wire leads and terminal connections
were installed in the brush holders. PG&E identified thecritical characteristic as configuration. P-EP verified the
brushes' dimensions, including height, length, and width.
P-EP found the results of its verification activities

- 21 -
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acceptable. P-EP did not, however, verify the brushes'
(1) material constituents, (2) wire lead size or type, (3)
wire lead terminal connections, and (4) electrical
resistance, which were not identified as described above.

Brush Holderg (Revision 3)

PG&E identified ti.e critical characteristic asP-EP verified the brush holders' dimensions,configuration.
including the opening size for the brush and its overall
shape. P-EP found the results of its verification
activities acceptable. P-EP did not, however, verify

the technical(1) the spring tension on the brushes or (2)
and quality requirements, or the critical characteristics of
the Grade X Spaudite Bakelite cylinder (bushing) that fits
over the brush holder stud and functions as the insulatorfor electrical separation between the brush holder and the
generator frame, which were not identified as described
aoovn.

(RTDs) (Revision 1)(6) Stator Deuistance Temperature Detectors
The stator RTDs were installed in the stator coil assembly.
PG&E identified the critical characteristics as shape, size,
shop test for continuity, resistance, and insulation.
Although continuity and resistance were listed separately as
characteristics for several items eithout further
explanation, the team noted that if a quantitative value for
resistance was desired then continuity would also be
demonstrated without performing a separate test. Specifying
continuity in addition to resistance would, therefore,
normally be considered redundant. PG&E's critical
characteristics, however, did not specify (1) the
temperature at which the shcp test for resistance was to be
conducted er (2) the linearity requirements over the teat

(See the description of temperature and vibrationrange. P-EP failedindicating devices, on page 12 of this report.)
to demonstrate documented dedication and verificationactivities for the commercial grade stator RTDs.

(7) Current Transformers and Test Switgh (Pevision 1)

The current transformers and test switch form a sensing
device. PG&E identified the critical characteristics as
size, weight, dielectric strength, and continuity.

Current Transformers (Revision 3)

PG&E identified the critical characteristics of currenttransformers as configuration, mountLig, insulation,
resistance, and continuity. P-EP verified the current
transformers dimensions, including the height, the length

- 22 -
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measured at the feet, the length of the body, location of
mounting holes, weight, insulation resistance, and
continuity. The acceptance critorion for the dielectric
ctrength of the current transformers was not obtained from
the manufacturer. P-EP found the results of its
verification activities acceptable. However, P-EP's
verification activities did not consider (1) the electrical
loads supplied by the current transformers or whether the
current transformers supplied a current to the static
exciter voltage regulator or instrumentation and protective
circuits and (2) the ratio of the primary to secondary
currents, which were not identified as described above.

Test Switch for the current TransformgIn (Revision 3)

PG&E identified the critical characteristics of the test
switch for the current transformers as configuration,
dielectric strength, nd continuity. P-EP verified the test
switch's dimensions. neluding the cover size, location of
mounting holes, wei at, dielectric strength, and continuity.
P-EP found the renuits of its verification activities
acceptable, even though it did not obtain the supplier's
certification of dielectric strength or perform the test to
verify the dielectric strength.

(9) Slin-Rina Assembly (Revision 3)

The slip-ring assembly was installed on the rotor shaft.
PG&E identified the critical characteristics as
configuration and materials. However, P-EP failed to
demonstrate documented dedication and verification
activitics for the commercial grade slip-ring assembly.

(10) Adhesives (Revision 3) j

The epoxy adhesive (resin) was applied during the forming of I

the rotor pole windings. PG&E identified the critical
characteristic as material. P-EP Shop Order S-1128 required
the use of epoxy resin instead of a polyester resin
(polyester resin was used for PG&E's five existing EDGs)
because an environmental qualification report showed that
the performance characteristics of epoxy resin were
acceptable and it was an acceptable substitute for the
polyester resin. P-EP, however, did not establish
similarity of the ccmmercial grado epoxy resin purchased to
the epox) resin described in the environmental qualification
rep.rt. P-EP also failed to demonstrate documented
dedication and verification activities for the commercial
grade epoxy resin.
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(11) Slip-Rina Mountina Sleeve Inanlater (not identified)

The slip-ring mounting sleeve insulator was installed
between the shaft and the slip-ring assembly and provided
not only the electrical separation of the slip-ring assembly
and the rotor shaft, but also formed the mounting structure
for the slip-ring assembly. PG&E did not identify the slip-
ring mounting sleeve insulator as a critical item. (See the
description of slip-ring mounting sleeve insulator, on page
12 of this report.) P-EP's material routing incoming oider
review of April 12, 1990, showed that P-EP supplied the
slip-ring mounting sleeve insulator to PEM as a commercial
grade stock item. Additionally, P-EP Drawing No. A-29412,
" Slip Ring Mounting Sleeve Insulator," Revision 3, dated
December 20, 1967, showed an obsolete material specification
for the sleeve insulator. P-EP stated it would update the
drawing. P-EP failed to demonstrate documented dedication
and verification activities for the commercial grade slip-
ring mounting sleeve insulator.

(12) Vibration Indicatina Devices (not identified)
The vibration indicating device would be used to detect high
vibration resulting fror various sources, including an
asynchronous event. (See. the description of temperature and
vibration indicating devices on page 12 of this report.)
However, P-EP failed to include vibration indicating devices
in its evaluation of critical items.

P-EP supplied the generator to PG&E as a basic component that
complied with the quality requirements of Appendix B to 10 CFR
Part 50; therefore, P-EP was responsible for establishing
reasonable assurance that the generator and its critical items
will perform their respective design and safety-related
functions. Although PG&E selected and specified the critical
items. and their critical characteristice for its generator, P-EP
agreed to perform the tests necessary to verify PG&E-specified
critical characteristics. P-EP did not demonstrate that the
critical characteristics, specified by PG&E, were relevant to the
critical item's (1) design characteristics, (2) credible failure
modes, (3) ability to perform its safety-related function, and
(4) properties or attributes necessary to withstand the effects
of long-term degradation and cyclic fatigue. P-EP also failed to
demonstrate that PEM's dedication activities, for critical items
procured by PEM as commercial grade, resulted in establishing
reasonable assurance that the generator and its critical items
will perform their respective design and safety-related
functions.
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P-EP failed to demonstrate reasonable assurance that the
technical bases for the critical items and their critical
characteristics chosen by PG&E and verified by P-EP during the
commercial: grade-dedication.and verification activities
adequately-(1) ensuied that the critical items and the generator
will perform-their safety-related function and (2) ensured that
the critical items have the proporties or attributes necessary to
withstand the effects of long-term degradation or cyclic fatigueThis is Nonconformance 99900772/91-01-03.
3.5 Instructions. Procedures, and Drawincs
Criterion V, " Instructions,' Procedures, and Drawings," of
Appendix B to 10 CFR Part 50, require, in part, that measures be
established to ensure that activities affecting quality be
prescribed by documented _ instructions, procedures, or drawings; 1

that activities affecting quality be accomplished in-accordance
with these instructions, procedures, and drawings; and that
instructions, procedures, and drawings include quantitative or
qualitative acceptance criteria for determining that important
activities have been satisfactorily accomplished. The mostsignificant concerns identified during this review are discussedbelow.

P-EP's facsimile transmittal to PEM, dated Focruary 11, 1987,
provided the instructions for-fitting the dovetail rotor pole
assemblies to the rotor spider assembly, even though P-EP did not
have a. documented procedure that prescribed this activity. PEM
incorporated these instrucilons into Engineering Standard R-6097,
" Assembly Procedure for Wound Rotors of Class lE Generators
Having Dovetail Poles." P-EP did-not approve.PEM's procedure or
perform an equivalency evaluation because it did not have a
documented procedure to compare to PEM's procedure.

P-EP Drawing C-66827, " Rotor Pole Assembly," Revision 2,
specified-the use of Brszing Specification EB-4.4 for the
fabrication of the rotor pole stampings. P-EP did not perform an
evaluation to determine the equivalency of PEM's Brazing
Procedure R-6092' " Preparation and Procedure for Brazing,

Copper / Copper Alloy Rotor Bars to Short' Circuiting Rings for Use
in Normal. Industrial Environments," Issue 1, Revision 0, datedi December >7, 1990. In. addition, P-EP did not_ perform an

j equivalency evaluation of Peebles Power Transformers Procedure
5275, " Process Specification Responsible Department Fabrication,"dated March 26, 1987. PEM used this procedure as a broad-based

|: procedure that allowed the user to choose-between several welding
| and brazing processes and joint geometries. .

1

PG&E's. generator was designed with eight field coils mounted on|-

! 'the rotor. Each field cell consisted of 404 turns of magnet wire
that were wound on a laminated steel, rotor pole core with highi

permeability. .The application of a DC excitation voltage,
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supplied am the brush and slip-ring assembly, will cause the
field coils to generate a magnetic field, and in combination with
the rotation of the rotor shaft, this field generates the output
voltage. An electrically shorted, or open field coil winding,
may result in the failure of the generator to perform its
intended design and safety-related function. The field coil
windings are also subjected to centrifugal forces from the
rotat!.on of the shaft and the resulting mechanical stresses that
may affect the integrity of the field coil windings.

PEM's MaAufacturing Procedure R-6096, " Manufacturing Procedure
for Strip-On-Flat Field Coils Wound Directly Onto Laminated Poles ,

for use In Class 1E Generators," Revision 0, dated January 4, '

1991, stated, in part, that spliced joints in the magnet wire
were permissible where a continuous length of magnet wire was not
available during field coil (rotor pole) fabrication. In the ,

event that the amount of ragnet wire available on a single spool ;
was not sufficient to complete the coil winding operation, or
where the magnet wire was damaged or broken during the
manufacturing process, PEM's Proceoure R-6096 permitted making a
brazed joint spliced-connection in the field coil winding. If
the fabrication-and brazing of such r, joint was not adequately
controlled by procedural guidance and proper quality techniques,
the results may be (1) a mechanically weak spliced-connection or
(2) a high electrical resistance at the brazed joint, which may
not be readily detectable after completing the field coil
winding.

P-EP's Production Specification R-6028, dated May 1968, provided
i the engineering guit nce to perform a resistance brazed spliced-
!~ connection of magnet wire during the fabrication (i.e., windine,)
l of the field coils. In addition to providing procedural

guidance, this specification contained precautionary comments
that (1) silfos (a brazing rod material) is brittle and

,

considered to be only half as good as an electrical conductor as
that of copper and (2) the phosphorous in the brazing material
will bubble, if over heated, resulting in a mechanically weak
spliced-connection with high resistance. A high-resistance
spliced-connection may cause a thermal " hot spot," leading to an
electrical short within the field coil winding. According to
P-EP's geheric THEA document, such an occurrence may lead to the
generator's failure. The high resistance would be localized in a
single winding. Therefore, any change in total field coil
resistance may be masked, and not readily detectable, when the -

field. coil was completely assembled. Where the brazing operation
resulted in.a mechanically weak spliced-connection, mechanical
stress, induced by centrifugal forces and/or vibration, may also
-cause a short or open circuit in the affected field-coil winding.
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P-EP stated that, to its knowledge, no spliced-connections were
made during the fabrication of the field coils and produced a
certificate of conformance that indicated that a sufficient
quantity of magnet wire por spool was ordered for each field coil
assembly. The certificate of conformance, hows vor, did not
establish reasonable assurance that PEM had not de spliced-
connections as a result of damage to the magnet wire during the
winding process, and P-EP did not demonstrate documented
verification that PEM did not perform spliced-connections. P-EP
did 'sise the team that spliced-connections may be necessary for
the field coil windings for WNP2's generator.

PEM Manufacturing Procedure R-6096 did not produce the guidance
or.the precautionary statements contained in P-EP Production
Specification R-6028. P-EP did not perform an equivalency
evaluation of PEM's procedure. PEM's manufacturing procedura did
not include quantitative or qualitative acceptance criteria for
spliced connections such as resistance measurements and tensilo
strength tests following the brazed joint splicing operation.

These instances were the result of P-EP's QAM-100 failure to
establish adequate measures to ensure (1) that all of the
activities affecting quality were prescribed by documented
instructions, procedures, or drawings and were accomplished in
accordance with these instructions, procedures, and drawings, and
(2) that the instructions, procedures, and drawings include
gaantitative or qualitative acceptance criteria for determining
that important activities were satisfactorily accomplished. P-EP
also failed to demonstrate that the activities affecting quality
(1) to fit the dovetail rotor pole assemblies to the rotor spider
assembly, (2) to perform the brazing required to fabricate the
rotor spider assembly, and (3) to perform brazed joint spliced-
connections in the field coil winding were documented or
accomplished in accordance with instructions, procedures, or
drawings that contained quantitative or qualitative acceptance
criteria and were equivalent to those specified by P-EP. This is
Nonconformance 99900772/91-01-04.
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APPENDIX A

PERSONS CON ~ ACTED

The U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission staff participating in the
evaluation of NEI Peebles - Electric Products, Inc. with regard
to its design, procurement, commercial grade dedication, and
manufacture of a power generator for Pacific Gas and Electric
Company's Diablo Canyon Nuclear Power Plant, Unit 2 and the
persons contacted during the inspection are listed below.

NEI Peebles - Electric Products. .nc.

Clasen, Robert C. Senior Design Engineer*

* * Marino, Frank D. Manager, Quality Assurance ~

Mossbrugger, Charles J. Manager, Engineering*
* * Politi, Ron B. Vice President and General Manager

* Rossman, Richard A. Manager, Materials

U.S. Nuclear Reculator Commission

* * Haass, Walter P. Senior Reactor Engineer, Special
Projects Section, Vendor
Inspection Branch (VIB), Division
of Reactor Inspection and
Safeguard ( DiiIS) , Office of
Nuclear Reactor Regulation (NRR)

* * Matth,ws, Steven M. Team Leader, Reactive Inspection
Section 1 (RIS1), VIB/DRIS/NRR

Snodderly, Michael R. Reactor Engineer, RIS1/VIB/DRIS/NRR* *
Sullivan, Kenneth NRC Consultant, Brookhaven National*

Laboratory

* = Attended the Entrance Meeting
* = \ttended the Exit Meeting

A-1
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NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSIONc

f; WASHl'dGTON, O C. 20$$$
t f

\ . . . . . *# February 13, 1992

Docket No. 99901065

Mr. Peter R. Holroyd
|Manager
i

NEI Peebles Limited,
Paebles Electrical Machines

|

East Pilton IEdinburgh, Scotland EHS 2XT
{United Kingdom
j

Dea- Mr. Holroyd:

F"fBJECT : INSPECTION OF A SAFETY-RELATED POWER GENERATOR
SUPPLIED TO DIADLO CANYON NUCLEAR PCWER PLANT UNIT 2
(NOTICE OF NONCONF0FyJJ4CE AND INSPECTION REPORT
NO. 99901065/91-01)

We are transmitting herewith the report of the U.S. Nuclear
Regulatory Commission (NRC) inspection, conducted September 23
through 27, 1991, at Peebles Electrical Machinea (PEM) located at
its Pilton Works in Edinburgh, Scotland. Messrs. Steven M.
Matthews, Stephen D. Alexander, and Gregory C. Ovalina of the
NRC's Office of Nuclear Reactor Regulation evaluated PEM's
activities associated with its r.anufacture of an emergency ac

ipower ge'nerator for PEM's sister company, NEI Peebics - Electric '

Products, Incorporated (P-EP), of Cleveland, Ohio (both are sub-
sidiaries of NEI Peebles Limited). P-EP procured the generator
from PEM for an NRC licensee, Pacific Gas and Eiectric Company
(PG& E) . The generator is to be used for the nsu (no. 2-3)
emergency diesel generator set for PG&E's Diablo Danyon Nuclear
Powcr Plant Unit 2 (DCNPP2). At the conclusion of this inspec-
tion, the NRC inspection team discussed the inspectic3 findings
with you and other members of your staff.

In its acceptance of the purchase order from PG&E for this
safety-related (Class 1E) generator for DCNPP2, P-EP accepted the
responsibility to assure overall compliance with all the
applicable provisions of the quality requirements of Appendix B
to Title 10 of the Code of Federal Reaulations, Part 50 (10 CFR
Part 50) and- the reporting requirements of 10 CFR Part 21. P-EP
audited PEM's quality program and determined that, although it
was not based on Appendix B to 10 CFR Part 50, it nevertheless
met those requirements. P-EP believed that it could impose
pG&E's requirements on PEM by invoking the PEM quality program.
Upon delivery, P-EP provided PG&E with a certificate of

,c
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conformance that certified that the generator was produced in
This certificationcompliance with Appendix B to 10 CFR Part 50.

was based largely on P-EP's atlit and determination regarding the
equivalence of PEit's quality program to Appendix B to 10 CFR
Part 50.

As part of the NRC's independent evaluation of this procurement
and of the ultimate acceptability of the new DCNPP2 generator,
the NRC t eam essessed the degree to which PEM's quality program
and antivities (1) were in compliance with the requirements
imposed in P-EP's p"rchase order to PEM, (2) met the requirements
of PG&E's purchase ccder to P-EP, and (3) ultimatoly met the
applicable NRC requirements. Accordingly, the NRC team ovaluated
PEM's quality program and its implementation in selected areas
such as the (1) control of design processes and interfaces,
(2) selection and review for suitability of application of
certain parts that wera identified in the PG&E purchase order as
essential to the generator's ability te perform its safety-
related function (critical items), and (3) control of purchased

' mettrials, parts, equipment end services, incl 2 ding verification
that the criticL1 items met thei; specificatiens.
This inspection consisted of an examination of procedures and
repr esentative recordr , interviews with PEM staff, and observa-
tions by the NRC team. As a result of the inspection, a notice

of nonconformince (Enclosure 1) has been issued to PEM. The
inspection raport (Enclosure 2) contains a detailed discussion of
the areas examirAd during the inspection and our findings,

The most significant inspection finding was thet PEM's documented
ev,idence did net demonstrate reasonable assurance that certain
critical items (1) met all of PEM's procurement specifications to
its suppliers of commercial grace material, (2) met all of
P-EP's procurement specifications to PEM, (3) net all PG&E's
requirements imposed on P-EP, and (4) met all the applicable NRC -

quality and technical requirements. Specifically, there was
inadequate documented evidence that all the critical characteris-
tics of such items were identified and adequately verified to
ensare the items are capable of performing their safety-related
functions. Exanples of the critical items that were found not to
be adequately dedicated include (1) the rotor pole magnet wire
wrapped with varnished insulation tape that was specified to be
unvarnished, (2) the Bakelite electrical separation ring that was
used as a load-bearing component part of the rotor shaft support
assembly without an engineering basis for the design, and
(3) certain other commercial grade materials, parts, and equip-
ment described in the report that were accepted on the basis of
vnv311 dated certificates of conformance from PEM's commercial

*

suppliers.

The team also identified other elements of PEM's quality program
and its implementation that did not meet NRC requirements. For

example, PEM had not established adequate measures for, nor
implemented adequate control of, its external design interface
with P-EP.
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.Mr'. Pator R.4 Holroyd, ' -3-

15
MS . During thisiinspection,1PEM was also fabricating and assembling a

- safety-relatedienergency ac power-generator'for Washington Public
LPower-Supply System's' Nuclear Project 2 (WNP2). Although the-,

. team focused its inspection activities-on.the completed generator
- for PG&E's DCNPP2, theJconcerns discussed in this report _nay have
generic implications for WNP2's generator and any similar genera-
tors, or spare _and-replacement _ parts, built by PEM and-supplied
by P-EP to.other licensees.

Pleaseiprovide_a written statement or explanation within 30 days
from the date of this; letter for the items in the Notice of
Nonconformance containing (1) a description'of: steps that have
been or will be taken to_ correct these items, (2) a description
of steps that have been or will be taken to prevent recurrence,-

and1(3r the dates your' corrective. actions and preventive _ measures
were or will be completed. .This geply-should be clearly. marked
as'a "R9 ply to Notice of Nonconformance" and submitted to the
U.S. Nuclear ~ Regulatory Commission, ATTN: Document Control. Desk,.
-Washington,3DC-20555, with a copy to.the Chief, Vendor Inspection .

Branch,fDivision of Reactor Inspection and Safeguards, office of j

Nuclear Reactor Regulation._ We will consider extending the j
3

response time if-you car show good.cause. '

The response requested by this letter is not subject to the. !
clearance procedures of the office of Management and Budget as j
required by.'the Paperwork Reduction-Act of 1980, PL 96-511. In
accordance with;10-CFR 24 790(a), a copy of this letter and its
enclosures will be.placed in.the NRC's Public Document Room.

Should you have any questions noncerning this inspection, we will-- u:be pleased to-discuss them wita you. Thank you for your coopera'
tion during this inspection.-

.

Sincerely,- f- [
.A . <

x i | /
'

,

-
'

- ' ,y. _ _ .

L 4

Leif J. Norrholm, Chief
Vendor Inspection Branch*

Division of Reactor Inspection
and Safeguards

.
-

Office of Nuclear Reactor. Regulation
LEnclosures:
. 1< Notice of Nonconformance
. 2. Inspection Esport 99901065/91-01

ce_w/ enclosures:
Mr. Ron B.:Politi
Vice President and General Manager
NEI Peebles - Electric Products, Inc.

- 1704S Euclid Avenue.
Cleveland, Ohio 144112-

,
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Enclosure 1

NOTICE OF NONCONFORMANCE

Docket No. 99901065Peebles Electrical Machines
Sdinburgh, Scotland

During an inspection conducted Septembar 23 through 27, 1991, at
Peebles Electrical Machines (PEM) located at its Pilton Works inScotland, the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC)Edinburgh,
inspection team determined that certain activities sssociated
with PEM's manufacture of an emergency ac power generator for its
sister company, NEI Peebles - Electric Products, Incorporated
(P-EP). of Cleveland, Ohio, were not condut:ed in accordance withThe NRC requirements applicable to the safety-NRC requirements.
related generator P-EP procured from PEM for an NRC licensee,
Paci*ic Gas and Electric Company (PGEE), are contained in
Appendix B to 10 CFR Part 50.

In its acceptance of the purchase order from PG&E, P-EP accepted
the responsibility to assure overall compliance with all the
applicable provisions of Appendix B to 10 CFR Part 50 and thePursuant to Criterionreporting requirements of 10 CFR Part 21.

" Procurement Document Control," of Appendix B to 10 CFRIV, the PG&E procurement' documents issued to P-EP for thisPart 50,
generator imposed quality assurance requirements on.P-EP as

P-EP was required to en.sure compliance with all codesfollows:and standards referenced in the purchase order. These included
the American National Standards Institute (ANSI) Standard N45.2,
" Quality Assurance Program Requirements for Nuclear Power Plants"
(1971) ; British Standard 5750, Parts 1 through 3; and other
stanuards, including ANSI N45.2.11-1974 on design centrol.

The PG&E procurement documents specified that this new generator
(like-for-like) to DCNPP's five existing emergencybe identical

ac power generators-(built by P-EP's predecessor company in 1969)
and also DCNPP's spare generator (built by PEM and supplied by

on the basis that the previously suppliedP-EP in 1986),
generators had already been determined to have met all applicable
(including NRC) requirements.

Appendix B, " Quality Assurance Criteria for Nuclear Power Plants*

" Domestic Licensing ofand Fuel Reprocessing Plants," to Part 50,
Production and Utilization Facilities," of Title 10, " Energy," of
the Code of Federal Reaulations (Appendix B to 10 CFR Part 50).

-1-
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P-EP adapted PG&E's technical and quality procurement
specifications into its osn procurement specifications, including
drawings, bills of material, and material specifications. P-EP
then either included or referenced its own documents in its
procurement documentr to PEM. P-EP audited PEM's quality program
and determined that, although it was not based on Appendix B to
10 CFR Part 50, PEM's pregram nevertheless met the applicable
requirements of Appendix B to 10 CFR Part 50. Therefore, P-EP
believed that it could impose PG&E's requirements on PEM by
invoking-PEM's quality program. With the notable en eption of
10 CFR Part 21, no other tiRC requirements or PG&E requirements
were formally imposed on PEM, although PG&E's list of critical
items and characteristics was informally transmitted to PEM by
P-EP.

As required by PG&E's purchase order, when the DCNPP2's generator
was delivered, P-EP provided PG&E with a certificate of

.

conformance that certified that the. generator was produced in
compliance with Appen-tix B to 10 CFR Partf 50_'and the reporting
requirements of 10 CFR Part 21. This certification was based
16rgely on P-EP's audit and determination regarding the
equivalence of PEM's quality program to 10 CFR Part 50,
Appendix B.

T1.e NRC has classified the items set forth as nonconformances to
the requirements in Appendix B to 10 CFR Part 50.

A. Criterion III, " Design Control," of Appendix B to 10 CFR
Part 50 requirms, in part, that measures be established for
the identification and control of design interfaces and for
coordination among participating design organizations.
These measures shall include the establishment of procedures
among participating design organizations for the review,
approval, release, distribution, and revision of documents
involving design interfaces.

American National Standards Institute (ANSI) Standard N45.2,
" Quality Assurance Program Requirements for Nuclear Power
Plants" (1971), and ANSI N45.2.11, " Quality Assurance
Requirements for the Design of Nuclear Power Plants" (1974),
require, in part, (1) that the external interfaces between
organizations performing work affecting quality of design be
identified in writing and include those organizations
providing criteria, designs, specifications, and technical
direction; (2) that the responsibilities of organizations be
defined and documented in sufficient detail to cover the
preparation, review, and approval of design documents
involving design interfaces; (3) that systematic methods be
established for communicating needed design information
across external design interfaces, including changes to the
design information as work progresses; and (4) that design
information transmitted from one organization to another be

2 --
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documented'in specifications, drawings, or other-controlled
documents that are uniquely identified and issued by
authorized persons. These requirements were imposed on P-EP
by PG&E's purchase order and, therefore, applicable to PEM's
manufacture of PGEE's new (no. 2-3) emergency diesel
generator set l'or the Diablo Canyon Nuclear Power Plant
Unit 2.

Contr*ry to'these requirements, in Section 4, " Design
Control," of the " Quality Manual Volume 1" (QMV1), PEM-
failed to1 establish adequate measures to control the design
interface between it and P-EP. These measures consisted of
the review, approval, release, distribution, and revision of
design documents affected by this design interface.
PE'A failed to demonstrate that the results of its design
translation activities were equivalent to the design
requirements specified by P-EP. P-EP provided its design
drawings and specifications to PEM because PEM manufactures
P-EP's generators. PEM's engineering orgrnization

. translated P-EP's design specifications into its own PEM
specifications, drawings, procedures, and instructions. The
documents produced by PEM were not reviewed or approved by
P-EP before use, and PEM-initiated design changes were not
controlled by documented procedure until December 1990 when
PEM issued Departmental Procedure 03AOC , " Processing of
Engineering. Change," well after the den gn activities for i

PG&E's generator were completed. Although PEM performed
equivalency evaluations of its drawings, procedures, and
material specifications used to fabricate-and assemble

PEM did not adequately document (1) the ,

PG&E's generator,
critical requirements or acceptance criteria compared during
the equivalency evaluation and (2) the results of the-
equivalency-evaluation or other basis to support PEM's

.

conclusion that its drawings, procedures, and material
specifications were equivalent to P-EP's. Therefore, PEM
failed to establish adequate measures to control its design
interface activities and to demonstrate adequ' ate design

~

equivalency evaluations (Nonconformance 99901065/91-01-01).

-B. -Criterion III, " Design Control,"sof Appendix B to 10 CFR
Part 50 requires, in part, that measures be established for
the selection and review for suitability of application of
materials, parts, equipment, and processes that are
essential to the safety-related functions of the component.

-

ANSI N45.2 (1971) and ANSI N45.2.11 (1974) require, in part,
(1) that-measures be established for'the selection andreview for suitability of application of materials, parts,
equipment, and processes that are essential ta the-function
of the compo'nent; (2) that the design inputs be identified,
documented, and their sele:?. ion reviewed and approved;

3--
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(3).that specified parts, equipment, and processes be
suitable for the required applicatica; and (4) that
specified materials be compatible _vith each other and the
design environment conditions to which the material will be
exposed.

Criterion VII, " Control of Purchased Material, Equipment,
and Services," of Appendix B to 10 CFR Part 50 requires, in
part, that measures be~ established to ensure that purchased
material, equipment, and services conform to the procurement
documents and include provisions, as appropriate, for source
evaluation and selection, objective evidence of quality
furnished by the supplier, inspection at the supplier
source, and examination of products upon delivery.

Contrary to these requirements, in Section 4, " Design
Control," and Section 7, " Purchaser Supplied Product," of
the QMV1, PEM failed to establish adequate measures to |
provide for the selection and review for_and verification of |
suitability of application for materials, parts, and j
equipment that were procured as commercial grade items and ;

were essential to the generator's ability to perform its2

intended design and safety-related function (dedication).

PEM failed to adequately verify the properties or attributes
of certain materials, parts, and equipment the.t were used in

,

the fabrication and assembly of PG&E's generator and that
also directly affect the generator's ability to perform its
intended design and safety-related function. Specifically,
PEM failed to ensure the suitability of (1) the rotor pole
magnet wire wrapped with varnished insulation tape that was

'

specified to be unvarnished, (2) the Bakelite electrical
separation ring that was used as a load-bearing component
part.of the rotor shaft support assembly without an
engineering basis for the design, and (3) certain materials,
parts,-and equipment that were accepted based on-
certificates of conformance from PEM's suppliers that were
not audited to verify that their measures to control design,
processes, and material changes were adequately implemented.
Therefore, PEM failed to establish adequate measures for the
selection and review for suitability of. commercial grade

' items and to demonstrate an adequate dedication of these
items (Nonconformance 99901065/91-01-02).

P

Dated at Rockville, Maryland,
ththis 13 day of February 1992.

-4 -
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Enclocure 2

-INSPECTION REPORT

U.S. NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION
OFFICE OF NUCLEAR REACTOR REGULATION

DIVISION OF REACTOR INSPECTION AND SAFEGUARDS.

Report No.: 99901065/91-01

Docket No.:- 99901065

Company: NEI Peebles Limited,
Peebles Electrical Machines (PEM)
East Pilton
Edinburgh, Scotland EMS 2XT

Industry Activity: PEM manufactures generators and spare
and replacement parts for use in
. emergency ac pcwcr syatams supplied by its
sister company, NEI Peebles - Electric
Products, Inc. (P-EP)

Inspection conducted: September 23 through 27, 1991
'

Inspection Team: Steven M. Matthews, Team Leader, NRR
Stephen D. Alexander, Environmental

Qualification and Test Engineer, NRR
Gregory C. Cwalina, Section Chief, Special

Projects Section, NRR

Prepared by: cA A/6 4,
#DateSteven M. Matt'h'ews, Team Leader

Reactive Inspection Section 1
Vendor Inspection Branch

)!
WN' 2~ @ $ 2-.

Approved by:
Uldis Potapovs, Chief \ Date
Reactive Inspection Section i
Vendor Inspection Branch

Inspection Bases: 10 CFR Part 21, Appendix B to 10 CFR
Part 50

Inspection Scope: To assess PEM's compliance with regulatory
requirements and licensees' procurement
requirements through a performance-based
evaluation of its engineering, procurement,
fabrication, assembly, and tests

Plants Affected: All licensees with P-EP power generators
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1. INSPECTION SUMMARY

1.1 Nonconformances

1.1.1 Nonconformance 99901065/91-01-01

Peebles Electrica] Machines (PEM) failed to meet Criterion III,*

" Design Control," of Appendix 8 to 30 CFR Part 50; and American
National Standards Institute (ANSI) Standard N45.2, " Quality
Assurance Program Requirements for Nuclear Powcr Plants" (1971);
and ANSI N45.2.11, " Quality Assurance Requirements for the Design
of Nuclear Power Plants," (1974). In Section 4, " Design
Control," of " Quality Manual Volume 1," (Qt|V1) , Issue 7, April -

14, 1989, PEM failed to (1) establish adequate measures-to
control the design interface activities between it and its nister
company, NEI Peebles - Electrical Preducts, Inc. (P-EP), of
Cleveland, Ohio, (2) demonstrate that the results of PEM's design
translation activities were equivalent to the design requirements
specified by P-EP, (3) adequately document the critical
requirements or acceptance criteria compared during the
equivalency evaluation, and (4) adequately docurent the results
of the equivalency evaluation or other bases to support PEM's
conclusion that its drawings, procedurcs, and material-

specifications were equivalent (see Section 3.5.2 of this
report).

1.1.2 'Nonconformance 99901065/91-01-02

f- PEM failed'to meet Criterion III, " Design Control," and Criterion ,

VII, " Control of Purchased Material, Equipment, and Services," of'

Appendix B to 10 CFR Part 50; ANSI N45.2 (1971); and ANSI
N45.2.11 (1974). In Section 4, "Desigr Centrol," and Section 7,
" Purchaser Supplied Product," of the QMV1, PEM failed to
(1) establish adequate measures to provide for the selection and
review for and verification of suitability of application for
materials, parts, equipment, ano services that were procured as
commercial grade items and were essentbal to the g'enerator's
ability to perform its intended design and safety-related
function and (2) ensure the suitability of the rotor pole magnet-
wire, the Bakelite electrical separation ring, and certain
tiateriale, parts, and equipment that were accepted based on
certificates-of conformance (COC) from PEM's suppliers that were

''

not audited to verify that their-measures to control design,
processes, and material changes were adequately implemented (see
Section 3.6.3 of this report).

* Appendix B, " Quality Assurance Criteria for Nuclear Power Plants
and Fuel Reprocessing Plants," to Part i3, " Domestic Licensing of
Production'and Utilization Facilities," of Title 10, " Energy," of
the C_ojp_q u ederal Reculations (Appindix B to 10 CFR Part 50).

-1 -
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- 1.2 Unresolved Item (99901065/91-01-01)

P-EP provided the material specification for the rotor pole
magnet wire to PEM in purchase order (PO) 16271, which specified
that magnet coil wire be provided in accordance with T-EP's
material specification MW-25.3, " Magnet Wire - Round, Square, or
Rectangular - Unvarnished Fused Polyester Glass Covering, With or
Without Enamel Undercoat, Class F (155 C) ," dated June 24, 1977.
PEM procured the wire from its supplier by PO EM31035 (original),
dated April 27,-1990. In its PG, PEM specified that " rotor
copper-unvarnished double dacron glass itaulated square magnet
iw re" be used. PEM also listed material specifications that

' corresponded to those in MW-25.3 and required certification, by a
COC, of the' chemical composition of copper, the conductor
resistivity, and the insu)ation dielectr ic " stress" (sic)
(strength). The COC, written in French, stated that the material
was Fil de cuivre guip6 2 DAGLAS Impr&gn6 Classe F. . . (which
means copper wire wrapped with double dacron glass, impregnated, iClass F) . PEM accepted the wire'and used'it to wind the rotor

!poles. However, the team noted that the French word, impregn6, '

means impregnated and that fiber insulation material is commonly
impregnated with varnish, indicating that the insulation would
not have been unvarnished as specified. Accordingly, the PEM i-

engineers confirmed that the supplied wire had been varnished.
Therefore, the wire did not meet the P-EP material specification
nor the PEM PO requirement for unvarnished insulation.

PEM immediately informed P-EP of the deviation; whereupon, P-EP
reportedly indicated to PEM that P-EP would perform a deviation
evaluation (pursuant to 10 CFR Part 21) regarding the varnished
insulation, including an evaluation of the compatibility of the
varnish with, and its effects on the adhesion properties of, the
other materials-(such as epoxy adnesive)-used in the assembly of
the rotor poles. The results of P-EP's and PEM's evaluaticn of
this deviation were not reported to the team before the exit
meeting with PEM-on September 27, 1991 (see Section 3.6.3 of this
report).

2 STATUS-OF PREVIOUS INSPECTION FINDING

The NRC's previous inspection, conducted October 6 through 8,
1986, and documented in_the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission's
(NRC's) Inspection Report 99901065/86-01 did not result in
identifying any findings to be addressed during this inspection.

J

6 m
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3 INSPECTION FINDINGS AND OTHER COMMENTS

3.1 Entrance and Exit Meetinos

During the entrance meeting on September 23, 1991, the NRC's
inspection team met witt. PEM's staf f and discussed the scope of
the inspection, outlined areas of concern, and established
working interfaces. The NRC inspection team explained the
relationship of NRC requireme.nts to PEM's activities associated
with its manufacture of an emergency ac power generator for
P-EP. The HRO quality requirements applicable to the safety-
related (Class 1E) generator P-EP procured from PEM for an NRC
licensee, Pacific Gas and Electric Company g/G&E), are contained
in Appendix B to 10 CTR Part 50. This relationship is discussed

further in Section 3.2 below.
The team observed activities, held discussions with PEM's staff,
and reviewed records and procedures. The specific areas and
documentation reviewed, and the team's findings are described in
Sections 3.3 through 3.6 of this report. The table, "A Compar-

ison of PG&E's Purchase Order Revisions 1 and 3 for CriticalItems and Their Critical Characteristics," located at the end of
Section 3.6, provides a comparison of the critical items and
their critical characteristics as expressed by PG&E in Revisions
1 and 3 or its PC to P-EP. The Appendix lists the persons who
participated in and who were contacted during .e inspection.

During the exit meeting on September 27, 1991, the team
summarized the inspection findings, observations, and concerns
with PEM's management.

3.2 Erckaround

The Pilton Works of Peebles Electrical Machines (PEM) in
Edinburgh, Scotland, is a sister company of, and the manufacturer
for, NEI Peebles - Electric Products, Inc. (P-EP) of Cleveland,
Onio. Both companies are subsidiaries of NEI Peebles Limited.

_

P-EP provided the sales and services office for all of the power
generating equipment manufactured by NEI Peebles Limited and sold
to U.S. customers. Therefore, the background of P-EP and its
relationship to PEM is important to, and an integral part of, the
inspection of PEM and the inspection team's use of the NRC's
requirements in Appendix B to 10 CFR Part 50 and 10 CFR Part 21
as its inspection criteria.

P-EP's facility in Cleveland, Ohio, was originally known as
Electric Products Incorporated (EPI) and, under various names,
supplied over 120 generators to the U.S. nuclear industry. EPI
was purchased by Portec, Inc., in 1969, and was known as the
Electric Products Division of Portec, Inc. Portec sold the
company in 1979 to Parson Peebles, a subsidicry of Northern
Engineering Industries Limited (NEI) of England. NEI is a wholly

owned subsidiary of the Industrial Power Group of Rolls-Royce.

-3 -
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The Cleveland facility was known at that time as Parson Peebles
Electric Products, Inc. (also EPI). Subsequent to Parson
Peebles' purchase of the Cleveland facility, NEI reorganized its
Parson Peebles operations under the name of NEl Peebles Limited
and the Cleveland facility became NEI Peebles - Electric
Products, Inc. P-EP's Cleveland manufacturing facility was
closed in September 1984 and moved to PEM's Pilton Works in
Edinburgh, Scotland. The organizational structure of NEI Peebles
Limited at the time of this inspection was such that the Vice
President and General Manager of P-EP reported directly to the
Manager of PEM.

Since 1984, PEN has manufactured the generators and many of the
spare and replacement parts that P-EP supplied to the U.S.
nuclear _ industry. PEM recently completed the fabrication,

.assembly, and testing of a safety-related (Class 1E) eaargency ac
power generator for PG&E's new sixth (no. 2-3) emergency diesel
generator (EDG) set for its Diablo Canyon Nuclear Power Plant
Unit 2 (DCNPP2). At the time of this inspection, PEM was

,fabricating a swfety-related emergency ac power generator for '

Washington Pub..c Power Supply Syctem's Nuclear Project 2 (WNP2).
The generator for WNP2 was procured by PO C-30464, dated November
29, 1990 (P-EP shop order no. S-1141, nerial no. 260505/1).
Although the team focused its inspection activities on the
completed generator for PG&E's DCNPP2, the concerns discussed in
this report may have generic implications for WNP2's generator
and any similar generators, or spare and replacement parts, built
by PEM and supplied to P-EP to other licenseec.

The NRC quality r6quirements applicable to PG&E's procurement of
this generator for DONPP2 are contained in Ippendix B to 10 CFR
Part 50. Other NRC requirements applicable to PG&E's procurement
of this generator are contained in 10 CFR Part 21, " Reporting of
Defects and Noncompliance," because this procurement constituted
procurement of a basic component as defined in 10 CFR Part 21.
General NRC technical requirements for this generator to be used
as an " alternate ac power source," as defined in 10 CFR 50.2, are,

contained in 10-CFR 50.2, 10 CFR 50.63- (station blackout) , and!, Criterion 17, " Electric Power Systems," and Criterion 18,
" Inspection and Testing of Electric Power Systems," of Appendix
A, " General Design Criteria.for Nuclear Power Plants," to 10 CFR
Part 50. Applicable NRC requirements related to identified
licensing and design basis events (DP E) , specifically, seismic
qualification, are contained in Critet-ion 4, " Environmental and
Dynamic Effects Design Bases," of Appendix A to 10 CFR Part 50.

DCNPP's five existing emergency ac power generators (serial nos.
16908022 through 16908026) installed on EDG nos. 1-1, 1-2, 1-3,
2-1, and 2-2, were procured in 1969 fren the Electric Products
Division of Pertec, Inc., and manufactured in the Cleveland
facility, described above. PG&E procured a spare generator

-4 -
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(serial no. 38604851) in 1986 from P-EP, specifying that it be
identical (i.e., like for like) to DCNPP's five 1969 generators.
PEM manufactured the 1986 spare generator in its Pilton Works in
Edinburgh, Scotland.

The generator for DCNPP's new 2-3 EDG was procured by PO ZS-
1539-AB-9, Revision 0, dated January 16, 1990, in which PG&E
requested P-EP to supply one 4.16-kV, 2600-kW, 60-Hz, 3-phase,
8-pole, 900-rpm, single-bearing, engine-driven, ac synchronous
generator. The generctor was to be supplied as a design Class 1E
basic component in accordance with PG&E's Engineers Material
Memorandum (EMM) DC2-3322-BRM-E, Revision 0, dated January 5,

1990. In the EMM, PG&E required that tha generator be identical
to PG&E's 1986 spare generator and DCNPP's five 1969 generators
on the basis that the previously supplied generators had already
been determined to have met all applicable requirements including
the NRC's quality and technical (including seismic DBE)
requirements. PG&E's apparent strategy to demonstrate compliance
with the requirements for safety-related equipment suitability,
including DBE (seismic) and any environmental qualification
requirements, was to procure the ganerator on the basis of a
like-for-like comparison with the 1969 generators, which were
presumably fully qualified.

In its acceptance of the PO from PG&E, P-EP accepted the
responsibility to assure overall compliance with all the
applicable provisions of Appendix B to 10 CFR Part 50 and the
reporting requirements of 10 CFR Part 21. PG&E's EMM, Attachment
A, " Specification for Supplier's Quality Assurance Program,"
Specification SP-D-Peebles (SP-D-Peebles), Revision 3, dated
October 11, 1989, required in Section 1.0, " General," that the
supplier's quality assurance (QA) program for supplying equipment
and components comply with British Standards Institution's
British Standard (BS) 5750, Part 1, " Specification for
Design / Development, Production, Installation, and Servicing" (ISO -

9001-1987, Quality systems - Model for quality assurance in
design / development, production, installation, and servicing),
Part 2, and Part 3, and that the supplier's QA program for
supplying engineering services comply with Appendix B to 10 CFR
Part 50 and ANSI N45.2-1971. In Section 3.0, " Quality Assurance
Program (Edinburgh, Scotland)," SP-D-Psebles required that the
suyplier's QA progra;. det.il the procedures and methods used to
encure that all supplier's (PEM) activities satisfy the
requirements of BS 5750, Part 1 (ISO 900i-1987), and Parts 2 and
3. In Section 4.0, "Quazity Assurance Program (Cleveland
Facility) ," SP-D-Peebles required that t he supplier (P-EP) ensure
compliance with the applicable requirements of Appendix B to
10 CFR Part 50, ANSI N45.2-1971, and all other codes standards
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referenced in the PO. SP-D-Peebles also imposed the requirements
of numerous other_ ANSI nuclear standards, including ANSI
N45.2.11-1974. Additional)y, PG&E's PO for this safety-related
generator, defined as a basic component in 10 CTR 21.3, invoked
the reporting requirements of 10 CFR Part 21.

P-EP adapted PG".E's technical and quality procurement
specifications __nto its own procurement specifications, including
drawings, bills of material, and material specifications. P-FP
then either included or referenced its own documents in its
procurement documents to PEM. P-EP audited PEM's quality program
and determined that, although it was not based on Appendix B to-

10 CFR Part 50, PEM's program nevertheless met the applicable
requirements of Appendix'B to 10 CFR Part 50. Therefore, P-EP
believed that it could impose PG&E's requirements on PEM by
invoking PEM's quality program. With the notable exception of
10 CFR Part 21, no other NRC requirements or PG&E requirements
were formally imposed on PEM, although PG&E's list of critical
items and characteristics was informally transmitted to PEM by
P-EP.

PEH completed and tested PG&E's generator during January and
February 1991. PEM issued a COC to PE-P on February 27, 1991,
which_ certified _that the generator (serial no. 260274/1) was
designed, manufactured, inspected, and tested in accordance with
its quality program and the requirements of PE-P's PO 16271. On
March 1, 1991, PEM shipped the completed generator to PG&E's
contractor, GEC Alsthom of Toronto, Canada, for the final
assembly and skid-mounting of the EDG set and the combined
testing of the diesel engine, the generator, and the EDG's
auxiliary systems. As required by PG&E's PO, when the DCNPP2's
generator was delivered, P-EP provided PG&E with a COC that
certified that the generator was produced in compliance with
Appendix B to 10 CFR Part 50 and the reporting requirements of
10 CFR Part 21. This certification was based largely-cn P-EP's
audit and determination regarding the equivalence of PEM's
quality program to-Appendix B of 10 CFR Part 50. In its COC to
PG&E dated March 27, 1991, P-EP certified that the generator
complied with the provisions-of PG&E's PO ZS-1539-AB-9 and added
that the generator was the same in form, fit, and function, as
the original generators supplied in 1969 (serial nos. 16908022
through 16908026).

The last NRC inspection of PEM was conducted on October 6 through
8, 1986; P-EP, however, was last inspected by the NRC on August 5
through 9, 1P91. The inspection of P-EP was conducted-primarily
to evaluate P-EP's QA program and its implementation as it was
applied to the safety-related generator supplied to PG&E. For
the purposes of clarity and understanding, this report of the

i
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inspection of PEM contains references to certain activities that
were performed by P-EP or to certain concerns that were
identified during the inspection of P-EP. In either case, the
NRC report of the inspection of P-EP, Inspection Report
99900772/91-01, describes all references to P-EP contained
herein.

3.3 P-EP's Procurement Documents Issued to PEM

P-EP issued PO 16271 (shop order no. 5-1128) to PEM on
January 29, 1990, for PG&E's generator. The PO specified that
the generator be identical to the generator previously ordered by
P-EP's PO 34673, dated February 25, 1986 (shop order no. S-

1076, and job no. 259132), with some exceptions. The most
significant exceptions were (1) the phase rotation was changed
per Drawing C-08391U, (2) the pole insulation specification was
changed from polyester resin to epoxy resin MV-20.9 per
Specification EI-1.5.1, and (3) the rotor pole assembly was
changed per Drawing A-66843-7, Revision 2. P-EP's PO also
imposed the reporting requirements of 10 CFR Part 21'on PEM.
P-EP required that NEI Peebles Limited's QA program comply with
Attachment A (SP-D-Peebles) of PG&E's EMM, and provide the
generator's ,pecifications for (1) the tests to be witnessed,
(2) the applicable material specifications, (3) the applicable
manufacturing specifications, and (4) the documentation
requirements. P-EP's PO further required PEM to provide
certification that PEM's manufacturing process complied with
P-EP's and PEM's drawings and PEM's QA program, Issue 5, dated
Decenber 18, 1986, which was imposed because it was applicable to
PG&E's 1986 spare generator. P-EP stated that PEM's QA program
was equivalent to the requirements in Appendix B to 10 CFR
Pa' t 50, as discussed above and in Section 3.4 of this report.r

The original issue of-P-EP's PO did not identify the ganeretor's
critical items. Although P-EP issued several change ordere to
its PO during the fabrication, assembly, and test of PG&E's
generator, it still failed to identify the items of the generator
specified as critical by PG&E. This issue is discussed further.
in Section 3.6.1 of this report.

3.4 PEM's Ouality Assurance Procram

NEI Peebles Limited's Quality Manual Volume 1, Issue 7, dated
April 14, 1989 (known in this report as PEM's' QMV1), delineated
the QA program applicable to the overall operations of PEM and
Peebles Power Transformers. The QMV1 was developed by NEI
Peebles Limited to comply with the requirements of LS 5750,
" Quality Systems," Part 1 (ISO 9001-1987). However, Attachment A
(SP-D-Peebles) of PG&E's EMM required that the QA program for
equipment and components comply with BS 5750, Part 1 (ISO-9001-
1987), Parts 2 and 3.
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P-EP's audits of PEM, dated September 30, 1985, and August 7
through 9, 1989,.were conducted to qualify PEM as a supplier of
safety-related components and parts. According to P-EP, these

-audits qualified-PEM to. supply components and parts to-P-EP in
accordance with PEM's QMV1, which met the applicable requirements
of Appendix B to 10 CFR Part 50 as'vell as the reporting
requirements of 10 CFR Part 21. P-EP developed an equivalency
evaluation of PEM's QMV1 and concluded that the QMV1 met therequirement's of Appendix B to 10 CFR Part 50. Since the
requirements of Appendix B to 10 CFR Part 50 are the basis for
acceptance of safety-related components supplied to the U.S.
nuclear industry, the team's evaluation af PEM's QA program and

. 'its implementation'was based on those requirements.

However, P-EP's reports of the 1985 and 1989 audits did not
document objective ovidence to substantiate that PEM's QMV1
estab'ished adequate measures to provide control over certain
activ4 ties af fecting. the quality ,of ,s,a'fety-related compernents.
Specifically, P-EP failed to show that PEM had measures (1) forthe control of design interface getivities with P-EP; (2) for the

iselection and review for suitability of application of material, |
parts,. equipment, and-processes; and (3) for the commercial grade '

dedication of items essential to the safety-related function of
the generator. P-EP Liso failed to demonstrate that PEN's
dedication activities, for critical parts procured by PEM as
commercial grade, resulted in establishing reasonable assurance
that the parts and the cot.pleted generator will perform their
respective design and safety-related functions. This concern isdiscussed further in-Section 3.6.3 of this report.
3.5 Desion Control

Criterion-III, " Design Control," of Appendix B to 10 CTR Part 50,
and. ANSI N45.2.11-1974, require that measures be established to
ensure that applicable regulatory requirements and the design
bases are correctly' translated into specifications, drawings,
procedures, and instructivns and that design changes be subject
to design control measures commensurate with those applied to the
-original design._ Measures also shall be established for the
identification'and control of design interfaces and for
coordination among participating design organizations including
procedures for the review, approval, release, distribution, and

L revision of documents involving design interfaces and for the
selection and review for suitability of application of materials,
parts, equipment, and processes that are essential to the safety-related functions of the component.

P-EP maintained the overall engineering and design control
responsibility, in addition to providing sales and services
suppert, for the generators and other power generating equipment
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procurednby the U.S. nuclear industry. However, PEM's
.

i

,

engineering and design. organization performed independent design
activities. 'The team evaluated PEM's' design activities in the :

areas' described separately below. ;

i3.5.1 . Design Basis Documentation

,In its PO, PG&E required that the-generator be like-for-like to
its 1986 sp'are generator and DCNPP's five:1969 generators. The
team reviewed ~P-EP's'and PEM's-control of the generator's-
engineering design. basis that would be necessary to establish the i

like-for-like relationship of the new generator to the design '

basis of-the generators previously supplied. Specifically, the
team reviewed the synergistic effect of the changes.that;were
made to the original engineering design bases since 1969 to
determine what, if any, effect those changes had on PGEE's l'ike- ,

for-like procurement requirement.

P-EP's designfbasis reconciliation to the original 1969 design ;
'

consisted of a-drawing change review dated June 24, 1991. P-EP's ;

review encompassed the drawings associated with PG&E's gar.erator :
since 1984, including all revisions. However, T-EP's 1

reconciliation of design changes for the generator was documented ,

and verified only to 1984 when the manufacturing facility clov.ed'
in Cleveland, Ohio.- Therr53re, neither P-EP nor PEM could
substantiate that the nev <anerator was like-for-like to PG&E's ,

five= existing 1969 generators.
;

3.5.2 Design Interface

L A significant design interface existed between P-EP and PEM. ,

' Although P-EP maintained.the overall responsibility for the
generator's engineering-and design control, PEM's enginaering and
.designLorganization functioned completely independent of J-EP's

'
organization and'it-performed certain independent design f

activities.: P-EP provided its' design drawings, procedures, and -

material specifications to PEM, and PEM's engineering
organization translated.them into PEM specifications, drawings,
. procedures,-and instructions to fabricate and assemble PG&E's
generator.- Thisiprocess also included converting dimensions and
toleranc'es from English values to their metric equivalents.

PEM-produced-documents were not reviewed or approved by P-EP
before use, and PEM-initiated engineering changes were not
controlled.by documented procedures until December 1990. The
measures 1 established in Section 4, " Design Control," of PEM's -

<QMV1 did not provide for adequate procedures between PEM and
'

P-EPLfor-the review, approval,. release, distribution, and
revision of-documents involving their respective design
interface. This deficiency-appeared to have resulted from the
" sister. company" relationship of PEM and P-EP and the daily
interface of their respective staffs. Although PEM issued
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Dnpartner.tal~ Procedure 03A004, " Processing of ingineeringChange," Revision 0, dated December 17, 1990, it did not affect
PEM's design inter'acefactivities during most of the fabricationand assembly of PG&E's generator. ,

*

PEM performed equivalency evaluations of its drawings,
procedures, and material specifications to P-EP's drawings,
procedures,. and material spscifications and initiated designchanges,'as required. The equivalency evaluations were not
auditable because (1) P-EP5s drawings, procedures,-or material
specifications were not always available for comparison to PEM's ,

'

documents and (2) the documentation of the evaluations consistedof only-a brief summary of the drawing, procedure, or material .
'

specifications. In its equivalency evaluations, PEM failed to
adequately document (1) the critical requirements or acceptancecriteria compared during the evaluation and

(2) the results ofthe evaluation or basis that supported PEM's conclusion that the-documents were equivalent to P-EP's.

Therefore, PEM ' failed to establish adequate measures to control
its design interface activities and to demonstrate adequatedesign-equivalency evaluations. This is Nonconformance99901065/91-01-01.

' 3. 6 Dedicatign Process,

Dedication is the selection and review for and verification ofsuitability of application to ensure the adequacy of critical
parameters (characteristics) of commercial grade items that are
to be used in safety-related~ applications. PG&E's generator is a
complex component composed of several critical parts that
di'rectly affect une ability-of the generator to perform itsdesign and safety-related functions. The ccedible failure
mechanism or long-term degradation of the part could adversely
affect the generator's ability to perform its safety-related

-

function. PG&E was aware that its generator was actually to be
manufactured by P-EP's sister company, PEM, and became involved
in the dedication of certain commercial grade parts by selecting
the critical parts of the generator and specifying their_critien3
characteristics.

3.6.1 Selection of Critical Items-

| PG&E's PO 2S-1539-AB-9 (described in Section 3.2 of this report)'

was modified by Revision 1, February 2, 1990, to add Attachment
F, " Critical Items Listing & Dedication Testing," to its EMM.
Attachment F listed 14 critical iteras and their associated

[ critical characteristics and required P-EP to verify the PG&E-
identified critical characteristics for each of the 14 criticalitems by performing tests. PG&E further-required that P-EP's
verification' tests and their respective acceptance criteria be
furnished to PG&E for approval before the materials and parts
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were installed or used. P-EP subsequently passed to PEM the
responsibility for procuring seven of the items and verifying
their critical characteristics. However, F-EP did this
indirectly by identifying only those items it would procure and
supply to PEM as safety-related items. P-EP transmitted PG&E's
list of items and their critical characteristics to PEM without
making it a part of or referencing it in P-EP's PO.

In its PO to PEM, P-EP identified the material specifications
applicable to certain parts of the generator and required PEM to
supply certificates of analysis, test reports, or certificates of
conformance for those naterials and parts. The material
specifications specified such items as materials, identification,
ordering information, approved suppliers, and storago
requirements. In many cases, the material epecification
contained an approved ruppliers list that included specific
products, listed by trade name, that P-EP had approved as meeting
the material specification.

The team immediately identified three concerns with these actions
that were distinct from other procurement and technical issues
discussed in Section 3.6.3 of this report. First, PG&E's
selected critical items were not made a formal part of P-EP's PO
for procurement of the cenerator from PEM. Second, the listed
critical ite*; (includi;.g their critical characteristics) did not
correspond tc. P-EP's material specifications and other
requirements specified in the PO. Third, P-EP did not amend its
PO to PEM to address the revisions to PG&E's PO.

Revision 2 to PG&E's PO, oated February 22, 1990, addressed
specific data that P-EP was to provide to e,able PG&E to perform
th'e seismic analysis of the generator.

Revision 3 to PGbE's PO, dated February 6, 1991, included
significant revisions to EMM Attachment A (SP-D-Peebles), and the
critical items list of Attachment F. In Attachment A, Revision
5, dated Novenber 15, 1990, PG&E imposed numerous requirements on
P-EP that were not previously imposed in Revision 3, which was
included in PG&E's original PO. The most significant additions
are listed belcw.

Section 4.2.6(1), requirements for critical material, parts, '

*

or components procured as commercial grnde items

Section 4.2.8, requirements for the identification and control*

of materials and items

Section 4.2.9, requirements for a test program to identify and*

document all testing required to demonstrate that items will
perform satisfactorily in service
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Section 4.2.10, requirements for the control of measuring and
e

test equipment

In EMM At Schment F, PG&E changed the list of critical items from
14 (shown in Revision 1) to 37 (in Revision 3). Several of the
critical characteristics for those iteas that were to be verifiedalso changed. Ia addition, certain aubassemblics that were
previously' identified as critical itvms were divided into
individual parts-of the subasnenbly and listed separately.

-

Forexonple, the brushes and brush holder were listed as item 7 in
Revision'l and the critical characteristics were identified as
size ano shaps and final generator test for resistance, material,and contact pressure. However, Revision 3 listed the brushes and
the brush holder separately as items 20 and 19,

~

respectively, andidentified configuration as the only critical characteristic forboth items. A comparison of the critical items and theircritical characteristics, as. expressed by PG&E in Revisions 1 and3 of its Po, is provided in the table located at the enu ofSection 3.6.3.
;

P-EP's generic failure modes and effects analysis FMEA) was
i

applicable to all rotating electrical machinery pro (duced and was
part of'P-EP's technical documentation that demonstrated a
generator's compliance with the requirements of the Institute of
Electrical and Electronics Engineers (IFEE) Standard 323,
" Qualifying Class 1E Equipment for Nuclear Power GeneratingStations," and IEEE Standard 344, " Recommended Practice forSeismic Qualification of Class IE Equipment for Nuclear Power
Generating Stations." The FMEA included the credible failuremode for each'individua) part of the generator assembly and a
criticality level (see definitions below) was assigned to the
part on the basis of the'effect of the part's credible failure
mode on the ability of the generator to perform its safety-related function.
Level 1 - catastrophic failure (i.e., will not operate at all,extensive repair needed)

Level 2 - severely degraded (i.e.,
warning that a failure will soon occur, operates far off-normal givingextensive repairs needed)

Level 3 - degraded (i.e., operates off-normal but with adequate
warning of an impending failure, repairs simple if done promptly).

Level 4 - minor degradation (i.e., operate. near-normal but givesa warning of eventual failure,
slowly; repairs are simple) situation deteriorates very

Level'S -_no effect (i.e., part does not affect operation,repairs are part of maintenance)
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According to P-EP, PG&E's PO did not impose qualification of the
generator to the requirements of IEEE Standards 323 or 344 and
PG&E did not procure P-EP's FMEA documentation for use in the
selection of critical items or'their critical characteristics.
P-EP also stated thet the extent of its involvement in PG&E's
selection of critical items and their critical characteristics ,

was limited to only an agreement with PG&E to perform testing
necessary to verify the critical characteristics of the critical
itema identified by PGAE in Attachment F of Revision 1 to its PO.

~

Both P-EP and PEM reported that they had not been involved in
PG&E's selection of the critical items or their critical
characteristics listed in Revision 3 of PG&E's PO. Furthermore,
PG&E's generator was completed when Revision 3 was issued;
therefore, neither P-EP nor PEM considered Revision 3 during its
design, procurement, and manufacturing activities.

Because of the minimal involvement of P-EP's engineering
organization in PG&E's selection of critical items and their
critical characteristics listed in Revision 1, the team was
concerned that PG&E's selected list of critical items may not
have been sufficiently comprehensive to ensure that all items
were included, specifically, those items with a credible failure
mode or that, in a degraded condition, could adversely affect the
generator's ability to perform its design and safety-related
function. The team reviewed P-EP's generic FMEA and discussed
the technical bases for the critical items and their critical
characteristics with the engineering staffs of both P-EP and PEM
to determine whether PG&E's Revision 1 list of 14 critical items,
or its F.evision 3 list of 27 critical items, included all partsi

! that are critical to the generator's ability to perform its
design and safety-related. function.

According to P-EP's FMEA, the generator's two major design
~

parameters with regard to the effects of long-term degradation
and cyclic fatigue were its operating temperatures and cyclic
loading or high vibration forces. On the basis of these design
parameters, criticality levels 1 or 2 were assigned in the FMEA
to critical items such as the_ stator windincs, leads and their
connections, rotor pole windings, roller be_ rings, rotor shaft,
coil supports, end slip rings. From its review of P-EP's generic
FMEA documentation, the team determined that PG&E's lists of
critical items did not adequately envelope all of the generator's
critical-parts having a design or safety-related function (i.e.,
the slip-ring mounting sleeve insulator and the temperature and
vibration indicating devices, as discussed in Section 3.5.3 of
NRC's Inspection Report 99900772/91-01).

For a complex assembly such as a generator, the selection of
critical items and the determination of their critical
characteristics would require the involvement of both the
licensee's and supplier'.s engineering staffs. Although in
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R2vicion.3 of:its PO, PG&E revised tho introductory statement of
Attachment F, in part,-to state that this listing was based on
discussions-between the staffs of PG&E and NEI-Peebles at QAaudit--meetings held in Cleveland, Ohio, during December 1989 and
-in Edinburgh, Scotland, during October 1990, PEM and P-EP
considered this interface activity to be limited to those
critical items identified in Revision 1 to PG&E's PO, and they
believed th.e interface' activity was nonexistent for the critical
items identified in Revision 3 of the PO. Furthermore, PEM and
P-EP had' completed PG&E's generator when Revision 3'was issued;
therefore, Revision 3 was not considered during the design,
procurement, and manufacturing activities of the generator.

Although P-EP agreed to perform the testing necessary to verify
the critical characteristics of the items identified in Revision1 of PG&E's PO as critical, P-EP did not (1) identif the itemscritical to-the generator's ability to perform its 1 endedsafety-relatud function or (2) perform a . technical evaluation of
the items identified in Revision 1 of PG&E's PO to determine theadequacy of PG&E's list of critical characteristics. For thecritical characteristics selected by PG&E, P-EP failed to
demonstrate their relevance (1) to the properties or attributes
of the item necessary to withstand the effects of long-term
degradation, (2) to the credible failure mode of the item, and
(3) to the ability of the item to perform its safety-related
function. P-EP failed to substantiate that the PG&E-identified !critical. items included all parts that were required for the
generator to perform its safety-related function and that the
PG&E-identified critical characteristics were adequate to ensure
that the part will perform its safety-related function.
Consequently, an evaluation of P-EP's generic FMEA identified
additional critical characteristics for certain items that were
not identified or verified by PEM during its commercial grade
dedication" activities and were not identified by PG&E in its
Revision 1 to the PO.~

3.6.2 Review for Suitability

PEM and P-EP procured the critical items identified in Attach-
nent F of Revisions 1 and 3 of PG&E's PO as commercial gradeitems. The critical items procured by PEM and P-EP are
identified in the table at the end of Section 3.6.3. P-EP
procured 7 of the 14 items listed in Revision 1 of PG&E's PO (or
10 cf the 27 items listed in Revision 3) and supplied them to PEM
for- installation in the generator assembly. The 7 remaining
critical items listed in Revision 1 of PG&E's PO (or 17 of the 27items listed in Revision 3) were procured by PEM from its

-suppliers in Europe.
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PEM procurement practice consisted of purchasing items from
suppliers'that were selected on the basis of their performance
history, which was determined through the general knowledge and i
experience of PEM's staff. Although this procurement practice,. I

or custom, is commonplace for European manufacturers, the NRC !

placed conditions on its acceptance of this method to dedicate
;

commercial grade items. In its Generic Letter 89-02, " Actions to |
Improve the Detection of Counterfeit and Fraudulently Marketed |
Products," dated March 21, 1989, the NRC stated-that
supplier / item performance histcry was un acceptable method _to
dedicate commercial grade items provided (1) the established j
historical record is based on industry-wide performance data that
is directly applicable to the item's critical characteristics and

,

its intended safety-related application and (2) the supplier's
measures to control changes in design, materials, and
manufacturing processes have been adequately implemented as
verified by audit.

Most of PEM's suppliers, however, were not audited to verify that
| their measures to control design, processes, and material changes

were adequately implemented. The performance history data that
L were documented and verified did not establish performance data
| that were directly applicable to the item's critical

characteristics or its intended safety-related application. For
the most part, the POs to the suppliers of these items did not
impose any quality and technical requirements and none imposed
the reporting requirements of 10 CFR Part 21. Therefore, the
critical items for PG&E's generator were procured'by PEM as
commercial grade from suppliers whose ability to adequately
control changes in design, materials, and manufacturing processes
had not been substantiated, as necessary to support the use of
acceptable supplier / item performance history as an acceptable
portion of PEM's commercial grade dedication activity.

3.6.3 Verification of Suitability

The team reviewed the drawinga,-procedures, and material
specifications for the generator and examined similar components
in fabrication for a comparable generator PEM was building for
WNP2.. In discussions with PEM staff, the team identified what

, ' appeared to be the most likely components corresponding to the
PG&E list of critical items. The team reviewed the procurement

'

documentation for the critical items procured by PEM andr

evaluated PEM's methods for meeting P-EP's procurement'

requirements. The team also evaluated the extent to which the
| PG&E-listed critical characteristics (as well as others) were

ultimately verified by PEM. A summary of PEM's commercial grade
dedication activities for a sample of the critical items
specified by PG&E in Attachment F to Revision 1 and, where

i applicable, Revision 3 of its PO to P-EP is given below.
;

I

!
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(1) Lead Wire (Revisions 1 and 3)
In Revision 1 of its PO to P-EP, PG&E identified lead wire-
(Attachment:F, item 1)_as-a critical item and specified the
critical characteristics as (1) dielectric strength,
(2) number of strands, (3) the markings on the cable, and
(4) the= insulation thickness. However, in Revision 3 of
PG&E's PO only configuration was specified as the critical
characteristic for lead wire (Attachment F, item 16). PEM
had specified the lead wire to be used for de field leads
(the segment from the brush-rigging to the external terminal
. box) without guidance from P-EP. In all the pertinent
documentation provided by P-EP, the team could not identify
any wire suitable for this application. The only document
that may have referred to this wire specified wire of
insufficient ampacity for this application. The.efore, PEM
chose what appeared to be a suitable type of wire and
procured it in a similar manner to other lead wire used for
this generator. However, the wire was procured without -

apparent knowledge or consent of P-EP, and PEM did no*
verify the critical characteristics specified by PG&E

. (2) Maonet Wire (Revisions 1 and 3)
|

In Revision 1 of its PO to P-EP, PG&E identified magnet wire
; (Attachment F, item 4) as a critical item. This insulated
| copper wire is wound in a coil of turns or windings
| (approximately 450 for this machine) around each of eight

(for this 60-Hz, 900-rpm machine) laminated steel rotor
poles. Each rotor pole creates a constant magnetic field
from the direct current flowing in its windings, which
induces alternating current in the stator windings (coils)
as each pole passes the stator windings. A prime mover (in

I this case the diesel engine) turns the rotor shaft, which
causes relative motion between the magnetic field of the
rotor poles and the stator windings, inducing generator '

voltage and current. The generator is synchronous because
| the-frequency of the output voltage and current is directly

proportional to the speed of rotation of the rotor.
:

! P-EP provided the material specification for the rotor pole
magnet wire to PEM in PO 16271. The P-EP PO specified that

'

magnet coil wire be provided in acco" dance with P-EP
Material Specification MW-25.3, " Magnet Wire - Round,
Square, or Rectangular - Unvarnished Fused Polyester Glass
Covering, With or Without Enamel Undercoat, Class F

t (155 C) ," dated June 24, 1977. This version of MW-25.3
L provided detailed specifications and the codes and standards
l to be met for the wire and its insulating system, including

enamel undercoat and fibrous (dacron and fiberglass tape)
covering.

!
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PEM procured the wire from its supplier, Insulation Systems |

'

& Machines,.Ltd.-(ISM), by PO EM31035 (criginal) dated
April-27, 1990. In its PO, PEM specified, " rotor copper -
unvarnished double dacron glass-insulated square magnet
wire," and listed material specifications that corresponded
to those in MW-25.3. PEM required ISM to provide test
certificates for the chemical composition of copper, the
conductor resistivity, and the insulation dielectric
" stress" (sic) (strength). ISM subsequently ordered the
material from its Italian subsupplier, UDD-FIM, by PO

3

P-00-86-48 (original), dated April 30, 1990. UDD-FIM
supplied the material to ISM with a Quality Inspection
Report (test certificate) and a COC. The COC, written in
French, stated that the material was Fil de cuivre gulpe
2' DAGLAS Impregne Classe F. . . (copper wire wrapped with
double dacron glass, impregnated, Class F). ISM provided
the wire and documentation to PEM with a COC that certified
the material met the requirements of PEM'S PO. PEM accepted
the wire and used it to wind the rotor poles. However, the
team noted that the French word impregn6 means impregnated
and that fiber insulation material is commonly impregnated
with varnish; therefore, the insulation would not have been
unvarnished as specified. PEM engineers contacteC ISM who
confirmed-that the supplied wire had been varnished.

Therefore, the wire did not meet the P-EP material
specification or the PEM PO requirement for unvarnished
insulation. In addition, PEM had no documented analysis
addressing the use of varnished insulation tape in this

: applicati , and no information from P-EP regarding the basis
( for the specification of unvarnished insulation.

,

Accordingly, PEM immediately informed P-EP of the deviation.'

P-EP agreed to perform a deviation evaluation (pursuant to
10 CFR Part 21) regarding the varnished insulation,
including an evaluation cf the compatibility of the varnish
with, and its effects on the adhesion properties of, the
other materials (such as epoxy adhesive) used in the
assenbly of the rotor poles. This is Unresolved Item
99901065/91-01-01.

Although not clearly documented, PEM was assumed to be
responsible for dedication of the magnet wire for the rotor
(presumably because it procured the wire). PEM's documented
responsibility was to verify that the wire met the material
specifications cited in P-EP PO 16271, and P-EP expected PEM
would verify the PG&E-identified critical characteristics as
well in the course of meeting the material specification and
carrying out the specified testing.

- 17 -
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In Revision 1 of its PO to P-EP, PG&E identified the
critical characteristics of the magnet wire as size-and
shape, resistance, and insulation dielectric strength.
Although these characteristics were critical, PG&E omitted
other pertinent material-properties of the magnet wire, such
as mechanical strength and allowable bend radius, as well as
characteristics of the insulation system, such as thermal
capability. These characteristics were not merely
manufacturing considerations because they could affect
generator reliability given the stresses involved during
normal operation of the generator (let alone the additional
stresses from asynchronous events, adverse extremes ut the
normal service environment, or a design-basis event (DBE)
such as seismic excitation). Although some of these
characteristics may ultimately have been addressed by P-EP's
material specification and final testing, PG&E had not
identified them as critical.

ISM supplied a COC attesting that the wire met the required
specifications and also supplied the COC and quality
inspection report (test certificate) from UDD-FIM as
required by PEM PO EM31035. However, although both the COC
and the test report certify that the material met all
specifications, there was no easis for acceptance of the
COC. PEM did not survey either supplier and did not conduct
independent testing to verify the accuracy of the COC or the
test report. As a result, PEM accepted and used
nonconforming material. This is one of several examples of
PEM accepting a COC at face value with no audits, surveys,
or verification testing to verify the val'11ty of the COC.

The revision of June 24, 1977, of MW-25.1 31sted approved
suppliers and the trade names of their.pr-iucts. The
approved magnet wire was listed as being available from two
approved.U.S. manufacturers and described as " Armored
Polythermaleze + Dacron - Glass" (as manufactured by Belden
Mfg. Co.) and also as "Polythermaleze 2000 + Dacron-Glass"
(as manufactured by Phelps Dodge), Although PEM used one of
these approved types of magnet wire, it obtained the wire
through its regular supplier, ISM. ISM, in turn, procured,

the wire from a company in Italy called UDD-FIM who
manufactured it under lacense from Phelps Dodge. However,
PEM did not specify the material by trade name in its PO to
ISM, which-may have contributed to. receiving the wrong
material.

PEM prepared an engineering change note (ECN) to obtain P-EP
approval to obtain the material specified in MW-25.3 from an
alternate supplier to ensure conformance with QA
requirements. However, the ECN was not prepared until
November 15, 1990, nearly 7 months after the order had been
placed with ISM and well after the wire had been received by

- 18 -
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PEM. Nonethelees,- P-EP replied that- no addition to= the
material-specif ,ation was required because-the trade name
was specifically identified _on the material specification.
Although PEM considered this response an approval, P-EP's
reply was~an inappropriate response because P-EP effectively |

abdicated its design control responsibility in granting
what was tantamount to: blanket supplier selection authority

-

on the sole basis of the product's trado name.

(3) Lead to Coil Terminations (Revision 1)
In Revision 1 of its PO to P-EP, PG&E identified the lead to
coil terminations (Attachment F, item-11) as critical items
and specified-the critical characteristics as brazing and
weld materials. Revision 3 of PG&E's PO did not include the
lead to coil terminations as critical items, although PEM's
engineering staff agreed with the team that the lead to coil
terminations were critical. Moreover, PEM pointed out that
all connection and termination joints were critical to the
generator's ability to perform its design and safety-related
function.

The completed generator assembly contains several
connections and terminati;ns that can be classified into one
of the following three types:

brazed, high-tempefature silver-solder joints thata
connect the_ magnet wires of the rotor poles to cable
leads-

overlapped compression joints that connect coppert e

! conductors to copper conducto- (e.g., the stator coil
windings to other stator. coil sindings and the stator
coil windings to the copper conductors of the parallel
rings) or copper conductors to cable leads (e.g., the

copper conductors of the parallel rings to the cable
leads that run to the ger.erator's main terminal box)

crimped joints that connect cable leads to lugs (e.g.,e

ring-tongue terminals used for bolted terminations)

PG&E ideatified the lead to coil terminations as criticalitems wich critical characteristics listed as brazing and
weld materials,.even though weld materials are not used to
perform brazing operations. PEM used brazed connections
only to connect the. magnet wires of the rotor poles-to cable
leads.that run along the surface of the rotor shaft to the
slip-ring assembly. However, PG&E clid not identify the
generator's other connections and terminations as critical
items, even though PEM considered them to be critical.

19 --
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PEM did not establish a documented procedure to control the
high-temperature silver-solder brazing operation. PEM,however, dl.d h, skilled craft wich several' years ofa

experience to ma, the brazed joints. PEM failed todocument (1) qualification of the brazing materials and
methods used, (2) inspection of the brazed joints ., o r

(3) verification that the joints were adequate and met
expected qutlity and technical requirements.

To control the overlapped compression joints in the stator
assembly, PEM developed Procedure R 6081, " Compression
Jointing of Copper Conductors Within a Stator Winding UsingAMP Products," dated Hovember 20, 1990. PEM prepared trial

.

joints for the overlapped compression joints that connect
the stator coil windings to each other and.the stator coil
windings to the parallel ring to establish the fabrication
parameters for the same type of c,ompression joints to be
performed during the manufactur,ing of the generator.
However, PEM failed to docum'ent'the resUlts of the test andinspection of the qualifying trial joints. PEM also failedto document objective evidence of any inspection or
verification to ensure that the joints made during ,

ifabrication were adequate and met expected quality and
technical requirements.

PEM did not establish a documented procedure to control the
crimped joints tha+ connect the cable leads to ring-tongue
terminal lugs that form bolted connections (1) at the
terminal box for the cable leads that run from the stator'sparallel rings, (2) at the slip-ring cesembly for the cable
leads that run along the rotor shaft from the rotor poles,,

and (3) at the brush-rigging assembly and the field terminal
box for the cable leads that connect those two items. Inaddition, PEM_ failed to document objective evidence of its,

inspection or-verification of the crimped joints to ensure
that the joints were adequate and met expected quality andtechnical requirements.

(4) Roller Bearing (Revisions 1 and 3) '

In Revision 1 of its PO to P-EP, PG&E identified the roller
bearing (Attachment F,. item 12) as a critical item and_

specified the critical characteristics as size and type, -

visual inspection (the team noted that-this PG&E-identified
. characteristic is not a valid critical characteristic of theroller bearing), catalog number, and tolerances. However,
in Revision 3 of its PO, PG&E specified the roller bearing's(Attachment F, item 6) critical characteristics as partnumber and configuration.
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PEH issued a PO to its supplier, FAG (UK) Limited, for the
,troller bearing ar.d specified, " spherical roller bearing,

cat. no. 22226-C3, SMF or equiv." FAG issued a COC, dated
September 14, 1990, to PEM for the roller bearing certifying i

that the roller bearing supplied (catalog no. >

22226EAS-N-C3) was equivalent to the SKF-22226-C3 ordered. !

The difference in design between the two bearings was that
,

the bearing ordered had a steel cage and the bearing
supplied and installad had a forged cage. PEM evaluated the ,

,

difference and determined that the roller bearings were ;

equivalent.

Even though the spherical roller bearing van procured as a I
comuercial grace item from a supplier that had not been
audited, PEM accepted the COC for the bearing, as was its '

custom, and performed a receipt inspection. The results c i

the receipt inspection documented acceptance of the bearing
after verification of the catalog no, and visual inspection
for damage. ,

(5) Rotor Shaft (Revisions 1 and 3)
In Revision 1 of its PO to P-EP, PG&E identified the rotor
shaft (Attachment F, item 13) as a critical item and
specified the critical characteristics as " require
dedicction by factory test" without specifying what should
be included in the test. However, in Revision 3 of its Po,
PG&E specified the rotor shaft's (Attachment F, item 1)
critical characteristics as material, configuration, and

( integrity. 5

In its PO to PEM, P-EP required that the rotor shaft forging
comply with Material Specification MS-70.42, " Shaft Forging, |

'Carbon Steel (Not Recommend'l for Welded Lands) Used for All
Flanged Shafts and All Shaf's Or e 10-Inch Diameter," dated
November 10, 1972. MS-70a2 snealfied the shaft aaterial
comply with American Soc. ty f?? testing and Materials
(ASIM) A-479, Class 1, Vacuum-Treated Carbon and Alloy"

,

Steel Forgings for Turbine R-tors and Shaft " However,
P-EP's Drawing C-67400-1, " Shaft, Single Ben.?ng, Forged,
Flanged for Alco Engine," Revision 7, dated November 19, ;

1990, specified that the shaft material comply with ASTM
A-292, Class 1. The team determined that ASTM A-292 was
superseded by ASTM A-469, " Vacuum-Treated Steel Forgings for
Generator Rotors," and that_P-EP-Drawing C-67400-1 had not
been revised to reflect ASTM A-469 for generator rotor
shafts instead of the obsolete A-292 specification. The
issue of concern is that PEM did not document a
reconciliation of the apparent conflict between the material

ispecified in the drawing and the material specified in
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MS-70.42. Neither PEM nor P-EP documented the basis orrationale for ordering the generator's rotor shaft to a
material specification intended for turbine rotors and
shafts (ASTM A-470) as opposed to the material specification
for generator rotors (ASTM A-469).

ASTM A-469 required a permeability test of the rotor shaft
be performed in accordance with ACTM A-141, " Test Method for
DC Magnetic Ptoperties of Materials Using DC Permeameters
and the Ballistic Test Methods," 1r ASTM A-773, " Test Method
for DC Magnetic Properties of Materials Using Ring and*

Permeameter Procedures with DC Electronic Hysterenigraphs."
ASTM A-470 did not require a permeability test of the rotor
because the specification was intended for turbine rotors.
Moreover, e permeability test was not performed or
documentea in PEM's inspection records for the rotor shaft.
Neither I-E9 nor PEM evaluated the necessity to determine ,

the rotor shafts permeability; therefore, the proper
material and its cheracteristics were no' adequatelyverified by PEM.

PEM ordered the rotor shaft from La Forgia di Bellate s.p.a. iof Milan, Italy. PEM's PO specified " shaft forging to
Drawing B-67405-1, to be rough turned condition, material
spec: ASTM A-470-77, Class 1, also BS-970 080 M40," even '

though PEM did not document an equivalency evdluation
between ASTM A-470-77, Class 1, and BS-970 08G M40. La
Forgia di Bollate issued its COC, dated December 6, 1999, to
PEM and certified that the rotor shaft complied with PEM's
Drawing B-67405-1 and Material Specification BS-970 080 M40. ;

!

The COC also certified the shaft was nondestructively
examined (NDE) acccrding to the requirements of ASTM A-418, '

" Ultrasonic Inspection of Turbine and Generator Steel Rotor
Forgings," and reported that "no noteworthy defect was
found, positive results." The shaft was shipped to Weir
Engineering Services, Alloa Works, located in Alloa,
Scotland, where PEM procured the final shaft machining in
accordance with-Drawing C-67400-1. Weir Engineering
Services issued a COC to PEM that certified that the shaft
had been inspected and conformed to Drawing C-67400-1. PEM
performed a dimensional verification.of the shaft to Drawing
C-67400-1 during receipt inspection to ensure the
configuration characteristic of the rotor shaft.

The only NDE performed on the rotor shaft was an ultrasonic
(UT), straight beam, examination, which may not detect ,

'

shallow internal discontinuities (i.e., cracxs or tears and
bursts that occur during the processing of ingots or
billets) immediately below the surface of the rotor shaft.
Although PG&E identifjed integrity as a critical
characteristic of the rotor shaft, PEM did not perform a ,

magnetic _ particle (MT) examination, which would detect these
,
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discontinuities, even though certain conditions peculiar to
forgings require the use of more than one NDE method to
provide reasonable assurance of the integrity of the rotor
shaft forgin';.

(6) dtator and Rotor Cong (Revision 1) |
I

In Revision 1 of its PO to P-EP, PG&E identified the stator
and rotor core as a critical item (Attachment F, item 14)
and specified their critical characteristic as factory
testing (electrical losses). However, in Revision 3 of
PG&E's PO the stator core and rotor pole were omitted as a
critical item and stampings was identified (Attachment F,
item 2) with the critical characteristics of configuration
and material. The stator core and rotor pole stampings are
addressed separately below.

e Stamoinas (Stator corel (Revision 3)
In PO 16271 to PEM, P-EP specified that stator core
stampings (electrical steel) be provided in accordance
with P-EP Material Specification MS-70.77, " Steel-
Electrical Sheet - Fully Processed." Tne February 14,
1991, revision of MS-70.77 allowed core steel material
for machines built by PEM to be purchased accordin? to
PEM Specification R 8046, " Electrical Core Steel For
Rotating Machinos, Coated On Both Sides With An
Insulating Resin Or Varnish," and stated that " Grade |

310-50-A5... is universally acceptable under NS-70.77."

PEM procured the material from Joron Steel by PO EM31024
(original estimated date February 1990). PEM's PO
specified " stator core steel to purchase standard R 8046,
Grade 310-50-A5" and required test certificates for the
chemical compo'Jition of steel and insulation resistivity.

Joron pro,ured the steel from EBG in Gernany. EBG
provided a test report indicating the steel core loss,
but not the chemical composition or insulation
resistivity. Joron subsequently provided the test report
to PEM with some additions (coils numbers, contract
number, and purchase order number).

Although PEM specified testing for both chemical
composition and insulation resistivity in its PO to -

Joron, it accepted the material without either of those
tests being performed. This is another example of PEM
accepting material from a supplier who has not met the PO
requirements without generating a discrepancy report. In
addition, although Revision 1 of the PG&E PO roquired
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factory testing for electrical losses, PEM did not pass
this on to its supplier.. Even though EBG provided the
results of the factory test for electrical losses to PEM
through Joron, there is no basis for accepting the EBG
test report because PEM did not audit its suppliers.

* Stanninas (Rotor Pole) (Revision 3)
In its PO to PEM, P-EP specified that rotor pole
stampings (pole iron) be provided in cccordance with P-EP
Material Specification MS-70.38, " Steel - Hot Rolled Pole
Steel." The February 14, 1991, revision of MS-70.38
allowed rotor pole steel material for machines built byPEM to be Tensiloy 250.

PEM issued PO EM31042 to British Steel Corporation
requesting Tensiloy 250 steel. The 'O required test
certificates for chemical composition, mechanical

: properties (tensjle, yield, percent-elongation), and de
permeability.

Although Revision 1 of PG&E's PO identified " losses"
(presumably referring to ac hysteresis) as a critical
characteristic, PEM recognized that to be inappropriate
for de rotor pole stampings, even though it did not
notify P-EP, because the critical characteristic of rotor
pole stampings are mechanical and de permeability. Thus,
even though PEM did not pass on the " losses" requirement ,

'

to its supplier, PEM did specify the correct critical
characteristics. PEM's supplier, British Steel ,

Corporation, did supply a certificate of magnetic testing*

(de permeability) that identified the product as Tensiloy
250_and provided results of-mechanical and de
permeability testing. Chemical composition of the steel
was not provided. Again, PCM accepted the test
certificate without an adequate basis since no audits of |

British Steel Corporation had been performed.
(7) Stator Resistance Temperature Detectorn (Revision 1)

In Revision 1 of its PO to P-EP, PG&E identified the stator
resistance temperature detectors (RTDs) as critical items,
but-P-EP did not invoke or provide a material specificationfor the RTDs. However, P-EP PO 16271 to PEM included, in "

the description of the generator, "E embedded 10-chm
detectors," which indicated that P-EP supplied the RTDs to
PEM for PG&E's generator. However, PEM issued PO JA30241
(original) (date not discernible on copies) to carel

-Components Ltd. for "8 en stator _ winding resistance temp ,

detectors 10-ohms at 25 C, 3 wire 6-inch Ig x 11/32-inch
wide x 0.50-ir.ch thk," which showed that PEM had procured
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the RTDs that were actually installed in the generator.
Carel subsequently procured the RTDs from its subsupplier,
Minco Products, Inc. Although the original PO from PEM did
not specify the insulation material, PEM modified its PO in
a telex.to carel, dated March 28, 1990, which Carol
acknowledged by letter dated March 29, 1990. The
modification specified the Minco part number in accordance
with the catalog descrip.lon. The Hinco part number
identified the model number (including element type,
insulation class and thickness, and lead wire size), length,
lead wire insulation, width, number of lead wires, and lead
wire length, sEM did not require a COC from Carel in its
original or revised (by telex) PO. ,

Revision 1 of the PG&E PO inadequately identified the .

critical characteristics of the stator RTDs as only size and
shape; Revision 3 did not identif,y the stator RTDs as
critical items at all. Although Revision 1 of the PG&E PO
did require a shop test for RTD continuity, resistance (but
no associated temperature), and insulation, PEM identified
none of these characteristics to carel in PO JA30241. The
RTDs were shipped by Minco on May 4, 1990, and were receiven
by PEM on May 15, 1990. According to the PEM record of a-
telephone conversation of Suptember 14, 1990, to Carel, PEH
requested a COC fnr the RTDs. Minco issued a Coc (undated)
to carel, which was then provided to PEM certifying that the
-RTDs met the specifications as defined by the Po (i.e., part
number). PEM performed its standard receipt inspection,
verifying dimensions and shop testing for insulation
resistance. In addition, PEM stated that its standard
practice was to test RTDs during stator winding and also
during testing of the completed' generator. However, PEH '

test records did not indicate the expected values and
tolerance for the RTD resistance with regard to temperature
and the temperature at which the RTD resistance was measured
was not recorded. Therefore, it was difficult to determine
if the measured value was within the expected range.

PEN receipt _ inspectors did not always have all applicable
documents available. PEM receipt inspectors were supposed
to verify that incoming satorials met the PO specifications
by checking the delivered material against a copy of the PO.
In this case, the Po was changed by telex to specify a part-

'

number and the receipt inspector was not provided a copy of
the-change notification. Therefora, the receipt inspector
was-not'able to verify that the correct part number was
received. Checking against the po could have led to
accepting incorrect material because Minco provides 2
different classes of RTDs that are identical except for the ,

bedy material and the Po did not specify body material.

'
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In addition, even though PEM had completed PG&E's generator
before Revision 3 was issued and reported that Revision 3 was not
considered during the design, procurement, and manufacturjng
ac*ivities of the generator, PEM acknowledged that certain items
specified in Attachment F of Revision 3, although not listed in
Attachment F of Revision 2, had been concidered critical to the
generator's ability to perform its intended design and safety-
related function _and, therefore, included in PEM's commercial
grade dedication and verification activities. The team's reviewof a sample of these critical items is given below.
(1) Stator Colls (Revision 3)

.

Although Revision 1 of PG&E's PO inappropriately omitted the
stator coils as critical items, Revision 3 did identify
stator coils (Attachment F, item 15) as critical items withcritical characteristics of configuration, chemical
composition, and coating -insulation.. Nevertheless," in PO
16271 to PEM, P-EP invoked gaterial specification MW-25.5
for the stator coil magnet wire. The MW-25.5 revision dated
May 10, 19824 " Magnet Wire - Round, Square, or Rectangulcr
Class H (180 C)," provided detailed specifications,
including codes and standards to be met for the copper wire, '

enamel first insulation coating, and packaging. ANSI
Standard C7.9 (for square or rectangular soft or annealed
copper wire) and ASTM B-3 (for soft or annealed copper wire)

;were among the standards ca21od for. In addition, MW-25.5
listed approved suppliers and the trade names of their
products to meet the material specification. One approved
magnet wire of the type available to PEM was listed in
MW-25.5 as "Polythermaloze 2000," manufactured by Phelps.t Dodge.

PEM pr'ocured the stator magnet wire from its supplier, ISM, ;by PO EM31003. In its PO, PEM appropriately specified the
material by trade name as well as by description (stator ;

copper 0.256-inch-wide x 0.102-inch-thick insulated with
_polythermaleze 2000 enamel). The PO listed material ,

specifications corresponding to those specified in MW-25.5 >

with the exception of ASTM B-3, which was not contained in
any of the other specifications listed.

PEM (PO EM31003) required (1) a test' certificate for
chemical composition of copper, electrical resistivity, and
insulation dielectric strength and (2) a COC attesting to
conformance with the National Electrical Manufacturers
Association, Standard Publication MW1000, " Thermal
Classification and Insulation voltage Withstand Level for
the Type of Wire specified." ISM subsequently supplied the

:
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material to PEH with a test certificate from ISM's
subsupplier, SAFI-CONEL, and an ISM COC. However, PEM could
produce no documentation that could connect the SAFI-CONEL
test certificate to the PEM purchase order.

Although Revision 3 to PG&E's PO was issued less than 1
month before the generator was shipped, P-EP passed it on to
PEM, and PEM tried to dedicate the stator coil wire in i

accordance with the new revision. However, PG&E |
inadequately listed the critical characteristics of the
stator coils as configuration, chemical composition, without
specifying particulars for the lutter two. PEM's dedication
methodology, apart from final testing, consisted of invoking
P-EP's material specifications through Po requirements for
its supplier, but the material anJ/or documentation received
did not always meet these requirements.

PEM PO EM31003 to ISM required a test certificato indicating
the chemical composition of the copper, electrical
resistivity, and inculation dielectric strength. ISM
supplied a Coc attesting that the wire met the required
specifications and also supplied a test certificate from
SAFI-CONEL, but the test certificate addressed only thi
insulation dielectric strength. PEM apparently had not
received any test certificates indicating the chemical
composition of the copper or the insulation resistivity, and
there was no documented basis for acceptance of the coC.
PEM had not surveyed ISM or SAFI-CONEL and did not provide ,

'indepe.. dent testing to verify the accuracy of the COC or the
test report.

PEM maintained t ..at it should not be held responsible for
inadeqitate dedic8 tion of an item after the fact. The team
determined that, although PEM accepted and used the stator
coil wire without an adequate Coc and test report, this did
not constitute a deviation from the P-EP PO or the PG&E PO
because Revision 1 to the PG&E Po did not specify the stator
coil wire as a critical item and Revision 3 was issued well

*

after the generator had been' assembled.

However, of greater concern to the team were the issues of
controlling and surveying suppliers, identifying

*

nonconforming material, and holding suppliers accountable
for nonconformances. At the time of the inspection, PEM was
not in the practice of auditing or surveying its suppliers;
therefore, its basis for accepting COCs from its suppliers
was' inadequate. In addition, Pt4 accepted and used as'erial
for which the COC certified that Po requirements had been
met when, in fact, the requirements had not been met. In
the stator coil procurement, the material supplier certified
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that PO specifications were met but did not furnish test
certificates as required by the PO. PEM neither held the
supplier (ISM) accountable nor documented this as a supplier
noncompliance for future reference.

The team's tour of the material receiving area, review of
documents, and interviews with PEM personnel generally
supported PEM's claim that it inspected all incoming
material for compliance with PO requirements. Nonconforming
material was quarantined until the engineering staff
determined disposition. If PEM's engineering staff
determined the material to be unacceptable, it would be
rejected (returned to the supplier) and a discrepancy report
would be prepared. Discrepancy reports were to be reviewed
on a routine basis to evaluate supplier performance. If,
however, the material were to be evaluated by PEM's
engineering staff as acceptable as is, no discrepancy rep *>rt
would be issued, even if the material (or the documentation)
did not meet all the PO requirements. However, this
practice, with regard to discrepancy reports, would not
identify and track the performance of vendors who may
occasionally, or even routinely, provide marginally
acceptable materials or incomplete or inadequate "

documentation.

(2) Bearino Bracket (Revision 3)

In its PO to P-EP, PG&E identified the bearing bracket
(Attachment F, item 4) as a critical item and specified its
critical characteristics as configuration and material.
PG&E's generator was a single bearing design. One end of
the generator's rotor shaft was supported by a spherical'

roller bearing and bearing bracket assembly while the other
end of the rotor shaft was flanged for mounting to the
diesel engine.

PEM Drawing RA-14896, "Non-Drive End Roller Bearing Bracket
Kit," Revision 0, dated February 16, 1990, was the design
drawing for the bearing bracket assembly. The assembly
consisted of (1) a spherical roller bearing, (2) the bearing
bracket hub, (3) the bearing seal, (4) the bearing cover,
and (5) the insulation ring.

The bearing bracket hub (part no. 10767-0274, Drawing
B-66863-1) was a welded assembly of two concentric machined
rings. The inalde diameter (ID) of the inner ring of the
bearing bracket hub abutted the outside diameter (OD) of the
roller bearing and held the roller bearing in place,
laterally, on the rotor shaft. This ring was machired with
ports to lubricate (grease) the bearing. Welded to the OD
of the inner ring was a mounting ring, with a smaller
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L-shaped cross section attached to the '7ner ring by a
continuous 3/8-inch fillet veld on both sides. The mounting
ring was drilled to accommodate eight bolt holes, equally
rpaced circumferentially.

PEM procured this fabricated assembly from its supplier as a
commercial grade item. PEN Material Specification MS-70.14
specified that the material for both rings comply with
BS-4360, Grade 43A. However, the supplier did not provide
PLM with a COC for the material or the fLbrication.
Although PEM's receipt inspection appeared to consist of a
visun1 inspection for workmanship, the results of the
inspection were not documented. In addition, PEM failed to
specify any HDE of the continuous fillet volds that form
critical load-bearing members of the support assembly of the
bearing-end of the rotor shaft.

The insulation ring (Drawing A-64934-A) provided the
electrical separation between the bearing bracket assembly
and the generator frame. The ID of the 0.437-inch-thick
(1 0.010-inch) insulation ring was fitted over a portion of
the L-shaped mounting ring on the bearing bracket hub. The
OD of the insulation ring appeared to be larger than the OD

'

of the mounting ring and, therefore, the insulation ring
stood proud of (extended beyond) the mounting ring. This
configuration required the insulation ring to abut directly
to the generator frame in such a way that it appeared to
constitute a load-bearing component part of the support
assembly for the bearing end of the rotor shaft. PEM's
Material Specification MI-5.3, specified the material for
the insulation ring as C.B. Bakelite. The insulation ring
also was drilled to accommodate eight bolt holes, equally*

spaced circumferentially, that aligned with the bolt holes
in the mounting ring. The eight bolts (5/8-inch hex-head)
placed through the holes in the mounting ring and the
insulation ring were attached to the generator frame and
formed the supporting attachments for the bearing end of the
generator.

PEM procured the fabricated (ID and OD cut to si7e and the
bolt holes drilled) insulation ring from its supplier as a
commercial grade item. However, the supplier did not
provide PEM with a COC for the material or the fabrication.
Although PEM's receipt inspection appeared to consist of a
visual inspection for workmanship, the results of the
inspection were not documented. Neither P-EP nor PEM
demonstrated an engineering basis for the design of the
insulation ring in combination with the mounting ring of the
bearing bracket hub, which used the insulation ring as a
load-bearing component part of the eupport assembly of the
bearing end of the rotor shaft.
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Therefore, PEM's inspection or verification of the
commercial grade bearing bracket hub and insulation ring
failed to demonstrate reasonable assurance that the parts
were adequate and met expected quality and technical
requirements.

Although not specifically a component part of the bearing
bracket assembly, the brush-rigging was attached to the
bearlug bracket assembly by using a threaded stud. To form
the electrical separation betwnen the brush-rigging and the
bearing bracket assembly (and, therefore, the rotor shaft),
the stud was installed inside a mounting tube insulator.
The material for the mounting tube insulator was specified
in Drawing A-18405 as Grade-X Spaudite Bakelite. PEH agroad

,

-that the tube insulator was a critical item, even though no
critica) charactaristics were identified by either PG&E or,

P-EP ard PEM did not perform any dedication activities to
ensure that the tube insulator met expected quality and
technical requirements.

(3) Stud / Threaded Rod (Revision 3).

In its PO to P-EP, PGLE identified the threaded rod studs
(Attachment F, item 5) as critical items and specified their
critica) characteristics as dimensions, material, and
velding. The generator's rotor spider assembly was formed
by cteel stampings that-were laminated together and fitted

rconcentric over the rotor shaft. The rotor spider assembly
was designed with eight, equally spaced, dovetail grooves,
which were used te mount the eight rotor pole assemblies.
The. rotor spider stampings were produced with-penetrations
to accommodate eight threaded rod studs. The studs were
placed through the laminated stamping penetrations and

-

axtended the entire axial length of the rotor cpider '

assembly. The exposed threaded ends of the studs were
fitted with nuts, which were to.que.d to compress the rotor
spider lamination and hold the assembled stampings together.
When the proper compression of the rotor spider lamination ,

was. achieved, the nuts were tack welded to the studs to- ',

prevent loosening,

The threaded studs (Drawing A-66668-G 354, Revision 3, dated,

; June 11, 1980) were 7/8-inch-diameter x 35-1/2 inches long,
I and 3-inches of each end were threaded with UNC-2A threads.-

The material for the studs was specified as ASTM A-108 and ,

the minimum yield strength was required to be 72000 psi, ,

| even though the material actually used by PEM was DS-970,
Grade 605 M36, Condition T. Although PEM's supplier

-

furnished a COC that the stud material complies with
BS-970, Grade 605 M36, Condition T, the COC did not providethe yield or~ tensile strength values for the material. PEM,
in conjunction with P-EP, performed an equivalency >
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evaluation of the material specified, compared the material
actually used, and determined the material was acceptable,
even though the technical basis to support that
determination was not adequately documented.

I

Although the threaded studs were procured as commercial
grade items from a supplier that had not been audited, PEM
accepted the COC and performed a receipt inspection. The
material for the nuts (7/8-inch x UNC-2A thread) was not
specified and a COC for the commercial grade r.uts was not
included. PEM's receipt inspection appeared to consist of a
visual inspection for workmanship; however, the results of
the inspection were not documented. PEM also failed to
document objective evidence of its inspection or
verification of (1) the tcrque pressure applied to the nuts
to conpress the spider stamping assembly and (2) the tack
welds that joined the nuts to the threaded studs.

(4) Soider End Rinas (Revision 3)
In its PO to P-EP, PG&E identified the spider end rings
(Attachment F, item 7) as critical items and specified their
critical characteristic as configuration. The generator's
spider end rings (one on each end of the rotor spider ,

assembly) consisted of a head ring with eight mounting-lug
'

ribs welded in an equally spaced configuration that extended
radially from the axis of the head ring.

PEM Drawing B-66865, "#408 Pole Rotor Spider Head,"
Revision 4, dated February 6, 1970, prescribed the assembly
of the head ring and the eight mounting-lug ribs. The ID of.

the head ring was concentrically fitted over the rotor shaft '

and abutted the spider stamping assembly. The OD of the
head ring was smaller than the circumference formed by the
eight threaded studs that held the spider stampings in a
compressed assembly. Each head ring was produced with eight

'

penetrations, equally spaced circumferentially to
accommodate the eight rivets that extended through the
spider stamping assembly and were welded to the head rings
on each end. Eight mounting-lug ribs were_ attached to each
head ring (1/4-inch fillet welds on each side of the
mounting-lug ribs) in an equally spaced arrangement so that
the ribs extended radially from the rotor's axis. -The
mounting-lug ribs were drilled and tapped to accommodate the
bolted attachments of the rotor end ring and the generator's
fan assembly.
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PEM procured the spider end rings from its supplier ascommercial grade fabricated assemblies. Although PEM's
supplier provided a COC for_the spider end rings, the COC
failed to address NDE or visua.' inspection of the mounting-

t

lug attachment we3ds
members of the suppor,t assembly for t.',wgenerator's fanwhich form the critical load-bearing
assembly. DEM's rocciving inspection appeared to consist of
a visual inspection for workmanship; however, the results ofthe inspection were not documented.

. (5) Short Circuit Bars (Revision 3)
In itu.PO to PEM
circuit bars or r,otor bars)P-EP specifi9d that damper bars (short

.

of hard oxygen free copper be
provided in accordance with P-EP Material SpecificationMC-80.6, " Copper - Hard Drawn oxygen Free or Deoxidized -Bar Rods and Shapes." However, the MC-80.6 revision ofFebruary 14, 1991,
Grade 103C. .

allows dampgr, bars to meet BS-1433,
.

Therefore, PEM issued PO JA30274 to Thomas Bolton & JohnsonLtd. for, " copper rods 1/2-inch dia. X 34-inch Ig to conform
to ASTM B-187 high conductivity round bar to BS-1433,hard drawn, designation C103." 1970,The PO required test
certificates for chemical composition, tensile strength,
percent elongation, and conductivity, hardness, andembrittlement tests.

Revision 3 of PG&E's PO identified the short circuit bars(damper bars) as critical items with critical
characteristics of configuration and material. Bcitonprovided the material to PEM with a test certificate
specifying all applicable requiremants. '

Once again, PEM
accepted the CSC from Bolton without an adequate basis.

(6) Rivets (Revision 3)
,

In its PO to P-EP, PG&E identified the rivets (Attachment F,item 13) zus critical items and scharacteristic as configuration.pecified their criticalThe eight rivets were
placed through the rotor spider assembly and extended itsentire axial length. The ends of the rivets penetrated the
head ring of the spider end ring assembly and were chamfered

>

to facilitate performing a groove weld that joined the rivet
to the head ring of the spider end ring assembly.

PEM Drawing RE-1734, dated November 15, 1990, prescribed the
details for the 7/8-inch-diameter x 35-5/8 inches long
rivets made from material complying with BS-970, PT1 (1983),Grade 605 M36, Condition T. PEM, in conjunction withP-EP, performed an equivalency evaluation of the materialspecified, compared the material actually used, and
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determined that the material used was acceptable, even
though the technical basis to support that determination was
not adequately documented. PEM's receiving inspection
appeaced to consist of a visual inspection for workmanship;
hawever, the results of the inspection were not documv Led.
PrH failed to specify any NDE examination of the gr' ee
welds that attach the riveta to the head ring cf the spider
end ring assemblies, which form load-bearing members of the
support assembly for the generator's fan assembly.

(7) Stator Frewe (Revision 3)
In its PO to P-EP, PG&E identified the stator frame
(Atcachment F, item 18) as a critical item and specified the
critical characteristic as configuration. The stator frame
fremed cat, striactural support for the stator and the
completed generator assembly.

P-EP Drawing D-56825-7., Revision 3, dated November 17, 1970,
described the construction details of the stator frams.
Although P-EP's stator frame drawing was furnished to PEM,
PEM's eng!3ecring staff found the drawing to be unacceptable
for consti2ction use. Specifically, PEM found that portions
of the sta.cor frame drawing were too difficult to read and
properly interpret and noted that the drawing did not
specify certain critical fabrication details, such as the
length and pitch of the increments of intermittent fillet
welds that join scructural members.

P-EP's drawing, which was originally prepared by the
Electric Products Division of Portec, Inc., specified the

,

structural details of the stator frames in PG&E's five
existing 1969 generatorr, which were qualified with respect
to DCNPP's scismic requirements. PG&E required the new no.
2-3 generator to be identical to PG&E'c 1966 spare generator
and DCNPP's five 1969 generators in en apparent attempt to
demonstrate compliance with the requirements for safety-
related equipment suitability, including seismic and any
environmental qualification requirements. However, PEM's
new drawing cons!sted of some design changes from the
original drawing in arcas where the original was not clear
or the details vere not Specified and, therefore,
constituted changes to the original design.

PEM's new drawing for the frame was not reviewed and
approved by P-EP and no evaluation was performed or
documented to establish that the new drawing of the frame
design was identical to the frame design of the previous
frames supi lled to PG&E. Fabrication of the stator frams to
PEM's new drawing did not ensure that the stator frame was
identical to the origina) seismically qualified 1969 stator
frames.
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PG&E colected and opecified the critical items and their critical
characteristics for its generator, and P-EP agreed to perform the
tests necessary to_ verify the specified characteristics.
However, P-EP supplied the generator to PG&E as a basic component
that complied with the quality requirements of Appendix B to
10 CFR Part 50 and, therefore, was responsible for establishing
reasonable assurance that the generator and its critical items
will perform their respective design and safety-related
functions. Therefore,
critical characteristics of the critical items (i.e., theP-EP failed to identify all of the design
properties or attributes.that are essential for the item's form,
fit, and functional performance) and P-EP did not demonstrate its
bases-for determining that the critical characteristics specified
by PG&E vere relevant to the critical item's (1) credible failuremodes, (2 ability to perform its safety-related function, and(3). proper) ties or attributes necessary to withstand the effects
of long-term degradation and cyclic fatigue.

PEM failed to demonstrate that its dedication activities forcritical items procured as commercial grade resulted in
ostablishing reasonable assurance that the generator and its
critical items will perform their respective design and safety-related functions. PEM procured the critical items for PG&E's
generator as commercial grade from suppliers whose ability to
adequately control changes in design, matarials, and
manufacturing processes had not been substantiated, as necessary
to support the use of acceptable supplier / item performance
history as an acceptable portion of its commercial gradededication activity. Apart from final testing, PEM's dedication
methodology consisted largely of imposing the material
sp,ecification requirements on its suppliers and then verifying
conformance of the material to those material specifications.
Verification methods included basic receipt inspection and review
of the suppliers' documentation, which was typically accepted
without verification of its validity through audits or surveys of
the supplier, as is common practice among European businesses.
However, there were instances in which PEM accepted material
through engineering resolution without the supplier having
supplied all the documentation specified in the PO.

PEH failed to demonstrate reasonable assurance that the criticalitems and their critical characteristics chosen by iG&E vere
adequately verified during the commercial grade dedication and
verification _ activities to ensure (1) that the critical items and

j

the generator will perform their safety-related function and (2)that the critical items have the properties or attributes
necessary'to withstand the effects of long-term degradation orcyclic fatigue.

This is Nonconformance 99901065/91-01-02.
P
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TABLE

A Comparison of PG&E's Purchase Order Revision 1 and 3
for Critical Items and Their Critical Characteristics

ITEMS PROCURED BY PEMt

EQ Attach- Critical
Critical Item RevisioD mant_E Characteristics

-

Lead wire 1 Item 1 * Dielectric strength
* Number of strands
* Marking on cable
* Insulation thickness

3 Item 16 * Configuration.

Magnet vire 1 Item 4 * Size and shape
* Resistance .

* Insulation
* Dielectric strength

3 Item 3 * Material
* Insulation
* Dielectric strength

copper bus (in 1 Item 10 * Size

terminal box) * Resistance
* Silver plating

Lead to coil 1 Item 11 * Brazing
terminations * Weld materials

*
Roller bearing 1 Item 12 * Size / type

* Visual inspection
* Catalog number
* Tolerances

3 Item 6 * Part number
* Configuration

Shaft / casting 1 Item 13 * PEM test

3 Item 1 * Mater:".al
* Configuration
* Integrity
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i

EQ Attach- Critical
Critical Item Revision ment F Characteristics

Stator and Rotor core 1 Item 14 PEM test (losses)

Stampings 3 Item 2 * Configuration
e Material

stator coils 3 Item 15 e Configuration
Chemical comppsitione

e Coating insulation

IBearing bracket 3 Item 4 * Configuration
|* Matorial

Stud /throoded rod 3 Item 5 * Dimensions
-

e Material ;

e Welding

Spider end rings 3 Item 7 e Configuration

Pole end rings 3 Item 8 * Contiguration
* Matorial

.

Short circuit bars 3 Item 9 * Configuration(damper bars)
* Material

Pole head 3 Item 10 e Configuration

9

Tapered keys 3 Item 11 * Configuration
* Material
e Hardness

Rotor wedge 3 Item 12 * Material

Rivets 3 Item 13 * Configuration

!
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PR At.tash- critical
rfritical Ij;g Revision ment F Characterigtigrt

ConfigurationInsulating washors 3 Item 14 *

* Material
* Dielectric strength

| Stator frame 3 Item 18 * Configuration

ITEMS PROCURED BY P-EP

Insulators 1 Item 1 * Dielectric strength
Size and weight(5-kV in terminsi box) *

3 Item 22 * Dielectric strength
ConfigurationS

Size and shapeInsulating bushings 1 Item 3 *

(lead wires through
Configurationmotor case) 3 Item 24 *

Insulating material 1 Item 5 * Thickness
(sheets, tape, &
rings) 3 Item 26 * Thickness

.

Thickness and shapeBearing seals (felt) 1 Item 6 *

* Texture

Configuration3 Item 23 *

* Texture

Brushes and Brush 1 Item 7 * Size and shape
Final. generatorHolders *

test: resistance,
. material, and
contact pressure
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EQ ~ Attach: critieal
critical Item Revision gent F Characteristics

Bruches 3 Item 20 * Configuration
'

Brush Holder 3 Item 19 * Contiguration

Stator resistance 1 Item 8 * Shape and size
temperature detect. ors * Shop tests
(RTDs) continuity,

resistance, and*

insulation,

Current transformer 1 Item 9 * Size and weightand test switch * Dielectric, strength ,

"

*- Continuity-
-

Current transformer 3 * Item 21 * Configuration
* Mounting i

* Insulation
* Resistance
* Continuity

e

current transformer 3 Item 25 * Configuration
test switch * Dielectric strangth

* Continuity
,

Slip-rings 3 Item 17 * Configuration
* Material

*
.

Adhesives 3 Item 27 * Material

4

1

i
,
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APPENDIX

PERSONS CONTACTED

The U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission staff participating in the
evaluation of Peebics Electrical Hachines's design interface
activities, procurement, conmercial grade dedication, and
manufacture of an emergency ac power generator for Pacific Gas
and Electric Company's Diablo Canyon Nuclear Power Plant Unit 2
and the persons contacted during the inspection are listed below.

EfI Peebles Limited. Pcebles Electrical MachiDARI
Brunton, David Insulation and Development Engineer* *

* Francis, Len Drawing Office Manager
Holroyd, Peter R. Manager* *

Mac Haughton, Harry Calibration Engineere *

Hiller, John Quality Assuranco Engineer* *

* * Nicoll, Harold W. Quality Manager
Smith, Robert B. Engincoring Manager* *

Taylor, James chief Inspector* *

Tweedale, Les Chief Mechanical Designer

U.S. Nuchar RemdgigLCgnmission:

Alexander, Stephen D. Environmental Qualification and* *

Test Engineer, Reactive*

1..spection Section 2 (RIS2)
Vendor Inspection Branch (VIB),
D4 vision of Reactor Inspection
and Safeguards (DRIS), Office of
Nuclear Reactor Regulation (NRR)

* * Cwalina, Gregory C. Section Chief, Special Projects
Section, VIB/DRIS/NRR>

* * Matthews, Steven M. Team Leader, RIS1,VIB/DRIS/NPR

* Attended the entrance meeting.
* Attended the exit meeting.
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Docket l'c. 9990115!>/P9-01

fir. Norman Kapler, Vice President
Newen 'ncorporated
?Ff0 South East International Way
Pilwautie, Oregon 97???

Dear fir. Kaplon:

SllPJECT: RELEASE OF NRC lilSTECTION REPORT

This letter addresser, the inspection of your facility at lillwmirie, Oregon,
corducted by Dr. Randy I"ist of this office on April 11, 1989, and the dis-
cussions of his findings with members of your staff at the conclusion
of the irspection.

The inspection was performed as a follow-up to an NRC concern regarding
potentially substandard valves that may have been supplied to nuclear power
plents through valve material suppliers as discussed in NRC Infornation Fotice
(iN) 88 78 and supplements. Areas examined during the NRC inspection and
our findings are ditcussed in the enclosed report. This inspection consisted
of an examinction of procedures and representative records, interviews with
personnel, and observations by the inspector. Release of this report was
delayed during NRC's ongoing review of nonconforming ord substandard vendor
products.

Within the scope of this inspection, we found no instance in which you failed
to rneet NRC requirements. In accordance with 10 CFR ?.790 of the Comission's
regulations, a ecpy of this letter and the enclosed inspection report will be
placed in the NRC's Public Docunent Room.

Sincerely, A
.

N V4J w-
Leif J. orrholm, Chief
Vendor Inspection Branch
Division of Reactor inspection

and Safeguards
Office of Nuclear Reactor Regulation

| Enclosure:
PPC Inspection Report No. 99901155/89-01
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ORGANIZATION: NEWMANS l'iCORPORATION
!;1LdAUK!E, OREGON

REPORT INSPEC110N INSPECTION

NO.: 99901155/89-01 DATE: April 11, 1989 OH-SITE HOURS: 3

CORRESPONDENCE ADDRESS: Newmans incorporated
3B50 SE International Way
Milwaukie, Oregon 97222

ORGANilATIONAL CONTACT: Norman Kaplon, Vice President
TELEPHONE NUMBER: (503) 653-0210

t:UCLEAR INDUSTRY ACTIVITY: Newmans Incorporated (HI) supplies valves to the
comercial industry.

,

ASSIGNED INSPECTOR: h6 b k Z;/f89
R. Moist, Reactive Inspection Section No. 2 ' Date

(RIS-2)

OTHERINSPECTOR(S):

bf 2IDJA *dAPPROVED BY: /

E. T. Baker, Chief, RIS-1, Vendor Inspection Branch Date

INSPECTION BASES AND SCOPE:

A. BASES: 10 CFR Part 21 and Appendix B to 10 CFR Part 50.

B. SCOPE: The purpose of this unannounced inspection was to determine if
IIITas purchased any valves from CMA International, Incorporated of
Vancouver, Washington and determine if those valves, if any, were
supplied to any comercial nuclear part.

PLANT SITE APPLICABILITY: None identified.

,
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ORGANIZATION: NEWMANS INCORPORATION3

{ MILWAUKIE, OREGON

REPORT INSPECTION
'

NO.: 99901155/89-01 RESULTS: PAGE 2 of 3

A. _ VIOLATIONS:

None

B. NONCONFOPRANCES:

None

C. UNRESOLVED /0 PEN ITEMS:

None
i

PREVIOUS INSPECTION Fik9illGS:,

No previous inspections have been performed

!- E. OTHER COMMENTS AND OBSERVATIONS:

1. Background
s.

NRC Information Notice (IN) 88-48, dated July 12, 1988, and
Supplement I to IN 88-48, dated August 24, 1988, discussed
a potential problem concerning Vogt 2-inch valves (Vogt figure
No. SW13111), which were leaking steam at the bonnet and
packing. The valves were purchased by Pacific Gas and Electric
(PG&E) from Western Valve Supply Company in California. Although
supplied as new, the valves were actually drop shipped from a
valve salvage and refurbishment company in Vancouver, Washington
[CMA International, Inc. (CMA)]. 1:enry Vogt representatives !

;

examined the valves at the Diablo Canyon nuclear power phnt and
determined that they had not manufactured the valves.

The valves appear to be counterfeit based on the following:
(1)TheVogtnamewasdie-stampedinsteadofbeingforgedonto
the side of the body, (2) Vogt valves have round bonnet flanges
whereasthesubjectvalveshavesquarebonnetflanges,(3)the
subject valves have swin
Henry Vogt Company and (g) gland bolting which is not used by the4 the end-to-end dimensions of the subject
valves are shorter than the Yogt SW-13111.

. 2. Discussions At Newmans Incorporated (NI)

k The inspector conducted discussions with Mr tiorman Kaplon,
'

1- Vice President of NI relating to betiness activities with CHA.'

Mr. Kaplon stated the only business conducted with CMA in
recent years was sending NI valves to CMA for refurbishment.
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! ORGANIZATION: NEWMANS INCORPORATION |
MILWAUKIE, OREGON

|
i

REPORT INSPECTION

NO.: 99901155/89-01 RESULTS: PAGE 3 of 3

.

The valves were then sold to other distributors nd subsequently
shipped to connercial end users by N1. The inspector reviewed ;

'

several purchase orders to CMA from Ni and determined that all
the NI valves sent to CMA were refurbished and sold to other
distributors and shipped to commercial end users by ill. i

Mr. Kaplon stated that NI does not sell valves directly to
nuclear power plants. HI represents commercial grade NEWC0
valves which are supplied to commercial end users. Mr. Kaplon :

was very cooperative and helpful with the NRC inspector during
this inspection.

3. PERSONNEL CONTACILD
'

Mr. Norman Kaplon Vice President and Manager,
NI Oregon Division

1

.,
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/om eg'o, UNITED STATES
l' g ('i NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION

WASHINGTON, D, C. 20555

'4 . ,',' . / FEB 211H2
'

Docket-No. 99901156/89-01

Mr. Kenneth W. Grothe, president
Pararnount Supply Company
816 South Fest Ash Street
Portlar.d, Oregon 97714

Dear l'r. Grothe:

SUBJECT: RELEASE OT MPC INSPFCTION REPORT

Thi! letter addresses the inspection of your facility at Portland, Oregen,
,conducted by !!r. ' Joseph J. Petrosino, of this office on April 10, 1989, and |the discussions of his findings with members of your staff at the conclusion |

of the inspection.

The inspection wes performed as a follow-up to an NRC concern regarding
potentially substandard valves that may have been supplied to nuclear power
plants through valve material suppliers as discussed in NEC Information Notice
(It') 88-48 and Supplements 1 and 2. Areas examined during the NRC inspecticn
and our findings are discussed in the enclosed report. This inspectinn con-
sisted of an examination of procedures and representative records, interviews
with personnel, and observations by the inspector. Release of this report was

.

delayed during NRC's ongoing review of nonconforming and substandard vendor
products. .'

Within the scope of this inspection, we found no instance in which you failed
to meet NRC requirements. In accordance with 10 CFR ?.790 of the Comission's
regulations, a copy of this letter and the enclosed inspection report will be
placed in the NRC's Public Document Room,

e

Sincerely,

p k g/4 0

LeifJ.IPorrdnlm, Chief
Vendor inspection Branch
Division of Reactor Inspection

and Safeguards
Office of Nuclear Reactor Regulation

Enclosure:
URC Inspection Report N3 99901156/89-01

.
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ORGANIZATION: PARAMOUNT SUPPLY COMPANY
| PORTLAND, OREGON

REPORT INSPECTION INSPECTION
NO.: 99901156/89-01 DATE: April 10,1989 OH-SITE HOURS: 2

/ CORRESPONDENCE ADDRESS: Paramount Supply Company
816 S. E. Ash Street
Portland, Oregon 97214

ORGANIZATIONAL CONTACT: Mr. Kenneth W. Grothe, President
TELEPHONE NUMBER: (503) 232-4137

NUCLEAR INDUSTRY ACTIVITY: Currently Paramount Supply Company supplies only
comercial grade products to the nuclear industry in the Oregon-Washington
area,

e

M ve e N 8.9'

ASSIGNED INSPECTOR: ) 3.''J./ Petrosino, Reactive Inspection Section No.1
w

Date~
/ (RIS-1)

OTHER1NSPECTOR(S):

b 2b MNAPPROVED BY: A

E. T. Baker, Chief , RIS-1, Vendor Inspection Branch Date

INSPECTION BASES AND SCOPE:

A. BASES: 10 CFR Part 21 and Appendix B to 10 CFR Part 50.

B. SCOPE: The purpose of this unanrounced inspection was to determine if
Paramount Supply Company has purchased any valves from CMA Inter-
national, Incorporated of Vancouver, Washir.gton to determine if those

| valves, if any were supplied to any commercial nuclear plant.

PLANT SITE APPLICABILITY: Ncne identified during inspection.

i
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'

ORGANIZATION: ' PARAMOUNT SUPPLY COMPANY
"

POR1 LAND, OREGON

-

_

REPORT .
_ INSPECTION

NO.: 99901156/89-01 RESULTS: PAGE 2 of 3
-

-

A. VIOLATIONS:

None

8. NONCONFORMANCES:

None-

C.. UNRESOLVED /0 PEN ITEMS:

None-

D. . PREVIOUS INSPECTION FINDINGS

No previous' inspections have been performed
!

E. OTHER COMMENTS AND OBSERVATIONS:
,

' 1. Background
,

NRC Information Notice (Ifi) 88-48, dated July.-12.1908, and :Supplement 1 to IN 88-48, dated August
potential problem concerning Vogt 2-inch valves 24,1988,(discusseda i

Vogt Figtre No.
SW-13111),:which were leaking steam at the bonnet and packin
The valves were purchased by Pacific Gas and Electric (PG&E)g.from
Western Valve Supply Company in California. Although supplied as
new, the valves were actually drop shipped from a valve salvage ;
nd refurbishment cer:,eny in Vancouver, Washington [CMA Inter-
nationa l . : In c. - ( CMA).' Henry Vogt representatives examined the

,-

leaking valves at tt- Jiablo Canyon nuclear power plant and deter-
,

"

mined that they had not manufactured the valves.

The valves apoear to be counterfeit based on the following:
(1) The Vogt name was die-stamped instead of being forged onto-

:

the side of the body; (2) Vogt valves have round t,onnet flanges-,

whereas the subject valves have square bonnet flar.ges; (3) the
valves in question have swing gland bolting which is not used by
the Henry Vogt Company; and (4). the end-to-end dimensions of tne
subject _ valves are shorter than the Vogt SW-13111. ..

'

2. _ _ Inspection Activities-o

t.

Discussions'were' conducted ~with Mr. Ken Groth'e, Pres'ident of
Paramount Supply. Mr. Grothe stated that Paramount-has,

conducted very little business.with CMA and all of the CMA
products that Paramount procures go' to the marine industry.
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ORGAN!7ATION: PARAMOUNT SUPPLY COMPANY
PORTLAND, OREGON

REPORT INSPECTION
NO.: 99901156/89-01 RESULTS: PAGE 3 of 3

He also stated that he is sensitive to nuclear plant business and
the requirements that are usually imposed. He also stated that his
Kennewick, Washington office has supplied nuclear safety-related
valves in the past but is not currently supplying safety-related
components. No records were reviewcd at the Paramount supply
facility based on Mr. Grothe's stateaents that no CKA supplied
equipment has ever been provided to nuclear power plants.

F. PERSONNEL CONTACTED

K. Grothe, Jr., President, Paramount Supply

|

.
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Docket No. 99901213

Mr. R. N. Slavin, President
Potter & Brumfield, Incorporated
200 C. kichland Creek Drive
Princeton, Indiana 476V1-0001

Deer Mr. Slavin:

SUBJECT: NOTICE OF VIOLATION
(NRC INS 1LCTION REPORT NO. 99901213/91-01)

This letter addresses the inspection of your facility in
Princeton, Indiana, conducted by Messrs K. R. Naidu and
R. A. Spence of this office on November 12-14, 1991, and the
discussions of tneir findings with Mr. L. O. 1sume and othar
members of your staff at the conclusion of the inspection.

The purpose of this inspection was to review a matter discussed
in your letter of September 6, 1991, and the circumstances
t,urroundir.g the f ailures involving MOR rotary relays manuf ac- ured
by Potter i Brumfield (P&B) experienced at various nuclear power

.
stations. The enclosed insr ction report describes the areas

I examined during the NRC inspection and our findings. The
inspection consisted of an examination of procedures and
reprecentative records, interviews with personnel, and
observations by members of the inspection team. The inspection
team observed that P&B failed to develop an adequate procedure to
implement the requirements of Part 21 of Title 10 of the Code of
F;JerG1 Regulations (10 CFR Part 21) during ths period 1078 to
1988. You are required to respond to this letter and should
follow the instructier.s specified in the enclosed Notice of
Violation when preparing your response.

Your staff informed our inspecticn team that, based on the
recommendations of your legal staff, you discontinued to accept
the reporting requirements of 10 CFR Part 21. Even though you
discontinued to accept the requirements of 10 CTR Part 21 from
1988, you still retain reporting responpibility for the relays
and components previously supplied in accordance with that
regulation.

The response requssted by this letter is not subject to the
clearance procedures of the Office of Management and Budget as
required by the Paperwork Reduction Act of 1980, Public Law
No. 96-511. In accordance with 10 CFR Part 2.790 of the NRC

I
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' Mr.-R.-Slavin -2-

-regulations, a copy of this letter and the enclosed inspection
report will be placed in the NRC's Public Document-doom.

If you have any questions concerning this inspection, we will be
pleased to discuss them with you.

Sincerelyy

f)e

s. dw -

Leif J. Norrholm, Chief
Vendor Inspection Branch
Division of Reactor Inspection

and Safeguards
office of Nuclear Reactor Regulation

Enclosures:
' Notice of Violation
Inspection Report No. 99901213/91-01

i

|
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. NOTICE OF VIOLATION
;

Potter & Brumfield, Incorporated Docket No.- 99901213
Princetod, Indiana Report Fo. 91-01 "

During an inspection conducted'at the Potter & Brumfield,
Incorporated (P&B) facilities in Princeton, Indiana, on
November 12-14, 1791, a violation of the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory
Commission (NRC) requirements was identified.. In-accordance with '

the " General Statement of Policy find Procedures for NRC
Enforcement Actions," 10_CFR Part 2, Appendix C (1991), the i

violation is listed as follows: i

Section 21.21, " Notification of failure to comply or existence of.
a defect," of.10 CFR Part 21 requires, in part, that "Each
individual, corporation, partnership or other entity subject to
-the regulations in this-part shall adopt appropriate procedures
to (1) Provide for: (i) Evaluating deviations or (ii) informing
the licensee or purchaser of_the devjations in order that the
licensee _or purchaser may cause the deviation to be evaluated..."

Contrary '.o the above, Quality Control Procedure QC 16.01, issued
October 2, 1978, " Deviation Monitoring Procedure For MDR Relays,"
was inadequate in that the procedure did not provide for

- (1) evaluating deviations or (2) informing the licensee or
purchaser of the deviations in order that the licensee or
purchaser may cause the deviation to be evaluated.

This is a Severity Level IV Violation (Supplement VII).
l

Pursuant to the provisions of 10 CFR 2.201, Potter & Brumfield is I
'

hereby required to submit a written statement of explanation to
the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission, ATTN: Document Control

i 9ask, Washington, D.C, 20555 with a copy to the Chief, Vendor
i Inspection Branch, . Division of Reactor Inspection and Safeguards,
| Office of Huclear Reactor Regulation, within 30 days of the date
'

of.the 1ctter transmitting this Notice of Violation. This reply
should be clearly marked as a " Reply to a Notice of Violation"
and should include for each violation: (1) the reason for-tne
violation, or, if contested, the basis for disputing the
violation, (2) the corrective steps that have been taken and the
results achieved,- (3) the corrective steps that have been taken
to avoid further violations, und (4) the date when. full
compliance will be achieved. Where good'cause is shown,
consideration will be given to extending the response deadline.

p
'

Dated at ?gck,ille, Maryland
this 9/ day of h a.m 1992

]
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ORGANIZATION: Pottor & Brunfiold, incorporotcd
Princeton, Indiana 47671-0001

REPORT NO.: 99901213/91-01

CORRESPONDENCE Mr. R. H. Slavin, President
ADDRESS: Potter & Brumfield, Incorporated

200 S. Richland Creek Drive
Princeton, Indiana 47671-0001

ORGANIZATIONAL K. McGrew, Manager
CONTACT: Quality Assurance Plannino

INSPECTION Novemyer 12-14, 1991
'CONDUCTED: ,- g

I b -V l[t4 ( bASIGNED:
Kamalakar R. Naidu, Date
Special Projects Section
Vendor Inspection Branch

OTHER INSPECTORS: Robert A. Spence, Office for Analysis
and Evaluation of Operational Data
(AEOD)

APPROVEM f- rh_ &E A 7 2/

Gregoff ,) Cwalina, Chief DateC
Specin Projects Section
Vendor Inspection Branch

INSPECTION BASES: 10 CFR Part 21, and 10 CFR Part 50,
Appendix B )

INSPECTION SCOPE: To review Potter & Brumfield's (P&B)
compliances with 10 CFR Part 21, and the
circumst uces surrounding the failures
involving P&B's MDR relays at various nuclear
power plcnts.

=PLANT SITE
APPLICABILITY: Numerous
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11.0 INSPECTION SUMMARY
)

1.1 -Violat195
Contrary to Part 21 of Title 10 of the Code of Federal
Regulations (10. CFR Part 21) , the . Quality Control Procedure
" Deviation-Monitoring Procedure For MDR Relays," established by
Potter & Brumfield, Incorporated (P&B) on October 2, 1978, was
inadequate in that the procedure did not provide for
(1) evaluating deviations or (2) informing the licensee or
purchaser of the deviation in order that the licensee or
purchaser may cause the deviation to be evaluated. (91-01-01)

2.0 STATUS OF PREVIOUS INSPECTIO'' FINDINGS:

This was the first NRC inspection of P&B.

3.0 INSPECTION FINDINGS AND OTHER COMMENTS

3.1 Intrance and Exit Meetings

In the entrance meeting on November 12, 1991, the NRC inspectors
discussed the scope of the inspection, outlined areas of concern,
and established contacts with P&B management and staff. In theexit meeting on November 14, 1991, the inspectors discussed their
findings with P&B's management and staff.

3.2 Insnection Scoce '

P&B manufactures Snd supplies various electrically-operated
relays either directly or through distribution companies to
nuclear power plants and to commercial customers.

The inspectors reviewed P&B's evaluations of MDR relay failures
experienced at various nuclear power plants since 1984 and the
actions taken by P&B:to-correct the problems.

The. inspectors examined the circumstances which led P&B to inform
the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC) in a letter of
September 6, 1991, that P&B failed to notify the Nuclear Energy
Division of the General Electric Company (GENE) in 1988 that P&B
only supplies commercial grade relays.

The inspectors examined'P&B's design enhancements and changes in
manufacturing practices, purchase orders issued by various
nuclear customers tn P&B, and-audits performed-by nuclear
customers of P&B's activities.

1
i

|
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3.3 P&B's 10 CFR Part 21 Notification to the NRC
!

On September 6, 1991,.P&B informed the NRC that, during a review
of specifications for products purchased by GENE, P&B found it
had inadvertently failed to inform GENE that it had discontinued
compliance with the reporting requiremento of 10 CFR-Part 21.
P&B engineers stated that after receiving reports indicating that
the Palo Verde Nuclear Generating Station (PVNGS) experienced MDR
relay problems in 1988, its attorneys advised that P&B should
stop complying with the requirements of 10 CFR Part 21 and supply
only commercial grade relays. Accordingly, starting in 1989,
P&B, in individual quotations and in purchase order
acknowledgements, took exception to compliance with the
requirements of 10 CFR Part 21. However, GENE used a different
method to purchase MDR relays from P&B. GENE's purchase orders
to P&B referenced the relevant drawing number of the MDR relay
which contained all the technical requirements and included a
statement that the relay was a Class 1E component. The P&B
general sales manager stated that he did not inform GENE that P&B
had ceased to comply with 10 CFR Part 21 since the GENE purchase
order did not mention that compliance with 10 CFR Part 21 was
required. He also stated that P&B did not inform all of its
customers that it no longer complied with 10 CFR Part 21. The
inspectors reviewed the following correspondence between selected
nuclear power stations and P&B and determined that P&B had
adequatoly informed them that the requirements of 10 CFR Part 21
would no longer be accepted:

a. The Southern California Edison Company's quotation request
of March 13, 1989, for various quality Class I and f.A,
safety-related, MDR relays for its San Onofre Nuclear
Generating Station (SONGS) enclosed terms and conditions
which included compliance with 10 CFR Part 21. P&u's
quotation of March 27, 1989, in response to this request
took exception to 10 CFR Part 21. P&B took similar ,

exceptions to compliance with 10 CFR Part 21 in subsequent
requests for quotations for MDR relays intended for SONGS.

b. An acknowledgement from Pennsylvania Power & Light Company
regarding purchase order 9-13733-1 of February 27, 1990,
iradicates that P&B supplied commercial grade MDR relays,

c. P&B quotation 1189125 of November 28, 1989, to Electro-
NecPAnics, Incorporated, of New Britain, Connecticut, for
several types of MDR relays states, "10 CFR Part 21 does not
apply. Products being manufactured for Electro-Mechanics are
commercially available to anyone in any industry who may
wish to purchase them, subject to applicable law." The P&B
general sales manager informed the inspectors that Electro-
Mechanics purchases equipment for Combustion Engineering,
Incorporated, one of the manufacturers of pressurized water
reactors.

2
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3.4 Review of 10 CFR Part 21 Notification by the Carolina Powgr
and Licht Comoany (CPL)

On May 24, 1990, CPL reported in licensee event report (LER)
90-1S a 10 CFR Part.21 condition related to a deficiency in the
design of an emergency load sequencer (ELS) at the Shearon Harris
Nuclear Power Plant, Unit 1 (Shearon Harris). During certain
emergency scenarios, P&B MDR relays would be subjected to
excessive inductive loads. LER 90-15 referenccs LER 89-16 in
which a similar relay malfunction is discussed. LER 89-16 stated
that, on September 11, 1989, CPL operators were performing a
periodic test of emergency safeguards se( encer system 1B-SB ELS
at Shearon Harris. The CPL operators pushed the " Test Stop"
button and observed that the 1B-SB ELS did not properly reset and
caused the inadvertent start of the erergency service water pump
(ESWP) because an MDR 137-8 type P&B relay malfunctioned. The
control room operators observed the inadvertent start and secured
the ESWP. CPL investigated the failure and determined that, in
the test circuit, an HDR 137-8 type P&B relay failed to reset at

, the proper time and continued to supply power to the equipment
| actuation relays longer than designed causing the ESWP to start
! inadvertently. On September 12, 1989, when CPL personnel removed
|- and inspected the failed P&B MDR relay, they observed that the

relay contacts were burned and the leaf spring contact had melted,

| into the plastic armature. CPL documented identical failures
| (the same type of relay in the same location in the sequencer) in

LERs 88-29 and 88-08.

CPL conducted qualification tests on the relay contacts and
determined that the relays operated acceptably when two contacts
of the P&B MDR relay are connected in series because this
arrangement reduces the inductive load on each individual

|- contact. CPL reconnected the MDR relay contacts in the ELS
'

system in series and has not reported any similar failures since
that time.

! The inspectors discussed this problem with P&B engineers to
ascertain if P&B was aware of the problem. A-P&B engineering,

i representative stated that they were not aware of the problems-
L experienced at Shearon Harris. P&B recommended that the users

should conduct tests to determine the inductive loads that the
contacts of the MDR relay are expected-to switch and design the
circuit accordingly. A P&B engineer provided.the following

| comments partially from The Encineers' Relav Handbook published
by The National. Association of Relay Manufacturers (NARM):

D.C. [ direct current] loads are more difficult to turn
.off than A.C. [ alternating current] loads because the
DC voltage never passes through zero. As the contacts
open, an arc is struck and may be sustained by the
applied voltage until the distance between opening

3
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contacts becomes.too great for tho crc to custain
itself. The arc energy can seriously erode away the
contacts. Frequently, arc extinguishing capabilities
for D.C. inductive loads can be enhanced by connecting
two contacts in series. This provides a larger total
contact gap and a faster rate of contact separation,
thereby providing improved performance.

Paralleling sets of relay contacts to switch loads
greater than a single set can handle is often
unsuccessful. Lack of absolute simultaneity of contact
opening results in one contact taking all the load
causing early failure.

-The inspectors concur with CPL's conclusion documented in LER
90-15 that a deficiency in the design of the ELS caused the P&B
MDR 137-8 relays to fail.

3.5 Review of P&B Procedure For 10 CFR Part 21

The inspectors reviewed P&B Quality Control Procedure QC 16.01,
" Deviation Monitoring Procedure for MDR Relays," issued on
October 2, 1978, to implement the requirements of 10 CFR Part 21.
The stated purpose of the QC procedure was, "To detail the
deviation monitoring procedure for MDR relays which require
reporting of defects and non-compliance in accordance with Title
10 of Code of Federal Regulations Part 21 (10 CFR 21)." The
inspectors informed the P&B quality assurance representative that
this procedure did not contain provisions for (1) evaluating the
deviations or (2) informing the licensee or purchaser of the
deviation in order that the licensee or purchaser may cause the
deviation to be evaluated as required in paragraph 21.21(a) (1) of
10 CFR Part 21.

The inspectors identified violation 99901213/91-01-01 in this
area.

3.6 MDR Relav Failures at the LaSalle County Station

.(h) January 14, 1986, September 17, 1987, and December 8, 1987, an
emergency diesel generator (EDG) failed operability surveillance
tests at the LaSalle County Station, Units 1 and 2 (LaSalle). In

each. case, when the Commonwealth Edison Company (CECO), the
licensee, attempted to synchronize the EDG to its bus, the EDG
output breaker would not close. CECO determined that the three
events at LaSalle resulted from the failure of a P&B MDR-137-8 or
MDR-138-8, 125 Vdc normally energized relay contacts to close.
CECO performed diagnoctic testing after the earlier events but
could not repeat the failure. This lack of repeatability appears
to be typical of MDR intermittent fai ures. CECO replaced all
P&B MDR relays in the output breaker closing circuits with
General Electric HFA type relays. The NRC staff is not aware of

4
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any other.MDR relay failures since at LaSalle. The inspectors'

discussed this subject with a representative from GENE. He
stated that the MDR-relay contacts were also used in applications
such as equipment status display lights, computer inputs, and
annunciators. The inspectors discussed the use of P&B MDR relays
in such applications with P&B engineers during this inspection.,

P&B furnished the following comments to the NRC and stated that
they were based on guidance in The Enaineer's Relav Handbook on
using MDR relay contacts to switch low level loads:

A relay contact rating does not necessarily apply for
all loads from zero up to the magnitude specified. Thefact that a relay contact can reliably switch
10 amperes does not_necessarily mean it can reliablyswitch 10 milliamperes. The MDR contact structure is
dasigned for 10 amp 115 V AC at 50% PP [ power factor),
3-amp 28 V DC resistive and 0.8 amp 125 V DC resistive4

load switching. It does not have the contact structure
design configuration necessary for low level switching
applications that inhibit contact resistance build up.

Even though P&B engineers were not aware of the exact
applications, they recommended that users who experience
intermittent contact failures _should review the design, and
determine ~if the problem is due to low level switching.
3.7 MDR Relav Failures at the Palo Verde Nuclear Generating

Station Units 1. 2. and 3

On October'10, 1988, Arizona Public Service Company (APSC), the
licensee for.the Palo Verde Nuclear Generating Station, Units 1,
2, and 3, (PVNGS) submitted a report in accordance with 10 CFR
Part 21. This report docunented 18 instances (over a 2-year
period) in which P&B MDR relays failed to change position. APSCfound that three of the P&B MDR relay rotors at PVNGS would not *

move more than 12 degrees of the complete 30-degree arc. The
failed' relays, located in cabinets without jorced ventilation,were in an ambient temperature of 95 to 104 F0 (the design limit
is 149 F) and had an external surface temperature of 157 F. APSC

0,

| detected no relay failures in cabinets with forced ventilation
I

I
.which:provided an ambient temperature of 81 F or less.0

Such
relays had a temperature of 112 F on their external surfaces.0

'

APSC determined that it had inadvertently applied up to 39.8 Vdcto the 28 Vdc MDR relay coils. APSC tested 7 of the 18 failed
relays at an 18 month frequency and 10 at a 62 day frequency.
APSC had the relay failures analyzed and determined that varnish
on the relay coils outgassed, condensed, and deposited material
between tne rotor-and the end-bell bearings, binding the rotor,

i and the bearings together. The outgassing was due to excessive

,

5
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coil temperatures that occurred when the coils were continuously
energized at voltages above their nominal ratings. The heat may
also have caused the release of chlorine from (1) the plastic
coating on the fiberglass tubing covering the solder joint
between the magnet wire and the Teflon coated _ lead wire, (2) the
neoprene rubber grommet through which the coil lead wires
penetrate the base of the relay. The chloriac may have corroded
brass parts inside the relay. P&B and APSC concluded that long
intervals between deenergizing of the relays may have also
contributed to the corrosion problem.

In May 1989, APSC installed replacement P&B relays at PVNGS that
were manufactured with coils coated with epoxy instead of
varnish. APSC conducted tests on the replacement relays and
determined that 5 of the 42 relays tested would not rotate to
their de-energized position and that 5 other relays operated
slowly. At APSC's request, two independent laboratories
investigated the failures and observed that (1) P&B's epoxy had
not been properly cured, (2) other uncured epoxy contaminated the
rotor, and (3) P&B did not deaerate the epoxy prior to use,
contrary to the manufacturer's recommendations. This caused the
rotor and stator surfaces to hand together, preventing the rotor
from rotating freely. P&B engineers stated that they replaced
all the replacement MDR relays supplied to PVNGS and also
improved the manufacturing techniques to apply epoxy to the relay
coils.

3.8 MDR Relav Failures at The Waterford Steam Electric Station'

On June 15, 1990, Entergy Operations, Incorporated (EOI), the
licensee for the Waterford Steam Electric Station (WSES),
informed the NRC Senior Resident Inspector that P&B models MDR
66-4, MDR-4076, and MDR-5061 rotary latching relays had reached a
high failure rate (see NRC Region IV Inspection
Report 50-382/90-15). EOI performed a root cause analysis and
determined that the design of the electrical system used the MDR
latching relay contacts to doenergize its closing and reset coils
after use. However, minor variations in the timing of these
contacts prevented the relays from repositioning and from
resettir.g the contacts for the next operation of the relays.
Consequently, the relays failed in the intermediate position.

The inspactors discussed this anomaly with P&B engineers and
determined'that P&B was unaware that MDR relays were used in this
application. The P&B engineers stated that it is possible to
incorporate a special feature in the MDR latching relay to
accomplish this. P&B engineers informed the NRC that, with prior
knowledge of the application of the relay, P&B could have
designed and manufactured an MDR rotary latching relay to
reliably accomplish tha intended function. For such special

6
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applications, P&B stated that it would assign a unique drawing
number for the design and manufacture of the MDR rotary latching
relay and would expect the recipient to reference that P&B
drawing number in subsequent purchase orders to ensure that P&B
furnished an identical replacement relay.
3.9 MDR Relav Failures at The River Bend Station

On July 19, 1991,-according to LER 50-458/91-14, engineered
safety feature- (ESF) actuations occurred at the River Bend
Station because a P&P MDR relay malfunctioned. The Gulf States
Utilities Company (f,S'J) , the licensee, detet .dned that a high,

resistance on one det of contacts on a P&B 24 Vdc, MDR-5111-1
rotary relay,-whicn should have been closed, caused a voltage
drop to the downstream relays which cpened their contacts and
resulted in_the ESF actuation. GSU later performed bench testing
of the failed relay and verified that the relay actuated properly
and that all contacts changed state properly and exhibited proper
continuity. The coil was meggered and found to be acceptable.
The contacts all appeared to be clean and shiny, with no evidence
of pitting or residue. GSU did not observe foreign material in |

the-relay or on the rotor shaft and found nothing that may have
contributed to the high resistance across the contacts.

On July 23, 1991, according to Revision 1 to LER 50-458/91-14,
GSU investigated another_MDR relay failure at River Bend and
found two MDR-5111-1 relay contacts open that should have been
closed shen the coil was in its energized position. GSU also
found that the contacts operated intermittently with some
contacts closing ceveral minutes after the-coil was energized or
sometimes not closing at all.

Both_feiled-relays at River Bend had been in service within
tightly-regulated design voltage and temperature conditions and
were mounted inside stainless' steel isolation cans for divisional
separation

6 GSU measured the temperature inside the isolapioncan at 113 F, while the ambient cabinet temperature was 92 F. In
each case, the failed relay had been recently cycled because of a
short-term loss'of_ power to the coil that had occurred a few days
before:the relay failure was discovered. It appears'that not all
contacts engaged properly when power was restored.

The NRC inspectors discussed these problems with ?&B engineers,
witnessed tests conducted on relays returned from River Bend
(discussed in paragraph 3.12), and concluded that the River Bend
failures demonstrated that even MDR relays that operated within
design specifications are susceptible to unpredictable failure
mechanisms if they had-been manufactured before approximately
1990. As discussed in paragraph 3.11, P&B has made significant

7
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design changes to the MDR relays.-

3.10 Discussion of The Failure Mechanisms of MDR Relays

The. primary failure mechanism of the P&B model MDR rotary relay
'

is a mechanical binding of the rotor caused by an outgassing and
deposition of conte '.nants and corrosion particles on the relay
rotor shaft. The Joo aminants accumulate in the end-bell
bearings and sleeves and cause the rotor shaft to bond or stick
to the bearing, preventing the rotor shaft from fully rotating
when the relay coils are energized or deenergized. The principal
contaminant is outgassed material emitted from the brown enamel
varnish (used before 1986) to coat the relay coils. This
contamination may not be apparent to the naked eye. Gulf States
and P&B disassembled six operable and two failed relays that had
been in service since December 1984. The thickness and color of
the deposits on the rotor, sleeve, and end-bell bearings of the
relay varied widely among the eight relays, indicating varnish
outgassing. Corrosion of the contacts may result from chlorine
released from tne rubber grommets and the polyvinyl chloride
sleeves.

A secondary failure mechanism is intermittent continuity of the
electrical contacts. High resistance and intermittent continuity
may result from chemical reactions on the fixed and movable'

silver contacts. P&B tested an MDR-5112-1, 125 Vdc relay that
had been in service at River Dend and found intermittent;

| continuity on a set of clean, unused contacts.

A number of variables contribute to these failure mechanisms and
reduce the length of the operating life of the complex P&B MDR
rotary relays. These variables include coil wattage, applied ac
or de voltage, normally energized or de-energized coil,
manufacturing tolerances, ambient and coil temperatures, varnish
thickness, mounting configurations and enclosures, cabinet
ventilation, relay breathing, testing frequency, operational
cycling, the number of contact decks, and the amperage and
voltage of the contact load. These contributory factors cause an
apparent random failure history. While each of these MDR relays
failed between 1 month to 13 years after it was placed in
service, most failed within 2 to 5 years.

3.11 Enhancements to the MDR Relavs

P&B engineers informed the NRC inspectors that P&B made the
following design changes to the MDR models during the past
several years in an effort to produce a reliable product:

Changed the movable contacts from silver to silver-*

cadmium-oxido in October 1985.

8
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Changed the coil coating from varnish to epoxy resin in*

February 1986 to reduce the coil outgassing rate. Dolphon,
the manufacturer of Dolphon CC-1090 type epoxy, recommends
deaeration of the epoxy before use. However, P&B informed
the NRC that P&B does not deaerate the epoxy. prior to use
and does not intend to do so in the future. Furthermore,
P&B informed the-NRC that the epoxy manufacturer plans to
cease production of the currently used and tested epoxy.
The NRC does not know when P&B will change to a new epoxy.
Based on the problems caused by outgassing, and by improper
curing and application of the epoxy, P&B should assure that
current and future epoxies are properly applied and cured in
accordance with the manufacturer's recommendations.

Replaced the brass switch studs in MDR relays with stainless*

steel studs in November 1986.

Began lubricating end-bell bearings in July 1988.*

Changed materials containing chloride to chloride-free i
I *

materials in June 1989.

3.12 Observation of Disassemb1v of MDR-Relays Returned From
i River Bend

The NRC inspectors witnessed P&B perform tests on the following
MDR relays that had been in service at River Bend:

| * MDR-5111-1, 24 Vdc relay, Serial No. 8121S-18, which had
I failed at River Bend. At GSU's request, P&B performed an

analysis of the failed relay. P&B reassembled and tested
the relay and determined it acceptable. P&B measured the
number of turns and resistances of the two coils separately
and determined them to be within P&B specification limits.

* MDR-5111-1, 24 Vdc relay, Serial No. 8121S-19, which had
failed at River Bend was returned to P&B and at GSU's

! request had been previously analyzed by P&B. During the
| test, the inspectors observed that there was no continuity

between its H and J contacts on deck 1. However, the
measured values of the number of coil turns and the

| resistance of the coil were within P&B specification limits.

MDR-5111-1, 24 Vdc relay, Serial No. 8121S-26, which had*

operated properly for about 6 years at River Bend. The
inspectors observed that the measured values of the number
of turns and resistance of the coil were within P&B
specification limits. The relay successfully withstood high

| potential and functional tests.

|

9
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l

* MDR-5112-1, 125 Vdc relay, Serial No. 8116S-43, which had
operated properly for about 6 years at River Bend. P&B
personnal's efforts to use the MDR automated MDR relay
tester to test this relay were unsuccessful because there
was .o continuity between a set of its unused contacts,
H and J on deck 1. A P&B engineer manually tested this
relay and found intermittent continuity across this set of
contcets. When the ralay was dise.ssembled, the inspectors
observed varnish and corrosion products on the rotor shaft,
sleeve and end-bella- The NRC inspectors observed the
contact nurfaces to be clean and shiny without any foreign
particlcs. The NRC inspectors examined the contacts through
a microscopo and observed no corrosion products. P&B did
r ot perform chenical tests on the contact surface. The
measured valu?s of the number of coil turns and resistances
were within specification limits. P&B could not determine
the reason that the relay operated intermittently.

3.13 Other_Hglifications Of Potential P&B Relav Problema

On November 22, 1938, the Institute of Nuclear Power Operations
(INPO) issued Significant Event Report (SER) 33-88 " Failure of
Relays operated At Greater Than Rated Voltage," to inform its
members of MDR failures experienced at the PVNGS on July 29,
1988, and the failures of P&B, KHS-type relays e,t the Prairie
Island Nuclear Generating Station on December 11, 1987 and
March 3, 1988. The inspectors discussed this problem with P&B
engineers as detailed in paragraph 3.7.

On September 10, 1990, GENE issued Rapid Information
Communication Services Information Letter 053 to address P&B MDR
relay failures reported at two GE boiling water reactors. P&B
believed that chlorine released from rubbar grommets and
polyvinyl chloride sleeves caused corrosion and thet varnish on
the coils outgassed while the relay was continuously energized.
Both chlorine-corrosion products and varnish accumulated in the
bottom end-bell bearing and caused the rotor shaft to bond to the
bearing. P&B suspected that the failed relays were exposed to-
high ambient temperatures and could have been exposed to high
coil voltages or could have been rarely cycled.

P&B informed the inspectors that the relays may have failed
because of exposure to high ambient temperatures and high coil
voltages or exceptionally infrequent deenergization activity or
because of misapplication such as switching low level loads.
However, P&B stated that, without knowing the actual applications
and the intended design, it could not explain the cause of
failure.

10
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On November 2, 1990, GENE issued Potentially Reportable Condition
90-11 in which it stated that both 24 Vdc and 120 Vdc coils had
lower coil powers-than the 125 Vdc relays and were therefore not
vulenrable to this failure mode. GENE concluded that no
substantial safety hazard existed. However, upon investigating
the failed MDR relays.at River Bend as discussed in paragraphs
3.9 and 3.12, the NRC obtained results that contradict these
conclusions.

3.14 Review of Audits Performed on P&B

The inspectors reviewed the sudits' performed by representativec
of'various nuclear power plants and other equipment suppliers and
determined that P&B took appropriate actions to correct the
adverse findings identified during the audits. The inspectors
reviewed the following audita:

GENE quality assurance audit report of October 14, 1968,*

conducted on September 20 and 21, 1988. The audit
-identified one finding and five observations. The results i

of the audit indicated that GENE considered P&B's status |
satisfactory, and P&B remained an approved supplier for
saftty-related MDR relays and commercial grade KH relays.

Westinghouse Electric Corporation, Nuclear Services*

Integration Division (WNSID), conducted an audit on
October 24-25,1984, and identified three findings: (1) P&B
Internal Sales Orders were not always being reviewed and
signed off by quality assurance personnel with the banefit
of the customer's original contract, (2) discrepant material
was not being tagged with " Hold For Disposition" tags, (3)
during final assembly, defective MDR relays were not being
identified with a " Defective" stamp. On. November 27, 1984,
P&B responded to WNSID's audit findings. WNSID audited P&B
during October 23-25, 1990, and identified two adverse
findings to which-P&B responded satisfactorily on
November 21, 1990.

The Southern California Edison Company (SCEC) audited P&B*

during March 27-29 and May 11-13, 1988, for compliance with
10 CFR Part 50,-Appendix B, and conducted a commercial grade
survey in 1990 to assess P&B's control of critical
characteristics during the manufacture of MDR relays. The
results of the survey indicated that SCEC retained P&B on-

its Evaluated Suppliers List.

The inspectors did not identify any adverse findings in this
area.

,
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4 PERSONNEL CONTACTED
.

*L. O. Hume, Director, Governmental Affairs and Internal
Audit

*K. D. Lueneburger, Director of Engineering
*W. Lamb, Manager, Product Engineering
*T. Loyd, Director of Manufacturing
*D. E. Patton, General Sales Manager
*R. Market, Manager, Product Engineering
*K. McGrew, Manager, Quality Assurance Planning
B. Mosier, District Sales Manager
M. Scully, Director of Quality Assurance

* Denotes the P&B personnel who attended the exit meeting on
November 14, 1991

V
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[OEfC 30, UNtTED STATES,

y ,{. p, NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION
'

g
. ?
t. WASHINGTON, D. C. 70555

o

...../ FEB 21 10n'*,

Docket No. 99901158/89-01

Mr. Tirn Swenson, Manager
Shop _ Services incorporated
19390 South West Shew Street
Alohe, Oregon 9/007

Dear Mr. Swenson:

SUBJECT: RELEASE OF NRC INSPECTION REPORT

This letter addresses the atternpted inspection of your facility at Aloha,
Oregon, t.onducted by Messrs. J. Petrosino and R. Moist, of this office on
April 11-12, 1989. The inspection was planned to follow-up on an NRC concern
regardire potentially substandard valves that may have been supplied to
nuclear power plants through valve inaterial suppliers. The NRC concern is
discussed in detail ,in NRC Information Notice (iN) 88-48 and its supplements.
The circunstances regarding the attempted inspection and subsequent dis-
cussions are discussed in the enclosed report. Release of this report was
delayed during NRC's review of nonconforming and substandard vendor products.

In accordance with 10 CFR 2.790 of the Comission's regulations, a copy of
this letter and the enclosed inspection report will be placed in the N9C's
Public Document Roon.

Sirgerel
i Q ]7+

Leif J. Norrhol @m, Chief]

Vendor Inspection Branch
Division of Reactor Inspection

and Safeguards
Office of Nuclear Reactor Regulation

Enclosure:
NRC Inspectico Peport No. 99901158/89-01
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ORGANIZATION: SHOP SERVICES INCORPORATED
ALOHA, OREGON

,

<

'

REPORT l'ISPECTION INSPECTION

-NO.: 99901158/89-01 DATE: April 11-12,1989 OH-SITE HOURS: 2

CORRESPONDENCE ADDRESS: Tim Swenson, Manager
Shop Services Incorporated
19390 SW Shaw Street
Aloha, Oregon 97007

ORGANIZATIONAL CONTACT: Susan Swenson

_ TELEPH0iiE NUMBER: (503) 642-7874

NUCLEAR INDUSTRY ACTIVITY: Local sales representative for Crosby Valve.

/

//
'

s

ASSIGNED INSPECTOR: ! N, Y e e .'y' /9 8 )
J. J Pe o ino, Reactive Inspection Section No. 1 Date

OTHERINSPECTOR(S): R. Moist, RlS Ho. 2

APPROVED BY-
'

f/ _ k "*t b /f87
E. T. Baker, Chief, RIS No.1, Vendor Inspection Branch Date

INSPECTION BASES AND SCOPE:

A. BASES: 10 CFR Far+ 21 and Appendix B to 10 CFR Part 50.

B. SCOPE: The purpose of this unannounced inspection was to determine if
5F6p~ Services had purchased any valves from CMA International, Incorporated
of Vancouver, Washington and to determine if those valves, if any, were
supplied to any commercial nuclear power plants.

PLANT SITE APPLICABILITY: None Indicated.
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J ORGANIZAI!ON:s Sii0F SLRUCES;1NCORPORATED-->

jp rv - -
'AL0llAg OREGON;1;. .

1-s

1REPORTH : INSPECTION--- * ~ fN0;i;99901158/89401_- RESULTS: PAGE 2 of 4g

'Ai |V101ATIONS: '

g. -

.None-

'#
S. T h0NCONFORMAtlC_C_S.:

"

- None -

:C. tNRESOLVED/0 PEN ITEMS:j

None:.j

10. : PREVIOUS' INSPECTION F INDINGS:-

ho previous inspections-have:been performed.

iO; E. ; OT_ljtR C0teENTS AND OBSERVAT10NS:_

l '. , Background

NRC Information1 Notice (lN)!88-48,- dated JulyL 12,-1988,- and
Supp!cment I to~IN 88-48, dated August 24, 1988, discussed a .

. potential problem _concerning Vogt 2-inch valves-(Vogt-' figure no.-

"

SW-13111) which were leaking steam at the bonnet and packin
vThe :yalves1were purchased by Pacific Gas ~& Electric (PG&E)

g.-
from

: Western Valve Supply Company in California.-| Although supplied as .*

ne% - the valves-were' actually shipped from a valve salvage and - ~i
-

refurbishmer.ticompany in Vancouver, Washington (CNA International, '

_

.

11nc.). :: Henry Vogt representatives examined the subject valves at
~

.

Lthe;Diablo -Canyon; Nuclear _ Power Plant and determined .that -they had
not manufactured the valves.:

,

The valves appehr to be counterfeit based on the following:
*(1) the Vogt name was stamped on the. sideLof. the valve-body '
. instead of being forged on the body; (2) Vogt valves have round

._

:g ;5
bonnet'tlanges whereas the valves in question:have square bonnet: .

< flanges; (3)'the valves:in question have swing gland _ bolting
*

which.is not used_ by theLHenry Vogt Company;iand (4) the:
,

L end-to-end-dimensions of the valver in_ question are-shorter than
the,Vogt SW-13111.

n
P

.__

y 1

-

I

,. --''

,

_
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ORGANIZATION: SHOP SERY1CES INCORPORATED
ALOHA, OREGON

-REPORT INSPECTION

NO.: 99901158/89-01 RESULTS: PAGE 3 of 4

2. Discussions at Shop Services incorporated on April 11, 1989

Initial discussions with Ms. Susan Swenson, Assistant Manager,
indicatedthatShopServicesincorporated(SSI) represented
Crosby Valve. However the inspector was unable to obtain
information regarding SSI's nuclear customers or if SSI did any
business with ChA. The inspector lef t his phone number with
Ms. Swenson and asked that the Manager of SSI call the NRC
inspector the following week in order to explain the concerns
of the NRC to the manager.

Subsequent to the inspector's visit, Mr. Tim Swenson called
Mr. Bill Erach, Chief, Vendor Inspection Branch. After their
discussion, Mr. Swenson indicated to Mr. Brach, that SSI
would cooperate with the NRC.

3. Discussions at Shop Services incorporated on April 12, 1989

Both NRC inspectors revisited SSI to reiterate the purpose of the
visit and to seek SSI's cooperation. IN 88-48 and Supplement 1 to
IN 88-48 were explained to the Assistant Manager. The Assistant
Manager informed the inspectors that the requested information
would have to be obtained from the SSI corporate office in Salt
Lake City, Utah since SSI, Aloha, Oregon does not retain any pur-
chase orders or invoices. However, the Assistant Manager did
show the inspectors a recent purchase order from Washington Public
Power Supply System addressed to Crosby Valve in care of SS1,
Aloha, Oregon for purcnase of Crosby Valves.

4. Subsequent Telephone Discussions with Shop Services Incorporated .-

Adaitional discussions we:e conducted the following week between
the SSI Manager and NRC/VIB personnel regarding this matter. The
manager explained that a misunderstanding had occured and, as
stated before, would fully cooperate with the NRC inspection
team. Mr. Swenson requested that the NRC contact him prior to
traveling to his f acility so that he could assure that he would
be present to assist them (Mr. Swenson also stated that to the
best of his knowledge SSI has not bought any valves from CMA
or its valve repair facility, lhA Valve Repairing).

_ .
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'0RGANIZATION:' SHOP SERVICES INCORPORATE 0:.

: ALOHA,.0REGON-
.

! REPORT-. : INSPECTION-.

- NO. r~ 99901158/89-01 - RESULTS: PAGE 4 of 4

; F.= LPERSONNEL' CONTACTED:.
-

Susan Swenson, Assistant Manager.
* Tim Swenson, Manager

*By telephone

.
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,[p [c UNITED STATESgy'w NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION-

7,

WAssiscios, o c. 20sw
| ;; e |

%, x...../ ..a. n . ~.a..

Docket No. 99900081
w-

Mr. Carl Volmer
Quality Assurance Mamger
Siemens Nuclear Power 03rporation
Engineering and Manufacturity Facility
2101 Horn Rapids Road
P.O. Box 130
Richlard, Washingtcn 99352-0130

Dear Mr. Volmer:

SUBJIrt: IUTICE OF tm]OIGUNAIG
-(!GC INSPECTICH REPORP 10. 99900081/92-01)

'Ihis letter acktresses the inspection of your facility at Richlani, Hashirgton,
ccn2 acted by Mr. S. L. Magnder, Mr. R. N. Moist, Mr. K. R. Naidu ard
Mr. J. J. Petrosino of this office on February. 10-13, 1992, ard the
dimmions of their finiirgs with you ard your staff at the croclusion of the
inspection. 'Ihe purpose of the ir'spection was to review Siemens Nuclear Pwer
Cutraatictt's (SNF) Engiaecring ard Manufacturing Facility operations end-

quality assurarre (QA) progrou. In addition, the inspectors reviewed SNP's
duustive acticms taken in response to a material control problem that led to
the shipnent of nmocclerming fuel to Pennsylvania Power & Light company's
Susquehans plant.

Areas examined durirq the 1GC inspectica ard our firdings are dimmW in the
enclosed report. 'Ihis inspection consisted of an examinaticm of precedures
and representative records, interviews with persconel, and observatlans by the
inspectors.

'Ihe team noted several streryths durity the inspection, especially ENP's
policy of omW:kiry mterial purdused from suppliers of safety-related

: mterial. - SNP's responsiveness to custccer ard NRC u.aunus, and the level of
knowledge and experierce of the technicians ard cperators interviewed durire
the inspection were also considered sh W dis.

During this in@ection it was fourd that the inplementation of your QA program
failed to meet certsin !!RC requirements regardirg the developnent and
inplementatitm of appropriate QA p Tdtres. 'Ihese are sumarized as follows: '

(1) a lot card was not bairg maintained in urrwdance with rvculures; (2) a
lot card was being used to document cleaning instead of a ecmponent cleanirg
record as required by p. c^ me; (3) issue slips are not being used to reissue
short zircaloy bar stock in the machine shop as required by procedure;
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. .. . . . . ----

Mr. Carl Volmer -2-

(4) nonconformirq erd caps were fourd or the same cart with acceptable erd
caps with to hold tags, red stickers or other identifyirq documentation as
ropirod rygucxdure; (5) certain operations involved in the weldirq of erd

} pitys wre tot Mirg controlled by a documented procedure; ard (6) portions of
c test performed to determire fuel rod fill gas purity ard rod pressure were
not beirg controlled by a documented procodure, h specific finii:qs and
references to the pertinent rcquirements for the above noroonforrances are
identificd in the enc 1csures to this letter.

In adiiticn to the renconformances noted above, the team raised som conmrns
with SNP nwgencnt durirg the inspecticn. h primary ocrcorn was with SNP's
policy guida on the subject of 10 CFR Part 21. 'Ihe team felt that there was a 3

possibility that the policy guide may be misir.cezpreted, thereby causing same
exployees to not raise potentially reportable corditions to ranagemnt'scttention. '1he team felt that scre additicnal guidarce may Le nooded frcm SNP
to clarify this issue.

Please provide us within 30 days fran the date of this letter e written
statement in acconlarce with the instructions specified in the en lcsed Ibtice
of Nonctnfarrunm. We will consider exterding the rerpct As time if you canshcw good cae.se for us to do so.

'Ihe responses reque.r.ed by this letter aryt the enclosed Notico are rot subjcct
to the clearance Mr.cdares of the office of Management ard Budget as rcquired
by the Paperwork Reducticn Act of 1980, Public law lb. 96-511.

In accordance with 10 CFR 2.790 of the NRC's " Rules of Practice," a copy of
this letter ard its crclosures will be placed in the 17. Public Docu: rent Rocn.

se. . n,

/i GL h 3,%
41f J } 1m, Chief
Vendar Inspection Branch
Division of Practor Inspecticn

ard Safeguanis
Office of Nuclear Reactor Regulation

Enclocures:
1. Notice of Nonconformance
2. IrL% tion Report No. 99900081/92-01
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DKIDSURE 1

NOTICE OF NONCONFORMMCE

Siemens Nuclear Power Corporation
Engineering and Manufacturing Fecility

: Rid 11and, Washingtcn
Docket No.: 59900081

Based on the results of an NRC inspectim conducted on Felruary 10-13, 1992,
it appears that certain activities were not otvducted in accordance with NRC
requirements. '1he NRC has classified these items, as set forth below, as
renconformances to the' requiremcats of Appendix B to Part 50 of Title 10 of
the Code of Federal Regulaticos (10 CFR Part 50), iW cn Siemens Ntclear
Power Corporation (SNP) by obntract, and SNP's intcmal policies ard
a vcedures.

A. Criterion V of Appendix B to 10 CFR Part 50 states, in part: " Activities
affectirg quality shall be gescribed by denwnted instructions,
sucedures, or drawings, of a type apsupiate to the circumstances ard
shall be acocmplished in accordance with these instructions, prxcedures

_

and or drawirgs."
y

Contrary to the above, in the four exanples that follow, SNP personnel
failed to follow &n=nted svcinares (92-01-01) .

Paragraph 2.4 of Quality Control Procedure Number NF-P69600,1.
" Guidelines for Qxpletion of Ebliower Cards ard other Data
Forms," Revision 3, dated January 30; 1991, states, "[ijf you make
an erroneous entry on a data sheet do not crase or attapt to
obliterate the' entry. Sirply strike out the false entry with a
single line, record the wucct entry, and initial and date the

- wuection nearbf. Violation of the practice may be vamL.ued to
be falsification of &n=ntaticn."
Cbntrary to the above,' lot Cartl, MIF Ict No. 9132-38811, for
zircaloy bar stock, had several blocks where previous entries,
such as, the job number, release number ard quantity, were
ccepletely obliterated.

,

Paragraph 2.0 of Quality Control Standard (QCS) P68146, " Cleaning2.
and Passivation of 'Ibbing, Small Cuv adus, and Hardware,"ar
Revision 7, dated October 12,.1989,. states, "[v]erify that
cleanirq ard/or passivation has been acceptably performed by
attaching a filled cut uayceent cleaning record to the cleared
ccupanents container."

1
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Contrary to the atove, lot Card, ANF Ist No. 5575-2302-36050, for
lower end caps was used, instead of a cotiponent cleaning record,
to annotate that the cleaning inspection was perforred.

3. Paragraph 2.1 of Purchasing aM Iogistics Prucedure 9.12.8,
" Materials Hoves aM Issues," Revision 0, dated June 30, 1986,
states, in part, that "(i]ssue slips will be prepared for all

~ materials and hactaare transfers."

-Contrary to the above, residual zircalcy-2 and zircaloy-4 bar
stock left over frm the Star screw mchine used for mchinire
upper and lower end caps were not beirg issued back to material
control or reissued back to the mchine shop by an issue slip.

4. Section 3.1.2, " Identification," of SNP's QA procedure POO,039,
" Control of Nonconforming Items," Rev.12, dated August 30, 1991,
states, "(n)cnwnforming item shall be am @ iately identified
to prevent imdver. tent mixing with acceptable mterial. A red
hold tag or rcd sticker shall bo used unless identification and
control are specifically covered by an approved implementing
r.vcslure; e.g., hard acrap to be recycled. The person
identifyirg the nonconfoming item shall emplete the pertinent
inform tion required cn the tag or sticker and shall affix it to ,

'

the renconfoming iten, place it with the lot card or attach it to
the manufacturing order / follower card which identifies the
n 6.auforming items."

Contrary to the above, nonmnforming erd caps fran five different
SNP jobs (numbers 36919, 37236, 36903, 37263, and 36730) were
founi on a cart, near the end cap laser printire mchine,
alorgside two boxes of acceptable end caps (job numbers 38311 ard
38312). The NRC inspcctors observed that the nonconforming items
were not M ied with hold tags, red stickers, or other
identifyirq documentaticn, ard that there was no means to control
inadvertent mixing of the nonconformirg mterial with the
acceptable material.

B. Criterion V of Appenilx B to le CFR Part 50 states: ** Activities
affectira quality shall be prescribed by hmted instructicm,
sucelures, or drawirgs, of a type amvg. late to the circumstary:es ard
shall be acomplished in accordance with these instructions, p.vculares
ard or drawirgs. Instructions, gvcedures, or drawirgs, shall include
m up late quantitative or qualitative acceptance criteria fora

detemining that irportant activities have been satisfactorily
acccx:plished."

Contrary to the above, in the two exmples that follcw, SNP failtd to
ensure that activities affectirq quality were adequately prescribai in
its QA program domments (92-01-02) .

2
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l. Secticn 3.2 of QCS P68537, " Rod Inspection," Pav. 34, datai
Jarmary 8,1992, states, in part, "[w] eld traces for voltage,
Eatperage, RPM, and pressure will be nwiewed at the time the rods
[ erd caps to rods) are welded to assure there are no electrode
touches or other ancralies. Quality control shall crvercheck
approximately lot of weld [ strip chart) traces per welder for
ancatalles."

Contrary to the above, SNP failed to establish or provide
quantitative or qualitative acceptance ard rejection criteria for
QC impectors to determine whether ce not the end cap to zircaloy
tube weld traces indicatoi anamalies that would cause. a wald to be
rejected.

2. Sectica 5, " Instructions, Precedures, ard Drawings," of SNP's
tq'ical report, ANF-1A, " Quality Assurance Program For Nuclear
Fuel.3," Rev. 24, datai January 21, 1991, states, in part, thai.
" quality-related design, procurement, fabrication, inspection, -

handlirg, ard shipping activitics are prescribed try hented
iinstructions, procedures, and drawings, as apr% ata, to assure

adequate definition of the inspections for satisfactory ccr:pletion
of activities."

Contrary to the above, SNP failed to establish or provide steps in
Analytical Procedure P69346, " Determination of Fill Gas Pu-ity.

'

ard/or Pressure in Fuel Rods," Pst. 6, dated July 10, 1986, to
direct the lab technician to perfcnn a check of the test setup at
pressure as is the stardarti S!T lab practice.

Please provide a written statement or explanation to the U.S. Nuclear
Regulatory Commission, ATIN: Document Control Desk, Washirgton, D.C. 20555
with a upt to the Chief, Vendor Inspection Branch, Division of Reactor
Inspection ard Safeguard.3, Office of Nuclear Reactor Regulaticn, within 30
days of the date of the letter transmitting this Notice Of Ikn:onformance.
'Ihis reply shtnld be clearly marked as a " Reply to a Notice of Nonconformance"
ard should include for each nonconformance: (1) a description of steps that
have been or will be taken to correct this item; (2) a description of steps -

that have been or will be taken to prevent recurrence; ard (3) the dates your
corrective actions ard preventive measures were or vill be ccrpleted.

.

Dated at Rockville, 'T ryland

this'lDday of March, 1992

3
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Special Projects Section 1

Vendar Inspection Branch '
,

.

INSPECTION BASES:- 10.CFR Part 21 and 10 CER Part 50,- Appendix B
,

INSPECTICE SCOPE:- Observe the fabrication and testirrJ of fuel aMlies >
- and review Siemens' Nuclear Power Corporation's (SNP).- *

inplementation of its quality assurance p. y am. In':
"

addition,. review SNP's corrective actions taken in-
jr response to a recent: material control' ptxtlem there.

-

PI. ANT SITE
APPLICARTT. TTY: Numerous.Pressarized Water Reactor (PWR) and Boiling

Water Reactor (BWR) ~ sites.
.

'
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1 DISPECTION SINMARY

1.1 Noncnnfornvt.est

'1.1.1 Nonconformarce 99900081/92-01-01

Otntrary to Criterion V of Appeniix B to 10 CFR Part 50, SNP pcm:mnel did not
follow documented procedures in fcur instances:

1. Contrary to Section 2.4 of SNP Quality control (QC) Procedure
P69600, " Guidelines for otrpletion of Follower Cards and Other Data
Forms," Revision 3, dated Jarmary 30, 1991, Int Card, ANF Iot No. 9132-
38811, for zircaloy bar stock, had several blocks where previous
entries, such as, the job rumber, ANF release number and quantity, were
acrpletely obliterated.

2. Contrary to Section 2.0 of SNP QC Standard ANF-P68146, "Cleanirq ard
Passivation of 'itbirg, Small Ocrponents, ard Hardware," Revision 7,
dated October 12, 1989, Iot Chid, ANF Ict No. 5575-2302-36050, for lower
end caps was used, instead of a upsent cleaning rocord, to annotate

-that the cleaning inspection was performed .

3. Contrary to Section 2.1 of Purchasing and Ingistics Procedure Ib.
9.12.8, " Material Moves ard Issues," Revision 0, dated June 30, 1986,
residual zircaloy-2 ard zircalcy-4 bar stock left over from the Star
screw nachine used for mchinirq upper and lower end caps were not being
issued back to mterial control or reissued back to the machine shop by

.an issue slip.

4. Contrary to Section 3.1.2 of Quality Assurance (QA) Procedure
P00,039, " Control of Nonconformirg Items," Rev.12, dated Atgust 30,
1991, SNP failed to identify ard control five bags of nonconformirg end
caps.

1.1.2 Nonacnformnce 99900081/92-01-02

Cbntrary to Criterion V of Appendix B to 10 CFR Part 50, SIP did not ensure
-

that activities affecting quality were adoquately prescribed in QA program
der.ts in two instarms:

1. Cbntrary to Section 3.2 of Quality Control Stardard (QCS) P68537,
" Rod Inspection," Rev. 24, dated January 8, 1992, SNP failed to
establisn welder strip chart (trace) acceptance and rejection criteria
for end cap to zircaloy tube weldirg.

2. Contrary to Section 5 of SNP's topical report, ANF-1A, " Quality
Ascurance Program Ebr Nuclear Fuels," Rev. 24, dated January 21, 1991,
SNP failed to establish or provide steps to direct lab technicians to
perform checks of a test setup at pressure as is the standard SNP lab
practice.

2
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2 STARIS OF PREVIOUS INSPECTION FINDDCS:

2.1 ffLqsgd) Ncn6mnce (86-01-01)

Contrary to Section 3.0, " Design Control," of the Do'on thclear Company,
Incorporated Quality Assurance Program 7tpical Report for Nuclear Fuel Design
ard Tabrication, XN-NF-1A, Revision 7, dated Jarnary 1985, and Section 1.2.12
of Quality Assurance (@) Procedure XN-NF P00,002, the ver4.fication
calculations for the addition of the Moody critical flow model in the
REIAP/ LOD 5 cxrp2ter code (version UCCT85) did ret acequately test the
implementation of the new rodelliry with the theoretical basis.

SNP issued a report titled " Additional Verification of' the Foody Model," dated
April 9,1987, which expanded the original ocr:puter . code calculations to
consider different values for steam gaality. The NEC inspectoru revichtd titis
report ard consider this issue resolved.

2.2 (Closed) Nonconformnce (86-01-02):

Contrary to Section 9, " Control of Special Pr m e ," of XN-NF-1A,
Revision 7, an operator used an unapproved pruc=. dure to operate the x-ray
machine while_ performirg fluoroscopy on fuel rods in the manual mode.

The NRC inspectors reviewed .XN-NF-1000, "Ihrcugh Rod X-Ray Ebel inspection
Prc; gam Operation Reference Manual," dated Novceber 1986, which provides
instructions for the cperator ard prvcelare P66,789, " Radiographic procedure
for 2hrcugh Rod X-Ray," Rev. 3, dated November 27, 1990, which laa.uperates
the instructions into SNP's QA program. The NRC inspectors consider these
procedures to be adequate to resolve this issue.

2.3 (Closed) Nonconformance (86-01-03)

Contrary to Section 9 of XN-NF-1A, Revision 7, an operator ured an unapprovtsi
ccordinates chart to read the values on a current ultrasonic testing (UT)
trace being used for the zero settirgs on the Gould ES 1000 recorder.

The NRC irtWes reviewed procedure P6902*/, "3-D Gage," Rev.14, dated
Septenber 19, 1990. Section 6.6 of this procedure has been updated to ircitde
a reference to the coordinates chart. The NRC inspectors consider this
ackquate to resolve this issue.

3 INSPECTION FINDDIGS AND CHIER CI2EDTIS
.

3.1 Enttance and Exit Meetims

The NRC inspectors informed SNP staff of the scope of the inspectit n, cutlined
'

areas of concern, ard established working interfcces during the entrance
laeeting on February 10, 1992. On February 13, 1992, the NRC inspectors

| summarized the results of the-inspection for SNP management during the exit
i meetirq.
|

|
3
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I

3.2 Backcntud

se produces fuel assemblies for General Electric design EHRs ard Westinghonce
ard Ocabastion &gineerity design WTts. %ey also pmvide fuel pellets fcr
hWk & Wilcox's Cumucial liuclear Tbel Plant. Operations perfonxd F JP

imludes convertiJg UF6 gas into 1D fuel pellets, mnufacturirn gadolinium
pellets loadiry the pellets into z lay rods, mnufacturirn and caps for
the rod , wldirg the erd caps, leak testing ard scannity the ro:Is,
manufacturity spacer grida ard tio plates, buildisq the anscnbly, ard testirg
the products at various stages of the pr-m, mis irspcction was interdad
to provide the imC inspectors with an overview oc the operations at the
facility ard an mutunity to assess the offectivenesa of the OA pitgram. It
also prcuided an mmt. unity to review the corrective actions beiry taken 11/
se in response to a material control problem that resulto:1 in nonconformirn
fuel boirq shipped to Pennsylvania Power & Light's Susquehanru plant.

3.3 Ctrervation of Activities in Frum-as

3.3.1 Fuel Pellet Fabrication

'$o IRC inspectors obserywt several operations in SIP's pellet fabrication
area. me cwarall area in dividad into three major activities conversion of
UF, into 1D 1 F "C*381'M 10 into pellets; ard pellet sur.essiry ard2 2t.cTptance. Se lac inspectors noted that the manufacturity ard quality
a trol activities in this area are specified in two G1P QCGs; P68150, "tD
Pcu$er Processity," Rev. 8, dated Scptember 15,1989, ard P68152, "tD2
ard Pellet Processity ard Certification," Rev. 55, dated September 30, 1991.

At the beginning of the svcuss, stP receives canisters of UF, that are
! usually providcd by the applicable licensee. G1P converts the UF6 gas W
| LD2 powder ard then blerds, mills, ard granulates it to a certain consistency.

Duri'y this process the uranium enrichment for each batch-lot is detenninod,
ard unnple pellets frun each 1D batd1 ere chosen for an isotopic amlysis.

3Following the batch Act sarplirg, the 10 is pressed into " green" pellets, aid
2

sintered to achieve a ceramic-type density. After the pellets are sintered,
they are ground to meet dimensional requirements, wighcd, tanpled, and
verified by manufacturirg. m e pellets are then over-inspccted by Qc. At the
cartpletion of this process, the pellets aro transferred to the rext area for
loadirn into zircaloy tubing.

We inspectors observed a QC inspector pick a sanple of pellets from the
production lot ard subject them to various tests as delineated in the " Uranium
Pellet Physical Properties Certification" check list. %e chock list provided
informatico on the characteristics to be verified, the location where the
requirement for the characteristic um be fourd, the inspection methcd to be
used to verify the requirement, the sanple size, ard acceptance / rejection
criteria.

4
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3.3.2 hiel Ib1 Asrably

The IEC inspectors obacrval several in-proccm activities in the fuel rod
assembly area. Ihreraus activities are perfcwd in the fuel rod assembly
area ircitxiiry: umer anl Icuer erd cap weldiry to the zircaloy tubirn, fuel
pellet loadisq into the tubes, laser mrkiry of eni caps, rcd plenum lerrJth
verification, helium leak chcks, weld radicgraphy, nuclear assay for
determinirg the enrichent of the pellet column ard gadolinium conter t, ard
final red ingoction. Several of these areas were inspected to detnr sire
whether the activities were beirq perfonntd in accordarco with written
instructions, procrxtures, aid drawirns.

The Imc ingxctors rotcd that mny of the mnufacturity ard QC activities
beirg perfonned in the area were delinoated in QCS P68537, " Rod irgrction,"
Pav. 24, datcd January 8,1992. Other SNP procedures khich acktress purth:ular4

activities in the area were aim identificd ard reviewcd, such as, pmxcure
P66,787, " Helium leak Chock, llorizontal Test Station LO Duildirg," Rev. 3,

2dated .N!y 17, 1990. h Imc insptetors observod ard questionod mnufacturi19
arv8 QC personnel in the area reganlity their specific responsibilities,
truairg, ard whethat they had proccdures ard instructions to guide them in
their work.

7ho imC irgoctors revicued a ManufacturinJ Onier tollower (!OF) at the lcuer
ord cap weld station, h lOF furnishcd the marrafacturirg crder number ard
detailcd the various operations to be performed to crrplete the prcduct. A
typical MDF lists all the oparations to otrplete a Mtch of fifty rods. h
origin of the mterial used for the pminction of that batch of rods can be
traced bf an assigncd QC release nunber. At this cperation, the 1cuer erd cap
was being velded to the clad usiry Wold Proceduro Specificatirn (WPS) DF-PQ-
572, Revision 1, of October 7,1991, "Irwer Erd Weld,0.425" O.D. (outside
diannter) 0.028" Wall, K Station." The inspection ard test plan specified the
relevant drawirg ard the QC stardard to inspect the capletrd weld.

The Imc inspectors obccrvcd the loadiry of 10;dentifiod the various operations
fuel pellets with varloas

enrichments into the clad. The IOP reviewed i
requirtd to be perforred to crrplete the loading, the scquenm of the
operations, the number of pellets rejccted, ard the date when the operation
was performcxl. h QC irgoction requirements and the stardani to which the
inspection was to be perforned were also detailed. A " Rod Characteristic
Sheet" provided the informtion to set up the work order for the rod loader,
h loadirg operation, khich was ascistcd by a coquter input, was perforraad
on a batch of fifty fuel rods. Each batch of different fuel enrichment
pellets was kelghtd erd verificxl before being loadal into the clad to ensure
ocmplianne with the applicable design drawirg.

At the erd closure weld station, the inspectoc obccrvod the upper ord cap ,

beirs weldcd to the clad, h welding was performad after insertiry the
sprirg, cutgassirg the pellets in the clad, and fillity it with helium. WPS
DE-PQ-545 RS, Revision ',, of October 28, 1991, " Upper Erd Weld, 0.425" O.D. ,
0.028" Wall, H&M Station," was used for this welairy operation.

5
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The NRC inspectus conclMed that the se activities in the fuel rod anscably
area were ganara11y well contro11cd, ard the perscnnel exhibited proficiency
in the performr.:n of their duties. Ilowewer, two prob 1 cms were identified by
the inspection team. The first probi m conocrned a failure of SIP to
establish QC inspector acocptance ard rejecticm criteria to ocmply Yith the
intent of Section 3.2, " Welding," of QCS P68537, " Rod Inspoction," Rev. 24,
dated January 8, 1992. 7ho socord problem was tne failure of SIP to mintain
control over ronctnfamiry ord caps in accordance with Soction 3.1.2,
"Idontification," of QAP POO,039, " Control of Nonconformirn Iters," Rev.12,
dated August 30, 1991.

The first problem was identiflod durisq discussions with QC staff regardity !

the method by which QC performxi the 10 percent over-ctmck of mnufacturlig's |

verification of the autmated end cap welding peo parameters. 7he QC
inspector explainod to the NRC inspectors that he chocked the weld mc: hine
strip chart " weld traces" for electrode tcnx:hom or ather ancralics. When the
NRC inspectors askcd how the QC inspector determinod what was acceptable or
rejectable, the QC irspector resealed that SIP had not established any
criteria for QC inspectors to use. The NRC inspectors determincd that before
rma -Y 13, 1991, the QC staff was not required to perform any over-
inspections of the marmfceturing process or examine weld traces for anomalies.
SIP established this new QC oversight requirment in Pav. 23 of the rod
inspectico sucuiuro, P68537, but apparently failed to establish or provide
its QC inspectors with acceptance / rejection criteria. Consequently, the CC
inspectore obtained their cwn weld trace inspection methodolcgy and criteria
frtn the mnufacturing perscrmel who performed the welds and frm QC
cngineerity personnel. The NRC in9poction team, theretare identified this as
a failure to establish acrmptance and rejection criteria. (Sco Nanoonformance
92-01-02)

The socord problem ws identifiod by the inspectim team near the end cap
|.

laser print roczn. The NRC inspectors obreed soveral boxes containing smallI

plastic bags with different quantities of end caps in each bag. The boxes had
boca placed on the top shelf of a small cart used for mving parts arourd on
the shon floor. Upon c1cser examimtion of the boxes, the inspectors
discovered that: (1) two of the boxes contained used plastic bx3s (trash); (2)
two other boxes contained erd caps identificd with SNP job numbers 38311 and
38312, both of which contained a green S@ job ticket irdicating acceptable
mterial; ard (3) the last box contained five plastic bags of erd caps that
appearcd to be rswaforming because the numbces on them were X'd out. The
five bags Wers mrked with the follcuirg SIP job numbers: 36730, 36903, 36919,
37236, ard 37263.

03nsequently, the NRC inspectors noted two con: erns, (1) neither the box nor
the five plastic bags of rsmudortdry end caps were identified with a red
hold tag, red sticker, or other nonconformirg mterial document; and (2) the
box of rersmforming crd caps, ard the two boxes of acceptable end caps wraw
fourd alongside each other on the shop cart. (See Nonconfomanoo 92-01-0)1

6
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3.3.3 Fuel Derdle kwambly ard Final Impection

I 'Iho inspectors ot:ce2ved the assembly of fuel turdles identificd as ME-359 ard
NE-362 for mnuf acturirn order CCA 7893 NIF-1.5. 'mo ingoctors detenninod
that the operators were follcuiry the written instructions ard waitirg for QC
inspectors to perfom in-proccas inspcctions at hold trints specified in the
work ceder.

'Iho Imc incpoctors obccrved QC perruvel perform fimi inspections on turdle
accenbly ME-359 to verify the follcuiry attributes khile it was in the
horizontal position: (1) the orientation of the lower tio plato; (2) the
orientation of the spacers; (3) the presonoe ard 1cgibility of N ergravcd
fabricator /rcactor code (LO26) ard the fuel auccmbly serial War; ard (4)
the orientation of the upp2r tio plato.

'Iho fuel tundle was raised to a vertical position ard the tsc inspector
acccrpanied the QC inspector in a crano to obcervit him perfom incpections to
verify that the follcuing attributes not ':he design dravity: (1) lernth
measured betwocn the 1cuer ard upper tio plate; (2) assembly envelope ard
channelirg; (3) the perpendicularity of the assembly; (4) all fuel mis are
seatcd in the lower tie plate; (5) the spacirg between rods aro within
tolerances; ard (6) all carpression springs are in-place ard properly neated.

3.3.4 teutron Aboorter Fuel Rod Assembly

SIP mixes LD ard gadolinium to fom pollets for its neutron aboorter fuel2
(l&F) . 'Ibe pollet famirg and assernbly of the IM rod assemblies is done in a
separate buiMirg to avoid mixing the IRF pollets with regular fuel pollets.
'Ihe inspectors limited their obccrvations in this tuildirg to the assembly of
the *RF rod 7. Durity the inspection, canpleted IRF rods were boirg subjected
to p 1sive nuclear assay to verify the uniformity of the uranium enrichment
over che entire length of the rod. A review of the FDF for the aanpleted rods
irdicated that the various operations incitdirg inspectirms to verify: the
integrity of the lcuer ard upper eid cap wolds; IMF pollet loadirg; outgassi!q
of the pellets; ard the lengths of the plenum ard column had been successfully
ccrpleted.

3.4 Fuscuchanna lowr Ihl can Issue

3.4.1 Backgro.trd

On January 16, 1992, SIP notifiod Pennsylvania Pcuer & Light (PP&L) Cmpany
that 57 fuel rods fabricated for its Susquchanm Steam Electric Station
(Susquehanm) Unit 1/ Cycle 7 reload contained lcwor end caps mado frtn
zircaloy-4 instead of the requircd zircaloy-2 mtcrial. 'Iho 57 fuel rods were
contained in 8 fuel burdles at Susquchanna Unit 1 ard in 4 fuel burdles at
STP. On Jarnary 27, 1992, SIP notified PP&L that an additional 22 fuel rods
were identified havirs lower erd caps rado frta zimaloy-4 material. 'Ihese
additiom122 fuel rods were contained in 5 fuel burdles at Susquehanna
Unit 1.

7
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RP replacod the affected fuel ruis in the 4 burdles that still were at GF.
G@ plans to replace all af fccted *uel rods at Susqueharma Unit 1, prior to
the affccted burriles beiry leaded in the reactor.

3.4.2 Sm Pequise

As a result of the ircident, S@ cor.vened an Incident Reviw Domd (IRB) to
focus on the followirq areas: (1) reviw the circunstances surroundirg the
irproper uso of the wrong alloy for erd caps unod on Susquehanna fuel rods;
(2) ovaluate the disposition of tho affected p oduct; (3) crxisider generic
inplications of the prt>blem; (4) determino root causes; (5) establidt
solutions to prccitdo rectrrence; ard (6) e-tablish mrrective actions and a
means to follow up on implementation.

'Ihe IPS was chaired by the @ unrnger ard was corpocod of representatives frun
the followirg groups: m ergineerirg, fuel design cryinocrirn, process
erginocriry, ateriale ard scheduling, ard cpslity control.

Prior to the N1J inspecticri, S@ had held 5 IRB meetisys to investigate and
evaluata the facts to determino the root cause of the problem. Althatyh the
IRB has not concludal its investigation, it did identify six elements that may
have caused or contrib.ited v SNP producirg end caps with the wrety alloy.
'Ihe alcments incitder (1) inadoquata zircaloy bar stock mterial ocritrol in
the nochino shop at the Mori Seiki latho (prinny root cause); (2) short
zizraloy rod bar erds left over frcxn the Star screw mchine were allowod to
acx. nulate instead of being returned to naterial carerol in a timely manner;s
(3) operators at the Mori Seiki lathe identified bar stock based on diameter
instead of alloy; (4) the QC roccivirq inspector released the initial bar
stock after over-diecks to verify alloy, ard suhacquent releases did rot
specifically verify alloy; (5) SF stardard operatirq pwcsiares did not
require a zircaloy cleancut between bar stock lots on the Hari Seiki latho;
ard (6) lot tracnability of crd caps was loc >t when the next lut of erd caps
was mixal in *.t the laser narkirs staticx1.

'Ibe followirg conective actions have been propocod by the IIst (1) stardard
operati29 prococtures in the nachine shop should be revised to include
zirocrilum cleanouts of the Mori Seiki lathe at each lot change to assure that
natcrial lots are not mixed; (2) operators sh uld be trained on charges to
standard operatirq procedures ard the importance of alloy -mition and
traceability; (3) unterial control should pick up all bar ords frcan the Star
screw unchine in a tiraely nanner; (4; alloy cxrposition should be rAiod to the
infornation on a lot card; (5) consideration should be given to havirg vendors
stanp the zircaloy alloy type on the ends of the rod bar; (6) the standard
operatify pwxxlare at the laser narkirg nachine should be revised to irclude
only one mothed of Icadirg laser trarker magazines ard how to raintain lot
control; and (7) QC should provide over-chocks of cmponent alloys by part
number control.

SNP evaluated this issue and determincd that the condition was not reportable
urder 10 CFR Part 21 based on the followirg: (1) zirtalcry-4 allay has
mochanical properties ard miwL.octure that are cicso to thcce of zircaloy-
2 alloy; (2) the raterial difference between the two different alloys is not

B
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' nufficient to cignificantly affect the rrtallutyical stability or the weld
properties; (3) the hydriding and corrosion tardancies differ smowhat tetween

I the two alloys tut wuld not have a significant effect on fuel performnce;
(4) welding of the two different alloys has bocn a stardard practice in the
design and manufacturing of IJ.m fuel areciblics since spacer capture rod
rieeves mde of zirraloy-4 cheet are spot wolded to Zircaloy-2 spacer rod
tubes; and (5) the alley mix up was an isolated ircident.

3.4.3 Imc Reviw

The SNP QA mamger described for the imC inspection team the prelintmry
corrective actions that SNP has pIrposed as a result of the Susquehanna
incident. 21e llRC insprtors reviewod SNP's current program for the
fabrication of crd caps to verify the corrective actions that had been
inplemented. 7his review included discussions with personnel involved in
ptrchasing ard rocciviry the material, as well as, observations of work in the
machine shop. In addition, tlx. Imc inspectors reviwod documentation
associated with the Susquchanna incident.

The IRC impactors 'riwod the contract between PP&L and gip, dated April 19,
1989, for fuel bu etM . ".:41'n aM relatad services aM verificd that
Article 14 of the xr3.3 M 'T Assuranca cnl Control," imposed 10 Cat
Part 50, Apperdix N 74 h, @ ua Program ard 10 CFR Part 21. In
addition, the NRC 6x:/y,7 e x rnd!M that ArpeniL% A, " Fuel Dundle Design,"
of the contract specifito ;1rcaloy-2 ea the end cap mterial.

The imC inspectors also re 'iwod SNP Nrchase Ctde- (10) RC71999, dated
Februarf 25, 1992, to CEZUJ, C/O Pechimy World Trade (USA) of Secaucus,11ew
Jersey, for the purchase of zircaloy-2 rod stock. She imC inspectorn verified
that Apperdix B to 10 CHI Part 50,10 CFR Part 21, and Design Specification
NT-S35007, "Zircaloy Bar ar.3 Rod Stock," was imposod in the IO. The 100
insp h a verificd that CEZUS was on SNP's Approved Vendors List, NIF-595,
Revision 12.

The NRC inspectors were interested in knowiry whether CEZUS' mnufacturing
plants in Rugles ard liontreuil, France, received the came PO rcquirements that
were sent originally to Pechiney World Trado (USA), in flew Jersey. The SNP
Purchasing Mamger stated that the acknwldgment copy of the 10 is apprtmd
and accepttd by the manager of export sales in France and that the return
address on the envelope is frm France.

During this insrction the SNP Purchasiry Manager askel a nember of his staff
to call Pechincy World Trade (USA) for clarification on how they passed on
purchasing rcquirments to Frarm. Pochincy World Trade (UFA) sont a letter
to SNP durirg this inspection confimiry that they send the entire original PO
documents to Paris, France, where them is a scoond, in-depth, revicw of
documents by rrrrorcial ard production ergineering departnents, and quality
control personnel. When everyone is in agrec:wnt, the acknawledg::ent ocpy of
the FO is signed ard sent directly to SNP, constituting CEZUS' official
acceptance of the order. In addition, SNP performs veMor audits at the
mnufacturirg plants in Rugles ard Montreuil, France.

9
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The 1mc inspectors selected Ocarponent/mterial release ramter 37233 for
zircaloy-2 rod stock that was purchased on the above PO to verify that all
activities affectirg quality were perforred in accordance with S P pucuiures.
When the above material was receivod at mm, a tutcrial Ic0 Card was garerated
by storial control, whidt shcwd the lot rumber, dravirn ard revision tuber,
part mm, part rumber, jcb (project) rumber, To rumber, vendor rumter, verdor
lot rumber, ard the current quantity of the part. h naterial control
tm%nician affixod a lot card label to the Ict Card to shcu the QC status ofthe m terial. In this step a yellcw label is affixed to the Int Card derntiry
that the reacived m terial was not inspected. The mterial is then mcreed to
the receivirg inspection area.

h imC inspectors revlewed the incnnirn inspection documentation for release
rumber 37233 such as: SNP's Amlytical Iaboratory Report (creer-checks to
verify chemical conposition); Sa's 7bst Reports (Striiger ard Porosity
Examimticn ard dimensions); CI:ZUS' Amlysis and Inspection Certification frcro
Mill; CEZUS' Fimi Product Inspection Report shcMirn gas analysis, mechanical
rvrut.ics at rocan ard elevated taperatures, correofon test, macrographic,
metallograrAic, ard ultrasonic examinaticns, visual ard dimnsicmal
inspecticm; and Ardtive .%uples Storage Form. The imC inspectors determined
that the IO rtquirements were met.

The NRC inspectors also observed work in prcgress in the machine shcy.
Specific operations observed 11rluded the madlining of end caps on the Star
scrcu machine for fuel ruds, the control of rod stock to ard from the Ladtine
shcp, ard the control ard inspection of the madlined end cap. W Imc
irspcctum reviewcd a lot Card, ANF Iot No. 9132-38811, that was attached to
the Star screu machine for the current job beirg processed. The lac
inspectors roted that the Iot Card had several blocks where previous entries,

|
such as, the Job number, ANF release number ard quantity were coupletely
obliterated ard new informtion addcd. The material control technician showed
the NRC inspoctors rb,wntation that irdicated that the material had been
conditionally released ard mWently accepted. In addition, the 10C
inspector veriflod that a green label denoting " acceptable" covered over the
blue label denotirn "corditional release" which had previously been applied to
the front of the Int Card. The lac inspector noted that sa did not folicw
g.usdures which state that any charges to entrica require a strike out with a
sirgle line Uith the inilviduals initials ard date. (See Honconformnoe 92-
01-01)

The imC irwxtern asked the lurager of lbterials ard Purchasing hcu zircaloy
rod stock material was beirq controlled at the Star scrcw machine and }bri
seiki lathe. The Manager stated that the red stock is issued to the machine
shop for itse at the Star screw mchine frcxu material contrui on an issue slip
and also returned to material control on an issue slip. In addition, the NRC
inspector identifiod that the operators at the Star screw machino and Mori
Seiki lathe have an }OF which shows the part nurrber of the rod bar stock used
ard release number to perform their operation. The Irt Catt for the rod stock
also shows the part number ard release number. This information allows the
operator to determine if the right alloy material was used to machine ord
caps.

10
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Wo IUC ingectors asked the mterial ocntrol todinician hee the residual rul
inr stock (approximtcly 12" pieces) tint was lef t over frm the Star screw
mdline was controlled. lie statal that short rod bar stock is placal in a box
(which ins the release ntrier annotated on it) alorg with tM lot Carti by the
operator of the Star t. crow machine. We senior todinician, who oversees
operations at inth the Star scror mdline and Ibri Seiki lathe, statal that he
takes the box to mterial control every norning when there is mterial to
take.

The 1&C incpoctors asked the raterial control technician if issue slips are
usod for the residual short bar stock beirg traraferrcd back to mterial
ccutrol ard reincued back to the mchine shcp for use co the Ibri Seiki latM
khich is capable of hardlirg the short bar stock to mke cid caps. 2e
noterial control technician stated that once the short inr stock is received
frm the mchino shcp, he lcgs the mterial by pieces instead of length at his
ccrputer termirvd ard places the material in stock. %c 100 irspectors kent
to the stockrocn ard otocrved that the short bar stock was located in a box
alorg with the lot Card ard that the bax had the release number printed on it.
The mterial control technician stated that khan the mchine shop rcquests
short bar stock, material control takes tM knx containire the bar stock a d
tot Card to the operstor at the }bri Seiki lathe at the mdlire shop for
conti. uod fabrication of erd caps.

20 mterial control technician stated that issue slips had never bcon usca
and are not currently used for controllirg the residual short inr stock 1 cit
over frm the Star screw mchim. The 100 inspectors identified this orcorn
as a nonconfornance sirce SNP was not followiry their purdusim ard logistics
procedure which states that issue slips will be prepared for all mterials and
hardware transfers. (Soo Nonconforrance 92-01-01)

Although no work was beirg performed at the laser mrkirg area, the IEC
inspectors asked questions concernirq khy lots were mixed khen narkirg crd
caps. The general supervisor of the rod ard turdle area statM that two
methods were beirg uscd to segregate lots of cnd capo deperdirg on the shift
and operator. One tethod was to loave a blank space in the crd cap carrier
tray where rormily an end cap wudd be placed. This would sigrn1 the
autmatic laser mrkirq machine to stop when it passcd cuer the blank space in
the ord cap carrier. IlowcVer, this nothod caused mixirn of erd cap lots
because the firch shift operator thatght that the third shift operator failed
to plam an ent cap in the missirn space in the erd cap carrier. Another
nethcx1 was to place an cmpty end cap carrier between end cap lots which would
signal the laser markirq mchine to stop. The general supervisor stated that
currently the operators on any shift at the laser mrkirg nachine only process
one end cap lot at a time and that pucGlares are boirg updated to reflect
this rethodology.

The IEC inspectors reviewod lOFs ard inspection and test plans for the
mchined Icker ord caps. Inspection characteristics were selected frcu the
drawirg ard specification requirements ard incorporated in the inspection aid
test plan. No discrcpancies were identificd by the IEC inspectors durirg this
review.
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Whilo in an ama just outside of the laser mrkirq twhine, the 15C inspectors
otcerved a beg of erd caps on a desk with a lot Card, ANT Itt No. !

5575-2302-36050, attactxd to the bag. The lot Card led a iod QC stam j

i@rinted on it annotatiry that QC had inspected the city M of tM erd caps.
7ho 100 intectors identificd this ocnocrn as a renconfor arce since Sim
procedurra state that cleanirg inspection of erd caps should be annotated on a
caponent cleaniry record. (See Honocnformrce 92-01-01)

Firally, the 100 inspectors rev1wed the archive files, which rJew khat
mterials were used cm a prticular project, incitriirn red bar stock, for
eight ruclear pcuer plants. This reviw did not identify any other instances
shcre the wrong zirraloy mterial was used. mis same over-check of the

'

archive file was what led the material control technician to discover the
Sanquchanra incident.

We 100 invection team determined that since ENP was still investigating ard
iglementing their propceed corrective actions for tM mix-up of the zirraloy
material, the results of SNP's investigations ard correctivo acticns would be
reviewed durirn a future lac inspection.

3.5 laboratorv omrations
ard the MetallurgicalSe 10C frcpectors obserwd operatims in both the 102

laboratories durirg the inspecticn. The technicians obcerved during the
inspection were very knowledgeable about the tests they were performirq and
wre well aware of the imortance of their work on the quality of the fuel.

Pr-e obscrved in the Meta 11utgical lab incitded burst tests of zircaloy
tube sa m les, a tensile test of a zircaloy tube sam le, and metallagraphic
analysis of ord plug weld samles. The 100 inspectors also tuvicwd the
procedures for the burst and tensile tests: P69514, " Burst Testing of TublJg,"

t

Rev. 2, datad June 26,1991; ard P69517, " Tensile Testing of hbirg, Sheet'

Stock, Rod and Bar Stock," Rev. 4, also dated June 26, 1991. %e puwAures ,

'

were follcued closely ard provided adequate guidance for the tecMician. The
lac incpectors also briefly cherved a technician readiry radiographic film of

.

erd plug wlds.

Processes observed in the 10 Iab ircitded tests on a crmpleted fuel rod for
2fill gas purity ard pressure, a test to determine the levels of fluorine ard

chlorine in a fuel pellet, ard a gravimetric test to determine the perare*
uranitun ard cwfgen to uranium ratio in a fuel pellet. The procedures for the
latter two tests, P69256, " Fluoride and Chloride by Pyrohydrolysis," P W. 10,

' dated Doocmber 1,1989, ard P69221, " Gravimetric Percent Uranium Ard Oxygen to
'

Uranium Ratio," Rev.10, dated October 1,1989, were reviewed ard fourd to be
detailcd and easy to follcu. The technician perfornity these two tests
follcued them both closely.

Se procedure for the fuel rod fill gas purity and pressure test, P69346,
" Determination of Fill Gas Purity ard/or Pressure in ruel Rods," Rav. 6, dated ,

July 10, 1986, was also reviewcd by the NRC inspectors. Wis procedurn was-
not well organized ard was difficult to follcu. When the actual test was

12
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<4eved, the technician perfoming it ocnfimod that the proceduro was too
difficult to folice ard tMt he did not use it Wen he performd tM test.
%e imC inspectors oboerved that there were mny pen and ink charges to the
pzucodure in the lab that were not incitdod in the latest revision obtaimd
frm the document control center. %cy also notcd that the technician
performod several operations to chock the test set up at pressure tMt were
not specified in the procedure. (See Honaanformroo 92-01-02)

3.6 10 Cnt Part 21 Pruiram

20 NRC inspectors reviewod s@'s sucedures written to implement the
requiremerits of 10 CFR Part 21 (Part 21) ard evaltated the offoctiveness of
the pitgram duriry the inspection. S@ has established Policy Guide (N)
10.2, " Nuclear Safety thzards Reporting," dated Doocnber 17, 1991 to implercent
its Part 21 program. We NRC inspectors reviewed M 10.2 and verifiod that it
ard the other required hents were posted in accordarce with Section 21.6,
" Posting Requirements," of Part 21. %e irspection team also noted that M
10.2 appeared to contain all the remry requirements of the July 31, 1991,
revision of Part 21.

% e IRC inspectors were concernod, hcwever, about two sections of N 10.2 that
my bo subject to misintegretation by am enployees or consultants. Part IV,
" Responsibilities," Section C ard Part V, " Procedures," Scction B, both
ocntain specific language that could be interpreted as requiring the se
enployees to perform an initial evaluation of a deviation to determine whether
it could result in a substantial safety hazard. Part IV, Section C reads as
follows:

All unployees are responsible for reporting to their mnagement
any failure to ruiply or deviation or defect Wich could result in
a cutstantial safety hazard or a significant impairment of a basic
acrpar.ent of a licensed facility operated by se or by its
custre er.

Part V, Sect).cn B reads as follows:

All enployees shall prvvide to their immediate supervisor any
informtion reasonably indicatirg that a facility, activity,
service, or basic conpcarnt supplied to a facility: [1] Pails to
ocmply with the Atmic Energy Act of 1954, as amerdcd, or any
applicable rule, regulation, order or license of the Camission
relating to substantial safety hazards, or [2] contains errors,
deviations or defects which could create a substantial safety
hazard.

%e HRC inspectors were concerned that the language in the IG my be difficult
for scue enployees to urderstard and may reduce the reportirg of problems to
m nagenent. Specifically, the NRC inspectors were concerned that an s e
employee my interpret the sections quoted above to nean that the individual
employee is responsible for evaluatiry the safety significance of the
deviation ard that only thoce deviations that could create a substantial
safety hazard, in their opinion, would have to be reported to management.
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mio conocr11 was expressed ard discussed with SIP mmgerent during the
irspection.

3.7 IDterm1 Audits

Se NRC inspectors reviced SIP's intermi audit program durlIq the
inspcction. me program was font to te well organized ard wil run. 20
followirq recerrtly explettd atriits were reviewed:

A(OIT 10. 10 CTP. PART 50 APPD1 DIX B CRITERIA CC'ERED
91:13 1&2
91:33 6, 7 & 10
91:67 8&9
91:71 11
91287 16 & 18

The audits were generally ocalucted by one member of the SIP CA staff for a
full week ard appeared to be tharcughly done. It was apparent frm the
Irports that the atditors were given the irdependence ard authority to look at
anythiry they nooded ard to be candid in their report. Each audit reviewed
prcduced several firdings which were recorded on Cornrtive Action Peports
(CARS). Sono of the audits also produced ocrments ard mrygestions for areas
that could be imprtrvod. The CAPS ard ccrrents were answered in a manner that
irdicatcd that the problem had been well researckied and adoquately resolyrd.

3.8 Ppview of Cuality Assuranco Records

7ho NRC inspectors reviewod records to determine whether SIP persca1nel
perforrod required inspections, had quallflod the weld procedure
specifications uscd in welding the upper ard lower erd caps, and had croured
that its vendors supplied mterials that not applicable 10 rcquirem11ts.

3.8.3 Review of Fuel Rod Records

The NRC inspectors reviewed the records for a reocntly otrpleted mnufacturirn
order for the Entergy Operations Inc. Grard Gulf Plant, order no. CCA 7893,
ard determined that all the r-myy inspections had bcon performod. The
records irdicatal that several NAF rods had to be re-r:anned tocause an error
had been made when the active scannify macitine was operated. SIP determinod
that the operators should have activated two switches. One switch sets up the
machine to verify the enrictiment in the gadolinium segments ard the other to
measurn the total fissile content of the rod. Instead, the cperator had caly
activated the latter switch. SIP perscnnel discovered the error while
raviewirg the records, after questions were raised during an atdit bf Grard
Gulf personrel, ard subcoquently notified Grard Gulf of the problem. Grard
Gulf has informed GTP that it interds to write a CAR on this issue ard SIP has
already begun to investigate the problem. All the rods have been re-examined
and determined to be within specifications.
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3.8.2 Revjew of Claddirq Roconis

We NRC ingxx tors reviewed PO R-072239 of Atgust 1,1991, to Sardvik Special
}%tals (SS4), Fcnnewick, Washirgton, for 5,000 pieces of 0.425-inch outside
diameter (CO), 0.364-inch inside diameter (ID), Zitt:aloy-2 clackiiry. '1he
claddirg was to met the rcquirements of specification NIF-S35055, Revision 6,
ard drawirg Mi-305,002. SS4 mnufactured the clad:lirg frcra irgots identified
with heat ruber 232180Q, supplied by 'Iblodyne Wah Charg (TWC) of Altany,
orogon. TWC's informtion on the irgots in:ltdod chemical aralysis, product
chemistry, Brinell haniness, grain size, ultrasonic tests, and oocentricity.
SS4 provided certificd mtcrial test reports (OflRs) on the claddity produccd
frcra the irgots provided by TWC. The NRC inspcctors verified that the test
results met the acceptance criteria of SIP Specification MIF-S35055.

3.8.3 Review of Recartis for Retainirg Sprirgs

The NRC inspectors revicucd the @ records for an order of retainirg sprirgs
khich are part of a bundle assembly. SIP issucd 10 R-71830 dated July 23,
1991, to Northwest Sprirn & }hnufacturity (NS4), lake Omego, Oregon, to
supply 1,480 retainirg spriigs, Part NtLTher 133699, to Drawirg Number
AN 305516, Revision 13. NS4 purchancd Inconel X-750 alloy wire with a copper
coated finish, identified by heat No. 4198XK frca Natioral Staniuti Comany
khich provided certifications inilcatiry that all of the PO requirements had
been met. Koon-Hall Company, an irdeperdent testing laboratory, provided the
chemical analysis and physical properties of the Inoonel alloy wire. Heat
Treaters, Incorporated, of Portlard, Orogon, provided certification that the
wire was heat treattd to moet NSi rcquircrents. While conduct 119 receipt
inspections, sip performed tensile tests on a retalnity Spring specimen ard
accepted the entire lot.

3.8.4 Review of Records for Tie Rod Adjusting Nuts

The NRC inspecters reviewed the @ records for an order of tie red adjustirq
nuts which are used to assemble fuel bundles. SNP issucd PO R-072282, dated
September 18, 1991, to Wilson 1bol & }hnufactt! ring (Wilson), Spokane, to
supply 2,450 tie rcd adjustirq nuts identified as Part Number 133620, to moet
SIP's drawing AN 305945, Revision 1, and Specification S-35052. Wilson
mnufactured the tie rod adjustirg nuts frcra 3/8-inch diameter stainless steel
American Society for 'Ibstirg ard Materiale (ASIM) A-276 rod ord provided a
copy of the !bterials Suppliers Certification, the physical properties of the
material, and test certificates that the material meets SNP's Specifications
S-35011, Revision 5, for the stainless steel rod ard S-35052, Revision 1, for
the tie rod adjustirg nuts.

The NRC insp?ctors determined that these records were acceptable. However,
they did experience difficulties establishing the traceability of heat numbers
providcd by the irgot supplier to otlur subverdors who provided services, such
as, irdeperdent testing or heat treatirg. Instead of the heat nunter, the
suWerdor documents referenood the SNP PO in the documents it issued to
certify the operation it performed. The responsible SNP QC person assurcd the
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imC inspectors that he would redrd toth the 9@ QC personnel, who reviewi

| quality assurance rccords, ard the sulneMarn to mintain the traceability of
| the mterial thmgh its irgot heat number instead of thmoh the SP FO.

3.8.5 Review of Welder ard Weld Procedure Qualifications

The imC irtW. reviewed weld proccdure qualifications ard the rethodolcgy
to verify that sip permits only qualifitd widers to perfom wldiIg
operations. Weld Procedure Qualificatico (kTQ) h?nt DiF-PQ-572,
Revision 1, of October 7,1991, "Irwer Erd Weld, 0.425" O.D. , 0.028" Wall, K
Station," which was knirq used to wcld the Icwer end cap to the clack 11ry, was
the first procxdure reviewcd. This evculare providad the parameters, such as
the preficv, the initial ard fiml current slopes, and the initial weld,
taper, and final currents to be usM durirg the weldiry process. It also
specifiod the size and type of electrode, the vertex-argle of the electmie
tip, ard the polarity of the electrode. It included a sketch of the joint
dcGign and electmic gap. dip nondestructive examimtion personnel subjected
the wld coupons, mv3e by usirg this weld suculure, to visual, radiographic,
ard netallcgraphic examinations, and determined the welds to to acceptable.
The tensile streryths ard wold build-up of the wlded coupons were also
determined to to acceptable.

The lac inspectors also reviewed the WPQ qualification recortis for WIQ DiF-
PQ-545, Revision 5, of October 28, 1991, " Upper Dd Weld, 0.425" O.D. , 0.028"
Wall, H&M Station," shich was belig used to weld the uger erd cap to the fuel
rods. The IEC inspectors deternined that the qualificatico proccas was the
same as for hiQ DiF-PQ-572 ard that the records were corplete ard acceptable.

The NRC inspectors reviewod the rcthodology used to keep the qualification c,f
the welders cutrent and to prevent operators with expired qualifications frca
perfomirn welding cperations. 94P raintains a ocmputerized list of qualified
welders with a mechanism to void the qualificaticn of individuals if they do
not weld over a specific exterdcd period of tirn. Durity this period, the
weldirs rachines will not acknculedge them as an authorized operator when they
attenpt to lcg in to weld. The imC insIxctors randcmdy verified the
operability of the system ard determined it to be acceptable.

4 PERSCtMEL CotTTACHD

G. Alley, m terial Control Technician
J. Barr, memist
S. Bolstad, Lab Tecimician
M. Crawford, Procecs Ergineer
J. Davis, Supervisor, Metallurgical Lab

+ B. Femreite, ibmger, mnufacturing Engineerirg
R. Feuerbacher, lumger Plant Operations+ *

+ R. Prain, Vice President, Operaticns
+ S. Gaines, lunager, Corponents & Support Machinirn

R. Good:ran, Senior QA Engineer
B. Grogan, Chemist
R. Guay, lumger, Ibterials ard Purchasirq+ *
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| L. Gustafson, Genezc1 Supervisor, Rod & Dundio cirrtions
B. Hancoc,k, QC Inspector

+ D. Hill, Manager, Quality control
K. Johnson, Senior @ Dvyincer*

+ * B. Kalthoff, Kinager, Materials & Schodallig
+ M. Iaw, Manager, Analytical Iabs

* E. Rux, General Supervisor, Product Insp = * ion
M. Head, QC Inspector
D. Morris, Senior 'Ibchnician

+ * R. Nelscri, Senior m Erginocr
A. Price, Mmufacturing Operator
M. Princo, QC Technical Specialist
M. Rapids, Iab 'Ibchnician
D. Rojas, QC Inspector
B. Spence, Supervisor, Receiviry ard Ocripanent insp3ction
W. Stavig, Manager, Licensing*
J. Tardy, Senior S Dyinocr
A. Tarantino, QC Ingector
E. VanderVocr, Supervisor, Pellet Manufacturing

+ * C. Volmer, @ lunager
D. ibrley, Senior Iab 'Ibchnician

+ Atterdcd Entrance Mocting or. Fchruary 10, 1992
Atterdad Dcit Moetlig on Febrtnry 13, 1992*
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os es t
/ ' UNITED STATES

[ g (g,o,j NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION
g* ,y j WA$HINGTON, D. C 205$5

% e
4,,,,, March 24, 1992

Docket Nos. 50-206, 50-361, ard 50-362

Mr. Harold B. Ray
Senior Vice President
Southern California Edison ccrpany
23 Parker Street
Irvine, California 92718

Dear Mr. Ray:

SUBHX.T: DISPECTIGi OF DE PROCUREMDTT NO COMERCIAL GPADE DIDICATIQi
PRCGRAMS AT die SAN QUIRE NUCLEAR GDIEPATDG STATIQ1 UTITS 1, 2,
NJD 3, (REFORT 105. 50-206/91-201, 50-361/91-201, NO
50-362/91-201)

This letter transmits the report of the inspection conducted Dc m iacr 9
through 13, 1991, at the San Onofre Nuclear Generatirg Station (S3GS),'

Units 1, 2, ard 3, by R. P. McIntyre, S. D. Alexander, L. L. Campbell, ard
B. H. Rogers of the Nuclear Regulatory Cormtission's (NRC'c) VeMor Inspection
Branch (VIB) and W. J. Wagner of NRC Region V. The inspection was related to
activities at the plant site authorized by NRC licenses DPR-13, NPF-10, ard
NPF-15. At the conclusion of the inspection, we disarm cur findirgs with
t*r. H. E. MonJan, Vloe President ard Site Manager, ard the members of your

,

' staff identified in Section 5 of the enclosed inspection report.

The inspection was corducted to review the implanentation of the Southern
California Edison (SCE) programs for the procurement ard dedication of
ommercial grade items used in safety-related applications at 50tCS. We
results of the inspection irdicate that SOCS failed to properly dedicate
certain ccrricrcial grade items (CGIs) procured for use in safety-related
applications. Consequently, numemus CCF of irdaterminate quality were
installed or available for inrtca21ation in safety-related plant systars,
7he specific deficiencies contributirn to this condition includod failum to
identify safety functions of the CGI based upon am vpriate design criteria
ard failure modes; failure to idefatify critical characteristics relatiry to
the specific safety functions of the 03I; failure to adequately verify the
critical characteristics that were identificd on the "Prccurener.t Engineering
Package for Procurement level V" (PEP 5); ard failure to identify and provide
verification methods for the seismic qualification of most CGIs.

We recognize that SCE identified many of the program ard implementatice
deficiencies in'1991, as evidenc4d by the scheduled implementation of revised
procuremer.2 ard dedication procedures in early 1992, and consider this self-
identification a positive a -; ion. However, chere is an apparent 2 year deluy
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Mr. Harold Ray -2-

in upgradirn your prcgram to be in accordance with the Nuclear ihmgement and
Resources Council's (!WARC's) first initiative on the dedication of
ccrrercial grade items. !WARC's initiative stated that utility program
should roet the intent of the guidan:e provided in the Electric PWer Research
Institute (EPRI) NP-5652 Fimi Report, " Guideline for the Utilization of
Comercial Grade Items in Nuclear Safety Related A[plications (!JCIG-07)," byJanuary 1,1990.

The inspection firdirgs presented to hour representatives during the exitrecting at SOT,S on Der 13, 1991, and dim 3W in this letter and the
enclosed report are considered deficiencies in your corrweial grade
procurement and dodication activities ard will be referred to the lac Region Voffice for any appropriate enforcement action. However, in view of the large
number of items of irdetemimte quality khich were identified during this
inspection, you should mke a prmpt assessment of potential safety
implications of these deficiencies and take appropriate corrective actions
based on your review of the informtion contairvxt in this report. In this
regard you my wish to review Generic Intter 91-18, "Informtion to Licensees
Rogardirg Two !RC Inspection tbnual Sections on Resolution of Degraded and ;

Nonconformirq Conditions and on Operability," with respect to IRC expectations )
for review of non-confomity items. |

In accordance with 10 CFR 2.790(a), a copy of this letter ard the enclosures
will be plaoM in the NRC public Document Room.

Should you have any questions concernirg this inspection, we will be pleasedto discuss them with ycu. Thank you for your cooperation in this inspection.

el ,
.

A LA
A. , Diro

Divis of Reactor jects III, IV, V
Office of Nuclear Reactor Regulation

Enclosure: Inspection Report 50-206/91-201, 50-361/91-201
and 50-362/91-201

cc: See next page
,

.

!
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IV. Harold B. Ray San Orefre IMc1 car Generatirq
Scuthern California niison Co pany Station, Units No. 1, 2, and 3

cci

Mr. Ihil Johnson Mr. Idcturd J. Kosiba, Project Panager
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Orrdssion Bechtel Power Corporation
Region V 12440 E. Irperial Highway
2450 Maria lana, Suite 210 Norwalk, California 90650
Walnut Crock, Califomia 94596

Mr. Omrles B. Brinkman, Marager
Mr. Robe.rt G. lacy Washington Nuclear Operations
Panager, Nuclear Departrent ABB Ccrnbustion Ergineerirq Nuclear Pcuer
San Diego Gas & Electric Ccr:pany 12300 'Ivinbrook Parbray, Suite 330
P. O. Box 1831 Rockville, Maryland 20852
San Diego, California 92112

Alan R. Watts, Esq.
Resident Irgmetor/ San Onofre IPS Rourke & Woodruff
c/o U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Otrmtission 701 S. Parker St. No. 7000
P. O. Box 4329 Orange, Califomia 92668-4702
San C1crente, California 92674

Mr. Shervin Harris
Mayor Resource Project Manager
City of San Clcrente Public Utilitics Departnant
100 Avenida Presidio City of Riverside
San Clcrente, California 92672 3900 Main Street

Riverside, California C2522
James A. Booletto, Esq.
Southern California Edison Canpany Mr. Don J. Wcxneldorf
Irvine Operations Center 011ef, Divironmental Managment Branch
33 Parker Street California Depart: ment of Health Services
Irvine, California 92718 714 P Street, Ibam 616

Sacramento, California 95814
Chairman, Board of Supervisors
Ccunty of San Diego
1600 Pacific Highway, Roam 335
San Diogo, California 92101

Regional Administrator, Region V
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Ccritnission-

1450 Maria lane, Suite 210
Walnut Creek, California 94596

ft. John Hic) Tan
Senior Health Physicist
Environmental Padioactive Mpt. Unit
f51virorgnental Panagerent Branch.
State Departrent of Health Servicca
714 P Street, Room 616
Sacramento, Crlifornia 95814
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EXECUf1VE StMVJW

Prom December 9 thrcugh Decerler 13, 1991, representatives of the fluelear
Regulatory Cornission's (NRC's) Verdor Inspction Branch ard Ecgion V
inspccted Scuthern California niison Ccepany's (SCE's) activities relatcd to
the prccurement ard dedication of comrercial grade itens (CGIs) us(d in
satety-related appilcations at the San Cnofre !!aclear Generatirq Station
(SONGS) , Units 1, 2, aid 3. 1he inspcction team revical SCE's procurerent
ard d:dicatica prcnram to assess its ccepliance with the quality assurance
(QA) rcquirements of Apperdix B to Part 50 of Title 10 of the Code of Fcderal
Rcqulatiors (10 CFR Part 50) .

On August 24, 1990, the NRC staff forwarded to the Cctnission GTI-90-304,
"lMVAC Intitiativc-3 on Procurement," in which the staff reportcd the status
of Nuclettr Managerent ard Resources Council's (!U%RC's) initiatives on
general prccurement practicos. Procurement initiatives as describcd in NUMARC

-

90-13, " Nuclear Procurerat Program 1:"prwements," dated October 1990,
en=itted licensees to assess their prccurcnont prcgrams ard take qxcific
action to strervython imdcquate programs. The initiative on the dodication of
cGis, khich was supposed to be accmp}ished b,'' ~ inuarf 1,1990, stated that
licensee programs should neet the intent of the guidance provided in the
Electric PcMer Research Institute (EPPI) Final Report NP-5652, " Guideline for
the Utili?ation of Connercial Grade Itms in Nuclear Safety Related
Applications (NCIG-07)," datal June 1988. 'Ihe staff also stated in
SD'l-90-304 that it would conduct assesm.ts at selected sites to review the
licensoes' inplementation of irproved procuremnt ard cannercial grade
dcdication programs, assess irprsvements mde in the areas covered by the
IU%RC initiatives, and report the results of those arsessments to the
Comtission. Prco February to July 1991, the NRC's Vrrdor Inspection Branch
conducted eight assessments of selected licensees to determire the current
status of activities to irprove the procurement programs relatcd to irdustry
initiatives ard NRC rcquirements. On September 16, 1991, the !&C staff
forwarded to the Cornission SECY-91-291, " Status of NRC's Procurement
Assessrents and Resumption of Programmtic Irepection Activity," in which the
staff reported on the results of its assessrents and noted that it was
resuming inspection and enforement activities.

NRC conductcd this inspection, the first since ccrpleting the eight
assessments, to review SCE's prcrurement and dedication prcgram and its

.implcetation sirce January 1, 1990, the effective date of the NUMARC "

initiative on dedication of Cr;Is. 7he ingxx: tion focused on a review of
procedures ard representative records (including approximtely 40 procurumat
and dedication packages for nochanical and electrical CGIs); interviews with
SCE staf f, including senior mnagement and SO!K;S site personne); ard
cirervations by the inspection tem rerters. 'Ihe inspection team also held
meetings with GCE's mnagement to diccuss relevant aspects of commrcial grade
dedication and to identify areas requiring additional informtion. 1he
inspection team's firdings were discunstd with SCE's representatives ard
senior u nagerent at the exit meeting held December 13, 1991. 'Ihe insFction
team's firditys are identificd as tua deficiencies and are summarizcd belcu.

i
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D2fiGic.nev 91-201-01

We inspection team identified numerous examples in which SCE cither install (J
OGIs in safety-related plant applicatiom or had identified them as available <

in satdy-relatal applicatiom at soNOS without adcquatelyfor installat 7
reviewirg the itability of application of those mterials, parts, (quipment,
ard processes tnat are essential to the safety-relatal functions of the
stnletures, systems ard cxrpanents. Wese examples are discunscd in detail in
Ecction 3 of this inspection report. SCE failed to adequately dedicate ard
adequately corduct an oversight of verdors, which resultea in the use or
warehousing of safety-relatcd CGIs of irdeteminate quality as indicatcd b
the folltuiry representative examples:

(1) Mechanical Dcdication Package (MDP)-04 for Procurement Engineerirg
Package (PEP) K448, for safety injection pump shaf ts procurcd on purchase ,

order (PO) EQ041040 datcd November 23, 1991. We item's safety function
was not identified ard the verif Jcation methcd for the critical
characteristics identified was a source inspection. No guidance for
verifyirg noterialn during the source inspcction was given on the PEP
and, consequently, material was not verifird.

(2) MDP-08 for PEP Q849, irpeller for a spent fuel pool pump was procured on
PO 6N051028 datcd May 30, 1991. We safety function of the item was nnt
identified. Material was listcd as one of the critical characteristics
ard was supposed to be verified durirg a source inspection. Material was
not testcd durity receipt inspection or verified during the source
inspection. khen the impeller was recently sent out for testiry to
verify it was 304 stainless steel (SS), the preliminary results irdicatcd

,

it was out of specification for 304 SS.

(3) MDP-10 for PEP 0894, stem ard plug assembly for the auxiliary fcabrater
(AFW) pump turoine throttle valve was procured on PO 60081048 dated
August 22, 1991. Two critical characteristics identified were material
ard dirensions. Safety function and selsraic qualification were not

_

addressed. Material and dimensions were to be verified during a source
inspection at the supplier. Four certified material test reports (02)
were received from the supplier as evidence of material traceability.
We source inspection did not review the QA controls at the supplier for
maintaining raterial and its traceability, therefore did not establish
the validity of the four OYTRs. %e verification of the dirensions
durirg the source inspection was poorly documented ard did not indicate
which dinensions were actually measurcd and with what tolerances.

(4) MDP-23 for PEP ZS87/V168 (superseded 2587), for ASCO " Red Hat,"
(nonnuclear line) solenoid-operated valves (SCfJs), parts, ard reixtild
kits for control operating air supply to loop C seal water return
isolation valve PCV-1115C was procured on 10 6A120019 dated December 24,
1990. No safety functions were identificd ard critical characteristics
were limited to part number, configuration, ard operability. Acceptance
was by stardard receipt inspection / visual exanination ard otrrability

ii
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test. The operability test, as descrihsd in the ancificd verification
test promduro, S0123-I-1.75, Attachment 1, Step 1.3.9, was: "diceksolenoid cperating taperature." 7here was no verification of
cperability in tems of ability to change ard mintain state with no
luaks at mininum and mximum volhge, minirum and mxirun
pressure / differential pressure, aa3 at mxinum operating tenTerature.
The standard plant post-installation test (PIT), S0123-1-8.61, required
only cycling several tims ard checking for leaks ard correct function at
nomiml pressure and ratcd voltage.

(5) FDP-24 for Ccermodity List Item Evaluation (CL7.E) 81-36, for oil and
lubricants, was procurcd on Po CD030003 dattd March 6,1990. % c CLIE
accepted the oil inscd on the label identification on the cans ant druns
ard often on the supplicr's certificate of conformnce. Irportant
characteristics such as visocsity, flash point, ard additives kure not
identificyl or verificd to root safety function. No audits, surveys or
overchecks wire perfomcd to verify this informtion. PEP V178 was
written at a later date to include " oil, liquid mineral and synthetic
base, lubd cating and hydraulic, includirg fire resistant and petroleum
bascd types." Revisjon 3 of PEP V178 was a significant improvement over
the previous CLIE tut still did not acklress critical chracteristics such
as I' ash point and additives and did not verify viscosity as a criticall

characteristic until March 1991. Oils ard lubricants are used and have
been used in mny safety significant plant applications at SOtCS.

(6) Electrical Dedication Package (tDP)-18 for PEP Q667 for 10 Sigma relays
from Magnocraf t Electric 03Tnny which were procured on PO 6NO31003 dated
March 21, 1991. The PEP failed to document consideration of the relay's
safety function and failcd to evaluate significant attrilutes such as
insulation resistance, coil and contact voltage ratings, coil and contact
currrnt ratings, contact tining, and tuismic capability as critical
characteristics. Several of the relays hava been installed in the plant
for decincralizer inlet temperature ronitoring.

(7) IDP-1 through IDP-9 were for General Electric (GF) moldul-care circuit
breakers (MCCBs) dedicated urder FEP 82, Revision 0, for stock
replenishment for various safety-related plant applications at SOtCS,
Units 1, 2, and 3. They were procurcd on PO 6A02000'; datcd December 24,
1990.

II)P-10 (PEP 88) and EDP-11 (PEP 96) were for Sirens-ITE (ITE) andKlixon MCCBs, respectively.

7hc PEPS did not consider all safety functions for the MCCBs and failcd
to identity apprcpriate critical characteristics for several of the
safety functions khich were identified. The veritication methods and
acceptance criteria for several identified critical ch racteristics were
not adequately specificd.

iii
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Deficiency 91-201-02

| % e inspection team identified several generic procurament program ard
implementation weaknesses which contrikted to the specific examples of
deficient CGI dodication & E ibod in Deficiency 91-201-01.

We most significant weakness conocrned the failure of the prcgram to require
the identification of the safety functions of the CGIs being dodicated on the
basis of the ammlate design criteria ard failure ncdes. We dodication
packages reviewed by the team failed to identify critical characteristics that
related to the item 2' safety functions. 'Ihe critical characteristics
identified on the Procurement Erginocring Package for Prucurement level V
(PEP 5) document were those " identifiable and measurable attributes / variables
of a CGI, khich once selected to be verified, provide reasonable assurance
that the item receivod is the item specified." However, the NRC interprets
the " item upocified" to encompass attributes necessary for performnce of the
iter /s safety functions. We NRC staff's position is that Appedix B to 10
CIR Part 50 rcquires the licensee to demonstrate suitability of service for
its particular plant application.

Aruther weakness was the failure to adequately verify those critical
cinracteristics that were identified on the PEP 5, including materials of
construction for mechanical items such as a safety injection pump shaf t, an
impeller for a spent fuel pool pum, and packirq ard adjustirg rings for the
charging punps. Also, important characteristics for oils ard lubricants ard
several electrical characteristics for relays and HTBs are exampics of other
critical characteristics that were not adequately verificd.

Generic weaknesses within the dedication process included the failure to
verify that the origimi seismic qualification for replacement electrical and
nochanical items was still valid. 2 1s weakness is a direct result of
reliance on the Supplier Deviation Roquest (SDR) process. If deviations from
the ordered configuration (form, fit, function, ard mterials) were not
identifiod by the verdor/ supplier on the SDR (supplied by SONGS with the
purchase order), then SCtGS assumed that the item was identical to what my
have been supplied previously ard, therefore, the original seismic
qualification was presumed to be mintained. SctCS had not performed
comercial grade surveys at most of these vendors to verify that they, in
fact, had the wwy controls in place to hardle charges to design,
mnufheturirg process, ard materials. Also, mny purchase orders were issued
to distributors who would not be aware of design, mnufacturirg, or mterial
charges made by the mnufacturer.

Another generic weakness concerned specifyirg PITS as part of the verification
for critical characteristics without ensurirg that the PIT actually verified
tha identificd critical characteristics. K)st of these PITS are the routine
tests to verify normal function of the item.

W o last generic weakness conocrned the inappropriate application of
Mil-Std-105D for samplirg duriry receipt inspection testing. Sanpling durirq
receipt inspcction was irplenented on an inconsistent basis without knowledge
of lot / batch traceability or homogeneity.

iv
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lbterial Sulpart Procedure S0123-XI-2, " Procurement Doctment Control,"
governing P/L III procurcrent (" Verification Method"), was stated to be

'

applicable to items "governcd by nuclear-unique codes, standards or program,"
but for khich the supplier does not have an SCE evaluated QA program in
offoct. 'Ihe item or scIvices in this category were to be accepted on the
basis of SCE's own OA controls which were to ensure that " critical che-
acteristics specificd are verificd to be preseJ.t" through various rethcds
including surveillances, ing>octiora and tests. Ikuever, a weakness was noted
here in that the procedure did not specify (or even referenoo) the pet. ment
10 CFR Part 21 rcquirements, yet the description of P/L III clearly included
basic omponents and, by its definition, excludcd Cx3Is as defined in 10 Cm
21. 3 (a) (4) (a-1) . In consulting associated procedure, S0123-XI-2.6,
" Procurement Invel III Evaluations," the team also fourd no reference to
10 C m Part 21 requirements.

'Ihc team found that as a result of this programatic weakness, several items
which did not fully noct the definition of 03Is were procured under P/L III
without specifyiry in the procurement docurents that 10 CFR Part 21 applied.

v
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Durirq this inspection, the PRC tem reviewd the Southern California Edison
(SCE) program ard its implementation for the prcearerent of co:mercial grade
items (CGIs) used in safety-related applications at the San Onofre tJuclear
Generating Station (SCtCS), Units 1, 2, ard 3 ('lho SCC SOfES unit abbreviation
convention: Sol, 302, SO3, or SO12, SO23, S013, or SO123 will also lo usol) .

,

'Ihe team also reviewed the SCE program ard its irplementation for i
determination or verification of suitability of those CGIs for their intended
or approved safety-relatal applications, a process referred to as dedication.

Part 21 of Title 10 of the Ccde of Fcdcral Rcqulations (10 CIR Part L1)
defines dc 31 cation as the point at which an item or service recomes a "hasic
cxrponent," that is, essentially an item (or service) with safety-relatcd
functions. 110 wever, the 10 CFR Part 21 definition of CGI (Soction
21.3(a)(4)(a-1)), distinguishes them from itens procurcd as basic components.
'Ibo regulation, then, allows the procurement of items that are to beccre bTaic
cvWuents, that meet the definition of CGIs without invoking 10 CFR Part 21 -

in the procuremer.t documents.

khen CGIs are procured for safety-related service, theil procurencnt and
dedication constitute activities affecting quality, ard, therefore, theme
activities rust be controllcd in accordance with the rcquirenents of
Apperdix B to Part 50 of Title 10 of the Code of Federal Rogalations (10 CFR
Part 50). In particular, Critorion III, " Design Control," and Criterion VII,
" Control of Purchased 14aterial, DIaipment, and Services," of Apprndix B are
most pertinent to procurement ard dcdication of CCIs; therefore, the team
reviewed the SCE program goverairy these activities ud the irplenentation of
that program for conpliance with these and other applicable Apperdix B
criteria as well as the rcquirements of 10 CFR Part 21.

Additionally, the imC has provided further guidance on the requirements of
Appendix B as they pertain to the procurement and dedication of CUIs in IIRC
Generic Intter (GL) 89-02, " Actions to Irprove the Detection of Counterfeit
ard Fraudulently 14arketcd Products," dated 14 arch 21,1989, ard GL 91-05,
" Licensee Commercial-Grade Prccurement ard Dedication Prcgrams," datcd
April 9, 1991. '1herefore, the SCE CGI procurement and dedication program ard -

its inplementation were also evaluated for consistency with the guidance ard
14RC staff positions promulgated in these G1s.

Finally, with respect to pleocurerent in general, including procurement ard
dedication of CGIs, SCE comitted to varicus irdustry sta!dards and other
publications (as endorsed or conditionally erdorscd by IRC regulatory Guides
(FCs), NUREGs, ard Gis), as stated in the SCE QA topical report, SCEG-1,
" Quality Assurance Pr:: gram Description," referenced in Section 17, "r ''ity
Assurance," of the SCE Updated Safety Analysis Report (USAR) for SOTOS, ard as
expresscd for the industry by the Nuclear fianagement ard Resources Council

,

(!M4 ARC) in the tM4 ARC initiative on the dedication of CGIs as part of
IM4 ARC 0-13, " Nuclear Procurcaent PrvJram Improvenents." In particular, SCE
ccruitted to have established a progrca for procurcrent ard dedication of CGIs
consistent with Electric Pcuer Research Institate (EPRI) Final Report NP-5652,
" Guideline for the Utilizat inn of Corrercial LMe Iters in Nuclear Safecy

1
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Relctt@ Applications (NCIG-07)," on or before Janmry 1,1990. 'Ihe ac qtance
mth xis described in NP-5652 were conditionally en rced by the imC in
GL 89-02 ard the NRC staff positions on several dc. tion issues were-later
clariflod in GL 91-05. Therefore, the team assesa . degree to thich the

. SCE C3I procurenent ard dodication prtgram, in effer, ,sco January 1990, and
its implemente'lon were consistent with the pertinent SCL comitments.

2 CCliMERCIAL GRADE DEDICATION PROGRNi RE.VIDf

2.1 Procedures Review

1ho SCE program for procuremunt and dedication of CGIs for safety-related
applicaticra in SctGS is describod aM prescribed in a hierarchy of precedural
documentation beginning at the SCE corporate level with the Nuclear
Ergineerirg, Safety & Licensirg Departnent (NES&L) su;mdures. Nuclear
Organization Units 1, 2, and 3 Material Support Procedure SO123-XI-2,
" Procurement Document Control," now incorporates the SCE general guidance for
virtually all- SotCS procurement activities, includi29 procurement of CGIs, and

" briefly addresses dodicatton khich is covered in more detail in other sito
procedures. - The team reviewed the currently effective reve. ion of SO123-XI-2,
Revision 3, with 'Ibr:porary Change Notice (TQi) 3-4, dated July 3,1991, and
observed the following.

The team questioned the appropriateness of characterizirs (uMer section 2.0
" References") 10 CER Part 21, 10 CFR 50.49, and 10 CFR Part 50, Ippendix B,
(References 2 .1. 3-2.1. 5) as "HRC Commitments" (Section 2.1) as opposed to NRC
requirements. The "Ibpical Quality Assurance Manual" ('IQAM), Chapter 3-A,
" Procurement Document Developnent," was cited as Reference 2.1.6, yet also the
procedure listed American National Standards Institute (ANSI) Standard N45.2.2
on packaging, shipping, receivirn, storage, and handling, kut di-1 not list
NISI N45.2.13 on procuremnt or NE1 N45.2.11 on design control.
Additionally, perinent regulatory guides, ! E ARC documents (e.g.,
IMARC 90-13), and EPRI reports (e.g., HP-5652 (NCIG-07)) were not 1isted as
references; although, SCE's SONGS QA 7bpical Report, SCE-1-A, was listed in
Attachment 2 to the procedure, "Developrental Resources," under "!EC
Commitments." *

Under Section 6.1, " Purchase Order Requisitions," (POPS) the procedure
established the Procurement Engit.onriIn (PE) group as the authority to
datermine the quality class (or the so-called " quality-affecting program
designation") of an item to be procured, and hence, whether the procurenent
will be done under QA program controls. For 501, the quality classes are
simply safety-related :SR) and non-safety-related (NSR), with quality-
affectire subclasses NSR-RFP (fire protection-related) aM NSR-A7WS (related
to anticipated transients without scrams). For SO23, the safet,f-related
quality classes (QC) are QC I (primary coolant pressure boundary) ard QC II
(other safety-related). QC III-and IV include SO23 nonsafety, but quality-
affectirg, classes including fire protection and A'IWS. Other 90123 categories
of NSR, but quality-affecting items, included American Society of Mechanical
Engineers (ASME) Code Section III and ASME Section XI Code Classified items
and services, NSR, tut envirorraentally qualified (EQ) items (as described in
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10 CFR 50.49(b)(2) and gb)(3)), ASHE Code Section VIII items, rcdloactive~

sources and stardards, and radicactive material shipping containers. Se
SCtGS unit Q-List contained the safety or QC designations for individual unit
system cxrponents and uost other quality-affectirg equipment. In some cases,

conponents and sub.wecmnts and parts of SR/QC I and II systens and
camponents have been reclassified /dcugraded to NSR status through Ocmponent
ClaPNfiCation Evaluation Documents (CCUM). D iB process is discussG3 in
mcr a detail in Section 2.3 of this report.

Aapording to the procedure, PE is to review safety-related/ quality-affectirg
PORc for technical and quality requirementa and prepare Procurement
Ergineering Packages (PEPS), khich were to be used to doctment tae QA and
technical requirements for procurirg and accepting quality-affecting items ant
services as well as for the critical characteristics evaluation and pertinent
special instructions. As used by SotGS, PEPS were fourd essentially to to
generic dedication documents. PEPS for scoe iters were found to contain
cpecial receivirg inspection instructions.

Se team noted a strength in the program with respect to detection of
fraudulent quiptent in the requirements in Section 6.1.5 for screening all
manual PORs (as oppcnod to pre-approved, computer-generated POPS) against the
Control of Problem Dpipment (00PE) List for dioqualified or conditionally
qualified items, ensurirg that appropriate restrictions are incorporated for
corditionally qualified items and that disqualifiod items are not used. PE
also was required to screen Substitute Dpivalency Evalua". ions (SEES) against
the CDPE List.

Se procedure required PE to mnsult various references in deterninirj QA
program application to procurement including the O-List, DJ Master List, vari-
aus design documents, previous procurement document 3, the T3AM, and the Plant
and_ Dpipment Data Management System (PEIES), and / /EDs. Parts level CCEDs
were to be prepared as required if the quality c.1 asification of an item to be
procured was to to different free that of its pr:ent ocuponent. A significant
weakness in the program was identified here in that inrt safety functions and
failure modes and effects were not rcquired to be doctmented when the item was
classified as safety-related or quality-affecting. Screfore, this important
information was not available for use in determiniry critical characteristica
for the dodication of safety-related or quality-affecting plant items to be
procured as OGIs.

Section 6.3 prescribed the process by which PE was to assign the Procurement
level'(P/L) with its associated program controls according to the items'
quality classification and procurement type or basis. A procedural interface
strength noted here was the explicit invoking of the particular implerenting
procedure for the P/L assigned. During this inspection, the program in effect
included three P/Is, P/L II, III, and V, for quality-affecting prccurement, to
be processed in accordance with Material Support Procedures
SO123-XI-1.9, -2.6, or -2.8, respectively.

P/L II (Section 6.3.1), the " Evaluated Supplier Methcd," km to be used for
items and services (specifically including ASME Code Section III) to be
procured from suppliers with an SCE evaluated QA program in effect, as listed

3
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in the SCE Evaluated Suppliers Iist (ESL). However, unlike the following
cections on P/L III and V, this section did not specifically desigrnto the
quality classna to which it was applicable. Also, a weakness van nuced here
in that no reference to cpecifying the applicability of 10 CIR Part 21 in
P/L II procaremnt dccurents (clearly interdad for basic crrpcanents) was fourd
arong the P/L II rcquircments. An additiorul annecrn was identificd rtgarding
P/L Il prcrurement frce other utilities / licensees (Paragraph 6.3.1.3.1.1).
The item was requircd ta have been origimlly purchased by the cellirg utility
frcn a supplier "which had bcen evaluat<d by SCF Quality Assurance." Mcuever,
there was no requiremnt to ensure tJut the supplier was fully qualified at
the tim of the item's nanuft.cture or the original purchase, nor was there any
requircrent to evaluate the sellirn utility's QA controls khile the itcn was
in its pcssession.

Section 6.3.2, governing P/L III procurement (" Verification Method"), was
stated to be applicable to item "governod by nuclear-unique ecdes, standards
or programs," but for which the supplier does not have an SCE evaluated QA
prc9 ram in effect. The item er nervices in this catcgory were to be accepted
on the basis of SCE's cwn QA controls which were to ensure that " critical
characteristics specified are verified to be present" through various methods
includity surveillances, inspections ard tests. The procedure stated that
ASME Cada section III and XI mtcrial may not be procured under P/L III, but
that Ccde Classified items ard Section XI services my be under certain
circumstances. However, a weakness was notcd here in that the procxdure did
not specify (or even reference) the pertinent 10 CFR Part 21 requirements, yet
the description of P/L III clearly includcd tnsic conponents ard, by its
definition, excluded 03Is as defined in 10 CFR 21.3(a)(4) (a-1) . In consultiry
the associated irplenenting proccdure, SO123-XI-2.6, for P/L III, the team
alr fourd no reference tc,10 CFR Part 21 requirenents.

7he team found that as a result of this progran atic weakness, several items
which did not fully meet the detinition of OGIs were procured under P/L III
without specifying in the procurement documents that 10 CFR Part il applied.

Section 6.2.3, "Procuremnt Irvel V - Comercial Grade Item Method," deals
with the area that was the mjor fccus of this inspection. The procedure
stated that P/L V was to be uscr' for both safety-relatcd CGIs as well as for
NSk, quality-af fectirg items. Hcuever, SCE statcd that they intended to sepa-
rate these two categories, and place the NSR quality-affectirg items in a new
category, P/L VI, to be established in the near future. ASME Code Section
III, XI, and Ctdo Classified iters were excitded from procurement through
P/L V. Tae procedure called for an evaluation for CGIs that was to document
the follcuing: item description to preclude unauthorizcd substitution,
conformrce to the 10 C5R Part 21 CGI definition, critical cMracteristics,
acceptance methods, ergineering and QA ap
mnufacturer, and supplier, as resmry.provals, and restrictions on use,Hcuever, there waa no requirement
to docuncnt the application specific requiremnts such as safety functions,
failure 7 d effects or other suitability rcquiremnts, vnich must be -
identifi .;rder to adequately derive the critical characteristics.s.

hhile the P/L V specification requirements (Section 6.3.3.4) called for
complete part/ item description and citation of applicable stardards, nilitary
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specifications, etc., ard Section 6.3.3.5 ctated Wat a ccammial survey of
the supplier may be used as a basis for acceptarce, there was no requirement
for the suppliers to havn a docunented, effectively inplemented ccrrnercial-
quality prcgram, an established through a survey, or for verification of the
distributor's controls, as well as those of the ranufacturer, when a
distributor is involved. Nor were the provisions of EPRI th5652 to invoke
the suppiler'e apprcr;cd corrercial quality program ard request a certificate
of conformance (CDC) to it required in the share. We acceptance methcvis
given for P/L V were consistera with EPRI NP-5652 Methods 1, 2 ard 3, that is,
tests ard inspections (standard receiving in@ection and special tnsts and
inspections were listed), comme.cial grade surveys, and source verification.
EPRI Method 4, supplier 4roduct performance history, was not list N3 as an
approverl acceptance me.:.;d for CI2Is.

Soction 6.G.1 dealt with the technical qualification of a supplier, which it
stated was required for P/L II if the item was not a replacement in kind
[ presumably a substitute equivalency evaluation (SEE) or plant nodification
would be processed in this case). Houever, it was not clear why a technical .

qualification was not required for N L III (unless requested by the
requisitioner) or for P/L V at all. Without an approved QA program the
supplier providing a basic cu.prient under P/L III gets SCE QA coverage and
presumably, critical characteristics (as used by the SCE procedure) are
verified, but it would seem all the more important to ensure that the supplier
is technically capable of controlling those critical characteristics. Why a
technical qualification is not, required for P/L V was :lso unclear, unless the
commercial grade survey is intended to perfonn this function.

Section 6.7, " Critical Charactaristics Evauatien," defined crir 4 . charac-8

terteristics for commercial grade dedication, P/L V, as "measurablu
attributes / variables of a commercial grade item, which once selected to be
verified, provide reascmble assurance that the -item received is the item

,

'

specified." This definition is consistent with EPRI NP-5652, bat is not
conducive to canpliance with the requirements in 10 CFR Part SG, Appendix B,
particularly criterion III arri criterion VII, to mmre that the item is
suitable for its intended safety-related plant application. 'Ihe NRC staff
explained its position on this issue in GL 91-05.

Section 6,8 dealt with configuration reviews and item substitutions. However,
configuration reviews were only rcqaired by the proceduro for P/L II - to be-

done by the supplier, if the f ten was from the original ecpipmnt manufacturer
or supplier (OH4 or OES) . This review was to be done by PE when the item is
not from the OD4 or OES. Configuration reviews an2 certifications of no chan-
ges in cisign, materials, or nanufacturing pr m ms from P/L III or P/L V
suppliers was not addressed, yet those suppliers, by definition, have no
approved QA program and may not have commercial design controls in effect. In

response to this concern, SCE stated that they relied on the supplier to take
exception to the no configuratien change requirement in the M. However, this -

surplier deviation request (SDR) process only addressed deviations from the
description of the items as identified in the PO ard did not specifically -

~

address changes to the items' design, material, ard prccess that may have
,ccurrad. E so, the procedure did not explain hcw changes to form, fit,
fur.ction, or material were to be evaluated. For instance, it did not mention

5
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the impact on seicmic qualification; althctgh, D2 was addressed in
Paragraph 6.8.5.2.

SOtES Material Control Procedure SO123-XI-2.8, " Procurement Invel V
Evaluations," was the implemonting procedure for the procurement and
acceptance of CGIs for safety-related applications at S0tCS.- The team
reviewed the cutTently effective revision of SO123-XI-2.8, Revision 0, with
'IQ10-2, dated July 26, 1990, with the followirg obcervations:

Similar to SO123-XI-2, the implementing procedure did not address the identi-
fication, docunantation, or use of safety funct'd or failure modea and
effects information in the deriv-Aton of criti: G o m acteristics, nor did it
require that all critical characteristics be vor; J $ .l. - We guidance on
critical characteristic detemination was limito) .o the samo EPRT NP-5652
definition previously identified, with the addition of referring tc the list
'in SO123-XI-2.6, " Procurement IcVel III Evaluations," of potential critical
characteristics. In addition, there was no guidance in this procedure on
establishing ~aM maintaining documenttd verifiable traceability to the OD4 in
instances in which OD4 infomation, such as destructive type testing, is
relicd on to support the dMication.

Attachment 1 to S0123-XI-2.8 did contain some strong guidance for verifi-
cation of critical characteristics, once selected, to provide reasorutle
asutrance that the item received is the item specified (PEPS Keypoints,
Section C, Item 14). Nevertheless, the lack of guidance for derivation of
critical characteristics from safety functions, failure mode informat hn, or
other essential safety-related application suitability requirements no
requirement to verify all critical characteristics once properly identified,
contributed to numerous exemples of CGIs that were inadequately dedicated.

In summary, the weaknesses identified in the SCE procurement aM cannercial
grad- dedication program _and it's implementing procedures are cited as
Defidency 91-201-02 in the Executive Su: miry of this report.

2.2 Commercial Grade Supplier Surveys

SCE Quality Assurance Procedure -QAP) N18.16, "Oamtrercial Survey," prescribed(
the methods of planning, conducting, and documenting commercial grade supplier
survtys conducted under the auspices of the Supplier Quality Assessment
Section (SQAS) of the Nuclear Oversight Division (NOD) of the SCE/SOtES CA
organization for~ase in-dedication of CGIs at SOtES. We team reviewed the
etrrently effective revision of QAP N18.16, Revision 2, dated Febntary 4,
1991,-with the following observations:

SCE's procedure for conmercial grade surveys was generally acceptable, and its
survey team makeup requirements were a strength. It was oste 1sibly item and

! c:itical ctiaracteristic specific and factored requirements for supplier and
p oduct performance history data into survey planning. However, the team
itantified the following concerns: Section 3.0, " Responsibilities," required
surveys to be conducted every 3 years for " active suppliers." This frequency
may not be adequate depending on, but not Emrily limited to: (1) the

_

ccarplexity of the CGIs in question, (2) the frequency ard size of purchases,
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(3) the critical characteristics to be verified by survey and the extent to
stich those are relied upon to support dedication, (4) the strength of the
supplie1's controls on design, mterials, mnufacturing procerses, and
subsuppliers of parts ard services, crd (5) the strength of the supplier's
cormtitment or obligation to either nc,t make changes in certair. products, or at
least to inform the customer of any chantics made.

%e prccedure called fer identifyim critical characteristics for the CXUs to
be supplied, but Paragraph 4.1.1 stated that wbon many iteins are available
from the sano supplier, a representative set of items with critical
characteristics that " envelope" the items the supplier is capable of supplying
is acceptable. h is would imply that the survey of su A a supplier need only
verify generically that the supplier has controls for all the critical
characteristics associated with the CGIs in the supplier's product line of
interest to SCE. HowcVer, while this provision may theoretically ensure that
the suppl _a .as controls for a given cutical characteristic for some CGI it
can prcduce, it dces not necessarily ensure that particular critical
r aaracteristic is controllM for the CGI being procured ard dedicated by SCE.
Hence, it does not ensure verification of control of every critical character-
istic (selected for verification by survey) of each OGI to be dcdicated by
SCE., h e team was concerned tnat such a survey might verify that the supplier
controls a given critical characteristic, but not necessarily for the CI;I of
interest. Although the procedure referenced NRC GL 89-02, it did not include
provisions for surveys of distributors as well as meafacturers, where
applicable, as discussed in GL 89-02.

2.2.1 Third-Party Commerciaj_ Grade Supolier Surv2yfi

Section 4.1.2 of QAP N18.16 called for schedulity surveys when a previous
survey by a third party is not acceptable. Paragraph 4.1.2(2) required that
third-Inrty surveys be evaluated in accordance with QAP N18.14, "Cocedination
of Audits / Surveys Perfomed by Contractors, Consultants, Utilities / Licensees,
or Other Organizations Such as NUPIC or WUSAC." This would imply that SCE
surveys, conducted under Qi N18.16, are only done when other adequate surveys
are not available, and the provision would allcu SCE to heavily rely on such
surveys. Mcwever, this procedure did not specify any limits on hcw long such
a survey could be considered valid before the interded procurement ard did not
contain any other guidance or acceptance criteria for such surveys. Homver,
in the currently effectise revision of N18.14, Revision 6, dated February 4,
1991, the team found the evaluation criteria to be general in nature and
largely slanted toward broad-based Appendix B type QA audits of basic com-
ponent suppliers. Although Section 4.1.2 of N18.14 did specify survey
applicability to the same or similar items being procured by SCE, and from the
same supplier surveyed, there were no requirements for (1) the third Inrty
survey to have verified that the supplier had docunented, offcctively
implemented commercial quality controls, (2) that the specific criticm
characteristics selected by SCE for verification by survey were in fact
verified and docunented in the third party survey, and (3) that both
distributor and manufacturer controls were verified where applicable. Neithe-
did N18.16 nor N18.14 specifically require that third party surveys, to be
acceptable, must as a minimum have met the rcquirements for an acceptable
commercial grade supplier survey in accordance with N13.16.

7
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To assess the effectiveness of the inplementation of SCE's comnercial grade
survey program in support of dedication, the team reviewed a number of
completed survey reports associated with some of the individual dedication
packages reviewed. Surveys thus evaluated are discussed in Section 3 of this
report in omjunction with the discussion of the associated dedication.

2.2.2 Source Verifications

SCE's CGI dedication procedures provided for acceptance of CGIs through source
verifications (EPRI method 3). Accordingly, the team reviewed the SCE
procedure governing this method, QAP N10.01, " Source Inspections." 'Ihe team
reviewed the currently effective revision of N10.01, Revision 18, dated
Septerber 9, 1991. This procedure provided acceptable guidance for the
performance of cource verifications for P/L III as well as P/L V procurement,
and specified inclusion of critical characteristics given in the PEP in the
ins # ion plan data report (IPDR). The only weakness was that the detailed
instructions for the inspection report, Attachment 2, called for a " narrative
summary of inspection activitics," but did not specifically require that the
particular critical characteristics be listed and their method of control aM
ve-ification and results :;e documented to provide documented objective
evidence of verification of those critical characteristics.

2.3 Parts Classification

The ins M ion team reviewed SCE Procedure NES&L 37-7-11, " Quality
Classification of Components and Piece Parts," Revision 1, Cctobe; 4, 1990,
and discussed the methodology for parts classification with the PE Supervisor
of Technical Evaluan ons. The rethodology and criteria used to determine
safety classification of parts includes identifying and dccumenting
inforration such as the following in a component classification evaluation
document (CCED):

Parent cotiponent data such as system, P&ID number, technical description,*

appliccble Updated Final Safety Analysis Report (UPSAR) sections, system
descriptions and bill of materials,

Camponent functional description, component safety function and*

classification, and

Parts classification aM safety function, if any, and the basis for that*

classification.
.

The inspection team performed a limited review of CCED No. 70068, " Units 2/3
Chill Water System 8" Cont 4nment Isolation Valves," Revision 1, Novemb2r 12,
1991. 'Ihese valves are loc.ited outside containment, are normally open, fail
closed, and automatically close on a containment isolation actuation signal.
The team reviewed 15 parts of the 8 inch Fischer Controls butterfly valve and
determined that they were properly classified as safety-related. Included in
this sample were parts critical for the valve to perform its safety-related
function for containment isolation of the common inlet aM outlet headers for
the containment norral coolirg units. Also included were those required for

8
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maintaining the integrity of the pressure boundary, integrity of the noving
assembly-that' controls flow, seat tightness, integrity of the 1E power supply
and_deenergization to vent air from the top of valve diaphragm, aM parts that
provide force to automatically close the valve. The team also reviewed 5
parts classified as non-safety-related ard fourd the classification of all 20
parts acceptable.

The inspection team discussed an observation with PE that Procedure
NES&L 37-7-11, Revision 1, does not require failure modes and effects analysis
to be included as part of the CCED process ard the SCE cr]mmercial grade
dodication program does not presently require performirq ard documenting this
analysis.

Additional discussions with PE ard review of SCE proccdures revealed that
items such as gaskets, CHrings, lubricants, and valve packirg are not
generically classified for use at SONGS, but are evaluated as they are used.
However, these items my be procured as conmrables and are subject to
technical aM quality requirements applicable for their intended erd use.

2.4 Substitution Ebuivalency Evaluationn

The inspection team reviewed SCE Proche tML 37-26-18, " Substitution
Equivalency Evaluations (SEE)," Revision 0, February 7,1990, and discussed
with the PE Supervisor of Technical Evaluations the methodology for
determining if replacement parts ard ccatponents not conforming to original or
existing configurations are equivalent. The methodology and criteria used to
determine if a substitute item is equivalent includes identifyiry and
documenting inforna?' 1 such as the following in.a SEE package:

Component reference data such as part name and identification,*

nanufacturer, specification and ccxas for the item presently used, and
the proposed substitute item,

Applicable requirements such as changes in physical and perfornancee

characteristics, changes in environmental and seismic capabilities, and
changes in codes / standards,

An evaluation of the differences, ande

,c. equivalency justification, and as appropriate updates to documents*

authorizing the use of the substitute item.

She inspection team performed a review of the following SEE packages:

(1) SEE No. 91-0031, Revision 0, May 25, 1991, evaluated and authorized use
of ASTM B-584 GR C93200, a leaded-bronze bearing alloy, as a substitute
naterial for the Unit 1 chargirg pump seal assembly packiry adjustment
ring that is presently AS7M B-148 GR C95200, an aluminum-bronze alloy.
According to the punp designer and manufacturer, APV Gaulin, the use of
the leaded-bronze bearing alloy meets the original intent for this
application according to APV Gaulin Marual VPL S023-928-18, " Inspection
Manual for Gaulin Model NP 18-3TPS, Reciprocating Charging Punp."
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Additionally PE identified that both materials have comparable wear aM
*

corrosion properties ard that, although aluminum bronze has superior-
tensile strength _to the' leaded bronze, both materials tre adequate: for
this nonstructural _ application. Based on'the input received from the

' manufacturer of the charging pumps ard the PE documented evaluation, the-

use ci a leaded-bronze alloy for tne adjustment ring for the charying-

punp appeared to~be a reasonable' substitute.

- The inspection team selected SEE No. 91-0031, Revision 0, for review
- against its implementirg PEP K597. Section 3 of this inspection report
discusses PEP K597-in detail. PEP K597 did not identify any raterial
requirements for the substitute chargi*g puy adjust 2nent ring and only:

required that the retainer ring be verified as a copper type alloy, which
was accomplishad by a visual color check. Based on a review of samples
in the SCE test lab at SONGS, the inspection team found tbt the
ASIM B-584,- GR C93200. sample was not copper in color, _ but was a gold

-

colored raterial. S e SEE No. 91-0031 requirement that the adjustment
ring material be ASIM B-584 GR C93200, a leaded-bronze bearing alloy, was
not correctly translated into PEP K597 ard may have resulted in
indeterminate material beirn used for the charging pump adjustment rings.

(2) SEE 91-0042, Revision 0, June 3, 1991, evaluated and authorized the use
of a knurled pin /A479 Type 316 for the grooved lock pin used in the inner
valve stem assembly that keeps the valve stem ard inner assembly from - |unscrewing. % is pin was a grooved pin /A15I 300 Series. %ese valves !
are used in'several systems at SONGS. Supplier Deviation Request (SDR)
No.157E is included as part of the SEE package ard indicates that since

- PE has imposed 10 CFR Part 21 ard requires a OfrR, the pin will have to
be a knurled pin of A479 Type 316 raterial. Based on input received from

;

the valve manufacturers, Anchor /Darli*g Valve Co., and the PE documented
evaluation, the use of the knurled pin appeared to be a reasonable
substitute.

2.5. Quality Class tb7rades

W e inspection team reviewed SCE Material Control Procedure SO123-XI-1.4,
" Upgrading an Item's Quality Class," Revision 1, with Temporary Change Notice
1-1,. April 29,1991, and disch the upgrade process with PE. We
methodology ard criteria used to determine if an item can be upgraded to a
safety-related quality class from non-safety-related_ includes identifying- *

information such as the system, quality class, design specifications, Codes,
safety-related function, critical characteristics, and acceptance basis,
including the verification methods. h is information is documented in a stock
upgrade rcquirements ' evaluation (SURE) package. Six SURE packages have been

_ prepared since January 1990.

: The inspection team reviewed SURE No. 91B02, . February,1991, which upgraded a
silicon rectifier, Type SK 3051, originally purchased as a general purnose
' item by station raintenance. Le silicon rectifier was upgraded for use in a
- safety-related application that provides positive 125 V dc to relays 194 ard
194-1 in SONGS Unit 1. Critical' characteristics for the silicon rectifier
included the manufacturer's part nunber, configuration (general size and

10
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shape), and electrical characteristics such as measurement of forwad voltage,
reverse current leakage, break-down voltage, and continuous de current. The
SURE required that only one of the four silicon rectifiers be tested to verify
that the critical characteristics were present. However, the SURE contained
no hasis for sampling the four silicon rectifiers, and Section V of the SURE
required that the " test' component shall to rejected aM destroyed after the
completion of the test." With the exception of break-dom voltage, the
testing perfomed should not destroy the silicon rectifier because the other
tests only confirm that the rectifier will function within the performnce
parameters specified by the manufacturer. The inspection team concluded that
with the exception of having no knowledge of homogeneity as a basis for
sampling, the critical characteristics and verification methods identified, if
performed on each silicon rectifier (with the exception of breakdown-voltage),
should provide an adequate basis for upgradirg.

2.6 Trendina of Suroliers

The tracking and trending of deficiencies related to supplier performance is a *

requirement of Quality Assurance Procedure (QAP) Number N2.07, entitled
" Reporting of Quality Trerds." Section 2.4 of this QAP assigns this
responsibility to the Supplier Quality Assessnent Supervisor (SQAS). No
formal procedures at this time described how the SQAS is complying with QAP
No. N2.07. Through discussions with the SQA.o and QA personnel, the team was
able to review and evaluate the effectiveness of the trending program.

Initially, the trended items only included problems identified in audit
reports but has since evolved to include pertinent informtion from the
following documents for potential procurement related deficiencies:
Corrective Action Requests (CARS), Licensec Event Reports (LERs),
surveillances, Problem Reports (PPs), Nonconformance Reports (NCPs), Supplier
DeH.ation Requests (EDRs), and Notices of Violation. Trend codes are assigncd
to supplier related deficiencies khich, then warranted, have resulted u the *

issuance of a CAR or a meeting with the supplier to discuss their decline in
performance. The trending program appears to have been a successful effort
which is evident by the reduction of open warehouse NCPs.

3 D EICATI M PACKAGE REVIEN

'Ib facilitate the NRC review of individual dedications, SCE prepared a numter
of dedication record review packages, compiled from diverse records, but each
pertaining to one PEP, as selected by the team from a review of various
Invel V PEP tracking reports. SCE called these files Electrical Dcdication
Packages-(EDPs) (also covering instrumentation and control equipment) and
Mechanical Dedication Packages (DPs) (also coverirg materials procurement) .
The -following examples are items that were purchased commercial grade and
either installed or available for installation in safety-related plant
applications without performance of an adequate review for suitability for
service.

(1) EP-1 through EP-9 were for Ceneral Electric (GE) molded-case circuit
breakers (MCCBs) dedicated under PEP 82, Revision 0, dated N^verber 29,
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1989, and purchased frca GE Supply Company (GESCO), El Monte, California,
on SCE PO 6A020009, dated February 24, 1990. SCE purchased these MCCBs

' for stock replenishment (primrily as a result of NRC Bulletin 88-10
replacements) for various safety-related plant applications at SONGS,
Units 1, 2, and 3. . EDP-10 - (PEP 88) and EDP-11 (PEP 96) were fcr Siemens-
ITE (ITE), aM Klixon MCCBs respectively. None of these dedicated
commercial grade MCCBs had been installed in safety-related applications
at the time of the inspection. The team reviewed the above captioned
packages with the following observations:

7he safety functions for the MCCBs in their plant applicatic^s were not
all documented. - Safety functions for these MCCBs that were not

' documented included performing the following (urder all operational and
design basis conditions): (1) reliably providing aM maintainiry power
to Class 1E loads absent designed power interruption conditions, (2)

-performing circuit protection functions, i.e., tripping, under designed
power interruption conditions, (3) tripping in response to rertote
actuation (urdervoltage or shunt trip devices), and (4) not allowirg
manual shutting uMer trip conditions (the so-called " trip free" action) .
Also, no analysis was docunented for credible failure modes detrimental
to safety.

7he critical characteristics listed in these PEPS did not cover all the i

listed safety functions. Missing were (1) interrupting capacity for
]available short circuit current at the highest expected service voltage,

(2) trip-free mechanical action, (3) insulation resistance / dielectric
strength (this was supposed to be measured by Mogger cecording to the
post installation test -(PIT) procedure, but was not called for in the
PEP), ard (4) seismic capability. The critical characteristics not
listed that would be necessary to ensure satisfactory performance of the
safety functions not listed would include (1) start-up operability (this
may be verified by PIT or operational testirg), (2) response to momentary
voltage and load fluctuations after equilibrium, full-load operation
(PIT), - (3) full-load hold-in capability, (4) not tripping below specified
voltages / currents / tires, (5) undervoltage ard shunt trip device -
operability uMer all expected variations of voltage and other design
conditions, and (6) individual pole resistance.

In some caser the verification of the listed critical characteristics
was left up to the -judgement of plant electricians who do not routinely
perform these tests. In particular, the procedure for the instantaneous-
magnetic (I-M) trip function testirn was ambiguous with respect to
acceptance criteria. 7he PIT procedure, SO123-I-4.7, had a note that
stated that trip point data (other than manufacturer's time-curtent trip
curves) "may be provided by engineering," but the procedure did not
explain how to obtain the data or how to use it. Adjustable 1-M trip
setting data would be needed to properly test this function or. McCas
-(except those with motor loads for which the procedure provided specif.fr
guidance). In addition, the instructions for measurirq insulation
resistance did not specify what Megger voltage to use, and did not
specify a high potential (HIFOT) or dielectric withstand test im an
alternative.

12
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The team noted that a new draft PEP for MCCBs required tbst seismic
qualification was to be verified by special receivirn impection >

instructions, which were unclear. SCC explained that MCCBs are assumod
to be scismically qualified if they are the same model number as a pre-
viously qualified MCG. How the original qualification was established,
and how similarity or traceability to the qualification documents was to
.be established, was not clear.

In summary, not all safety functions for the MCCB dedications reviewed
were identified. For those safety functions that were identified, not
all critical characteristics were identificd or selected for
verification. And finally, for those critical characteristics selected
for verification, not all were verified adcquately.

(2) EDP-14 for PEP K433, dated February 11, 1991, was for a 15-Vdc power
supply for excore safety channels procured under PO 6Q041002 to Sorrento
Elechics and received on Receiving Inspection Data Report (RIDR)
RS0-3064-91, dated February 4, 1991. Dedication consisted of an
operational check per PIT procedure S023-II-5.2 et rminal voltage. Not
verified was the ability of the power supply to deliver required
voltage / current under (1) all design load steady state and transient
conditions, (2) all expecteo input voltage and frequency variations, (3)
worst case temperature and/or (4) design seismic conditions, and (5)
quality of output power in tems of noise ard/or ripple.

(3) EDP-24 for PEP V188, dated June 13, 1991, was for coils from the
Aktomatic Valve Company. We dedication did not identify safety

| functions. Missing critical characteristics included verification of1-

temperature ratings / capability, insulation resistance, ard winding
resistance. Eere was no test _of magnetic force developed by the coil in
a valve under all design / operational conde. ions. Manufacturer's data was
attached, out there were no engineering specifications on its use and no

-objective evidence of traceability.

(4) EDP-15 for PEP K598, dated June 05, 1991, was a generic PEP for key
interlock switches from Microswitch Inc. S a PEP listed no safety

functions. Critical characteristics listad were only that (1) the switch
be key operated, (2) the number of positions be specified, and (3)-
physical inspection per VIP-E-061 with no defects. @ e acceptance basis
was standard receipt inspection for (1), and special receipt inspection
for (2) and (3). W e RIDR/ VIP-E-061 listed safety function and some
critical characteristics, however, there were no electrical tests for
critical characteristic 6.2 ard no seismic consideration.

(5) EDP-27 for PEP W271, dated June 14, 1991, was for a Foxboro contact unit,
type 70, M0129FM. Purchased on IO 6J061027, received on RIDR
RS0-1642-91, installed on 10 91040794001 for auxiliary cooling system-
spent fuel pit' temperature unit TAG No. S1-SFP-TIC-615. No safety
functions were identified and the critical characteristics consisted of
part number, dimensions, and operability, which was to be verified per
system calibration by PIT S0123-II-9.123. Bere were no seismic
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considerations, no-test for insulation resistance, and no contact
resistance / signal continuity testa specified.

(6)' IDP-29 for PEP X561, dated January 1,1991, was for American Insulated
Wire (AIW) Co. 4/C-8 AWG, 2000-VAC, 90 degree C power cable and tinned

.

copper, 3/C-12 ANG, 600-VAC, control cable for the manipulator crano
festoon.. W e cable was purchased on PO 6G011003, dated January 14, 1991,
from United Cbnstnictors &- Engineers, received on RIDR RSO-0121-91, and ;

installed per 10 90080864003. W e PEP had not identified safety
functions. Critical characteristics not specified included continuity
/ conductor resistivity, insulation material, physical properties (pull

_ test), and dielectric strength. - h e PIT only included Meggering,,

continuity and resistance checks. It was not clear how the other
critical characteristics were verified.

(7) EDP-16 for PEP K629, dated September 7,1991, was for a Yokogava "180-
type" 55-Hz to 65-Hz, frequency meter (180-degree panel meter) . We-

dedication documented no safety functions nor was there an analysis for
_

failure modes detrimental to safety. Critical characteristics included
were; part number (standattl receipt inspection), range' scale as specified
(special receipt inspection instructions), and satisfactory calibration
(PIT).- 2 e critical characteristics not listed / verified included seismic
qualification, and the characteristics of any attached accessories, for
example, transducers, etc.-

(8) MDP-04 for PEP K498, dated-February 28, 1991, was reviewed. SOtES FO
6Q041040 with 01ange Ortler 01, dated November 23, 1991, was issued to
Dresser Industries, Inc. for the purchase of SotES Unit 1 safety injec-
tion pump shafts. W e shafts were Worthington Pump parts' manufactured in .|

.

Harrison,10. ' he safety function of the shaft _was not identified in the. '

PEP. We critical characteristics listed on the PEP for the shaft were:
(1) part number as specified in the PO, -(2) configuration (as a minimum
the overall length, diameter (s) and and thread connections), and (3)
materials of construction. S e verification ncthods for accepting each
critical characteristic were listed on the PEP as: (1) above is verified
as part of. standard receiving inspection, (2) and (3) above chall be
verified by the SCE source inspector using manufacturer's drawincj(s) and
material-records provided at the supplier's Harrison, IU facility. _ 2e
Witness / Hold Points (Section SK) of the PEP identified that information
concernirq the rarce inspection would be provided to the manufacturer of

the shaft._ The inspection team identified the following deficiencies in
,

the procurement arxi dedication 'of the shaft:!

L- There was no audit or survey of the manufacturer to support*

acceptance- of the verification of_ the shaft's material of
L construction by reviewing the manufacturer's drawings and material

records.

The initial- PO for the ptrp shaft, dated April 23, 1991, listed a*

technical description of the shaft as " Shaft, Pump Type, 5-1/2" DIA
x 69" IG Size, Monel Material, Both Ends Thd Construction For Modell
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12 U1S-38 Pump." Q wnge Order 01 to the PO revised the m terial
description for the chaft to read " Shaft, Pump Type, Monel Material,
Both Ends % d Construction For Model 12 U1S-38 Pump." PE informed
the inspection team that the 5-1/2" DIA x 69" IG dimnsions were
determined to be incorrect based on a review of the mnufacturer's
drawing, which rcquired the shaft to be 4.999" DIA x 68-9/16" IG.
W e inspection team could not determine the technical basis for the
initial identification of the 5-1/2" DIA x 69" I4 shaft dimensions,

h'
the technical basis for deleting these dirensions from procurement
documents, or the basis for accepting the m nufacturer's dinensions
of 4.999" DIA x 68-9/15" 1G.

PE informed the inspection team that probably several item*

descriptions in the data base used to procure items my be incorrect
because this information was gathered and entered into the data base
by non-quality and technical personnel and that this informtion
,ollected and entercd has never been validated as being correct by
engineering or quality assurance. W e material data base is used to
identify technical requirements in procurenent documents and
contains invalidated data. PE informed the irqcction team that
personnel preparing procurenent documents are aware of the potential
use of invalidated information in the material data base, however,

there were no procedural rcquirements identified to the inspection
team that address this condi. tion.

(9) MDP-05 for PEP K596 and PEP K597, both dated June 5, 1991, was reviewed.
SONGS PO 6E01104 with Change Order 1 and Change Order 2, dated June 13,
1991 was issued to APV Gaulin, Inc. for the purchase of packing
adjustment rirgs ard packirg for the Unit 1 charging pumps, Model 2640-
NP-18-3TPS. We safety functions of the packing adjustment rirg (PEP
K596) and packing (PEP K597) were not identified in the PEPS. We
critical characteristics listed on the PEP for the packiry adjustment
rirg were: (1) part/ catalog number as specified, (2) dinensions (ID, 00,
height) ard (3) material is a non-ferrous copper alloy and for the
packing were (1) Part/ Catalog number as specified, (2) dimension (Nominal
ID and OD) and (3) material is a nylon type.

We verification methods for accepting each of the critical characterh-
tics for the packing adjustment ring were listed on the PEP as: (1) is
verified as part of standard receiving inspection and (2) & (3) above are
verified as special receiving inspections. These special receiving
inspection requirements included " material is a non-ferrous copper type
alloy." Neither the PO, PEP or RIDR No. RSO-1861-91 identified the
actual material required for the packirg adjustment rirq. Further review
of engineering documents such at manufacturer correspondence and
SEE 91-0031 (See Section 2.4 of this inspection report) revealed that the
packing adjustment ring was ASIM B584, GR C93200, a leaded-bronze bearity
alloy. SEE 91-0031 addressed the wear and corrosion properties of ASni
B584, GR C93200 as beirq acceptable for use in the Unit 1 chargirg pumps.
Based on a review of technical documents supportirg the purchase and
dedication of the packing adjustment ring and discussions with PE and
Receiviry Quality Control (FQC) receiving inspection personnel, the

15
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| inspection team determined that the packing adjustTnent rirs was accepted
based on a visual examination. W e inspection team identified the
follwing deficiencies in the procurement and dedication of the packing
adjustment ring:

* ' The specific mterial type and analysis of acceptability identified
in ergineerirg docunents were not translated into requirement on the
PEP, M, or RIDR for the mterials of construction for the packing
adjustment rirg.

2e PEP and RIDR did not provide direction to PQC on hw to verify*

the mterial of constniction.

m e practice of performing a visual inspection to determine material*

type when no specified m terial tests are listed on the RIDR is not
sufficient in most instances to verify raterials of construction.
Copper alloy mterials include mterial that raay be gold, silver,
copper or other colors. As implemnted and documented by PQC, the
visual inspection does not provide objective evidence as required by
Section 7.3.2, Receiving Inspection, of ANSI N45.2.13 'o
substantiate that the material is ASIM B584, GR93200.

We verification methods for acceptirg each critical chara:teristic
listed on the PEP for the packirg were essentially the same as for the
packiry adjustment rirg except that the special receiving iaspection
rcquirements on RIDR No. RSO-1862-91 required the raterial to be a nylon
type. Research of documents by the~ inspection team revealed that the
pump mnufacturer identified the specific mterial for the packiry as

1

" Nylon, C' Duct,. Nitrile ard TFE." h e inspection team identified the
follwirg deficiencies in the dedication of the packirg:

Sc specific material (type of nylon) was not identified on the PEP,*

PO or RIDR for the raterials of construction for the packing. We
PEP ard RIDR did not provide direction to PQC on h w to verify
material of construction.

As inplemented ard documnted by RQC, the visual inspection did not*

provide objective evidence that the packing was the required
m terial of construction.

(10) MDP-08 for PEP Q849, dated December 12, 1990, was revlead. PO No.
6N051028, dated May 30 1991, was issued to Pump Engineerirg Comparry for
the purchase of an 11 g/g inch diamter SS impeller for a Worthington
centrifugal spent fuel ptt pump. The safety function of the impeller was
not identified. E c critical characteristics listed on the PEP were

. dimensions, raterial, and balance. Acceptance basis for these
characteristics was to be accomplished during a source inspection at
Post-Precision Casting Inc., a subtier supplier to Worthington-Dresser.
A source inspection done at Pump Engineering, not Post-Precision Castirg
verified dimensions and balancing, but noted on the Inspection Planning
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Data Report (IPDR) No. Purp-S1-91 that raterial was to be verified at
SOtGS receipt inspection by spectro test. RIDR No. RSO-1804-91, dated
August 22, 1991, only verified that mterials conform to the
mnufacturer's drawing. W e spectro test was never conducted durity
receipt inspection to verify mterial composition. We mterial was
later sent out for testing ard the preliminary results indicated it was
out of specification for 304 stainless steel. Little guidance was given
on the PEP for mterial verification outside the statement, "In lieu of

testing, mterial verification ray be perfomed through review of
supplier's documentation for control of mterials." mis type of
activity would normlly be performed during a commercial grade survey and
not a source inspection. No survey was performed at either Pu@
Ergineering or Post-Precision Casting. Finally, the impeller m terial
was never verified, tut was availabic for plant installation in the
nonconfccming condition.

'(11) MDP-10 fcr PEP Q894, dated November 20, i PO, ws reviewed. 10 No.
6Q081048 dated August 22, 1991, was issued to Paaneillan-Drasser
Industries (M-D) for the purchase of a su and pltg assembly for the
Unit 1 AFW pump turbine control valve, as well as other spare parts for
the Worthington single stage pump. Critical characteristics identifiod
for the stem and plug assembly included dirnnsions and materials. Safety
function and validation of the seismic qualification of the component
were not identified or verified. Material and dimnsions were supposed

'to be verified during a source inspection at the supplier. The source
inspection, as documented on IPDR MADI-S14', did not review the QA
controls in place at the supplier, M-D, for mi' taining mterials and
their traceability. Wereforc, the validity of the certified mterial
test reports (OfIRs) was not established. Also, t'ic verification of the
various dimensions during the source inspection was poorly docunented and
did not indicate which dinension or tolerance was actually measured. We
stem and n1t g asserbly material was never adequately verified, but the
assembly u s warehoused and available for installation.

(12) MPD-19 for PEP YS00, Revision 1, dated October 2, 1989, and Revision 2,
-dated April 11, 1990, was reviewed. SotES IO 6D050022 with diange Order

01 dated, November 15, 1990, was issued to Iamons Metal Gasket Company
for the purchase of flange fitting type gaskets (6" pipe size, 25u0 pound
rating and 1-1/2" pipe size,150 pound rating) used in various
applications at SONGS. We safety function of the gaskets was not
identified in the PEP. W e critical characteristics listed on Revision 2
of PEP Y500 were: (1) gasket inside and outside diameters, (2)
workmanship such as spot weldirg, scratches, tears, and plating, and (3)
markings, " gaskets must be properly marked to indicate size (or size
range) pressure class (or pressure class rarge), API-601, Manufacturer's
Mark and color codire (see page 3) ." he verification methods for
accepting each critical characteristic listed on PEP Y500, Revision 2,
referred to the RIDR on page 5 which required RQC to verify the folloairg '

by sampling per Mil-Std-105D, Table 2, AOL 2.5%, (1) inside and outside
diameter listed in a table on page 4 of the PEP, (2) workmnship, such '

as: " Spot welding of the inner and outer windings; beratches or tears
across the surfaces of the windings; Plating quality of carbon steel
gauge rirq (if utilized), and (3) rarkings, " gaskets must be properly
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mrked to indicate size (or range) pressure clam (or pressure class3
range), API 601, Ibnufacturer Mark and color codiry on the outer gauge
ring (see page 3) ." _ 2e inspection team identified.the followirg
deficiencies in the procurent ard dedication of the gaskets:

Materials of Construction was not listed as a critical
'

*

characteristic. Verification of part number identification ard
color coding by the supplier does not verify that the gaskets were

,

the proper material.- Discussion with PE revealed that there was no
-documented audit or survey of Iamons Motal Gasket Conpany supportiry ;

acceptance of the part number identification and color coding as the
basis for assuring that the required gasket mterial was present.

We use of samplirg for all three verifications listed on the RIDR*
'

is not supported by a survey or audit to support honugeneity of thei lots received.

We gaskets were received and acx:epted by RQC receivirg inspection
i. February 1991, using Revision 1 of PEP Y500. During the review
of the PEP and subcequent discussion with PE, the inspection team *

questioned the use of Revision 1 of PEP Y500 by RQC. PE infomed
the _ inspection team that Revision 2 of PEP Y500 should have teen
used to accept the gaskets. We mjor ditference between the two
PEP revisions was that Revision 2' permitted the use of sampling.
Were was no objective evidence enteral on RIDR RSO-0357-91 that RQC
had masured and accepted the outside and insido diameters of the

_

gaskets.

(13) MDP-21 for PEP Z316, dated November 16, 1990, was reviewed. K2K;S PO
6Q011018 with Charge Order 01, dated February 12, 1991, was issued to San
Diego Seal Cwpany for the purchase of valve packing used in various~

applications at SCtKis, including the letdown isolation valve. We safety
function of the packing was not listed on the PEP. We critical
characteristics listed on the PEP for the packing were part number and
configuration (Arrangement) ard the metnod of acceptance for the packing
was identified as a certificate of conformance from the supplier based on
a survey of A.W. Chesterton Co. the manufacturer of the packirg. PE-

- provided the inspcction team a survey of the supplier, San Diego Seal
company, ard the manufacturer, A.W. Chesterton Co. %e inspection t%m

- identified' the following deficiencies in the procuremnt ard dedicationD

of the packirg:

Materials of construction, including the control of water leachable*

chlxides, was not listed as a critical characteristic.
Specification' S023-408-1, " Quality Class I, II, and -III
Specification for Nuclear Service Valves for San Onofre Nuclear
Generating Station, Units 2 & 3," dated July 27, 1973, was provided
to the -inspection team in order to review the reqairements for
packing installed in nuclear valves at SONGS. Section 4.08.5,
Packing, of Specification SO23-408-1 requires that " Packing shall

;- contain a corrosion inhibitor to prevent stem pitting. Irw chloride
| (200 PtM max) packire shall be used for stainless steel valves."
| Neither the PEP, N, or the RIDR addresscd this packing requirement.
|
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Hcwves, a 00C from A.W. Chesterton Co. was included in the RIDR
documentation package certifyiry that the amount of water leachable
chlorides for the supplial packing was less than 200 parts per
million.

Problem Review Report (PRR) No. S0-109-91, dated October 17, 1991,*

identified 11 IVs issued to A.W. Gesterton Company without the
supplier's qualified location, QA progrcm title, revisions, and date
incogerated into the PO. 10 6Q011018 procured packirg manufac-
tured by A.W. Gesterton Conpany and supplied uy San Diego Seal Com-
pany, but did not identify either company's QA program title,
revision, or date. PO 6Q011018 was not listed on PRR SO-109-91.

(14) MDP-23 for PEP V168, dated February 21, 1991, (superceded PEP Z587) for
ASCD " Red Hat," (non NP-1) SOVs, parts, and rebuild kits purchased under
10 6A120019, dated December 24, 1990, and receivcd on RIDR RS0r0410-91,
Revision 1. One SOV was installed on 10 91043008(001) for control of
operatirg air supply to loop C seal water return isolation valve (PCV-
1115C). W e dedication listed no safety functions. Critical
c%racteristics consisted of Inrt number, configuration, ard operability.
Acceptance was by standard receipt inspection / visual examination ard
operability test. W e operability test, as described in the specified
ver}fication test procedure, S0123-I-1.75, Attachrent 1, Step 1.3.9, was
"meck solenoid operatirg temparature." Critical characteristics not
separately listed, bat sWly implied by part number would be coil
voltage rating, tenperature rating, insulation .: lase / temperature ratirg
of coil magnet wire and lead insulation. Other missirg critical
characteristics would include coil resistance, coil / lead insulation
resistance, dimensions, elastoner material, durameter of elastomers,
spring free 1ergth ard constant. No verification of operability in terms
of ability to change and maintain state with no leaks at ainimum and t

maximum voltage, minimum ard maximum pressure / differential pressure, and
at maximum operating temperature were evident. W e standard plant PIT
(not called out in the PEP C587 or RIDR, but was later used in PEP V168),
S0123-I-8.61, Step 6.8.1.1, after installation, required cyclirg several
times and checkiry only for leaks and correct function at nominal
pressura and voltage. -

(15) MDP-24, Commodity List Item Evaluation (CLIE) 81-36, Revision 5, cated
.Nouenber 9, 1988, was reviewed. SONGS PO 6D030003, dated thrch 6, 1990,
was issued to Gevron USA, Inc. for the purchase of motor oil, Delo 6170, ,

in 55 gallon drums, supplied in sealed wntainers with a mnufacturer's
identification label SAE 40 for use in the diesel engines. The critical
characteristics listed on the CLIE for the oil were "must be a high
alkaline blerd of paraf finic and naphthionic base oils. Contains
additives to provide high detemgency ard dispersancy." The CLIE also
listed critical defects as "Any change in viscosity, contamination by
foreign matter ard impurities, and any infrirgement of container seal to
the extent that contamination of the lubricant could be possible." he
verification methods for accepting the oil listed on the CLIE included a
standard receivirg inspection and "for cans ard drums confirm that the
manufacturer's label identification on the containers agreet, aith
purchase order docuncnts. Examine ard verify that container seal
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integrity has nc' been breachod. For bulk shipnents, supplier shall !
provide certification that the load is Dolc 6170." We inspection team |
identified the followirg 6eficiencies in the procurement and dedication
of the oil:

Viscosity was not identified as a c-itical characteristic for*

acceptance, hcuever, viscosity is the single rest important charac-
iteristic of oil in determining its lubricatirg properties. :

Flash point was not identified as a critical characteristic,*

however, flash point is significant in assuring the oil?s useful ;

terperature rarge. The additive package could also be critical to
the ability of the oil to perform under operating conditions. Due
to insufficient inforrration contained in the CLIE, such as failure
modes and the safety funct3cn 'of the ciL the inspection team
dete. h that insufficient informatics was available to properly
identify all the oil's critical characteristics,

Re CLIE accepted the oil based on the label identification on the*

cans and drums agreeirg with that required by the Po, and urder cer-
tain conditions a rapplier's certification that the oil load was
Delo 6170. There were no audits, surveys, or overchecks performd
by SCE to support the use of these acceptance methods.

PE presented PEP V173, Revision 3, dated November 5,1991, to the
inspection team for review. PEP V178 scope includes " oil, liquid mineral
and synthetic base, lubricating and hydraulic. Includes fire resistant
and petroleum based types." Ce ase, dry lubricant, and special colloidal
mixtures were excluded. Revision ; of PEP V178 was considered a
significant impnwement over CLIE 81-36, Revision 5, however the
irpion team identified the followirg deficiencies in PEP V178: )

PEP V178 dedicates oil that is used for lubricating and hydraulic*

applications. These applications each have a unique safety
furction. Hydraulic fluid (oil) is classifiei Ts safety related
because it performs the safety-related functiv ,f transmitting
force to nodulate an item. Failure modes, funcn ons, and critical
characteristics for lubricants and hydraulic fluids vary depending
-on application. PE inforned the inspection team that they were
considering develcpirg a PEE specifically for hydraulic fluid.

Before March 1991, the viscosity of oil was not verified. General*

safety-related conponents, such as the rotor-driven auxiliary
feedwater punp have calculations to support operability under
accident conditions that specifically take credit for the viscosity
properties nf oil to prevent pump bearing heatup. The use of
lubricants with specific properties is essential to ensure egaipment
operability. Identification and verification of critical
characteristics such as flash point and additives were not addressed
in the PEP.

Becauses this item (oil and lubricants) could impact environmental*

qualification (EQ) in applications, EQ should have been addressed.
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PEP V178, Revision 3, pemits sampling, however, there are no*
requiremnts for an audit or survey of the mnuiacturer to support
homgeneity of lots / batches received.

(16) The team reviewcd the SCE BQC test lab activities. During this review,
cap screws (5/8" diameter x 1-3/4" lory, socket head, STL Material,11
LNC CL 3A threads, N71M A574) wre beirq inspected ard dedicated for use
in various safety-related applications at Sotns. P(X: was performire
inspections in acmrdance with the requirencnts of PEP V133, Revision 3,
dated April 26,1991, and PO 6Q81072 with Charge Order 01, dated October
12, 1991. The safety function of the cap screw war not listed on the
PEP. The critical characteristics listed on the PEP for the cap screws
were: (1) dinensions (thread, pitch diameter, body diamter, length,
width across flats ard head height, as applicable, (2) material, ard (3)
configuration (physical arrargement as depicted in ANSI B18.3) . The
verification mthods for accepting each critical characteristic for the
cap screws were listed on the PEP as, "(1), (2) & (3) shall be verified
equal to purchase order ard ANSI B18.3 requirements. (1) Tblerarxrs
provided in ANSI B18.3 apply. (2) Material shall be verifled by 'Itst No.
1 on PG.6. khen Test No. 1 is not Feasible Test No. 6 shall be uscd.
khen plated mterial is evaluated the platiry shall be removed for
verification of base metal. (1), (2) & (3) shall be verified on
25 percent of camples required by Mil-Std-105E, level S-4, AOL per the
table on Page 5, from each line item lot." The inspection team
identified the followirg deficiencies in the procuremnt ard dedication
of the cap screws:

i Material Test No.1 of PEP V133 is a spectro-analysis, ard Material
Test No. 6 is an alloy separator test. 3hese tests alone will not
verify that the material of the cap screws is ASTM 574. For
example, A-574 screws are required to be heat treated with a 37 to
45 HRC for 0.625 inches ard latyer. Also A-574 identifies prcof
loads and tensile requirements for the screws as well as chemical
requirements. The two tests specified do not confirm that the
material is A-574.

-

'lhe use of sampliry to verify all critical characteristics is not*

supported by a survey or audit to support homogeneity of tbs cap
screw configuration or material of the lots received. Tha sanple
size of 25 percent less than that required by Mil-Std-105E is not
justifird.

4

(17) Six PEPS for re: ays purchased corrercial grade and interded for or
installed in sadety-related applications, K371 (EDP-12), K541 (EDP-13),
Q667 (EDP-18), K407, K525, ard Z717, were reviewed. From the review, the
inspectors determined that none of the PEPS had identifiod the relays'
applicable safety functions. A typical safety function of a relay would
have been t* ability to change a d maintain state as required wder all
design conditions. These al'ilities could have been verificd by critical
characteristics such as contact configuration (the contacts were posi-
tiened correctly for each state and would maintain the correct state),
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pick-up and drop-cut voltages (the relay would not drop out on voltage
,

transients within the design limits, the relay would energize on the l
minimum voltage within the design limits, and would remin energized
without danage on the maximum voltage within the design limits), contact
resistance (the resistance was not so large as to cause overheatirq or an
excessive voltage drop)i coil resistance (the coil resistance was as_-
designed, irdicating that the correct coil was installed and that the ,

'

coil was not shorted or having tco few turns), insulation resistance (no
u manted conduction paths to g* .x1, from coil to contact, or contact to
contact), coil and contact vo' ge and current ratings (the relay was
able to apa-ate within the voltage and current design limits), contact
timing (the relay aid not operate' sluggishly), and seismic capability

' - (the relay would operate with acceptable chatter during a design basis
-

event).

Discussion with SONGS personnel indicated that the corponent's safety
function was not necessarily utilized in determining critical
characteristics and that they were more likely to be based on the
manufacturer's listed specifications to identify the item received was
the item purchased. When a PEP was developed without definire the safety
function of the camponent, the critical characteristics listed must
envelop the potential safety functions of all applications in which the
component might have been utilized. With this consideration, PEPS for
very similar conponents, for which the safety function was not defined,
would be expected to have listed very similar, if not identical, critical j
characteristics.

PEP K371, dated February 21,-1991, was perforted for the purchase and
- dedication of three relays from Potter aM Brumfield ard identified the

jfollowing critical characteristics: part number, serial number, insula-
tion resistanca, contact configuration, coil resistance, and pick-up and
drop-out voltages. 'Ihe PEP failed to evaluate coil and contact voltage
ratings, coil and contact current ratings, contact resistance, contact
timing, and seismic capability as critical characteristics.

PEP K541, dated April 5, 1991, was performed for the purchase and
dedication of 15 Ross +1idtex relays from Newark Electronics Corpany and
identified the following critical characteristics: part number, coil
voltage rating, mounting configuration, and pick-up and drop-out
voltages. 'Ihe PEP failed to evaluate contact configuration, insulation
resistance, contact voltage rating, contact and coil current ratings,
coil and contact resistances, contact timing, and seismic capability as
critica1. characteristics.

PEP Q667, dated March 21, 1991, was performi-for the purchase and
dedication of-10 Sigma relays from Magnecraft Electric Company and-
' identified the following critical characteristics: nounting
configuration, contact configuration, coil resistance, and pick-up_and
drop-out voltages. 'Ihe PEP failed to evaluate part number, insulation
resistance, coil and contact voltage ratings, coil and contact current
ratings, contact timing, and seismic capability as critical
characteristics.
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PEP Z717, dated September 11, 1991, was performed for the generic
dedication of relays aM identified the follcuing critical
characteristics: part number, contact configuration, coil voltage and
current rating, nounting configuration, and pick-up and drop-out
voltages. S e PEP failed to evaluate insulation resistance, contact
voltage ratings, contact current ratings, coil and contact resistance,
contact timing, and seismic capability as critical characteristics.

PEP K407, dated January 2,1991, was perforned for the dedication of
general purpose Potter aM 3rumfield relays and identified the follcuing
critical characteristics: part nunber, coil voltage rating, contact con-
figuration, pick-up and drop-out voltages, and enclosure type. he PEP
failed to evaluate insulation resistance, coil current rating, coil and
contact voltage ratings, coil and contact resistance, contact timing, and
seismic capability as critical characteristics.

PEP K525, dated April 4, 1991, was performed for the dedication of Allen-
Bradley relays aM identified the follcuing critical characteristics:
part rrmber, coil voltage rating, contact configuration, enclosure type,
neuntire configuration, aM pick-up and drop-out voltages. We PEP
failed to evaluate insulation resistance, contact voltage rating, coil
and contact current ratings, coil and cuncact recistance, contact timing,
and seismic capability as critical characteristics.

Review of the above six PEPS showert that 10 lifferent critical charac-
teristics were identifled arorg the PEPS, with 5 identified, per PEP, on
average. Only 1 critical characteristic, pick-up and cirop-out voltages,
was common to all 6 PEPS. .he 2 next most comon critical character-
istics, part number aM contract configuration, were listed on 5 of the 6
PEPS. hhile some of the items listed as critical characteristics such as
enclosure type and maunting configuration could be application specific,
others such as insu,. tion resistance, contact configuration, coil and
contact voltage rati;gs, coil and contact current ratings, and seismic
capability would be applicable to rest safety functions in moct
applications. W e PEPS failed to consistently evaluate those critical
characteristics required to verify a typical safety function of a relay. r,
2cre was no indication that a seismic screening or evaluation had been
performed on the PEPS reviewed. SOtES personnel indicated that they
assumed if the sane part number was procured, it conc tuted a like-for-
like replacement and that no seismic evaluation was recuired. Wis
reasoning failed to consider the instability or lack of conmercial grade
ranufacturer's quality control prcgrams and that material, configuration,
and design could be routinely changed without resulting in a new part
number.

(18) MDP-11 for PEP V141, dated Nover Mr 26, 1990, was reviewed. SCE PO
No. 6Q093004 was issued September 5, 1991, to Coast Engineering and
Manufacturing Corpany, for a shaft coupling asserbly for the containment
polar crane. PEP V141 specified raterial as one of the critical
characteristics to bc verified by receipt inspection, he acceptance
basic was to verify "stecl," " mild steel" and " carbon steel" raterials by
checking magnetism. Magnetic check was perfonned as documented on PlDR
No. P & 2663-91. We item's safety function was not specified. Paterial
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verification by mgnetic check is not a valid method for determining the
specific type ~of steel received.

.(19) !OP-16 for PEP QC32 dated February 8, 1.991, was revicacd. SCE 10
Nc, 6LO21008 was_ issued to Familian Pipe and Supply Company for various
brass pipe fittings for the shfecy-related portion of the air supply

1

system for the pressurizer power relief valve actuator. PEP Q932
specified the critical anaracterjstics to be identified as dinensions ard
mterial; RIDR-0359-91 specificd using a Weight Alloy Comparator to
verify that m terial is red brass. However, since RQC inspection did not -

have a calibration stardard for red brass, they used a leaded red brass
standant which has the same copper composition requirement, 85 percent,
as red brass.

SCE f ailed to provide justification for accepting the mt rial as beirg
red brass based upon test results utilizing the leaded red brass
stanSard. If the reraining mterial composition is inconseguential, it
should have been addressed because red brass, leaded red brass, high
leaded tin bronze, ard aluminum bronze all contain 85 percent copper.
We PEP also did not specify the item's safety function.

(20) MDP-25 and 26 for conmodity 1.ist item evaluations were reviewed. SCE PO
No. 6D070020 was issued July 29, 1990, to J. Arthur Moore CA ,

! Incorporated, for_ pipe nipples for the Unit 3 diesel generator
circulating pump. These items were ' dedicated and documented on
CLIC 82-89, dated December 7,1982. We critical cha'acteristics were
not specified and receipt inspection was given as the standard
requirements for quantity, damage, and dimensions. No safety function
was identified. Material was not specified as a critical characteristic
and, therefore, was not verified. W e critical characteristics and
verification acceptance methods were not in accorctmce with procedure
S0123-XI-2.8 in effect at the time of these dedications.

(21) MDP-28 was for CLIE 84-125. SCE FO No. 6D100012 was issfued October 16,
1990, to San Diego Valve and Fitting Corpany for an A 316 stainless steel
(SS) globe valve for the reactor coolant pump barrier delta-p seal flow
controller. W e dedication of this globe valve was based on an
engineering evaluation documented on CLIE 84-125, Revision 4. The
critical characteristics to be verified were identified as cleanliness
ard dimensions. Receipt inspection to verify cleanliness and damage was
perform 3 on November 12, 1990, and documented on RIDR No. RSO-3243-90.
This dedication was inadequate because SCE failed to identify and then
verify material as a critical characteristic.

! (22) EDP-25 for PEP V198, dated October 22, 1991, was reviewed. SONGS PO
i .No. 6Q101008 dated October 15, 1991, was issued to Wallace and Tieram

Incorporated for the purchase of relays. PEP V198 identified the safety
function of the general.pur p , ac or de relay, as being able to change
state as required in order to energize or deenergize the appropriate
dcwnstr'em components and permit the next desired operation in thei.

j; control sequence. The safety function, as indicated, fails to recognize'

the requirement that relays be able to mintain the required state under

| 24
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all design conditions. 'Ihis led to a failure to list critical
characteristics, such as pick-up and drcp-out voltages (the relay would
not drop out on voltage transients within the design limits, the relay
would e.nergize on the miniara voltage within the design limits, aM would
energize without damage on the nmcimum voltage within the design limits),
contact insulation resi.: m, (verify no unwanted coMuction paths from
contact to ground or contact to contact), coil ard contact voltage ard
current ratings (the relay was able to operate within the voltage aM
current design limits), contact resistance (the resistance was not so
large as to cause overheatire or an excessive voltage drop), contact
timing (the relay did not operate sluggishly), and seismic capability
(the relay would operate with acceptable chatter during a design basis
event).

PEP V198 identified the following critical characteristics: (1) part
ntmber, (2) mounting configuration, (3) contact configuration, (4)
dimensions, (5) coil resistance and insulation integrity, and (6) contact
operation. 'Ihe PEP failed to evaluate pick-up aM drop-out voltages,
contact insulation resistance, coil and contact voltage and current
ratings, contact resistance, contact timing, and seismic capability as
critical characteristics to verify that the relay would be able to
perform its required safety function under all design conditions.

Critical characteristics (1), (2), (3), and (4) were verificd during
receiving inspection by perforning a visual inspection of the component
and comparing it to the manufacturers literature. Critical
characteristic (5) was verifiM by a pre-installation test.

''Ihc inadequate ciedications of the CGIs discussed above, some of which were
installed, constituted a failure to perform and docunent an adequate review
for suitability of application, and in seine cases, adequate design

|_ verification (seismic /D2), for items intended for safety service, that is
contrary to the requirements ot Criterion III of 10 CFR Part 50, Appe: dix B.
'Ihese inadequate dedications also constituted a failure to verify that the
items received met the specifications for their safety-relhted applications,
that is contrary to the requirements of Criterion VII of 10 CFR Part 50,
Appendix B. Representative exagles of the inadequate dedications listed in
Section 3 are cited as Deficiency 91-201-01 in the Executive Summary of this
report.

.

4 PROCUREMENT AND DEDICATION 'IFADOR3

'Ihe inspector reviewed the SONGS Training Program Description T-04, " Technical
Training for Nuclear Prc;curement Engineering," Revision 0, dated May 13, 1991.
The program was developed by perfornirg an analysis of the procurement
engineer's job, dividing the job into basic tasks, and developing courses to
cover all the tasks. The courses that an employee would take were determined

'

by whether the e g loyee performed a task covered by a course.

The program consisted of two primary sections, Phase I ard Phase II. Phase I,
Initial Training, was scheduled to begin January 1, 1992, and all PE employees
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were to be trained, exe:"ptcd / employee already possessed course knowledge), or
waived (course knowledge not required for the position) in the 15 courses
. listed by July 1992. 'Ihe inspector revlektxi a draft of the Phase I cmrse
T1P001, " Procurement Process," khich was directly applicable to the dedication
prccess and fourd it to be programmatic. It failed to be specific in the
methods and thought processes needed to perfom such tasks as determinire
critical characteristics and the appropriate verification mthods.

Phase II, Initial Training, was scheduled to begin by July 1992 ard all PE
enployees were to be trained, exempted, or waived, in the 14 courses byJanuary 1994. Phase II offered two courses directly applicable to the
dedication prccess; D1P002, " Procurement Specifications," and D3PE01,
" Procurement Requirement Documents."

'Ihe PE training curriculum, T-04, appeared to provide a franework for develop-
ment of the knowledge and skills required by a procurement engineer but was so
m rrow in focus that it failed to provide training on the entire dedication
process and excluded such areas as parts classification, failure analysis, and
determination of scfety function. Though these tasks may not be spc<.:ifically
perforned by procurement engineers, the knowledge is important to the overall
process.

5 EXIT MEETING

On December 13, 1991, the inspcrtion tema < cnducted an exit meeting with
members of the SCE staff and mmmynant at the SOtK;S site. During the exit
meeting the team summarizeu the inspectica findings and observations. 'Ihe
following individuals were present.

!;outhern California Edisgn
H. Morgan, Vice President and Site khnager
J. Reilly, Manager of Nuclear Ergineering and Construction
H. Newton, Manager, dit 0 Support Services
B. Katz, Manager, N-lear Oversight
R. Rosenblum, Mamge of NocAear Regulatory Affairs
.L. Rice, Manager, Material Support
R. McWey, Superybor. Ouppher Quality Assessment
D. Stonecipher, Supen'isor, Site Quality Control
F. Holts, Manager, Nuclear Proc.trement

: T. Herring, Supervisor, Procurnent Engineering (PE)
W. Frick, Supervisor, Assessment Engineering
J. Wimberly, Supervisor, Material Inspection Services
L. P7diey, Supervisor, PE Mechanical / Civil Group
R. Clift, Supervisor, PE Electrical / Controls Groupi

T. i N key, Supervisor, PE Technical Evaluations
S Kraus, Supervisor, Nuclear Procurement
G. Gibson, Super',isor, Generic Licensing Section
S. Brown, Superv.por, Contract Develop e t;

| C. Anderson,ytcurement Engineering
j J. Walderhaug, Licensi g Engineer

L. f%npoy, Licensing Engineert

Hanmons, Supplier Audits- n.

!
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-M. Marzec, Material Support
K. Beagle, Material Coottiinator
E. Rinard, Supervisor, Warehouse Operations

.

Nuclear Pmulatory nomission
D. Matthews, Acting Deputy Director, Division of Reactor

Inspection ard Safeguards (DRIS), NRR
L. Norrholm, Chief, Vendor Inspection Branch (VIB), NRR
U. Potapovs, Section Chief, VIB, NRR
D. Kirsch, Chief, Reactor Safety Branch, Region V
R. McIntyre, Team Leader, VIB, NRR
S. Alexander, B2 ard Test Engineer, VIB
L. Campbell, Reactor Engineer, VIB
B. Rogers, Reactor Engineer, VIB
W. Wagner, Reactor Ergineer, Region V

Qther Personnel
B. Bradley, Senior Project Manager, IEFARC
D. Douglass, QA, Arizona Public Service
G. Wooley, Manager, Procurement QA, Washington

Public Power Supply System (hTPSS)
B. Van Erem, Supervisor, Procurement Engineerirg, WPPSS
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2 1 w c// n NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION.

iL * 7. I WACHINGTON, D. C. 205$5

%,.[[U [/~ Mi f*

- March 19,1992*...+

| Docket No. 99901119

Mr. Brij M. Unrteey, President
Spectnn Technologies USA, incorporated
133 Wall Street
Schenectady, New York 12305

Dear Mr. Enttmy:

SUB3DCT:
COMERCIAIrGADE DEDICATlGi PROGRAM hmalCH AT amucJ4
TECENOIDGIES (NRC hmnCN xudcr 99901119/92 4)1)

We are forwartling the report of a omnarcial-grade (CG) conpanent dedicaticn
inspection perforrned frun March 2 through 5,1992, at Spectrum 7bctinolcgies
USA (Spectrum). Schenectady, New York, involvhg activities authorized by
10 CFR 21. The Nuclear Regulatory &=imic.) (NRC) staff frun the Vendor
Inspection Branch of the Office of Nuclear bactor Regulaticn corducted the
inspection. An exit meeting was held en March 5,1992, during which we
dimwwi the _ team's findings with you.arrl weNrs of your staff. j

Areas examined during the inspecticn are di e n=ai in the enclosed copy of our
inspection report. The inspection team assessed the a^wmq of Spectnzm's
dedication prcgram for gaalifying CG equipment for use in safesty-related
aplications in nuclear power plants. She inspection consisted of a selective
review of relevant procedures, representative rhGs, CG equipment being
dedicated for safety-related aplications, and interviews with ergineerirg andtechnical support staff.

The team considered Spectrum's dedicatica pregram for qualifyirg CG rolded
case circuit b~akers (McCBs) and Agastat relays to be cyenerally acceptable.
Certain strengths *mre identified in the areas of responding to zioent

. traceability probler:s, organizaticn of dedicaticn <M= ants, and staff
interface on quality assurance issues. However, findirgs were identified with
regard to the irplementation of the Spectrum cpality naannance pwp.aru. Ibr 4

.

exs;y le, Spect_nn failed to address the guutare trippirg of the
instantaneous magnetic trip furction of KIB's in their acceptance testprocedures. Specific findirgs and references to the pertinent requiremerta
are identified in the enclosed Noti iof Violaticn and Notice ofNonconfomance. j

Pursuant to the provisions of 10 CFR Part 2.201, you are recpired to submit to
this office within 30 days of your receipt of this Notice of Violaticn, a
written statement of explanation for each violation. However, durirq the
inspection the team noted that action had been taken by you to wwt the
identified violations ard to prevent recurrerce. Ocnsequently, to reply to
the violations is reqaired. However, ytm are requested to provide a written
statement in accordarce with the instncticns specified for the ercicsed
Notice of Nonconformance.
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Mr. Brij Bharteey -2-
|

|

The response requested by this letter aN1 erclosed Natice of Ncrc:nforrarce
are not subject to the clearance procedures of tJw Office of Haragccent ard
Ibdget as reg.lircd by the Paperwork Reduction Act of 1980, Public Law
No. 96-511. In accordance with 10 CFR Part 2.790 of the NRC's " Rules of
Practice," a copy of this letter ard its enclosures will be placed in the
NRC's Public N m nt Room.

Shculd you have any questions concerning this inspectico, we will be pleased
to dimmn them with you.

Sincerely, q

(
'

f ,I

fA L -

Inif ' . Norrholm, Chief
Verrbr Inspecticn Brandi
Divisico of Reactor Inspection

and Safeguards
Office of Nuclear Reactor Pegulaticn

Enclosures:
1. Notice of Violation
2. Noti of Nonconfc'mncei

3. Inspection Report 99901119/92-01
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INCIOSURE 1

ICTICE OF VIOIATICt!
,

.

Spectnrn Technologies USA, Incorporata:1 - Docket No. 99901119Schenectady, New York 12305 Report No. 92-01

i

Durity the ib: lear Regulatory NMicn (NRC) otmeercial-grade ugur.:in.
dedication inspection corxtA*ed frun March 2 thruxp 5,1992, violaticas of
NRC requirements were identificu. In accordance with the " General State-
taent of Policy ard Procedure for NRC Enfuivemud, Acticns," 10 CFR Part 2,
AppeJdix C (1992), the' violations are listed below:

A. Section 21.21, " Notification of failure to ocuply or existence of a
defect ard its evaluation," of 10 GR Part 21, states,. in part, that '

;

each irdividual, corporation, partnership, or other entity subject to
the regulations in this part mast ariopt aipu.yriate precedures to
eraluate deviations ard failures to cmply in all cases within 60 daysof discovery.

Cbntiary to the above, Spectrum '1bchnolcgies USA, Irw untedu(Spectnn), failed to irxwy.u. ate into its s uculares the time limit for
notification ard other new requiremenls that are specified in the
current revision of 10 GR Part 21, chted July 31, 1991 (92-01-01).

This is a Sevarity level V violaticn (Supplement VII).
B. Section 21.6, "Postirg requirements," of 10 CPR Part 21 rup. tires, in

part, that irdividuals ard corporaticns pcst current copies of 10 QR
Part 21, Section 206 of the Energy Reorganization Act of 1974, and its
procedures adopted to inplement 10 GR Part 21.

Contrary to the above, Spectrun failed to post a current ocpy of 10 GRPart 21, dated July 31. 1991. (92-01-02).

'Ihis is a Severity Invel V violation (Suppleent VII).

1
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Pursuant to the prwisions of 10 CPR Part 2.201, you are required to an*mit to
this: office within 30 days of your receipt of-this Notice, a written staternent
of- explanation for eact) violation. - Howe'ar, & Iring the iWir=1 the team
noted thst action had been taken by you to mad the identified violations ,

and to prevent recurrence. Consequently, no ruply to these violaticrs is .

*

required.;

.

,

,

4

Dated at RcxSaille, Muy.l.md ,

4

this (pday of Ha vd,,1992.

2
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DCWGURE 2
|

)
| ICTICE OF furiNFmMANCE
|

Spectrun 'Ibchnologies USA, Incorporated Docket No.: 99901119
Schenectady, Nw York Brport No.: 92-01

Durirq a Nticlear Rcqulatory Occtaissicn (NRC) trmwmial-grade (CU) umamt
dedication inspection conducted from Marth 2 throtqh 5,1992, at Spectrun
'Ibchnologies USA, Incorporated (Spectrun), Schenectady, New York, the
inspection team determined that certain activities were not cerducted in
accortiarce with NRC requirements. Ihese requirunents were contractually
irposed by licensees' purt:hase orders to Spectrun. '1he IGC has classit.ed
these itens as nonconformances to the Inquirunents of Title 10 of the Cbde of
Federal Rrnulations, Part 50 (10 CFR Part 50),14pendix B.

.

A. Criterion V, " Procedures, Instructions, ard Drawirgs," of 14pendix B to
10 CFR Part 50 requires, in part, that activities affectirq quality be
prescribed by cocumated instructions or sv;=dures of a type
apprtpriate to the cir:u:: stances.

1. Spectrun Acaeptance Test Prcoedure, AP9200120/1 oczamits to
National Electrical Manufacturers Associatico (ND%) Standartis
Publication /No. AB4-1991, "Gt h lines for Inspection ard
Preventive Maintenan::e of Malded Case Citulit Breakers Used in
Ccrrercial and Industrial Applicaticns." ND% AB4-1991 requires a
current to be applied up to 5% belw the breakel'a lower toleranse
limit of the manufacturer's published instantaneous trip rarge to
verify that the breaker does not trip at a current lower than the
instantaneous range.

Chntrary to the above, Spectrun Accegface Test Procedure,
AP9200120/1 dated February 20, 1992, for the dedicaticn of CG
rolded case circuit breakers (PCCBs), did not address the
pre:aature trippirg of the ire ataneous magnetic trip furction
for these breakers. This procedure was being used to dedicate CG
MCCBs for use in safety-related applicatirns at the Fewaunee
Nuclear Station (92-01-04).

2. Paragraph 13.4 of Section 13, "Hanilirg, Storage and Shipping,"
of Spectrun's Quality Assurance Muual (QAM), Revisicn 3, dated
March 31, 1988, states in part, that storage of itans shall be
corducted in accordance with established instructions or
procedures specified by Spectrun Techrolcgies.

Section 2.2 of Spectrun's QAM comits to the requirements of
Arcrican National Standard Institute (ANSI) N45.2, " Quality
Assurarce Requirenents for Nuclear Power Plants." ANSI N45.2.2-
1972 Section 6.1.2, "Invels of Storage," requires, in part, that
level B storage items shall be provided with uniform heatirg and
terperature control or its equivalent, to prevent condensation and
corrosion. Iavel B items incitrie switcigear crx:pcotets such as
breakers.

1
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Cant.rary to the abcna, Spcctzurn Quality Asmarance Proosdaro
13/001, 'twekagi.rg, ILutiling, Stm,nge, an1 Shippirx;,a ywz icn o,

,

l datal Jarniry 22, IM8, did fut Ekiress twatisq ard teape. cat 21tv
omtrol rtq11rtments for Spectnnn's leml D storage (92-01-C1) .

Pleaw ptwMe a written statsent or explanation to the Unitcd States thclear
Tvg11atorf 0:ntdssicri, ATIN: Docunent Control Desk, Wathirgton, D.C. 20555
with a ocyf *o the Chief, Verder Impcction thanch, Division of Twoctor
Inspection L 1 Safeguartis, Office of Ibcluir Thsetor Engulation, within
30 dayn of the date of the lette.r trarcanitting this Notice of Ikrxxnformvco.
Ihis reply rJould ce clearly rarkod an a "Peply to a .v tloo of Iksconfornvce"o
ard rAca21d incity'e for each .unexrifornance: (1) a de,teripticn of stqu that
lave txen or will be talan to conw:t these itar.s (2) a descriptien of stqu
that have been c'r will be taken to pzvvent rtcurrence; hrd (3) the cistes ytur
corrective acticns ard preventive reasures were or will be otrpleted.

:

Dated at,Rockville, Kyylard
this jc;" day of ,qc, g 1992.

2
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D3CIIWRE 3
U. S.10C11%R REfUIATUN 00HLSSIO1
OFFICE OF IUC1 tnt RT>clut RIDUIATIQi

DIVISIQi OT EFJCICR DISPILTIQi Ab'D SAfl%11ARDS

G m i1ZATIQl SPILT 10M 2D3DOIDGIIS LTA, D3CDRIORA1TD
SOIDJDCTADY, NIH YORK

REIUtr 130. : 99901119/92-01

CORTI |SiagralCE Mr. Brij H.1*wtrxry, President
AI1TESS: Sixx:trta Technologies (GA, Incorporated

133 Wall Street
Schencctady, llev York 12305

G M TI2XrIC W L Mr. Bri) M. Ihartocy, President
(X2 M Cr: (518) 382-0056

10CTAll TNDUS'IRY Dedicariati of cxmcrcial grade (OG)
ACTIVTrt: cxrporents for cafety-related applicaticos. g
UGFDCTIcti Kirch 2-5 19p
CmDUCTII: '

}18r73
It .oajAA~ r /8 $4SIGED: e' '

h. Moist,1Ya Inader / Inte
cadtis Inspoctis,n SocLion No. 2
'crdor Inspection Branch (VIB)

011M1 DGPECIORS: Joseph J. Petztnino, VIB

yygn.. ( - Y <~ W-

Anil S. Gauttam,' .Mtirg (blef thte
. nctive Inspection Section 13o. 2
Verrior Inspection Brarch

INSPECTIQi IPSD3: 10 CIT Part 21 and 10 CTR Part 50, Appenilx B

DGFDCTIOi SCOPE: Ib assma the adagwicy of Spectrum Tedunicgies USA,
Inzrporatal (Spectrum), dedication program for
cpalifyirq OG electrical cryilnent for use in safety-
related applications in nuclear p,cwer plants; choerve
testirg o" nolded case circuit breakers (McCas)
perfornxx1 by Spectrum; and twiew Spectrum's
corrective action for prWious inspection firdirgs.

l'IAlfI SITE Wmerous
APPLICAh1 LIT /:
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1.0 INSPfXTICt1 SWNC

1.1 Vndatiqm

1.1.1 Contrary to Soction 21.21, "!)otificatico of 1' allure to cop 1}' or
existenne ( J a defect and its evaluation," of 10 CIR Part 21, Sprttun f allcd
to incorporato into its procadare titled, "Part 21 Iwportity," Yuwision 3,
dated lurch 31, 1988, the tilne llJnit for notification and othr row
rcquirwents specificd in the corrrat rrnicien of 10 CPR Part 21, datcd July
31, 1991 (Violation 92-01-01, see sectic413.4 o" this Itport) .

1.1.2 Contrary to Scx. tion 21.6,"Poctirn Itquircronts," Spcctrun failcd to
past a current copy of 10 CIR Part 21. dated July 31, 1991 (Violation
92 -01-02, see section 3.4 of this report) .

1.2 florconfgnwry

1.2.1 contrary to Criterion V, "Insttuctions, Proacdures, and Drawings," of
4perdix B to 10 CIR Part 50, Spectrun's Qaality Assurance (CA) Pnrc. dure.
13/001, "Packagirn, llanilirg, Storage, ard Shirpiin," Pcvision 0, dated
January 22, 1988, did not adimss heatiry Nd testperature crmtrol requitutents
for Spectrun's icvel B storage (Nonconforininac 92-01-03, cae sec. tion 3.3 of
this report).

1.2.2 Ccntrary to Criterion V, " Instructions, Proootares, ard Drawirgs," of
Alpendix B to 10 CFR Part 50, bToctrun's Aootptance 'Ibst Procedure,
AP9200120/1 for Jcb 11umlyar JN9200120, Revision 0, dated Februar'/ 20, 1992, for
the dodication of ccretorcial-grad 3 (CD) 14CCDs, did not ailrcss the prumture

' trirping of the instantaneous mgnetic trip furetion for thoce btMers. '1his
pIvoodure was boirn used to dcdicato CU HCX.Ts for ,3 in safety-related

applications at the F4vaunce Ifuclear Station (Norn..iformnoe 92-01-04, soo
section 3.2.1 o' this report).

2.0 STA'1US OF IREV100S DISPEC'llON FTND1ES

2.1 lipnconformnce 99901112L8J)-01-Q1 (Cics;sil,

11onconfornunce 88-01-01 stated that contrary to Criterion VII, " Control of
Purchased Material, Equipment, ard Services," Spectrum did rot verify the
validity of certificates of confomuro Irceived frun Westirghause Electric
Supply (WESCO), of Albany, Ncv York, for 250 cirtuit breakers sold by Spoctrum
to the Pcat Dottm liuclear Ituer Plant (Ibach Bottm) . Also, Spectrun did
rot verify if the bIrakers sold to Ihsch Bottan were new, as ri.qaired by the
licensee's purchase order to Spectrum ard by Spoctrun's put:hase crWtr to

$hTSCO.

Durity this inspection, the team revicved sclective dodication packages ard
confizud that inplcentation of Spectrum's test procedurts would detect
refurbished equipment. In addition, the team confirined that each package
reviewed had adoquate docunentation to support traceability of the circuit
breakers to the original cquipment tanufacturer (ODi) . No further concerna
were identified.

2
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3.0 INSITCI'10ti FINDU3GS AND C71HD1 OctNINIS

3.1 D1 trance ard INit3MtiD35.

Darirq the entrance rooting on liirdi 2,1992, tM IEC inspectors discussed .ae
coopo of tM inspection, outlined areas of concern, ard establishcd interfacts
ML npoetrum's rarngenent atd staff. At the o:xrlusion of tM inspection cn
; y M 5,1992, the inspcctors surnarized their finiings ard correrns, ard

m .un's rarngcrent and staff ackrowlodged this infornatjcn.'

3.2 Dedication Protiram for OG Cmponents.

7he team asscocod the adequacy of Spectiun's dodication prtgram for qualifying
03 electrical equipmrat for use in safety-related applicatims in ruclear
pcuer plants. 7ho IEC irspectors twiewcd selectrd elenants of the ckdicaticn
program ard the implenentation of this program at the Spectzun facility.

The team reviewod the dodication of CI3 MCCDs ard Agastat relays, relevant test
procedares and records for MOCDs, storage of equipnere., ard training of
personnel.

The tem twiewed a sample of Soectrun's 03 ocmponent dodicatico Mckages, aM
verified conforrance with MC Icqulations erd irdustry practicos. Good
organization of docu:nents in the dodication pckages was roted.

'Iho team reviewd narkings, dirensicos ard ocnf?guratienc of the }EDs ard
relays. The team confirred that Spoctrun had adequate hwmtaticn to
provide proof of traceability of celected MCCDs to the ODi, ard valid
certificates of conforrance frun the OD4. The tnam reviewed receipt
insption perfonned by Spectrun for selected breakers ard relays ard

,

determincd that the receipt irspection was acceptable. 7 M team also noted !
that Spectrun had resporded to traceability pnablan with the Igastat 7000
series relays aM had informed the IUC of a potentially generic issue. The
team consideied this a strength.

The torn reviewcd a selection of Spectrun's irdoctr.iratico records ard
caducted discussions with Spectrun staff regarding the frequency of
irdoctrination ard the methcdolcgy enployod. The team cbtennined that
Spectrun enployees had receivcd an initial CA program indoctrination. The
team also rotM that good interface existed be%een Spectrum's unnagement ard
support staff. For exaqple, weekly noctings were held anong staff to discuss
quality asralrarco issues.

In general, the inspectors fourd the Spectrun CG dMication piteram to be
acceptable. Hcuever, certain findligs were identified and are described in
Sections 3.2.1 through 3.4 of this report.

3
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| 3.2.1 Dedication 1bstirrt of CG WIDs.

%e team observod the dedication ttstiJg of selected FOCE,. Spectrun stated
that it prepared a new test procoduru for each purchase order of POCDs so as
to customize the test pitccdure for the type of brater bairn suppliod. %e
test procodutto incitdod criteria lor the testing of therral trip, insulation
resistarm, operat129 ard instantaneous trip ratirgs. All tests weru required
to be ynrfotud in accordance with National Electrical Manufactuturs
Association (ND%) AIM-1991.

We Imc team selected thrue samles of Westirghause 480 volt crrretrial-grade
15xBs that were schodulul for testirg by Spoetrun. We sanples irritdod:

(2) - 1 pole, Type DID1015, 45 arpers FECDs
(1) - 3 pole, Type D1D3100 300 anpore MOCB

hese breakers were being supplied by Spectrun to Wisconsin public Service for
use in safety-related applications at the Ftvaunce Nucicar Station.

Durirg their ruview, the team noted that the Spectzun Acceptance Test
Procedure AP9200120, Revision 0, dated Febmary 20, 1992, did not address the
prenature trippirg of breakers. 'Ihis was contrary to HD% AIM-1991 which
required a current to be applied up to 5% belcw the breaker's icwor tolerance
limit of the manufacturer's published instantaneous trip rarge to verify that
the breaker did not trip at a current lower than the instantaneous rarge. We
inspectors were concemcd that the potential trippirg of a bmaker outside the
lower limit of its trip rarye could cause a loss of coordination in accident
mitigatirq circuits at the F4vaunce plant. On further evaluation, the team
detennined that Spectrun had performcd ecklitiornl tests which applied
appropriate currents in the instantaneous rarge, ard that these tests
denenstrated that prematurn instantarv30us tri pirq would rut occur for thet
sample of breakers tested.

We team noted two additional acceptance test pruarrtutts (for 'Ibxas UtiliticL
Electric Campany ard Northern States Ptuer Ctmpany) which also did rot ackiress
the prematurn trippi19 of br akers. We team alsc noted that none of the test
procxdures addresscd the current application rethcd (run up or pulse) used
during the testiry of the breakers. To mitigate the team's concems, Spectrun
took immediate corrective action to modify its prugwu ard ailruss prematurn
trippirq. Spectrum charged its acceptarco test prucoduits to ack1russ
instantaneous trip tests for both adjustable and non-adjustable therral-
mgnetic ard nagnetic breakers, ard noted in its procedures that the pulse
method was to be used when corducting the instantaneous trip test
(Nonconfortrance 92-01-04).

%e tehm alue observed that Spectrun's Acceptance 'Ibst Pruoeduru AI9200120,
Revision 0, required the application of 6000 anperos to the Westirghcuse Type
HI3015 MCCDs durirg the instantaneous trip test. %is current was much higher
than the MCCB's upper tolerance instantaneous trip rating of 1050 arperts.
We inspectors roted that even though the HOCDs had an interruptirg capacity
of 14000 anperes, the application of 6000 arperes could untmmrily stress
the breakers. After discussions with we oui, Spcrtrun confirmed that the

4
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breakers would not be damgod if 6000 arperes were applied. Ilowwer, Spectnnn
agrecd to revise the acceptance test precoduru to reflcct the applicatico of a
lower current within the tolerances of the HOCB3. llo further corcerm weruidentificd.

3.2.2 LCMtat 7000 Serjes Pelaya.

%e ISC mviewod the dodication of CG Igastat Itdel 7000 electrical relays.
Agastat lidel 7000 rulayu are mnufactured by the Amrace Corporatico
(Amerace), Livingstcn,13cw Jersey. In 1990 Spth orderud six Agastat Model
7032 PBB 03 relays frm a WESCD office, in Albiny, New York. WC300 ordered
the relays frm an authorizcd Amerace distributor, Ctotrol Ottponents Sumly
(CC3), Short Hills,11ew Jeruey. Spectnru planned to dedicate the CU mlejsfor safety-relatrd applications.

Spectrum noted that the relays supplied to thm did rot have prcpertraceability to the ODi. Based on discussions with the ODi, Spoetrum
subscquently identified that modifications had been mde to tM relays ard
that these modifications weru not reflectcd on tM nameplate labels.

Spectrum inforined the IRC staff of this prthlcu. Ctnsequently, the imC staff
corducted several meetirgs with Ameraoe ard OCS representatives during the
period of October 1991 throtqh January 1992. Amrace stated that it allowed
its authorizcd distributors (AI13) to make field nodificaticm to CG releys to
moet their customer requirunents. Modifications included chargiry the
electrical coil module for different voltage level applicaticos, addity or
changirg the electrical contact asocebly nodule, ard chargiry the time
duration disc ard wafer. Amrace stated that, if an AD nodificd a OG Agastat
model 7000 relay, the AD was suppcced to install a new nameplate label with
the serial number (S/N) prefixed by an F. We Imc mtcd that the six subject
relays sumlicd to Spectrum had bcon disassembled, malified, ard Imsscmblcd
by CCS but that the new labels affixed by 003 did not aantain the required F
prefix. However, the Imc staff also noted that prior to January 1992, Amrace
had rot formlly required its ADa to use the F prefixed labels.

Amrace statcd that before fimi calibraticn, test, ard acceptance of the 7000
series relays, Amrace heat stabilized each relay in an electrical ecovection
oven for 4 hours. mis heat stabilization was performed to mle the timirq
disc with the ceramic timing wafer to prevent timing drift, ensure repeat
accuracy, and to stress relieve all non-metallic parts. We 10C noted that
the six subject relays supplied to Spectnrn had their timing discs charged by
CCS; hcwever, them was no evidence of the ralays beirg It-stabilized by the
AD. An information notice is beirq issued by the NRC titled, " Distributor
}tdification To Certain Comnercial Grade Igastat Elcctrical Relays," to
adiruss these concerns.

Durirg their current review, the team examined three CG Agastat relay test
speciens to determine if any speciman had been modified by an AD ard if
prtper traceability existed. One specimen was a CD Igastat Series 7000 relay
lbdel 7024 PD, S/li 88411041. mis relay was procured for Virginia Electric
ard Power (VEP) Ctrpany, Purchase Order (PO) llo. CITT 309853, dated October 7,
1988, for use in safety-relatcd applicatioru at the Surry Ptuer Station. %c
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team's review of Spoctntm's 1988 dodication package ruvoaled that Spoctnn lad
failed to ensure traceability to the OIN. 'Ibe S/N cn the label irdicated tint
the Inlay was mnufactured during the 41st veck of 1988, and that it was the
1041st relay that was mnufactumi during that week. Upon ecrgnrincn of the
starped Atteraoa dato codes cn the relay, the team detemined that the relay
was actually ranufacturtd during the 28th week of 1988, and that it ind been
m:dificd by an AD after Imving the Amerace facility. ikuever, this relay did
not exhibit any evidonoe regarillrg the type ard exttnt of mxilficaticos, ror
did the relay have a F prefix en its mmeplato laim1.

'Iho team aloc, roted that Spectrum's Qualification 'Ibst Piport (Q1R) llo.
8800150, dated October 14, 1988, for the soitnic qualification of the relays,
identified problem with the accuracy of the tesW.d relays. h trport stat 44
that one of each rodel of Igastat relay noiraically tested at the Ontario
Itydro Imboratory, Camda, had crorated "at less than the pre-set value of 5.0
records at the charge of stata durirg the seirnic evet." Spoetrum lad
identified this as a testire armaly.

Based on the discreparries of dato codes starpod on the relays and the seismic
test armaly, the IEC inspectors wre concemcd that the 35 relays suppliai by
Spectna to Surry as Class 1E relays had the potential of not perfomirg their
inteMcd safety R1rrtions. Spectnn discusscd this hatter with VEP ard
inform 33 the team that VEP had written a ntnoonformance report (lKP)
No. 88-102, dated 11avmber 10, 1998, due to the test ancmCies identified in
Spctnn's QIR 8800150, ard that VEP had corcitdod in the !KR that these
relays were to be used only in ron-Class 1E applicaticos. No further concerns
were identified.

3.3 Storace of Snare Partq.

111rian a tour of the Spectnn facility, the team ch. .= vcd a rocn designated
for storage of Spectnn's qualification test spacinens, rpara parta and
equiptent beirg dodicated for safety-related applications. This room was
1ccated in the hymnt of the facility. 'IhG team WaS conocrned because this
rtam did rot contain any heatirg, coolirq, or humidity ocntrol.

Spectnn provided the team a copy of their Quality Assurance Procedure (CAP)
13/001, " Packaging, Ihrdlirg, Storage, and Shippirg," Pavision 0, dated
Januarv 22, 1988. 'Ihe inspectors noted that Spectnn's GAM Vas cxrtnitted to
ANSI N45.2, "Cuality Assurance Requirements for Nuclear Ibwer Plants."
Section 6.1.2, "IcVels of Storage," of NZSI N45.2.2-1972, states, in part,
that environmental conditions fcr item classified as Levels A, B, C, and D,
shall met requinrents as describod: Imel B items shall be prwided with
uniform heating ard temperature control, or its equivalent, to prevent
condensaticn ard correcion. Mininum tenperature chall be 40 degroos
Fahrenheit (F) ard maximum temparature shall be 140 degroes F.

'Ihe team roted that Invel B item included switchgur cxarponants such as
breakers arri relays. h team concludcd that Spoctaum's QAP 13/001 failed to
incitdo the heatiry ard temperature control nxluirments of this AGI
stardard, for Invel B items (Nonconforwnoe 92-01-03).

6
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3.4 10 CTR Part 21 D231tu m i_h me m .

The t aam ctccrved that Spcctrum had not pcsted tM curttut, July 31, 1991,
revision of 10 CFR Ibrt 21 in its facility, and Md also failed to crcure that
Spcetrum's 10 CFR Part 21 procadtuu enocupassed all of the requirerents of tM
July 31,1991, mvi.slon of 10 CIR litrt 21.

Spectrun stated that it was not aware that a rys revisicn to 10 CFR Part 21
lud bcon issued but that it hac| recnivod a ccpy of 1&C informtico rotico
(ni) 91-39, "Reportirg of Infcas ard fiorxxrpliarces," ard hui postal a ocpy
of the 10 CFR Part 21 rcgulatico that was orcicsod in this informticn retice.
The team retal that Ill 91-39 was imuad on June 17, 1993 by the IEC's Office
of 17dclear Material Safety crd Saftyuartis (10GS) ard that this rutioe was
issued for ard acidresad to IUC mterial li nsees rugulated by !#GS.
Spoctrum had iroorrectly assumr.d that Ili 91-39 incitxkd a new revisicu of 10
CFR Part 21.

Spectruu agrood to take imnediate corrective action. 7 hey prwidad the tan
with a reviscd 10 CFR 21 postiry ard procedure. 7he !GtC team fourd the
corrective action appropriato (Violaticro 91-01-01 ard 91-01-02) .

3.5 Jgtgmn Yokoaawa OctTomtion Controllers.

Spoctrun rotified tM !!RC 11/ a Deocricr 23, 1991, letter of a "deviaticn"
iderf.ified to than 17y Jchnscri Yokogawa Corporation (JYC) . JYC is the 0D4 for
Yokcgan pro 7rammable irdicatirn cmtrollers (PICS). The deviaticn oorcernod
CG PICS pitx:urtd ard dcdicated by Spectrun for safety-rulatal aplications in
the Sequoyah nuclcar power plant. Spectrum's * tter to the IEC had stated
that the problem was limited to Yokcgawa's YS-80 series M:: del SIIC

a 281*F/ MIS /lRE/lfIB.

The deviation identifiod by JYC cancerncd the potential of a locoe electrical
connection between an electronic chip and its sccket. The PIC receives input
frun a read only rrmory (TCH) MnWad in a chip that is pltrncd into a la
socket. The Im socket is 1ccatrd on one side of C a PIC. The IW chip
socket is designcd to capturn the pins of the chip with sprirn prucsuru
applied by the occket's wear plate blades. JYC statal that the material used
for the wear plate blades did not have sufficient sprire characteristics to
adequately secure the diip in the Im socket on the ideredfied Yokcgawa PICrodels. As a result, intennittent electrical contact betvoen the Im chip ard
104 sccket could occur. Synptces of this condition are as folicws:
1. The " fall" lamp lights and check code ntmbers "10," "00," and/or "04"will be displayed.

An instrument my operate as if it is receiviry input, even tlough the2.
digital inout is ret, or is beirq intermittently, receivcd.

3. The trouble pherx:neJon Cculd dif fer de[Cidity Cn the p1Tgram in the IM.

Spectrum told the team that JYC had not wx3e an assestment of any gereric
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| cancem. To address imC carcorm in this area, Spectnn telephcnod JYC during
'

the inspect.4cn and was informd bf JYC that the probim affectni other PIC
wxiels includirg SIM*E, SIDE, SDE*E, and SPIR *E. JYC also told Sprtnn
that the SIME nodels wurn the only PICS boiry unai in Class 1E applicatf.ans.

'Ihe lac staff was also infomed of this probim by Nutherm Intermticml
Ircorpomtad (NII) on Februuy 3,1992. NII's letter containod informtion
similar to that prtnidad by Spactrun, with the c>.oeption that NII's Ictter
identified an additional PIC martel, SIM-271*E, as haviry the sane prtbim.
'1he IEC will ocntinue to Inview this deviaticn with JYC.

4.0 PERX2 DEL 00tTI%CTED

Socctnm 'Ibchroloc11es

+*B. Iturtoey, President
++B. Willis, Cuality Assurance Kruger

A. Sidghiany, Test 'Ibchnician
C. Hicks, Actirg Mara;per of Inspection & Test
D. Yallman, Consultant
P. Womer, Qualificaticn Engineer
W. Allen, United controls (Telephanically)
P. VanDenheuvel, Wisconsir. alblic Servico Cbrporaticn

(Scurto Inspector)

Itaclear Paiulatory Camirsign

* A. Gautam, Axity Section Chief, VIB, NRR, IRC

Attended the exit meeting*

+ Atterxied the entrarm meetiry
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$ ,i NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION,

g WASHING 10N. D C. 2tr65 ,

,

'v e.** March 26, 1992

Docket No. 99901226

Mr. Rubin Feldman, President
Thermal Science, Incorporated
2200 Cassens Drive
St. Louis, Missouri 63026

SUBJECT NRC INSPECTION REPORT 99901226/91-01

Dear Mr. Feldman:

This letter addresses the December 16-20, 1991, inspection of
Thermal Gelence, Incorporated (TSI) in St. Louis, Missouri. The !inspection was conducted by Messrs. R. C. Wilson and R. H. Moist |of this office. The inspection findings were discussed at the
conclusion of the inspection 'sith you and the members of your |staff identified in the enclosed report. The purpose of the |inspection was to review TSI's program for supplying Thermo-Lag

qfire barrier material for use in commercial nuclear power plants. '

Areas examined during the NRC inspection and our findings are
discussed in the enclosed report. This inspection consisted or
an examination of procedures and records, interviews with person-
nel, and observations by the inspectors. The inspection identi-
fled that the implementation of your QA program failed to meet
certain U.S. Nuclear Regulatory commission (NRC) requirements.
Specifically, your quality assurance procedures failed to specify
a requirement for measuring the minimum thickness and maximum
weight of prefabricated panels and conduit sections of Therno-Lag
fire barrier material. These measurements are important to
safety.because thin sections may not provide assured fire barrier
capability, and overweight sections could exceed cable tray and
conduit support capabilities. Although in only one case was a
maximum thickness specified in a purchase order, evidence was not
available to show conformance with this requirement. Maximum
thickness may be an important considoration in licensee ampacity
derating calculations.

-In addition, althoagh the inspection did not concentrate on
qualification tests, we found that your procedures did not
adequately specify controls over such tests, particularly
regarding incompleto definition of test specimen construction
and the role of Industrial Testing Laboratories, Inc. (ITL) in
observing tests performed by TSI. These concerns challenge the
validity of these tests and their use by NRC licensees in
verflying conformance with NRC requirements.
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Mr. Rubin Feldman -2- |

The specific findings and references to the pertinent require-
ments for the above nonconformances are identified in the
enclosed Notice of Nonconformance. . .

1

We were also concerned by the installation support provided by f
TSI to your customers. Although TSI trained installers and j

provided an installation guide, some licensees have reported !

installation deficiencies with Thermo-Lag materini in commercial I

nuclear power plants. These deficiencies resulted in inadequate
fire barriers and possible loss of redundancy in engineered
safety feature systems. Based on actual nuclear plant experi-
ence, the TSI position that customer-installation procedures
supplemented by general customer training should be sufficient to
ensure adequate installation of Thermo-Lag may not be correct.

The response requested by the enclosed Hotice of Nonconformance
is not subject to the clearance procedures of the office of
Management and Budget as required by the Paperwork Reduction Act
of 1980, Public Law No. 96-511. The inspection was restricted to
documents and personnel at TSI, and the inspectors did not review
any site documents or attempt to close any ongoing NRC reviews.

In accordance with 10 CFR Part 2.790 of the NRC's " Rules ofPractice," a copy of this letter and its enclosures will be
placed in the NRC's Pttblic Document Room.

Sincerely, qp ,

.

k &

Leif J. No rholm, Chief
Vendor Inspection Brr.ach
Division of Reactor ,*.spection

and Safeguards
Office of Nuclear Reactor Regulation

Enclosures:
1. Notice of Nonconformance
2. Inspection Report 99901226/91-01
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ENCLOSURE 1

NOTICE OF NONCONFORMANCE

Thermal Science, Incorporated Doc..et No.: 99901'276/91-01
St. Louis, Missouri 63026 *

Luring a U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commincion (NRC) inspection
conducted at Thermal Science, Incorporated (TSI) in St. Louis,
Missouri on December 16-20, 1991, the NRC inspection team de-
tercined that certain activities were not conducted in accordance
with NRC requirements that vero contractually imposed on TSI by
purchase orders from an NRC licensee. The NRC has classified
these items as nonconformances to the requirements of Title 10 of
the gode of Federal Reaulations, Part 50 (10 CFR Part 50),
Appendix B, Quality Assurance Program.

A. Criterion V, " Instructions, Procedures, and Drawings," of
Appendix B to 10 CFR Part 50 requires in part that activi-
ties affecting quality be prescribed by documented instruc-
tions or procedures.

Section E.1 of TSI's Nuclear Quality Assurance-(QA) Program
Manual, Revision X,' dated January 12, 1987, states that
documented instructions and procedures are provided to
prescribe all TSI. activities affecting QA.
Contrary to the above, TSI's documented instructions and
procedures used for purchase orders invoking 10 CFR Part 50,
Appendix B, did not require verification of the maximum
weight and minimum thickness of prefabricated panels and
'onduit sections during final inspection. (91-01-01)

B. Criterion V, " Instructions, Procedures, and Drawings," of
Appendix B to 10 CFR Part 50 requires in part that activi-
ties affecting quality be prescribed by documented instruc-
tions'and accomplished in accordance with the instructions.

,

'

Several instances were observed of the failure of TSI's
qualification testing to conform to Appendix B to 10 CFR
Part 50, including the following.

1. Section 6.1 of TSI's Nuclear QA Program Manual, Revi-
sion X, dated January 12, 1937, states that documented
instructions and procedures are provided to prescribe
all TSI activities artscting QA.

Contrary to the above, TSI's fire endurance qualifica-
tion test plans did not provide complete instructions
for fabricating the test specimens. Several dimensions
were not specified and instructions for filling joints

_ _ - _ - _ _ _ _ - _ - -
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vere not specific. (Test records provided as-built!

data for some but not all of this information.)
2. Section 13.4 of TSI's Nuclear QA Program Manual, Revi-

sion X, dated January 12, 1987, states that written
calibration procedures shall specify the method to be
used and the time interval between calibrations for
test equipment.

Contrary to the above, no documentation was found
specifying calibration of furnace thermocouplen used
for qualification testing of fire barrier specimens for
use in commercial nuclear power plants. ,/

/
3. Section 5.3 of TSI's Nuclear QA Program Manual, Revi-

sion X, dated January 12, 1987, states in part that the
requisitioning of services for use in nuclear safety-
related activitjes shall use the purchase requisitien
form, which shows information such as the applicable
regulations, codes, specifications and standards.

Section 5.6 of TSI's Nuclear QA Program Manual, Revi-
sion X, dated January 12, 1987, states that the pur-
chase order shall contain all pertinent and applicable
requirements listed on the purchase requisition.
Contrary to the above, TSI had no written contract with >

Industrial Testing Laboratories, Inc. (ITL), which
served as an independent obsersar for qualification
tests actually conducted by TSI. The TSI president
stated that only an oral agreement existed, which
specified rates but not scope cf work.

4. Section 19.4 of TSI's Nuclear Quality Assurance Program
Hanual, Revirion X, dhted January 12, 1987, states in
part that suppliers to TSI of services for nuclear
safety-related activit'es shall be audited as required
by the Manager cf Quality Assurance. The frequency of
such audits normally will be determined by the pur-
chased item's potential to adversely affect quality,
the complexity of the purchased item, the quantities
involved and the past performance of the vendor.

Contrary to the above, there was no record of audit of
Industrial Testing Laboratories Inc. to support their-

role in qualification testing of fire barrier material
and ITL was listed on TSI's Approved Vendor List based
only on experience. (91-01-02)

Please provide a written statement or explanation to the U. S.
Nue' ear Regulatory Commissjon, ATTN: Document Control Desk, Wash-
int,"an, D.C. 20555 with a copy to the Chief, vendor Inspection

2
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Branch, Division of Reactor Inspection and Safeguards, Office of
Nuclear Reactor Regulation, within 30 days of the date of the
latter transmitting this Notice of Nonconformance. This reply
should be clearly marked as a " Reply to a Hotice of Honcon-
formance" and should include for each nonconformance -(1) adescription of steps that have been or will be taken to, correct
these items; (2) a description of steps that have been or will be
taken to prevent recurrence; and (3) the dates your corrective
actions and preventive measures were or will be completed.

,

Dated at Rockville, Maryland
this ZG M day of Ha dx 1992

3
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ORGANIZATION: THERMAL SCIENCE, INCORPORATfD
ST. LOUIS, MISSOURI

REPORT NO.: 99901226/91-01

CORRESPONDENCE Mr. Rubin Feldman, President
ADDRESS: Thermal Science, Incorporated

2200 Cataens Drive
St. Louis, Missouri 63026

ORGANIZATIONAL Mr. Rubin Feldman, President
CONTACT: (314) 349-1233

NUCLEAR INDUSTRY Thermo-Lag fire barrier materials and related
ACTIVITY: installation training services

INSPECTION December 16-20, 1991
CONDUCTED:

bSIGNED: s

Richard C. Wilson, Team Leader Dato
Reactive Inspection Section No. 2
Vendor Inspection Branch (VIB)

OTHER INSPECTORS: Randolph H. Moist, VIB

_./2ecy 4 3/9 LAPPROVED:
db-Uhriq1.#'anDenburgh, Chief / D6tc

ReactYvF Inspection Secti on No. 2
Vendor Inspection Branch

INSFECTION BASES: 10 CFR Part 21, 10 CFR Part 50, Appendix B
nnd 10 CFR Part 50.48

1

INSPECTION SCOPE: To review Thermal Science, Inc.'s program for -

supplying Thermo Lag fire barrier materials ,

and related services for fire protection
applications in nuclear power plants

'

PLANT SITE Numerous.
APPLICABILITY:
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| 1 INSPECTION SUMMARY

1.1 Nonconformances

1.1.1 ll2ngpnformance 91-01-01 (Open)

Contrary to Criterion V, " Instructions, Procedurer, and Draw-
ings," of 10 CFR Part 50, Appendix B, Thermal Science, Inc.'s
(TSI's) documented instructions and procedures used for NRC
licensee purchase orders invoking 10 CFR Part 50, Appendix B, did
not require maximum weight and minimum thickness measurements of
prefabricated panels and conduit sections during final inspection
(Wonconformance 91-01-01. See Section 3.3 of this report).

1.1.2 Nonconformance 91-01-02 (Ocen)

Contrary to Critorion V, " Instructions, Procedures, and Draw-
ings," of 10 CFR Part 50, Appendix B, TSI failed to comply with
its documented instructions and procedures when conducting tests
intended to qualify fire barriers for commercial nuclear power
plants. (Nonconformance 91-01-02. See sections 3.4, 3.5, 3.7,
and 3.8 of this report.)

2 STATUS OF PREVIOUS INSPECTION FINDINGS

The NRC had not previously inspected TSI.

3 INSPECTION FINDINGS AND OTHER COMMENTS

3.1 Entrance and E:*it Meet 1DHE

In the entrance meeting on December 16, 1991, the NRC inspectors
discussed the scope of the inspection, outlined areas of concern,
and established interfaces with TSI's management and staff. In
the exit meeting on December 20, 1991, the inspectors discussed
their findings and concerns with TSI's management and staff.
3.2 Inggection Scope

TSI manufactures Thermo-Lag patented heat blocking and fire
retardant materials. Major applications include aerospace, oil
drilling, commercial nuclear reactors, and tank cars. TSI
employs between 50 and 100 personnel in a 60,000 square foot
building. Commercial nuclear power plant sales grew to about
half of TSI's business in the mid-1980s, and have declined to a
very low current level. Only the Thermo-Lag 330 product line is
supplied for commercial nuclear plants, usually in .he form of
panels or pre-cast conduit sleeves and trowelable mastic. TSI
performs on-cite training and certification of installation
personnel provided by the licensees. TSI also supplies firo

2
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endurance qualification and anpacity derating test reports, and
installation procedurcs manuals.

The NRC inspectors reviewed TSI's program for supplying Thermo-
Lag 330 materials and related services both generically and
against the requirements of numerous licensee purchase orders.
The inspection was restricted to documents and personnel at TSI,
and the inspectors did not review any site documents.

3.3 Manufacturina Process

TSI mixes Thermo-Lag 330 material in batches of 20,000 pounds
maximum, with 10,000 pounds typical. Material is mixed for
specific orders, rather than to maintain an inventory. Tests
performed on each batch of material include a drop test and a
mandrel bend test which verifies that a thin sample is essen-
tially cured within 72 hours at 77'F and 50 percent humidity.
The bulk material is loaded into drums or five gallon pails
labeled with batch tickets that are coded to show constituent
materials. TSI either ships the containets of material to a
plant site, or uses them to fabricate flat panels or preshaped
conduit sections.

The panels are cured in a large oven at 120 to 180*F for 15 to
30 days, based on in-process moisture measurements. The measure-
ments are performed on a sample of panels using TSI Test Pro-
cedure A-29, Revision O. A moisture content of less than ten
percent is required. Although the procedure's purpose states
that it applies to panel coatings, TSI's QC manager stated that
it is used for Thermo-Lag 330 panels. Numerous thickness meas-
urements are made after drying and before final QA acceptance
testing. High and low spots are corrected.

Minimum thickness limits for panels and conduit sections are
0.500 inch for a one hour fira rated panel and 1.000 inch for a
three hour fire rated panel. These thicknesses are intended to
provide the minimum mass of material necessary to ensure the fire
rating of the panel. Maximum thickness is not usually specified
in Purchase Orders (pos) and is not usually certified, even
though an overly thick section could affect ampacity deratings.
TSI provides customers a weight sheet dated June 7, 1986, with
guaranteed maximum weights for prefabricated conduit and panel
sections that can be used by the customer for seismic calcu-
lations (such as cable tray hanger load). The maximum weights

'*
for flat panels are 3.5 lb/fta for a one hour panel and 7.0
lb/ft* for a three hour panel. Minimum weights are not
guaranteed.

Thickness is verified using TSI Test Procedure A-33, Revision 0,
which specifies 18 measurements per panel. Weight is verified
using an unnumbered TSI test procedure titled " Panel Weight
Determination." Even though TSI performed thickness and weight

3

i
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meacurements to TSI test procedures, the NRC inspectorF found no
procedure requiring performance of the measurements. SI's
president and OC manager stated that they were not aware of any
TSI procedure that required that th;,Kness and weight measure-
monts be performed. These values aro important to safety because
thin sections may not provide assured fire barrier capability,
and overweight sections could exceed cable tray and conduit
support capabilities. Criterion V of 10 CPR Part 50, Appendix B
requires that activities affecting quality be prescribed by
documented instructions or procedures. For safety-related
procurements, TSI's failure to specify a requirement for per-
forming thickness and weight measurements is designated as
Nonconformance 91-01-01.

TSI's inspector signs off on the maximum weight and mininum
thickness verifications on a form titled, "Thermo Lag Prefab-
ricated Penel Q C Form." The material batch number and stress
skin lot number are written on the panels and on tags attached
to the panel stress skins.

The NRC inspectors reviewed shipping invoice No. 18802 under
Texas Utilitico (TU) Generating Co. Purchase Order (PO) No.
665-71071, Supplement 10, dated December 7, 1989, for Thermo-Lag
prefabricated panels without the normal stiffener ribs. TSI 6

,

personnel stated that panels without the ribs are intended for
use only when attached to steel structural supports in the plant,
where the stiffeninj capability of the ribs is not needed. No
records of other shipments of pancis without ribs were observed
by the inspectors.

The NRC inspectors asked about a " cure accelerator." The QA
manager advised that an accelerator is available which promotet,
early mechanical setup and is useful in cold weather. The
accelerator actually does not affect drying or curing. Like the
- Thermo-Lag 330 materials, it is water-based. TSI does not use
the accelerator in poured panels, but it can be used in spray or
trowel applications and has been provided to customers. TSI's QA
manager stated that an Underwriters Laboratories Inc. (UL) fire
test showed that the accelerator has no adverse effects. TSI
stated that UL fire tests also showed no problems with the
topcoat material that TSI provides for weather resistance. The
NRC inspectors did not review the UL test reports or form any
conclusions regarding the usn or effects of the accelerator.

The NRC inspectors asked how the six month she)" life is estab-
lished for bulk Theruo-Lag 330 material in containers. TSI's QC
manager stated that the bulk material's shelf life starts on the
day the material is shipped to the customer. The policy is to
not manufacture any material with shelf life limitations until a
customer order is received. TSI can perform thermogravimetric
analysis on samples returned by customers to determine if the
material is still usable, because the subliming material has a

4
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relatively low volatility temperature. TSI's Bills of Lading
specify that bulk material must be stored above 32*F and below
100'F at all times, and shipments are accompanied by a pail
containing a temperature recorder.

The NRC inspectors showed TSI's QA manager paragraph 6.6.6 of
TU's Comancho Peak nuclear plant procedure ECC 10.07, Revision 3,
dated March 5, 1989, regarding the plant's critoria for repair of
surface cracks or pinholes in prefabricated panels. The only
criterion listed was for the width of the defect, with no repair
required for less than 0.050 inch. Surface patching was speci-
fled for larger cracks or holes. There were no depth or length
criteria. TSI's QA manager could not provide a basis for this
procedure. He indicated that the paragraph needed more context
to be Meaningful, including the definitions for surface cracks
and pinhetes. The inspectors did not pursue this matter further.

3.4 Quality AssuraDge Proana

TSI'S Nuclear Quality Assurrnce (QA) Program Manual, Revision X,
dated January 12, 1987, governed its 10 CPR Part 50, Appendix D,
quality assurance program. TS1 Quality Control Operating Proco-
dures Manual, Revision X, dated September 22, 1986, implemented
and supported the Nuclear Quality Assurance Program Manual. The
implemonting procedures controlled activities affecting quality
during raw materials receiving inspection and the manufacture of
the Thermo-Lag 330 materials.

TSI han applied its Nuclear QA program to all Therac-Lag 330
materials shipped to commercial nuclear power plants, regardless
of what QA requirements were specified in the PO or whether the
procurement was by the licensee or by another party. TSI

=

personnel stated that the principal improvements related to the
nucitar QA program are care of manufacture, records, trace-
ability, and material purity. Although TSI's procedures make
provicion for procuring raw materials in accordance with 10 CFR
Part 50, Appendix B, TSI personnel stated that all of their
procurements have been commercial grade.

The HRC inspectors verified the implementation of TSI's QA pro-
gram by reviewing selected criteria from 10 CFR Part 50, Appendix
B, including nonconforming materials, identification and control
of materials, handling, storage and shipping of materials, con-
trol of measuring and test equipment, and control of purchased
materials. TSI did not manufacture any Therno-Lag 330 materials
during this inspection.

To verify traceability, the NRC inspectors selected batch numbers
from TSI Certificates of Conformance (COCs) for selected materi-
als (Thermo-Lag bulk material, pref abricated panels and conduit
sections) that were shipped to commerci.al nuclear power plants.
The NRO inspectors traced the batch numbers back to the batch

5
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mixes, incliJing the lot numbers of the raw materials used. The
NRC inspectors concluded that TSI had adequate quality control
records and procedures for demonstrating the traceability of raw
materials purchased from suppliers used in manufacturing Thermo-
Lag 330 material.

-

The NRC inspectors selected measuring and test equi [ ment that TSI
used to verify the adequacy of the purchased raw materials, batch
samples, and finished prefabricated panels (fire endurance test
instruments were not reviewed, except as noted in the next para-

. graph). The inspectors concluded that TSI's calibration program,
QC records, and procedures were adequate to perform and document
the testing. In addition, the NRC inspectors verified that the
calibration of measuring and test equipment was traceable to the
National Institute of Standards and Technology.

Tr.e NRC inspectors briefly addressed the calibration of thermo-
couples used in American Society for Testing and Materials (ASTM)
Standard E 119 fire endurance type qualification tests. The
thermocouples that monitor specimen temperature are replaced with
each specimen, and new units ata ebtained with current supplier
calibrations. However, the thermocoupler that monitor furnace
temperatures are never calibreted after installation and TSI has
no procedure specifying calibration. Since these chromelalumel
thermo<ouples arc exposed to flames reaching about 2000*F and
remain in the furnaces for years, their ability to maintain cali-
bration ic questionable. Criterion V of 10 CFR Part 50, Appendix
B requires that activities affecting quality be prescribed by
documented instructions or procedures. TSI's failure to maintain
calibration of the furnace thermocouples forms a portion of
honconformance 91-01-02.

The NRC inspectors asked how TSI controls the calibration of its
test and measuring equipment at nuclear power stations. The QC
manager indicated that TSI has no inspection function or accept-
ance function at any site; therefore, any TSI test and measuring
equipment at a site is not under TSI calibration control.

The NRC inspectors verified that TSI had a nonconformance program
in place. In addition, the NHC inspectors reviewed several non-
conformance notices and verified that TSI closed the notices on a
timely basis and took adequate corrective actions.

The NRC inspectors verified that TSI had 10 CFR Part 21 pro-
cedures in place and met tne posting requirements of 10 CFR
Part 21. No notifications had been submitted to TSI's clients.
Within the scope reviewed the inspectors did not identify an1
concerns with TSI's program for satisfying 10 CFR Part 21.

TSI's QA manager stated that about one dozen licensees had
audited TSI's QA program. The NRC inspectors reviewed records

6
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of audits that TU performed at TSI between 1982 and 1989. TU's
audits did not identify any majcr concerns with TSI's QA program.

TSI had not audited its material suppliers. TSI obtains commer-
cial COCs and perforus infrared spectroscopic analyses on all
lots of material purchased for Thermo-Lag 330 use. The NRC
inspectors verified that TSI had receiving records, QC reports,
and COCs for the lot numbers selected for subliming powder and
stress skin procurements. In addition, the NRC inspectors ver-
ified that a certified material test report from the mill was in
the data package for the lot number selected for the stress skin.

Based on the observations reported above and the file review of
Pos for six commercial auclear power plant sites, the NRC inspec-
tors concluded that TSI's QA program for supplying Thermo-Lag 330
material was adequate with the exception of the two nonconform-
ances cited in this inspection report.

3.5 Cittigper Purchase Order (PO) Paquiremq11tg

This section of the inspection report addresses PO contractual
requirements on T5I cs observed by the NRC inspectors, with the
exception of the on-site support requirements discussed in the
next section. The content of TSI's Certificates of Conformance
is also addressed.

The NRC inspectors reviewed records for all of the Pos in TSI's
files for Thermo-Lag 330 material for the following six commer-
cial nuclear power plant sites:

Callaway Nuclear Power Generating Plant
Comanche Peak Steam Electric Station
Perry Nuclear Power Plant
River Bend Station
Susquehanna Steam Electric Station
Washington Nuclear Project, Unit-2 (WNP-2)

Site selection was based primarily on Thermo-Lag site problems
reported in NRC Inspection Reports, NRC Information Notices and
Licensee Event Reports. The inspectors were also interested in
whether different PO QA criteria affected what TSI L1pplied, and

,

had asked TSI to prepare a list of plants that specified various
criteria includ.ing 10 CFR Part 50, Appendix B. TSI was unable to
complete the 31st by the end of the inspection, partly because a
typical plant file included either numerous Pos or numerous PO
change orders.

3.5.1 Commercial Grade PO Requirements

Procurements for the listed plants began between 1981 and 1984.
For four plants (all except Comanche Peak and WNP-2) the initial
procurements were by the architect-engineer or another contractor

*/

'
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to the licensee. By the mid-to-late 1980s all six licensees
were procuring directly from TSI. All of the procurements were
commercial grado except for Comanche Peak, where all of the Pos
reviewed (except those for on-site services) invoked 10 CFR
Part 50, Appendix B.

The typical PO covered both bulk material and prefabricated
panels and conduit sections. Certification that the materialnmeet specified criteria, including TSI's QA/GC program, was often
required. Material certifications are of limited value because
the qualification type tests covered fabricated installation
designs, not generic materials or the prefabricated panels and
conduit sections supplied by TSI. Other criteria that some POs e
specified are identified below in the COC discussion.

The Callawey nucicar plant provided an example of a requirement
for material certification. Daniel PO No. 7186-NS-87593, dated
February 7, 1984, invoked Bechtel Specification No. 10466-E-097,
" Technical Specification for Furnishing and Installation of Fire
Barrier Materials for the Standardited Nuclear Unit Power Plant
System (SNUPPS)," Revision 0, dated October 11, 1983. Section
4.1.b of the specification required the following: "Manufact-
urer's certification showing material has been tested and is
qualified for use as 1-hour and 3-hour rated barriers by the
applicable standards or codes."

The NRC inspectors also obtained a copy of a February 7, 1984,
letter to Daniel from TSI's national sales manager which stated:
"This will advise you that TSI's THERMO-LAG 330 Fire Barrier
Materials Systems meets (sic) all the prerequisites delineated in
the reference specification." The NRC inspectors also noted that %

the PO invoked no QA requirements on TSI (except repetition of
the cited requirement to submit material certification), and that
TSI's COC merely certified that the materials " meet TSI's
manufacturing and written quality control specifications."

The inspectors reviewed Stone & Webster Engineering Corp. (S&W)
PO No. 12210-30454, dated September 24, 1984, for the River Bend
Station. The technical and QA requirements were specified per
S&W Nonengineered Item Data Sheet 211.161, wnich described the
materials and specifi.ed thickness ranges for prefabricated
panels. One hour panels and shapes were to be 1/2 inch -0.00,
+0.125 inch and three hour to be 1 inen -0.00, to.250 inch. The
NRC inspectors observed a TSI COC dated March 14, 1985, which
certified only a 1.00 inct minimum thickness for a three hour
panel.

3.5.2 Comanche Peak 10 CFR Part 50, Appendix B PO Requirements

The NRC inspectors found that POs for TU (the licensee for Co-
manche Peak) appeared to impose two types of noditional require-
ments on TSI beyond the scope of the typical PO. First, TU's POs

3
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invoked the safety-related QA requirements of 10 CFR Parc 50,
Appendix B, on TSI's scope. Second, TU's Pos imposed a speci-
fication which appeared to impact TSI's responsibilities for the
applicability of qualification test reports and irstallation
procedures to the plant installations of Thermo-Lag material.
The NRC inspectors reviewed TU PO Ho. CPP 1557-S, dated April 19,
1982. The Po and its supplements specified materials and tech-
nical assistance services for a Thermo-Lag 330 subliming coating
envelope system for the Comanche Peak nuclear power plant. The
PO specified that all materials and services must be in strict
compliance with TU Specification 2323-MS-38H, " Cable Raceway Fire
Barriers," Revision 1, dated April 2, 1982, (pre ared by Gibbs
and Hill, Inc.) and any subsequent revisions. Although the spec-
ification is labeled "Non-Nuclear Safety Related QA Program
Applicable," the PO specified that " work performad herein shall
be performed as applicable in compliance with T.S.I. Inc.'s
nuclear quality assurance program manual" as qualified by the
licensee, The Po also specified that " services shall be accom-
plished in accordance with T.S.I. Inc.'s written quality assur-
ance program conforming to the requirements of ANSI (American
National Standards Institute Standard) N45.2 (and) 10CFR50,
Appendix B ... as applicable, subject to verification by (TU's)
quality assurance department." The PO stated that the provisions
of 10 CFR Part 21 may apply.

Specification 2323-MS-38H placed broad requirements on the vendor
(and, in some cases, the " vendor / applicator"). Section 3.1.1
defined the vendor / applicator scope to include "the design,
furnishing, quality assurance / quality control, and performance
testing of all materials and corponents required for the cable
raceway fire barriers." Section 3.3.1 required the vendor to
"guaranteo the satisfactory material performance, and instal-
lation instructions and procedures of all cable raceway fire
barrier materials furnished." Section 3.4.1 invoked (without
distinguishing between vendor and vendor / applicator) NRC Branch
Technical Position APCSP 9.5.1, which included criteria for the
design and qualification of fire barriers.

Section 3.7.1.1 of specification 2323-MS-38H required the vendor
to " supply documented tests of product performance referencing
the materials used, the type of installation and the method of
application as a basis for meeting the requirements specified
herein." Section 3.10.4 requires submittal for approval of
" Certified test results which demonstrate that all fire barrier
arrangements have been tested-in accordance with the requirements
of" the specification. These requirements contribute to the
basis for Nonconformance 91-01-02 as defined elsewhere in this
inspection report.

TU exercised its contractual right to approve documents, as
evidenced by a TU letter to TSI dated June 22, 1989, subject:

9
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| " Notification of Document Status" for PO No. 665-71871, which

showed general approval of six Industrial Testing Laboratories,
Inc. (ITL) test reports; another test report; two TSI Technical
Notes regarding thermal and dynamic loads and ampacity rating;
and documents titled, " Determination of Chlorido, Fluoride,
Sodium and Silicate concentrations in Thermo-Lag 330-1 Subliming
Coating," and " Summary of Ampacity Derating Tests." The NRCinspectors noted, however, that TU's letter did not address
installation procedures or drawings.

By reviewing TU source inspection reports, the NRC inspectors
verified that TU exercised its contractual right to perform
source inspections pric.- to shipment, although TU sometimes
waived that right. TU's source inspections included verifica-
tion of thickness and weight measurements.

The NRC inspectors reviewed a November 10, 1989, TSI internal
memorandum for PO No. 665-71871 to all quality control and pro-
duction personnel. TSI's QC and production managers issued the
memorandum to implement an agreement between TU and TSI to add
additional _ steps to TSI's inspection program. Specifically, in
addition to the normal 18-point thickness inspection of prefab-
ricated panels, the memorandum specified additional thickness
checks to be made along the panol edges to identify undesirable
compressions. The weight ~of each prefabricated panel would also
be recorded by the QC inspector on his acceptance tag (this was
normally a g-/no go signoff).

The NRC inspectors found another example of TU invoking Specif-
ication 2323-MS-38H. TU's PO No. 8 0029731, dated October 30,
1991, procured safety-related replacement parts from TSI. The PO
invoked Pre-Engineered Item Data Sheet # NE30011, which stated in
Section 1.2 that " products listed in the purchase order are iden-
tical to those products previously tested and supplied in accord-
ance with TU Electric Specification 2323-MS-38H Revision 1."

The NRC inspectors noted that the Comanche Peak site used a
Thermo-Lag installation procedure designated as "TU Electric -
Generating Division, Engineering and Construction, Construction
Department Procedure ECC 10.07, Application of Fire Protection [
Materials (for exampic, Revision 3 dated May 5, 1989)." This

<

procedure did not reference any TSI documents, but did reference
licenste drawings for Thermo mag installation details. Thus,

-

despite the wording of Specification 2323-MS-38H, the NRC inspec-
tors saw no evidence that TU relied upon TSI to guarantee the
completeness of TU installation procedures. However, the inspec-
tors did not review site records that might clarify this issue.
3.5.3 Certificates of Conformance (COCs)
The typical COC stated "this will certify that the materials
listed above [or below) under purchase orc 7 - aumber meet

10
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TSI's manufacturing and written quality control specifications."
The COC also listed the materials shipped, showing product type,
quantity, God batch or lot number; date; bill of lading number;
and truckline. Each COC was signed by TSI's manager of quality
control. Many COCs named TSI's QA manual and cited a specific
controlled copy that had been issued to the customer. For Co-
manche Peak only, the COCs generally stated that 10 CFR Part 50,
Appendix B and ANSI N45.2 applied.

The NRC inaspectors observed numerous variations of the typical
COC format. Often the materials were certified as being iden-
tical to those that had been qualification-tested (although the
tests qualified only specific configurations). Some COCs named
specific criterion documents, such as ASTM Standard E 119 and

-American Nuclear Insurers (ANI) Bulletin 5-79, with words such
as, "when used in approved configurations." Additional standards
addressed in this manner were ASTM E 84, " Surface Burning Charac-
teristics of Building Materials," ANSI A2-1, and NRC Regulatory
Guide (RG) 1.36, " Nonmetallic Thermal Insulation for Austenitic
Stainless Steel." Some COCs stated that the requirements of the
PO were met. Some stated, under " product description," a 1.00
inch minimum thickness for three hour panels.

TSI also provided some Certificates of Analysis. Those observed
covered density, pH, and sometimes leachable chlorido content for
material batches. TSI's QC manager told the NRC inspectors that
TSI discontinued chloride analysis of Thermo-Lag material on
November 20, 1989, because the leachable chloride limit never
approached.the 200 ppm limit specified in RG 1.36. Since that
date TSI's COCs and COAs have not specified individual batch
chloride tests, and TSI now recommends that customers desiring
the analysis obtain it from another source.

3.6 On-Site Resnonsibilities

3.6.1 Discussions with TSI personnel

TSI usuallj contracts to perform on-site training of installation
and quality control personnel provided by the licensee. TSI in-
formed the NRC inspectors that it does not perform, inspect, or
approve installation work. Oc asionally, as at the WNP-2 and
Comancho Peak plants, TSI pet anel have been on-site for cumula-
tive periods of more than a , r. TSI's QA manager noted that
such extended residence was sometimed the result of a licensee
ensuring that a TSI representative would be available for train-
ing several groups of craftspersons, and that the representative
might perform additional duties such as inventory monitoring. In
this regard, the NRC inspector noted in the WNP-2 file an inven-
tory list signed by the representative whose living expenses were
billed to the licensee over an extended period.

11
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TSI's QA procedures provide for the position of Manager of Field
Service operations, whose responsibility includes " exercisingtechnical control over product application activities at the
client nuclear plant site" (procedure NQAP 3-1, section 3.3.3).TSI's QA manager stated that TSI has never had a field service
manager.

TSI regards training as a best-effort activity. Although train-
ees must pass a test, TSI stated that trainee retention is beyond
TSI's capability. TSI stated that' personnel to be trained are
normally experienced in heating, ventilating, and air condition-
ing (HVAC) installations. Often on newer plants they are the
personnel who installed the plant HVAC, penetration seals andpipe wraps. Although TSI stated that many were journeymen, and
master craftsmou, TSI does not select the personnel or specify
selection criteria.

The documentation of TSI's on-site training is poor. Prior to
the inspection TSI provided to the NRC a two-page training
outline that contained no installation information, but merely
named various applications (such as " prefabricated panel designfor junction boxes - installation of one hour fire barrier
design"). During the inspection, the TSI QA manager provided a
new informal " Applicator Training Program Lesson Plan." In

'

addition to simply naming the applications covered, the new plan
also named aspects of each installation (such as " spacing of tie
wire, banding and fasteners" and " joint filling and sealing").
TSI still provides no written training documentation covering
concerns such as those noted in the following paragraphs. The
TSI position is that the customer's installation procedures,
supplemented by hands-on training t customer-selected personnel
in the. general nature of Thermo-Lag 330 installations and the
customer's QC inspection of the plant installations, should be
sufficient to ensure adequate installation.

TSI routinely supplies cuscomers with TSI Technical Note 20684,
"Thermo-Lag 330 Fire Barrier System Installation Procedures
Manual - Power Generating Plant Applications." The latest
version is Revision V Hovember 1985. This document, and its
predecessors, were app, roved for insurance purposes by ANI. TSI
stated that the document has not been revised since ANI suspended
its approval activities. However, as a result of discussions
with the NRC a new revision is scheduled for issue by January 31,1992. Examples of planned additions cited by TSI were specifyingcuring time, redefining how to seal joints and cut the stress
skin, and adding a note to wear goggles.

TSI personnel characterized Technical Note 20684 as a generic
document, and frequently referred to it as an application guide.
TSI stated that architect-engir.eers or licensees provided theplant-specific installation manuals. TSI might be asked to com-
ment on a plant-specific manual, and would comment on whether a

12
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configuration had been tested. TSI stressed that this would be
an opinion, not a responsibility; even if a eimilar configuration
.:ad been tested, analysis would be required. TSI considers Tech-
nical Note 20684 to be accurate, and as complete as necessary
when supplemented by training of competent crafts personnel.

The NRC had previously informed TSI that Technical Note 20684 did
not cover certain important installation characteristics, such as
which side of a panel should be scored or V-grooved for bending,
when pra-buttering would be necessary for joints, and the maximum
allowable thickness of material. TSI responded that these
matters were all covered in hands-on training. During this
inspection the inspectors noted a deficiency in Technical Note
20684. The second and third paragraphs of Section 1.0, page
II-2, specifies that scored corners and joints of Thermo-Lag
panel sections are to be filled with trowel grade material altsr
the panel sections are tied or banded around a cable tray.

-

However, at that stage it would be impossible to fill the seams
with trowel-grade material. These types of deficiencies allow
plant installation configurations that may not be represented by
qualification type test specimens.

3.6.2 P0 Requirements for On-Sit- " ann ^nsib311 tics

The NRC inspectors' review of files for the six plant sites gen-
erally supported the position presented by TSI personnel. POs
were non-safety related and contained no Qt. or QC requirements
for on-site work; often the PO specified * hat site procedures
would govern. Certain Pos for Comarmhc Peak were particularly
limiting, containing statements such as "neither TSI nor the TSI
loaned employees were providing engineering services in connec-
tion with the work of the loaned employees, and TSI had no
responsibility or liability for the installation or design of
Thermo-Lag material." Some POs spec 3fied additional requirements
for on-site assistance by TSI, as described below.

C
\For Comanche Peak, TU PO No. CPF 1557-S, dated April 19, 1982,

and its supplements specified both materials and technical
assistance. The PO specified compliance with Gibbs and Hill Co.
Specification 2323-MS-38H, " Cable Raceway Fire Barriers," Non-
Nuclear Safety Related, Favision 1, dated April 2, 1982, and any
subsequent revisions. Paragraph 3.3.1 required the vendor to
guarantee satisfactory material performance and installation
instructions and procedures for all cable raceway fire barrier
materials. Paragraph 3.10.4 required the vendor to submit draw-
ings, documents, and procedures with its proposal, for approval.

For WNP-2, PO No. 37115 dated July 28, 1982, specified training
services. It also required that the TSI technical service repre-
sentatives "shall assure the raceways coated with Thermo-Lag meet
the requirements as previously tested (sample articles) by TSI
Inc." It also specified TSI support of the owner's commitments

13
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to ANI with respect to the use of Thermo-Lag materials, and that
daily working direction would be provided by the owner's
construction manager. 'here were no QA or QC requirements.

Also for WNP-2, Contract No. C20610, as proposed to TSI in 1986,
required TSI " corporate appro'T1 of specific configurations of
Thermo-Lag application to steel penetrating the fire barrier to
assure compliance with tested configurations" and to " perform
regular inspections of installation and provide certificates of
Conformance to 'three-hour' fire protection requirements at the
completion of installation." TSI's June 10, 1986, letter to
WPPSS took the following exceptions: "TSI is not an approving
authority for Nuclear Power Generating Plants. TSI will provide,
however, a certificate of Conformance, when required, with regard
to compliance of the installed configurations with those
previously tested" and " Regular inspections of the installatior,
can be provided by our field service engineer while onsite at
WPPSS. A Certificate of Conformance can also be provided to the
test configurations following procedures delineated in TSI's
Quality Assurance / Quality Control Operating Procedures Manual.
After tha completi on of the installation, additional inspections
can also be arranged in accordance with a mutually agreeable
schedule and at our standara Field Service Engineering rates."
WPPSS's letter to TSI dated June 13, 1986, transmitted an
executed original of the contract, and stated that the TSI
exceptions were acceptable and ISI's letter would be retained in
the contract file along with the unmodified contract. These
WNP-2 provisions, if implemented, appear to comprise limited
exceptions to TSI's general policy limiting on-site support.
For Susquehanna, Contract No. 8856-F-56718, dated October 15,
1981, specified that a TSI field service representative would be '

required on-site for approximately 12 weeks. Schedule A to
Technical Services Agreement 3856-PTSA-22, dated November 12,
1981, specified that TSI must " provide all necessary technical
and professional services required to support and document the
installation of" TSI's Thermo-Lag 330 subliming coating system on
electrical raceways in accordance with Bechtel Technical Specifi-
cation 8856-E-E61, Revision 1, dated November 12, 1981. Schedule
A also required TSI to furnish "all personnel and test equipment '

necessary to document and monitor the application of T.S.I.,
Inc.'s QA/QC program and application procedures." The NRCinspectors noted that Section D.1. (b) of Schedule A identified
TSI's QA program manual as the " application procedures." Theonly QA requirements were for TSI's program.

TSI's QA manager stated that TSI did not supervise or pertorm any
quality control functions or installati.on at Susquehanna. The
NRC inspectors found only one invoice, Number FS-104 dated Novem-
ber 16, 1981, for field services; the span was 12 days. Although
the invoice did not indicate what services were provided, TSI's
QA manager stated that the service was limited to training on
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setting up spray equip. tent t,i e- the proper method of spraying
Thermo-Lag on stress skin. Th( >ntract also stated under the
warranty clause that the buyer assumed all responsibility and
risks for proper application, safety, and use of the material.
Based on this information, the NRC inspectors concluded that
-TSI's role at tha Susquehanna site appeared to be limited to non-
safety related training services.

I Fcr Callaway, p0 No. 7186-NS-87593, dated February 7, 1984, from
Daniel International Corp. specified field services, with no QA
or QC requirements. Daniel was the construction contractor,
although documents indicated that Thermo-Lag installation was
actually performed by Owen-Corning Fiberglas Corp., Power e7d
Prcee== Contracting Services. TSI furnished an installation pro-
cedur Tc7 Technical Note 11256 titled " Installation Procedures
for the heady Acc u Designs' of the Thermo-Lag 330-1 Subliming
Fire Barriar Systems" to Union Electric Co. (the licensee) as a
guide for use in installing Thermo-Lac meterials at the Callaway
plant. Bechtel (the architect-er. :i oer personncA changed the
TSI Technical Note number from lie t 2-1001 and made numerous
pen and ink changes in the procedure. Daniel Field Change
Request (FCR) No. 2FC-3247-E, incorporated a marked copy of the
technical note which had becq reviewed and signed by TSI's QA
manager on March 19, 1984. Bechtel indicated their review and
approval on March 20, 1984, by initialing tne changer in the
application guide and the approval block of the FCR. SI's QA
manager otated that TSI's role in prodocing this plant-specific
installation manual remained advisory, and TSI did not assume
responsibility for the manual's application, as described above.

Based on the file reviews and discussions with TSI personnel re-
ported abors, the NRC inspectors concluded that TSI appeared to
satisfy its contractual requirements for on-site support at the
commercial nuclear power plants reviewed during the inspection.
However, the support actually provided, as described by TSI,
essentially placed full installation responsibility on the
licennee and its contractors. TSI clearly resisted cuscomer
attempts to incre'.co TSI's role.

TSI's installation guide lacked considerable detail necessary for
installation; TSI stated that it accepted only an advisory role
in applying qualification tests to plant installations; the con-
tent of training previded by TSI was not documented; TSI had no
prerequisites for the selection of installation or site inspec-
tion personnel; and TSI did not appear to be involved in deter-
mining if the inspection pcrsonnel received any training. Thus,
TSI did not appear te exercise control over installed Thermo-Lag
330 fire protection systems except for the material itself.
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3 ._7 Oualifi.gition Tvoe Teitfin_g

ASTM E.119 fire endurance qualification type tests have been
performed on several Thermo-Lag 330 installation designs at TSI
and elsewhere. This inspection only addreesed testing at TSI,
which is performed under the observation of Industrial Testing
Laboratories, Inc. (ITL) aa addressed in Section 3.8 of this
' inspection report. The NRC inspectors did not witness any
qualification testing. TSI personnel descriLed test prepara-
tions as follows.

Either the customer (licensee or architect-engineer) or TSI
prepares the test plaa. TSI and the customer also determine thegeneral design of the test specimen and the Ic ation of thermo- '

couples. The test plan does not give full details of the test
specimen construction; as-built information mry be sketched in
the daily work sheets for the test. TSI personnel stated that
prior to 1986 ANI aoproved the test plans, witnessed the test [.

,

specimen construction and installation, witnessed performance of -

the tests, and approved the test report for insurance purposes. .

Customers have also witnessed testing.

The test specimen is assembled by a TSI crew of manufacturing
,;ijg

d,. . ,
,epersonnel assigned to the test, using matericls selected from the

QA-approved inventory (which normally is quite smali, since ma-
terials are basically mixed and fabricated to order . No attempt

,

is r.ade to srlect worst-case or other specific characteristics.
TSI builds the test specimens in a small area near the test fur-

TSI maintains current calibrations of data logging instru-nace.
ments, as described in'the QA program section of this inspection
report (section 3.4). TSI has two furnaces. Usually the larger
and better-instrumented turnace is used for nuclear tests.
Section 3.8 of this inspection report describes the NRC inspec-
tor's review of two qualification test reports, dated 1987 and
1990. Neither test plan fully described the design of the test
specimen. For example, only a few dimensions were specified, and
filling of joints was not described ir. ietail. Some, but not
all, of the omitted information was provided in as-built specimen
descriptions in the daily record sheets appended to the test
report.. Criterion V of 10 CFR part SC, Appendix B requires that
activities affecting quality be prescribed by documented instruc-
tions or procedures. For safety-related procurements, TSI's
failure to adequately specify specimen construction in the qual-
ification test plans forms a portion of Nonconformance 91-01-02.

TSI a)so has performed ampacity derating tests. The customers
designed the tests and supplied the cable samples. TSI has not

, performed Lupacity derating calculations, but under a present
contract from Culf States Utilities is arranging for a local
university to perform them.
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TSI maintains a complete set of qualification type test reports,
both ITL and others, arranged chronologically in a file cabinet.

3.8 Industrial Testi_Do Laboratory Prin

TSI has stated that several ASTM E 119 type qualification tests
of Thermo-Lag installaticn design specimens have been conducted
under the independent auspices of Industrial Testing Labo ato-
rios, Inc. (ITL) of St. Louis. For example, a TSI documsc ,

titled " Synopsis on the Thermo-Lag 330 Fire Barrier System for
Power Generating Plant Applications, 10 February 3987," summa-
rizes and references various tests. It makes the following
statement regarding fire endurance tests on page two: "The above
tests were performed under the supervision and total control of
an ANI accepted third party, independent testing laboratory,
Industrial Testing Laboratories, Inc., who also prtblished the
test results." -

? O
$:{sf4'J@ In order to assess the scope of ITL's efforts, the NRC inspector
1 ',:A interviewed an ITL representative (a professional engineer) to-J ,iff1M gether with TSI's president. Although it has not performed fire

741DP barrier endurance tests, ITL has conducted numerous tests, in-
?Q , , cluding flame tests, for a wide variety of customers. ITL first ,

Jpge- tested Thermo-Lag material for aerospace applications in the late
1950s. ITL is listed on TSl's Approved Vendor List based on per-" "'"

.

'
- formance history, with no record of an audit. Criterion V of

10 CFR Part 50, Appendix B reqe. ires that activities affecting
quality be prescribed by documented instructions or procedures.
For safety-related procurements, TSI's failure to audit ITL ftrms
a portion of Nonconformance 91-01-02.

The TSI president stated that TSI has an oral agreement with ITL
that specifies rates but not work scope. Criterion V of 10 CFR
Part 50, Appendix B requires that activities affecting quality be
prescribed by documented instructions or procedures. For safety-
related procurements, TSI's failure to contractually specify -

ITL's role in fire endurance qualification tests forms a portion
of Nonconformance 91-01-02.

ITL does not participate in preparation or approval of the test
plan, the design of the test specimen, or the location of thermo-
couples. ITL does not witnes' the construction of the test
specimens, and at TSI's option may or may not witness installa-
tion of the specimen into the furnace. The ITL representativa -

stated that he does not compare the test specimen dimensions with
the test plan or daily work sheets. ITL also does not review
calibration records for the test instrumentation. "

ITL's role is observing the actual performance of the test. The
ITL representative stated that he reviews tbn criteria documents
including the test plan, discusses the text with the test super-
visor to ensure understanding, w_tnesses performance of the test,
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signsithe daily. work sheets,Jand collects and_ issues the raw-data
to:ITL, TSI, and TSI's customer.- The ITL representative stated-

that his; role'in the-test ended with issuing the raw data; his-

function was to witness the test and verify that it was conducted
as it was supposed to'be, acco:rding to the test plan and other
criteria documents. He.was never involved in issuing a test
report. =TSI's president stated that-TSI writes the test report'

: text,. types the report including the raw data, and obtains its
< customer's approval. The report is then given to ITL for what
was_ described as a minimal review, and issued by ITL.

?

The NRC inspector questioned the ITL representative and-TSI's
president concerning a 1990 fire endurance tee:. that had been
observed by the ITL representative. interviewed. The inspector
noted that-the~ raw data package highlighted an out-of-limit
temperature that was not correspondingly emphasized in the draft
test report (tha actual number was included in-the typed data,
but its significance was not-noted there). The ITL representa-
tive stated that his activities would not include such a compur-
ison. TSI's president stated that the discrepancy would be
identified in.TSI's review of the draft report and corrected
before issue.

In reviewing a typical fire _ endurance test report, ITL Report No.,

L 87-5-76' dated June 1987,_the NRC-inspector _ commented that the ;'

report's-appearance-suggested-that ITL's role may have been !

| greater than.it really was. - For example, the cover sheet bears
ITL's name_and logo, but not TS1's. The title page is similar,
except that it does identify TSI by name and address as the " test
location." It also bears an ITL disclaimer concerning the use of
the report, and.the only approval signature is that of ITL's
director.- A reader would not know that1the report had'actually
been: written ~and typed by TSI, or that ITL's role in the test was
essentially limited to witnessing data acquisition. The ITL

,

representative and TSI president did not dispute these comments.

The1 inspectors found only one requirement for test-laboratory
independence in the files reviewed _ during the inspection. TU PO
No. CPF 1557-S invoked Gibbs & Hill Specification 2323-MS-38F.-
Revision 1, which stated-in section 3.7.2.1 that " fire and home
stream-tests-shall be performed and documented by a recognized
= independent testing laboratory." The specification in section
3.4.1.4(b)falso invoked NRC Branch Technical Position APCSP=
9.5.1,-which defines a fire barrier rating in hours as estab-

p lishef-by a nationally | recognized testing laboratory. The NRC
| -inspectors were unable to determine an NRC requirement was ac-
| tually violated in this regard. However, the inspectors believe

'

'

that-the' appearance of the test reports and the representation of
them as ITL reports could be misunderstood by users.

|

-.
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3.9 ConclusiMDR

Section 3.3 vf this report cites Nonconformance 91-01-01 con-
cerning TSI's failure to procedurally require minimum thickness
and maximum weight measurements for prefabricated, safety-related
panels and conduit sections. Sections 3.5, 3.7, and 3.8 provide
a basis for Nonconformance 91-01-02 involving TSI's failure to
adequately control qualification testing for NRC lice. sees such:

as Texas Utilities, as identified in section 3.5.2.

Based on the file reviews and discussions with TSI personnel re-
ported above, the inspectors found no other violations of NRC
requirements for supplying materials and qualification documenta-
tion to commercial nuclear power plants. However, the inspectors
were also concerned by the limited scope of installation support
that TSI provides to its customers, as discussed in Section 3.6.

4 PERSONNEL CONTACTED

Thermal Scienc'. Inc.:

* + R. Feldman, President
* + R. A. Lohman, Manager, Quality Assurance
* + B. E. Evans, Manager, Quality Control
* + M. G. Murphy, Administrator

Industrial Igstinct Laboratories, Inc.:

D. Wylan, Staff Consultant

'
LS NRC:

+ C. A. VanDenburgh, Section Chief
+ L. R. Plisco, Section Chief '

+ K. S. West, Senior Project Manager

Attended the entrance meeting on December 16, 1991*

+ Attended the exit meeting on December 20, 1991
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NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION
%
o .,? WASHINGTON, D. C. 20555

Q,,,/ FEB 21 1992

Docket No. 99901161/A9-01

Mr. Gary Shroyer
Tyler-Dawson Supply Company
Post Office Box 3067
Portland, Oregon 97208

pear Mr. Shroyer:

SUBJECT: PELEASE OF NRC INSFECTION REPORT

This letter addresses the inspection of your facility at Portland, Orecon,
conducted by Mr. J. Petrosino of this office on April 11, 1989, and the
discussions of his findings with you at the conclusion of the inspection.

The inspection was performed as a follow-up to an NRC concern regarding
potentielly substandard valves that may have been supplied to nuclear powe-
plants through valve material suppliers. This NRC concern is discussed in
detail in EC Information Notice (IN) 88-48 and its supplements. Areas
examined durina the NRC inspection ard our findings are discussed in the
enclosed report. This inspection consisted of an examination of procedures 4
and representative records, interviews with personnel, and observations
by the inspector. Release of this report was delayed during NRC's review of
nonconforming and substandard vendor products.

Pithin the scope of this inspection, we found no instance in which you f ailed
to meet NRC requirements. In accordance with 10 CFR 2.790 of the Commission's
regulations, a copy of this letter and the enclosed inspection report will be
placed into the NRC's Public Document Room,

c

Si cerel , O
t i

)' ( /vv A %

Leif J. Nor holm, Chief
Vendor Inspection Branch
Division of Reactor insp~ tion

and Safeguards
Office of Nuclear Reactor Regulation

Enclosure:
HRC Inspection Report No. 99901161/P9-0)
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' i Y ANIZATION:L TYLER-DAWSON SUPPLY' C0i4PANY.-

PORTLAND,.O_REGON
3

9- : REPORT. . INSPECTION- .
-INSPECTION

NO.:- 99901161/89-01~ DATE: Apri.1 11, 1989 ON-SITE HOURS: 3, ;

,.

-CORRE5PONDENCE ADDRESS: Tyler-Dawson' Supply Company "

Post Office Box 3067 (97208).
5051 North Lagoon ..

"

Port 1.and,-Oregon 97217
.

LORGANIZATIONAL CONTACT: Mr; Gary Shroyer
. TELEPHONE NLMBER:- . (503)-289-9145_

'
- ,

.

NUCLEAR. INDUSTRY ACTIVITY: Currently Tyler-Dawson' infrequently supplies- .

1consnercial_ grade products for-use at the Trojan Nuclear Plant.

A

Y

/
-

,

y- /,

d N'
ASSIGNED. INSPECTOR: 04 A

J./ J.1 Petrosino, Reactive Inspection Section No. ,1 E-
(flIS-1)

'
;

!~ OTHERINSPECTOR(S): ,

~ APPROVED:BYi= f
E. -.T. .Ba ker, . Chief , RIS-1,- Vendor _ Inspection Branch E

-

.

'

-INSPECTION BASES AND SCOPE:-

:A; BASES: 110 CFR Part'21 and Appendix B-to 10 CFR Part 50.

L B.7 SCOPE: . The purpose of:this: unannounced inspection was to determine=

whether Tyler-Dawson has purchased any! valves from.CMA2 International.
Incorporated of Vancover,- Washington and to determinei-if those valves,
if ~any, were supplied to any coninercial nuclear power plant. -

.

PLANT SITE APPLICABILITY: None identified during inspection. <
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ORGANIZAT8ON: TYLER-DAWSON SUPPLY COMPANY
PORTLAND, OREGON

-

REPORT INSPECTION
NO.: 99901161/69-01 RESULTS: PAGE 2 of 3

A. VIOLATIONS: *

None

B. NONCONFOPEANCES:

None |

C. UNRESOLVED /0 PEN ITEMS:

None

D. PREVIOUS INSPECTION FINDINGS:

No previous inspections have been performed.

E. OTHER COMMENTS AND OBSERVATIONS

1. Background

NRCInformationNot' ace (IH)88-48,datedJuly 12, 1988, and
Supplement 1 of IN 88-48, dated August
potential problem concerning Vogt 2-inch valves 24,1988,(discusseoaVogt Figure
No. SW-13111), which were ic6 king steam around the bonnet and i

V packing. The valves were purchased by Pacific Gas and Electric
(PG&E) from Western Yalve Supply Company in California. Although
supplied as new, the vr.lves wcre actually drop shipped from a -

valve salvage and refurbishment company in Vancouver, Washington
[CMA International, Ir:c. (CMA)]. A Henry Vogt Company represen- !

tative examined the valves at Diablo Canyon nuclear poner plant
and determined _that they had not manufactured the subject valves.

The valves appear to be counterfeit based on the following:
(1) the Vogt name was die-stamped instead of being forged onto the
side of the valve body; (2) Yogt valves have round bonnet flanges

b whereas the subje t valves have square bonnet flanges; (3) the*
subject valves have swing gland bolting which is not used by the
Henry Vogt company and; (4) the end-to-end dimensions of the valves
in question are shorter than the-Vogt SW-13111.

_
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ORGANIZATION: TYLER-DAWSON SUPPLY COMPAt4Y
PORTLAND, OREGON

REPORT INSPECTION

NO.: 99901161/89-01 RESULTS: PAGE 3 of 3

2. Tyler-Dawson/Am-Fac Company

The inspector conducted discussicas with Mr. Gary Shroyer of the
Tyler-Dawson (TD) Company regarding business activities of the
Am-Fac Company with CliA, Mr. Shroyer stated that TD took over the
Am-Fac business and f acility on July 18, 1988. At that time T0
teminated the Am-Fac Branch Manager, Mr. J. Dunlap, and appointeo
Mr. T. McMullen, former M-Co Company President, as the TD Office
Manager. Mr. Shroyer started with Am-Fac in approx,imately 1979
as an outside sales representative who usually deals with the
nuclear plants and has continued employment with TD in the same
capacity. In addition to Mr. Shroyer staying on at the former
Am-Fac facility, Messrs. T. Brynelson, J. Wroe, and P. Williamson
also stayed on and are employed by Tyler-Dawson. Sometime just
prior to TD taking control of its new facility, Am-Fac collected
and sent all customer records and documents to its corporate
of fices in Honolulu, Hawaii or Fohon, California.

3. Inspection Activities

A review of the vendor lists was conducted. A February '1,

1988 Am-Fac vendor list m reviewed and found to list LHA as an
authorized vendor. TD personnel stated that Am-Fac was typically
conducting business wi> CMA. However, the current TD electronic
vendor listing does not contain CMA as an authorized vendor. TD
personnel stated that they would not typically nor do they
remember buying any components from CMA since July 1988.

Therefore, no detenaination could be reached regarcing whether
or not suspect CMA parts were supplied to any nuclear facility
by the Am-Fac Company.

F. PERSONNEL CONTACTED:

G. Shroyer, Sales Representative, Tyler-Dawson
T. Brynelson, Sales Representative, Tyler-Dawson

r
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'[,M[ [o, UNITED STATES,

g NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION
5 - .', A WASHIN0 f 0N,0. C. 20555

fn

A ~***** ys
february 6, 1992

Docket No. 99900005

' ifr. Rornld H. Koga, Mwger
Columbia Plart.
Westirghause Electric C araation
C=mial Nuclear Fbel Division

J .- Drawer R
Columbia, South Carolina 29250 ,

Deal- Mr. Koga:

SUBJECT: NOTICE OF NCNODNFORMANCE

(NRC INSPECH idiuu NO. 99900005/92-01)

'Ihis letter addresses the inspectico of your facility at Columbia,
,

South Carolina conductsxt by Mr. S. L. mgr.ader, Mr. K. R. Naidu and
Mr. R. K. Prahm, Jr. of this office on January 13-17, 1992, and the
disalssions of their findings with you and ycur staff at the corclusion of the
inspection. 'Ihe pirpose of the inspecticn was to review Westinghatise's
camercial_ Nuclear Fuel Division (WCNFD) pla7t cperations and quality
assurance program.

Areas e:amined durirg the NRC inspection and our firdjIgs are diem"M in the
-enclosod report. 'Ihis inspection consisted of an examination of sucdures
and representative rooords, interviews with personnel, and obserations by the
inspectors.

' 'Ibe team noted several ukuridts during the inspcction, ~3w in11y WCNFD's
internal audit proaram The WCNID Aa11t Comitroent Tracking Syst/n and the
level of knowledge of the technicians and operators interviem$ durity the
inspection wma also considered =Lagdis.

Durire th3s inspection one noncartformance was identified. In particular, it
was found that an operator may have perfortoed wrk under a supersedeu
procedure since several veeks elapsed before the operator acknowledged the
revision to the succ.dare. 'Ibe specific findirg ard reference to the
pertinent requirerrent are idvHfied in the enclosures to this letter.

Please provide us within 30 days frcan the date of this letter a written
statment in accordance with the instructions specified in the enclosed Notice
of Nonconformnce. We will consider extending the response tim if you can
show good cause for us to do so.
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-

Mr. . Donald H.- Foga 2'

The responses nqsmsted by this letter end the enclosed Notice am not subject {
'

to_ the clearance perxedunis of the Office of Management and Ba3get as requim:1
by the Peperwork Reduction- Act of 1980, Public law No. 96-511..:

In accordance with 10 CFR 2.790 of ttw NRC's " Rules of Practice," a copy of >

this letter and its enclosures will be placed in w NRC Public Docummit Roem.

.s ly |..

6

f $ G&u

Imif J. Notrholm, 011ef
Verziar Inspection Branch
Division of Reactor Inspection

arrt Safeguards
Office of Nuclear Reactor Regulation

Fnclosures:
1. Notice of Nonconformance
2. Inspection Report No. 99900005/92-01

7

9

b
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INCLOSURE 1

NCTTICE OF 10KINIGMANCC

Westirghause Electric Ocrporation
Ctrmrcial Nuclear 3 bel Division
Cblumbia, Scuth Carolina
Dccket No.: 99900005

Barsxi on the results of an NRC inspectico conducted cn Jaruary 13-17, 1992, it
appears that a certair. activity was not corducted in acroniance with 1GC
recpirenents. 'Ibe IGC has classified this item, as set forth below, as a
rwr unformance to the requirements of Appendix B to Part 50 of Title 10 of the
Ctde of Federal Regulaticm (10 CFR Part 50), 49 evi on Westinghcuse's
Comercial Nuclear Fuel Division (WCNED) by contract, ard WCNID's internal
policies ard procedures. -

Criterion V of Apperdix B to 10 CFR Part 50 states, in part: " Activities
affecting quality shall be prescrited by h=nted instrth tions, sv u2cres,
or drawirgs, of a type apprcpriate to the circumstances an:1 shall be
accmplished in accordance with these instneticm, trccedures and or
dravigs."

Section 7.1.1.C of WCNFD svculare CA-OO6, "Cblumbia Plant Training Policy,"
Revision 3, dated October 12, 1990, states, in part, that "the Section Manager
ensure and docunent that trainirq relatal to a new s vcedure or procedure
change is acccrplished in a timely manmr (" timely" will be interpreted as
routinely within five workirq days of issuance, but required prior to
perfarnirg the new/ changed task) ."

Contrary to the above, an operator performcd a pro:sturally ocntrolled
manufacttr:ing operatico for several weeks before acknowledging a revision to
the sv;slure. Specifically, an operator perfecaned the preplug/preweld
operation in acconiance with Rev. 3 of Mamfacturity Operations Procedure
(EP) 750605, "Autmatic Welding of Fuel Tubes cn Prepltg/Preweld Line," from
July 3,1991, to July 25, 1991, before ackntuledging Rev. 4 to the s ucsiure
which had been issued on July 3, 1991. (92-01-01)

Please provide a written statanent or explanation to the U.S. Nuclear
Regulatory rw,m b ian, ATIN: M=nt Control Desk, Washirgton, D.C. 20555
with a copy to the Chief, Verdor Inspection Branch, Division of Reactor
Irspection and Safeguards, Office of Nuclear Reactor Regulation, within 30
.tays of the date of the letter transmittirq this Notice of Nanconformance.
'Ihis reply should te clearly marked as a " Reply to a Notice of Nonconformance"
and should include for each nonconformance: (1) a description of steps that
have been or will be taken to correct this item; (2) a description of steps
that have been or will be taken to prevent recurrence; ard (3) the dates your
corrective actions and preventive measures were or will be empleted.

Dated a Rockville, Maryland

this(4 y of February, 1992
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DiCLOGURE 2

OFGANIZATIQi: WCCI'DUOUSE ELD' URIC CDRPORATION
COMERCIAL NUCLEAR FUEL DIVISIa!
ODIINBIA, SOUIH CA101JNA

. REPORT NO.:- 99900005/92-01

00RREEPJNDDG
ADDRESS: Mr. Ronald H. Koga, Marager

Columbia Plant
Westinghouse Electric Cbrporation
C h xclal Nuclear Fuel Divisien
Drawer R
Columbia, South Carolina 29250

OBCANIZATIQaL
CafrAct: Mr. Richard W. Pensak

Quality As. e. Manager a

. NUCLEAR INDUSTRY
ACITVITY: Nuclear fuel assembly supplier.

INwn.:nG1
CONDUCTED: January 13-17, 1992

AtM I Ca A Dbb
StEvart L.= Magruder4 Team IIsader Date
Specidl Projects Section
Vendor Inspe? don Branch (VIB)

IGmnalakar R. Naida, VIB
Ronald K. Frahm, Jr., VIB

Gregov/Cy[Cwalina,Olief
_

)YLc+u
Date

Special Projects Section
Vendor Inspection Brant

INSPECTION BASES: 10 CFR Part 21 and 10 CFR Part 50 Apperrlix B
,

IN N ON SCOPE: Review plant operations and Westinghouse's Cwmu.cial
Nuclear Fuel Division (W0iID) qualit,.f assurance
g uitcuu. Also, review verification and testing of
W0iED products and actions taken in respory;c to recent
fucl' failures.

FIRTP SITE
APPLICABILITY: Nxxx= cus Pressurized Water Reactor (IM1) sites.
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1 INSPECTICH SLMRRY

1.1 Norconformance 99900005/92-01-01

Ct.ntrary to C'riterion V of Appendix B to 10 CFR Part 50 ard Section 7.1.1.C of
WCNFD procedure CA-005, " Columbia Plant Trainirq Policy," Revision 3, datrd
October 12, 1990, an cperator performed the preplug/preweld operation for
several wecks in accordance with an outdated revision to the governirq
procedure before acknowleck irg the v.uect revision to the procedure.J

2 STATUS OF PREVIOUS INSPECTIOf FINDUCS:

There were no open findirgs to address.

3 INSPIETICli FINDDES AND OI1ER CCtEDTTS

3.1 Entrance and Exit 42etiras )

The NRC inspectors informed WCNED staff of the scope of the inspection,
outlined areas of concern, and established working interfaces during the
entrance meetire on January 13, 1992. On January 17, 1992, the NRC inspectors
sumarized the results of the inspection for WCNFD management durirg the exit
meeting.

3.2 Eackarourd

WCNED produces fuel for the majority of Pressurized Water Reactors (PWRs) in
the United States. The Coltn*bia Plant of the WCNED receives raw matt.. rials
such as UF6 gas and zircalloy bar and sheet stock ard converts them into fuel
pellets ard sttv qments of the fuel assembly. Final prcducts such as
complete fuel assemblies ard control rcJs are produced at the Columbia Plant
by cmbiniIg the products manufacturcd at the plant with finished products
purchased from outside verdors. Zircalloy tubing used for fuel cle 311ng is
manufactured at another WCNED plant in Blairsville, Pennsylvania. This
inspection was interded to provide the NRC inspectors with an overview of the
cperations at the facility and an ei unity uo assess the effectiveness of
the quality assurance prcgram. It also provided an ooportunity to investigate
some specific concerns related to the performance of ENFD fuel in operating
reactors.

3.3 Internal Audits

The NRC inspectors reviewd the ENID internal audit prcgram durirg the
inspection. The program was fcund to be well organized ard well run. The
following recently completed audits were reviewed:

2
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AUDIT 10. 10 CFR PART 50 APPDOIX B CRITERIAODVEPED
91-005 3, 4, 5, 8, 15, 16 & 17

91-009 8, 10, 13 & 14

91-011 5, 6, 8, 9, 10, 12 & 14

The audits vere conducted by a three mmber team for a full week ard were very
thorough and in depth. It was apparent frcre the audit leports that the
atriitors were given the irdeperdence ard autrority to look at anything they
needed ard to be cardid in their report. One of the audits reviewed was led
by a WCNFD employee who does not work at the Columbia plant. Each audit
produced several findirgs which were tracked by WCNFD's Audit Coninitment
Trackiry System. The NRC inspectors reviewed WCNFD's responses to the
findirgs ard determined that, in general, appropriate corrective actions had
been specified. The internal audit program was considered to be a strength by
the NRC inspectors.

3.4 Nonconformnce3/ Correct-ive Action Prrxtra

The NRC inspectors verified the implementation of procedures t) identify
nonconfoming iters, the actions taken to correct the nonconformances, ard the
corrective action taken to prec1tde repetition. The NRC inspectors'
verification was limited to selectively reviewing Deviation Notice -
Disposition Requests (DNDRs), and Quality Control Deviations or Notifications
(QCONs) issued in 1991.

3.4.1 Review of DtORs

The NRC inspectors reviewed procedure TA-203, " Deviation Notice - Disposition
Rcquest, Transfer Request," Rev. 5, dated September 27, 1991. This procedure
establishes the requirementa to identify parts or materials which do not
conform to product specifications, ard disposition them appropriately. It was
found by the NRC inspectors to be adcquately detailed. ,

In accordance with the procedure, DNDRs can be initiated only on parts ard
mterials (1) Wich do not adversely affect subsequent manufacturing or
assembly operations ard (2) which are considered usable by mnufacturing and -

cannot be mde to specification. Parts ard mterials which obvicusly do not
meet the above criteria for further use are scrapped. The inspector reviewed
10 DtORs and determined that the preparation and disposition complied with the
follcwirg attributes in procedure TA-203:

'Ihe originator of the DtOR, ard the shop order related to the deviation,e

Wre identified.
The relevant specification, a.d the quality control check identified in*

the specification against which the deviation was observed, were stated.
The deviation was adequately described. -*

'1he action taken to correct the deviation was stated.e

The NRC inspectors discussed the 10 deviations with the manufacturity or
protact assurance engineers responsible for initiatirq the DNDRs to detemine
if appropriate corrective action. had been taken. DtORs D91-014-01 of
February 18, 1991, D91-016-01 of April 8,1991, ard DS1-019-01 of

3
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April 16, 1991, identified devictions in eithar the size or the axial location
of thimble tube bulgen. Even though the deviation aM the actions taken to
correct the deviation were stated, the actions taken to precltde rep +tition
were not identifled on the Dt0R.

Additional information on this issue was obtained through discussions with the
responsible engineer. TuM inserts placed in the grids are deforned by
introducirg a bulge with a special tool after insertirg the thimble tube.
Bulges are fomed on either side of the grid. S e key parameters that affect
the joint strength of the insert, the thimble tube, ard the grid are bulge
diameter ard tulge position relative to the end of the insert. We engimer
explained that Dt0R D91-014-01 was issued to wnu't previously produced
undersized bulges. However, after the adjustments were made, the diameters of
the samples produced were not measured to detennine whether the adjustents
were adequate to ensure that the size of the bulge was acceptable. Se
applicable Manufacturing Operating Procedure (IOP), }OP-731109, was
subcoquently revised to require the size ard location of the bulge sanple to
be n_asured and verified after each adjustment. In addition, 'Ibol Rocn
Internal Procedures (TRIPS) 418 ard 419 were revised to require the tool maker
to verify the tightness of the pull red ard tool shaft locking nuts every day
at the beginnirg of the operation and to require the verification of probe
block slot dimensions.

'Ihe NRC inspectors observed activities related to the bulging operations and
determined that the established procetares were beirg adhered to ard the
diameters ard axial locations of the bulges met the applicable specification
requirements. h e NRC inspectors also discussed the deviations identified in
the other seven D}0Ps aM detennined that adequate corrective action had been
taken to preclude repetition of the ncn:xaforming corditions identified in the
DNDRs.

We NRC irW., were concerned that the corrective action taken to precltde
repetition of the deviation was not adequately described on the DNDRs
reviewed. 21s con rn was raiscd, as an observation, with plant management.
3.4.2 Review of Quality Control Deviation or Notifications (QQNs)

W e NRC inspectors reviewed procedure QA-617 " Quality Control Deviation or
Notification," Rev. O, dated June 21, 1991. Wis procedure establishes the
requirements for using a QCDN to document (1) deviations to quality control
instructions (QCIs) or dravirgs, (2) notification of concerns or, (3) unusual
events. It was considered by the.NRC inspectors to provide adequate guidance
for WCNFD perronnel.

,

he NRC inspectors reviewed -10 QCDNs to determim whether the procedure was
being properly implemented. QCDN 24485, dated Dr<mbw- 4,1991, identified
that adolber tubes with different traceability nuriers were fourd in one box.
S e cause was identified to be that the relevant IOP was not followed.
Corrective action taken was to instruct the cperator to follow the IOP more
closely. In another exarp]e, QCDN 10734, dated January 22, 1991, identified
that the lergth and width of zircalloy grid straps exceeded the values stated
in the relevant drawing. Wis deviation was reviewed by the Engineering

4
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Department. Dyincering Qunge Notice (ECN) 26228 was subsequently issued to *

accept the straps. The NRC ingxetors concluded that the QCIti program was
being effectively implenented. The same concern about the adequacy of
ocreents in the corrective action block of the QCIN form as was raised
regardirg DNDR fanns was also noted.

The NRC inspectors also revicVod the follcMiry Quality Control Instructims
(QCIs) used to evaluate and disposition the ten QQNs and determined that the
instructions and references contained in the QCIs provided adequate technical
guidance to perform t.horough inspcctions.

CCI 928025 " Helium leak Test For Batch Systcas," Rev. 7, dated
November 18, 1991. Provides instructions to operate and calibrate the
Helium leak tester and criteria to test fuel and non-fuel beariIg rods.

OCI 108819 " Corrosion Evaluation and Dispositicn Practices," Rev. 27,
dated October 14, 1991. Provides guidelines for proper processing,
evaluation, disposition, an$ ^'e = ntation of weld samples which havu ',

been subjected to corrosion tests.

OCI 929101 " MAP (Manufacturing Autctnated Process] Verification of
Stan$ard Run and Line 9 Ur (ultrasonic test) Process Control," Rev. 37,
dated January 14, 1991. Provides procedures for accessing the MAP
database to verify that the Ur machine standards were run at the proper
time and that the Ur machines read these stan3 anis properly during the
startup period of tha MAP line to Ur the fuel rod welds made in line 9.

OCI 108820 " Penetration Disposition Practices," Rev. 19, dated
October 14, 1991. Provides guidelines for prcper processing,
disposition, and documentation of the results of examining the adequacy
of penetration in weld samples collected frcan seal and girth welds made
on fuel rods and non-fuel bearing rods manufactured fran ei.ther
stainless steel or zircalloy.

OCI 927103 "Non-fuel Rod Manufacturirg In-process Inspection," Rev. 76,
-dated November 16, 1991. Provides instructions for quality control

-inspectors to perform in-process inspections on secondary source seal
welds prrvhvwi in the operating lines where non-fuel rods are
manufactured arri to check the test equiprent used to examine the wolds.

-OCI 933017 "Zirc Grid Strap - Final Inspection," Rev. 53, dated May 13,
1991. Provides instructions for quality control inspectors to verify
various attributes during final inoWions ora inner and outer zircalloy
grid straps.

OCI 980212 " Baron Coated Pellets," Rev. 8, dated August 21, 1991.
Provides the acceptance criteria for inspection of the coater run arxl
pellet salvage operations in the production of Integratal Fuel Burnable
Absorber-(IFBA) pellets.

5
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3.5 Gemistry/thtallurulcal Laboratory Cteratipm

The NRC inspectors observed operations in both the Chmistry (Chem) and
iMetalluwJ cal (Met) Iaboratories during the inspection. Procesms observed in

the let Lab included tests for eM p. lug weld penetration and autoclave
corrosion tests. The NRC inspectors also reviewed two procedures; QCI 108819
" Corrosion Evaluation aM Disposition Practices," Rev. 27, dated October 14,
1991, and QCI 108857, " Autoclave Operating Procedure for Aqueous CotTosion
Testing," Rev. 16, dated Febtuiry 6, 1990. The procedures were well written
aM appeared to be elecely followed by the lab tcchnicians.

Processes observed in the chem Iab included calibration checks on hydrogen
detection equipment, ard analysis of igurities in fuel pellets. We NRC
inspectors also reviewed several Columbia Operations Chemistry lab (CD1)
proce: lures including: A-01, " Determination of Metallic Impurities in Uranium
n y mds," Rev. 10, dated October 13,1989; U-05, "Detemination of Total
Uranium in UF ," Rev. 6, dated rwmNr 15,1988; ard I--03, " Determination of6
th in Uranium Oxides, Ceramics, and Metals,'' any. 14, dated August 16, 1988.
The svcedures were adequately detailed ard the lab technicians observed by
the NRC inspectors followed them very closely. The operations obacrved in
both labs were well controlled and the technicians were very knowledgeable.

The NRC inspectors did discuss an obcervation regarding the control of
procedures in the Chem Lab with the plant m nagement. A review of the index
of CDCL procedures revealed that the annual review of the procedures had not
been completed for 1991. Discussions with the lab mnager indicated that the
review should have been ccepleted in DmmNr 1991, but was not due to a
backlog of work. WCNFD procedures do not specifically 7 1re an annual
review, however, it has been their practice to do so. Plant mnagement was
aware, prior to the impection, that the review was delinquent, and the review
was ccarpleted prior to the end of the irspection.

3.6 Recent Fuel Failures _

The NRC inspectons Mmmed recent fuel failures reported at Wolf Creek
(reference Event Notification Number 21986, dated October 11, 1991, and Region
IV Morning Report dated October 17, 1991), Ocranche Peak.(reference Regica IV ,

Nornirq Report, dated October 28, 1991), and Zion (reference Event
Notification Number 18413, dated Pay 8,1990, and Region III Morning Report,
dated May 10, 1990) with WCNFD personnel. 7 hey were very knculedgeable about
the events and provided the NRC inspectors with the latest informtion they
had on them. They also detailed the procedures that are followed when a
failure is reported frm the field, includiJg, a root cause failure analysis,1

ard a review of the applicable mnufacturirg processes.

3.6.1. Wolf Creek Failures

During the fifth refuelirg outage, Wolf Creek discovered 40 leaking reds in
three fuel assemblies located near the center of the core. These rods had'

been exposed for two cycles and did not leak after their first cycle. The
cause of failure is believed to be grid-tcrred frettirg due to one of the

6
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followin;: (1) loose spacer sprirns caused by prublems in grid fabrication,
(2) hardlirg damge, or (3) abnornal flw effects. Although to final
mlusion about tA root cause of failure has been mde yet, WCNED ha made
several cTarges in the spacer grid mnufacturirg process that are decigned to
improve its performance.

3.6.2 Ctraatche Peak Failures

ocxnanche Peak discovered two leaking rods during the first refueliry outage.
One of the failures involved an upoer end cap becomirg disergaged from the ml
ard locV3 rg in the top nozzle of the fuel assembly. %e licensee chose not to1

analyze the other failure. WCNFD research initcated that most of the fuel,
includirg the failed rods, was fabricatal in 1981. Although the initial
reaction to the end cap failure was e defective weld, the root cause of the
f ailure is still not krown. Welding records frcxn 1981 indicate that an
acceptable weld was made, although detailed weld parametcr inforration was not
available at that time. Grain boundary separation is also considered a
possible failure mode.

WCNFD personnel emphasized that, as a result of their gos1 of constantly
improving the quality of their fuel, many improvements have been mde in the

Some ofwelding process sirce the Ocznanche Peak fuel was fabricated in 1981.
the improvements dievmW with the NRC inspectors include: 100% of lower end
phn welds are Ur i_W before loadiry fuel pellets, rnd plug ard tube
tolerarces have been tightened, joint location tolerances have been tightened
to reduce electrode drift, grippiry of erd plugs has been improved to prevent
plug ma'rement,100% of end faces are automatically cleaned before plugging and
weldire, tolerances on weldirq amperage have been tightenad, ard the veld
process has bxn changed to a two pass (lcw/high amperage) operation.

3.6.3 Zion Failu'xs

While perfornire a core reload, fuel handlers at Zion encountered problems
inserting a *uel assembly into the core. The asrerioly had been in the core
for one previous cycle. As it was being lowe m i, difficulty in seating the
assembly, apparently causcd by bcuing, was enccontered. As the actemmhly Was
beirg pi' lea from its core location the hardlers felt scxm resistance. After
the assembly had been completely rueved they noted that a piece of the battan
grid strap had been torn off.

WCNFD personnel noted that bowiry of fuel assemblies is a well krown
phencuenon caused by irradiation growth of the assembly ard that it is
acccuntal for in the desig1 of the assembly. Wey also noted that several
design improvements have been nada recently to both zircalloy and inconel
spacer grids to minimize the potential for snagging them in the reactor care.

3.7 Data Packaces

We NRC inspectors reviewed seven data packages for fuel ase.e:nblies supplied
to the United States nuclear irdustry in 1991. W e records were completed
properly ard the packages were all inclusive per the folder checklist. We

7
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routing sequences were properly staqxd, signed, and dated ard each orcration- was performod ;t, tne proper revision.

-3.8 Otrervation of Work in Proceed

he NRC irspectors obGerved work in process at several points throughout the
Inanufacturirg operation in both the Amania Diuranate (ADU) and the ID3A
areas. _ Specific operations observed in the ADU area included: pellet
pressire, pellet loading into fuel rods, fuel rod welding (girth welds at rod
connoccion to end plta= r.rd real wlds at top end plug), fuel rod handlirg,
skeleton whly (fuel asseably lecs ruel mds), and final membly.
Specific inspections observed in the ADU area included:

_

green (unsintered)
pellet density checks, sinterad density decks, pellet %spection, ultrasonic
testing'(Ur) of welds, leak testing of fuel lods, and a asional and visual
checks of fuel rods and skeleton &=hlies. Opatations rhad in the IIBA
area included the preparation and coating of pallets with inron. %e
operators and QC inspectors in all areas were competer.t ard aware of their
responsibilities.

%e NRC inspectors also checked several tools ard gages and
found them all to be within calibration due dates.

All operations and irspectico procedures in the plant are maintained and
controlled by an electronic pmcedure system (EPS) . Bere are mny tenninals
distributed throughout the nanufacturing floor, and no haul copies of
suxdures are kept by the operators or QC incpectors, he E is set up sudi
that releases of, or revisions-to, procedures cun be rado available to allplant personnel at the sam tim. .Each operator or inspector is required to
review and acknowledge resisions to procedures applicable to the scope of Etheir qualified work in the EPS.

Se EPS terminals allcw operators to. view all the procedure numbers and titles
required for their work profile, the applicable revisions ard issue dates, and
the date the individual acknowledged reviewirg the precedure release or
revision. _ In several cases tha NRC inspectors noted that there was a
cignificant gap between the date of issue and the date of acknowledgemnt of agiven prvx4ure for a given irdividual. . WCNID personnel rr.,ted that it was
possible that the individuals my not have been assigred to the work areas at
the tim of the revision, however, this infomation was rot readily available.

_

- % s NRC inspectors _ discovered one instance in which Rev. 4 of ?OP-750605,
' " Auto Weldiry of Fuel Tubes on Preplug/Preweld Line," was issued on July 3,

;-

1991, but was not acknowledged by an individual operator until July 25, 1991.
After review of the Rod Accountability and Monitoring Systen (RAMS) data, it|

. was. determined' that the individual did Wom the preplug/prn, eld operation
- for several weeks, and therefere colud have been working to the wrorgi

procedure revision (See Nonconfomarce 92-01-01).

It should be noted that WmFD personnel did have a similar finding in their
internal attiit report 91-011, dated October 28, 1991. .In the instance noted,_

;
in their report, an operator failed to acknowledge a Inviaion to a procedure
within five days. Se operator.did not, however, Wom the operation

' governed by the procedure before acknowledging the revision. % e corrective;

action portion of the response to the audit firdity focused mainly on revisiry

8
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the administrative pro dure, CA-006, to remove the requirment to review
i revisiona within fivo days of issue. . 'Ihe NRC inspectors believe that the

mainproblem is with operator's faalliarity with the EPS and their trainbg
regarding revisions to s um dares as discussed below.

'Ihe IK inspectors also made two observe'lans to plant management regartiirg
the manufacturiry operations observed. 'Ihe first observation was relatixl to
the EPS. Several operators ard QC insistors were asked by the NRC inspectors
to access the yvculare to which they were presently working. Ibst
individuals proved ccr;petent in accessirq their sucidares, but a few were rot
familiar enough with the system to access them without help, and many
encountered minor hardrare problens (i.e. keyboard depressicn and termirals
locking up) at their local terminal ard were forced to use a terminal further
from their prhnary work area.

'Ihe second observation was related to the final pellet inspection operation.
Section G.1 of QCI 910101, " Pellet Irmpcction - Procedaral Outline," Rev. 92, 4

dated November 18, 1991, requires tha operator to " return the tray to
Manufacturire for detailirg if excessive (e.g.10 or more) scrap pellets are
fourd." Contrary to this, an inspector, oboerved inspecting three trays, was
rextinely scrapping in excess of 20 pellets per tray and then passirg the
trays on to the next manufacturirg step. 'Ibe inspector's supervisor stated
that this was the normal sucedure for " good" pellets and that thrufacturirg
was only informed when there were significant problens with the pellets.
WCNED management agreed that the g vcedure was not clear enotgh and ocnmitted
to charge it. 'Ihe NRC inspectors were satisfied that the quality of the
pellets beirg PM on was beirq adequately checked.

4 PESONNEL CNTACTED

T. Bartman, Manager, Product / Process DevelopTent+ *

L. Bell, Prcduction Ergineer, Traffic
L. Boykin, Rod Operator
J. Brackett, Rod Operator

~

M. Branham, Operator, Vapor Deposition, IFBA
B. Brashier, QC Inspector, ikm-fuel Bearing Rods
D. Brcun, Met Lab Tech A
J. Bush, Manager, Product Assurance+ *

J. Clay, Fuel Assembler
S. Deller, Manager, Human Resources*

C. Dirgle, NDT Inspector
J. Fici, Manager, luterials, Planning ard Control+ *

M. Field, Product Assurance Ergineer, Grid Area
B. Goodwin, IUP Inspector
W. Gocdain,1% nager, Regulatory Affairs+ *

B. Grecrualdt, Chem Lab Tech B
G. Grier, Manufacturing Ergineer, Machine Shop
J. Higginbottom, Mgr, Product Assurance Surveillance
C. Hightower, Manufacturing Engineer, Skeletons
D. Hodge, QC Inspector*

P. Hyman, Mfg Supervisor, Skeleton & Final Assembly

9
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- C.; Joyner, . ReguNtory Affairs Ergirrer -*
.

W. Joynar, Quality Control Supervisor, Grid Area
+ - *' ;E. 7aelen, Manager, Marnfacturing--

A.-Knotts,-Assembler
:- + *-

- R. Ex;a, Manager,, Columbia Plant
F. Kramer, Manager, Engineerirg and Mfg Technology
-- E. Iocklear, Final Adly Ir%h
C.rIott,-Operator, Non-fuel Bearing Rods.

. *~+' -S. Mcdonald, Manager, 'Ibchnical Services
* - H. Menke, Manager, Product Design-

C. Miller, Suparvisirq Engir*'r, Metallurgical Taha
+ * _R. Pensak,. Manager, Quality .esurance

*- C. Perkins,-Managar, Mfg and Industrial Engineering
* R. Pollard, Manager,- Product Assurance Engineering

M. Reid, Rod Operator
+ * G. Rice,-QA Engineer

J. Richards, Manufacturing Dgineer,- Grid Area
E. Roberts, Mgr, Materials & Mechanical Process Development

-

J. Rolard, Tool and Gauge Inspector
. + *- E. Sdurtz, QA Engineer

_

C. Sharpe,; NDP Inspector
J. Sowers, Rod Operator

* - W. Ward, Manager, Pellet and Rod Manufacturirrj i
.

C. Nessinger,-Met Lab Tech A-
M. Wessinger,'Owm Lab Tech B

: + * - D.- Williams, Customer Support Dyineer
D. Workman, Manager, u1alytical Services Iab

+L Attended Ditrarce Meeting on January 13, 1992
Atterded Exit Meeting on January 17, 1992- *

.

E

.

h
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Selected Bulletins and Information Notices
Concerning Adequacy of Vendor Audits

and Quality of Vendor Products

I!;iMED TITLE

1. Information Notice 92-03 Remote Trip Function Failures
in General Electric F-Frame
Holded-Case Circuit Breakers

2. Information Notice 92-04 Potter & Brumfield Model MDR
Rotary Relay Failures

~

3. Information Notice 92-05 Potential Coil Insulation
-

-

Breakdown in ABB RXMH2 Relays

4. Information Notice 92-19 Misapplication of Potter &
Brumfield MDR Rotary Relays

5. Information Notice 92-22 Criminal Prosecution and
Conviction of Wrongdoing
Committed by a Commercial-
Grade Valve Supplier

6. Informat37n Notice 92-24 Distributor Modification to
Certain Commercial-Grade
Agastat Electrical Relays
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Docket No. 99901239

Mr. Stephen W. Glaser
Glaser & Associates
5635-B San Diego
El Cerrito, California 94530

Dear Mr. Glaser:

SUBJECT: NRC INFORMATION NOTICE 89 59

On September 19, 1991, you wrote a letter to Mr. Gregory Cwalina
of my staff regarding your company's inclusion-in U.S. Nuclear
Regulatory Commission (NRC) Information Notice (IN) 89-59,
"Suppliere of Potentially Misrepresented Fasteners." The NRC
staff issued IN 89-59 to provide nuclear power plant licensees
with the names and addresses, if known, of companies supplying
the nuclear industry with fasteners that were potentially
misrepresented, that is, marked as having a material content and
composition different from the actual content. The NRC was
concerned that supplying fasteners that did not meet
specifications could adversely affect plant safety. The NRC, in
cooperation'with other Federal agencies, has been providing
information on such fasteners to the nuclear and other

L industries.' The NRC issued IN 89-59 as a part of its efforts in
this-area.

The staff developed ~IN 89-59 after reviewing data that licensees
provided in response to NRC Bulletin 87-02, " Fastener Testing to
Determine Conformance With Applicable Material Specifications."
Those fasteners not meeting the licensee-identified material
specifications which were mismarked or unmarked were identified
by the staff as potentially counterfeit or misrepresented and
their suppliers were: listed in IN 89-59. . The NRC recognizes that
the fasteners supplied by Glaser were supplied as nonsafety-
related items and=were not mismarked and may not have been
, intentionally misrepresented.

It is the NRC's position that all material in a nuclear power
plant must have applied to it quality considerations commensurate

"with its significance to plant safety, even though it may not
meet the narrower definition-of safety-related. The NRC
determined that information concerning nonsafety-related
fasteners should be made known to all nuclear facilities for
their use, as appropriate.

In your letter to the NRC (Er. closure 1), which took exception to
the inclusion of Glaser in IN 89-59, you stated, "We are not
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-_. Mr . - Stephen W . Glaser -2-

denying.that1veLmay'have shipped incorrect material but it was
not purposely done...." The NRC staff did not state in.the j

information notice that=any of the suppliers,
~

. intentionally furnished fauteners that did not meetincluding Glaser,
specifications.

In accordance eith Section 2.790 of Title 10 of the Code of
)
!

. Federal Regulations, -!

be r? aced-in-the NRC's Public. Document Room..a copy of this letter and its enclosure willj

will be included in.the.next edition of NUREG-0040,In addition, a copy :1
" Licensee

])Contractor and Vendor Inspection Status Report.". That NUREG is
published quarterly.and! distributed to all nuclear. power
facilities. ;

sincerely,,

-

,

hr,.

<

h-Leif Norrholm, Chief
L / Vendor Inspection Branch

!' Division of Reactor Inspection '

and Safeguards'

office of Nuclear Reactor-Regulation
|- Enclosure:
_ As stated
i

!
l'
!

|
!
!

.-

h.

;
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GLASER & ASSOCIATES
urmmzrwxrmrrmrzmemammwnmmmamnazmnarmuura

'

5635 B sax Disco
. EL Cxuno

C e u 94530
527 1705 (415)

SEPTEMBER 19,1991

NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION
OFFICE OF NUCLEAR REACTOR REGULATION
WASHINGTON. D. C. 20555

ATTENTION: GREGORY C. CWALINA,NRR

RE: NRC INFORMATION HOTICE NO. 89-59 DATED 8/16/89

MR. CWALINA

SINCE RECEIVING NOTIFICATION OF OUR APPARENT TRANSGRESSION OF
SUPPLYING ' SUSPECTED COUNTERFEIT FASTENERS TO THE NUCLEAR
INDUSTRY", I HAVE CONTACTED PACIFIC GAS & ELECTRIC CO. TO GET TO
THE. BOTTOM OF IT. WHAT I HAVE FOUND IS, IN MAY OF 1986 WE,

SUPPLIED P. G. & E. WITH 50 PC. 1/2 X 3 GR 5 HEX HD CAP SCREWS.
HINETEEN MONTHS LATER (JANUARY 1988) A TEST WAS RUN ON THESE
BOLTS AND IT WAS FOUND THAT THEY DID NOT COMPLY WITH THE
SPECIFICATION. THE FASTENER TESTING DATA SHEET FOR THESE BOLTS
SHOWS THAT THEY HAD NO MATERIAL OR MANUFACTURER
MARKINGS ON THE HEAD. WE COULD THEREFORE CONCLUDE WITHOUT TESTING
-THAT THE BOLTS WERE NOT WHAT WAS ORIGINALLY ORDERED AND WERE IN
FACT SOMETHING OTHER THAN GR.5 MATERIAL. IF THESE BOLTS WERE NOT
STAMPED WITH HEAD MARKINGS THEY SHOULD HAVE BEEN BROUGHT TO OUR
ATTENTION UPON RECEIPT OF MATERIAL- NOT 19 MONTHS LATER DURING
A TEST FOR THE H.R.C.. IF YOU ARE TRYING TO FIND MANUFACTURERS OR
DISTRIBUTORS OF MISMARKED BOLTS - FINE, I AM ALL FOR IT, BUT YOU
HAVE LABLED GLASER & ASSOCIATES, INC. A PROVIDER OF SUSPECTED
COUNTERFEIT BOLTS AND THAT IS NOT TRUE. WE ARE NOT DENYING THAT
WE MAY HAVE SHIPPED INCORRECT MATERIAL EUT IT WAS NOT PURPOSELY
DONE AND I DONT LIKE YOUR INSINUATION THAT IT WAS. THE VERY
LEAST YOU COULD HAVE DONE, WAS TO NOTIFY US THAT WE WERE
BEING SUBJECTED TC THIS INCPCDIBLE LETTER.

I AM REQUESTING A RETRACTION. I AM NOT SURE OF THE DAMAGE
THAT YOU AND THE N R.C. HAVE DONE TO EITHER MY COMPANIES OR MY
OWN REPUTATION. I AM CERTAIN THAT YOU HAVEN'T DONE THEM ANYLGOOD.

BE ASSURED MR. CWALINA, THIS MATTER WILL NOT FADE AWAY. I'LL
BE WAITING FOR YOUR REPLY. g

,// C( hiux.]
'

,

SMFND W. GLASER

.

./
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Mr. Carlo Caso, Vice President,
Energy Systems Business Unit
Westinghouse Electric Corporation
Nuclear and Advanced 7bchnology Division
PO Box 355
Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania 15230 - 0355r

Dear Mr. Caso:

SUB7ECT:
10 CFR PART 21 REFORT PEARDDK ASL DRY TYPE TRANSFORMERS

Your letter'of November 14, 1991 (ET-NTC-91-3638), addressed to the Nuclear
Regulatory Ceramission (NRC) dimwM a potential deficiency reganiing craded
insulators observed in ASL Power Center Dry Type transformers at the
Washington Public Power Supply System's NNP-3 plant. Se attachment to thatletter, which was to be sent to all your custm crs states

Westinghouse sold the transformer product lines, including ASL Dry
Type Power Center Transformers, to ABB Power 'Iransmission and
Distritution Ccs,pany Inc. Consequently, Westirghause does not
have the msmy technical infomation or expertise available to,

identify all of the potentially affected plants, the cause, nor
the ultimate solution.-

ASEA Brown Boveri (ABB), in _a letter to the NRC of November 21, 1991, stated
that the above infomation is false and misleadi.g. ABB also sent the NRC a
copy of the November 21, 1991 letter to Westinghouse which denies any product
' liability.

S e NRC is unaware of the details of the agreement but does have a potential
concern reganiirg Westirghouse's iglementation of the evaluation and
reportirg requiremnts of Part 21 of Title 10 of the Code of Federal
Regulations fPart 21). Part 21 applies to the firm "supplyirg the cacponents"to nuclear; 'ities. Part 21 does not allow ccrnpanies which discontinue
supplying ba. , n:ponents to relieve themselves of Part 21 responsibiliti

<

~ for iters whit. , es
e previously supplied under Part 21 provisions.

D erefore, unless specifically addressed in the agreement, Westinghouse
retains the responsibility for iglementing Part 21 evaluation ard reportire

. requirements for all equiprent supplied pursuant to the provisions of Part 21.
Unless Westinghouse can document by means of the agreement between itself and
ABB, or, otherwise, that Westinghouse transferred to ABB the information
necessary for an evaluation thus putting ABB in a better position to perform
an evaluation, NRC requests that Westinghouse review its filec to determine if
that information is available and an evaluation in accordance with 10 CFRPart 21 can be performed.

382
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Mr. Carlo caso *2-

This letter does rot ocnclude that Westirghause does, indad, hwe pn:xtact
liability. Rather, the IK is cxxicerred with cur regalatory responsibility to !

essure the health ard safety of the pablic. It is irperative that the IE is
inforrod ed all defects which could cause a significant safety har.ard so that
the IE can be e.ssurtd that tha information is distributtd to the ruclear
irdustry.

If Watrtughouso su; plied the basic cxrponent, in acconiarce with the
requireents of 10 CTR 21.21(a)(1), the IUC eyects Westirghcuse to evaluata
deviations or in accordarce with 10 CFR 21.21(b) to inform the purchaser cc
af fectcd licensees so that thery can cause the dwiation to be evaluated.
Please prculde us with a list of all the tuclear power plants Miich received
similarly designed ASL Dry Type transfortners ard a list of these custrmers du
hava been rotified. If you have any questicrm, please contact Mr. Greg-

Cwaliria at {301) 50is-3221.

Sincerely,

J.
e

Esif ortholm, Chief
Verrior Inspe,icn firard)

g Division of Psactor Irspection
ard Safeguads

Office of iMclear Peactor Rogulation
>

s
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March 31, 1992
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D:cket No. 99901138

Pr. Bobby Corte
Cor-Val, Iruwated
Post Office Box 9076
Houma, louisiarn 70361

i

Dear Pr. Orte:

SUR7ECT: NRC DGUW&ICri IUTICC 88-97,- SUPPLIMDir 1

'4 hank you for your Oter 31, 1991 letter to the U.S. Na:: lear Regulatory
Ccmission (NRC) staff, ercleaad, regartiity the inclusion of 0;r-Val, Incorpo-
rated (Cor-Val) in Intnrmatico Notice (Di) 88-97, "Potentially albstaniarti
Valve Replace:nent Parts." "'he NRC staff issued IN 88-97 and Supplements to
prwide ruclear power plant licensees with informtion rugartlity potentially
substaniard valve replacement parts. 'Ihe inforntion notice identified that
the valve mnufacturer's euthorized distrilutar procured the parts from koth
the original equirrent mrufacturcr ard secondary sources as acrr:nrt::ial-grade
crrponents without adequately verifyirg that the parts would fulfill their
function. 2

Your letter requeste 1 W NRC staff to retract statements that it ude in
regard to the invrn ora of Cor-Val in surplyin
parts that were dNW ally ard, in scrae cases,a HascneilarMm valvemetallurgically incorrect.
As a result of yea euy, NRC staff prformod a twiew of the cirumstarx:es
that prortfAl the umanm of IN 88-97 ard concluded that Supplement 1 to Di--

88-97, dated April 28, 1989, is an accurate aco:rxit of the circu::stapoes in
this mtter ard we cb not intend to issue an aIrsd-d. to the infordation
notice. Amentrents are reserve.d for cases in 6A11ch the original Infnraation
Notice cxmtained erroneous inforntion. -

My staff cxantactal representatives frtra Sanple-Webbrol Controls, Ir% hated
(SW controls), Hasonellan-Drtsser Valve Carpany (HD), ard the consumers Pcwr
corpany (CPCO) Palisades nuclear power plant. Dhersionally ircorra.t staam
bypans valve replaoment parto at 'TOD's Palisades plant pru:pted a CPCD
investigation and subsoquent 10 CFR Part 21 report. Recortis shcM that the
dimensionally incorrect steam bypass valve parts were procured frcan Oor-Val by
SW Ocotrols in 1986. 'Ibera parts were supplied to the CTCD facility.

i ur October 31, 1991 htter stated that "the NRC has dcne an injustice to
..r-Val by portrayirg us as dealing in unethical business practices." 'Ibe

faubject IN does tr>t e). press any view as to the type of b2siness practicos
belig ccrducted by any of the four verders etimW in the lW. Instaad, the
subject IN informs NRC's licermes that CPCO identified several HD valve
replacenent parts which deviated frcrn the HD technical specificaticns.
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}tr. Bott7f Corto -2-

WW IE rooognizes, ud mde clear in the Ili, + hat the tubject psrts were
pro:urtd bf t!w mrufacturer's authorized distribator as otrrorcial-grade ard
scro of the parts Wre irprrperly dedicated *o safetv-relettd use bf others.
'1herefore, the pugrace of the D1 was to alert lE licenaces to the pxsibility
that valve replacenent puts pardased b/ them dircctly as otrxe2cial-grado
cxpcronts might tot rvx/t the origiral naufacturer's equirment specifica-
tions.

In accordirce with 10 CTR 2.790 of the !K's " Rules of Practice," the lE will

place a cr57f of this letter ard its emlocure in the IK's Iublic tbaumnt
Room. In ackiition, a crpy will be ircludcd in the next editicn of IRRID-0040,
" Licensee Contractor ard Verdor Irrgnetion Status !kport." But IRRIL is
publishcd quarterly ard distribated to t.11 ruclear pwcr facilities.

0, rsinocroly,
/ ) ,Q{'j) ~

4 %, A ,/(,'

f. / s's,
i ,

,I'
i

Inif J. brrfolm, Chief
Verdor Inspection Branch
Division of Reactor brpection

c.rd Safeguards
office of Ibclear Reactor Regulation

D elocure:
As stated
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OR-VAL. mc.eo so_ _ , , . , , ,
HOUM A. L A 70N . = FAX: (504) 8515102

.

October 31, 1991

Mr. Charles E. Rossi, Director
Division of Operational Events Assess ment
Office of Nuclear Reactor Regulation
Washington, DC 20555

Dear Hr. Rossi:

I feel that the N.R.C. has done an injustice to Cor-Val, Inc. by
portra>1ng us as dealing in unethical business practices. As perthe N.R.C. Information notice 88-97, Supplement 1.
Cor-Val did not and has never represented itr products to be
anything nther than our own. In the incident that the N.R.C. i<investigated, Cor-Val had no direct involvement. It is true, wehave acted as a contractor for S.W. Controls, dut we had no
knowledge of their intentions for resale to the nuclear industry.
In fast, it is important to note that none of the parts examined
in the investigation were identified as having been manuf actured
by Ct. Val, Inc. However, some were found to be manufceture byCVS. And others were sold by H-D who purchased them from an
apparent unqualified source.

Cor-val has manufactured and sold valve replacement parts for the '

pwst 11 years. Our f ormal Quality assurance program has been
through numerous and often stringent audits by outside parties.
Ve are A.P.I. certified and a D.O.D. Level I Subsafe contractorfor the Navy's nuclear division.

The N.R.C. has done damage to my companies reputation and
effectively limited my ability to solicit work from the NuclearPower Industry. Therefore, I respectively request that aretraction in writing be made by your office and mailed to all
parties who would have received the orli-.nal notices.

Mr. Rossi, I would appreciate your assistaner |, this matter. I
believe you would agree that this is a reasonable request.
Thank you for your time and assistance.

91ncerely

k
~~

Bobby Cor'te \
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(504)851 3100
NANNO# '

SPEC 6A F Ax (504)8515102

OUALITY ASSURANCE

Cor Vars O A Program con'orms to AP.I Spec. 01 and MIL 145208A inspection System Requirements
Additionally this program meets the specifications of 10CFRSO Appendix B,10CFR21 Section 206 requirements
for the nuclear industry and OOD Level /1 Subsafe Nuclear Requirements.

VALVES. ACTUATORS and INSTRUMENTATION REPAIRS

Complete sepair/ remanufacturing of all makes of A P.I and ANSI GATE, GLOBE. BALL CHECK, BUTTERFLY,
S AFETY, RELIEF and CONTROL VALVES Precision machining, code welding, heat treating anc oressure testing
(hydrostatic and gas) services are available REPAIR SERVICES FOR ALL VALVE RELATED INSTRUMENT ATION
used with process control valves REPAIR OF ALL MAKES OF ACTUATORS pneumatic, hydraulic anc electric.
COMPLETE LINE OF NEW and REMANUFACTURED VAi.VES. AClVATORS and INSTRUMENTATION
AVAILABLE

--
,

gt SERVICE INDUSTRIAL PROCESS PLANTS

Ar.!d service personnel available to repair all types of control valves, actuators and instrumentation on site.

FIELD SERVICE INLAND and OFFSHORE

Valves repaired both en and off t, hors. Lubricators to set all types of bhek pressure valves. C I.W., GRAY,
NATIONAL ai,d McEVOY 5,000s to 20,000w.

_

CONTROL VALVE TRIM

Cor Vai trim available for FISHER, MASONEILAN, C E. NATCO/INVALCO, NORRISEAL and many others Trim
repair service available.

,

_.

CHOKES and REPAlR PARTS

Cor Val choke parts available Ior BEST, Ct.MERON IRON WORKS. GULFCO. GRAY TOOL McEVOY, N ATION AL
OCT/FMC, THORNHILL CRAVER and many others COMPLETE ASSEMBLY NEW and REMANUFACTURED-
REPAIR / REMANUFACTURING SERVICE AVAILABLE

P_ UMPS

Complete repair facility for glycol, centraftigal, chemicalir ection and plunger type pumps Exchange programu

offered

FLANGES and CONNECTOR HUBG

AP.I ANSI. MSS and LENS RING FLANGES / RING GASKETS CONNECTOR HUBS and SEAL RINGS Orifice,
blind and other special seal rings available All sizes and materials

.

ORIFICE PLATES

Universal and paddle type All sizes and materials

387
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4. f IN OR GR AN T NUMBt R

b, AU1 HOR (Si 6 TYPE C7 REPOHT

7, Pt R IOD COV E R E D fla bone .? stee8r

8. P f RMI G ANIZ A140N - N AML AND ADDR E $5 fit mac. p sen* O=esee, D''av ** Aeroa U.S Nuthor meriefewt se > *aissem, eaa numae as**se. di sea = error, peo.ee

Division of Reactor inspection and Safeguards
Office of Nuclear Reactor Regulatien
U. S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Washington, DC 20555

9. $PONEORING ORGANIZATION - NAME AND ADDRi$5 fit WNC, tysw "Sene as empoe",if renteween preene hec 0+euwe. Offne er Aspen. U & hwbe, Asprevery Crammeen,
.ad matm, esa*osa)

Same as above

10. SUPPLEMLNT ARY NOTES

11. ABST R AG - (*Ja more er het

This periodical covers the results of inspections performed by tne NRC's Vendor
Inspection Branch that have been distributed to the inspected organizations
during the period irom January through March 1992,

l), AL Y WQ3 DLDE SCHiPT OH5 ftse ow,m er pa,eers enet wm mene neme,eerve a. Aseen,p ene ,epe,, s i3 Ag Aigaan gry $1 Atletesi

unlimitedvendor inspection
14. &&Cumait CLA&Att 4CAltO8e

~
(Fea rapei

unclassified
,, s e

unclassified
~
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.

NRC 5 OMW 33512 496
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